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SOURCE: BANKING, January 1957

P.88

MAGIC PILLS FOR BANKING ILLS

The only logical treatment for banking ills must come, not from

the politician, but from those who have spent their lives in the pursuit

of the ancient and honorable profession of banking. No one would think

of employing a boiler maker to perform an appendix operation. Yet there

are those who rush about the country Shouting from soap boxes the merits

of their pink pills which, if administered to the banking system would,

according to these side-show barkers, remove its corns, bunions, freckles,
warts, weak hearts, empty heads, cancerous growths, and purify its blood.

The cure for the ills of our banking system is to be found in the
courage, the ability and the experience of bankers of character. Consequent-
ly, one of the most important problems the banking fraternity must face is
concerned with the inculcation of a sound philosophy of banking in the
young men into whose hands the banking gystem will gradually be given.

There is a tendency to try to correct every abuse by legislation,

but the conditions will not be permanently remedied by legislation, for
neither honesty, efficiency nor common sense can be legislated into those
who do not possess those qualities. The banking fraternity must insist
upon them and must draft and follow a program which will insure them in so
far as it is humanly possible.---ROBERT 0. BONNELL, Pres., Morris Plan Bank,
Baltimore, before DELAWARE Bankers Assn.
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From - The American Ranker, February 76, 1017 t
"Portland, Oreg., Feb. 75 - Speaking to the Regional Banking Conference

of theA. B. A. in session here, C. E. Jenks, Superintendent of Banke of the
State of Washington, etated that he was not in sympathy with suggestions
that no State bank charter! be permitted without the consent or the F.D.I.C.

* * * * * * * * *

'I shoeld say that in the future chartering of banks, certain factore
definitely muet be given conaideration:

"There must be basic legislative enactments with relation to ca7ital
requirements that rill adequately serve rresent day besiness.

'There *wit be a delegetion of broad discretianary veto powers to
charteriag authorities, and in the exercise or those powers there muat be
a keen discrimination het-peen economic juatification and community or
personal convenience.

*There must be a cc-ordination of purpoee between State and national
supervisory authorities and a reelization of their autual responeibility
to the public.

*There should be an adjustment process by which any excess of existing
bankina units will be levelled off.

"There muot be a satisfactory forecast as to earninas.

giber. must be SR smalysis of the amtivating influences back the ap-
clication. A beak femaded upon unsound principles can never be a safe agency
for the adminiatratien of a trust.

"There must be a thorough appreisal of the general character and fitness
of the ineorporators and the proposed management.

*No Law Can Make a Good Banker

waniformity of laws and practices, providing a maximum of stability with
minims interference with private initiative, having iue regard for the rights
of the States, is an ideal toward which ve must love. But no amount of
legislation or supervision will ever take the place of competent manageaent.
No law in itself can ever produce a good banker. The human element will con-
tinue to be the dominant factor.*
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SOUFGH THE MAGAZINE OF WALL STREET Amp BUSTNESS ANALYST—April 25, 1936

NEW BANKING LAWS 10 PROVE DISAPPOINTING

by Robert H. Hemphill

Fake 14 

Almost no-one Eeems to visualize the full significance of the

great chenge which our banking system has undergone in the last few

years. The most adventurous bankers who in former depressed periods

initiated recovery by liberal expansion of credit, areout of the bhnking
picture, never to return. They went out with the ten thousand or more
banks which have gone tato the discard in the last very few yeare. The
survivors are a different breed. wCommercird credit" as we knew it in pre-
depression days, is only a Memory.

Fven if present bank managers were so disposed, the Comptroller
of the Currency hnd hiE corps of examint.rs, with the vision of the last
few years fresh in their minds, would newer permit the loose methods of
credit extension v,hich gave ue our amezing prosperity but wrecked the
banking system.

4-1 5
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SOURCE:. THE TENNESELF BANKER—JUNE 19E6 (Convention number)

AN APPROACH TC BANKING PhOBLEMS--Toa K. Limith, kres., Boetmen's Nat. tank,
St. LOUIE, Firet Vice-Pres., A.B.A.

In speaking of the problems ah.aC: of us, L. Lloen C lt, president

of the New York btate Bankers Associ:Con, in a recent addrese befort

his aesocietion, Etated the need for more careful analysis of the
problems of commerciel benking eo cleerly that his words will behr
repetition here. He seid:

" . . . I think we will all eLree that there ere 50111e major
unsolved problem:, in our comulercial benkint, syEtem. Aany of the lnwe
which huve been enected affect the generel reguletion end supervision
of banking polic;/ but leave untouched some of the fundementals of bunking
structure and banking operations. Deposit insurance on e nationel ecale
is a new experiment and while it may heve ite effect in dreventin,6 th
spread of withdreoels in time of trouble it cen in no \say be eccepted ae
6 substitute for gooc, .anking. Lupervision cen limit the scope of bank
operetions, but tqe ultimete decision as to the kind of asvets to be held
in the portfolio& of the benks rests with the benkere.

"One of the most importent tiestions which bankers face is thie:
Are we going to have f, banking system which will stand u) in futurr
periods of depression, or dual we have a system that till eccentuate
the difficulti, s and lend itself to excessive licluidation in periods of
Etress?"

41€
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SOURCE3 NOTEL ON BANK VILIT TRIP 01' 0. E. POWELL, May 21-28, 1956
(Submitted with letter from Fed. Res. Bk. of Minneapolis,

dated June 20, 1956)

Branch bc,nking )rcticed by one of the wroup banks et 13erdeen.
Both the head-office officials of this small branch banking institution
and the maaagers of the variouv branches seemed well sfAisfied with their
experiment. They stated that branch banking allows better service to the
community, especi9lly in a livestock areG where the lo?n limit to individual
borrowers should be higher than small country banks can supply. This branch
banking system lp-Lo developed a F,imple form 3f accounting so thnt the
tradi4onal branch banking red tape has been cut to a minimum. They seem
to re4 largely on government examination of the brnnchc,s inrtead of
supplementing it by head office supervision. One independent bank near
Aberdeen thilinks thet brvnch banking is inevitable but not If P0,000 of
capital is required per branch.

41 7
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REPORT OF E. W. SWANSON, covering trip throueh Wisconsin, beginning
Sept. 11, 1956. Following countic: visited: St. Croiy, runn,
Chippewa, Pierce, Feu Claire, end Trempealeau. (Sub. with
Ir. Peyton's letter of 9-17-50

Pge 1

The echedule of minimum service cht.rEes ordeied by the Wisconsin
Banking Depertment received favoreble commnnt from most of the bsnkers.
The schedule ordered adopted by the Bankine reTurtmcmt takes effect
accordini to counti,;,s, and I was told the effective date is not uniform.
The schedule ie already' in Effect in mout countics, 61though the date
has been placed nu October 1 in eome places. Most of the banks alrecdy
have similLr schedules in op*.retion, but the order by the Bankin*'. De2art,
ment will force banks that heve been chiseling to make the charges.
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SOURCE: BANKING—December 1936 (Section II, Supplement)

.taaaaa
MAKENFRS ARE MPI fQpICEMEN—Paul T. Bets, Txec. Vice Pres., First National

Baal: in Lincola, Lincoln, Ill., kieiore
Conference on Banking at University of Ill.

it Jas unfortunote that public opinion today more or less regerds a
bank examiner as a kind of policeman. / know that it is not the wish
of the examinere to be placed in that category. IXter all, examiners and
hankers heve many characterictics in nammom--there should not he much
variance in teir vielNpoLDL:3, tacit' attitudes and sym?athiea. aabitiions
and purposes of both are to serve the interest of constructive banking. Like—
wise both are avare t:.17 oboervynce of the bankiug laws Goes not insure
the success of a benk. Bankers rust do more then the law requires.

immmination of any bank involves two phases of procedure. The
first phase incluoes a comprehensive audit of the bank's detaileo activities.
The other phase concerns' itself with ascertaining a knowledge of the
capabilities and policies of the management. Examiners find the latter by
far the more difficult to ascertain and to classify, but an exumination
cannot be successful widen. tails to detect these qualities of the 1.)1ker.
A bank examiner must understand men. The comprehensiveness of his report
depends upon his ability to exFaine the banker as well as the bank, to
determine whether the banker in question is capable of devising and guiding
policies conducive to the successful conduct of his bank. For no bank can
operate successfUlly without definite policies, and policies' mean nothing
unless they are controlled and adherea to. L.:,,nks tioL drift ta success,
they are guided there hy sound banking policies; if they drift they sooner
or later fnil. The examiner cannot submit a true report of the atatus of
a bank unless existing conditions will permit him to gain an intelligent
perspective of the individual force administering the routine end principles
of the institution, without hhvinw to resort to forceful tactics. Therefore,
if there does not exist a spirit of cooperation between the banker and the
examiner it can be readily understood a wrong impress*** of the banker and
of the condition of hie bank may be gained by the superviaing authorities
to the detriment of the institution.

It was my experience to learn, while an examiner, that the astute
bankers were anxious to avail themselves of every benefit which a
constructive examination should provide. Progressive bankers who knew they
had a good bank were usually proud to exhibit it. They approached the
examiner in a spirit of cooperation—accepting him as an agent of con—
structive advice or criticita4 ,ral not au a policeman.

In bhnk examining, the same ea in any other profession, we occaslionally
find a misfit. That is unfortunate both for such an examiner and for the
banks he contacts. It is inconsistent with the aims of competent bank
supervision and I believe that the banker should be entitled to protest the
incapabilities of an examiner when such is apparent. When Oanks pay the
fees for examinations they like to get their money's worth. Bank examining
should be maintained upon a high plane where it will be attrEctive to men of
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high purpose. It should be entirely free of political influences, as
should every other branch of bbnk supervision. r:ank ex_stinini; Should be
J,1/.,de attrI:ctive as a carEer. Oaly men wimp by apprenticeship, tive
proved themselves to be naturally adapted to this particular type of work,
and hz,ve successfully psssed a qw3lifying cn.,minatica, should 1;,., Lormissioned
and clothed with the aathority thnt accompanies the title. FUrthernore,
r=7-niners should be paid salaries which, at lezst in some reasonable degree,
are commensurate with their responsibilities.

Both bank examiners and the bankers must be aware of the high plane
upon 'which it nr_scessary to conduct this close-t -theipheert, close-to-
thelloocketbook profession. It requires courage, visiion and initiative
motivLtA by the compellind derTiru to Lawvc! and eowf_rte. Myone rith a
lesser inspiration can never hope to be either e good b!".nk exA!!miner or a

nker.

„
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411 NUM Address of George L. Harrison
at Sami,Amosel Mawr Ileetiugs, Academy
01' seems, les York GiVrip
ibmrsday, April 21, 1936, pp. 11-12*

1

Bot also, our seammeial buskin system 'which adLlapsed under the

strain of 1951, 19320 end 19U, has beem safeguarded in various respesta.

After the banking belidely of 1933, only theft tanks believed to be eased

mere permitted to impose se that mew week tuft mere eliminated fres

the banktos silemeteue. Porisesmsre. • large mmObsr honks bave gime

Seamed lb, moswoo likpoilbus amass. sow maim ems Om of settees"

superOWAns three* the ifederel Ikamoria SOW* or tbe iediessal Deposit

Insurance Corporations ft* 'spits% shrostmre ad' modermsepitellsed honks

has been restored threelik What* subseriPtiess throll, the laysto'

etruotios 'Usage Corporation*

In spits of thee* steps, hoverer, there are still some femdosental

shortsemimpe tit our tanking spotee *blabs to my mind. must aora lior be

*wrested if we vent to avoid Mum usabasea•

ftelommmereial banking ernmINS pot lop am* like Tem. At the be-

stowing of the depression it oessishol et about 24,000 separate unit

boas all oripaisiell eat oporattag oder 49 differest sots of laou 4. the

Federal law and tbs bow of the 48 stmts.. Some of these balks sere

members of the ?edema. loserve ftstem tat tmo thirds of then sews osio

The Federal Reserve System vas superimposed woe this hetessienesms

group of banking institutions without way sibotentisl sheep in the

basis system itself. Me astral basking oyster son boo mato a amb.

stitnte for a mood sommercial banking system. Sop *bile many stepe
(k 4-4

'have 012,11147 belli WM. Ve shill ust be able to boast of a 'holly

\\ 6

,
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adequate banking structure until such tine .1.6 it may be possible to de-

Imlay ft more unified commercial banking system with greater

tiom of beth authority and roopemmibilitys

This MOM, a greater uniformity ad' booking lams between the difi.

forest states. ais AO Oft Mod, mid between the states mod the Tederol

goverment, on the ethers rt greater emoistanrny mad offeettve-

mese et beldam( oppervision, responsibility for which is nes divided

smog toe mar agerneles4 It implies the neaeseity of improvise tho

eroX ohmmeter of book mernienent through the development of some mere

liberel system of brandh bedtime within appropriate areas', It implies

some satisfactory dispoeitioa of the knotty problem of separating the

eemmercial banking function from the mxvingo banking' fnmetiou The

eembimation ef these toe functions in the some imstitutiom has beim ems

lef the appermi esmose steer booking troubles st the pes4, Lastly,

it ingtheo Mho mitigate mommlior of brioitog all the esnmereial banks

of the oomatry tato tit* litbdoo4 Ihreeris Spolies*V:,/*

/be promise meaner to them gessigerns is diffleab olitanans

either as to time er method. Zt will sequire lbereeghgeing one thought-

ful study, and perhape a gradual *autism; but we should not rest ememet

until that proaen has been resegoimed amd its eautionimmkeinduou I

do not mean to imply that ear Immikimg systole today modernism the eseamis

stability of the couatry or the feeds of ite dspoeitores lot I de MOM.

that it will sever hem:ties to th* fel limit of its usenlmess

safety until these questions aro esmeidered and apposed of ta mow

matisfaetery
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S. Sloan Colt, Pres., Bankers Trust Co.
Address - Kansas and Missouri Bankers Associations

May 6, 19Fe.

* * * * * * * * * * *

I have atterapted to give you a brief statement of three types of economic
changes which have created several major problems for bankers. These changes
ares ( ) changing economic conditions at I-2ome; (2) world politicel and economic
disturbances resulting in extraordinary capital movements, gold flow into the
United adtes 14:17; en exceedingly large eccumul&tion of excess reserves; and 05)
the changing character of banking in this country both in assets and in de-
posits.

I do not euggeet this as a comrlfte list of themonomic developments which
affect banks but mention them merely to illustrate the dynamic nature of our
economic and social order ,%nd to emyhasise the urgent necessity for constant
Ftuly and investigation by bankers of these broader problems. The future couree
of banking in this country is going to depend very largely upon how well we as
individual bankers' understand these larger problems and how sound the aieasures
are which we take to solve them. Thie im not a task which can be accomplished
in a moment, but one which will require continuous research and study.

It must be clear by now that lasting improvement in the banking system can
seldom be obtained by legislation. The futility of trying to substitute
arbitrary rules and laws for mound business judgment has been amply dsmemstrated.
That is why a project wherein the men actually operating banks umiertGlke to make
a careful analysis of the banking problems is so important and may bring
productive results. We have tried legislation for a hundred years; let ue now
try research and analysis.
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Address of Hon. J. F. T. O'Connor, Comptroller of the Currency,
45th Annual Convention of California
Bankers Asso., Sacramento, May, 1956

* * * * * * * * *

As you may have observed, the motif running through the regulations
is one of anti-speculation. The reason therefor is based on causes which
have been admirably expressed by the Commission on Banking Law and Practice
of the Association of Reserve City Bankers in its "Summary of Arguments on
Title II of the Banking Bill of 1955" issued in May, 1935.

Permit me to quote from that pamphlet:

"The disastrous period of bank liquidations is getting further
and further behind us and it is probable that even bankers are be-
coming somewhat forgetful of the true causes of the trouble,
although at one time there would have been little disagreement as
to the factors involved. Most of the public, unfortunately, never
knew fully the causes of our banking troubles because the facts
were not available to them, and they might be easily convinced
that the whole trouble can be charged to so simple a thing as
strict eligibility requirements.

"It is contended that a study of the assets of failed banks
would completely dispel the view that the troubles of these banks
were due chiefly to a lack of borrowing power. No one can peruse
the facts without arriving at the absolute conviction that the
troubles of the banks were due in considerable part to assets which
should never have been in the banks at any time, under any con-
ditions. In the years prior to the depressions of both 1921 and
1929 the banks became involved in the speculative fever of the age,
and many of them filled their portfolios with assets which were
bound to show losses with the turn of the economic tide. No
artificial methods of liquidity and no attempt to have the Federal
Reserve System hold up the inflated balloon could possibly have
avoided the ultimate consequences.

"It may be of interest at this point to present a few simple
facts which were revealed by a detailed analysis of the assets of
failed banks. Of the banks failing in 1931, 105 were picked at
random from all sections of the country, and the 50 bonds contrib-
uting the greatest depreciation to the portfolios of the 105 banks
were listed and tabulated. The two bonds which contributed the
greatest depreciation to the portfolios of this group were con-
vertible bonds which had been bought at prices substantially above
par. In other words, they were speculations. There were several
other convertible bonds in the list which also caused heavy losses.
Of the first 50 bonds in poInt of depreciation, only five had
ratings of the first three grades in 1929; four of these five were
convertible issues in which the banks' losses were due to having
bought them at too high a price. The remainder of the issues were
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of the fourth grade or lower. These banks were sacrificing

security for high yield. Only four of the 50 issues were brought

out before 1923 and 42 per cent of them were brought out in 1928

or later. In other words, the bonds causing the greatest amount

of depreciation were unseasoned issues, largely the product of

boom conditions in the bond market."

* * * * * * * *

The responsibility for proper investment of bank funds, now, As in

the past, rests with the directors of the institution, and there has been

and is no intention on the part of this office to delegate this responsi-

bility to the rating services, or in any way to intimate that this

responsibility may be considered as having been fully performed by the

mere ascertaining that a particular security falls within a particular

rating classification.

* * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: BULLETIN OF THE AIB-Vol. 17 July 1955 No. 3
(Seattle ConventionJUNE 1936)

Page 278 
THE BANKER'S FUTURE

Rudolf S. Hecht

Truly, the A.I.B. has llved up to its opportunities and obligations
to the nth degree, and I think a part of my statement on this subject made
before your annual meeting in 1930 is worth repeating in the light of
subsequent events. I said then, "The greatest service of the A.I.B. to
banking and to the public is that it is creating tremendous reserves of
preparedness among bank employees against which the growing demands of
the future can confidently draw. Preparedness, whether for the senior
or junior banker, cannot stop with studying the problems that arise in the
practice of banking as we find it today. Individually and as a profession,
we must face and prepare ourselves for a new day in banking that surely
lies ahead and that will need new conceptions, new administrative technique
and new economic vistas.

"Because there is considerable uncertainty as to precisely what form
of banking will ultimately survive in this country, there is greater need
than ever before for education and preparedness in banking, because new
technical problems and enlarged responsibilitics will inevitably come with
those changes, whatever they may be.

"Preparedness means not only that a few outstanding individuals shall
qualified; it means that we must step up our education so that banking as a
whole shall be fortified for new burdens and responsibilities.

"Above all, we must broaden our social conception of banking. Not
only in the technical operations of the new banking must we fit ourselves,
but, both as individuals and as an organized profession, we must charge
ourselves with serious consideration of the social problems that are in-
volved in this development.

"Public opinion cannot be ignored by any business, least of all by
banking, which is admAtedly semi-public in character. If banking develops
tendencies that give rise to public fears, we must so conduct ourselves
as to reassure all doubts, either by demonstrating that they are groundless
or by shaping developments so that there can be no question of our fidelity
to public welfare.

"For this is true--that business succeeds only by serving society--that
no business can permanently prosper which does not render service to the
public and at the same time convince the public that it is rendering that
service."

q3
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Bulletin of the AIB--July 1935

Rudolf S. Hecht
Page 280

AGGRESSIVE APPROACH

And I am sure your studies and your experience will lead to the

conclusion that mere acquiescence in changes forced on banking by law

is not sufficient. Our zeal for banking reform in the future must be
more aggressive than that. For banking to be truly a good public

servant means that we must, by voluntary action and not only by compulsion

of law, develop changes and improvements in our daily practices and methods

that not only will meet the problems which are confronting us toda:y but
will fit into the new period of economic adjustments that lies just ahead

of us.

Page 284 

What better evidence could we want that the members of the A.I.B.
realize that the auccessful banker of the future will have to be more
highly trained than ever before? The number of banks has been reduced
from 31,000 to about 15,000 within the past fourteen years. It is not
likely that we shall again have such an overproduction of banks in this
country. Accordingly, there will be fewer places to fill both in the
clerical and the executive staffs, and it is natural that preference will
be given to those who, because of their earnestness, aptitude, proficiency,
and educational qualifications, can make the best contribution to the
future of banking.

Certain it is that the banker who does not keep up with the tremendous
changes and economic readjustments that are sweeping over us will fall by

the wayside. lt was about a century ago that the great economist, John
Stuart Mill, wrote in one of his books:

"History shows that great economic and social farces flow like a tide
over communities only half conscious of that which is befalling them. Wise
men foresee what time is thus bringing and try to shape institutions and
mould men's thoughts and purposes in accordance with the change that is
silently coming on. The unwise are those who bring nothing constructive
to the process and who greatly imperil the future of mankind by leaving
great questions to be fought out between ignorant change on one hand and
ignorant opposition to change on the other."
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Bulletin of the AIB----Vol. 17 July 1935 No. 3
Seattle Convention—June 1936

Paze 289
BANKING IN A CHANGING WORLD

William 11. Irwin
Prof., Economics, Washburn Colle7"e,

Topeka, Kansas, address before
Omaha Convention

Banking is naturally and properly a conservative profession.
It should remain so. In the past few years criticism has been heaped
unjustly upon the entire bankin, fr-ternity because it has returned to
practices and principles of banking that are and always have been
fundamentally sound. The pity is that a ever departed, even in small
measure, from such principles and practices. And it is to its credit that
so large a group of its members never faltered, even in boom times, in
their allegiance to those sound principles. We probably owe our salva-
tion from chaos to that fact.

REMAIN CONSEMATIVE

Whatever changes may come in this changing world, no banker should
be other than conservative, even in the midst of vilification. He stands
in a position of trust to his depositors. j'f he is a real banker, he.
builds not for today alone but for the future bS well, and he who builds
for the ages can afford to some extent to neglect end ignore the passing
whims of the mob.

lgEes 291-92

Finally, in such an aige of change, bankers owe at least four definite
obligations to themselves and to the public. The first of these is a skilled
professional service for which they have a right to ask a reasonable com-
pensation. We have had enough of the types, calling themselves bankers,
who did not know the difference between a long term mortgage and a short
term self-liquidating promissory note. We have had enough of pawnbrokers,
it is time to see that in the future their kind remains outside the ranks
of the profession of banking. Only skilled men and women should have a
place, except for the mere mechanical operations, in the handling of the
intricate business of a bank.

HIGH ETHICAL STANDARDS

The second of these definite obligations is a very high standard of
professional ethics. it is unfortunate, but sadly true, that the reputationcf
banking in the last decade has suffered most violently in "the house of its
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Bulletin of the AIB

William A. Irwin
Pages 291-92 (contd.)

friends." l'ractices crept into banking houses, under the stress
of cutthroat competition, that have no place in an old and honorable
profession like banking. They are gone now and they should remain for-
ever outside the sphere of banking. Bankers themselves, within their own
orgenizations, as a measure of self-insurance, ought to see to that. The
ethics of this honorable profession must be beyond question.

The third obliEation owed is that of a personnel treined not merely
in the technique of banking but trained and informed also in the sociel
implications for their work. None of us lives to himself alone. Our
modern life is becoming steadily more complex. The acts of any one group
soon affect other groups. False actions or false social standards in one
group are fraught with dangers for all of us. A banking personnel, trained
technically only, can do the mechanical work of any bank; but one with the
wider outlook for social implications can help to preserve the very foundations
of our civilization, without which banking could not exist.

Finally, all bankers, executives and employees alike, owe it to
themselves and to the public whom they serve to keep their minds open even
in a changing world. The danger here lies often in age. We are apt, as the
years go by, to think that old ways are the only ways. If that were true,
all progress would cease and stagnation result.

Those who are older among you are fortunate if you have reached the
"ripe and mellow years " with minds that are still open at one end. Your
experience will prove invaluable to the younger men and women among you who
must sooner or later assume the burden of your institutions. You can act,
and should act, as a rein on the reetiveness of youth. From your rich
otores of experience, youth should be able to dray wisdom for the problems
of a changinE world.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: BULLETIN OF THE AIB - - -Vol. 17 July 1935 No. 3
(Seattle Convention - --June 1936)

Page348
COMPETITION IS THE SAVINGS FIELD

Dan V. Stephens, Pres.,
Stephens National Bank, Fremont, Nebraska

If commercial banks stuck to their own business and carried on a
commercial banking business, if investment houses stuck to theirs and
carried on their business in a legitimate way, if insurance companies
stuck to their business instead of attempting to inveigle deposits out
of banks by selling annuities, and if savings banks stuck strictly to
their business of investing the money that has been entrusted with them
safely in mortgages or government or state bonds, our institutions would
be much more successful and a much greater service to the country.

Some of us, however, are not satisfied with doing a legitimate,
specified business of the character that we are competent to do, but we
must run a regular department store business and incorporate all these
various businesses under one head and delegate the responsible duty of
managing the departments to individuals who often act alone and come to
their own conclusions as to what is best for their department. No banking
institution can be divided up in that sort of a fashion and be successfully
conducted along those lines very long without entailing tremendous losses.

The idea of an investment broker selling a security, the history of
which is confined to a small printed circular, to a banker 2,000 miles away,
who knows nothing about it, is about as stupid a transaction as I know of,
and so long as men indulge in those transactions we shall have panics and de-
pressions and revivals. Each time we pass through such an ordeal, we lose
tremendously to those who control vast stores of ready capital and who can
take Wm advantage of the situation to reap a harvest.

BANK A NUCLEUS

If each bank would recognize itself as a nucleus of the community sur-
rounding it, receiving the spare money of the people and lending it to the
people of that community and their enterprises, how much more wholesome
would the situation be than it is at present! Now we find communities which
have been bled white by the losses they have sustained on investments that
have been made in bonds on corporations that they knew nothing about and that
are located perhaps thousands of miles away from them.

We wonder where the buying power of the people has gone. The wonder
is that they have anything left to buy with, when you consider the vast sums
that they have lost through exploitation.
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Dan V. Stephens
Pages 348-49 (Contdj

This situation does not do the banking fraternity any good, and
I am hoping now that, with the clean slate the banks have, practically
every institution being absolutely solvent, we ought to start forward and
make a record that will be enviable. This will restore the banking
fraternity to the standing it should have in the community.
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"Future of Banking in the United States"
by Wood Netherland, V. Pres.,

Mercantile-Commerce Bank & Trust Co., St. Louis, Mo.
40th Annual Convention

Oklahoma Bankers Asso., May, 1956

* * * * * * * * * *

Whether we likeit or not, we must realize that in our present economic
order banks have now been placed substantially in the category of public
utilities, in which state they enjoy certain rights and at the same time
assume certain responsibilities. We must also reali7e the public utilities
are so closely associated with our civilization, supplying wants so funda-
mental to the community that government has at all times subjedwdthem to a
large measure of control. Chief Justice Taft once said that in a sense,
the public is concerned about all lawful business because it contributed
to the prosperity and well-being of the people. But the expression
"clothed with a public interest" as applied to a particular business means
more than that the public welfare is affected by the continuity with which
or by the price at which a commodity is sold or a service rendered. The
circumstances which clothe a particular kind of business with a public
interest must be such as to create a peculiarly close relation between
the public and those engaged in the business, and raise implications of
an affirmative obligation on their part to be reasonable when dealing Isith
the public. We may just as well realize that we exist by sufferance and
not by divine right. Therefore, if in this new future banks are to have
the status of a public utility with rights and definite obligations, we
should know what those rights and obligations are.

The Service Chargt

Certainly we have a right to collect a reasonable price for our ser-
vices and receive therefor a reasonable profit. Since our success or
failure more deeply affects the community life than that of any other
business, it should be patent that no banking service whatever should be
rendered at less than cost. Profits shauld be so sure and so dependable
as to permit the accumulation of reserves sufficient to meet all con-
tingencies. We should be privileged to establish such rules and regula-
tions both for our own respective institutions and for the banking busi-
ness as a whole as will insure sound and sensible management, even to the
denial of banking service to those individuals or corporations whose
operations are subversive of sound business.

We have a right to expect, particularly in view of our general
participation in the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, that no man
or set of men will be allowed to enter or to remain in the banking business
when their conception of their responsibilities is not of the highest order.
We have a right to expect that the political machinations by which bank
charters have too often been obtained in the past, shall be relegated to
the rubbish heap along with foreign bonds and ihatered stocks.

-
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We have a right to expect that the Government will withdraw forthwith
from competition both in the matter of receiving deposits in postal savings
and through subsidized agencies in the lending field. In short, if we are
to assume the responsibility of providing an adequate banking system in
these United States, then we have the right to a clear track.

But if we are to insist on these rights, then what obligations must we
assume? First and foremost is that of continuous self-examination and self-

audit. Mr. Owen D. Young, who for fifteen years has been a director of the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York, in a statement on the Banking Act of 1955
made the following observation: "One may well say that a banking system

which failed to restrain a boom and collapsed during a depression should
be restudied as a whole." Many other lines of business for years have de-

voted much of their energy and resaurces toward a scientific investigation

of the factors which affect their business. Telephone companies, steel
manufacturers, the railroads--all have maintained substantial research de-

partments in order to meet the growing demands of the public. In contrast,
bankers have done little work of this type. "By initiating research projects
in their own field of operations, bankers may take an active part in
improving the structure and operations of the commercial banking system,
end may render a service not only to themselves but to society as well."
Moreover, they may anticipate and forestall hasty and ill-advised legisla-
tion by proposals which are the result of proper research and sound con-
sideration.

* * * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: BANKING (Journal of the ABA)---JUNE 1936

PAGE, ONE

conotructive Regulatione

The regulations of the Facers). Reserve Board covering the
exercise of trust powers by the national banks of the co,Intry,
ana known LIE Regulation F, go into effect on June 1. The Benking
Act of 1955 has been in operation a little over nine months. Durins
this period practically all of the me regul. tions of various l'eaeral
supervisory auttOrities called for by its provisions heve been
formulated and promulgated. On the whole, it will probably be readily
admitted by even those who opposed many of the provisions of the act
that, up tc the present time at least, the new regulations Ind the
entire mew setup under the law have eorked to the Dement of American
banktos.

It is true that so far some of the more radical provisionv of the
act uhich *ere most strenuously questioned hav, not yet been brought
into action. The Open larket Committee has l'een organized, its
regulations promulgated, and ite executive committee appointed, but in
the peculimr situation in which the benka and the Government find them—
selves none of the powers of the committee have been used. The Board
of Governors- of the Reverve Syvtem haa ae yet taken no action for the
control of creeit by increasing the required reserves of member banks.

In short, prectically none of the extraordinary powers of Government
supervision and control to which strenuous objection wes made a year ego
have been exercieed, and it can hardly be said thet the new system has
really been tried in that respect. The powers are there to be used in
the discretion of the Reserve Board, and the iederal authorities and the
banks huve yet to experience *hat the exerciee of those powers will meen
for them in a time of emergency or of changing nstiona; policy.

Trust Princiolee

In ;sore routine matters, however, banking undoubtedly hae been
strengthened and its status before the public improved by the course
followed in the application of supervisory possers. The new Regulation
F is an outetending example. It typli,s to netional banks directly but
doubtleaa will bt applied to state member banke in so fer bIS the Reserve
authorities can control state banke in trust matters. As a matter of fact
the new reguL,tion merely embodies the principles and rules of trust
administrft4Lan comtainEd in the Statement of Princiel,e of Truet Ipstitutions 
adopted by the Executive Council of the American Bankers' Associetion as
rar bacx as April 1953, later embodied in the Bankers' Code under the
N.R.A. and generally followed by most truct institutions before end since
its approval by benison; themzelvee.
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Banking - -June 1956

The very fact, however, that theee princi2les have finally been
given the form of law is a demonstration both of the soundness of the
principles and of th, disposition of the Government to coor,yrate with
the bsnkers in thdr efforts to improwe banking service. It is
fispecially important thst actual regulations under the law, rather than
sere conAdertions, require a .00nk exercising truet functions
to creato,_ an investment *rust committee of a definite number of members--
three—and thkAt 'all tnvestments of trust funds 14 the truet department
of every nationta bank shall be ms,de„ retmin,..d or disposod of only 'with
the approval of the truet investment comzittee, and such committee shall
keep 41inutes of all its mtetino shottLag the disposition of all setters
concern,,d passed upon by it."

Of similar importance is the requirement that a committee of direc-
tors, exclusive of active officers of the bank, 'shall at least once
during each period of twelve Aonths, makt suitable audits of the trust
department or cz4use suitabl.:, audits of vuch dei;artments to be made by
auditors responsible only to the board of directors."

C C

It is in accordance with the practice of most enlightened truet
concerns that the statute requires that funds of a trust 6.ccount of a
national benk are not to be used by the bank in the conduct of its
business unless the bsnk, with the pernission of its board, delivers
Government obligations or readily marketeble securities in its place,
but it iE well that the new legal requirements be restcted in an
authoritative way.

Other practices of better mcnNA trust departmknts :lso are now
mandatory, especially restrictions upon the purch,4se or stle of trust
omelets by or to the bank or its officers, and those prohibiting the
mixing of the assets of different trusts sine. prohibiting officers in any
way connected with trust management from having any interest, direct or
indirect, in a trust. These new legal replirements are reflected in the
nes bank examin tion forms upon which Yederel and state supervisory
authorities have been working for the pcist two yeti-5 or more.

* * * * * * * *

418: 21110, ink AIN 111111111111111111111111111111,
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SOURCE: BANK OF CANADA--First Annual General Meeting of Sho.reholders
February 25, 1936

Page 12

In Canada, the present high price level of gilt edged bonds
is an indication of the pressure of money looking for employment.
The chartered banks' cash reserves on December 31st last were slightly
larger than on December 31st 1929; their deposits at the end of 1935
were less than 2 per cent smaller than deposits on the same date in
1929. If we recall that December, 1929, was the closing month of a
year of exceptionally active business, this comparison of figures will
serve to remind us that the volume of money is not the cardinal factor
which determines the volume of business. The vital matter is not the
amount of money in existence; it is the size of people's incomes,
in other words, the size of the national income. This can grow, and
does grow, without any definite connection between such growth and
a growth in bank deposits or note circulation. An increased turnover
of existing monetary supplies takes place as prosperity returns, and
the total amount of money may be less then than during a depression.

rtes^')
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SOURCE: CANADIAN AND WORLD ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

I(Addresses by Sy,' H. Logan, General lianager, and
Sir John Airdif President, delivered at Annual
Meeting of Shareholders of The Canadian Bank of
Commerce, at the Head Office, Toronto, Canada

Jan. 14, 1936

GENERAL MANAGER'S ADDRESS

Pages 10-11
* * * * * * * *

May I tell you briefly how the chartered banks provide for the
prompt redemption of tneir outstanding bank-money obligations. They
try to distribute that portion of their assets which covers these
obligations about as follows: 10 per cent. in legal tender or immediately
available balances carried at other banks; 30-40 per cent. in call loans,
treasury bills and Government bonds upon -Nhich legal tender can be
realized without delay; and the remaining 50-60 per cent. in short-term
loans granted to finance the various business activities of the country.
Obviously a bank can lend with safety only on short term and to tnose who
possess a working margin of saleable assets which gives reasonable
assurance that the advances will be repaid as agreed, for the bank must
rely on the repayment of these loans to restore its licuid position to:the
proper proportions should it become reduced tnrough depositors' demands.

I would emphasize a fact which cannot be stated too often: the
paramount duty of every bank is to keep the deposits entrusted to it safe
and available for withdrawal by their owners. All its other activities,
including that of making loans, must be subordinated to tnat primary
obligation. "lost of the new monetary theories advocated as a cure for
the depression ignore this fundamental princi2le which must govern all
bank operations. There is no way in which a bank can disregard that
principle and survive for should the public lack complete assurance that
their money, if deposited, can be withdrawn as reouired, they will deposit
none.

* * * * * * * * *

Pages 13-14-15 

The banker has at all times a strong inducement—that of increased
income--to keep his investments at the lowest point and his loans at the
hiOlest point compaensurate witn the safety of his depositors. That induce-
ment is at present doubly powerful for he has a larger pro)ortion of his
funds in liquid investments--chiefly Government obligations--than ever
before, while the average return on such investments is now lower than at
any time witnin a generation.

Since this is so does it appeal to your common sense as probable that
a banker will deliberately refuse to make a loan where the exchange of the

; No. •bank's credit for that of the borrower is warranted? Is it not evident
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S. H. Logan
Pages 13-14-15 (contd.)

rather that those possessed of the necessary credit, seeing no
opportunity under existing conditions to make a profit by exchaneing
it for bank-credit, refrain from borrowing and that it is this fact
which is the principal cause of the decrease in total loans.

TURNOVER OF DEPOSITS

There are some critics who, observing that total deposits in
Canada during 1928 when business was active were about 200 million
dollara higher than at present, attribute the depression to this cause.
They, therefore, advocate that the Bank of Canada issue 200 million dollars
in new notes to restore what they believe to be the loss which has taken
place in Canadian buying power. The significant fact they have overlooked
is that retail prices, as measured by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
are almost 20 per cent. below those of seven years ago and that the fall
in wholesale prices is even greater. In consequence an amount 300 million
dollars less than our present total of deposits will buy to-day the same
quantity of goods that would have cost in 1928 the full amount then on
deposit. It is evident that Canadians do not lack the money to buy but
rather the will to use it.

We have obtained from our branches at clearing house points in
Canada statistics which give an interesting measure of decreased spending
by Savings Bank depositors. These confirm that since our moreprosperous
days the greatest changes have taken place not in the volume of deposits
but in their velocity, that is, in the rate at which they are spent.
During the year 1928 Savings balances on our ledgers at these places were
spent and replaced over two and three-quarters times; in 1929 they were
spent and replaced more than three times, but during the year 1934 the rate
of spending and replacement fell to about one and five-eightbistimes, a slow-
ing down of velocity by nearly one-half.

I do not suggest or believe that we should try either nationally or
individually to spend our way out of the depression. I merely point to the
fact that the people of Canada as a whole have as much real purchasing
power as ever, but are spending less freely because, as a result of existing
conditions, they lack the opportunity to replace it if spent.

NO NEED TO ABANDON PRESENT SYSTEM

May I say in conclusion that our present monetary system is an
intricate machine built up gradually on the experience of many generations
and adjusted from time to time to meet changing circumstances. Whatever
its faults--and that it has faults no one will deny--it has over the past
one hundred yuars financed and facilitated an increasing volume of production
and trade of the most complex nature with the result that the general standard
of living has shown a great advance. The War, however, dislocated all
established trade and price relations and completely upset the balance between
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S. H. Logan
Pages 13-14-15 (contd.)

various forms of production. Then followed the Peace Treaty creating
many new frontiers in Europe and the desire on the part of each
country for national self-sufficiency, so that commerce has been further
blocked and hampered by excessive tariffs and other trade restrictions.
The monetary system was thus subjected to strains which it was never
designed to meet, but it is gradually recovering from the shocks under
which it has been staggering.

I would ask you to bear these facts in mind when you study
suggested monetary experiments, whose advocates promise that their adoption
will mean a step toward the millenium. Before we discard the machinery which
has served us in the past let us at least be sure that we are not grasping
at a shadow andlosing the substance.
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Draft of Suggested Law Governing Operation
and Management of Mutual Savings Banks

Prepared by National Asso. of Mutual Savings Banks
(June, 1956)

MANAGEMENT 

Section 34. Trustees - qualifications 

* * * * * *

2. A person shall not be a trustee of a savings bank if he (a) is not

a resident of this state; (b) has been adjudicated a bankrupt or has taken

the benefit of any insolvency or bankruptcy law or has made a general assign-

ment for the benefit of creditors; (c) has, during his term of office or

witnin a period of five years immediately preceding the commencement thereof

suffered a judgment recovered against him for a sum of money to remain un-

satisfied or record after the termination of his right to prosecute an appeal

for a period of more than three months; (d) is a trustee, officer, or other

employee of any other savings bank. (3)

3. No person who is a director, trustee or officer of a bank, trust

company or national banking association, or of a mortgage or title company,

shall be eligible to election as trustee of a savings bank if after such

election a majority of the trustees of such savings bank will be directors,

trustees or officers of such other institutions. (4)

Explanatory Notes 

(3)

(4)

The restrictions contained in clauses (b) and (c) are
designed further to insure integrity and responsibility on

the part of trustees. The provisions of clause (d) are

for the purpose of preventing a conflict of interests and

loyalties on the one hand and to preserve the independence

of individual banks on the other. The provisions contained

in clauses (b) and (c) are not contained in a majority of

the statutes but seem to be commendable restrictions.

The following statement is taken from the annual report 314
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of the New York Superintendent of Banks for 1875:

"The success of our savings bank system depends
more upon the personal character of the trustees of
the several institutions than upon all other causes
combined. Restrictive and corrective legislation,
founded upon years of experience in the practical
workings of these institutions, is valuable in shap-
ing the policy of the system. Facts are evolved and
results obtained which serve as beacon lights for
future guidance; but no legislation, however well
considered, will avail to prevent abuses, or to
correct existing evils, unless the true spirit which
should insdire the conduct of the trustees becomes
the animating and controlling one. The man who ac-
cepts this trust thoughtlessly, with no intention of
giving it his watchful care and personal attention,
who passively permits wrong doing, places himself in
a position but little less criminal than he who
positively violates the law and converts to his
awn use the moneys intrusted to his safe keeping.
The measure of censure should be little less."

Historical Notes 

1. Two methods of organization of savings banks had
become established in Scotland by the second decade of the
nineteenth century. The one, typified by the parish bank
at Ruthwell founded by the Reverend Henry Duncan in 1810
had three classes of members, ordinary, extraordinary and
honorary. The members were admitted to a share in the
management, through a complicated machinery consisting of
a Governor, five Directors, a Treasurer and one or more
Trustees, chosen from the honorary and extraordinary mem-
bers. These officials composed the Court of Directors and
a Standing Committee, likewise chosen. Both of these
bodies were subordinated to the General Meeting composed
of all members of the two preceding groups and all of the
ordinary members of six months' standing. The other
method of organization, represented by the Edinburgh
Savings Bank, founded in 1814, excluded all the members
or depositors from any interference in control or manage-
ment. This latter method of organization was followed
when the Philadelphia Saving Fund Society was founded in
1816, and has been adopted generally throughout the United
States. It presupposes the interest and attention of
capable, public-minded persons to act as trustees or
managers for the purpose of the general public welfare
and without compensation. This has been the fundamental
basis of savings bank management in the United States.
Lowinsl liistory of Savings Bank, 1866 pp. 36-40; Wilcox,
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A History of the Philadelphia Saving Fund Society, 1916
pp. 21-23.

* * * * * * * *

3. The undesirable aspects of a too close relation-
ship between a savings bank and a commercial bank are set
forth by Keyes, Special Report on Savings Bank, New York,
(1868) pp. 97-109.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Section 41. Restrictions upon trustees and officers. (1)

1. A trustee of a savings bank shall not

(a) have any interest, direct or indirect, in the gain or profits

of the savings bank, except to receive dividends upon the amounts contributed

by him to the guaranty fund and the expense fund, as provided in sections 6

and 7 and upon any deposit he may have in the bank. (2)

(b) become a director, trustee or officer of a bank, trust company

or national banking association, or of a mortgage or title company, if after

election as such director, trustee or officer, a majority of the trustees

of the savings bank will be directors, trustees or officers of such other

institutions. (3)

2. Neither a trustee nor an officer of a savings bank shall

(a) For himself, or as agent or partner of another, directly or

indirectly use any of the funds or deposits held by the savings bank, except

to make such current and necessary payments as are authorized by the board

of trustees.

(b) Receive, directly or indirectly and retain for his own use any

commission on or benefit from any loan made by the savings bank, or any pay-

ment or emolument for services rendered to any borrower from the savings bank

in connection with such loan, except as provided in section 39 hereof; pro-

vided, however, that apy trustee engaged in the real estate business may,

with the approval of a majoritT of the board of trustees, receive the usual
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and customary fees and compensation for services rendered in connection with

the placing of mortgages with the bank or in the performance of services

necessary in connection with the mortgages or real property owned by the

bank. (4)

(c) Direct or require a borrower of the savings bank on mortgage

to negotiate any policy of insurance on the mortgaged property through any

particular insurance broker or brokrs, or attempt to divert to any particu-

lar insurance broker or brokers the patronage of borrowers from the savings

bank, or refuse to accept any such insurance policy because it was not

negotiated through a particular insurance broker or brokers. (5)

(d) Become an indorser, surety or guarantor, or in apy manner an

obligor, for any loan made by the savings bank. (6)

(e) For himself or as agent or partner of another, directly or

indirectly borrow apy of thefUnds or deposits held by the savings bank, or

become the owner of real property upon which the savings bank holds a mort-

gage. A deposit in ,1 bank shall not be deemed a loan within the meaning of

this section.

(f) While in regular attendance upon the business of the savings

bank, in any manner buy or sell exchange, gold or silver, except as authorized

by subdivisions 4 and 8 of section 9. (7)

A transaction with a corporation in which a trustee is a stockholder to

the amount of fifteen per centum of the total outstanding stock, or in which

he and other trustees of the savings bank hold stock to the amount of twenty-

five per centum of the total outstanding stock, shall be deemed a transaction

with such trustee within the meaning of this subdivision; except when the

transaction with such corporation shall have occurred without his knowledge

or against his protest. (8)
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This section shall not be construed to prohibit a savings bank from

making a loan to a religious corporation, club, or other non-profit corpora-

tion of which one or more trustees of such savings bank may be members or

officers but in which they have no financial interest. (9)

4. A violation of any provision of this section shall not prevent

recovery by a savings bank upon any obliLation in connection with which

such violation occurred. (10)

Explanatory Notes 

(6)

* * * * * * * *

This and the next following subdivision are restric-
tions which are commonly found in savings bank laws and
are apparently consonant with sound banking practice. They
also represent an expression of the fundamental legal
doctrine that a person acting in a fiduciary capacity shall
not deal with himself as an individual.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Section 42. Removal of trustees. (1)

1. Whenever, in the judgment of three-fourths of the trustees, the

conduct and habits of a trustee of any savings bank are of such character

as to be injurious to the savings bank, or he has been guilty of acts that

are detrimental or hostile to the interests of such savings bank or his

services are not materially beneficial to the savings bank, such trustee

may be removed from office at any regular meeting of the trustees, by the

affirmative vote of three-fourths of the total number thereof; provided,

however, that a written copy of the charges made againEt him shall have been

served upon him personally at least two weeks before such meeting, that the

vote of such trustees by ayes and nays shall be entered into the records of

such meeting, and that such removal shall receive the written approval of the

superintendent of banks,which shall be attached to the minutes of such meet-

ing and form a part of the record.
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"Elimination of Double Liability"
by S. H. Squire, State Superintendent of Banks

46th Annual Convention
Ohio Bankers Atm., 1936

(The Ohio Banker, June 19M)

* * * * * * * * * *

In carrying aut the law in the collection of double liability in so
many of our closed banks, homes have been mid of the widow and the father-
less, estimable people thrown into bankruptcy, untold suffering to aur
citisens, and the net result of composite collections yielding but a small
percentage as a dividend upon the 300 million le7oeit liabilities. Our
legal luty in this regard is not an enviable one.

We all agree that the banks should be made safe for the de7ositor but
the time has come when dautae liability need no longer be considered as a
necesaary factor.

Twenty-two states of the Union are without laws on the subject--some
never imposed double liability and others who had it have done away with
it.

Last year the great State of New York by a vote of three to one
eliminated this feature from its Constitution.

The time has come, in sty judgment, for definite action. On the one
hand we witness a situation unusual in our history, where there is
practically no market for stock of our inatitutions--no loager MD the
banker successfully offer to the potential customer the opportunity of
becoming one of the owners of the bank--the difficulty of filling vacancies
an the board of directors is becoming more of a problem--the double liability
stands in the way.

Bank earnings may, for a continued period, if present conditions
obtain, be so low as not to afford any great Inducement to the prospective
investor, yet on the other hand the factor of safety and aprreciation in
now generally being considered in relation to the long time investment and
bank stock has chance to °aerator. gain in popular favor.

You bankers are paying Si to 4% on your debentures on 511 millions of
dollars in Ohio State Banks--debentures sold to the Covernment--this comes
directly aut of earnings.

It seems wiser, does it not, to retire your debentures by the sale of
common stock and instead of paying interest to the Government, declare a
dividend to your home people.

The market for common capital depends on the elimination of the burden
of the dauble assessment.

A tremendous task has been accomplished by the Department of Banks and
the officers and committees of the Ohio Bankers Association. The General.
Assembly has been in special session--the law provides that the Aasembly
consider only such subjects as the Governor's call rrovides, or such subjects
as he may -nessage to them While in session.

* * * * * * * * * *
••• ••• •• - - -
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SOURCE: THE FINANCIAL AGE*** June 1936 (Convention no.-N.Y. STATE BANKERS ASSO.)

Page 468 
AMERICA OFF BALANCE--

Orval A. Adams
Second Vice-Pres., A.B.A.

Force of Federal Competition

Traditionally, the American banker has been recognized as the un-
official custodian and investor of the people's money. Today, througathe
operation of the Government's fiscal policy, he has been shorn of both
those powers. There is no alternative left to the bankers but to carry
out the provisions and to submit to the demands of the spending agencies of
Government. More than that, the very money that is placed in our custody and
for which we find only limited, safe outlet and investment, is taken over by
this same Government that has virtually become a banker in competition with
private banking, operating on a non-competitive basis, letting out, in turn,
this captured money with such open-handed prodigality and on such precarious
conditions and terms as no responsible banker could match and still remain
solvent.

"The Government, as unregulated banker, can of course pursue this phil-
anthropic policy with perfect safety as long as there is a dollar left in the
pockets of the taxpayers of America, becauseibe huge deficits that result from
this procedure are invariably met by further raids upon the public treasury.

"Why don't we tell them that, in order to finance all these questionable
concepts of benevolence, the United States Government has taken 27 per cent of
all the people's holdings in our vaults, and that in exchange for this real
money we are holding nearly 60 per cent of Government I.O.U.'s and that the
Federal Government is responsible for the dizzy dance of the dollar, the value
of which is subject to the whim and caprice of impractical theorists? Why do
we not tell them that when the Government began its spending spree and kept
industry in a condition of uncertainty, all our oldtime traditional outlets
for lending our money with safety were suddenly closed; and that today the
Government is practically our only customer, the only one who comes to us to
borrow our money, and that, too, upon its own terms?

Dictation by Borrowers

"We must explain thht the Government will not pay us enough interest
on these loans so that we in turn have been forced to lower the interest rates
to our depositors, almost to the vanishing point.

:12,3
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SOURCE: THE FINANCIAL AGEr---JUNE 1936 (Convention no.-N.Y. State bankers
Asso.)

t'age 468 AMERICA OFF BALANCE-Orval W. Adams, Second Vice-Pres.
* * * * * * ABA

Bankers ilot the ffenders

"As perhaps never before in the history of this country", said
Mr. Adams, "bankers have a peculiar obligation to present their case
to the public and to make it clear that we have not betrayed public
trust; that we are not, as pictured, the arch offenders against public
welfare; that we are not incompetent, grasping mone./-changers.

"The very fact that the public funds, involving the personal
security of millions of sound-thinking Americans, has been entrusted
to us, should in itself aroumus to the appreciation that we cannot be
discredited and that we cannot permit the banking fraternity to accept
the responsibility for our present economic ills or to allow the halo

.of innocence and humanitarianism to rest upon the brows of those whose
tinkering and manipulation af our financial system have jeopardized
public wealth and placed public and private finances in their grasp. .

"We must go to our depositors with the facts. We must Five them
the whole story. Why don't we tell them that when the Federal Government
began its wild orgy of expending, it came to us, the bankers of America,
and practically demanded the money we ha, on deposit; the monej that was
placed with us for safety and sound investment by the wage earners, the
professional men, clerks, widows, domestics, farmers, and all others who
live witain their means and save.
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SOURCE: THE TARHEEL BANKER ---JULY 1936 (Conventien no.)

ANNUAL ADDRESL; OF THE PRESIDENT--C. T. Leinbach, V.P., Wachovia Bank & Tr. Co.,
Winston-Salem

Page 31

At the same time, we recognize that the ultimate soundness of our
banking system lies not so much_in legislation as it does in the ability and
integrity of bank management. IJaws provide certain safeguards, but the
experience, honesty, and sound judgment of the men who operate our banking
institutions will always be the determining factors. Therefore, while we
welcome helpful banking legislation, it in no manner relieves us of our
individual responsibility to operate good banks.

The management of a bank calls for qualities snd capabilities equal
to those of any profession, and, while I believe banking is distinctly a
business, I am convinced that, in the selection and training of men who

duct the business of banking, professional standards should be employed.
More and more our chartering authorities are giving consideraticn to this>----
thought, and the renewed interest in the activities of the American Institute
of Banking, and particularly the success (If the newly established Graduate
School of Banking at Rutgers University, are further evidences that pro-
fessional standards of requirement are gaining wider attention and acceptance.

Much has been said recently regarding the public attitude toward banks.
There is no business or profession in which some mistakes are not made or which
does not at times deserve some criticism, and during recent years the business
of banking could quite properly be criticized for many of its mistakes. At
the same time, because banks must necessarily bear the brunt of economic storms,
and because the business of banking is little understood by the public at large,
we have been the recipients of an extra and undeserved measure of public criticisn
qnd misunderstanding. Unquestionably, such a conditionwas productive of punitive
legislation in many instances and has hampered the proper functioning of our banks.

r yo
f

r,
Or2.8
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MO. BANKERS ASSO. CONVENTION---MAY 1936

OBSERVATIONS---Harold Stonier, Ph.D.

PaRe 93

It is important for us to know and to get over to our people that
there is a time to talk and a time not to talk. Get over the idea that
this constructive customer relations program is not a program to get
popularity. We are not after popularity. I think a good bank ought never
to be porticularly a popular bank. I think a good banker is scarcely ever
a popular individual as a banker. He may be as a citizen but he has to dis-
agree with people too much to be popular, but he can be respected if he
knows his business, if he is courteous enough to explain his reasons for not
doing a thing in a wa people can understand.

No is not enough. We have to ding that message home time after time for
if we are to win any favor in the court of public opinion we have to give reasons
for our answers one way or the other. In most cases I find where bankers are
afraid of their public, for instance in the question of service charges, it
isn't so much a Question of being afraid of the public as it is of being afraid
of themselves. Not having the basis of understanding of their business they
areafraid of their ability to make it clear to their public.

330
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Report of Bank Management Committee
46th Annual Convention
Ohio Bankers Asso., 1956

(The Ohio Banker, June 1936)

* * * * * * * *

I am glad to be able to reportthat, whereas about two hundred Ohio banks
had installed systems of measured service charges a year ago, records in the
headquarters office of the Association now show modern charge systems to be
in effect in approximately three hundred banking institutions in the state.

Experience of large numbers of banks in the administration of charges
of this tyre proves beyond any doubt that the measured service charge and
account analysis can be put into effect in any bank without bad effect of
any kind, if the system is one which is fair both to the bank and to the de-
positor and if it is fully explained to those who are affected.

These service charges are not only productive of very substantial and
much-needed revenue, but they can be installed without bad customer reaction
and without the imposition of a burdensome amount of rork on the officers and
employees of the bank. There seems to be no excuse for delay on the part of
banks in its installation.

.4".4r,
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SOURCE: MICHIGAN INVESTOR -- -Mich. Bankers Convention-- July 18, 1956

Opening address by Ernest L. Pearce, Pres., Mich. B.A.

Page 4

B. C. Forbes, in commenting on American Banking's National
Program, had this to say recently:

"The conferences which bankers are conducting in the East, and
in other parts of the country, are designed to fit them better to master
their own problems, not solely concerning how to give the people a maximum
of helpful service, but more particularly to broaden their understanding
of good will building."

"What portfolio is the most important of all?" "Not that con-
taining government bonds, not that containing Treasury notes, not that
containing mortgages, not that containing corporation securities. Unless
one other portfolio is well filled, all these other portfolios can crumble and
crash."

"The Good-Will Portfolio is the most vital of all."

Page 5

I believe there is a growing conviction among the bankers that we
shall never have a sound banking system until the bankers undertake to
police their profession as the doctors and the lawyers have done. It is
just as indefensible to permit men with no banking experience to be entrusted
with handling other peoples money as it would be to permit a man to practice
medicine without the most careful training. I am not prepared to say off-
hand just what kind of examination should be required before a man could
become an officer of a bank, but I do believe there is a job to be done and
that the bankers should do it.//1 believe that if we undertake this job we
can raise the standards of banking in this country to a point where most of
the failures and bad practices which have been a blot upon our business will
be permanently eliminated. If we could pursue this course to its logical con-
clusion and develop sufficiently high standards of banking ability at least
three-quarters of our banking problems would be automatically solved and
three-quarters of our existing banking legislation and regulation could be
done away with.

The high objectives of sound banking will be ultimately attained through
. Al education. The instruction and education of employees is one of the best ways

it‘`C 
of insuring public favor. The effectiveness of any public relations work of a

xv. bank will be helped or hindered by the attitude and training of its own

•
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Michigan Investor --July 18, 1936

Ernest L. Pearce
Page 5 (contd.)

personnel. There is really no excuse for any bank, at this time, not
taking up the work of training its employees in all phases of banking
and in customer relations work. The American Bankers Association has
given us the American Institute of Banking, has given us the prepared
program on Constructive Customer Relations, and last year the
Graduate School of Banking. Time will not permit a discussion of either
but those of us who have taken advantage of them can recommend them un-
conditionally.

Sound banks rest upon sound managemdnt and sound management
i rests squarely on education in sound banking principles. The problem,
therefore, resolves itself into a matter of the wide dissemination of

' knowledge and the encouragement of the proper educational activities,
for sound banking management is simply sound banking education in
practice.
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SOURCE: "Superi4sion of Chartered Banks" by W. Randolph Burgess — 

clipping from Banking. Mu, 1936. r',6rt, 40/4$)

Limitations on Effectiveness of Supervision

It should be acknowledged at this point that no system of super-
1 vision is a aure—all. Laws and regulations anO. examinations have

been helpful but they alone cannot create good banking. Able and

sound management is the prime essentiFl. The best banking system

is one which enlists the ablest manar-cment and gives it the best

training. In other countries the mechanism for training bankers is

branch banking. A young man in a branch system is put through a

varied course of training before he qualifies to become a branch

manager. Then he remains under the supervision of the head office;

his independent lending power is limited; investments are largely
handled from the head office. In most countries with branch bank—

ing there is much less government supervision. In the United

States a unicue system of unit banking has been developed. As a

rule each bank is independent, and selects its own personnel.
Such a banking system must of necessity rely considerably o

,government supervision.

The question may well be asked whether branch banking is not a

better method of enlisting and training qualified bankers. But

this is not the place for an extended disaussion of that highly

controversial question. Despite some growth in branch banking

the United States has, and is likely to have for some time, mainly

the unit bank system. The point to be made here is that the ef—'

1 fectiveness of supervision depends a great deal on the basic

organization and the quality of management of the banking system.

I' 10$ .3
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SOURCE: Clipping_from the American Banker, June 4, 1936, "Fox 

says F.D.I.C. Offers no cure for  problems."

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. offers no panacea or cure

for basic banking troubles, according to Mortimer J. Fox, chief

of the Division of Research and Statistics of the F.D.I.C.

Fox sees a similarity to previous legislative attempts to aid

banks. "The National Bank Act of 1863-4 made the bank note cur-

rency of small remote banks acceptable money throughout the nation,"
he said, adding:

"Similarly, the Banking Acts of 1933 and 1935, providing for
the F.D.I.C., now make the bank deposit currency of the small re-
mote banks safe. In both cases, the monetary reform involved was
gained, in effect, by a Government guaranLee of the liabilities of
banks."

Problems As Great As Ever 
#"(A

The official warned, however, tha "we must bear in mind that
the present installation of confidence in bank deposit money is no
more a cure for basic banking ills than was the creation of con-
fidence in bank note money 70 years ago. The problems of proper
bank management and bank supervision are quite as great as ever
before."

rtAR
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"Desosit Ineurance for Autual Lsvinss Bankee-by the sassking Group, Bereft
Econostic Feeearch, Bklyn. College, under direction of ff. H.
6teiner (Reprinted froa THE BANKERS MAGAZINE—reprint received
in Library 6-26-36)

DEPOSIT LIEURANCE ANL CO-OPEhATIVE
BANKING

The eds-antegns ta the savings bnnks of heving a state operste
ite own eystem of nesosit insursnce arm samara' fold. The cost is
really less in relation ts tsr coverese, since the diversificstion doee
not incluoe lower grade risks saject to neavier 'ors, enr any eernings
masi be need for ths contr butins hanks t,,easselves. Nor in s Federal body
sdried to the ssprvieors- mechanism; tne FDIC le empowered to examine ita
aesiltsrs, amj haF hlready set a maximum rste of intereet that ite members
may ss: on deposits. Mole imoortant, however, if ths neventase intreauced
in the Nes York Plan. Henr, P. ainee:, t. en president of the bavinss Bank
Aseacistion of the State of New Yor, expleined that the plan mes designed
"not only to ineure depositn but also to eccomplish the more important
surpose of aaintaining in their present conditisn and even iessrovins the-
status of ell mutual savinse bsnks in the State of /few York.r This is, in
feet, not conventional deposit ineurance at all, but co-operattve banking
and mutual self-supervision. The only ressons in 19!st for adding depovit
insurance to co-operetive banking in Mem York would seem to be, first,
psycholosic, to provide continued depoeit insurance ion leaving the FDIC,
and seconc, sa a matter of convenience, tc lodse a preventative check (leek-
ing in other stet's) with the Savings Banks Trust Conpsny as trustee, which
its chsrter did not pPrnit it to exercise as principal.

This moans that, in ite full fruition mutual savings benke deposit
insurance becomes subordinate to self-supervisioa and co-operative banking.
* * * In a state like New York, it would seen posaible to *pee the eituation
within limits short of a eajor catastrophe, Ain the Government would have to
enter. But, long before, it would bc possible to take preventive acasures also,
by 'seams of mutual self-supervielon.

CLOSE INTEREKLATION

The close interrelation that results between all three phasee—deposit
intsurance,co-operative bankins and supervision—is illuetrated in New Hampshire.
Deepite the fset that the kiew Hansehire Savings Beaks Association adopted
etrong revolutions on Novembsr lb, 19FE, ageinst deposit insurence (espe-
cially the Yederel plan), in effect the plan in that state, described in 4
preceding article, involves deposit insursnce rather than co-op rttive hank-

* * *

T*0 FINAL COICLULIONL

Two fine' conclneions aay be drawn. First, the hew York feeture of
prevention (without deposit insurence, which i$ not needed) should be extended
to aosle other mutual savings bank states, in 'hies a snfficiest body of strong

c,
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W. H. Lteiaer

institutionF existe. Incientally, it iv interesting tc observe thet
the FDIC is nor elimin%tint untound banke by ilwrging them or replacing
them mitL new institutiom, and is acquirinc itself for liquidation the
slow assets involved. But thie merely rida the insurance systeA of weak
banks; it does zot enGet.vor orimkrili to gusrd mgeinzt uevelopwaxt of tae
weeknczlc.

A tuocond conclusion is that the United 6tes LowriaAent, mit;ht t&ke
a leaf out of the book. of Wow York Ltate's akesures of co-ordinttion. Su-
pervision Is t.oda;:: di7ided between We Yederal Llete41 ape the Comp-
troller of the Currency or stfAe bankin departmcnt; central beinking io in
the he,nds of the Board of Governors of the Fedtra iLesorve Eyste,:. und the
Federal Resorve b5nkt4 emerFency busk relief 1.1..3 undertAkeu by tlu. RFC, while
deposit insurnnea it conaucted by the FDIC. All ovvrlup, eo thtit efficienc
and tconomy dictate their co-ordination.
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"Co-operative banking for Savines banks"--by the Banking Group, Bureau
of Economic Research, Bklyn. College, under direction of W. R.
Steiner (reprinted from THE BANKERS MAGAZINE—reprint receivee
in Librery 6-L6-36)

* * *On November 15, 19M, the New Hampshire banks crested
a fund under the general emergency state legislation of that year
providing for organization of clearing houses or similar bodies, as
(id the Maine benks on May L9, 1934.

The verious plans *ere thrice amended. Wassachusetts added
deposit insurence on February kl, 192t4, and in March, 19Z6, ext,nded
the life of the fund from the five yeers originelly specified to ten
years, and enlerged its pointers. On April L6, 1955, Connecticut brocdened
its plan in some ways along the Belle general lines as obtein in New
Hampshire and New York.

Co-operative banking for mutual savings banke thus exists today
in four New Englane stetee ano in New York. Thus, it embracee well aver
b0 per cent, in both number an6 deposits, of the nvingb benke in the
country. * * *

, •

0,;

;

The lew York plan is by far the most compreheneive of the five
plans, and differs in salient particulers from the other four. The co-
operation among the vevings banks developed through the Sacinge Banks
Association of the State of New York hee been extended to many lines of
savinge bank operation end management.

In New York, both the organizatione created heve found opportunitiee
for additional services as the need declined for them to provide a yource
of liquidity.

Lacings banks Trust Company has added the following duties in
reference to securities:

1. Investment service, established in the lett r wit of 19Z4, to
act as a clecrine house for information on savinge banks investments and
give advice on the management of their portfolios. * * *

•
4. vrustee for :lacings bank& having defaulted bonds, under a

depoeit egreement of March Sl, * *

Z. Joint subscription on behalf of members te nes securit issues.
This has been done in the ceee of Uniteatates Treasury issues, but hes not
yet been extended to others. In addition the Tru6t Company provides safe-
keeping of eecuriti(s, acts as agent in urchases anc sales, end renders a
general collection service for savings benks.

4
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"Deposit Insurance for Mutual Savings Danke"-by the Banking Group, Bureau
of Economic Research, Bklyn. College, unaer direction
of W. h. bteiner (hoprinted from ThE BANKek14-; MAGAZINE--
reprint received in Library 6-26-56)

THE NFW YORK PLAN

Both Federal and original Massachusetts plans covered only e
situation in which en institution euepenee operetione. rhe New Turk
plan goes one step further. It beelw to evoid conger. The egreement
creating the kund cenfers upon the trustee, namely the Trust Compeny,
broad opportunitiee for easistance in the improvement of menegement
six the correction of uneouad practicee. If the &uperintendent of
Bank:: certifies that the condition of the bank ie such es te reeuire
ettention by the Fund, it is requiree3 to utilize tnP services mentioned
in a preceding article, of rhich it sight at any time hhve voluntarily
availec itself, ano which luls frequently been done. The Fund teen takes
charge af the individual bank, but only when that is reouired to fulfill
its reeponsibilit to all its member benke.

The New York plan also proviuee financial eeeistance which may
be needed to permit the oank to rearrante its affeire while meintainins
Its surplus at a euie level. IL may take este of a veriety of forme:

1. Purchaae of assets (even reel estete tcquired by forecioeure)
at book value, with or witnout a repurchase agreement, under certain
circumstances; e.g., to replenieh a depleted surplus.

k. Contribution to h aemberis guhranty fund, with the superintendent's
approval.

3. Assumption of temporer control and operation of a member, under
the Superint,ndent's approval. The member may be turned back upon completion
of necessery requirements, or it may be licuidated.

4.Eventual repayment of advencee is required, but the terms are not
so etringent ue to e:sbarrass the recipient. Of course, in e closed bank it
may make available to deositors he much of a deeosit deficiency es the
resources of the Fund permit.

Many other services are rendered by the Fund which may make it un-
necessery to render financial assistance. The Fund freely consults with
and advisee individual savings bunke atetheir request on every pheee of
sevings benk manAgement. Levision of the bond list ahy be discussed.
Operating probleme may be coneidered. In granting finsnciel assistance,
the official personnel may- require addition:5; but a drastic change. ie
seldom required. Mercers may be celled for in other cases. Thue the
Banking Departaent hae co-operated ,with the savings banks through their
state eeeociation and the Savings banks; Trust Compsny in furthering its
program of etrengthening savings bunking through the eliminetion of un-
profitable or poorly managed unite by mergers with stronger institutions.
Whatever the form, the plan, in the words of the New York Euperintendent

it 1
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of Banks,-I/ nhas one distinct advantage, since in addition to providing
for prlyment of depositors in full upon liquidttion, it also permits the

strengthening of going institutions wilose condition ms3 for any remson

have become unsatisfactor."

The revised Atustchusetts plan apparently also seeks to anticiaste

difficulty to some extent. Inst(ad of giving the bank c“mmissioner power

besides that alrendy cited to certify to the Fund mereLy nthmt it is un—

safe and inexpAiant" for a crxtcin bank to continue to trmutct business,

he may in his discretion certify thct it is ninhdvisable or inexpeeient"

thet a bank continue to tranvect business. Thus he is grantee specific

discretion of a brosder rort. In suchmsee, ityhenver in the juegment of

its board of directors such action my reduce the risk or avert thrr-htened

lover to it, the Fund with the Commissioner's aporovti may purchave the

bank's teeEts in whole or pvrt in order to effect the purpotes of the Act.
The terms and conditions, including book ar other values, are detc,rmined by

the directors with the Commissioner's approval.

_§./ Annual Report, 1934, p. 1Z.
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S. Sloan Colt, Pres., Bankers Trust Co.
Address - Kansas and Missouri Bankers Associations

May 6, 1936

* * * * * * * * * * *

* * * Deposit insurance on a national scale is a new experiment and while
it may have its effect in preventing the spread of withdrawals in time of
trouble, it can in no way be accepted as a substitute for good banking. Super-
vision can limit the scope of bank operations, but the ultimate decision as to
the auality of assets to be held in the Dortfolios of the banks rests with the

Nbankers themselves.

* * * * * * * * * * *

* * * The banker has become a trustee for the public and has assumed

responsibility for the investment of its funds. This is a service which the
small domestic investor has demanded and which the banks have undertaken to
perform in larger and larger degree.

The responsibility assumed in this connection is a real one. These in-

vestors can ill afford to lose their savings. They are the hardworking, thrifty

classes of our people who are the backbone of our country. The security of

their deposits is all-important, not only to them as individuals, but also to

the safety of our Ahole economic order. Give this class of small savers security

and protection in good times and bad, and you will establish a public confidence

and support of the banking system against which the demagogues will be powerless.

Let the losses to these people be substantial and the seeds of political and

economic discord will fall into fertile ground.

* * * * * * * * * * *

The Federal Reserve and other supervisory authorities have been given

extensive powers to check or prevent unsound credit activities and excessive

credit expansion. Horever effective these controls may be, it is my opinion

thnt they can never take the place of sound bank management. The responsibility

for maintaining high quality assets of the right character must rest upon the

managements of the individual institutions.

* * * * * * * * * * *

* * * The evidence is that we have been getting further and further away

from commercial banking. The proportion of bank assets consisting of invest-

ments, real estate loans and collateral loans, which for purposes of con-

venience and brevity we refer to as "capital assets," has been increasing

steadily, while the proportion consisting of unsecured loans has been growing

smaller and smaller. We found, for example, that "all other" loans, the group

which is commonly supposed to contain most of the short-term commercial ad-

vances, decreased from 29 per cent of total resources in 19?3 to 23 per cent

in 1929 and to 13 per cent in 1934.
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* * * * * * * * * * *

While this significant change in assets has been going on with remarkable
consistency, there has been no modification of the contract with depositors
calling in form or in fact for payment of funds on demand. There is little
indication of any permanent change in the practice of building up reserves or
capital funds for the protection of depositors. Whether adjustments must be
made along these lines or in an entirely different direction is one erf' the
questions which we face. At least one conclusion from recent developments
seems inevitable, however: With the growing volume of long-term assets the
element of quality is of supreme importance. As long as prices are rising and

business is growing, banks can carry on with assets of secondary quality and

perhaps make large profits, but the day of reckoning always comes when the
economic trend changes. These periodic reverses must be expected, and the
bank that fails to recognize this in the selection of its assets does not
weather the storm.

* * * * * * * * *

In effect the predominant business of the so-called comtLercial banks has

come to be that of bringing together the investor, In the guise of the de-

positor, and the long-term borrower, rather than that of supplying short-term

business credits, for which there has been little demand. In other words,

commercisl banks have taken on many of the characteristics of investment trusts,

except that no change has been made in the nature of the liability which they

assume toward their depositors. In fact and in practice these time deposits are

little different from demand deposits, particularly in time of stress. Thus we

have a picture of commercial banks relying to an increasing degree uron long-

term assets, on the one hand, and assuming short-term liabilities on the other.

Banks are not only guaranteeing the depositor against loss (to the extent of

the banks' capital), but, in addition, are including in that guarantee an

obligation to convert these investments into cash practically on demand, and to

pay depositors their claims at par regardless of the price realized upon the

sale of the assets.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Mr. Kettering (V. p., General Motors) said of his work, "We are trying to
study what the automobile business is going to be in five, ten, fifteen or

twenty years." Let us ask ourselves what the banking business is going to be

like in 1246 or 1950. Are we progressive enough to list the thinEs that are

wrong with our business, and to devote our time and energy to the correction

of these defects? Many bankers feel confident that had we started such projects

twenty years ago we might have avoided some of our recent unfortunate experiences.

If this be true the time to build for the future is today. The greater the

wisdom we show in handling our own problems of bank management, the greater the

voice we may hope to have in the determination of those other polieies of national

and international scope.
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SOURCE: THE TRUST BULLETIN - -MAY 1936

Address by Robert V. Fleming, Pres. of A.B.A., before the Trust
Division Conference in New York in February 1936(?)

Page 29

"Let me also urge upon you the importance of being fair
to the public and fair to yourselves in the matter of making an
adequate charge for the important services which you render. In
your competition, one with another, you should have due regard
for the principles that a trust business can only be safely and
properly run, and satisfactory and sound service rendered, where
there is proper and fair compensation, in order that the best
talent may be employed and the most improved methods of operation
installed, which is broken down by uneconomic competition in taking
business without fair and proper remuneration simply to gain volume."

3.92
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SOURCE: THE TRUST BULLETIN - -MAY 1936

An address by Tom K. Smith, Pres. The Boatmen's Nat. Bk. of St. Louis,
before the Trust Division's meeting at Washington Convention

in 1934, re proper trust personnel

Page 26 

"I should like to emphasize in this connection that the
personnel and personnel policies of the corporate fiduciary are of
foremost importance. * * * Fiduciary services are fundamentally
different from the services performed by other types of business.
In general, a business orgaaization is responsible only to its stock-
holders; it stands or falls by its ability to make money. The officers
of a trust department have this responsibility to their stockholders,
of course, but they have another responsibility which ranks ahead of it:
their responsibility to their beneficiaries. The fiduciRry is not
working with its own capital alone; it is the custodian of the funds of
others entrusted to its care, in many cases the money of women and
children unfitted by training and experience to administer it them-
selves. In the light of this fact the demands of the fiduciary upon
its personnel are more rigorous than in other forms of business.
Dependability and intelligence and integrity are at a premium. Stand-
ards of judgment and honor which sometimes get by in other fields will
fail hopelessly in trust work."

Page 27 (Quoting again from Mr. Smith's Wash. address)

"The president of a bank can take a very definite part in the
field of securing new business. He should by all means be available
for counsel when questions regarding newspaper advertising, direct-by-
mail, and other sales campaigns are under conaideration. He can suggest
that a call be made on a certain individual or corporation. In important
situations, he should be available to write a letter, make a telephone
call, or, if the situation warrants, he should count it a privilege to
make a personal call. I welcome these opportunities in my own bank, as
I like to know at first hand how the public regards our bank."
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SOURCE: THE TRUST BULLETIN—March 1936

FUNDAMENTALS OF TRUST DEPARTMENT COST ANALYSIS--Speech by
John J. Driscoll, Jr., Before Seventeenth
Mid-Winter Trust Conference, Trust Div.,
A.B.A., New York, Feb. 1956

Beginning at Page 17 

The need for an understandint and knowledge of costs in trust
departments and the use of cost figures as a basis for judging
desirable business and for determining the fees that should be
collected has been brought out very definitely through the
experience of our company in analyzing over 300 banks with trust
depertments. Of this group, approximately 11 out of 12 trust
departments operate unprofitably; and of those that are profitable,
only one out of three shows worth while earnings.

The assumption that if a trust institution passes a given
amount of total resources it must be profitable has no basis in fact.
Likewise, mere increase in volume of business in atrust department
will not of itself change an unprofitable department to a profitable
one.

DECIDEDLY UNPROFITABLE

There are two fundamental weaknesses that bring about an un-
satisfactory condition in trust department operation.

First, in certain types of trust business fees received are
based on dollars handled rather than on service rendered or risks taken;
and in tie majority of cases these fees will not pay the cost of the
service rendered.

Second, in handling trust business where the fee is subject to
agreement, the trust department too freo_uently goes after this business
on a cut rate basis. This latter practice has been partly eliminated
by the adoption of codes.

* * *With the adoption of new business departalento and widespread
advertising and education of the public, trust departments now find
themselves burdened with many small trust matters which, it is hardly
necessary to say, are decidedly unprofitable.

As a result, trust departments are now in the same position as
commercial banking was fifteen years ago. Namely, volume has been
secured but profit is not being earned. When it was faced with this
situation, banking started to amayze its costs and to compare the

(it
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John J. Driscoll, Jr.
Beginning at page 17 (contd.)

expense of rendering service with income received, and it definitely
determined where and why profits were leaking away. To bolster
these profits, banks found it necessary to resort to service charges.
Trust departments apparently are now at the same point and must
determine where and why their profits are leaking away and what reme-
dies must be adopted.

It will probably be necessary to rebuild the conception of new
business in trust work and a great part of the small, undesirable
business must either be unsold, or if it is to be retained it must be
handled on an entirely different basis from the present one.

Pages 19-20-21

Trust departments have been seeking volume rather than quality.
This is the same mistake that materially reduced the earning power of
commercial banking.

The development of new business effort to secure volume in the
hope of cutting costs rarely works out. Expenses of operation seem
to follow closely increases in volume handled.

The profit figure should bear a definite relation to the time and
expense involved in rendering the service performed and also to the
responsibility assumed.

To the question, "Can trust costs be soundly deternined?" I give
this answer. Over the past ten years, our company has analyzed banking
costs in well over 500 banks. About five years ago, we started to
build a basis for the determination of trust costs and after we had it
completed, experimented with it in three trust departments to iron out
the rough edges and meet the practical problems occasioned in its
application. At this time, reports are being prepared for four trust
companies in a clearinghouse group and it is their intention to apply to
the chancellor for a complete revision of their fee bases, based on the
facts that these reports are showing and will show.

As a final thought, I submit the following: Trust departments, as
now operated, are in the great majority of instances unprofitable. With
the increased care and records now necessary, plus the new and more severeDigitized for FRASER 
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John J. Driscoll, Jr.,
Pages 19-20-21 (contd.)

governmental examinations required, it becomes good business to keep
trust department records as sound and efficient as possible. This
means further increased costs. If trust departments continue to state
that a large part of their business is unprofitable, the:; should be
able to show clearly why and where it is unprofitable. To provide a
backlog to care for contingencies they must earn a profit. To keep the
respect of clients and prospective clients trust departments must be
handled to produce a profit, or the opinion that they cannot successfully
be operated is bound to take hold. If higher fees are necessary and
definite facts can be shown to prove this, it should increase the
confidence of the clients and prospective clients of trust departments
and cause them to feel that trust department officers know and under-
stand their business.
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SOURCE: NORTHWESTERN BANKER—JULY 1936

WHICH ROAD ARE YOU GOING TO TRAVEL?--by Claude L. Stout, Exec. Vice Pres.
Poudre Valley Nat. Bank, Fort Collins, Colo.

Pages 9-25-26

Re-education 

This problem of re-education is a matter of plain, ordinary
salesmanship. Every officer, director and employe should study a
well defined course of customer education. Every contact with the
public should result in a more friendly feeling toward banks and
banking, rather than a greater desire to destroy. This desire to
destroy manifests itself in pressure on legislators to enact laws
which will eventually take away our last vestige of independence.
This is the natural result of banking practices which we followed or
permitted during the past decade. Any doctor who lost 45 per cent
of his patients, or an attorney who failed to win 45 per cent of his
cases, would be immediately branded incompetent and would forfeit the
confidence and respect of the public. A physician or surgeon who
attends a famous clinic returns to his field with renewed interest and
determination to put into practice the new developments he has witnessed.
In the same spirit the banker must go back to his institution determined
to put into practice the chances which he knows will result in restoration
of confidence, honor and respect.

We seem to believe it is all right to allow the ex-junk dealer,
the merchants, the farmer or what have you, to acquire control of a bank
through purchase of stock. He may immediately thereafter install him-
self as executive manager. It appears that because a man has been success-
ful in another profession, that is the only qualification needed to insure
against malpractice in banking.

A Profession

Banking is a profession. One which can never bc completely mastered.
Therefore every executive should pass the most rigid requirements. It is
not fair to allow unskilled and insufficiently trained individuals to enter
this profession as executive managers. Unethical and unsound practices in
the management of institutions can be corrected by more rigid requirements.
We seem to believe it is all right for these individuals to wield the
financial knife just so they leave a little meat here and there on the com-
munity skeleton. Remember that while everyone carries fire insurance, it Alt(IE3
does not prevent conflagrations, neither does life insurance prevent epi-
demics. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation will not protect us from
banking diseases of the future. There is no protection from the Quack
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Northwestern Banker--July 1936

Claude L. Stout
Pages 9-25-26 (contd.)

[---
banker except to disbar him from the privilege of serving the public
as a banker. In

Independent banking is now on trial for its life. Are we to be
allowed to continue commercial banking as you and I have been trained,
and as we know it today? If so, you must provide the educational
leadership in each of your respectilre communities which will win support
and confidence of the public.

Fear and Hunches

Please believe there is no intention of offending any individual
by anything that I might say, but if bankers have spines, I don't know
where they are located. In my opinion, they are almost spineless. They
are afraid of depositors, politicians, borrowers. Afraid to pay interest
and afraid not to pay interest. In fact, our profession is almost entirely
governed by fear and hunches. The banker is afraid of his competitor, and
allows himself to be forced into dangerous practices. He is afraid to
protest high taxes because he may lose a few Republican or Democratic ac-
counts, but gentlemen, we may as well lose out in a policy of aggression
as one of procrastination.

Study your lesson thoroughly. Provide adequate leadership. Train
your employes to assume the new responsibilities which are theirs in the
present methoas and policies of banking. Employes formerly produced very
little revenue, but now if a bank is operated upon a sound basis, they are
recovering a substantial proportion of the bank's profits. A few years ago,
very little responsibility devolved upon the average employe, because there
was nothing to irritate the depositor. When banks are giving away the
greater proportion of their merchandise without charge, the public had no
reason to complain. But now that banking is being placed upon a cost plus
basis similar to that of other industries and professions, a new responsibility
has fallen upon each and every employe. They must be able to defend their
institution and its policies, instead of apologizing to the public.

Service

This is an age of keen, competent service. One in which plain,
ordinary salesmanship plays a dominant part. It has been determined that
only 20 per cent of our depositors ever apply for credit. Therefore 80
per cent of the confidence and respect for your bank rests directly upon
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Northwestern Banker --July 1936

Claude L. Stout
Pages 9-25-26 (contd.)

the shoulders of those tellers and bookkeepers. This is proof that these
employes must be thorouglily and carefully educated, in order to ably
defend banking in all its phases, including service charges and the fair-
ness and correctness of these charges. If your system is correct, it can
be convincingly defended. They must understand each and every source of
your bank's income, origination and nature of overhead, float, reserve,
etc.

Page 27 

Our answer to your demand for safe banking is to place them on a
permanently profitable basis with all profits derived from the proper
sources. This removes the most compelling incentive for the acquisition
of unsound, investments and substandard individual loans. Then: is no
such commodity as few service. Anything valuable cannot be free. When
you consume time and material belonging to another, you are using that
which represents money. Money can not be provided without cost. Some one
always pays. Certainly it is free to the one who receives, but very cost-
ly to the one who gives.

The public apparently believes that the "little" fellow should be
served free by banks. uther business and processions decline to assume
charities of such huge proportions. The merchant does not supply the
little fellow with beans, bread, clothing, fuel, etc., merely because he
is oold and hungry. The grocer doesn't give him 50 cents worth of beans
for a dime. Successful managers and executives do not mix charity with
their business. Service charges are based upon this principle.

An unprofitable business is a menace to the community, to tnose with
whom it deals, to its profession or industry, and to general business
stability. Unethical or unprofitable business is the community's cancer.

•
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SOURCE: NORTHWESTERN BANKER- - -JULY 1956

THE IOWA CONVENTION

Page 18 
"PANIC PROOF BANKING"

by Ralph W. tianuel
Pres.

Marquette Nat. Bank, Minneapolis

Apparently, the problems of making the obliation of our banks
to their depositors wholly performable under all circumstances is not
one problem but two problems. First is the problem of so employing the
funds of our checking account depositors as to have them available for
withdrawal upon demand. This problem, taken by itself, presents no in-
surmountable obstacles. Second is the problem of limiting the with-
drawal right of our savings depositors to the liquidation possibilities
of the type of securities in which these savings must be invested. This
problem, likewise, presents no insurmolIntable obstacles when taken by
itself.

"Unfortunately, however, these two problems are not susceptible
of separate treatment in our mongrel banks which are neither commercial
banks nor savings banks. In such a bank there is no separate body of
assets corresponding to the liability of the bank to its commercial depositors,
and available exclusively for the payment of their checks; and there is no
separate body of assets in which the funds of the savings depositors have
been invested, and which are exclusively available for the payment of
savings depositors. The funds of both commercial and savings depositors,
and the loans and securities in which these funds are employed, are all
mingled in a common pool and withdrawal by commercial and thrift depositors
alike are made from this one pool.

"This unsound and illogical situation must be eliminated. If the
demand obligation of the banks to their commercial depositors is to be
made fully performable by limiting the employment of their funds to liouid
loans, these funds and loans must not be subject to attack by savines de-
positors, but must be completely segregated, and made available exclusively
to demand depositors. Likewise, if the obligation of the banks to their
savings deptbsitors is to be made completely performable by making withdraw-
als contingent upon the liauidation of the securities in which their funds
are invested, these funds and investments must be completely segregated and
made available exclusively for payment to savings depositors.

"By our suoine acquiescence in a fair weather banking scheme, that
is neither sound nor entirely honest, we have given hostages to fortune, and
we are now traveling the road that leads to the end of independent banking.
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Northwestern Banker-July 1936

Ralph W. Manuel
Page 18 (contd.)

When we found it necessary to rely upon the sponsorship of the federal
government to reopen our doors in Ddarch, 1933, we lost a substantial
part of our independence. When we were obliged to accept the supporting
crutch of federal deposit insurance in order to reclaim the public
confidence that we had lost by the unwise underwriting of an unperform-
able obligation, we suffered a further substantial loss of our independence.
By the banking act of 19:5 we received assurance of further aid and support
from the Federal Reserve bystem and surrendered another substantial por-
tion of our independence.

"There is ev(ry reason to expect that these invasions of our in-
dependence will continue until we place our banks in a position to command
complete and enduring public confidence, not because of the supporting arm
of government, but because of their own inherent and undeniable soundness--
because of their manifest ability to stand on their own feet and perform
what they promise."
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SOURCE: NORTHWESTERN BANKER - - -JULY 1936

THE IOWA CONVENTION -- "THE CHALLENGE TO UNIT BANKING"--Wm. S. Elliott,
Vice Pres Bank of Canton, Canton, Ga.

Page 51

"The corporation stands ready to cooperate and will do everything

within its power to help, but the primary responsibility for building

today a strong foundation for tomorrow's business, rests with you. It

is a social and a moral duty which each of you must face in his own

community. No group of people has a greater challenge. You are in a

very real sense the hope of the country for a sound system of banking.

In your vision and leadership lies the way to new prosperity."
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"America Off Balance" - Address k, Orval W. Adams
V.Pres., A. B. A., Ex. V.Pres., Utah State Nat. Bank, Salt Lake City

45th Annual Convention, California
Bankers Asso., Sacramento, May, 1936

* * * * * * * * *

* * * * * The halo of innocence and humanitarianism still rests upon
the brows of the bungling statesman whose tinkering and manipulation of our
financial system have placed public and private finance at their mercy. It
can and must be shown that they are the ones who must bear the responsibility
for many of the ills that have befallen us.

But to the 50,000,000 depositors in America, the banker is responsible
for lowering the interest rates, which resulted in losses of hundreds of
millions of dollars annually to the industrious, the saving, and the thrifty
Americans.

Why don't we go to our depositors with the facts? We have their names
and addresses-ewe know them by name. Why don't we tell them that when the
federal government began its wild orgy of spending, it came to us, the
bankers of America, and practically demanded the money we had on deposit:
the money that was placed with us 'or safety and sound investment by the
wage earners, the professional men, the clerks, the widows, the domestics,
the farmers, and all others who live within their means and save.

Traditionally, the American banker has been recogrised as the unofficial
custodian and investor of the people's money. Today, through the operation
of the government's fiscal policy, he has been shorn of both of these
powers. There is no alternative left for the banker but to earry out the
provisions and submit to the demands of the spending agencies of the govern-
ment. More than that, the very money that is placed in our custody, and for which
we find only limited, safe outlet and investment, is taken over by this same
government that has virtually become a banker in competition with private
banking and spending, operating on a non-competitive lasis, end letting out
this ctotured money wi# much open-handed prodigality, on such precarious con-
ditions and terms, rhich no responsible banker could meet and remain solvent.

The government, as banker, csn, of course, pursue this philandering
policy with perfect safety as leng as there is a dollar left in the pockets
of the taxpayers of America, because the huge deficit that results from this
procedure are inevitably met by further raids upon the public treasury.

Clearly, it needs no formal proclamation to cripple the banking system
of America--it hes been accomplished by indirection.

* * * * * * * * * *

* * * * Wtw do we not tell them that when the government legun its
spending spree and ket industry in a cendition of uncertainty, all our old-
time traditionel outlets for lending our money with safety were suddenly
closed; and that today the overnment is ir.actically o,r only customer, the
only one who comes to us te borrow our money, and that too, upon its own
terms?
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IN must explain that the government will not pay us enough interest on
these loans, so that we, in turn, can continue to pay our de?orsitors the
customary, decent return on savings. No--the government places its own
price upon its borrowings from us, so that we, in turn, have been forced
to lower the interest rates to our depositors, almost to the vanishing point.
The government did not go to the individual taxpayer or to industry or to
other groups in society to get the bulk of the money. It came to us. Tht
is why $5 out of every $6 since June, 1950, with which the government is
financing its huge spectacular operations has come direct from aur own
vaults. But it's the people's money!

* * * * * * * * * *
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Address of A. L. Lathrop, Pres., Calif. B. A.,
V. Pres., Union Bank & Trust Co., Los Angeles

45 Annual Convention of California
Bankers Asso., Sacramento, May 193C

* * * * * * * *

FDIC Encourages Careful Banking

It seems obvious thnt insurance of deposits has doee 'such to restore
public confidence in banks, and that it rill be a strong influence to
prevent panics and hysteria in future times of stress. It is not, howk-
ever, a substitute for good banking, and in iteelf is not an assurance
that all banks will be soundly sanaged. In fact, it hae been shid that
because depoeits are insured, bankers may be encouraged to Le too liberal
in the granting of credit, and that careless banking is encouraged be-
cause the properly conducted banking institutions are assessed 4'or the
shortcomings of the badly conducted banks, and, therefore, that the
system puts a 7remium on bad banking.

I do not agree with these postulates. If the FDIC exercises the
rieht kind of supervision over Insured banks, if it gives then the
thorough and effective examinations which it has the rower to administer,
and if it is known that banks which do not measure up to its standards
will not receive the benefit of insurance, the result must be to impel
those bankers who otherwise might be inclined to laxity or carelessness
into care and conservatism.

If in the administration of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
basic principles of sound banking and economics are adhered tot it rill be
a powerful influence in establishing and maintaining the buainess of
banking in this country on the plane rhere it should and must be if our
financial institutions are always to be that dependable reservoir of
national credit, in good times and bad, which they are designed and ex,.
pected to be. It has broad powers of examination and control over in-
sured banks. Its authority can be quickly brought to bear to correct
unsound practices and eliminate weak banks, and shauld be used upon many
phases of the banking situation and be a primary force in preserving the
equilibrium of aur economic structure. /t should require efficient
management of banks, and the pursuit of sound and business-like practices.
It is interested to have insured banks operate at a profit, and, there-
fore, it should be sternly critical of applications for the establishment
of new banks, and should refuse to insure banks rhich have no hope of
surviving.

Under the old law any solvent bank was entitled to be insured. Under
the new law, before a b)ink may be insured, the FDIC must take into con-
sideration ita financial history and condition, the adequacy of its
capital structure, its future earninge prospects, the general character of
its managasent, and the conveniance and needs of the community to be
served by the bank, and whether or not its corporate porers are consistent
with the purpoaea of the law.

411
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The uniform and unrelenting aoplieation of these standards and
principles, as to both operating banks and applictions for new banks,
without relaxation, and without favor or preference, must inevitably
be a strong influence in establishing and maintaining uniformly high
standards in the clnduct of American beAking.

* * * * * * * * *

The Prpsident met this responsibility 137 appointing the prenent
personnel of the board, and I believe that the banking fraternity of
America is well satisfied. The appointments had little political flavor
and fell upon men who, as inlividuals and collectively, will bring to
the exercise of their solemn duties and heavy responsibilities, financial
and businees experience, sound judgment, honesty of purpose, and devo-
tion to the best interests of the nation founded upon the traditional
patriotism of good citizens.

?hey are practical men and not theorists, and command respect and
confidence. The board does take on the character and dignity of a real
supreme court of finance, and its aestiny h:,:s been written by the
President in terms of man power.

* * * * * * * *

The Bank Act of 19F5 may not be perfect, but it is good in that by
eliminating the ex-officio members, it limits the danger of bringing the
whole Federal Reserve System unier centralized political control. It
creates instrumentalities which, in the hands of courageous and patriotic
men may be used to neutralize panics and depressions. Hor effective it
will be, depends entirely upon the ability, the coura.ge, the character,
and the fortitude of the members of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve Systes. If they have enough moral strength to withstand political
influences, if they can resist partiean coercion and public resentment,
and put on the brakes in a rising market when everyone is uaking money,
if in the face of a boom they caa forget political considerations and
every consideration except those based on sound economic theory, and act
accordingly, the Benking Act of 1935 may well stand as a safeguard to the
banking and financial structure of the country.

The seven men who comose the Board of Governors of the Federal Re-
serve System are a Supreme Court of Finance--vested with greater 7,o-vers
over the everyday existence of the aver:Ige citizen than any other mLn or
group of men. May they measure up to their heavy responsibilities by
meeting them as fearless, faithful and patriotic American citizens.

* * * * 4 * * * *
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SOUECEI THE FINANCIAL AGE -- JUNE 18, 1M5

COMITTEI ON LEGISLATION-Y. Velter Wilson, Cheirman

Page 4k4

THE STATE BANKING &MEI

There are c numbcr of mattere to which I think your attention
should bc celled but I Cefire to perticulerly cell your ettention
to the two following waeures OtE bein of the utmost import/nee
to the benkEre of Pennv:ilvenie:

First—The edministretion bill which creetee a btnkini bourd
and vests in it the t)OWCI to remove en: officer or director of
e benk eh= the board finde to be conducting the benk in E mEnner
detrimenttl to the welfere of depositors, etockholdere or bene-
ficierice of trusts. The bill gives the secretary of banking
authority to initiate action afainet derelict officers nr directors
and to recomeend removh1 to the board. Ihe boerd es outlineb in
our letter of June 1st will consiet of nime membere, the secreter,. of
bankinp, two direct ag.)ointees of the Governor and six precticel
bankere to be appointed from a liet of fifteen to be sulbmitted by
the Council of Adminietration, Pennsylvania Benkere Aesocietion,
which list ehall include five bankers from Groupe I and II; five
bankere from Groupe III, IV, V and VI end five benkers from Groups
VII and VIII. Your committee believes thtt this eroposal of Dr.
Harr's iE one of the moEt constructive that hhs ever ern/meted from
the banking department. Not only will this board serve ite original
purpose es s court of appeals passing on the secretery's recommen-
dations for removal but it may also become a medium to promote closer
understanding between the bankers end the Department of Banking. I
have frequently thlked with Dr. Harr about another matt•r which is
clove to his heert--the professionalization of banking—and he sees
in this board the first step toward raising the standar& of admiEsion
to our profeeeion. Banking after all ie e profession just ae much as
the ministry, teaching, law and aedicine. We eerve the public in a
vital manner end the public has a right to expect that our bankE shall
be conducted by men of education, experience and character. It ia
possible that in the neer future this banking botrd can set up certain
qualificetions which every young man aspiring for a position in our
profession will be required to meet. The board mai become a board of
examination to pasts on the abiliti and treinieg of our future bankere.
The banking board need not wait for this plan to be worked out but can
lay the ground work immediately by discussing with our colleges and
univervities the inauguretion and expaneion of courees in money and
banking, banking lew, banking' procedure, governmental finence end
international finance.

4 -
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SOURCE: 527. PUBLICITY ACTIVITIES - F.R.Bank, Minneapolis

Report of L. E. Rast, attached to igir. Peyton's letter of 7-24-35

* * * * * * * * * *

There was some criticism of the F.D.I.C., but bankers in

general are satisfied that the F.D.I.C. was instrumental in returning

confidence, and hoarded money has been deposited in banks. Some banks

felt they had lost deposits to other banks because of the guarantee.

REPORT OF H. C. Core, June 13-22, 1935, attached to ar. Peyton's letter

of June 27, 1935

Page 4 

Quite generally the banks in this territory are collecting ser-

vice charges and appear to be pleasea with the results obtained. The

schedules of charges followed are principally those adopted by their

local county or group organizations so the charges made by the banks

are quite uniform through certain sections. As a result of the

installation of these charges, some banks have eliminated a number of

undesirable accounts, in one case the banker stating that they lost about

one-half of their accounts but their deposits had doubled.

REPORT OF H. C. TIMBERLAKE, June 15-22, 1935, attached to xr. Peyton's

letter of June 27, 1935

Page 6 Federal Deposit Insurance

Most of the bankers felt that membership in the FDIC had been

beneficial to them and that benefits more than balanced the cost, but

one or two bankers were contemplating not subscribing to the Class A

stock, and were wondering just how their withdrawal would affect their

customers. A few bankers felt that the lack of teamwork between the

iDIC examiners and President Roosevelt was very discouraging, as they

were striving to "make loans" as per the President's request and then

the FDIC examiners criticised them severely for the loans made.

Page Z

* * A large majority of the bankers use the "State Banking Code

bchedule of Exchange and Float Charges" that appears below and which

produces in some instances a substantial portion of the banks' income,

one bank with aout 4225,000 deposits reporting an income of 0600. a

month. 224
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327. Publicity Activities - F.R. Bank, Ainneapolis

Jx. Peyton's letter of June 11 1935.

* * * * * * * * *

Mr. Peterson also calls attention to the fact that some
of the smaller banks have decided that a service charge is not desirable
because they can make more by accepting unprofitable accounts and chargink
exchange on the checks drawn than they would make from the service
charge.

Mr. Peyton's letter of June 11 1935

* * ** * * * * *

It is interesting to note that three of the banks which he
(Mr. A. R. Larson, Asst. Cashier) visited are not enjoying the benefits
of the FDIC but are getting the same natural increase in depoeits thich
members of the FDIC are getting. In conversation with Mr. Larson, he
informe me that these three bankers feel they have suffered no ill
effects, whatsoever, from remaining outside the guarantee. He even
found one banker who seriously contemplated withdrawal from the FDIC,
that he might save the insurance charge, and Mr. Larson informs me
that this banker told him several of his customers hed volunteered
the information they felt he could retainhis share of the business
if he retired from the FDIC.

Memorandum from F. C. Dunlop, Controller, to Executive Committee,
dated June 4, 1935 

Page 4 
* * * * * * * *

With these banks paying heavy taxes, there seems no need for
increasing their taxes by adding to the capital. As an example, one
smell bank with about t75,000 deposits has a capital of $12,000 and
surplus and undivided profits of t3,000. This bank paid over t400
taxes lest year. Without doubt there are etill too many small banks
and too many towns having a couple of banks when one bank would serve
the purpose and have some chance of meking a little profit. Virtually
all these small banks perform a multitude of services for the community
such 66 filling out tax returns, payment of licenses, insurance of all
kinds, drawing of legal papers, rentals, etc., and the fees they receive,
together with exchange charges, make it possible for the community to
have such a general agency. The earnings from discounts, especially at
this time, do not constitute the major portion of the income of most
country banks. The small capital with the resulting lower loan limitis in some respects a good feature.Digitized for FRASER 
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327. Publicity Activities - F.R. Bank, Minneapolis

Report  of A. R.  Larson, Asst._ Cashier., dated May 6,_ 1935.

Pw 2 
* * * * * * * * * *

In regard to services rendered by the Federal Reserve Bank,
I found no criticism whatever regarding relations between us; in fact,
a few of the bankers stated that if they had not been members of the
Reserve Bank, their institutions would now be out of existence. In
my opinion many of the non-member banks would become affiliated rith
the Federal Reserve Bank if exchange could be charged on checks and if
their present capital structure could remain as it is at the present
time. I found in discuseing problems with non-member bankers that
exchange charges are the large soureeof income and that without this
revenue it would be practically impossible to continue business. Heads
of these banks do not think that service charges can be made without
causing trouble with their depositors and look with disfavor on making
such charges.

* * * * * * * * * *

Ur. F. W. Swanson's memo. to Mr. Peyton, dated April 15J 1955 

Pages 2-3
* * * * * * * * * *

i4onmember banks generally are strong boosters for the F.r.i.c.
and givercredit for the restored confidence in their banks. Most of
them indicated they would, join the Federal Reserve System if it is
necessary in order to continue F.r.i.c. membership. They want to
delEy joining the System as long es possible so as to obtain the income
from exchange, thich income they need ver;/ badly. The exchange ranges
from $40 to $50 per month in the very small banks to C(00 or $300 per
month in the larger country banks, and they intend to get that income
just as long EiE possible.

* * * * * * * * * *

Mr. Peyton's letter of March 1:‘, 1935. 

* * * * * * * * * *

Once again, these reports indicate that nonmember banks
refuse to join the System because of earnings which accrue to them
through exchange charges. Our officers discussed with these nonmember
banks the desirability of changing the exchange charge so the exchange
would be added to the check and charged against the customer, rather
than charged against the forwarding bank, as is now customary, and in
some cases they found the bankers receptive to this idea.
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7,27. Publicity Activities - F.R. Bank, Minneapolis

Mr. Peyton's letter of illarch 12, 1935 (contd.) 

It seems to me that if the Federal Reserve Board, the
Comptroller of the Currency and the American Bankers Association edu-
cated the banker and the public to make the exchange charge against
his own customer, this exchange problem would be solved and the ex-
chanEe argument would be eliminated as a reason for not joining the
System. A charge of this kind would undoubtedly encourage local pur-
chasing, would place the charEe where it should be, as it is evident
the customer should pay his own exchange for the transfer of money,
and would eliminate public complaint against exchange. Incidentally,
it would eliminate abuse of the exchange charge, es it would be diffi-
cult for e banker to charge hiE own customer an improper rate.

The present method of exchange can not be logically
defended. This reverse method is both legitimete and desirable. An
educational campaign clarifying these facts must necessarily ultimately
succeed, because it is based on sound logic, and I believe the Federal
Reserve Board might well give consideration to such a campaign.

The exchange argument is the only reason advanced on
the part of those bankers visited to date for not joining the Federal
Reserve System. In some cases, the boys reported the banks informed
them they would rather retire from the benefits of the FDIC than to
join the Federal Reserve System with the provision they must lose
their exchange income.

Incidentally, this brings out the interesting fact that
banks which have not joined the FDIC seem to be getting as much,
if not more, percentage of increase in deposits as those banks which
have joined the FDIC. In some cases the bankers were seriously con-
sidering retiring from the benefits of the FDIC on the assumption it
would not harm the banks' business.

Report of Harry Ziemer, March 4-9, 1935 

A number of national banks complained that they are competing
with nonmember Etate banks on an unfavorable basis due to the fact that
the nonmember banks are allowed to charge exchange. The question was put
up to a number of the nonmember banks as to why they would not consider
joining the Federal Reserve System and in every case they replied that the
exchange received, running from approximately $75.00 a month in a bank
of $100,000.00 of deposits to $5,000.00 and $6,000.00 in the larEer non-
member banks, would more than offset the advantages membership could
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527. Publicity Activities - F.R. Bank, Minneapolis

heport of Harry Ziemer,  March 4-9, 1935 (contd..) 

offer. I explained to both national and nonmember State banks that we
at ainneepolis favor an exchange charge of one-tenth of one percent,
to be assessed against the drawer rather than the payee, and in
practically every case they felt that if such a charge were allowed
they would consider joining the Federal Reserve System. A number of
the nonmember banks made the definite statement that they could not
exist were it not for the exchange charges and would under no circum-
stances join the Federal Reserve System unless legislated into it.
Although the Banking Act of 1935 will allow nonmember banks into the
Federal Reserve System on their present capital, they are afraid that
at some future date capital requirements may be changed and they will
be required to increese their capital structure. Most of them feel
that a $10,000.00 to $20,000.00 capital structure is sufficient in a
small country town.
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60UhCI: BULLETIN OF THi AIB---Vol. 17 July 19'35 No.

(Seattle ..onvention--June 1936)

Pages Z47-48
COMPETITION IN THE SAVING& FIrLD

Dan V. Stephens, Pres.,
Stephens Nationel Bank, Fremont, Nebraska

,In the classification of financiel institutione, I wish to

specacally call attention to the gencrel mixed-up condition of theye

institutions. Few of them specialize in any particular field. It is

true thet email banke in emell localitiee must combine a greet mnny

kinde of financiel treneections in order to make their inctitutions

profitable. A small town banker must write inEurence, mice farm losne,

and do e gentral notariel bueinees for the community, besides running a

commercial beak, sevings benk, and making inveetments in a small way

for the people in the community. His dutiee, Eit3 a rule, in the invest-

ment field will be confined to loanint, the money of one of his depositors

to another depoeitor on his farm or on his residence, es the case may be.

Both the borrower und thelender know exectly the entire eituetion.

It is eo different from the treneection enterEd into by that Eame

banker prior to the depression, when he bought a bond on Timbuktu, helf

way eround the world, or some other out of the way place, which was Fold

to him by a aecurity house. Neither the security house nor the banker

knew the nature of the bond or its value or the probebility of its pument

when it woula fall due.

Billione in transactions similar to thet took place throughout th

United &tette, where commercial benks permitted their surplus funds te be

invested in hn alleged secondary reserve, which provea to be a Waterloo in

character and caused the wideet spread disaeter in the wey of failuree

throughout the country. In fact, approximately 7,000 banking institutions

were forced to liquidation, and probably 90% of them were brought to that

state through their investment in an alleged secondary reserve consisting

of bonds of every kind and cheracter on every sort of an inetitution thet

has ever been finance° in thie country.

I venture the statement that had the banks of this country stuck to

their knitting, so to epeak, and invested the money thet belonged to the

customers of their banks in mortgages on real estate and in other securitiee

known to them in the neighborhood of their banks and known to their investore,

they would have come through thie depression with e comparatively clean slate.

My obeervation hee been theft not more than 15% of the loaves surtained

by these banks that were liquidated arose out of local investeente. The

greatest loes, of couree, and the one that broke their backe and put tnem

out of business, arooe out of the invLstsents in etocke and bonds that were

sold by the high pressure selesmen of security housee. This statement is not

;
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Dan V. Stephens
Pages Z47-48 (contd.)

desi6ned to be sn attack upon the recurity houses but merely a statement
of the facts as they existed.

STICK TO BUSINESS

This leade me to the conclueion thet most of our troubles could have
been avoided had banks stuck to their bueinese of attending to commercial
lorene and commercial transections instead of attempting to become Invest-
ment brokers d...nliag in ytocke end Nonds. A commercial bank with '1,300,-
000 or more in deposite has all its official staff can do competently
if it attendt properly to the customerr it hes and cultivates an under-
standing of thiir business and the manner in which they are conducting
their businees, es well ee to theinveetment of suc surplus money as it
may haw in loans to ite various.: customers.

It requires„ a knowledge of the busines: of every customer of the bsnk
who ie a borrower in order that thet business may be properly served and
safely served.

During the five yeare of thE depression up to january 1 thie year, our
own bank sustainea - total lors of which only 15%. arose out of loans made to
the customers of our bank and the other 85* was macle through loseee ,:ust,ined
by investments in ballets that were alleged 1:* the best banker braine of the
countr to be a neceseary secondary reserve for the eafety of our depositors.
The truth of the matter is we found it eeeier to oecure credit on the loans
thet were frozen in the hands of the bank than upon much of this secondary
reserve that we carried with such petce of mind during the period of
expansion.
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&URGE: PROCLEDINGS RECENT CONGEBENCE OA CALL REPORT STANDARDIZATION
May U,s4,5, 19Z5, Nat. PresE Bldg., Wash. D.C.

Mr. Tucker, F.D.I.C.
ftseo 51-n 

* * * * * * * * *

To determine from published condition statements whether individual
oepositors could have mede t reseonably accurate differentiation between
banks whicn remained open, ens: banks whien wcre closeo during the depression
was the object of a study conducted by B. M. Giles and 2. L. Gerlock. This
study unelyzee certain retioe obteined from the published call statements
of selected banks in Arkansas for et period of many years throwh
During the period apisroximrtely 50 per cent of the banks studied were
closed. The title of the survey is "General Indicators of the Conditions of
Arkansas Banks."

The most intereetinE conclusion of the etudy wrs that the ratios of
book capital to denoeits for the banks which were closee were prrctically
identical with the retiot for banks wtich remained open. Thin is perhaps
indicative of the extent to wilich bank statements do not show sn tctual
evaluution of Besets. However, the nutsors dia discover certain indicators
or ratios which, in their opinion, woul6 have been sauna criterie for
depositors. These indicators in the order of their reliability ere ae
follows:

(1) Loans, other stocke and b-11,30, an6 real estate (minus capital
funds) to deposits;

CS) Idash resources and net United States securities minus,
money to deposits;

03)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

borrowed

Loans and other etocks and bonds to deposits;

Loans to deposits;

Cesh resources minue borrowed money to deposits;

Borrowed money to deposits.

Cash resources and net United States securities Ls deposite.

Gash resources to deposits.

It will be noted that each indicator is a complex liquidity ratio or
its inverse. Carried to its logical conclusion, the tirgimemmt of this marvey
is thet beaks, with a lsrge proportion of Government bonds amd cesh and with
a small volume of loans end diecounts, tad with no borrowed Money, are the
soundest. It is doubtful if liquidity in itself is a complete formula for
distinguishing sound from weak banks, but such is the apparent conclusion

4
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Ar. Tucker,
Eages 51-U (contd.)

of thie study.

Undoubtedly, few depositors have a sufficient understendine of
balance sheets to make detailed an,,lyses, and with the advent of the
FDIC thesmali depositors ere lexgely relieved of this responsibility.
The fact that banks taesweives have lost sizable sums deposited in
other banks indicatee thet bankers themselves have often not been eble
to differentiate between sounu ano uni;ound inztitutions from published
statements.

From the: eurvey of Ar. ancl air. 6erlock, a differentibtion an
the basis of the margin of capital protection is apparently subject to mis-
givings, becaue bank statements are not cinc could not be actue, eveluetions.
For obvious reas.Jus a summary of exbmination reportL caanot be aublished.
Then, too, to differentiate purely on a basic, of liquidity is on the whole
unsouud. It would seem, therefore, thst the uze of the cell report to de-
positors, from the point of view of their protection, ia open to seriow
cuestion.
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SOURCE: DO WE rANT A MANAGED CURRENCY--by J. H. Riddle--Oct. 19M
(Commission on 13-2nking Law anc Pnctice-Association of

Rea. City Benkers--Bulletin Mo. 4)

Page 10 
POOR ASSETS AND OUR BANKING TROUBLES

The weaknesseu in our banking syftem, horever, are not thc kind

that can be cured by a managed currency or the manipulatione of credit

by a. central board of control. They have resulted very largely from

the poor luality of bank assets which oxisted in a large proportion of

our institutions. In spite of the fact thet many well-managed banks
were the victims of circumstances over which they had no control, the

damage Wab done mostly by assets which should never have. be41n in the

banku at any time, under any condittIns, for any roason. This is a

simple diagnosis, but the fects ere incontrovertible to anyone Who

studies the records.

In other words, it was the world's departure from the gold
standard and. our own dephrture from ade,euate standards for bank essets

which produced most of our monetary and be-nkinE troubles. The remedy

would seem to be a return to these ettAndards rwther than their permanent
abandonment. If the assets of bynks prove unsound in periods of economic

strees, no measures of deposit insurance, currency. manageoent or broader

discount facilitiee can save us from the conseolences. Of the numerous

proposale for monetary end banking reforn in this country few recognize

this simple hut fundamental diagnosis. Unless we are willing to set up

a banking structure find demand the kind of benk manegement and supervieion

which will devote more attention to the quality of assets and the safety

of deposits it is difficult to see how we can avoid in the future the sane

troubles we have hnd in the past.

424
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SOURCE: THE OHIO BANKFR - JULY 1935

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT--B. S. Wellman

Page 4

The basis of good banking, of course, is a properly qualified,

- trained and experienced personnel. Ae have evidence that this
fact is becoming more generally recognized. No longer are men

chosen because of their prominence in the community to takexim-

portant exeautive positions in new or re-organized banks.; Past
experience has shown that a man may not make a good banker because
he has been successful as a merchant, a manufacturer, a farmer,

or a politician. But is it enough to choose properly qualified
men only when new positions are open? Would it not be well for

the directors of our going banks %A carefully to survey their
organizations to determine to what degree the handicaps of in-
efficiency and obsolescence are present? Time and again we
have seen fine old banks go to seed because younger men with
proper training have not been brought into their organizations.
The traditions of years are excellent stabilizers, but rapidly
changing conditions which confront us from day to day call for
open minds which not only recognize new problems, but attempt
to solve them by clear thinking.

Page 5 

A subject which must claim more and more attention from those
in charge of our banks is the establishment of some practical plan
of retirement annuities for super-annuated officers and employes.
Long have we set aside reserves to take care of the depreciation
of our buildings and our equipment, but we have made little provision
for that far more costly factor, the depreciation of our human ma-
chinery. Systems providing retirement annuities dre a recognized
feature of Canadian banks, and in some of our states this movement
has been started and is gaining momentum. Many of our larger banks
now provide group life insurance for members of their organizations
under plans whereby the banks and those who are insured contribute
to the cost. Is it not probable that group retirement annuity con-

tracts, such as are now offered by life insurance companies, would
be a more desirable form in which to make provision for the welfare

of those who have grown old in service and, at the same time, have
the effect of keeping our organizations more virile? Perhaps it

would be worth while to have a survey made to determine the
practicability of setting up some plan on a state-wide basis so as
to take care of our smaller institutions. This, gentlemen, is some-

thing to think about.
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SOURCE: THE MISSISSIPPI BANKER - May 1935

REPORT OF LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, G. M. McWilliams, Chairman

Page 21
* * * * * * * *

We believe that certain constructive changes should be made in
four sections of Subdivision Three, which deals with general operations;
namely, Sections 37, 39, 49 and 61.

SECTION 37.

Section 37 of the law provides in part as follows: "A majority of
en executive board or auditing committee selected by a majority of the
board of directors of every corporation doing a banking business in
this state shall meet at least once every month and shall at such time
examine the loans, paper and securities of a bank and its liabilities
and resources of every kind. A statement shoring the result of such
examination shall be spread upon the records of the directors' meeting,
and shall be subscribed to by each of said directors present at any
such meeting."

We suggest changes in this section to provide (1) That a meeting of
the Board of Directors shall be held once every month. (The Act nowhere
requires or provides for a directors' meeting.) (2) That the Executive
Board or Auditing Committee shall conduct an examination of the bank every
three months. The common sense of this suggested change is obvious and
needs no supporting comment.

* * * * * * * *

SECTION 61.

Sub-Section "F" of Section 61 provides that all employees of a banking
corporation created under the laws of this state shall make and file with
the Board of Directors of such banking corporation a sworn financial state-
ment semi-annually, and oftener if the directors require.

We auEgest the modification of this sub-section requiring a financial
statement from all employees to employees indebted to the bank.

Sub-Section "H" of the law provides as follows: "No loan in excess of
4500.00 shall be made by any state banking corporation except on approval of a
loan committee of the board of directoks, which committee ,shall require of
all prospective borrowers a financial statement."
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fHE MISSISSIPPI BANKER - gay 1935

Address of M. D. Brett, State Comptroller, Dept. of Bank Supervision

Fake 27 

We next turned our attention to an intensive study of the law concern-
ing bank committees and Board of Directors of state banks as contemplated
under * * * * of the Banking Act, and the setting up of a uniform
procedure with reference to meetings of executive or auditing committees,
loan committees and meetings of Boards of Directors. Rules and regulations
seeking to clarify the duties of these various operating and administrative
committees have been promulgated. We have tried to interpret and point out
to all concerned the duties and obligations under the law on the officers
and various committees and the members thereof. The law provldes for the
furnishing of a financiEl stEtement on all loans in excess of $i500.00 and
requires that such statement be furnished before the proceeds of a loan are
released. We have called attention to the fact thnt no exception is made
EIE concerns security given, which may sound unnecessary, but such a
financial statement will reveal in all cases the ability of the borrower
to repay and certbinly you tant to know this, because I am sure that none
of you desire to make a loan, regardless of collateral, which you feel,
baeed on proper financinl information can not be repaid oromptly when due.
When you have e correct financial statement of the borrower you can at
least form some judgment as to his ability to repay the desired loan when
due and demanded.

A satisfactory legal abstract or other satisfactory legal evidence of
title and ritht or authority to convey or pledge in connection with bank
loans on real estate is required. And the same requirement is made in
connection with real estate collateral pledged to banks. Evidence satis-
factory to the banks of ownership and right to convey in connection with
loans on chattels and chattel collateral pledged to the banks iF also
required. Satisfactory legal evidence of the riEht to assign and sell in
connection with bank loans on stocks, bonds, etc., and with respect to
sub-collateral, iF likewise required. Also, there is required to be filed
at least twice each year with directors, financial statements of employees,
the purpose of this being to acquaint directors with the financial operations
of the employees so they may judge if employees are too heavily involved or
inclined toward speculation. The reason for this is obvious.

Pue 29

We have laid special emphasis on the portion of the law relating to
loans to officers, directors and employees and this section of the law has
been the source of many inquiries to and interpretations by us. I quite
agree that such loans cause much thought and concern, for I knor that
loans of this class hare proven safe and profitable to many banks, and in
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THE MISSISSIPPI BANKER - May 1935

M. D. Brett
Page 29 (Contd.)

the main, directors, officers and employees are very generous in
giving security for their loans, but in the light of the interpretation
made to us on this particular section, it means that an officer,

employee or director should not borrow of his own bank more than
t2,500.00, and loans in this amount should be made on the same basis
as loans to others. Again, we have pointed out the duties of directors,
to require sufficient bonds on eve/7 active officer and employee, to
be properly approved on the minutes of the bank, subject to the approval

of the State Comptroller.

Likewise we are insisting on adequate insurance coverage on cash,
stocks end bonds and other negotiable collateral whether located in
the banks or elsewhere. * * * We realize that with the increase
in premium rates on various forms of coverage and certain classes of
risks when earnings over and above expense of doing business are
small, you have necessarily been forced to cut corners and reduce the
amount of the various coverages and by reason of certain restrictions
placed on policies entailing extra duties on you, you have had to re-
arranEe your forms of coverage. * * * You will probably be interested
to know that insurance premiums for fidelity, burglary, robbery and
hold-up reouired approximately 3% of the gross and 1;2% of the ner
earnings of our state banks during the year 1934, and in some banks it
ran as high as 10% of gross and 45% of net earnings. * * *

Page 35

Meanwhile may I urge that you give some thought to operating costs
and deposit cost analysis in your bank to the end that you may be able
to utilize the general information that we furnish when we have established
this work as against your own findings. Our banks cannot begin to improve
their earning capacity to any extent until they know their costs. The

knowledge necessary to do this can be acquired by some study on your part
and when acquired will help you to avoid mistakes. Cost accounting is
not an arbitrary thing. i4either are expenses allocated on an arbitrary
basis. Banks of certain sizes as to capital, deposits, etc., ought to
show normally certain things and be able to allocate costs of operation
to each department, and each item. The answer to many of our problems
can be found in bank management, which amonE other things, has to do
with a careful analysis of the variaus items that make up income and
expense accounts. * * *
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Page 38

Finally let me admonish you to keep before you the fundamentals

of sound banking always, being blind to profit for the mere sake of

it; avoid speculation, entangling alliances and interlocking trans-

actions which sooner or later lead to grief and confine your operations

to your particulsr locality, and do not let your desire, if any, to

become a larger institution lead you to do something that you should

not. Seek good loans for productive purposes but capital loans never

make. Seek ways to be of greater service in your community and create

faith in your institution because we are so completely dependent on

the public and its good will; since banking is not yet so simple t
hat

no matter how much information is disseminated its very operation 
cannot

be readily understood by laymen, we must be accepted by most of the

public on faith--faith that we are doing an essential job and
 doing

it well. They must believe in our ability to attract anC retain raw

materials--deposits--and in our ability to turn these deposits into

safe and productive loans and investments; in our integr
ity and ability

to render proper service and they must believe in our capacit
y and

right to earn a fair profit regularly on our capital investment. l
mommer-

Some of these are susceptible to proof to those who have a grasp of

finance but to the average citizen they are matters not for rea
son, but

rather for confidence and we can only justify this confidence a
nd

faith by our excellent service to the community, for the indisp
en-

sability of banking facilities has nowhere been better illustrated

than in those towns and cities that have been or may yet be without

banks. During the 150 or more years of banking we have passed through

a number of distress periods which have revealed and corrected hit
herto

undisclosed weaknesses in the banking system but our banks have su
rvived

with surprising success. From 1929 to 1933 the banking record was

particularly bad, however, from October, 1929 up to March 1933, probabl
y

not more than 7% of the bank deposits of the country had been tied up

through bank closings with a net loss of a very small amount. This is

not aEpotless record, but much better and less serious than one w
ould

suspect. H. L. Mencken, writing in the Baltimore Sun in the spring

of 1933 spoke in part of the astonishing resibstence of banks to the

temptations afforded by the Spirit of Americ<11929 as follows:

"The amazing thing about American Bankers, in truth, is not tha
t so

many of them have gone to smash, but that so many of them still are on

their legs. How any banker during the boom days of four years ago

could keep himself so well in hand is more than I can imagine. Certainly

the temptation to take chances must have been very powerful. Not only

everybody was doing it but doing it was widely reLarded as a moral duty

and whooped up as such * * * People put their money in this uremic fellow's

bank today, but they forget what trials he must have passed through

while all the bands were playing and the smoke belched from every stack.
* * *
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SOURCE: NEW JERSEY BANKER - FALL 1935

BUDGETING FOR BANKS - by Wm. H. Compton, C.P.A. (N.Y., N.J. & PA)

Page 7

Banking institutions are faced with a very serious problem to-
day, in that it is difficult for them to live within their income.
With the present low interest rates, and the possibility of such
rates continuing for some time to come, it is imperative that the
banker plan his program in advance.

* * * * * * * * *

* * * How, then, can the banker arrane his plan in order to
know how his institution will come out at the end of the year?

First of all, an analysis should be made of the securities, loans
and all investments of the institution; and the income for the
coming yebr estimated on the basis of the investments on hand at
the beginning of the budget period. In so far stocks, bonds and
mortgages are concerned, this is not a difficult proposition. In the
case of notes, it is more difficult in that it is not possible to
determine what notes will be paid off during the year or what new
loans may be made. Consideration should be given these two factors.
However, if a conscientious effort is made, it can be determined
within a reasonable degree of accuracy the amount of interest and
discount that will be earned on account of such loans. The same is
true of other income, such as trust department fees, service charges,
etc. Of course, it will be necessary to be guided by the experience of
previous years.

As to expenses, these should be broken down and classified in quite
some detail. Then from previous experience, allotments should be made
for each expense item, in other words, the probable expenditure for
the budget period under each classifications, should be estimated.

Page 15 

* * * * * * * *

(continuing same topic)

In larger institutions, the budget may be divided by departments,
which does not change the principle of the above outline, but merely
means the working out of additional detail.
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BENEFITS OF THE BUDGET

(a) Its preparation requires a thorough consideration and
analysis of all factors influencing the operations of the
institution. This brings to the attention of the executives
many points heretofore overlooked, and estimates are thproughly
scrutinized and weighed before being adopted.

(b) It means coordination of all activities of the institution
and makPs for better harmony between departments--each department
is striving toward a single objective.

(c) The budget acts as a chart or "road map" of the institution
and calls attention of the management to any deviation from any
pre-determined plans. Variation in expenditures from the anticipated
rates are quickly noted, and losses forestalled.

In the past, executives have judged current results by comparison
with past performances. On account of present conditions being so
entirely different from those of the past, another plan must of
necessity be adopted. The past is gone and cannot be changed. We
deal with the present and prepare plans for the future. Proper
administrative control necessitates the use of estimates--the budget.
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Address by Prof. R. G. Rodkey
49th Annual Convention, Michigan Bankers Asso., June 1935

(Michigan Investor, July 13, 1935)

* * * * * * * *

As I see it the first and most important purpose of a published
bank statement of condition is to acquaint the public with basic facts
concerning the condition of the institution. The successful operation
of a bank, probably to a greater extent th,in is trae for any other
kind of business, is dependent upon the confidence of the public in
its soundness. ihis holds true even with deposits up to $5,000 insured
by the FDIC. We must remember that it is only the depositors that are
insured, not the banks; that banks may still fail; and that while de-
posits up to $5,000 will certainly be paid in the event of failure,
there may be a considerable period of time during which funds in such
banks may be tied up. Furthermore, except possibly for the very
smallest banks, large and influential depositors are not fully insured.
Also, these denositors prefer to do business with a bank which is
fully able to meet their credit needs. On the whole, therefore, the
general public will continue to be vitally interested in the soundness
of the institutions to which funds are intrusted. From this it
follows that not only should the policies pursued by the individual
bank be consistent with the best practices of banks generally, but th9.t
some regularly recurring proof that such is the case be supplied to
the public. Lack of candor as to its financial condition, or even
intentional concealment of pertinent information, should be avoided
at all hazards. Should the public come to recognize the existence of
either, confidence is undermined. Statements of condition which banks
regularly publish in the newspapers provide the natural means for
informing the public about the true state of affairs.

The best way known to me to impress the general ,ublic is to
take it into your confidence. You would not think of making loans to
customers without adeouate knowledge of their affairs. But under the
conditions which have prevailed in American banking the public is
expected to have confidence in the banks to which it loans its funds
without knowing anything about the actual condition of the bank. The
so-called statements of condition published in the general newspapers
and which, in Michigan, are merely summarized by the State Banking
Department for its Annual Report, give no information of real value.
What kind of information should the rublic have?

The information supplied should be of such form and character
that the public can determine for itself whether the bank is or is not
solvent; whether its capital is or is not impaired; and whether the
bank is or is not in a liquid condition. * * * * * *

Certain specific information is essential if this evidence is to
be convincing. The information must include an intelligent classifica-
tion of assets. The classification to which I refer would require the
separate listing of the following earning asset items:
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bankPrs acceptances held
open market commercial paper
brokers call loans
loans and discounts eligible for rediscount
all other commercial loans

secured by stocks and bonds
otherwise secured
unsecured

loans on the security of real estate
U. S. Government bonds pledged
U. S. Government bonds unpledged
municipal bonds with maturities under three years
municipal bonds with maturities three years and over
bonds listed on NYSE or NYCurb

rails
utilities
industrials
foreign
miscellaneous

unlisted corporation securities with maturities under
three years

unlisted corporation securities with maturities three
years and over.

Compare this large list of earning assets with the following:

loans and discounts
real estate mortgages
bonds and securities
U. S. bonds and certificates of indebtedness
(legal reserve for savings deposits).

These four items are all that are reauired for Michigan state banks
and are all that appear in the Annual Report of the State Banking Depart—
ment. So far as supplying a basis for judging either the soundness or
liquidity of Michigan state banks is concerned such information is
exactly 100 per cent worthless.

It is not sufficient merely to list these items. In addition to
that information should be supplied as to the validity of the figures.
With respect to loans and discounts and real estate mortgages it is
desirable to include a statement to the effect that reserves set up for
the specific purpose are sufficient to take care of all doubtful items.
In so far as bonds are concerned it is important to state in a footnote
if you prefer that the figures given are not in excess of market value,
or, if they are, what the approximate amount of this excess is. As I
said earlier, not all banks today could publish statements of this
character without showing definitely an impairment of capital. But
for the gregt majority of banks that are not only solvent and with
capital unimpaired but which are currently maintaining a strong liquid
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position there can be nothing lost by such an effort to build up con-
fidence and respect. If, from the standpoint of expense involved, it
is deemed necessary to publish statements in condensed form much of
the advantage to which I refer could be secured by appending a note
to the effect that a more detailed statement is available for anyone
interested. For this purpose small inexpensive folders can be prepared
for distribution in the lobby of the bank or returned to customers with
their cancelled vouchers.

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * Probably in no respect do banks go wrong more frequently
than in their failure to maintain adequate secondary reserves. Secondary
reserves comprise short-term earning assets of unquestioned soundness
which either automatically turn into cash during the near term or which,
at a moment's notice, can be transformed into cash with no possibility
of loss. It must be admitted that bankers acceptances, open market com-
mercial paper, brokers call loans and short-term governments, the chief
secondary reserve items, yield relatively low rates of return. At the
present time the yield on auch assets is almost negligible but it is
still somewhat higher than idle cash. And a return to more normal con-
ditions will be accompanied by a correspondingly greater return on
assets of this character. But whatever the yield may be the presence
of secondary reserves ia adequate volume combines insurance of liquidity
with a minimum volume of non-earning primary reserves. In more normal
times there is always the temptation to sacrifice this liquidity for
longer term higher yield assets. If such items are detailed in the
statement of condition conservative bank managers will hesitate to make
public confession of their lack of liquidity by the failure to carry at
least a reasonable volume of secondary reserve of this character.

* * * * * * * *
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Address by Charles T. Fisher, Jr., Director, R. F. C.
Proceedings of the 34th Annual Convention

National Association of Supervisors of State Banks
Atlanta, November 1935

Split mortgages, particularly those represented by definite bonds,
in a large measure contributed to bank failures. If a bankts capital
is inadequate to purchase the entire mortgage on a given piece of
property it should, in my opinion, go to the otLer extreme and invest
only a small part of its funds in a split mortgage issue, and then only
upon the basis that is much more conservative than where its funds are
purchasing the entire mortgage.

In other words, the amount that a bank might invest in anything
other than marketable securities should be in proportion to and opposite
to the amount of control which its participation may have in the entire
investment. In this instance I do not refer to those obligations
traded in regularly upon properly organized exchanges.

* * * * * * * *
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Address by R. F. Reichert,
Michigan State Banking Commissioner

49th Annual Convention, Michigan Bankers Asso., June 1935
(Michigan Investor, July 13, 1935)

* * * * * * * * * *

In the management of your institutions there are certain things
that you must recognize. First, that in taking the deposits you are
entering into a contract with your customer which has the nature of a
solemn trust, and the way these contracts have been entered into in
the past, they have probably been the most unfair contracts to the
bank that were ever issued. In the first place you agree to accept
the funds and return them upon demand. You also agree to pay interest
on these funds. Obviously interest cannot be paid without the funds
being invested, and if invested they cannot be paid back upon demand.
However, when you took the funds you agreed to return them when demand
would be made, and during a period such as we have just passed through,
the demands cannot be met unless the institution is in an exceptionally
liquid position, and in that case in many instances it would not have
properly served its community. However, in entering this new period,
for the time being at least, a higher degree of liquidity should be
maintained, particularly until it is definitely determined that the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation has given absolute confidence to
the depositors so that the dangers heretofore existing when things
became unsettled and heavy withdrawals resulted would not again be
experienced. I am satisfied that federal deposit insurance brought
back the confidence in the institutions, and I am also satisfied that
with the efficient management it now has, confidence will remain and
that we can soon hit a definite level upon which it is proper to
operate our institutions for the welfare of all, both stockholders
and depositors.

These institutions are of a character which makes them semi—public
institutions, and altogether too much service was rendered in the past
at the expense of the stockholders and the substantial depositors in

i many instances. Service charges must be inaugurated in order to properly4 compensate the institution for the service it has rendered. It is
absolutely a fallacious principle to proceed on the theory that the
business of the institution should be conducted at a loss on a large
percentage of that business and expect to make up that loss on the few
accounts that remain. I believe that all of the accounts should stand
upon their own feet, and that you should work out your problem by
having proper service charges.

* * * * * * * * *
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Address by Orval W. Adams, Ex. V. Pres.,
Utah State National Bank, Salt Lake City

49th Annual Convention, Michigan Bankers Asso., June 1935
(Michigan Investor, July 13, 1935)

* * * * * * * * *

Next, there is the matter of the proposed "liberalization" of the
law governing the making of real-estate loans. By the proposed Banking
Bill of 1935, it is contemplated that national banks shall be permitted
to make long term real estate loans up to sixty per cent of the amount
of their time deposits on one hundred per cent of their capital funds,
whichever is larger, and this in face of the fact that, as we all know,
excessive real estate loans have been one of the primary causes of bank
falures in the past.

We have not forgotten the criticism leveled at banks by government
for the real estate loans which they had made in past years, nor the
charge that the banking difficulties of the depression had been Freatly
added to because of frozen real estate loans. But it seems the govern-
ment has forgotten this, and is now urging banks to repeat the very
mistake for which they have so recently been criticized.

It is no more true today than it ever has been in the past, that
either liquidity or conservatism in investments is unnecessary to sound
banking. Loans of more than a conservative per cent of the value of
real estate cannot be justified by any politically inspired demand.
Neither can such a demand justify the investment of any substantial
amount of demand deposits in long term real estate investments.

The very essence of the policy of separating investment banking
from commercial banking, lies in the recognition of the danger and
undesirability of financing long term needs by short term methods.

* * * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: ASSOCIATION NEWS BULLETIN - Savings banks Association of
State of N.Y.

Sept. 26-27, 1935

ADDRESS OF HENRY R. KINSEY, Pres. 

Page 13 
MANAGEMENT

In the matter of management, I think we all agree that the
root of possible trouble lies in the original selection of men
to fill our executive positions. We have been fortunate, generally,
in the type of men who head our savings banks. But I do not believe
that our trustees in selecting executive officers have consistently
sought the very best man for the post on merit alone. There has
been a tendency, which I for one deplore, for trustees to select
an incoming executive from among their own number, whatever his age,
experience, or ability. This must not continue.

Our trustees and executives are fully as responsible to depositors
as are executives and directors of other corporations responsible to
their stockholders. We cannot have ideal savings banks unless we
start with the selection of the very best individuals to operate them.
It follows that our second consideration must be genuine unselfishness.

Selfishness may take many forms. It may express itself in a desire
to hold on to a remunerative job, but more often it will appear as a
stubtorn intention to run an individual bank according to personal
feelings or opinions. (It was Mrs. Patrick Campbell, the great actress,
who was said to have a "whim of iron." She might find her match
among some of our own number.)

It is time that we all recognized the social implications of our
jobs. I am not one who would bow meekly to a complete communistic
control of our savings banks. Far from it! However, I am convinced
that in our type of society it is impossible for any individual or
any group of individuals calmly to take action on any major point on
the theory that they stand apart from all others. * * *

TRUSTEES' COMBINED JUDGMENT

* * *First, I deplore beyond measure any situation which gives to
one or two trustees virtually complete dominance over the affairs of
a bank. Oh, yes, we have had plenty of illustrations of this, and
since these dominating trustees are not primarily savings bankers, it
has naturally followed that the operations of those banks which they
dominate will be governed by other than savings bank thinking.

A board of trustees should be composed of the finest types of men
in the community and their combined judgment should povern the policies
of our banks. Their thinking on behalf of the banks should be savings
bank thinking, drawn out of a thorough knowledge and appreciation of the
best in savings bank policy.
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and
Page 14 

PROMOTION BY MhRIT

The officers and employees in savings banks on the whole are

treated fairly. The ideal savings bank, however, will progress

much further in two directions.

First, there will be a more common recognition of merit in

promotion. One of the weakest spots in our savings bank structure,

to be perfectly frank, is our lack of provision for officers who

will follow us in later management of the banks. Many of us know

that down deep inside us, and we know it is not a policy of good man-

agement. * * *

One final remark in the field of management: savings banking,

like so many other things, has changed. Today our problems are vastly

different and greater than when I came to work in our bank or even when

I assumed my first office in the bank. Someone once likened savings

banking in the old days to a ferry-boat which merely went over and

back. But economics today are vastly different. Customers are

different. The thinking of the people of the countr:, is different.

Our approach to problems is different.

In mancLement we must build for a broader, more alert attitude,

and a more comprehensive understanding in the future not only of the

details of our own business but of trends and social implications.

That requires, perhaps, a little different attitude in the selection

of both management and trustees.

THE NEED FOR ADEQUATE SURPLUS

The second cause of difficulty I mentioned was insufficient capital.

Translated into savings bank terms this, of course, means nothing but

insufficient surplus funds. I disagree violently with those who hold

that a bank should pay out to depositors what it earns, or, in other

words, that the earnings belong to the depositors and should be given

them in immediate dividends. Our earnings do belong to our depositors,

but it is the part of prudence to devote some of these earnings, no

matter how small they may be, toward the building up of an adequate

surplus fund. This is our first duty to depositors, after all.

REASONABLE DIVIDENDS

The third source of difficulty was too high interest rates, or trans-

lated into savings bank parlance, too high dividend rates to our depositor-

stockholders. I do not say that we have paid too high dividend rates.

I do say that that has been our temptation.
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That tendency always leads to a desire to take more chances
than are warranted in the hope of incretsing earnings. We might
as well face the fact now as later that we are in a period of
low money rates. More than that, let us face the fact that a
rate competition between savings bankE or between savings banks
and other institutions can lead to ruinous practices which will
jeopardize the very thing that savings banks stand for--safety.

This has been a long prologue, and I hope you will indulge me
a little further. To attain this ideal savingsbank we must follow
two roads simultaneously. One is the road of improving individual
bank management, and thereby the position of the bank, and the other
la to cooperate with each othEr, pooling our experience, our
knowledge, and our abilities, toward a common end. The former subject,
improvement of individual management, will be the subject of two of
the talks on our program.

Pagp 16 
EiELOYEE TEAINING

Today, in but few places is it possible to obtain for our
employees courses of training in savings bank management and savings
bank problems. In New York City, for instance, certain courses have
been built up, usually prepared and tautht by savings bankers. These
have proved intensely valuable and it would be decidedly worth while
for the Association to sponsor the preparation of similar courses to
be available to employees in all parts of the state. If it were not
feasible actually to have these courses given, like the A.I.B. courses,
in person, an arrangement could be made whereby they could be given
as correspondence courses, or in conjunction with local colleges. I
think you will agree with me heartily that the training of employees
is one of the first considerations toward future ideal banking.

Carrying this further, many of our executive officers and even
trustees in banks all over the state lack an authentic interpretation
of current economic end social information as applied particularly to
savings bank problems which face us and will continue to face us.
It could be a proper function of the Association beyond what it now does
to prepare material of this sort for frequent distribution, through
expansion of the Bulletin or otherwise, to officers and trustees, which

could be of great value in the administration of our banks' affairs.
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SELECTION OF PERSONNEL

I have spoken of the selection of men as one of the most
important considerations of our banks. I 1:elieve that the
Association should serve very definitely as a clearing house
for capable executives, and if our banks give to this problem
of continuing management the deep concern which it merits, such
a clearing house will not only be helpful but almost essential.
* * *

THE ROOT--INDIVIDUAL BANK MANAGEMENT -- by August Ihlefeld, Jr.
Vice-Pres., Svgs. Bks.
Trust Company

Page 19
* * * * * *

THE INDIVIDUAL BANK

I believe you can stAe it 8S a simple truth that effective co-
operation among banks rests on a sound and intelligent consideration
of the problems of the individual bank. The management of the ideal
savings bank will have a definite objective in mind always. That
objective may be simply stated but not so easily approached. The
goal of the ideal savings bank is to safeguard the principal of
each asset, to operate profitably, to be adequately liquid, and to
fulfill its franchise obligation to promote "the public convenience
and advantage." That is the task of individual bank management.

NEED FOR FINANCIAL PLAN

One of the most useful and dependable aids that management can
provide for itself, in fact, a requisite to the realization of its
objective, is the positive definition of a sound financial plan in
black and white, for constant reference.* * *

Liquidity is not satisfactorily accomplished when consideration
is given only to the marketability or rediscountability of our assets.
True liquidity is best and most economically attained through the
"pay-offr ability of our assets. Marketing and rediscounting are only
emergency devices.

TIMING OF MATURITIES

Therefore, timing of maturities is really the heart of a financial
plan, although it is the feature most difficult of realization inDigitized for FRASER 
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savings bank operation. In bond investments, that will require
a systematic selection of maturities, and in mortgage investments
a policy of reduction by regular amortization payments.

Page 20
DIVERSIFICATION

Another essential to be found in a sound financial plan is a
proper balance among the various types of assets--ndiversification."

* * *

Page 21

PROFITABLE EMPLOYMENT OF FUNDS

The second policy that will be adoptEd in the execution of the
financiel plan of the ideal savings bank will be to secure the
best income yield consistent with safety. Investments will be
chosen for integrity first, but among those of acceptable character
there will be a fine discrimination in favor of those producing
high yields and best suited to maturity requirements. * * *

THE SURPLUS FUND

Finally, in furthering the development and building strength
for the ideal savings bank, the surplus fund must be considered
constantly. Mr. Kinsey has spoken feelingly and appropriately
about the importance of building a surplus fund which can readily
withstand even major declines in the bond market and adversity in
the real estate and mortgage field. * * *

There is undoubtedly no general agreement among you as to what,
under all circumstances, an appropriate surplus fund would be,
measured in its ratio to deposits. That is one of those questions
to which only close application and deep study will furnish the
answer for each individual bank. * * *

ORGANIZATION

If only for the ofrounding out our conception of the ideal

savings bank it seems appropriate at this point to add a brief

comment on the internal tools that management is dependent upon

in making its objective plan a reality. Organization stands fore-

most among these. organization can no more afford to be staticDigitized for FRASER 
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then the management to which it is responsible. An efficient, in-
telligent and contented organization is the life blood of a bank.
* * *

THE TOOLS AVAILABLE

Of importance equal to organization are the tools with which and
the plan under which it operates. I refer, of course, to accounting
methods and systems. * * * The only way management can possibly
measure the results of its own acts is through reliable, frequent
and promptly rendered financial statements and rerorts, not alone
as to the condition of the bank's affeirs at any given date but also
as to the deteils of its current operations.

Pages 24-25-26 
THE TRUSTEE OF THE IDEAL SAVINGS BANK--by Hon. Wm. R. Bayes, Trustee,

Kings Highway Savings Bank, Bklyn.

TRUSTEE FUNCTIONS

Having assumed the responsibilities involved in trusteeship, how
are the trustees tc make good? The answer is what you would expect:
they are to give to the bank the same measure of diligence and care
that a reasonable end sensible man gives to the discharge of his own
business and affairs. By following that rule, the trustees will not
only fulfill their duties with credit to themselves and their institu-
tions, but to the satisfaction of the public at large.

SUPERVISION

Without attempting to cover them all, let us emphasize some of the
things the truFtees can and should do themselves. Foremost is the
matter of supervision. * * *

* * * And to this end, the trustees should, not less than quarter-
yearly, have an independent audit conducted by an appointee of their
own selection. It is true that the banking department's examination
is of great value, but it should not be considered as a substitute
for an independent audit which should be done under the close super-

vision and thorough cooperation of the trustees. * *
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Pages 24-25-26  (contd.)

The trustees, as we know, select the officers. There was a time
when it was considered that if the trustees selected a good set of
officers they might leave the running of the bank to them. That view
no longer prevails; * * *

The trustees should also be interested in the employees and en-
courage them in their work and see that they have reasonable compensa-
tion as well as an opportunity, through study and mental development,
to progress. * * *

ADEQUATE REPORTS

The trustees are in position to and should see that the reports
of all committees, and particularly the auditing committee, are

complete end comprehensive. Under modern methods it should be

possible at all times and on short notice to determine the exact

position of the bank. In this connection mention should be made

of the bank examiner's report. Trustees should not themselves,

nor should their officers, give these reports anything less than

the most careful consideration and attention. * * *

It will generally be found true that any man who neglects to

attend regularly to his own business affairs, fails to succeed.

It is equally true that he cannot become an ideal savings bank

trustee unless he regularly attends the meetings of his board. * * *

* * *It is to be expected that a large bank with a large

volume of business will require a larger number of trustees than a

bank of moderate size. The larger the bank the greater the need for

a larger number of actively functioning committees. * * * Personally,

I believe this is in line with current-day thought, that we should

have fewer trustees, all of whom are in a position to, and will give

a larger share of their time to the affairs of the bank. Indeed I

should not be surprised to see the time when the boards are further

cut in number, to the end that the trustees, in many instances, may

become actual managers devoting all their time to the bank, some-

what after the English trustee plan, to the exclusion of other

activities. * * *

TRUSTEE COMPENSATION

* * * Such trustees may legally, as I understand it, and of course

should, receive proper compensation throueh service on a committee

or by designation as an officer of the bank. * * *
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FILLING BOARD VACANCIES

To sum it up, I should say there are two things that should

never be lost sight of by the trustees, first that to them are

entrusted the power and the duty of laying down the policy of the

bank, which should be tc observe the law in all things, act diligently

and conscientiouslyror their officers that might tarnish the fair

name of the institution they have sworn to upbuild and maintain.

Under all circumstances there is but one guide to follow, and I

know of no other, and that is the welfare of the bank. That stands

supreme and in its behalf every other consideration, whether of

friendship or personal interest, or ambition or pride, should be

set aside.

And second, your bank is inextricably interwoven into the

fabric that makes up the institution of savings as an undivided

whole. What hurts one hurts all. As matters stand, it is just

that way, and I may say that any trustees with a vision less broad

and generous will never be called to sit as a member of the board

of trustees of the ideal savings bank.

4'
INSERT-- and never permit any act to be committed by themselves

PUBLIC APPROVAL FOR THE IDEAL SAVINGS BANK-- by Dr. Harold Stonier,

Educational Director of A.I.B.

* * * * * * *

SaPS TOWARD PUBLIC APPROVAL
Pages 57-58

So with these enemies confronting us and with these elements of

confusing competition, what are the steps to be taken for an ideal

savings bank to obtain public approval? First of all, to my mind

there is nothing that takes the place of prudent management. I

suppose that is an all inclusive term, but by that I mean both

a management of the internal operations of the shop and a management

that bases its attack and its program for public approval not upon

popularity but upon respect. In the early days of the new era, many

banks around this country conceived themselves as merchandising

institutions, they thought they ought to be popular and that every-
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body ought to like them. To obtain that end, they were willing

to let their customers tell them how to run their affairs. I

don't know that that was true of savings banks, but I know it

was true of many commercial banks. Big customers dominated board

of directors and told bankers where to get off, and bankers drawing

small salaries were not able to stand against strong members of

the board who switched them off the track of sound banking entirely

and put them on the basis of popularity, with the result that
eventually no one respected them for what they knew.

You may not be popular, but prudent management never desires

to be popular. Prudent management must be based on respect and

not on an attempt to be popular and let some one else run your
business. If the ideal savings bank is to attain public approval

in the future, it cannot be smug or contented with its record in

the past, no matter how fine that record has been.

The theme of this convention is indicative to me that you are

not resting on your laurels but that you want to go ahead. You

heve a new business day,as I observe it; you have new institutions
in the field to compete with for public approva4 you have entirely

new problems of investment; you have entirely new problems of real

estkte mortgage crEdit and also real estate management. You are
finding a public that is much more conscious of its rights and
responsibilities and its possibilities than in the past. We have

a much more widely informed public and much of their information

about banking is wrong. However, it is a more bankinE conscious
public because banking has been on the front page for years. We
must handle the public properly and direct it in the right channel.

All these new things simply mean that we need a renaissance in
banking education as applied to savings banking if we are to attain
and maintain the degree of public approval which the ideal savings

bank should command. * * *
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SOURCE: NEW JERSEY BANKER - WINTER 1935

TODAY AND THE DAYS TO COME--IN BANKING - Outstanding Excerpts from the
address of LESLIE G. McDOUALL, Pres. of the New Jersey
Bankers Association, at the banquet held Thursday evening,
November 21, 1935.

Page 2 - 3

THE INVE.STMENT PORTFOLIO

With the tightening of money rates, I find a slight tendency of
some investors to again begin to reach for yield rather than safety
of principal. Let me warn you that many of our troubles in the past
were brought about by the failure of banks to properly supervise
their investment portfolios.

My experience indicates that a majority of country bankers (all
banks outside the Federal Reserve City are country banks) have followed
no definite programs as to the actual management of their investment
portfolios.

I have said before and wish to emphasize now that in the vast ma-
jority of cases the employment of outside investment counsel is apt
to result in a much better handling of investment assets. No one of
us can be an expert in every field. And if we are good credit men or
good trust officers, it does not necessarily mean that we are good
investors of long term funds.

But, I would like to be somewhat more specific about this question
of investment counsel. If we hire a lawyer to attend to legal matters
for the bank, we go to a lot of pains first to make sure that we have
a good lawyer, one familiar with the majorit3, of the legal problems we
have to face, and thoroughly accustomed to working with institutions.
Now the same thing applies to investment counsel.

First--at least one member of the investment counsel firm--and that
means the one witn whom you will have your direct contact--should be
thoroughly falailiar, by actual experience, with the atmosphere as well
as the problems of institutional investment.

Second--You do not want as investment counsel a firm advising on
too large a number of bank portfolios. Simultaneous advice given to too
many institutions is apt to result in injuring the market for the
securities being purchased or sold.

Third--I am sure you will see the importance of employing investment
counsel with a broad knowledge and experience of general conditions

472
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Leslie G. McDouall
Pages 2-3  (contd.)

affecting money markets and earnings.

Selection of good investments is only the A, B, C of sound investment
advice. What is much more important is to have someone who can give you
sound reasons for deciding, let us say, between long term and short term
bonds at any given point of the business cycle.

Page 

* * * * * * * *

WITHERS ADVOCATES CREDIT BUREAU
TO CHECK DUAL BORROWING

"Time was when every bank was a separate unit, sufficient unto itself,
and seldom was it necessary to check the possibility of dual borrowing.
But times have changed; as the horse and buggy have given way to the
automobile and aeroplane, so has the scope of banking progressed, so
that today candor and confidence in the progressive banking community
have replaced secrecy and suspicion in the matter of credit information.

"The well-organized and economically managed credit bureau is the
modern adjunct to safe and progressive banking, and mere size of
community or distance between banks is no reason for not having one. The
dual borrower will exist and continue to prosper so long as he finds no
check on his activities."

(—CARL K. WITHERS, Commissioner of Banking and Insurance.)

THE DUTIES OF AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM -- by E. S. WOOLLEY, C.P.A. (Mr. Toolley
wrote for "Banking" a complete article on this subject, but space does
not permit a full reprinting--only highlights given.) (entire article
may be obtained from Woolley)

Page 15 

In order to fulfill its duties properly an accounting system muFt
perform three distinct functions. It must afford: (1) an historical
record; susceptibility to audit; (3) aid to management.

The first of these functions is merely keeping a record of transac-
tions EAF, they occur. On the face of it this looks like simplicity itself,
but &E, a matter of fact there are many cases in whicL even the historical
facts are not clearly recorded. This is because. so often two trans-
actions are combined into one on the books. The result is that such
records show the difference between the two fiEures rather than whtt

L_
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E. S. Woolley
Page 15 (contd.)

actually occurred.

* * * * * * * *

To carry out the second important duty of an accounting system--

“susceptibility to audit"--the accounting records should contain within

themselves the proof of their own correctness. Oral evidence may be
satisfactory in a court of law, but documentary evidence is the only

evidence satisfactory to an auditor. Therefore, in order that the
records may be readily susceptible to audit, they should indicate

the offsetting entry as well as the direct entry. In fact, it
frequently happens that an auditor is much more interested in the off-

setting entry than in the entry itself.

Another weakness is the ”memorandum accounts" so frequently found in

banks. * * *

If tbe system of accounting properly provides for "susceptibility to
audit" it follows that the "historical record" function must also be
riEht. It would be impossible to have the records readily susceptible
to audit and find that they were incompletely recordinE the historical

facts.

The third function of ar. accounting system, namely, "aid to manage-
ment," is the most important of all. Furthermore, if the system is
properly fulfilling this function it must automatically fulfill the two
previously mentioned functions. Therefore, without minimizing the
necessity for the first two, it can be taken bS axiomatic that if the
accounting system is properly desiEned to fill the "aid to management"

function, the other two will be co-existent. The directors, stock-
holders and depositors all look to active management for the safeguarding

of funds and for the earning of satisfactory returns. iganagement control

is therefore the greatest factor in the auccessful operation of a bank.

The accounting system is the principal tool of management. A very large

percentage of management decisions are based on information procured from

that accounting system. It must ever be borne in mind that the operatinE

statements are the important statements to management.

Frequently too much stress is laid on balance sheetE. Actually how-

ever, a balance sheet is nothing but a snapshot of a momentary condition.

The balance sheet is static, the operating statement dynamic. * * * It is

in the operations, therefore, tipt management is most interested.
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OPERATING STATEMENTS

The operating statement must accurately reveal the operations if
management i8 tO do justice to itself. There is no better "aid to
management" than a constant comparjson between actuel results and pre-
established standards for each department and operation of the bank.
The use of such standards enables those responsible for management immediately
to lay their fingers on things that are wrong.

FLOW OF WORK

When the flow of work is constant, a bookkeeper naturally can make
more postings than when the items come irreLu1arly. ****

In the installation of a "budgetary control system", it is of course
necessary that the accounts be placed on the accrual rather than the
receipts and disbursements basis. On the latter basis there is too much
fluctuation ikw between short periods for any comparison with pre-estab-
lished standards.
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"Banking and Legislation"
Address by John S. Wood,

Federal Reserve Agent, St. Louis
59th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., June 1935

(The Hoosier Banker, June 1935)

* * * * * * * * * *

Through trial and error, we have developed a great banking system
potentially the greatest system the world has known. Both branches of
our dual banking system, National and State, rendered valuable service
in fostering commerce, industry and agriculture. Great praise is due
both of them. Both of them, however, failed to develop banking to the
point of absolute security to depositors, independent of external aid.
It has been deemed necessary to introduce an outside agency to insure
our ability to discharge a part of our liabilities to depositors.

This independent agency has demonstrated the value of its service
in restoring confidence in banks. We are pleased to think of it as a
temporary expedient, but re can not escape the implication contained
in the legislation creating it. The only conclusion we can reach is
that if we can not ourselves make our banks safe lodging places for de-
positors' funds, legislation will in some form seek to provide safety
for us. Congress regards the time as being past when depositors must
guess which bank is safe and which is unsafe.

There are two conditions under which deposit insurance might be
discontinued. One is for the insuring agency to fail in the same manner
in which previous agencies of similar character operated by States have
failed. This method is too costly and too wasteful. Furthermore, the
administration of this agency is, with experience, increasing in ef-
ficiency. It is almost certain that its authority will be so broadened
that deposit insurance hazards will be better protected. This will at
least give it a longer existence than those of former organizations of
similar type. It is my personal opinion that deposit insurance does
not represent the final solution of the problem of sound banking, but
we must be realistic and recognize that it served to restore the con-
fidence of depositors in banks. The other condition is for bankers
themselves to place banking on such a plane that the derositing public
will find that an outside agency is unnecessary for the protection of
their deposits. The best protection for deposits is sound bank manage-
ment.

* * * * * * * * * *

In the meantime, banks are deriving their earnings largely from three
sources:

1. Interest on old assets, frequently classified as slow.
2. Interest and profits derived from handling Government

obligations.
3. Service charges.

;;:i-14:1!
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The first source will eventually "dry up" through the sale of old

assets, or their collection in whole or in part. Unless this reduction

in old assets is replenished by sound new assets, it will leave the

sources of profit largely two-fold--Government's and service charges.

This is not a normal basis for connercial banking operations, and will

not long continue. If it should develop that this is all the service

that commercial banks can render in the future, they might well be

socialized, as auggested by some schools of economic thought. The

question of socialized banking will probably not become an acute

problem in the immediate future--that danger seems to have passed for

the present. However, a recurrence of the conditions that prevailed

during the past five years would likely make it a problem of paramount

importance.

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * If borrowers were only granted the credit they really

need instead of tne credit they sometimes want, there woulrl be no
serious credit inflation. No bank management is sound unless it has
the ability to extend credit on this basis.

* * * * * * * *

// As our banking is presently constituted we must have banking law,
and must have supervising departments to serve as agents in carrying

out the intent of the law. As long as such a necessity exists, we

should strive to have the best possible banking laws, and the best
possible bank supervising departments. We should not, however, delude

ourselves into believing that law and supervision represent the solution

of the problem of sound banking. Let us assume that each bank super-
vising department in the United States shall become a model of efficiency

in enforcing legislative requirements, and in promoting the fundamentals

of sound banking. This result would still fail to accomplish the

objective of a uniformly sound banking system. Bankers make gooi banks.

Bankers make bad banks. Neither result is due to legislation.

Of course, efficient supervision accomplishes much good by compelling

observance of laws, and by bringing to the attention of bankers, sound

banking practices. Supervisors, however, can not be present in banks

every day to auggest, where such suggestions are needed, sound practices

in respect to daily banking transactions. Legislative restrictions,

however, rigid, can not prevent bank failures. A bank can fail while

operating entirely within the provisions of its banking laws. Many

banks have failed that held no unlawful loans. Let;islation merely

limits the amount of each of the bade loans. Nothing but sound bank

management can produce sound banks. /

After a rather broad experience in connection with supervision, it

is my conclusion that supervision is effective only to the degree in

which it produces good management. Horever much supervisors may strive

with and agonize over bad or inefficient bankers, it is impossible to
make a good banker out of a bad banker; it is imrossible to make an

efficient banker out of an inefficient banker; it is impossiblc to

create a spirit of trusteeship where no such spirit exists. * * * * *

* * * * * * * * *
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Preliminary training and testing as a method of selecting executives
is employed by a number of banks, but in many banks there is no such
proving ground. This method should be employed in selecting all bank

executives. Doctors and laryers must spend years of preparation before
they are permitted to practice their professions. Plumbers, carpenters,

plasterers and bricklayers must serve an apprenticeship before they
are accepted as members of their crafts. Even barbers and manicurists

must pass efficiency examinations before they can obtain a State license.

It is a sad commentary on banking when we realize that a promotor, or

any type of financial adventurer, who can buy stock control of a going

bank, may have himself elected as an executive officer of the bank.

* * * * * * * *

The positive approach to the development of uniformly sound banking

is an internal growth through the adoption by the banking fraternity of

that which banking experience has demonstrated to be sound banking

practice; this is to constitute a banking code, written or unwritten.
If bankers themselves will make observance of such a code mandatory

upon anyone who would be permitted to function as a banker, estecially

as an executive officer, the problem of sound bank management will have

been solved. Sound bank management means sound banks. Any departure

from this principle leads eventually to disaster.

A practical difficulty confronted in the creation of such a code,

or if you please, such a traditional background, is the fact of fifteen

thousand independent hanks functioning under forty-nine different sets

of laws and with no common source of direction. It is not the purpose

of this address to discuss this highly controversial subject.

Many banks now recuire their executive officers to have demonstrated

executive capacity before being charged with executive responsibility.

Banks in general have recognized the imnortance of such a requirement.

The support given by banks and by bankers' associations to the American

Institute of Banking is constructive. It is yielding dividends in the

form of the education of young bankers in the fundamentals of sound

banking.

A forward step in the direction of better bank management is the

establishment at Rutgers College of The Graduate School of Banking,

under the direction of outstanding men in the banking world. This

Graduate School furnish a course covering the fundamentals of banking

and bank management. The eagerness with which bankers have availed them-

selves of this opportunity is evidence of its need.

* * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * Te should be realistic in dealing with any existing

condition. We know that legislation can not provide a sound and service

minded executive for every bank. We know that until each and every bank

has such an executive, banks will continue to fail. We know that we,

ourselves, are the only ones who can raise bankinp to such a plane that

men who fail to measure up to our code or tradition, can not occupy

banking positions of executive responsibility. We also know, however,
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that we have thus far failed to raise our profession to such a uniform
standard, and that while such a condition exists, legislation is

essential to protect the public, as far as possible, from the con-

sequences of our failure.
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Report of the Bank Accounting and Revenue Committee
39th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., June, 1935.

(The Hoosier Banker, June, 1935)

* * * * * * * * * *

It is gratifying to report that measured service charges have been
almost completely adopted in Indiana. Only 27 banks out of the 431 banks
replying to the auestionnaire have not as yet adopted some form of
measured service. One hundred and three have adopted the complete
measured service plan recommended by the Indiana Bankers Association.
One hundred and thirty-eight banks have complete measured service similar
to but not exactly conforming to the association recommendation. Fifty-
nine banks have adopted part of the association measured service recom-
mendation. A few banks have flat service charges on checking accounts,
but practically all of these have measured service charges in effect for
cashing checks, issuing drafts, etc.

Most of these better banking practices have been brought about by
local clearing house or county association action. To those banking
communities that have not yet joThed the better-banking-practice pro-
cessibm, it is again suggested that they consider requesting the Depart-
ment of Financial Institutions, State of Indiana, to issue a special
regulation making such practices mandatory in their territory. As you
all no doubt know, this action has been taken by the department in cer-
tain sections of the state, and it is believed the department will co-
operate with any requests received.

* * * * * * * * * *

The concluding note of this report is to urge again that banks co-
operate together, through the medium of their local clearing houses or
county associations, in the furtherance of better banking practices.
Most Americans--even bankers--resent what they consider to be unwar-
ranted regulation and control. 6ut may I remind you that unranted regu-
lation "from above" finds its most legitimate excuse where voluntary
co-operation fails.

taw.
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AIK-I.CAN ECONOMIC .REVIA

Aterch, 1966

00h GummucrAl. BANKING SibTa
By t. F. Gepnart

Vice ?resident of first National Bank In St. Louis

1

(Pages 8k to 89)
it is notable taat since the begianing of tae preilint century a

tendency in the enaracter of our beak asseta adnitested itself.
Ahereas formerly the bulk of the earning - assets of the average batik
consisted primarily of ordinary loans und dieceunts, this itea . has
been decreasing, relativel-i, in importaace and the item "Investaent
and Collateral Loaas" has beea steadily increasing in importance.
For example, from 1901 to 1918 loans and discounts represented about

64 per cent of the earning nasete of aation,a banks and investLacnts
about 16 per cent. an June L9, loan6 and discounts, exclusive
of security loaa;:-:, constituted al3out per cent of total aseets,
and investizents amounted to per cent, and on june tO, 1964, loaas
and discounts, exclusive of security loans, amouated to 20 per cent
and investmente to 69 per cent of total assets. In °Leer uords„
loans and discounts decreased. relatively about 63 per cent duriag
this period wIlle investments more than doubled. This factor gives
a clue to the reason rtly 30 large a proportion of bank aAsets became
frozen durinii the depression. Ze had been gradually cilanging froa
a commercial banking system to a bank.ini; system based on loans secured
by capital e6dets in one form or another.

In tr;e ..;eriod from to 1929 it vris repeatedly shotn that tile
country aad an excessive voleme of avtlilable bank credit so far as
ordinary commercial requirements rem concerned. This uas an Important
factor in ultimately driving the commercial bunks into putting tneir
funds to work by the purchase of securities and the making of col-
lateral loans. Action by the Reserve authorities to eurrect tais
situation would have been aelpful. As a consequence, our baakin6
system became Clogged with an exceszive volume of capital loans,
which aepended for taeir liquidity upon tdeir salability. Tnen tae
test for tais liquidity uppehred it ray found taut these aDbet& could
only be sold at greatly. depreciated pricet anc bank fullures becaae
a daily occurrence.

4 4

No country has had as many lets and ss detailed supervision and
sucn minute political control over banking as has tae United States
and yet the depositors of tne beaks nave nct been as well protected
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and credit extension nas mot been as wiaely given as in many other coun-

tries. It canaot fairly be argued taut tae unsatisfsctory resalta are

waolly due to tae detailed politica/ control, but it can justly be

maintained that tne existence of this diverse autnority t,as been a

very large contributing factor to /Der unfavoreble banking experience.

"Political control of banking in the United ates nee not con-

cerned itself primarily vita those major aspects of banking crganisa-

tion and operation which were moot influential in promoting ;albite

we/fere ahe protecting tae bank de;;;ositors. Three of tee most important

causes of bank failures are: first, -:;his inadwivacy of bank celAtal;

second, tOe lucs. of 4alifications of those orianising and o,.,:.eretin.s.„__If

banks; ana, third, Use annecossarili large number of banks. ktr zany

decades toe states and even tae federal government have permitted

banks to be organised vitt small cepital (in many stater rith (9..s

little as 410,00) &ad by inaividuuls with no banking or business

experience to qualify thee to conduct u banking business. Bankin‘,

by &ad large, in thie country ia not a profession and, in *any cares,

does not even have the standards required of the personnel of a

trades. hot only nun tais been true, but bunks have been permit

to be organised in comuunities "Isere taere sere already adcr;uate bank-

ing facilities or im cosumuniiaiev where, tsiere wati not sufficient burtness

to support a properly sonducted bank.

state bunk co2aissioners and eveu federal authorities cannot

perups be too much criticiseU for tais situation, for if they nad

not consented to grunt the caarters, political influence =Lad have

been brought to Issar ia many cuses and Usity sould have been forced

,._to do ao."Alter litany each unaeeded bauks had been organized lid offi-

cered by incompeteat officials, the pressure to make earaing5 for

toeir stockholsaare led taese Inexi;erieaced officer:; to make bad lorlas -

in SCUM cases, tarough pressure by officers of tae bank itself, to

asks loans to tslea or to taeir friends. Tae factor of comaumity

in aaviag u ianit, to zerve tae financial needs of toe district has

also often resulted in tat making of bad loans and in haviag a bad

portfolio of investments. Then taere was a failure of crops or a

business reaction, taese banis 1,.00n became insolvent because of their

bad loans and their bad investments end taeir small surpluses could

not take care of their losses.

Chief reliance has, hotever, been placed on bank exaninatiesp.

With all aue respect to tae many highly competeat exaniners, eepeeially

those of tae federal government, bank examinations, on tne whole,

have not secured ,)rotection for the bank depositor or insured a good

banking system. In many cases, these examiners were less qualified

for their jobs than the bankers were for theirs. They were political

appointees, changing from administration to adaimistration, often paid

very Lou salaries and with Little or no experience in tae banking

•
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business. Ilhere clearing house organisations have existed there has
been a gystem of examinations under which the supervision has been,
in general, superior to both the federal and state examinations,
since tae clearing house examiners were appointed by tAto member banks
of tae association on the baste of taeir qaalificatione and eith
no uncertainty as to their tenure of office.

The second way in which the political control over banking opera-
tions has been exerclsed has been by legislation over credit exten-
sion, rutes of interest and discount, investeelt of bank funds, and
certain other phases of bank management. Vany of these lees 'Asve
been passed by legislatures of the state and federal government under
pressure of uninformed popular o,inion and withcut advice from ex,.
perienced bankers and often in disregard of fundamental finaacial
principles. bone of these enactments Aare been good but many have
been ill advised. Wrveying thee as a thole, tneir chief emphasis
has been an the minor aspects of banking ano aas not produced result*
of %elide this country can be proud. Otaer couatries which eave had
a more suecessful banking history than ours - notably England - have
a minimum of such minor lats.

When the Federal Reserve syetem vas establisheas it vas welled
as a great forward advance In conmerciel baneing - especially in
tho relation of the federal government to national banks. The Federel
Reserve system eas privately ovned but with certain Panctione re,uired
to be performea by it for the feaeral government and tith certain
adainistretive restraints exercised over it by the central government.
Almost from the beginning, hovever, the Federal aeeerve gystem has
been controlled by the federal government and tale domimation has
become ia late yeara almost complete. The exigencies of the torld
tar gave the federal governmeat u reason te begin the domination and
the present aepression hae afforded tae opportuaity for its completion.
Because of tae financial requirements of tae fer and its aftermath,
the system has never had a chance to demonstrate its true value.
The policies, credit and otherwise, of tae individual *ember banks
have been iafiaenced by the government - in some instances aueh less
wisely than if tne member b.onts aua been given greater triodes of
action.

if it is planned, 46 not frequently suggested, to plum control
of commercial bane credit in tae hands of the government - tais is,
political appotntees, who ere usually without baueing trainimg and
experience and Aino are subjected directly and indirectly to tne pressure
of political influence and poi.ular opinion - it is difficult to under-
stand hoe the result could be es favorable as that %nil:a noz obtairei
through the direction of commercial bunting by experienced bankers
vao„ eve' amass themselves, often disagree on principles aad methods
of credit extensiem4 The beakers, at least, are not inflaenced by
political considerations. Their actions are prtmarily determined
by their desire to earn for tneir saareaolders a return on the
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Invested funds as well as by a !sense of daty to protect their deposItors

and to preserve the solvency of taeir institaLion. Political control

of credit would be motivated by no :alca consideration. Political parties

exist and their policies are determined priaarily by the deeire to

obtain or retaLa office. It is laconceivables therefore, that govern-

ment control of creait and banging would be administered wita as mica

.Linancisl wisdoa„ fairness, impartiality, tind courage as a privately

managea system.

Tne aajor criticism against tae commercial banker has grows out

of the lossee euffered by oepoaitors. Recently it hes beea 'barged

that tne banker is unduly conservative la making sound lemma dad is

not co-operating with the goveraaent as he sSould in the Amass. of

government securities. His reeord„ however, eurtmot be disassociated

fro* toe reeord maoe by American busiaess as a waole. Mile the banker

is, on the one hand, We trustee of his depositorel funds, se is like-

wise responsible to bueiness and to tne government tor providing twin

lotto asequate credit facilities. dis abilit;" to make sound loans,

%hied will be repaid at maturity, depends, ta t'se last aaalysis, on

the coaduct of bueiness in general and its ability so to manage its

affairs that it can proadtly meet ita financial obligations. If

business fails in tais respect, tne bunker suet inevitably saffer a

loss, the first loes failing upon his own assets and, if the buainess
losses are exceptionally large, him depoaits become lavolved.

The National industrial Conference Board published a report ia
June, 1954, In ehich there were presented statistics indicative of tae
cost of Lae depression from 1450 to the, begtantu of 19,5L. ?hie study

estimated tae gross cost of the oepreasion during thie periou at 108
billion dollars, of which 70.6 billion dollars consisted of a reduction
in tne assets of individual ,iroprietore aad corporations and a reduction

in tae produced income available to persons in business, recipiente
of rents, etc., and from interest and dividends on invested capital.

adaition to tnis it Wab estimated that the loss to eaployees in
wagee and salaries, etc., amounted to 57 billion dollars. Tae same
source estimated the total national 'melte in 1929 at 561.6 billion

dollars. La other words, ttut gross loos of tne depression up to the
beginning of 19U amounted to alaost 50 per cent of Lle tdotal wealth

of the country against the estiaated 4 per cent loss of bunk depositors.

During the same period, depotsits in closed and sssilended banes
were initially about 9.1 per cent of aggregate bank deposits and it
its estimated tnat losses altimately will be equivalent to only about

4 per cent. ftrtaermore, over 90 per cent of the de;eosits in our banks
were unaffected by failures or suspensions so that the great bulk
of bank oepositors suffered no loss ,thatever. ItagardlAss of what has
bees said of tee amagement of our banks, on the wsole, the banker nab

so managed his affairs ay to afford as exceptional degree of il,.rotec-

tion to his depositors
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By contrast, the market value of all liuted bonds on the Mew York
Stock Exchange showed a decline of zr 2er cent and listed stocks
declined 645 per cent. Approxinately 7 iser cent of outstanding meni-
cipal secarities vere in default oa Januara' 1, 191A, ana 10 per cast
of railroad mileage nail been affectea by receivershipe resalting
from tails depression, while about one-gotrter of tae railroads. total
funded debt is in default or saved therefroe only by emergency credit
advances of the Federal goveranent. l'urtneraore, it is estimated
that 11 per cent of public utility holding company aebt was in defaalt
end 60 per cent of real estate securities have been in difficalty
during the period against tee 4 per cent net loss to bank depositors.

Another criticism which has been directed against commercial
beaks recently is that they have not been willing to make loans. An
investigation, made by the Association of Reserve City Bankers, indi-
oates that facts differ from tais popular cspinion. This inanirY,
wnich embraced coaaercial banks having 53 per cent of all tne deposito
of commercial banks of tee United States, found that taese bahks had
unused lines of credit amountind to beteeen 6 anG 10 billion dollare.
These necessarily included eat only lines of credit to large corpora-
tions running into aillions of collars but *leo tease to asall busi-
nesses lines of credit as small as L5 to 100 thousand dollars.
The investigation furtaer showed teat, excludimg limes on collaterel
security and reneval of olu loens, new loans to the amomat of 6.677
million dollars *ere made duriag tae first six montes of 1934.

What then 'neuia be done to improve our oommercial milking system?
The following tentative suggestions are offered;

1. Demand laposi'se should bear no intereet. They ars at the
call of tee depositor and hence the bank is not in a position eitder
to loan them on saort teras or to iavest teem in long-tern securities
from raich earnings can be nade to pay the orner of these demand de-
posits. It is a fmmdmmental principle of commercial banking taat
tee depositor Should be ible to obtain ais money on denand.

2. Political control and regulation shoule concern itself wita
St= fundaaental principles of establisaing standards of organization,
mejor principles regarding tne investment of surplua funds, and
perioaic examinations by vell-trained examiners, leaving the questions
of aanagement and of oetailed practical operation, sucn as tee exten-
sion of credit, and other similar matters free fron political coatrol.
Auch of tae veakness in our present commercial banking eystem is dae
to tne fact that there is too auch political regulation and interference
in tae manageaent and practical aperatioa of basks. A antral bank
or centralised political control of bank policies does not afford a
proper basis for credit extension, because political eonsideratians
'sill too often determine loaning policies. Governnent officials and
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political influence are likely to resalt in a more generoas policy
of extending credit taan taat of bank officials rho are not subject
to Lie preasure of voters aad political consideration.

5. If commercial banks are to retain their savings hank depart-
ments, savings deposits should be clearly segregated froa tae commer-
cisl deposit* and distinct principles adopted for tae investment of
savings bank depoaita. Commercial baak deposite saoald be invested
chiefly. la self-liquidating suort-term loans. Savings beak deposits
nay well be invested in longer-ters loans. A liait saould ulso be
placed on the amouat that can be witAdrawn eithout notice by the
savimgs Dana depositor. A higher reaerve requirement may well be
established for savings bank de,:osits.

4. Me Security and Banking Acta saould be aaended with regard
te tbe freedom of commercial bunks in the purcaaaing of security iseaes.Commercial banks should not be originators of auca issues but taere
would seem to be no good reason shy they should not be permitted to
agree to purchase, as a bank investment, all or any part of an issue
up to their legal loan Secemsi, commercial banks saould be free
to advance funds covering the temporary period between the flotation
of an iEsue and tae time when such securities are distributed to tae
public.

b. There shoald be a gradual increase in the requirements of tn.
miaimum capital required for a commercial bank. This snoula apply
not only to beaks lieu in operation bat aloe to aew banks vhica saould
be caartered vith a larger ninimma capital. It manifestly would reaaltin large banking uaits ana perhaps a smaller number of banks but nota reauction in the banking facilities available to tae country. This
woula maks possible more eompetent aanagement and uider diversificationof assets, and the buildiag up of larger reserves la the profitable
years to absorb the losses of the bad years.

S. If the gaarmatee of bank deposits is to be a permanent policyof our commercial banking system, tate guarantee saould be limited both
in the amount on any particular account and more inportant taan tate
It saould be liaited to tdose deposits taat do not result from loaas.
In addition, tae depositor eo ineurta saould bear a reasonable partof the coat of the inaurance.

7. A syatea of branch banking, limited to metropolitan or inaus-
trial areas eaould be adopted. This poula resalt in better aanagement,more adequate banaiag facilities and greater co-operation among banks
and unification of Lae bankiag system.

8. Finatiy, above all, taere is need for a greater unificationof the political control of banking. This is ao obvious taat it seemsunnecessary to argue that so long as taere are forty-nine differentpolitical controls over bankimg there can be little hope of obtaining
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an efficient and rell co-ordinated baaking system in tee United States.
The practical aifficulties of secuiing euch unification are very great.
Under our political eystem there is no present indication that the
separate states. will agree to give up the power to c:larter banks and
supervise tneir operation. A certain degree of unification can be
obtained by centralization of bank exemination in tne Federal Reserve
system or tue FDIC as a condition uf nembersaii, of a bank in tile
system'. At present, h_uever, Were seeaa to be no disvosition on tne
part of some smaller stete banks to join either the Federal Reserve
System or tae Federal Deposit Inmrance Corporation, nnd until tilts
Lb doae cannot have even taat limited degree of unified political
control of banking which reunite from centruli4ed examination. Even
centralised examination would ieuve unaolved tne uniformity of standards
for chartering banks and other najor essentials of operation waieh
prevent a truly unified and co-ordinated banking system for tde United
States.

141.:,0U6SION

JAAES WASiiINGTUM BEn1,4 *

Pages 9j to 94)
I regret that Dr. Gepaart has refrained from treating eons of toe

more farreaching reform proposals which are beIng so viLorously pressed
at the moment. Tdese nave never been sore extreme and drastic, never
more subtle and confueing. Bankers have not lived up to tneir oppor-
tunities and their obligations, and as a consequence, we nave suffered
not only monetary losses but also a very serions impairment of con-
fidence in the rnole system. Banking will 4ave to be differeni in tee
future. If vie do not have a narked inproveeent both vita respect tht
banking aad to bankers, we will nave to face tae alternatives propobed;
viz., a radical change or destruction of commercial banking as re knov
it and a aubstitution of sametning eise, or government banking. The
remedy doea not seem to me to lie in either of taese directions. Com-
mercial banking has a place in our economic systen, and banking should
not be teten away from banxere and put into the nanda of politicians.

For example, during periods of good business (also in young,
capital-poor, borrowing countries) bank credit facilities are never
adequate. Borroters elanor for easy money and for lax regulation.
Even the government vinks at unsound practices, when it needs noney
badly and is borroving neavily. During creait crissz and depressions,
wnien usually follow periods of overlending ana ansoun,1 uric. nonliquid
investing, emphasis shifts to the intereste of aepositors (and note
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holders), and beaks are criticized for not having provided adequately
for their protection when losses occur.

The traditional British practice of holding cash plus commercial
assets back of demand liabilities suited neituer borrowers' needs
nor monetary delmnds in the United States. Capital finaacing had to
be supplied, and tae monetary neede of tae eommanity could not be
adequately eerved by notes and deaouits based solely upon working
cupitul loune. National bank laws %ere based uaon the °commercial
loan" theory until tne licFadoen Act of 1927, a correction rnica rent
too fur, and %Eden causea a revereion in 196Z. State late aave been
more realistic. They have permitted capital loans, investeents in
securities ana In reai estate. Perentnetically, tae shift to state
charters has often been aue, not to amy deaire on tne purt of bankers
to do an unsouna or a quack banking business, nor to take advantage
of tam °competition in laxity" between national and state leas, but
to serve productive financial needs not persitted under tae national
banaina proalbitians and restrictions applying uniformly over tae
whole country. Baating practice adjuste itself to caanaing conaitions.
Lawa must keep in stea with tneee caaages, eince if taea are too
rigid and stereotyped they unduly cramp "leaitimate" financing and
monetary needs of tar. communiti. If too lax, the dangers of unsound
banaing, both aita respect to loans ana investmenta and credit money,
are particularly grave ander our unit, free banking ayetem.

Diversification of deposits (demand, saviags truat, etc.) arompted
diversification of eerning assets. As capital loans uad investments
became lees speculative and the market for such &abets broaaeaed, they
came to be considered sufficiently' safe and liquid to convert into
caad to meet cash claims. The "aaiftability theory" did not work
*hen put ta the test in 1929, not because the practice of assuming
demand and time obligationa agaiaet fractional reservee of masa plus
commercial loans plus capital loans plus investments ie undesirable
per se, but on account of tne less effective administration that re-
sulted. las had "elastic° money bat too much ineligible and long-
term paper to insure the liquidity of tae credit advances of the
banking system. If tne principles of sound banking are violated by
tying up a disproportionate amount of the bank's funds in sortgeges,
capital loans, and investmente, or if tale lure of profits on specula-
tive advances has oversaadowed considerations of security and liqui-
diay, trouble is bound to occur. But the reason for distress is to
be fauna in tne fact that tde buainesa of furnisaing bota monetary
media and credit facilities has become conplicated and requires expert
aanagement. In °department store" bantina„ specialists are needed
not only in commercial banking but in all lines of endeavor undera
taaen. Otherwise, specialised institutions must tate tne place of
diversified financing.
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bre Lichtenstein hae criticized tne Treasury report on tae creait
survey of tae :eventh District on the ground tiLat it recommends measures
*lien in effect encourage the saae credit practices which ot us into
difficultiee in tee twenties. Tnis touches upon teat aspect of tae
banter's dilemma which aas to do Tdta tne availability of bank credit.
If banters discoantenance yorxing capital loans, otner agencies, pri-
vate and governaent, will neve to make tam'. Direct loans to industr5,
by tae Federal Reeerve bangs, the AFC, or by some new intermediate
credit eystea, are ana *ill be a oonsequence ol preseat restrictions
on comaercial banke. I snare tne appreuension waich both Dr. Lic,eten-
stein and Dr. Gepaart have concerning government banking, but tnis
danger is more isainent, in my opinion, on account of tne breakdown
of the banks' monetary function& tam because of the "unavailabilityr
of bank credit. Tnis leads ae to coament briefly upon tne proposal
for tae complete separation of commercial monetary Lad pankint; functione.

Professor Irving Fisner has recently been converted to the plan
of mating "deposit currency" safe by adodting the so-called *100 per
cent currency principle", and putting the administration of imonetery"
functions into the nands of a federal monetary authority. Real bantint,,
tnat is, money lending, would under teis scneme, be left to banters,
*serves the government would buy up bank assets equal to deaana de-
posits (eome 17 billion dollars) and bents woula be re:;uired to lold
100 per cent government money (cash) back of suen deposits at all
tinee. In other words, it i* proposed to bisect tae commercial bank-
ing organism lonEitudinally and to expect the former biped to talk
effectively on one leg. The logic back of this proposai is simple;
it has been applied to bans notes. The old goldsnitn bankers first
issued tneir notee ageinst 100 per cent reserve of specie, tten found
tnat a fractional "caea" reserve sufficed. Tais worked ali right under
stable conditions, but in times of crisis im,rudent bankers witn
"nonliquid" assets ana low reserves had to suspend cash paynents.
The British government stepped in, and in 1844 crystallised note
iesue by requiring lis0 der cent reserve on all notes issued above
* fiduciary issue Datum on government bonds. Governnent bond aecured
curreacy also proved succeseful unaer tee free banking system in
Sew York and the National Banking system in tae United Litates. Bank
notes *ere made safe, but at tne expense of elasticity. Soo also,
bank aeposits may be made safe and uniform, and inelastic. "%hat is
simpler than to go back to the fundamentals as devised by the gold-
maths and to uo for caecks what we have done for notes. But it is
like discarding an automobile, out of order for the moment, in favor
of the old,faehioned wagon. The 100 per cent currency p1an is a uay
out of one aspect of the dilemna of commercial banking. It provides
safety and protection for the depositor (so long as inflationary
possibilities of "governnent secured" liabilities are avoided), bat
it offers so solution to tine other espect of tne aileama. It provides
for no improvement in tne cnaracter of bans loans and otner earning
assets. Furtnermore, tne non-flexibility ana rigidity of the sc.leme
Jlignt well leaa either to a breakdown of tae system or to tne proeth
of unregulated credit practices (some good, some bad).
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In our eagerness to protect the depositor may we not ran the
risk of circumscribing the dual functions of banking too narrotly?
With regulations and conditions so strictly drams that only business
coming witain the principles of °implied warranties" is left to banks,
will *e not ieave open a tide field of operations for schemes based
upon tae principle or caveat. nnator - schemes embraced by the very
people *hot because of ignorance or becalms of exilense of inacces-
sibility of sound institutiona, happen tc be the ones least able to
bear the risk of losu?

In Chicago several irregular types of institutions awry cropped
up to fulfill a real or appareat need for credit and money. This mmr
or may not be symptomatic of That is occurring elsewhere. I e.ell
cite only two eases for illustrations CasloOs Recovery Scrip, and
the aspire Credit Foundation.

During the past year * private indivicaal, with original capital
investment, has arrogated to himself Lae poiser to issue over a third
of a million dollars of "self-liquidating" stamp acrip which serves
as money. This :mould be a matter of apprehension aad grave concern
to people of the community, 3ince tne scheme has in it elements of
weakness and danger, and it caanot fail to **use loses to thousands
of honest people who continue instil the debacle to have faith in
tais form of fiat money.

More recently a concern has started the basineas of permitting
°borrowers" to draw checks (against establiahed credits), which in
tarn are deposited and drawn against in a chain-like sequence. The
Foundation charges a "commission" for tae service, but does business
without capital or cash. It i6 apparent that such unsound encroach-
ment upon ommmercial banking activities can only result in failure
and collapse, the sufferers in thie case, as in the other, being
the customers, since the entrepreneurs assume no liabilities.

The remedy for tiles* abuses is not #02 legislate then out of
existence, since in that ease other scheme's will take their place,'
*or is the reiaedy to be found in an attempt to make commercial bank-
ing °foolproof.° The real remedy* in my judgment, is to educate amd
train profeesional bankers ia the dual functions of commercial bank-
ing. Steps in this direction nave already been taken, ana bankers
are becoming conscious of the need of improving banking personnel.

May I nov aumearise Ay remarks: (1) The twofold functions of
commercial banks are aot tfte result of historical accident. (2) The
conflict of interests between borrower and depositor (and note holder)
presents a perpetual problen. (5) Too rigorous regulattan and control
one way or the other results in avoidance of legal restrictions, or
legalisation of new practices. (4) Aujustmeats of bankini.. functions
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to business and government needs are constantly necessara. to keep
the machinery ruaning smoothly and aafely. (5) Re need banters, trained
In the dual functions of banking, able to mate sound adjustments to
the cnanging monetary and credit needs of tae community, in order to
avoid a destruction of tne system and the growtn of unsound and danger-
ous credit excrescenses.

C. A. PdILLIPL: 

(Pages a4 to J6)

It would seen to the writer at once advantageous and practicable
to modify our present systaa of deposit insurance or guaranty througn
tne introduction of a sliding acale. It is suggested that tne depo-sits of banks having a protective ratio as favorable as one to eightbe insured or guaranteed up to 90 per cent, and taet the data:salts of
banks witn less conservative capital structures be guaranteed accord-
ingly. Thua a bank waose protective ratio stood at one to t..Ai migAtwell have its deposits guaranteed to i$J per cent; one to twelve, 70
per cent; one to fourteen, 60 per cent; and one to sixteen, 50 per cent.Banks yaose protective items were in an even more attenuated relation-
aaip to outside liabilitiea taan raggeated by the ratio of one to
aixteen might well be prohibited froa enjoying tale guaranty feature
in any measure.

tita the sliding scale in operation banks would divide into threeprincipal categories: first, those ',hose oeposits were loaranteed at,let us say, 90 per cent; second, those whose deposits were guaranteedfrom 85 to as low as, iet ua say, b0 per cent; and third, those whosedeposits, either because of unaillingness to enter tae system or be-cause of deficient protective capacity, tould stand quite beyond thepale of guaranty.

Tae sliding scale system of bunk deposit guaranty talus brieflyset fortn, with a 30 per cent maxima as a point of departure, aould
seem to be higaly compatible with the contention taat the premium
which bank deposit guaranty placer on unsound banking should be keptat a reasonable minimum. A 90 per cent guaranty at tae top wouldbe favorable to tae exercise of some care and judgment on the partof the customer in tne aelection of his depository bank; and tae
sliding scale arrangement, if proaerly reported to tne pualic, aouldbe diatinctly conducive to the saae desirable end.

The individual bank participating in the sliding ecale arrange-
xent should be required to keep visibly displayed la its lobby Is
statement as tO3 the percentage of gaaranty touching its deposita.
Only a minimum of baakina education would oe reauired on the part
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of tae public in order that the significance of tae factors determin-

ing tue guaranty rate Aignt be grasped and understood. Banks whose

depoaits 'ere not eligible to guaranty and tnose v.uose deposits fell

snort of the 90 per ceat maximum 'would be be) under positive pressure

and incentive proaptly to make the changes in capital structure re-

quisite to meet the full approval of the supervising agency sad of

the banking public.

Before tne requirements involved in tne proposal were actually

Laposed, sufficient time saould be allowed to elapse to make possible

the essential aajustment of capital structure without unreasonable

disadvantage to tne bank in question. A period of not lees taan two

years "'mad seem adequate.

It would alao be a feature of soae prominence in tn. scheme nere

presentea tnat tae state as 'ell as national bank examinatioas, whicu

would have to do with capital structure priaarily, saould be made by

capable federal examiners.

It is in place, furtnermore, to mention that the sliding scale

of guaranty would have only indirect connection wita the liquidity

of hank assets. Soundness and goodness aay exist without liquidity,

tae importance of which tias been overeaphasized. fact, attention

WW1 recently drawn to tne case of a bent taat was 70 per cent liquid

and 50 per cent loss.

Finally, it deserves to be pointed out twat the operation of tne

sliding scale priaciple would not represent an expansion of tae scope

of govermsent activity, hut only a change is its direction and c!laracter.

The sliding ocale plaa with only partial guaranty at maximum'

would go far toward meeting tne objection of those bankers &ad others

who rightly maintain that the preseat system of guaranty or insurance

iapoaes an undue penalty upon tne conservative, capable, and pradent

banter for tae benefit of his inefficient, ignorant, and even reck-
less competitor.

* * * *

AALTLit LICdTEMSTEIN: * * * * * * * *

* * * *

(Pages 47 and 96)

Mr. Gephart states, *It is not tae commercial bankers' business

to furnish long-term capital or convert capital assets into current

purcnasing power.* I presume tuat Ar. Gephart wrote taat eentence

before tae publication of the Viner-dardy report. I myself nave not

seen the whole report and I am dependent upon more or less coaplete
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extracts uppearing in tae dully press, but shoula like to point out
twit tae Viner-dardy report runs counter to the ideas enunciated by
Sr. tiephart. If the neespaders reported the findings of Sesers.
Viner ana Aardy and their ussietants correctly, it must be confeesed
taut taere are cone very curious taings contained in this report,
and as these bear upon tne problens preeented by Sr. Gepaurt I saould
like to epend a few ninutes in discussing tate report in so far as I
am familiar with it.

It mast be admitteo Wet tee liquidity of commercial loans has
always been to aoae exteet taeoretical. Every beaker is well aware
of tfte fact that there are a number of so-called 'commercial loans"
each are reneted again anis aguin. In so far as this is true, the
saggestion made in tae report of tae Treasury officiels presents
notaing new. But question the advisability of recommending tae
practice as long as demand aeposits are to be demand aeposits. It
id also someehat strange to be told as long tiE a oorrower pais ais
interest un a ioan regularly ne should not be required to pay back
the principal. Apparentiy tne idea is that after the borrower is no
lonor able to pay the interest ne saall taen be required to pay
back the principal. I submit tnat it might be rataer difficult to
find borrovere uno can pay back principal when tney are not in a
position to pay tae presumably much smaller amount of interest due.

I also question the general advisability of some of Lae recommenda-
tions made in regard to tne examinations of banks. At tae present
monent the tendency of the Administration is to nase credit eesier
and when it is reaembered that there is nor in existence a liutual
guaraaty of deeosits, well manuged banks saould be interested more
than ever in naviag examinations more stringent and not less sos
Certainly, if responsible officials urge exaainers to go *say, tae
obvious result will be to make tsiese examiners more hesitant La criti-
cizing doubtfUl loans. In other porde, tne Viner-dardy report, as it
seens to me, is recommending taat banks do the very taiags waich got
them into difficulties in tne years prior to 1360 and for wiliest taey
sere justly criticized.

Nevertheless, repeat tnat unless we huve fundamental caanges
in our wanking stsscture and an entirely differeat permauent attitude
on tine part of depositors sle saould find taut tae tyie of loan recom-
aended oy the Viner-dardy report is most undesirable.
I cannot see how under tne Simons plan safficient credit for tine enort-
term requirements of business vill be available wito.out goverament
aid, ano if the governaent is to be the source of all credit, it neans
the political domination of all business.

Taking a long point of view, I an not very suca worried about
tne future of banking in tais country. I as sonewhat concerned about

1
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many of the experiments which are being recommended and some of snich
may be tried out in the next feA years. In the long run, aomever„ bank-
ing as practised all over the world has been pretty efficient, and, taough
changes may gradually oe introduced, as long as Ise nave everytaing re-
sesbling our present capitalietic system I question wnetaer anything
much better till be found taan tae present metaod of baneing, by
which, of course, I mean banking methods and not necessarily our
present somewhat peculiar and unusual bunking structure.

One word in respect to the smaller concerne which require capital
sums for which a bond or stock issue is not feasible. There again
Ae find legislation has been enacted for tae purpoee of correcting
more or leas transient abuses. After all hoe did commercial banks
eome to do undereriting? Remember taat almost up to the time of the
ler most of the long-term financing required by Aaerican business
was furnished by Europe. There were no large accumulations of liquid
funds available. Then quite suddenly we nsd to finance not mereiy
our °en wetness but also commerce all over tae eorld. There was no
adequate reservoir on waica to draw outside of tae commercial bank
deposits and as we knot from recent Congressional investigttions this
ie still true. One may be peraitted to wonder hot sny large-scale
underwriting for business will be satisfactorily carried on if the
demand for capital funds saould auddcnly become active. Undoubtedly,
in course of time same machinery eill be developed, out In the aean-
time we nave in taie one more factor retarding recovery. There again
I must take issue 'with Messrs. Viaer &ad dardy. To be sure, long-
time financing was not includeU in their terms of reference, but
evidently by implication the subject is toolached apon in tale report.
It seems to me there also nothing fundamentel is offered. Perhaps
tate was ieposeible; but then one may regret the fact.

(Pages J6 to 100)

nERBERT TDUT: It is indeed gratifying to find so great a measure
of agreement upon what must be regarded as tae fundameatal prerequisite
to a satisfactory commercial banking system - the quality of tie
individual bankers. Banking to be safely conducted, deaands from the
banker a rare combination of conservatism, of deliberate abstention
from imeediate profit, of social responsibility, and of commercial
instinct. It is largely to the extent that changes and reforms suc-
ceed in developing this comoination of qualities that we may hope
for their success. btricter or freer government regulation of the
technical operations of banking, segregation of dedosits, and branca
banking aust all alike be judged by their probable effects, eitaer
directly or through their educetional iafluences, upon tile men who
control tne commercial banking systeis. Thou0 it is true that we
nave never lacked good bankers, tae cause of tile troublee of tae
past seems to be ver-i largely tne fact that we have had an Inadequate
number of them to man our vaole system.
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The aistory of American banking seers eleerly to laaicate the
impotence of regulation and examination to produce their desired
effect. The best of regulation seems poweriess to produce safety
eithout ,00d bankers, and eith L4011 regulation is unnecessary. It
is out of the question to abanuan oer controls immediately bat we
may pernaps look foreerd to a grwluaily decreaaing range of governmeat
interference vita the technical operations of bents, particularly
lath that most ineffective of all controls, the detailed speolfioa-
tion of tne types of paper upon eaien banks are permittoo ta lead.
In this rezpect therefore I am most fteartily in accord eith dr. Gephart's
plea for narroeing the spaere of political control.

tith Dean Phillip's criticism I also agree, ano tnis criticism
suggests the neceasity for sosie political control along a line with
wAich Mr. Gephart does not seem to sympathise. Ar. Paillips has
done yeoman service le the detailed analyeis of tae extension of
credit by the banking system, and it seems ebundantly clear from
his work, and from that of others, taat tae banking system' as e enole
has tae porer to determine very largely the total emount of bank credit
available. This porer cannot ssfely be left uncontrolled. Suce control
can very likely be acnieved, it seems to se, by our present central
bankin6 organization, 'sith very little exteasion of' its issuers.

The Chicago plan represents another Anti of approach uo tuts
problem, and it ie en attractive one, for it etrikes strai4;:it to tae
root of the matter. So radical a break, however, with institutional
arrangements tnat nave not eprung Into being wituout sone purpose
aeems to be undesirable uniess end until it aas been conclusively
deaonstrated that our present central banking facilities, aided by
a conmercial benxing system that 'till not collapse, are inadequate
to solve the proolem.

Recognizing the necessity of central bansing control tnrough
tae operations of tne Federal Reserve system, 1 tdiak le fool our-
selves if re imagine that such control can ever be severea from the
political departmente of government. It is inconceivaole that tae
removal of tne Eecretery of tile Treesury mad tae Com,troller of the
Currency fron the kederal Reserve Board would produce a state of
affairs in which the views ana desires of the goveraaeat of tae day
would not be forcefully represented upon the board. Similarly the sub-
stitution of a cent•eal hank for tue present system eould not seem to
threaten any very real cilange from tne de facto situation. The history
of central banking abroad, even Le Engiand, seems to support tais
conclusion. Today no separation taat does very maca more tams emanci-
pate the central bank from the day to day pressures of congressman
is prscticable, for after all tne altinate control of credit is re-
garded as a vital nanction of government. T,e representation of an
independent and experienced point of view in t.4e central bank's
governing body is perneps tne best sefeguard tnet can in practice
be devised.
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In times of depression, tee commerciul banking system furmitnes
a true example of a case +eters to& *tail vags tae dog.° Tae failure
of its weakest members sets cumulative deflation on ies devasting
course. Even inaignificant rural bants can in &Lica tiLes become of
real importance in provoking public dietrast, if they fail over a
wide enough area and in sufficient numbers. Here is an aspect of
bunk reform that merits more attention Wan it hae received. The
one fact that stands out is that a typically rural bank is not strict-
ly a commercial bank at ell. In linnesote, for example, about teo-
thirds of its deposits ure time deposits, aad leas tuaa te.ird of
its aasets art rea/ly commercial bank assete. eny plan for bank
reform, the problem presented oy tnese banks cannot be ignored. These
hodgepodge inetitutione have gruel% up La reaponse to a defiaite need.
Thougn quantitatively unimportant in tins amount of credit taey furnis,L,
in times of strese they aay threaten the whole system. Branch bank-
iug, it is to be hoped, will one duy furnish a remedy, but let it be
recognised that tnese brancnes can nardly be strictly commercial banks.

C. A. CURTIS:

(Pages 100 -,snd 1J1)

The first is uith respect to political iaterference lath bank-
ing. Now we must define tne term "political interference.' am
sure that we would all agree that the small, potty influeuce wnich
is sometimes calied political or party snould be eliminated from
banking - practical banking - or indeed from auy other business acti-
vity. But there is a broad type of influence - that of the legisla-
ture or its executive - on banking policy which may be termed political
or possibly public; it represents tne atteept of tae state to influence
a subordinate agency - a cautral bank - to ehich certain eocial palters
have been delegated. Suct influence is Inevitable, if not desirable.
The experience of recent years has demonstrated that the treasuries
of practically all countries have attempted to influence the monetary
policy of tne country, and as examples I need only quote Great Britain,
France, and Australia. Also the current depreesion aas resulted in
such a great popular Interest in monetary matters - one need mention
only Major Douglas - that for the time such matters are political in
a broad sense. I think, therefore, that kir. Gephartts hope taut all
"political" influences should be eliminated from banking is entirely
illueionary, and that, for good or bad, this is for some time a de-
finite purt of any democratic country.

The second point has to do with one of the questions raised
by Mr. Gephart enc. is of particular interest to ne; twit is, brancn
banking. In thie connection I say make some allusions to the Canadian
banking eystem. I think teat I may properly do so at this meeting
for this eystem is tne direct lineal descendent of Alexander Haniltonts
First Bank of tae United States. It, therefore, gives you some idea
of "what mi6ht have been° in the United States.
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It seems to me twit, in terns of 6411 efficient bunking Instrument,

there can be little question about the supremacy of a brancn bank-

ing system over a unit system. It seems to Ae, also, that if tne United

States tishes to elininate %any of tne evils and difficulties of El

unit system, ehich is unique in tue ans. widen nas to be sustained

by continual legislative bolstering, tat, adoption of tae brunch bank

system is an effective meane of doink; this. From the view,:oint of

setting an institution saich till assiet in natinizing tne national

income I feel taut taere i6 no answer but tnat of oruncs uansing.

On the other nand, I taint it is a perfectly rational position teat

a country should believe taat taere are certain intangible advantagee

to a unit bantiat bystew anc islet tnese intangible adventages
torth paying a certain price for; as I say, the position is rstional
and understandaole. But tae increase in tne price in recent

years nee been paid for these intsngible advantsges ass reached a

point which In Ay opinion is prohibitive. Sow, in sayimg tais I am

not unetare of tut disadvantage* and problene of branch banking and

I am not of the opinion that such a systen does not in itself reise
difficulties; also, tnere iE a real problem in bringing about the transi-

tion from one system to the others But I am satisfied till:it for tries

immodiete, particular banking aifficulties of the United States,
which te ure discussing here, branch banking is to a greet extent
tne remedy.

HO% tith respect bb the divided control of banking in tae
United 6tates I feel that the greater efficieacy of brancil baakin6

is such taat if there existed unrestricted nation-vide '-)ranch bank-

ing, even state systems of branch banking tould succumb to the greater
efficiency of tne wider systels. I feel, tnerefore, taat, in fact,
part of the problem of dividen control of banking activities between

the states and the federal government would be Aet by brancs banking
and the result would be to diminien substantially tn. importance
of state banking systems.
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS NEW JERSEY BANKERS ASLOCIATION-May 215,k4,k5,-1955

ADDRESS by HON. CARL K. WITHE,RS, Commissioner of Banking & Insurance,
Trenton

Page 135

I appreciate. full well the interest of the Federal Government
in the protection of its investment in our btate Institutione end
of its liability in guaranteeing our deposits, and I am willine.
to pledge every recoonable cooperetion in the protection 4
that interest, but not at the cost of tiae ultimate surv and
independence of our &tate Banking bystem. (Applauee I
an milling to concede, in the light of our recent national ex-
perience, the wisdom of some sort of a uniform banking eys-
tem with certain sound and well defined standards of cenduct,
practice and examination, but I am not convinced, and will not
commit the Department of Banking and Insurunce, to any leg-

.f islation, or dictation, Which will subject, or sacrifice, the very
life and principle f our State Banking, System to any form of
central control. Applause.)

* * * * * *

Page 134

On the other hand, if we are going to defend our State In-
stitutione against outside encroachment, or possible control,
more thought must he given to the character and ability of man-
agement and lees to mere size, monumental qw-rtere, anc: those
officials who give to their institutions but little more than the
use of their names. Sound management is the foundetion on
which the future of our bankint structure must be built, and
there will depend on this the protection of our depositors and
their funds, which is ever our first consideration. Given that,
your respective communities will respond with confidence and
increesing depoeits. Without it, no institution can long, or
should survive, whether individual or as 1: ayatem.

nt2
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SOURCE* THE MISSISSIPPI BANKER -MAY 1956

ADDRESS OF M. D. BRETT, State Comptroller, Dept. of Bank Supervision

PaRge 51-3L-37,

* * * * * * * *

There is one thing in the new law, in perticular, thet I would
like to call to your ettenLion, this being Section 34 thereof, providing
for the organization, under the general oorporate laws of our state,
of corporations for Lae purose of purchasing, holding, ownimg, dealing
in, lending on and borrowing on assets of banks, either open or in
liquidatIon. Me las providee that beaks nay purchese eny etock issued
by mach corporations and thht soon corporations shall have all the
general powers of other corporations. The le* further provides that
such corporations shall be organized with the consent and approval
of the :AAA* Comptroller, and that banks may purchuse and deal in the
obligations of indebtedness issued by such corporations. The Depertment
of Bank Supervision has supervision over such corporation"; and may
issue rulings and enforce regulhtione with reference thereto. To my
mind thia is an excellent vehicle for the handling and solving of the
real estete problems in our beaks since it providee a plan for elimination
from their books of real estete thst they will from time to time be
required to dispooe of under the law. Under the plan beake can care
for their potential "Other Real letato.5 These unpreeedented times
have brought real estate problems and the matter of disposing of reel
evtate by banke uad other reel estate lending agencies is one of grave
concern. There hee grown up much destructive competition in the sale
of lands, their operation, and their rental. The plan provided by the
law may be availed of by these agencies ecting in co-operation with
each other or by any individual bank with resultant benefits to all
concerned. If availed of jointly such corporfttion would be owned by
the participating institutions had the principal purpobe of the
organizetion would be tos

Firsts heelize on its assete;
Leconds Centrulize previously scattered ectivities;
Third: Relieve the banks and othEr lending agencies of all

details of supervision thereof;
Fourths Provide a ammagement superior in quality to that wbich

had been previously emploreil far hamdling of properties.

The important phbee of eapital set-up is the values at which the
assets of the banks would be transferred to the corporetion. It would
be essential that these valises be determined in s uniform manner,
preferably by a rationally knows appraisal company or en mxperienced
real estate appraiser, familiar with local conditiome awl values, which
appraisal would give effect to the various factors saaartag tato proper
appraisals'. * * *
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THE KISSISSIPPI BANKLE, - May 1955

1114 D. Brett
?ages 51-U-53 (contid.)

* * * I have brought the subject to you from the standpoint of
real estate problems, but ouch oordoration, mad I point out, could
handle slow paper wherein management of properties involved touch
on your ability to reolise thereon and other slow assets could be
handled by ash a corporation sad it could be used se a clearing
noose for many of your problems which specialised service nen could
work out better then you. La the building back process we are
entarin4, the aesks and minds of t4e offioerk of our banks nut be
cleared of these problems of real estate sale, and other this's
foreign to banking and concentrate on the businet;::; contemplated by
their charters, * * *
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SOURCE: THE ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIATION BULLETIN--MA/ 1965

Page 78

COVITTEL ON GRIFVANCES AND THE MAKING OF BANKING A VAALIZED
PROFESION

The Committee on Grievances and the Making of Banking a
Legalized Profession has not met during the year. No Frievances
have been presented. Proposed state bank legisletion and in
particular nationel benking legislation which ix deeline with bank
end monetar., structurer hae not made it deeirablr to press the
thouEht of mad.ne banking e legalized profession. The subject can
well wait far studied consideration until these new structures have
been agreed upon. But the objective should not be abandoned.

Believing in tae unit bunk syatem aod local bank autonomy for the
United States, bankers recognize that laws can be adopted for the sound
organization of bcnks. But the chartered bank can be only a part of
banking. The manegement of banks lies in pert in technical skill but
in larger part in a pereonsl professional reletionship and trusteeship
to the bank's customers. Indeed it is thiv personal relationship with
its poseibilities of soun4 direction whicn constitutes the chief merit
of the unit systea. Therefore we believe that bankers must be developed
for the continuetion of thet system, and that the system should in the
future be built as much aronnd a body of profeasional bankers as around
the idea of a soundly 'chartered benk.

Lterting lergely by the licensing of those executives now in
chsrge of the banks we believe that a license system should be adopted
by the public for those men who hold themselves out as able to managt
banks. Other professions were so usttrted". We believe that the runing
of a bank requires a body of knowledge and a technique justifying the
public to set it up ae a profession. We believe th-t the public hae as
much right to knoo the qualifications of its bankers it hrs to know
the neture of the assets of the banks.

We believe thet the public when it has bad a hand in oualifying
bankers will look to such a body of professional men for the financiel
policies of Government as well ae in personel and corporate finance.
We believe each a situation desirable for America.

The Committee takes eatisfaction in tne knowledge thnt the minds
of banker:3 are beginning to focus on the idea which it is advancing.
This is evidenced in the recent action of the American Bankers Associa-
tion setting up a Graduete School of Banking to hold ite firat session tei.
coming June at Rutgers College in New Brunswick, New Jersey.

We recomaend thet the Illinois Bankere Aasociation adopt a et, act,
consistent program advancinf these idees to the point of their being
adopted into law.

,y.
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Discussion on Address of Mr. O'Connor
Proceedings of the 34th Annual Convention

National Association of Supervisors of State 1Kluks
Atlanta, November 1935

* * * * * * * * * *

Rarold W. Horsey (Delaware): Mr. President, / think the program
has been very well arranged but it strikes me a mistake to have a dis-
cussion of this splendid address by Mr. O'Connor. I do not believe very
much is left to be discussed. However, there is one statement Mr.
O'Connor made, with reference to the standardization of banking and the
system rather than unification, and he very well pointed out the
gurpose was to establish general good banking practices and eliminate
unfair competition. During the preceding programs the ouestion of
Postal Savings has been referred to, and always referred to as a matter
of competition between the postal epartment and the banks. At the
present time I do not think any of the banks need any of the de7osits
of the poetal savings but their entire standpoint, I think, is that
the postal savings system is going to make it embarrassing for some of
our banks being sold on the idea they can obtain postal deposits and
thereby gain possibly two or three percent of the turnover. I do not
knor the experience of other states, but in ours we hnve two institu,-
tions sold on that idea. One of these banks had deposits of less than
$200,000 and the postal organization administrator hes given this bank
in excess of "250,000 and has urged it to take another $200,000. Now,
*hat does that mean? It means this little bank is investing these
funds largely in joint stock land bank bonds and re all know what they
were worth at one time, and on account of that magnitude, the condition
of a small institution will be in, in the event money rates fall off, I
think is a problem that needs to be confronted by the Comptrollerls
office, Supervisors and the FDIC and I do not see why a situation like
that should not be ironed out. I would be very glad--I do not want to
take up too much time, I appreicate you have a full program, but I think
it is very important at this meeting for the committee representatives
to get together with the other government agencies and solve that
matter because while we can curtail possibly these banks, it will make
a very disagreeable situation, because if one government department
says "Here, you can have this money* and they take it, it seems to me
if the FDIC and Supervisors do not combat that sooner or later some
disastrous result will occur from it. * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * *

rio
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SOURCE: Tlik OHIO BANKER -- JULY 1935

DEPOSIT INSURANCE ANU SOUND BANKING-by Mr. Marshall R. Diggs, Wash. D.C.
Executive Asst. to the Comptroller of the Currency

Page 10

The President mentioned the Canadian system. I happen to be
(Alite familiar with it. They' had no bank failures up there. They
have had a few shortages, of course. In the 19 banks that we have
taken over since deposit insurance want into effect, fifteen of them
have been brought about by either shortages or dishonest practices
which are sufficient for criminal prosecution.

That is a pretty severe indictment it seems to me.of the banking
fratErnity, when you have fifteen out of nineteen. That is not so
bad when we say we have fifteen out of 15,000 that are insured,
fifteen of them in eighteen months in which we have found Shortages
Ulat havt, caused us to close the banks. But you can see how that
fifteen would have hurt another three or four hundred banks.

r-
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TU. S. Banking Problems" by Dr. Gaines T. Cartinhour, New York University
(Journal of the Canadian Bankers' Asso., October, 1935)

* * * * * * * * * *

In spite of the housecleaning which has taken place, there is a arge
number of small institutions which have no place in the American 0".0! ing
structure except as branches of strong metropolitan institutio The -
entire banking situation would be greatly benefited by tne gra al ex-

.

tension of branch banking so that all sizeable communities could have ade-
quate and safe banking services without taking the chance that c s when ,

Lsmall local institutions handle the business during bad years e Federal
Nwernment cannot safely assume this burden through the FDIC:/ The affairs
of the latter are going along very nicely at present, however, because of
the recent housecleaning, but all such schemes reach their testing time
only after years have elapsed.

* * * *1E- -;f• *

The problem of loans is closely connected with the type of bank exami-
nations required by the various authorities. Some bank examiners have made
it more difficult for banks to increase loans during the past two years be-
cause of unnecessarily rigid requirements. In general State examiners have
been the most lenient, Federal Reserve bank examiners quite strict but not
as severe as National bank examiners. Such a system of multiple examination
prevents banks making any loans except those which are extremely liquid and
of short duration, and it would appear safe now to relax the rules somewhat.
Standardization of bank examinations and concentration of such work within
one organization is imperative.

The United States needs a unified banking structure. All State banks
should be required to join the Federal Reserve System, and as soon as ex-
pedima all members of the system should be put under national charter. The
trend toward unification has been seen in several respects because the
present dual banking system was in no small way responsible for the acute
banking troubles which led up to the bank holiday of about two years ago.
It is significant that greater progress has been made in releasing deposits

in member banks than in non-members. The suggestion that banks now subject

to Federal regulation could avoid unification by becomine non-member State

banks is unwise since it might cause retaliatory measures by a Federal
Administration, which has not hesitated to introduce radical measures, and

thus precipitate a movement for immediate nationalization of all banks.

* * * * * * * * * *

The illusion that the particular age in which a given banking practice

exists is final is one that is continuallybeing disrupted. Theories and

practices of American banking should undergo great change. It is necessary

to recognize the fact that banks carry risks and gaffer losses. The

hesitancy for many years of baaks to install ade7uate service charges must

stop. Banks realize they are entitled to this source of income but seem

to fear the reaction on the part of their customers who might resent the
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banks' change of policy in this respect. Free services have cost the banks

of the U. S. as high as $500,000,000 within a single year. Several years

ago a nation-wide survey indicated that if all U. S. commercial banks

adopted a small float charge more than $50,000,000 would be added to

earnings annually. This, of course, is only one type of service charge.

As has been indicated, on the other hand, costs can best be cut by co-

operative action to reduce the most important axpense item which is

interest paid on deposits. Particularly in rural areas many country banks

are operating upon earnings insufficient to justify their capital invest-

ment but because of competitive conditions are paying excessive rates of

interest on time deposits. This must be changed, and there are indications

that a start has been made by the banks in dealing with all these problems.
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SOURCE: "MANAGING THE PEOPLE'S MONEY" by Joseph Ernest Goodbar (1935) 

Removal of Officers and Directors 

Pagps 400-405 

Effective enforcement of bsnking law has always suffered from the serious
dilemma that faces any government officer who discovers improper con-
duct on the part of a bank officer who is unwilling to mend his ways.
Unless prepared to close up the bank, which, of course, means injury to
thousands of innocent depositors, and might even start a wave of dis-
trust that would affect innocent banks in the same territory, with ulti-
mate results which could not be foreseen, the administrative officer
has been utterly helpless to compel the adoption of sounder practices.

The Banking Act has sought to remedy this, and provides that bank
officers or directors who violate banking law, or who continue, after
warning, in "unsafe or unsound practices in conducting" the business
affairs of their bank, may be directed to appear before the Board of
Governors and "show cause" why they "should not be removed from office."
On a proper occasion such officers or directors may be removed, and sub-
sequent "participation in any way in the management of" a bank subjects
the removed director or officer to a fine of not over 45,000, to not
more than five years' imprisonment, or to both. This power of removal
is regarded by Senator Carter Glass as of great importance. Clearly it/
is, if rigorously employed on proper occasion.

As has already been pointed out, in the discussion on branch banking,
however, the power to remove by governmental action is one which cannot
be exercised quietly and promptly, as is possible to the central office
of a branch-bank system with respect to a manager who is unsatisfactory.
Nor can it be exercised at all in the absence of a hearing which, whiie
not public in the same sense as a trial, is, nevertheless, of a nature
that would seem difficult to keep from public knowledge, although the
provisions obviously are intended to operate without creating public
stir.

All directors must be advised, as a matter of course, of the charges
as well as of the findings. That a fair hearing conic'', be held without
drawing in some of the employees as witnesses, and outsiders who could
testify to the facts of improper banking, would seem ordinarily unlikely.
With all these witnesses aware of wnat was going on, and with the heat
and bitterness incident to any proceeding to remove a responsible officer,
the prospects of preventing the new3 from becoming public appear decidedly
poor.

Action cannot even be begun until after unsound or illegal practices
have not only been discovered, but have been continued after warning to
desist. Anyone familiar with hearings of this kind will know that actual
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removal will be ordered only in flagrant cases where the illegality or

the unsoundness of the transaction is clearly established beyond ques-

tion. And rightly so. Government is too clumsy, even in its most ef-

fective manifestations, to be entrusted with ousting a bank officer on

the mere belief of an administrative official that the man was afflicted

with a natural or acquired unfitness to operate a bank, to say nothing

of ousting him for unfitness due to lack of training or bad judgment.

Yet it may well be even more important to remove a man who is merely

unfit than to oust one who uses bank funds improperly, though with intel-

ligenge. The latter may, through efficient management, keep his insti-

tution sound although using some of its funds for his own private pur-

poses. Unfortunately, there can be no provision for removing bank mana-

gers who obey the law, but whose lack of judgment loads a bank with bad

loans, induces it to overinvest in banking buildings, to waste its earn-

ings in unnecessary "services," to fill up its personnel with highly

paid but inefficient help, to install equipment far out of proportion to

its means, to permit its tellers' and cashiers' bonds to lapse, to invest

in mortgage bonds of little or no intrinsic value, to spend its money in

costly and useless forms of advertising, to alienate its really valuable

customers by any one of a hundred stupidities in relationships. The

Government could not be entrusted with any such power. Nor is there any
provision that requires or permits the removal of a manager who insists
on lending the bank's credit to promoters of new capital goods, to
speculators on the stock market, or to investment bankers in excess of
the standard of safety hereinbefore worked out.

Removal, as applied to a unit bank, would often seem impracticable
because the majority of such banks are "one man" affairs. Only one of-
ficial, in many cases, has enough personal force to carry on the bank's
affairs at all. This creates a new dilemma for the Government. Perhaps
this officer's methods are illegal or unsound, and warrant removal under
the statute, and doubtless it is more than likely that the bank will come
to an untimely end if he be left in charge. But--it is no less true that
in only too many cases it seems probable that the bank will come to its
end even more speedily if its managing head be removed. If there is only
one head, and that head be removed, the decapitation seems likely to be
fatAl in an important number of cases.

Moreover, even when an alternate bank manager is available, a unit
bank, like Caesar's wife, must have a reputation above reproach. Let
rumors get abroad that the head was forced out by the Government--for
proven unsound or illegal practices--and the prompt withdrawal of funds
from that bank is almost assured. The insurance of deposits may pos-
sibly mitigate the danger; but, speaking for myself, I would prefer my
funds to be in a bank I believed sound in itself, rather than rely on a
government guaranty of deposits to protect them in a bank I regarded as
unsound.
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Delay, inconvenience, and actual injury can be suffered while a
guaranty is being made good. Banks are useful not only as places of
deposit, but also as sources of credit. Insurance of deposits is of
no great value to large business accounts, and is poor, though help-
ful, compensation for smaller depositors whose credit arrangements

are disturbed. No, indeed, I would not continue to use a bank, even

with deposits insured if I became uneasy about its solvency. The pos-

sibility that a medium-sized, local-type bank will survive the removal

of an officer, even supposing a satisfactory successor were at hand,

is not too good, especially in troubled times.

The difficulty lies in the clumsiness of government control, as com-
pared with that of intelligent private management. Government can re-
move only with the greatest difficulty, after warnings and repeated vio-
lations, after hearing, even then only for a course of action that is
clearly and definitely "illegal" and "unsound," within the sense intended
by the statute.

I do not really criticize this statute at all, as such. It ought to
be retained, however favorably our banking system may develop. It seems
as well adapted to the situation that now exists as could well be devised.
It is an intelligent effort to deal with a set-up of unit banks which other
sections of these Acts have likewise done their best to preserve in all
its inherent weaknesses.

Assuming we are compelled to continue trying to carry on the banking
business of the country by the archaic unit system of banks, it is un-
deniable that this provision provides a much-needed addition to the arma-
ment of the officers of the banking law. It will not be so easy, here-
after, for a certain type of banker, abaut to wreck his institution
through practices he is, perhaps, too unskilled to recognize as dangerous,
to bluff the administrative officers and to get away with the retort
tnat they "mind their own business and let him attend to his." But
I am not highly optimistic as to the effectiveness of any statutory regu-
lations devised to control the private conduct of banking by the unit
banker.

While my observation of bankers leads me to believe that few of them
are less honest than reputable heads of other kinds of business, and
that many of them are decidedly superior to average businessmen in their
code of ethics, it is likewise true that banking is more similar to a
profession than to ordinary business, and its proper conduct requires
the development of a high-grade professional code of ethics. Many bankers
are too recently recruited from the ranks of businessmen to have acquired
any ethics other than those suited to the rough and tumble of the market
place. They often have received their training in real estate, in the
wholesale trades, in the retailing and manufacturing businesses. Too
many wanted more capital in their own private affairs, and entered the
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banking business as a means of getting larger credit accommodations.
They have skill and ability in devising lawful means of increasing per-

sonal wealth. Their ethics may be sufficiently high for dealings in

commodities, where the public is doubtless able to look after itself.
But these ethics are entirely unsuited, in too many cases, to the

responsibilities involved in dealing with the people's money.

Such bankers cannot be forced, by any policeman, to adopt any code

of ethics higher than required merely to avoid the impact of the law,

and they are skilled in pursuing their own purposes within the letter

of a statute. These difficulties, inherent in the unit-banking system,

can be avoided only by the development of branch banking, with careful

governmental regulation at the top, and with the chief reliance for

sound conduct of branches placed on the management itself. Private

management can remove, shift, demote, promote, and control the rate of

pay of its managers. It has the chance to supervise their prior train-

ing and record before they receive any appointment whatever to respon-

sible positions. It offers the only way by which the personnel in

direct charge of banking can be expected to develop a professional code

of ethics, and be held to such code by its own self-interest.

The power of Government to remove officers in unit banks is needed,

so long as we have a unit banking system. It would seem wise to pre-

serve the power, under any system of banking, and however seldom it
might in fact be exercised. But it is at best a slow and clumsy
device, made really necessary only because we have so far clung tena-

ciously to a banking organization that is ill-adapted to the needs of
a large and commercially active country. Having this development of

unsound-banking tradition to live down, however, it might well be

that occasion to use this power might arise, even if we were immediately
to improve our banking system. In any event, during the hoped-for transi-

tion, and as a means of exerting direct pressure to overcome opposition

by individuals to sounder methods, it is not unlikely that this provi-
sion, unwieldy as it is, may prove its value.

In short, this enactment does not Jffer as much prospective benefit
as would at first appear. It creates a clumsy weapon, which seems

likely to prove even clumsier in practice. Nevertheless, it is a

weapon we have needed in the past, are likely to need in the future,

whatever the future may hold for banking, and which will possibly

prove of very great value in the event really intelligent management

of money and banking should be undertaken, and should meet with unit-

bank resistance.
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SOURCE: "MANAGING THE PEOPLE'S MONEY" by Joseph Ernest Goodbar (1935) 

Defects Result from Faulty Laws and Banking, Rather Than from Faulty 
Administration -

Pages 175 - 178 

Many persons who have thought seriously about banking problems regard

inadequate administration of existing law as chiefly responsible for

the breakdown of American banking. Those who have read the present
chapter with this thought in mind, however, will have found little sup-
port for that view. It is not suggested that administrative efficiency
could not profitably be improved--it is lamentably weak in dealing with
closed and distressed banks. But with respect to the far more important
problem of promoting stability in the banking system, there is little
that an administrative officer can do, under the law as described here-
inbefore, other than perhaps to restrain the birth rate of banks, some-
what. Beyond that, there is little that can be done until after a bank
is badly involved. "Restricting the issuance of new charters to those
exceptional cases where a new bank is needed, is, of course, one of the
greatest services a board of bank incorporation can perform. Unfortunately,
there is no board with such authority in the Federal Government or in the
majority of the States.

In Massachusetts and in Rhode Island the statutes are almost identical
with regard to requiring a proposed bank or trust company to obtain from
the board of bank incorporation a certificate, after public hearing, that
"public convenience and advantage will be promoted" by its establishment.
In Rhode Island fourteen commercial state chartered trust companies were
in operation on December 31, 1931, while in Massachusetts there were
eighty-seven--one to about 50,000 people in each State. But, under
Federal charters, granted by the Comptroller of the Treasury, ten National
banks were operating in Rhode Island, and 144 were operating in Massach-
usetts, which raised the ratio of banks to one for each 30,000 people in
Rhode Island and one for each 18,000 people in Massachusetts. In Rhode
Island, the banks functioned without interruption up to March 4, 1933;
Nhereas in Massachusetts, with more intensive competition, nineteen banks,
having a capital stock of $6,600,000, and total deposits of .1,95,408,000,
suspended payments in 1931, more than half the deposits having been in the
Federal National Bank. Five additional banks failed in 1932, having capi-
tal of $3,150,000 and deposits of $29,678,000. Apparently the state boards
of bank incorporation in Rhode Island and in Massachusetts had exercised
commendable discretion in restricting the issuance of new charters for State
banks. In Massachusetts, however, the Comptroller of the United States
Treasury had largely nullified the state board's policy of restriction.
Undoubtedly the National Bank Act is sadly deficient in this respect. Ad-
ministration should have some guide for its policies.

' , "
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Outside of positive action directed at preventingthe multiplication

of unneeded banks, and the unpleasant duty of officiating at the demise

of closed banks, the administration of banking law by government offi-

cials is necessarily less effective than the administration of bank

policies by the head office of a large system of branch banks. Even

assuming the laws were economically sound, and that enforcement would

result in sound banking, one inherent difficulty is that under the law

as it was prior to 1935 there was no power of removal with respect to

bank officials. Even since 1933 there is no power of remov4 for incom-

petence--which doubtless is a major cause of bank failure. LGovernment

administration has no power to prevent the elevation to positions of au-

thority in banks of ex-soap manufacturers, ex-real-estate operators (as

well as real-estate operators who operate a bank as adjunct to the real-

estate business), ex-investment bankers, ex-furniture dealers, ex-medical

men, ex-ministers, ex-ranchers, ex-cattle dealers, ex-hardware merchants.

Too often some of these men take on the bank office because it facilitates

the securing of credit for some outside interest that has otherwise an

uncomfortably low borrowing limit.

Until 1933 reckless management of any kind within the lay/ was beyond

the reach of positive control by administrative officers. The power of

removal that was conferred on the Federal Reserve Board, in 1933, is
necessarily so restricted, and the exercise of it would be so damaging
to a bank's reputation, that it cannot be regarded as even approaching
in effectiveness the power of control that lies in the hands of the
managing officers of a large system of branch banks.

To blame the defects of our banking system on laxness of administra-

tion, then, is merely futile mental gesture in the wrong direction. It

ii the function of the law to lay down principles for the guidance of ad-

ministrative officers, and to create a banking system that can be aub-

jected to those principles by force of the power available. Until and

unless this is done, satisfactory results are not to be expected. In

the summary that follows will be pointed out some of the principles that
are necessary, but not now incorporated in our laws, and some of the

qualities that must be imposed on our banking system in order that con-
trol may be reasonably possible. At this point we will confine the dis-
cussion to the subject matter contained in the present chapter.
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"State Bank Failures in Michigan"

by Robert G. Rodkey
Michigan Business Studies - Vol. VII, No. 2.

University of Michigan - 1935

Summary and Conclusions 

1. The 163 Michigan state banks which failed between January 1, 1930,
and February 11, 1933, constitute the subject of this study. With one exception,
these banks were located outside Detroit and they therefore belonged in the
country bank classification. During this same period 411 other state banks re-

mained open. The figures used in this analysis are taken from the banks' state-

ments as of December 31, 1928.

2. In the aggregate these 163 banks cannot be said to have had, at the
end of 1928, capital funds inadeouate to support their volume of deposits.
Nevertheless, they were operating in this respect closer to the minimum which
has come to be considered adequate than were the state banks which did not
fail, or than were all national banks.

5. The percentage of their capital funds which the failed banks had tied

up in the non-liquid form of banking house, furniture, and fixtures, and other
real estate was much larger than it was for the banks which did not fail, or
for all country national banks.

4. The failed banks had a liquidity ratio at the end of 1928 of 14.6 per
cent, while all country national banks on the same date were 26.3 per cent
liquid.

5. The percentage of their savings deposits tied up in real estate mort-

gages was no larger for the failed banks than for those that did not fail.
This percentage, however, was almost twice as large as it was for all country

national banks.

6. Only 38 per cent of the combined bond portfolios of the failed banks

was in those classes of securities from which the major portion of bank bond

investments should come. In these classes country national banks had placed

over 69 per cent of their bond funds.

7. Over 42 per cent of their entire bond account was composed of real

estate and construction bonds, a class of securities which, under no circum-

stances, meet the fundamental tests of either soundness or liquidity.

8. Over 35 per cent of the combined capital funds and gross deposits

were frozen at the end of 1928.

9. All Michigan state banks com2ared favorably with all national bunks

in earning power and in the perceatage of net earnings consumed in charge-offs

and write-downs. This fact indicates that there was nothing fundamental in

conditions in Michigan which made it relatively difficult to conduct banking on

a sound basis.
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10. It seems reasonable to assume that the group of failures unde
r observa-

tion includes an uncertain number of institutions which were forced
 to suspend

because of location in decaying communities, or because of failure
s of near-by

banks which led to hysterical runs on banks reasonably sound but lac
king some-

/what in liquidity. Nevertheless, due regard to the facts enumerated above

( indicates incompetence as the fundamental cause of failure
 of these banks con-

,sidered as a group.

11. The problem of incompetence in management may be attacked 
thraugh a

[I, licensing system for bank officers, and by attempting to lim
it the scope of

,s(, operations for such incompetence as may creep in despite s
afeguards intended

to eliminate it.

12. Limitation of the scope of operations for incompetent bankers 
may be

achieved through wisely designed statutory standards, a la
rger measure of

publicity as to actual condition, and higher quality ban
k examiners.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

Real Estate Mortga,ges 

Authority granted the Reserve banks by the Banking Act of 1935
 to dis-

count sound real estate mortgages at a penalty rate will serve t
o make such

assets less dangerous than formerly. With the further development of national

mortgage associations and a wide extension of the insured mort
gage principle,

real estate mortgages, from the standpoint of the individual
 bank, may come

to acquire some of the shiftability of long-term bonds. At the time of

writing (August, 1935) it is not possible to estimate even a
pproximately how

extensive this movement may be. It must be admitted, howeve
r, that the ad-

mission of real estate mortgages into the class of eligibl
e paper at the

Reserve banks, combined with the possible development of
 a widespread market

for these instruments, will serve to eliminate the chief w
eakness of this

form of investment for savings funds. Nevertheless, the principles of sound

banking will continue to require a strict limitation of th
is form of commit-

ment if adequate diversification is to be achieved.

Diversification

Safe and sound banking, like insurance, is based on th
e principle of

spreading the risk. To follow the policy of excessive local loans is to 
over-

look this principle. If there is any economic justifica
tion for a particular

bank, it must be its service to the home community. But the local community

is poorly served when more local loans are made than 
sound banking practice

can justify. Reference here is not to the quality of these loca
l advances but

to their quantity. There is a disposition on the part of many ban
kers to be-

lieve that the bank should take care of the local demand
 for good loans, ir-

respective of the quantity. Only after this demand is satisfied, they assume,

are funds available for investment elsewhere. In instances wh
ere this local

demand is heavy, the pursuit of this policy leads to an excessiv
e concentra-

tion of the risk.
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Even in the very largest cities there are inadequate possibilities for
sound diversification. The development of the banking crisis in Detroit in
February, 1933, furnishes a good example of this principle. In "The Detroit
Money Market," G. Walter Woodworth demonstrates clearly the excessive

character of their local commitments. From Table 38, page 118 of his study,

we learn that, in Detroit banks, investments constituted a smaller percentage

of aggregate loans and investments than they did for all banks outside New

York City. Not only this, but from 1922 to 1930 this percentage decreased

regularly from year to year while no such tendency appeared for banks out-

side New York City. The Detroit banks held practically no outside commit-

ments in the form of commercial paper or bankers' acceptances, and Professor

Woodworth shows, in Table 42, page 125, that in January, 1929, over 90 per

cent of their loans were local in character. With their total loans repre-

senting an unduly heavy percentage of their total loans and investAkents, and

with their loans so predominantly local, their lack of adequate diversification

is apparent. Too many of their eggs were in the Detroit basket, and this con-

dition furnished the fundamental factor underlying the banking crisis of 1933.

Until adequate diversification is secured outside the home community,

sound banking dictates that local loans, both commercial and otherwise, be

definitely restricted. If, after the risk has been spread by means of an

adequate volume of outside commitments, there are not sufficient funds

available to meet the local demand for good loans, then there is need for

additional capital.

Small communities constitute the principal location of our 163 failed

banks, and in such communities the local demand for short-term, self-

liquidating commercial loans is likely to be extremely restricted. If the

temptation is resisted to meet this situation by using commercial funds for

long-term local loans, recourse to the outside market is indicated.

The most satisfactory media by means of which outside diversification

may be achieved under normal conditions are open-market commercial paper and

bankers' acceptances. Such instruments represent funds used for short-term,

self-liquidating commercial purposes, and thus they constitute the most de-

sirable outlet for commercial bank funds. Ordinarily the yield on commercial

paper is lower than can be secured on local advances, and during 1935 the

yield has declined almost to the vanishing point. With a return to more

normal conditions, however, it is not unreasonable to expect that the yield

on this open-market paper may return to the modest but satisfactory level of

pre-depression years. As the writer has shown elsewhere, the average yield

on open-market commercial paper during the first twenty-five years of the

present century was 4.89 per cent. During that same period the average

yield on high-grade bonds was only 4.63 per cent. Not only was the bond

yield smaller but the rate of loss on bonds actually held by banks was con-

siderably larger. It is easy enough to understand and to sympathize with the

disinclination of the average banker to build up secondary reserves and at

the same time secure outside diversification thraugh bankers' acceptances and

short-term treasury notes. Even in normal times the yield on such instruments

is extremely low. But, in view of the facts just cited, the common preference

for bonds over open-market paper cannot be justified when conditions in the

money market even approximate normal. Nevertheless, bonds will no doubt con-

tinue to be the principal outlet for funds which are not needed locally or

which it appears unwise to lend locally. The problem which needs emphasis,

therefore, is the selection of sound and suitable bonds.
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* * * * * * * * * * *

The Profits and Losses Criteria

* * * * *

Answers to the questions propounded at the beginning of this section now
seem clear. Michigan state banks did not fail in larger proportions than did

state banks in the rest of the country. Furthermore, while Michigan may have
been somewhat harder hit by the depression than was the cauntry as a whole,
still the records presented above indicate that it was by no means impossible
for good managements to conduct safe and sound banking institutions. But if
Michigan state banks as a whole made a not unfavorable comparison with other
banks in respect to earning power, soundness of assets, and percentage of
failure, additional unfavorable reflection is cast on the character of the
163 failed banks. They were constituent elements in a group of state banks
which in important fundamental respects were as good as banks elsewhere. Thus
there is indicated a wide disparity between the character of the managements
of the 163 failed banks and that of all other Michigan state banks. And in
the final analysis, of course, the soundness of the assets of an institution

is a function of the character of its management.

Is There Any Remedyl 

The only practical value of an investigation into bank failures either in
a particular state or in the country as a whole lies in the possibility of there-
by isolating fundamental causes for such failures. The remedy for bank failures
waits on a clear understanding of the nature of conditions which breed failures,

just as the curative efforts of the physician necessarily come after and not

before his diagnosis of the seat of the trouble.

In a state so far-flung that it reaches from Detroit and Toledo in the

southeast almost to Duluth in the northwest, a greet variety of local con-

ditions is encauntered. Certain communities which flourished before the timber

was gone are dying away. Others in the copper regions face a like fate. The

growth of the automobile at the expense of the railroads has helped some com-

munities and inlured others. It is impossible to say how many of the 163 bank

failures discussed in this study may be ascribed to location in decaying com-

munities, but it is reasonable to asaume that this factor was operative in at

least a few instances. Michigan is one of the states which now permit state-

wide branch banking, but as yet there has been little progress in that direction.

So long as the unit system of banks continues to prevail, certain individual

institutions will from tThie to time find themsdlves uneconomically situated in

communities no longer able to aupport a bank. It is easy enough to say that

auch banks should recognize the handwriting on the wall and proceed to liquidate.

But local pride and hope have a tendency to linger on until it is too late. For

failures due to such causes no remedy is in sight.

It must be recognized, also, that nothing is more contagious than an

epidemic of bank failures. There can be no doubt that among our 165 failed

banks not a few cases can be found in which perfectly sound and solvent banks

were forced to suspend because of hysteria engendered by failure of other

banks in the same town or of banks in near-by, lerger communities. In other
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cases, bankers, especially those in charge of some of the smaller institutions,

made the mistake of relying too implicitly on the advice of city correspondents

having affiliates with bonds to sell. It is not unnatural for the small-town

bankers to have real respect for the knowledge and judgment of the big city

bankers, and to assume that advice from such sources must be sound even when

it runs counter to his own better judgment.

But, while indiscriminate censure of all those bankers whose institutions

failed to survive is clearly unwarranted, an overwhelming percentage of our

165 failures must be ascribed to one fUndamental cause--plain incompetence.

The lack of knowledge of what constitutes sound and conservative management

has been indicated in this study in several ways: inadequate capital; excessive

commitments in banking premises and real estate mortgages; unbalanced and

thoroughly unsound bond portfolios. The management problem, therefore, is the

one to which attention must be chiefly directed.

Two elements in our American banking system tend to foster incompetence

in the management of individual institutions. The one is our system of

independent unit banks. This system leads naturally to a multiplicity of

small banks under local control, owned locally, and operated usually by

citizens of the home community who may or may not have some knowledge of the

fundamental principles of sound banking. Over a long period of years the

gradual spread of brunch banking on a large scale may be expected to remove

the weakest features of this situation.

The second element tending to breed incompetent bank managements is

closely related to the first. Reference is to our dual system of control. So

long as state banking departments and the federal Government compete with each

other for the privilege of granting charters to promoters of new banks, the

difficulty of limiting such charters to competent persons is obvious. And so

long as the dual system remains, it will be difficult for either side to re-

frain from this competition. The resulting laxity in the granting of new

charters must be placed high in the list of causes of bank failures. The

remedy is obvious, but apparently, for political reasons, it is impossible to

achieve. What should be done is to place in federal hands the power to grant

charters for new banks which accept demand deposits subject to check. Control

over institutions doing solely a savings and trust business can safely be

left with state authorities.

But incompetence in management cannot be eliminated by merely reserving

to the federal Government the right to grant bank charters. The problem ex-

tends even to the managements of old, well established, and highly respecte
d

institutions. To meet it, we must, in the first place, find ways and means

of keeping incompetent individuals out of executive positions in banks
; and,

in the second place, we must narrow the scope within which Incompetent 
manage-

ment may operate.

Licenses for Bankers

The law should provide that a state or federal license must be s
ecured

before an individual may qualify for an official position in any bank. Such

license should be granted only after the passing of an examination, given 
by

a properly constituted authority, had clearly demonstrated adequate 
prepara-

tion for the banking profession. The taking of such an examination is a
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widely recognized custom in the fields of law, medicine, dentistry, engineering,
public accounting, and teaching, as well as in the skilled trades. The
banking exminations would cover the broad general principles of sound banking.444-
ey would be concerned not at 41 with the technickal routine operatipns.

k
P esumably no bank would think of. appointing an individual to an offi ial
po ition in which he would have charge of certain technical operation unless
hi experience clearly demonstrated his competence so far as those par icular
int al operations were concerned. But able, aggressive, and industripus
indivl.duals gradually advance from the post of assistant cashier in charge of
certain routine internal operations to high executive positions in which, they
hmve control of, or at least consideWale influence in, the determinatioa of
major lo4n and investment policies. is with problems of general policy
such as have been discussed in this sthdy that the state examination should
dgial;i,$The candidate should be forced to demonstrmte in this examination his
knowledge of the importance of maintaining an adequate volume of capital in
relation to deposits; the danger of excessive commitments in non-liquid assets
such as banking premises, real estate mortgages, and non-marketable bonds; the
importance of diversification outside the home community; the need for adequate
secondary reserves and the composition of such reserves; the fundamental tests
of a sound bond investment; and sound methods for the analysis of commercial
risks.

The imposition of an examination such as that just described would, in
the course of time, become an important factor in the elimination of incompetent
bank management. It would have a tendency, also, to improve the morale of the
clerical personnel and to increase their knowledge of the broader problems of
banking. Each clerk would see clearly that, in addition to his ability to
perform well his technical routine tasks, if he was to advance to an official
position, it would be necessary for him to become a student of bank management.
He would be forced to learn something about the broader problems of the
profession in which he was engaged. In the course of time, a new generation
of well-prepared yaung bankers would be coming on, and thus the whole standard

of banking would be raised to a level befitting its importance in the modern

world.

Limiting the Scope of Operations
for Incompetent Bankers

Should a plan for the licensing of bankers be placed in force, its pro-

visions presumably would not be effective with respect to bank officers thea

holding executive positions. Furthermore, the licensing system could not be

expected to operate perfectly, any more than it does in other fields. It

would still be necessary to face the other aspect of our twofold problem.

That, it will be recalled, is to devise means whereby it will be possible to

narrow the scope within which incompetent management may make its influence

felt. There are three obvious lines of approach to this problem; first, use

of statutory standards; second, requiring the publication of more detailed

statements of condition; third, improving the quality of bank examinations by

raising the standards for examiners.

1. Statutory standards. The problem here is to reconsider a number of

statutory standards at present in the laws and to set up certain additional

restrictions and limitations. With respect to banking in general, the writer
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has discussed this subject at some length elsewhere. As applied to the Michigan

situation in particular, it is believed that the following suggestions, if
placed on the statute books, would tend materially to limit the scope of in-
competence in bank management.

a. Real estate loans. Investment of savings funds in loans on the security
of real estate should be substantially reduced from the 60-70 per cent limita-
tion now in effect. In Table 9 it was shown that all Michigan state banks ant-

side Detroit had invested in real estate mortgages, on December 31, 1928, a

percentage of their savings deposits almost twice that for all country national

banks. In the aggregate, nevetheless, the percentage of 40.7 did not even ap-

proximate that permitted by law. In many individual instances, of course, the

legal limitation was closely approached. A reduction of these maximum limita-

tions, therefore, from the 60 per cent level to one of 40 per cent would not

interfere materially with the normal operations of most banks and it would

serve to limit excesses on the part of the minority. It is obvious also that,

from the standpoint of sound and conservative banking, a liquidation plan
should be an integral part of every mortgage loan.

Commercial banking funds, it is generally agreed, should never be loaned

on the security of real estate. Yet the Michigan law permits, upon a two-
thirds vote of the board of directors, loans of this character not to exceed

50 per cent of the combined capital and surplus. It seems rather obvious that
no provision of this character has any place in modern banking laws.

b. Banking premises and equipment. * * * * * * It is suggested that

33-1/3 per cent be set as the maximum percentage of capital funds hereafter to

be invested in banking premises, and that the Commissioner be given power to

waive this limit in particular instances where it might work a hardship. * * *
* * * * *

c. Legal reserves. * * * * * * Whatever primary reserve it is desirable

to require should be required in the form of cash in vault or as free balances

with reserve agents.

d. The bond portfolio. * * * * * * Some attempt is made to set up standards

insuring soundness. * * * * * ** *

* * * * * * * *

* * * * If, in addition to the standards provided, there were to be

added a requirement that at least three-fourths of such issues should be

listed on an important stock exchange or otherwise have proven marketability,

the present statutory requirements would be fairly satisfactory. * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

It must be admitted that no conceivable statutory standards can take the

place of good judgment. No laws can render it impossible for bankers to make

bad loans or purchase unsound bonds. But so far as bonds are concerned, if

their selection is limited to those which meet the tests mentioned earlier in

this study and to those now prescribed by Michigan law for certain classes of
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bonds, with the amendments suggested herein, the range of choice of bad bonds
is definitely narrowed. * * * * * * *

2. More detailed statements of condition. * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The statements of condition which banks regularly publish in the news-
papers provide the natural means for informing the public about the true
state of affairs. The typical bank statement is especially deficient in

,41,..v2.ng pertinent details with respect to earning assets. * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

If the public is to be informed as to the soundness of the earning
assets and their liquidity, the amount of detailed facts must be greatly ex-
panded. From the standpoint of both diversification and liquidity, the
importance of adequate secondary reserves and a marketable bond portfolio
has already been emphasized. Banks shauld be required, therefore, to give
facts sufficient to enable the general public to inform itself on these
points. * * * * * * * * *

Banks could profitably adopt the practice long followed by American
industrial and commercial corporations of publishing balance sheets in
comparative form. Tendencies, both sound and unsound, thus stand out more
clearly. Non-financial corporations in this country also publish regularly
their operating figures, giving significant details concerning income and
expenses. English and Canadian banks follow this policy, and American
banks wauld do well to emulate their example.

* * * * * * * * *

3. HiRher standards for examiners. Michigan, like the great majority
of other states, has failed to recognize how vitally important the functions
of bank examiners really are. It has been quite generally assumed that those
functions are:

a. To verify the soundness of the assets, and to require such charge-
offs and write-downs as conditions warrant

b. To certify to an unimpaired capital structure as revealed in the
reports of condition called for by the State Banking Department

c. To make certain that banking laws are being obeyed.

Such activities as these, it must be admitted, are routine in character,
but their importance is obvious. To perform satisfactorily such routine
functions requires training, experience, and ability of no mean order. But
additional qualities are eseential if the examiner is to perform adequately
his most important function--advising the management with respect to matters
of general policy. These additional qualities are maturity, breadth of
vision, sound judgment, and a full comprehension of the significance of all
phases of banking policy. The examiner should be able to recognize unsound
tendencies in their early stages and advise the management that they are un-
saund. Too many local loans, inadequate secondary reserves, and unbalanced
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bond portfolios--these are matters which the competent outsider is frequently
in better position to recognize and appraise than are those responsible for
the management of an institution. If the examiner has maturity, breadth of
vision, and a clear understanding of sound banking principles, it is a simple
matter for him to impress the management with the correctness of his views.
The banker who wants to go wrong may properly be assumed to be non-existent.
But in solving the multitude of vexatious problems which confront him day
after day, the banker may be gradually and quite unconsciously steering the

whole institution in an unsound direction. What he needs is advice from some

informed, competent, and disinterested person whom he can trust. Who is in

better position to give this than the properly prepared examiner?

In normal times, the niggardly salaries paid to examiners lead to a

large turnover in the examining staff. Men leave the staff while still yaung

and thus have no opportunity to develop the essential qualities which have

been described. As a matter of fact, it is customary to look upon a place

on the examining staff of most states, not as a life position, but merely

as a stepping stone to the vice-presidency of some particular bank. If the

scale of salaries in the ordinary state banking department could be doubled

or trebled, the positions would become attractive in themselves. Then it

would be possible to develop a staff that could be so helpful to weak bank

managements that failures could be practically eliminated.
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SOURCE: BANKING--Journal of the ABA--October 1935

Page 55
DIRECTOR AUDITS

Operating a modern bank requires close cooperaLion of direc-
tors, officers and employees. There is a vast amount of detail
operations that must be closely obderved in order to reduce over-
head costs and protect the bank from losses.

In many banks the practice of rotating employees has been
found beneficial in auditing as well as furnishing valuable experience
to the individuals employed in the work. Obviously, the value of the
audits depends largely on the individual ability of the auditors.

When directors undertake an examination of the bank it seems
that they should be compensated according to the time and work re-
quired in making the audit. Officers should supply each member of
the auditing committee with copies of the banking laws and regulations
and also some recommended auditing procedure, so that the directors
may thoroughly inform themselves before making an examination of the
bank.

Often it will be found beneficial to suggest a division of the
work so that each member of the committee will know exactly what he
must check and how the work is done. ior example, if one person knows
that his job is to prove the liability ledger and check the notes, much
time will be saved and the audit will proceed in an orderly manner.

One of the most important features of a director audit is the
fact that the committee is in a position to check carefully the
coliateral held by the bank. In many instances it is possible for
directors to make inspections on real estate loans and place a value
on the collateral. Bank examiners do not have the time to make such
inspections nor are thesy familiar with real estate values in certain
communities. Where directors are in personal contact with many of the
bank borrowers, such an arrangement has many advantages.

Perhaps an inside look into operating methods will be interesting
as well as instructive to directors who ordinarily see only the results.

Cashier
Commercial National Bank
Demopolis, Alabama

GEORGE R. SMITH

t-3,0
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SOURCE: DO WE WANT A MANAGED CURRENCY--by J. H. Riddle--Oct. 1935
(Commission on Banking Law and Practice—Association of

Res. City Bankers—Bulletin No. 4.)

Page 20
* * *

Our banking system admittedly has imperfections which impinge
on our monetary system, but the remedy is to revise our antiquated
banking structure and to adhere to sound banking practices; not the
adoption of visionary schemes of credit control. More emphasis
must be placed on the quality of bank assets, because therein lies the
only real protection to our deposits and our currency.
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\\,
REPORT ON THE AVAILABILITY OF BANK CREDIT IN THE 7th FED. RES. DI

By — Chas. 0. Hardy & Jacob Viner — 1935 
S\\<(

(Page 16)

In large part the pressure for liquidation of these slow loans
has come from examiners, but it would be a mistake to put the responsibility
entirely on examining officials. The attitude of many bankers seems to be
much the same as that of the examiners. All capital loans are in disfavor.
Presumably this is a result of the past wave of bank failures. It is not
evident that the slow loans contributed disproportionately to the insolves-,cy
of banks, but they did prove embarrassing to banks which were trying to
meet depositors' claims without closing. They may be good assets to have
in a closed bank but bad assets in one which is trying to avoid becoming
a closed bank, since they cannot readily be shifted to some other bank or
rediscounted indefinitely with the Federal Reserve banks.
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SOURCE: ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCE, U.S. SECURITIES
(The Nat. City Bank, N.Y.)

Page 168 -- (Nov. 1935)

One of the unfavorable consequences of the present glut of
money ia the effect on bank earnings. While bank income has been
cut both by the low interest rates and by the slack demand for loans,
ordinary operating expenses have held up despite the reduction or
elimination of interest paid on deposits; and cost of Federal Deposit
Insurance has been an added burden. Thus at a time when the banks
ought to be recouping their losses of past years and building up their
reserves against future contingencies, most of them are having a struggle
to make a bare living. Under such conditions the danger is that bankers
may be driven under pressure of the need for earnings to a lowering of
credit standards, thus leading to a deterioration in the quality of banking
assets.

Nor are the difficulties of finding suitable employment for money
confined to banks alone; investors of all kinds are being forced by their
necessities to place security secondary to rate of return. The result
is many second grade bonds are selling at first x..ade prices, and there
is a constant spilling over of investment funds into the stock market.
In other words, investors, in their efforts to maintain some semblance of
their former incomes, are being forced, wittingly and unwittingly, into
the position of speculctors. Clearly, this is an undesirable trend,
and one which is likely to result in a rude awakening for many at some
future date.

1.11•148
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER--June 1935

ADDRESS OF THF PRESIDENT-- Ben C. Corlett,
Vice-Pres. First Nat. Bank, Napa

Faze 205 

I am very happy to be able to report to you the attainment
of two extremely important objectives during the year in which I
believe we may all take justifiable pride: first, the completion of
the orkanization of the entire state into regional clearine houses,* * *

* * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER--June 1935

ADDRESS OF THF PRESIDENT-- Ben C. Corlett,
Vice-Pres. First Nat. Bank, Napa

Pay, 205 

I am very happy to be able to report to you the attainment
of two extremely important objectives during the year in which I
believe we may all take justifiable pride: first, the completion of
the organization of the entire state into regIonal clearing houses,
* * *

* * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER—JUNE 1935

VALUE OF A TRUST DEPART4ENT TO A BANK--an address by Arthur H. Evans

Vice Pres.- Continental Ill. Nat. Bank & Trust Co.

PaRe 228 

As trust business continues to grow it is becom;ng more and

more important to exercise care and discrimination in the selection

and acceptance of new business. Not all trust business offered is

orofitable and there is much business that can be of real detriment

even though profitable. I think this can be true particularly in the

corporate end of the business.

Trusteeships for real estate promotions, inadequately secured

bond issues, stock-selling schemes ofinfinite variety, collateral

trust relationships which imply, if not impose, a degree of supervisory

control, and many other types of corporate trustee relationships based

upon equities of doubtful value, do not redound to the credit of a

banking institution. In the field of personal trusts those created

solely to avoid taxation will in the future be subject to close sc
rutiny

and possibly involve charges of collusion against the institution ac
cept-

ing or soliciting them. Wise management will establish standards of the

highest type for the character of the business it will accept, both as to

the subject-matter of the trust and the objects and purposes for which

it is created. In the long run the highest standards will produce the

best profits.

The best sources of good trust business are the banks' own customers.

The best solicitors are the bank officers who have the acquaintanceship of

these customers and enjoy their confidence.

The trust department of the future that shows the best earnings wi
ll

have a good cost-accounting system and will apply a schedule of fees an
d

charges based on accurate knowledge of what it costs to perform the dutie
s

it has undertaken. Its reputation for fair dealing will be enhanced if

fees are applied uniformly and impartially to all customers alike.
 Any

other practice ultimately creates embarrassment for the bank or tr
ust

company that deviates from this principle. Aside from the matter of ethics

involved, a single and uniform schedule of rates is good business.

We found that to be true by experience, in Chicago. Our Corporate

Fiduciaries Association there is, I think, one of the most effe
ctive of any

in the country in respect to keeping its membership in line on fees,
 and

I do not think today a customer could come into our bank and submit 
a

piece of business and get our fees for it, go across the street to t
he

City National, submit it there, go down the street to the Harris Trust, t
hen

go across to the Northern Trust and then down to the First National 
and get

a deviation of a dollar in the quoted priceof fees, unless he change
d the

basis of his own figures. It has proven to us that it saves a great deal

of wear and tear in computing costs and charges to have a basis that
 we

will undeviatingly follow, and in the end it has an effect upon
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Arthur H. Evans
Page 228 (contd.)

mind that increases its respect for the institution and the professional
men within the institution that recognize the value of tneir own service,
that know their own costs and without deviation stick to a schedule of
fees that they know and by experience are perfectly confident of being
fair.

* * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: MONEY AND BANKING --by White (Revlsed 1935)

CHAPTER XXXI
FOREIGN BANKING SYSTEMS

Page 766 

On the whole, Canadian banks have been much less subject
to government control than have American banks. There was, until
1935, no requirement of reserves against deposits. It was not
until 1924 that provision was made for adequate government inspection.

CAnada has had few bank failures, but one reason for this
has been that other banks have usually taken over a bank which
was on the point of closing. Therefore there have been a number
of mergers in the past, witn little or no loss to depositors.

The Canadian Bankers' Association is a semiofficial regulatory
body, quite different from its American counterpart. If a bank
is found to be insolvent, the association may place a "curator"
in charge of its affairs to restore it to solvency or to liquidate it.
The association also has control aver clearinashouses and the printing
and distribution of bank notes.
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SOURCE: The Journal of Business of the University of Chicago. (July., 1935) 
Bank Failures - Caaaes and Remedies by R. G. Thomas.444,-,,', -
Page 299 fit- 1 • .elf)

If one combines poor management Aith fraud and violation of bank-
ing laws into one general class of "internal causes" and contrasts the
magnitude of the "internal causes" of failure with that of the "external
causes" consisting of depreciation of assets and depression, it becomes
clear that theflinternal causes" are the predominant ones in all save the
depression periods. One may conclude, therefore, that a prevention of
the operation of these "internal causes" consisting of incompetent manage-
ment, fraud, and violation of established banking law would go far in
abolishing bank failure even in bad times.

Page 301 
The Chicago experience supports the opinion expressed in the Report

of the Study Commission for Indiana Financial Institutions to the effect
that the most frequent causes of bank failure, even in depression years,
are to be found in faulty management and lax control, and that care in
chartering new banks and intelligent competent supervision will go far
in correcting the evil of bank failures.

8
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SOURCE: The Journal of Business of the University  of Chicago.  Ljuly, 1935 
Bank Failurgs - Causes and Remedies by R. G. Thomas., rvA,4(..,ai? apt-it4r.

Conclusion 0 1 . 3 1 ic. , f 1 , i 2,,) -

The evidence presented here shows that faulty management rather
than external circumstances is the major cause for bank failures. Dur-

ing prosperous times fraudulent and illegal banking practices loom large

among the causes of failures. During periods of prolonged depression

weak and inefficient management, unable to meet the rigorous requirements

of the times, contributes heavily to failure. It follows, therefore,

that the most fruitful remedies for bank failure must be sought in the

direction of improved management.

"There are, naturally, two general methods of approach to the problem

of improving bad bank-management. The first consists of using direct

pressure; the second involves altering the institutional framework with-

in which bankers must function. One form of direct pressure mirht well

consist oea requirement that all bank executivesshould demonstrate their

possession of a minimum amount of knowledge of sound banking principles
hnd practice by passing some form of examination. Such a pla& might give

rise to a body of "Certified Bankers" which would assistin the promo-

tion of a professional attitude among bankers in general: In addition

to such measures, there must be retained and strengtheneC the existing

methods of examination and control by public authority. The intelligent

bank examiner and supervisor can very effectively improve the quality

of bank management by insistence upon sound loan and investment policies

well as by the detection of fraudulent and illegal practices.0

Not only is more effective direct pressure for good management

policies needed but also such changes in the institutional framework

surrounding banking activities must be made as will be conducive to

better management. We are confronted with the question of what changes

are desirable.

It is corrunonly held that small banks are much more susceptible to

failure than the large and, therefore, large banking units are to be
encouraged. This study, however, shows that the failure rate of large
banks is quite as great as that of small banks during the last few

years. An attempt to prevent failures by encouraging development of

banks of larger size cannot in itself be expected to be particularly

beneficial. One benefit from such an attempt might arise from the

fact that the increase in the size of banks in rural areas would neces-

sitate the introduction of branch banking. If branch systems of the

type capable of promoting diversification of loans and deposits resulted

it should bring a definite gain in bank stability.

Another proposed improvement in the banking system takes the form

of minimum requirements for the ratio of stockholders' ecluity to de-

posit liabilities. This study indicates that such requirements would

be of little consequence in preventing failures. The failed banks

studied generally had a ratio of stockholders' equity to deposits as

substantial as that of the aurviving banks and in any event well above

the commonly suggested minimum.
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Although state bank failure experience was considerably worse than
than of national banks, membership in the Federal Reserve System appears
to be of little benefit. When one takes into account the fact that most
state member banks are located in areas less exposed to depression,
their auperiority over non-member banks becomes unimportant in the light
of their decided inferiority in comparison with national banks. Attempts
to force all state banks into membership of the Federal Reserve System
appear to be of little use in preventing failures.

On the other hand this study indicates that very definite gains
could be realized by the abolition of the dual system of chartering
banks. This is true first because the state-chartered banks have been
much more susceptible to failure than the national banks and second,
because the dual system has contributed to over expansion of new banks
during periods of prosperity. This has in turn tended to increase the
number of inexperienced and incompetent bankers in the field and resulted
in excessive competition leadinL to unwise banking practices. The ef-
fectiveness of public supervision could be greatly enhanced by a unified
system of commercial banks under federal control.

In both good and bad times defective bank-management has all too
frequently taken the form of excessive loans to the bank's own officers.
This fact suggests two possibilities for improvement. First, the pro-
hibition against loans by banks to their executive officers, as provided
in the Banking Act of 1933, should be extended to include loans to firms
controlled in any substantial measure by such bank officers. This would
definitely ban the doubtful practice of attempting an impartial appraisal
of the banker's own credit standing and should go far in reducing the
abuses of excessive and fraudulent loans to insiders.

Second, temptation to borrowing by inside interests might well be
reduced. An outright prohibition of all banking affiliates woul6 be a
wholesome change. This could be done with no harm to banking efficiency
if branch banking barriers were abolished. Also branch banking, in
contrast to unit banking, furnishes a more adequate outlet for the
energies and abilities of the capable banker and reduces somewhat the
urt;e to develop outside business interests.

,,,s„,

The possibilities of improvement in the management of banks seem
greater under a sound branch banking system than under a unit banking
system. Hovvever, theevidence indicates that branch banking as we have
it in the United States has not on the average been equal to the aver-
age performance of the national banks which are predominantly of the
unit form. Branch banking, to be of any serious consequences, must be

//I

allowed to develop over wider areas than those allowed at present. ,,
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SOURCE: Memorandum on  Branch Banking by Benjamin Caplan

Canadian Banking System

The Canadian Banking System is predominately a branch-banking

system; the American bankinE system almost as predominately an

unit-banking system. The factors explaining the stability of the

Canadian branch banking system are summed up as follows:

1. Ability to diversify;

2. Good management;

3. Proper training of personnel;

4. Large reserve funds for absorption of special and

regional losses;

5. Adequate facilities for formulating and pursuing ef-

fective credit and investment policies; and

6. The advantages analogtous to the clearing house system.

1. Ability to diversify.

In view of the fact that the branches are located in a large

number of communities at the same time, the Canada banks do not

have to rely upon the welfare of any local industry for their safety

market. The Canadian branch bank by virtue of its wide geographical

distribution can tell much better the state of economic health of

the country and act more quickly than can the unit bank.

2. Good management. 

While it is true that unit banks may have good management, the

Canadian banks have enjoyed a much greater degree of good manage-

ment. As aresult of the tradition developed over a large number of

years or since 1920, the Canadian banking system has been in the

state of maturity and has past experience to call upon; a result

also of the training of personnel which no unit bank, unless a very
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Canadian_Bankina System (Cont'd) _9_

large one, can afford to undertake and a result also no doubt

of the necessity of having to make loans to different localities

and different industries at the same time. Lending all over the

country necessitates the development of practices which by ex-

perience have been found safest without,at the same time,depriving

the local managers and the head office of the ultimate use of

judgment. It inculcates a wider view point, develops the habit

of dealing with widely different types of risks and while it

does not create infallibility, branch banking has tended to deve-

lop an attitude of mind which, while perhaps erring on the side

of coaservatism, has been productive of good management.

3. Proper training of 2ersonnel. 

This is a distinct advantage that branch banking has over the

unit banking, except the larger ones. The banks begin the train-

ing of their personnel at the age of seventeen, shift them about

from branch to branch and from locality to locality and then when

deemed satisfactory, make branch managers out of them. The status

of their personnel is analogious to the Civil Service with respect

to permanence of tenure so that a devotion to the baiik is developed.

As banking is a highly specialized business, this training system

weeds out the fit from the unfit before they obtain posts of respon-

sibility; so that the branch manager is not a tyro but an ex-

perienced banker when he becomes a manager. The facilities for

such training are unavailable under the unit system but in Canada

its benefits are given both to the small and large communities.
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Canaaian Bankin_g System (Contld) -3-

A. Large reserve funds for absorption of special and regional 
losses. 

This follows from the good management. The diversification

of assets subjects the banks at times to some danger from local

and special causes, but in view of the diversification, reserves

can be set up and are.

5. Adequate facilities for formulating and pursuinAleffective
credit and investment Policies. 

These arise out of the large scale of Canadian branch banking.

Division of staff is better organized so that some of the staff

concentrate on investment policies; some on general credit policies;

local managerson local loans; and through it all there is a closely

coordinated but highly flexible system. In the United States the

small unit bank relies on the large unit bank for investment advice

since it cannot afford the cost of aspecialized investment staff.

6. The advantages analog ous to the clearirw houses. 

It was pointed out that pressure for cash was less under the

branch banking system than under the unit banking system. Another

point touched upon was that of different sets of banking laws in

the United States; there exists forty-nine different sets of bank-

ing laws which make for confusion, etc. In Canada the chartered

banks are all subject to the same authority. This uniformity of

legal jurisdiction is a valuable asset for formulating uniform

systems of regulation and control.

In discussing the advantages of the Canadian system, it was

pointed out that the large size of the bank makes government aid,
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Canadian Banking System (Contld) —4—

coupled with support of the other banks, a very facile matter.

It is much easier to aid one bank which is in trouble than five

thousand banks. It was also pointed out that the size of the

Canadian banking system makes examinations of all or most branches

simultaneously4la very difficult mattermeand that at the present

time the Inspector General examines the workings of the head office,

relying upon the efficacy of the stockholders' audit and the audit

of the bank itself.
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS NITTXRSEY BANKERS ASSOCIATION-May 23,4,251-1935

ADDRESE by Pres.-Elect LESLIE G. McDOUALL, Trust Officer, Fidelity
Union Trust Company, Newark

Pau 253

It is time to give the public a complete and detailed financial
statement of your institution and to make known matters of
policy. We must let the public know where 8nd for what we
stand. We must make them conscious that we are building
up from something fine to something finer. As the American 
Banker, the only daily banking newspaper, has so well said,
the time is propitioue for the banks to "tell the public mole
than the law requires." Your depositors are interested and are
entitled to the facts. Let them know more about your deposit
breakdown. Tell them how much is preferred, how much is
not preferred or secured. Clearly set forth the amount of your
time and demand deposits, the amount due to banks, trust com-
panies, and other bankers. burely the public is interested in
greater detail regarding the strength of your investment port-
folio. //

3 P7-41.
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SOURCE: THE FINANCIAL AGE -- June 18, 1935

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS—Edgar A. Jones, Vice Pres. of Scranton-lJacka-
wanna Trust Co., Scranton, & Pres. 0 Pa. lankers
Association

Page 420
* * * * * * * * *

I believe that the bankers have been the most loyal and the
most honest supporters that our President has had even though they
have disagreed with him regarding the position he has taken on many
subjects relating to monetary questions. I declare that the greater
part of whatever improvement has been made in the past two years is due
to the supoort given by our bankers EIS evidenced by the fact that a
greet portion of Government obligations issued to finance the Govern-
ment's program have been purchased by the banks. i further declare
that our banks have, at all times, been and now are ready and willing
to make loans to individuals, business End industry when such loans
can be made in accordance with safe and sane principles and with the
knowledge that they can meet the scrutiny of the examiners of the
Comptroller of the Currency, the State Banking Department, the Federal
Reserve Bank and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

* * * * * * * * *

'3 "144, 3
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The Financial Age -- June 18, 1935

COMAITTEE ON LEGISLATION—W. Walter Wilson, Chairman

Page 425 

I am deeply impressed with the success of the English and

Canadian banks and while other factors enter into their stability
I have come to believe that one reason for their soundness, is

the fact that young men enter the banking business there as a

life's work, as a profession. They receive careful training

until fitted by training and practical experience to fill executive

posts. We must do the same thing in this country and I would like

to see Pennsylvania take thellead in the professionalization of

banking.
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Address by E. S. Woosley, V. Pres.,
First Natienal Bank, Louisville, Ky.

49th Annual Convention, Michigan Bankers Asso., June 1935
(Michigan Investor, July 13, 1935)

* * * * * * * * * * *

Our first attack on the perplexing situation affecting us is in
the field of personal management. There is a way to keep our banks
sound--they are now sounder than ever in our history--and at the same
time make a fair profit for stockholders, give just rewards to those
who work in banks, and build up reserves to safeguard the interests
of the public. That way will be found in management, and management
only. Nothing can take its place. If bankers cannot manage their
institutions so as to bring such results, there is no hope under the
present system.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Good management will not turn aside from proven policies for
experimental banking. In fact, any regulation or law which in the
eyes of the public, tends to make banking fool proof should hold us
more closely to the straight and narrow way of sound banking. The
banker who depends on Deposit Insurance or the liberalization of
discount privileges to keep his bank open in the next period of stress
will find himself leaning on a broken reed.

* * * * * * * * * * *

The contents of our loan files were wrecked during the depression,
partly because of factors beyond our control, but in no small part be-
cause of our own weak and indolent attitude toward proper credit
policies and methods.

* * * * * * * * * * *

If we loaned money on honesty, few would be turned down; but
capacity to pay is as essential as intention to pay. Keeping informed
is the only way to know about one's capacity to pay.

Easy and loose credit policies have done infinitely more harm to
the pub]ie than so-called tight credit. Public interest demands a
sensible, informed, constructive credit policy, and that means refusing
loans as well as making them. One's feeling in declining credit to a
man, is that he is doing him a good turn. The man who does not merit
credit can only be harmed by getting it.

* * * * * * * * * * *

With reference to the two commodities we have to sell, service and
credit, we will be unwilling to sell one, and aive the other away. Be-
cause for years we could sell credit at a rate to absorb the loss incurred
in giving away service, we have never differentiated between profitable
and unprofitable accounts. In fact we never knew which was which.

1

•
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Progressive bankers are investigating costs, and applying charges
and operating charges to wipe out losses uncovered by cost findings.

We are only in the first stages of cost analysis. What we are doing

now is applying charges only to stop losses. We will soon resort to
charges to not only stop losses but to make all transactions return a
reasonable profit.

In an investigation and study made by our bank, covering several
hundred typical small banks, some interesting facts came to light:

Not a single bank regretted the installation of service charges.

Accounts lost were typified by the bank which lost two hundred
accounts amounting to a total of $1,000.

It was found that the average annual income from such charges
range from $4,000 to $6,000 per million dollars of checking account.

In some instances the service charge income is running up to
$12,000 per million.

Hundreds of banks are paying their dividends from service charges.

In every instance deposits have increased.

(

We have found some large businesses declining to keep deposits in
banks where there is no system of service charges. They say it indicates
bad management.

It was faund that large active accaunts sometimes pay 50 per cent
of the charges collected. In our bank we faund accaunts with ledger
balances of $100,000 and over showing losses running up to $200 per
month.

It was found that the measured charge is the most acceptable and
the only fair and scientific charge.

In practically every bank, charges were installed with little or
no additional expense.

We were convinced that the whole service charge program is in a
process of evolution. The job is not done with the installation of such
program. We will finally come to the point where such charges will be
standard and based on factual cost findings.

One of my Kansas banker friends wrote, "Henceforth we are measuring
our operations in utter disregard of totals, now our yardstick is Profits."

A correspondent from Virginia says, "Unless the small unit bank is
willing to adjust itself along the lines of present day methods and
serve its community on a profitable basis, it is doomed to oblivion."

 A
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A Michigan banker wrote that one of his customers, a shoe merchant,
said to him, "You could get a lot more business if you didn't have the
service charge." My banker friend replied, "So could you if you sold
shoes below cost."

Other developments are taking place which will add to our income.
One of the most notable is in the line of personal loans. We sell credit
retail and wholesale at the same price. Why not aprly a retail price
list to the hundreds of small loans which cost us more to handle than
the profit on them. Merchandising concerns do that. This is accomplished
by minimum loan charges and personal loan departments.

* * * * * * *
It is quite possible for us to run safe banks and make a fair return

on our stockholders' money, if we are open-minded, alert, courageous, and
are willing to co-operate with our neighbors. Banking is at the cross-
roads. It will go forward one of three ways: national unified banking
with managerial supervision; socialized banking with government owner-
ship; or a continuance of the present system under modernized management.
There is no question, I take it, about the choice of the vast majority
of bankers.

The logistics of good management are cooperation, profits and yublic
service. Cooperation is necessary for the assembling, analysis and
dissemination of facts and in their application. Cooperation is neces-
sary in fighting specious economic theories, in the education of the
public, in providing a platform and a backing for banking leadership.
We have found that this age is too complex to go it alone. We can be sure 1
that if we do not ourselves establish a banking system that to all
intents and purposes is unified through cooperative thought and action,
the Government will unify it through supervision of ownership.

Good management calls for absolute cooperation in small, local,
workable groups. A county clearing house association with from two to
ten country banks can, and should, be just as effective as one in a
large city. As indicated above, reasonable bank profits and public
service are inseparable. The public has found out what it means to be (
without banking facilities. The public knows it is better to pay service
charges and take less interest on time deposits, and have a sound bank
than to have no bank at all.

In all our talk about service charges we have forgotten the
trewendous economic implications in the nation-wide education of the
public to carry larger bank balances. Service charges will teach
millions of people in the next eneration to carry larger balances,
which will mean cash reserves for sickness or other emergencies, and a
sound sense of financial responsibility.

* * * * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: THE TARHEEL BANKER - N.C. BANKERS ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS
JUNE 1935

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT
By Millard F. Jones

Vice Pres. and Cashier Planters Nat. Bk. & Tr. Co., Rocky Mount

* * * * * * * *

Page 25

I am sure that it must be most gratifying to bankers, es well as
to the banking public of North Carolina, to know the excellent condi-
tions of banks in this State at the present time. Officials of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation have rated every insured bank
in North Carolina as a number one bank, and this is the only state
in the Union in which all banks are given this uniform high rating.
Having attained this position of leadership in sound banking, it is
our responsibility to see that it is maintained.

As business conditions improve and as our economic system reaches
a more normal level of operation, there is always the tendency to
relax our vigilance and lapse into some of the old habits that caused
so much trouble. In good times, as well as in times of depression,
we as bankers must ever keep before us the fundamental purposes of a
bank, which are: first, to operate a safe place for the public to
deposit its money; second, to supply the proper credit needs of the
community and provide other necessary and helpful financial services
to customers; third, from these two operations to derive a profit
sufficient to maintain adequate reserves, to provide capable manage-
ment and pay stockholders a fair return on their investment. Any
activity or course of action on the part of any banking institution
which is contrary to those fundamental principles must be regarded as
unsound and ultimately a source of trouble to the banking system.

* * * * * * * *

TRENDS IN BANKING AND BANK LEGISLATION - by Robt. V. Fleming, Pres.
Riggs National Bank, Washington, D. C.

Page 38 
* * * * * * * *

The theory that we so often hear expressed that banks create
business activity is wrong. Banking can only make a secondary
contribution to business activity. Bankers have the facilities end
the desire to extend credit but business must initiate activity by
seeking the credit which is readily available to all worthy borrowers.
Let it be said for business however I believe business men are as
anxious as bankers to contribute towards recovery but I think some
of the trouble lies in the fact that too many legislative measures

gs5
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THE TARHEEL BANKER - June 1935

Robt. V. Fleming
Page 38  (contd.)

have been proposed for reform which leiy an uncertainty in the minds
of business leaders as to their eventNI outcome and effect. Consequent-
ly, they hesitate to expand until the probable effects of such legislation
are known.

Frankly, I think, gentlemen, that if there was a discontinuance of
reform measures or a moratorium on such legislation for a while it
wouldn't take long for business to start up and recover.
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Address by Marion D. Brett, State Comptroller, Miss.
Proceedings of the 34th Annual Convention

National Association of Supervisors of State Banks
Atlanta, November, 1935.

Profit and Loss Factors with Relation
to Deposit Interest

As a future aid to earnings we have advocated a well rounded out
schedule of service and stop loss charges, and all but about thenty—
five of our banks are on some kind of schedule.

389,
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Address by W. S. Elliott, V. Pres., Bank of Canton, Ga.
Proceedings of the 34th Annual Convention

National Association of Supervisors of State Banks
Atlanta, November 1935

* * * * * * * * * *

Future of State Banks

* * * * * * * * * *

Federal Insurance of Deposits will ultimately break down. This
sounds like heresy, I know, when so many people are pleased with the
sleeping potion which has been administered alike to banker and de-
positor. It has been accepted by most of the banks and more than
8,000 state banks will give it a fair trial. The proposition is unsound
economically, and unfair in practice. Economic law is inexorable and
as this pr!nciple has failed in nine states, so it will be obliged to
fail, finally, in its nation-wide application. It is unfair to good
banks and Inequitable to large banks. Nowhere else is a good man re-
quired to atone for a bad man's sins. Large banks pay on the full
amount of deposits and receive a relatively small amount of coverage.
A banker told me recently he had deposits of 820,000,000 and only
$500,000 was covered by insurance under the P5,000 limit. He pays
P16,000 annual premium or over 3% on the actual protection given.
Ultimately weak banks will clo:7e and good banks will get aut of the
system and what will be the result? It does not take a Solomon to
answer. Again we shall see all deposits placed in banks solely because
of faith in the management and not because of Government insurance
equal in many cases to less than 1 per cent of a depositor's balance.
BanIcs will be operated on this basis or the Government will have to
take them over as some of our socialistic friends suggest.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: THE ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIATION BULLETIN—May 1955

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT-by H. A. Brinkman, Retiring Pres., Ill. B.A.

Page 22

The banker who does not feel the burden of his fiduciary
responsibilities is rare today. In the era which has gone, a few
men betrayed their trust and east a stigma on the entire profession,
but the banker of today does not need to be told that he is guarding
the accumulated wealth of customers, the large portion of whom ask
that it be returnable to them on demand. He still remembers most
vividly his experience of the last few years. Many an officer of a
closed bank has worked unceasingly day after day, month after month,
without compensation of any kind, endeavoring to reopen the bank which
he or his father had founded and whose business crashed because of
conditions for which he was not responsible. Volumes could be written
of the bankers and their families who have voluntarily paid in large
sums, and in some instances their entire fortunes, in order to protect
against loss the depositors who had trusted them. In Illinois alone
the total amount of money so contributed has amounted to several
million dollars but no credit has been given, in most instances, by
either press or public. In fact, usually the depositors never knew how much
of a sacrifice was made in order that their deposits might be preserved
to them and that their bank might be reopened for continued service in
the community. These bankers have seen their personal life savings go
to protect the savings of their friends and neighbors but they are hapny
because they have dont their best and a "good name is more to be prized than
riches."

Butthe spirit of the American banker has not penetrated to Washing-
ton. In high places, the theory seems to be that only popularly elected
or appointed officials are competent to direct the banking system. No
credit is given for training or experience. The untried theory is given
the right-of-way. The average partisan legislator ( and I do not unduly
criticize him because he springs from the people) does not seem to be
able to conceive of a banker who can and will make a decision uninfluenced
by selfish motives. The consequence is that even recommendations to our
lawmakers, if made by a banking association, must be tendered gingerly.
As a result of this attitude, the nation has lost the advice and counsel
of many of the brightest and most mature minds in the financial world
whose assistance might have been had for the asking.

q
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The Ill. Bankers Association Bulletin—May 1955

CLINIC ON INVESTMENT AND LOAN POLICIES--John J. Anton, Chairman

Investment Policies for Banks in Times likke These--F. Lee Major:

* * * * * * *
Page 44

Bad loans and unsound investments are made to no great
extent when money is tight but when banks have large cash re-
serves, when returns on investments are small and bankers see
their earnings going down, down, down, they get nervous. Then,
in their eagerness for better earnings, they too often allow rate
to warp their better judgment and losses are made which are dis-
covered when conditions tighten up.

I do not want to lay down rules of percentages for different
classes of loans and investments, but one can hardly discuss this
subject without consideration of a division of investments comparable
to the different classes of deposits.

Therefore, we must first consider the classes of deposits which,
broadly speaking, are demand and time, and the investment of these two
classes naturally falls into two divisions.

Undoubtedly it is logical and sound that demand deposits should
be invested in loans or securities which can readily be converted into
money when demands are made.

Time deposits, including savings, can be invested in securities
of longer duration, but convertibility should never be lost sight of.

,Pege 45 

The reason so many State banks were bogged down by their realty
commitments was principally, I believe, because there was no place
to readily convert real estate loans in time of urgent need and as
yet this condition has not been remedied.

Every real estate loan presents a personal credit risk no matter
what the value of the real estate securing the loan. The failure to
recognize, annlyze and deal with that personal credit risk is one thing
which added to our real estate loan problems in recent years.

Bankers, to a very large extent have themselves to blame for the
banking troubles we have gone through and no small part of this has
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The I11. Bankers Association Bulletin--May 1935

F. Lee Major
PaRe 45 (contd.)

been caused by their selfishness and lack of cooperation. In the
last few years we have seen many changes not to our liking, and un-
less bankers put aside greed and petty jealousy and are willing to
cooperate in the working out of sound banking principles and the
education of the public in these principles we may expect to see
even greater changes than those we are now going through.
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The Ill. Bankers Association Bulletin—May 1935

DECLARATION OF POLICY OF TRE ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIATION--
Adopted by the 45th Annual Convention

jtve 72

The banks have just completed one of the most important
cycles in their history. After going through the depression and
liquidation of the years 1929 to 1952 followed by the moratorium
of March, 1955, the banks of this State have now been rehabilitated
as to solvency, soundness and public confidence. The problems of
bank management and earnings have been uppermost in the minds of
the bankers during the last two years, and they now realize that
they must make proper charges in order to maintain profitable
institutions.
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The Ill. Bankers Association Bulletin--May 1955

Mr. Nirdlinger, the new Pres.

Page 74

"Bsnking is at somewhat of a crossroads as to methods of
supervision and control. We have heard a great deal of that in
the last two days. We will probably hear more of that in the
next 12 months. However, each bank can do its best towards
having proper supervision and having proper laws and having
proper control by doing the best job it can in its own community
in the way of proper management, proper customer relationships and
the proper handling of its affairs so that its community may take
pride in the bank and may stand up for that bank when it needs help.
That is the individual part of the banks in Illinois."

* * * * * * * *
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The Ill. Bankers Association-gulletin--May 1935

COMMITTIF ON BANK MANAGEMENT

PaFc 76

To the Members of the
Council of Administration:

Following the appointment of the Members on the Committee
on Bank Management, the Committee met in the office of the
Association on July 12, 1934 and adopted three major activities
as the program for the year. These are:

1. Making as nearly uniform ES possible the adoption of
schedules of service charges and fair trade practices by the
banks in the State, in line with the declaration of policy of the
Association at the lest annual convention.

2. The unification of interest rates on time money, that is,
developing further the matter of bringing down time rates to present
day conditions and also the desirability of uniform practices in the
method of computation of interest.

5. Bringing about the adoption of a uniform statement form
for bookkeeping purposes and a condensed form for publication.

* * * As to the third, the sub-committee charged with bringing
about uniform statement forms was, of course, considerably dependent
upon the development in the several official agencies of the State
and Federal Government. Certain progress has been made in this work
although it is still one which requires continuing effort.
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Address by Leo T. Crowley, Chairman, F. D. I. C.
Proceedings of the 34th Annual Convention

National Association of Supervisors of State Banks
Atlanta November 19359

* * * * * * * * *

On the ouestion of management of all banks, I know it is a serious
problem because I do not know that we have enough real bankers to go
around, and that is especially true when you reali7e that 2700 banks
in the fund are insured for 80% or better, and 13,300 are insured 70%
or better, so you can see the tremendous financial interest in banking.
There are 4500 banks with $250,000 deposits and 9700 banks with denosits
of t750,000, and the question of management of banks is a tremendous
item because there is the question of earning capacity with sufficient
profits to employ the proper management. In the Banking Act of 1935
we fixed the total assessment of insured banks on total deposits. We
have analyzed that and find in 13,300 banks it reduces the assessment
to the banks very materially over the assessment they would have paid
on the one-quarter of one percent under the Banking Act of 1933. True,
it does place an additional burden on the banks when you get upwards
of $50,000,000 and over, but from my observation of that, it is im-
possible to expect with the earning capacity of our small banks that
they would be able to pay the one-quarter of one pPrcent on insured
deposits, and therefore we recommended insurance on total deposits and
I know to most of you men, more were aided than hurt in that assessment.
* * * * * * * * * *

3 ql
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Proceedings of the MISSOURI BANKERS ASSOCIATION

INDEPENDENT BANKING

By Clinton B. Axford

(Page 54)

fie have oversold the demand deposit function, and today are paying

the price, and we till go on paying the price until by some means we are

able to blockade the demands of depositors then the accumulation of tnose

demands 740111C1 mean our financial oeath and their great financial loss.

Can te ever be independent bankers as long as we must depend upon some

outside agency to save us wnenever our depositors cnoose to call our debt

to them?

It is my suggestion, therefore, that during the next ten years, American

bankers snould fight this ever-grouing trend toturd making all assets
theoretically as good as cash by promising them the rediscount privilege, a

vital error in Title II and the F. L. I. C. theory, 8nd tork totard independ-
ence by reducing tne pouer ),,hicn our depositors today hold over our bunks.

This can and snould be done by changing tfte deposit contract to a per-
formable one in place of the present open end demand against the bank. It
should be tne privilege of every bank, and tne understanding of every depositor

that funds in the savings account could not be drawn upon at so fast a rate
as to impair tne bank. Let those tno wish to consider their money in tne bank
as cash keep it in demand accounts, and let bankers keep tnis demand account
money in strictly self-liquidating paper.

Let the rest of our people, tho are making us their trustees in the

investment of something like 4T.5,000,000,000 of deposits, so-called, be
stopped from expecting us to guarantee the par value of tneir investment.
Talk about Government guarantee of bunk deposits being impossible. This
degree of banker guarantee of deposits is equally impossible, and because
it is impossible, we are forced at every crisis, local or otnervise, to sell

another portion of our local banking independence to some outside agency

to tide us over. Perhaps it is the city correspondent bank, or the big
branch system dotn the river vnich steps in to save us. But the price of the
rescue is the surrender of our home rule.

The defense against this line of development - and it applies to tne
Federal Reserve System as well as to tne smallest local bank, is unquestion-
ably the retreat of the banking system to a position wftere it cannot get
caught short. Such a system requires tnat every callable liability be
matched by a callable asset, and that no demand or snort notice liabilities be
tiekup in frozen or slot assets. Since the supply of quick assets is
distinctly limited, the rest of tne so-called deposit money should be invested

under terms tnich permit liquidation at the discretion of the banker in

44-'01
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INDEPENDENT BANKING (page

(pages 54 and 55)

times of stress. Let every long-term asset be balanced by an equally long-

term liability. Is there any other way out, except inflation? And that

is only a temporary postponement of the evil days.

Then, and only then, will we be able to say tnat tne American system

of banking is independent. Then and only tnen will we be able to call our

bunko our own and be able to stand foursquare with tne world when outside

interests - either ambitious branch bankers or Governmental macninery -

try to encroach upon our freedom of action.
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Proceedings of the MISSOURI BANKERS ASSOCIATIUN

Nht BANKING PitOBLEMS

Address by Rudolf S. Hecht

* * :', x * * * * * * * * *

(page 107)

These men are M. A. Oraettinger, executive vice-President
of the Illinois Bankers Association; Carl t. Allendoerfer, vice-president

of tne First National Bank of Kansas City; and L. A. Andrew, vice-President
of tne First 6tate Bank of Mapleton, Iowa, and formerly Bank Commissioner

for Iowa.

(page 107 and 108)

Mr. Graettinger also spoke vigorously for tile elimination from the
bill of the provision requiring all banks to become members of the Federal
Reserve System in order to continue as insured banks.

Banks in tne states he represented, he said, tant to see maintained
the dual system and the right of states to charter banks in accordance
with localized sentiment and conditions and are opposed to the possible
centralization of banking that compulsory membership may lead to. He
made the point that management is the meaaure of success in any banking
institution and that there is just as efficient management in the smaller
units as in the larger institutions. He rigntly dwelt on tne way the
unit country banks, whether national or state, otned and officered by
men who have their homes in the community, have been the greatest factor
in building up the community.

He further pointed out that there are state non-member banks without
sufficient capital for admission to the Federal Reserve System, but never-
theless whose capital structure is large enough in proportion to their
liabilities to take care adequately of tne business entrusted to tnem.
These banks, he said, could not profitably employ the necessary capitaliza-
tion increase which would be required for membership. He expressed the
opinion that with the changing trend of economic conditions in the smaller
communities, banking conditions there would take care of tnemselves by
the natural process of evolution and adjustment tithout the requirement
of compulsory membership.
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Proceedings of the MISSOURI BANrihitb AbL,OcIi.TION 91.7 /6",_&5

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE, PRESIDENT
, : 7-44-

(Page 21)

Because of the traditional reticence of the bankers, many misconceptions
of banking problems have been current. This muddled thinking on the part of
the public as to the role the bank plays in the community and the public's
responsibility toward the bank has not tended to promote a wholesome relation-
ship. Ae hankers know it is a fallacy that banks can survive without making
a profit. And our people should be made to understand that only profitable
banks are safe banks, and that a bank thich does not make money is an unsafe
bank and a menace to any community.

Again, we bankers realize as the public does not, that our banking laws
have not been written by bankers in the past nor are they at the present time.

(Page 22)

it is to the creait of our bankers, I tnink, that tney are refraining
from making a large volume of bad loans, regaraless of the clamor for banks
to loan, for certainly recovery would be retaraed tnereby instead of helpea.
Recent surveys nave been made which snow a fact generally overlooked by the 1,
public, that expansion of bank loans follows business improvement and does /le'
precede it. Commercial bank loans lag behina business activity both on the
down swing aua tne swing. Tne rise in business finally creates the demand
for bank loans which follows upward after a lag of months. In brief, "the
business hen must lay the loan egg, not the loan egg be hatched into tne
business chicken."

(Page 24)

Safety in banking in the final analysis will always aepend upon the

individual. A bank till be just as good as, but no better tnan its manage-

ment. No amount of legislation or supervision can guarantee good banking.

Definite minimum requirements must be met before an individual snould be

entrusted tith the handling of other people's money.

(
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Proceedings of the MISSOURI BANKERS ASSOCIATION

REPORT OF COM1ITTEE ON I,EGISLATION

S. E. Trimble Chairm

/-1,0 141---44 )
*

Bills that Failed

* * * * * * *

(Page 65)

HOUSE BILLS NOS. 387 and 693. Prohibiting banks and trust companies

from making loans to salaried executive officers, and from making loans

to any director of more than ten per cent of tne capital stock and surplus
fund without the consent of all of the directors, and forbidding banks

to pay interest on demand deposits unless authorized by general order

of the Commissioner of Finance, and then only at a rate not in excess
of rate fixed by him and forbidding the payment of interest on any time
deposit in excess of rate thich may be fixed by the Commissioner of Finance
from time to time.

It is regretted by the committee that this (n. B. 687 and H. B. ;693)
%as not received more favorably, and unless a strict rule or requirement
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation covers this as to its members,
a similar bill should be introduced at the next session.

4t1•7
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Address by C. B. Axford
38th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., May, 1934.

(The Hoosier Banker, June, 1934)

Perhaps the most concrete current problem is the code and the service
charre. To me the code idea looms as a possible way to escape or avoid
the miscarriages of state and Federal supervision, which were such great
factors in the accumulation of errors which led to 1929. Somehow, in the
development of local group co-oreration, I have felt we could find
machinery for self-discipline among banks. re have denendpd too much upon
Federal and state banking policemen to keep the banker with outlaw tenden-
cies ,Aithin the bounds of reasm and sound banking. When the results have
been bad, as in the case of the National Bank of Kentucky, the Bank of
United States, the American Fxchange Bank of Little Rock, we have all been
condemned for the failure. Ahere there is such group responsibility, there
should be developed group means for controlling the wildcat.

The service charge portion of the banking code, therefore, appeals to
me as something on which we can cut our teeth in this matter of group co-
operation. Cutting teeth is painful for babes. It appears equally pain-
ful for banking groups. But we shall be poor victims of our own individ-
ualism if we let the initial friction of working out the service charge
problem discourage us.

Looking over the banking scene, T am encouraged by thP example of
the mutual savings banks in developing group action. They have their
special Troblem, but no more so than the banks of your own county and
state. How they have stood together, co-operating in insurance, ad-
vertisina, central banking, and standards for assets and service policies
should be an inspiration. In New York their advertising dominates the
banking field. In Massachusetts they are self-insured, as a result of
their determination not to become involved in what they consider the
potential national weaknesses of the FDIC. In both Massachusetts and
New York they have their own central banking and rediscount system.

And so, if we can master this relatively simple little problem of
the minimum service charge, the practice in co-operation which it gives
us should he valuable in wider fields--agricultural work, group invest-
ment counsel, group credit information exchanges, group advertising,
group co-oreration and consultation with the supervisory authorities on
matters of discipline.

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * Will we assume a couple of years from now that we have
legislated forever out of our financial system the fear of banking and
currency crises, and of stock market panics? I am afraid that the
current legislative procedure is laying the foundation for the illusions
of the past all over again. We have a great confidence in laws in this
country, and in political infallibility in the execution of law, too
great a confidence. From 1913 to 1929 we labored under the national
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delusion that we had eliminated forever the chance of a banking 8nd
aurrency panic, since we had our banking and currency under the all wise
control of the Federal Reserve System. But we know now that the Federal
was manipulated for many social and political ends which could only
result in its ruin, which came from the totally unexpected source of
a stock exchange panic.

We yielded our susceptibility to illusions when we looked upon the
Federal Feserve System and said it was good. We assumed that we might
have bank failures, and that we might have minor depressions, but we
would never have a banking aurrency panic again. We forgot that in 1913
bankers had told Congress and President Wilson that within twenty ycars
the fruit of the Federal Reserve System would be the greatest panic
which the world had ever seen. But it came almost on schedule time.

Instead of teaching our people and legislators a lesson about
banking, we proceeded to legislate again. We diagnosed our trouble as
lack of confidence in banks and proceeded to give every small depositor
a guarantee. lAe have laid the groundwork for the same cycle of error
which led from the creation of the Federal Reserve System, through a
period of immense expansion of deposit liabflities to a period of
immense contraction. * * * * * *

But if I dare to read a sign-post of the past and venture a pre-
diction as violent as that of Forgan and Dawes when the Federal Reserve
System was created, it is thnt within a dozen years from the inception
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, we shall see our banking
system down in ruins about our heads again unless thinFis are vitally
and fundamentally more wisely run both at Washington and at home than
they were under Wilson, Harding, Coolidge and Hoover.

* * * * * * * *

I am afraid that I must assume that the colossal lack of an under-
standing of what is sound, self-liquidating banking on the part of our
millions will negative what forces there are for economic wisdom in
Washington once more and that the level of our national banking and

currency problem will be the common denominator of the banking and
economic intelligence of 125,000,000 people, and that is pretty low.
When a nation has to have its banks, its mortgages, its prosperity,
its faith in itself guaranteed, it is in extraordinary danger of
fooling itself, for the very fact that a guarantee is being granted
is likely to be double assurance that the risk is so great that no

guarantee can meet it.

* * * * * * * * *

To me the more detailed bank statement is the simplest answer to
the great banking problem--how to get more safe banks. Advertising
competition among banks which features the size of their assets is
foolish and suicidal, for it can only end by the bigger banks swallowing
the little ones.
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But on the basis of properly presented detailed statements, the

competition between banks can be kept on a ouality basis where it ought

to be. The simplest way that we know to get more safe banks is to re-

quire more honestly frank credit reports from banks to their creditors,

the public. Where it has been tried it has worked wonders in building

up the standards of local banking competition. Does it stimulate your

interest in the idea if I tell you that one of the biggest branch bank

proponents in the United States, with offices in St. Paul, is using more

detailed statements with telling effect to prove the superiority of his

type of banking? Looking back for the signposts of the past we find

that before the days of legislation for the purpose of making banking

perfect, the better the bank, the more detailed its statement reports.

We find British banks, where there are no banking laws on the subject,

recognizing the right of the public to have as good a credit standard

from them as they themselves demand.
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SOURCE: Report oil Lavings Banks, Safe Deposit Companies,
eliscellaneous Corporations and Licensed Lenders - N.Y. 1034

?age 6 

Continued attention should be given to the improvement of SHV-
ings bank management. It should not be necessary to mention that
trustees are presumed not to have outside interests which may conflict
with those of their institution. Nor are they expected to be remunereted
for the services which they render except where specific provision
therefcr is made by statute. While these principles may result in
hardship in isolated instanceE, adherence to them is nevertheless
essential if abuses are to be prevented. The requirements affecting
executive officers are even more exacting. In order fcr officers to
discharge their duties tc the depositors and to the 6tate, they must
keep themselves informed of the problems of their bank end of condi-
tions affecting itF welfare. The officer who serieusly attempts such
a task will find little time for outside activities.

Management should nut be content merely to adhere to pest
prEctices which it believes to ;)e sound. Changing conditions have
given rise to new problems whic* cannot be Folved by any formula
derived solely frem past experience. At the present time there
ia a need for the development cf more efficient methoes in the mak-
ing of mortgage loans. The financial status of berrowers as well
as the character Jf the security effered should be inveFtigated. Pos-
sibility of competition in the making of mrrtgage loams based upon
variations in appraisals should be eliminated. Institutions pro-
posing te make loans in communities in which other savings banks
are locate° should obtain from such savings banks all available
information concerning the prospective borrower and his security.
In the case cf savings banks located in the same community, efforts
should be furthered to provide for uniform methods of appraisal
and for an exchange of information concerning borrowers and
property values.
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SOURCE: PROCEEEINGS NEW YORK STATE BANKERS ASSOCIATION - 1934

Page 14-15-17 (Address of the President, McLaughlin)

If we review the situation calmly, we must reach the conclusion
that the problems that came as a result of the depression were
too big and difficult for us to handle, and that Government
penetration into business came as a result of our own appeals.
It is unnecessary for me to go into details on that subject.
We have a list of speakers--including Mr. Knowlton, Mr. Crowley
and Mr. Carlisle--and I know they are all going to touch on the
subject of the penetration of Government into business. Mr.
Carlisle is the head of one of those much-abused utility corpora-
tions, and not only do they feel the penetration of Government into
thcir business, but they feel almost daily the pressure of what they
regard as over-regulation.

X-

We must put the banking business back on a profitable
basis. When you bear in mind that out of the 15,000 banks
in this country, about 8,300 have less than $500,000 in de-
posits, and that if you apply a five per cent gross earning rate
against the deposits, the maximum gross income per bank
among these institutions would be $25,000, you can readily
understand why such a small percentage of our banks are
profitable. In this connection, the thing to which we have
got to give attention during the next few months is the so-
called Banking Code, to the end that we may eliminate free
srvices and unprofitable business.

The second important thing, in ,ny opinion, is that if we
continue to extend credit only to the Government and to no
one else, there is going to be a definite limitation upon the
earnings of banking institutions.

Page 17

To sum up, I am not worried about the Government tak-
ing over business. True, we have had a lot of regulation
and penetration. But we have ourselves to blame for that in
a large measure. I am not inclined to believe, although there
are some who think otherwise, that our people are as yet xx will-
ing to give up their Constitutional ri.hts rather than give up
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Proceedings New York State Bankers Association((ontd.)-1934

Page 17 (contd.) 

their radios. I am inclined to believe that, unless we change
our economic system, the management of business will go
back into the hands of the competent business leaders, if
they are in fact competent. That is the faith that I have in
the American people.

Page 'r'9 01ANKING AND THE NEW DEAL - Mr. lit& Knowlton, of Kuhn,
Loeb & Company, New York: Pres. 'icLaughlin and Members0

* * * But if anything in the field of finance is clear it is that
it is prejudicial to the interests of the creditors of a bank,
namely its depositors, and a fortiori to its stockholders, for a
bank to make unsound loans. It is also clear, though some-
times not sufficiently appreciated, that a loan for capiLal ?ur-
poses, not self-liquidating in the current course of business,
is an unsound loan for a commercial bank to make because it
usually proves to be a sticky loan.

Such loans should be made through the medium of a fund-
ing security, purchased by the investor.

Therefore, is it not grotesque for the largest bank creditor
and stockholder in the country today--I refer to our Govern-
ment--to urge upon banks that they exercise a liberality in
the making of loans which is unsound in that it involves the
making of capital loans?

  Yet this is what the Goveruaent is doing by the various
Page  30 exhortations of public officials who criticize the banks for not

loaning more freely when in fact the loans which they are
criticized for not making cannot qualify as current loans at
all. As an example I quote the words of Mr. Jesse Jones at
your meeting last FebruLry, where he said: "By reason of the
fact that there has been such complete stagnation in business
and industry during the last few years, much plant moderni-
zation and some building could very properly be carried on
if the money was available on fair terms with which to pay
for it. Some of this probably should be long time financing
but much of it could be provided by the banks."
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Proceedings N.Y. State Bankers Association - 1934

Page 30 (contd.) - Address by Mr. Hugh Knowlton

all
With/respect, I doubt whether loans for plant moderni-

zation and building are proper loans for the commercial bank
to make.

* * * More rescue parties would then be the order of the
day, and the Government would find itself in the position
of having to pay for its bad advice by pouring in more
of its money.

Surely the last few years should have brought home to
everyone the disastrous consequences resulting from sticky
bank loans. We have seen bank after batik go down under the
weight of frozen assets, to the sorrow of their depositors.
We have seen the Government come to their aid with vast

 sums. Of the countless loans which had become sticky and
Page 31 were thereby contributing their share to the strain, many were

loans which at their inception seemed to qualify as proper
bank loans but which had become lock-ups because of the
severity of the depression; others were loans made with in-
sufficient care, foresight or ability on the part of the lenders.
But I believe the instances were relatively few where banks
had wittingly and voluntarily made lock-up loans in the first
instance.

We now have the spectacle of the Government urging a
course of action better calculated than anything I know to
lay the ground-work for a recurrence of those dreadful condi-
tions which it has staked so much to correct and avert.

Not only is the granting of capital loans by a commerciql
bank prejudicial to the interests of the bank's depositors, but
it is equally detrimental to the borrower to put him in the
hazardous position of financing his long terli requirements
by credits callable within a short period. Convincing evi-
dence of this lies in the fact that the collapse of Germany's
industrial and banking edifice in 1931 was due largely to in-
dustries and banks in that country indulging in the practice
of meeting long term requirements by short term loans.
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Proceedings N.Y. State Bankers Association - 1934

Page 31 (Contd.) Address by Mr. Hugh Knowlton

The Government, in strengthening the capital structures of

commercial banks, in taking up substantial amounts of their

frozen assets, and in fostering the creation of a vast deposit

insurance fund, has done much to fortify our banking system

temporarily, but if the effects of its remedial measures are to

be permanent, the banks themselves must conduct their busi-
ness along sound lines, and anything which diverts them from

the well established principles is working against the cure.

Page 32 

The pressure on the commercial bank to make capital loans
is due to the fact that the investment banker is today not per-
mitted to function.
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SOURCE: ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SUPT. OF BANKS OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA * June 30, 1934

Page 17

Speaking generally, the combined statements submitted herewith
give a factual demonstration of the urgent problem faced uniformly
by all banks--earning assets in the form of good loans are not available
in sufficient amounts to take up the increase in deposits. The only
outlet is government bonds at extremely low rates--in fact, lower than
prevailing rates on time deposits. Either new business at profitable
levels must be offered or depositors must take a further reduction in
time deposit rates. At present this latter recourse seems more likely.
Even the acquisition of large amounts of government bonds on a low
yield basis may cause future embarrassment should prevailing rhtes
increase, due either to declining public confidence in government issues
or to the flotation of more attractive private issues.
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bCURCE: BANKING, Journal of the ABA—December 19Z4

Puss 15-16 
IS BANKING A PUBLIC UTILITY?

by O. Howard Wolfe
Cashier of the

Philadelphia National Bank

Today service charges art z4ain a live topic. New factors heve

introduced e different situbtion with res:ect to en old yubject. Con-

sidering what these new fbctoss are, it may not be 11111.EZ' to include et

least one of the aore importvnt banking changes thict influenced thv

bdoption of service charges some years tgo--that is, the prohibition

against the charging of sxchange 11:,, members of the Federcl Reserve Eye,

tem. This loss of b considerable revenue that could always be depended

upon made seriouu inroadb in the earning capscity of many country beaks,

especially those in sections of thk countr rhere the normal c7emsnd for

loans is not sufficient to produce Ln adequate income. With the feneral

drift in the direction of unificstion anc control, non-member institutions

cannot escape giving considerstion to the question whether they may not be

faced with what to them will be an unfavorable conclusion of a_pr,Jblem

that continut-o to harsss meaber ;s:..nkf since 1914.

It has lout been the contantion of fax-sighted bonkinE ntudents that,

to parbphrase Lincoln, the unit bankinc system cannot forever exst half etichange

ano half par. Obviously it is an unfsir arrangement that certain btnks can

collect checks drawn on other institutions et ptr, while they themselves charge

exchange on Hil items drawn upon themselves. In other words, one does not need

to engage in ars, argument aa to whether exchanL:e crsrvs are sound or unsound.

One hub merely to consider whether the present arrangement can be permitted to

survive in contrast with regulations of such 6overnment agencies ns the F.D.I.C.

and Fegulution Q of the Federal Reserve Board. If all banks should be permitted

to ch. rge exchange by a revision of the Federal Reserve Act, then none would

benefit, and if all banks, hf seems more than likely, sliould be required to

accept items drawn upon themselves at par, then more than ever will the question

of service charges suggsst itself us a sound and lotical method to be used by

a bank to reimburse itself for the cost of handling the checks which its

customerb may drew upon it.

* * * * * * * * *

;
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Annual Report of the F. D. I. C.
Fer the Tear Ending December 51, 1954.

(Pages 66 and 69)

CauLes of bank suspeneions. In the cere of five of the nine insured bankr
failine in 1914,, eue)eneion was the direct result of criminal activities of
bank officergi. The remaining four ftilures agy be attributed to bed caenagement,
insufficient businesa to provide enough eernings for maintenance of a bank, and
internal discord. No epecific information has been collected regarding thu
reasona for the failure of the uninsured licensed bAnks which sus7ended.

Various lectors are responsible for the email number of failures of
licensed banke 1954. itie Reconstruction Finance Cor,foretian made large
suss available not only through purchases of ca)ital obliii btions but aloe
through direct loans, and other governmental agencies facilitated tho re—
financing and licuidation of loans. FUrthermore, the sua2ensions
occurred prior to and immediately aubsequent to tht btknking holiday eliminated
a larie vro,)ortion of the weak banks. The declines in tne volume of business,
in prick,s end in incomes characteristic of the downward s'Aint in buriness
activity froa 1929 to 19B3 had ceased.

Periods of recovery subsequent to henking crises have in the peat bees
characterised by relatively few bank failures. The unusually loy rate of
failure: during 1914 cannot, therefore, be expected to continue.

42,7
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A CONSIDERATION OF BANK INVESTUYIT POLICIES—Prepared by Prof. B. H. Beckhart,
for the Commiseion on Banking Law and Practice, Aesociation of
Reserve City Benkers---Nay k91 1954

,Pa.aeb 44-45

The failure of many member banks to follow a conservative invest-
sent policy ie indicated in a recent study made of failed membr banks.
Thie study ehowe that the investment policy of many banks wEr at fault
in that bonds were bought prizerily fox yield; that banks indulFed in
bond trhding which consieted of selling high grade irsuee and reinvesting
the proceeds received in aecuritiee of a lower irade am of retaining
poor bonds with a large deprecietion with the expectation of selling
those securities later at a more fevorable price; and thet convertible
bonde and unlisted bonds, real eetate clad irrigation Londe of e poor
quality were bought. In short, away of the banka which failed were
guilty of buying low grade and unseasoned issues and of buying convertible
bonda at a high premiun. The concecuencee of these practices became an
important rector in the benk failure situation through 1951 and 135k.
In the case of 105 banke which failed tnrough 1951 it was shown in this
study that the depreciation in the book value of their bond account et
the time of the last examination prior to failure cane to 14.5 per cent,
which repreeented in dollar amount a depreciation from t69,755,97.''.06
to 959,779,959.37.

Sihmary

Fron the tables presented it would Ippear that the investments of
*ember banks through the period covered, whether or not we take the policiee
followed by the English and the Canadian banks as yardsticks of measurement,
were dieproportionetely large, reletive to tine and to totel deposita. To
too great an extent were member banks gambling with the future changes in
the long-time rate of interest, as well ae with more immediate factors. And
as mentioned before, the tine deposite of member banks have been akin to
demand deposite and probably aore closely related to demand deposite than the
time deposits of the Englieh and the Canadian bamke, which would render all
the more dangeroue the building up of a large investment account.

Closely related to the absolute increases taking place in the invest-
sent portfolio of member banke iv the fact that the quality of the eecuritief
held declined. Bad investment practices were an inportant crease of bank
losses in the case of all member institutions, and in the case of MAN,
institutions were an inportant cause of tht-ir failurea. Sot enough emphasis
eas laid on the relative degree of safety of the bonds purchaaed, on their
merketability or upon a staggering of maturities. Many banka were inexpert 1
in bond analysis and this reflected itself in th( losses sulfered.

1
See also study by Robt. B. Warren, im Ongragoi or th, 
and Pederal Reserve Bankint, Lystems, Neerimge before a subcommittee
of the Committee on Banking & Currency, U.S.Semate, 71st Congrees,
5rd bersion, Pursuant to S. Res. 71, Part 5, pp. 655-660. 4-36
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SOURCE: THE MISSISSIPPI BANKER -- MAY 1934

ADDRESS OF MR. GILMER WINSTON, Chairman of the Board of the Union Planters
National Bank of MeJlphis

Pages 15-16

In closing these remarks I speak a good word for the bank
examiners. hegard them as your best friends and listen to their
advice. They are prohibited by law from giving certain specific
information about other banks' affairs, but you can usually count
on it that their advice is based on experience aomewhere else.
You might not agree with them on some points, but consider most
carefully what they advise and if you heed their advice you will
probably run a soun6 bank and, after all, that is our goal.
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SOURCE: THE MISSISSIPPI BANKhR -- MAY 1934

PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL ADDRESS-M. Gereld Burrow, Pres.
Pres., Bank of Tunica

Pa.ge 9 

In conclusion, may I discuss briefly the responsibilities that
rest upon us as bankers of Mississippi in the solution of our national
problems. Foremost among our duties, as I see them, is to furnish
our several communities safe and strong banks in which to place their
funds, and an intelligent administration of our duties. A triple
responsibility rests upon the banker. He is the custodian of the
community wealth, and clothed with a sacred trust to preserve in
safety the assets with which he has been entrusted. To do that is
his first great obligation. He is further charged with the responsi-
bility of conserving the capital of his share-holders and returning
then a fair reward on their investment. And a third and pressing
obligation is to serve in the upbuilding of his community by meeting
all legitimate demands of the community for the capital it needs.
It is hardly necessary to remind you that the profession has been under
fire. So-called big bankers have been scathingly denounced for their
greed and unethical practices. That some of them were inclined to cut
corners it would be idle to deny. The heads of our smaller banks have
been charged with incompetence more often than with dishonesty. What-
ever denies the public a sound, safe, secure and trust-worthy banking
service must be eliminated from whatever source the insecurity proceeds.
In a state filled with small banks as is ours it behooves us to increase
our capital wherever it is inadequate, and to enlarge our surplus as a
further margin of safety. In addition to a faithful and conscientious
discharge of our duties, we owe a public duty to perfect ourselves in
the work to which we have dedicated ourselves, and to develop a
proficiency in our undertakings that we have no+ always shown. We
are facing the opportunity of helping to usher ina new era in banking,
which will free us from the criticisms that have been heaped upon us.
In our defense, I am constrained to say,that, by and large, the bankers
have stood the fiery tests of the last four years with a courage and
devotion to duty surpassed byrDne. On their shoulders, fell with crush-
ing weight the collapse of our economic and industrial structure. And
with patience and fortitude they have faced their problems, and with
hope and courage, they now face the dawn of a brighter day.
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The lississippi Banker -- May 1934

ADDRESS OF MR. GILMER WINSTON, Chairman of the Board of the Union Planters
National Bank of Memphis

Page 11

The banker today is, in some respects, in a peculiar position.
On one side he hears that he must be careful and conservative in his
credits. In some quarters he hears himself berated and hears threats
of the private banking business being taken over by the Government.
He is faced with the necessity of keeping his bank liquid as a protect-
ion to himself and to his depositors, and in the offing he visions the
almost forgotten stockholder who is entitled to some return on his
investment. From day to day he reads of various lawsuits and wonders
how he can be liberal and at the same time wise and yet still observe
the various laws that have been brought about by the misdoings of some
of the members of the banking profession.

Page 13

Pak,e 14 
Our experience with loans to correspondent banks has been satis-

factory. Following 1930, peak loans to correspondent banks secured
by their collateral paper, and totaling about three million dollars
were paid in full without loss of a penny. I understand that other
lemphis banks have also had a satisfactory experience with such loans.

Do not hesitate to exchange credit information with other banks.
By so doing you will save money. The Memphis banks exchange such in-
formation on all loans and find it very valuable. There should be no
competition in making loans.

Stay off of second mortgages entirely unless you take them as
additional security.

Beware of the fellow who is continuously telling you how much money
he is making and whose account does not reflect the profits.

Beware of the fellow who does not list his contingent liabilities
and claims he does not owe anything.

Watch carefully for the fellow who is living beyond his means trying
to keep up with someone else.

Watch carefully for the fellow who lacks capital and wants to borrow
money not sufficient for his needs. Do not lend it unless you are willing
to see him through with additional loans.

Scrutinize loans that are to be used for non-productive purposes unless
you know where the money is coming from with which to pay them.Digitized for FRASER 
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The Mississippi Banker -- May 1934

Gilmer Winston
Page 13 (contd.)
Page 14 

With every loan try to have some reduction program. Some time ago a
friend of mine came in to renew a note and I told him that the note should
show some reduction. He stated he could not pay anything. I asked him
to pay at least $5.00. His reply was that he did not know the bank would
accept such a small payment. I told him that whenever the Committee saw
that a note of that kind was at least breathing they had hopes.

A great deal has been said about capital loans. It is my opinion that
a commercial bank has no right to make capital loans, nor do I feel it
would be proper for them to make capital loans and rediscount same with
any of the Government agencies, unless such loans are taken over from
them without recourse; however, I believe it is the duty of a commerci91
banker to give every consideration to applications for capital loans and
endeavor to work out for the applicant something that will be acceptable.
There are a great many things that a commercial banker can do to assist
the under-capitalized borrower in rearranging his affairs. * * *

If your bank maintains a trust department, give that department the
same attention that you give the loans of the bank, and what is highly
important, keep the records of that department so that proof can be made
that such supervision has been given. See to it that all trust securities
are checked at frequent intervals, and that late and up-to-date information
is on file supporting investments. Do not buy any investments for the
trust department from the bank or any of its affiliates.
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The Mississippi Banker -- May 1934

ADDRESS BY HARVEY C. COUCH, Member of Board R.F.C.

Page 32

The functions of a commercial bank are not to create business but

to facilitate business. 'f course many bankers have been concerned as

to the future profitableness of banking but the Government's part has

been to temporarily keep the Nation's financial structure intact during

an emergency and not to deprive stockholders of a reasonable return

on their investments. "Good banks are not made by legislation but are

the result of good management."

Page 35

Commercial banks should not be called on to make capital or long

time loans because their loans are made from funds derived from deposits

payable, usually, on demand. In many cases banks had learned their
lessons and had no intention of being caught off-guArd for future
possible "runs". This led to general embarrassment on the part of busi-

ness and particularly real estate.
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Resolutions Adopted by the
Michigan Bankers Association, June 22, 1934

(Michigan Investor, July 7, 1934)

* * * * * * * *

6. That the impaired earning power of the banks makes it incumbent
upon all well managed institutions that a charge be made to compensate
them for the services which they render; hence we urge upon all banks
the adoption of a schedule of reasonable service charges.

* * * * * * * *
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Address by Henry H. Sanger, V. Pres.,
Manufacturers National Bank, Detroit

Convention of Michigan Bankers Asso., June 22, 1934.
(Michigan Investor, July 7, 1934)

* * * * * * * * * *

One of the most difficult problems in bank management is the pur-
chase of bonds for the bank's investment, and probably the largest
losses sustained by banks has come from the depreciation of its bond
account. Nor should the banker be too harshly condemned for his judg-
ment in the past in selecting bond investments that have proved un-
sound, for few bankers have had the experience or have the information
available to select absolutely safe bonds for investment. They have
necessarily relied upon the recommendation of th3ir city correspondents,
or the underwriting house, whose opinion has generally been not un- (sic)

Quoting from "A Brief Disquisition on Bank Investments" issued by
Heber, Fuger & Company, it is pointel out that failures of banks are
largely due to inadequate or faulty planning:

1. Unbalanced diversification as to type of security with regard
to outlook for various groups.

2. Unbalanced relationship in proportion of long and short
maturities.

3. Lack of geographical diversification among fore-going groups.

4. Disregard of quality in favor of high yields.

5. Disregard of marketability as a requirement governing purchases.

6. Disregard of the effect of money market conditions on bond
prices.

7. Total disregard of the financial progress of the borrower once
a bond was bought.

8. Disregard of economic changes affecting industries in which
funds are committed.

Today liquidity, marketability and safety are more essential than
ever in respect to purchases of bonds for bank accounts.

I believe there is a definite trend upon the part of conservative
bankers to retain upon some fee basis, to supplement the judgment of the
officers of the bank, the services of an investment counsellor whose
reputation for safe and successful investing has been fully established
and one who has no pecuniary interest of any kind in the security
market. Such an expert counsellor not only passes judgment upon the
proposed investment, but after it has been male, watches the market
changes in the trend of the industry or in the financial status of the
municipality or corporation, whichever it may be. This frequently

1
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saves the bank from losses far in excess of the cost of the service. In
my opinion this service should well be considered by banks, especially
in the smaller communities that have not the facilities for proper
guidance and advice in selecting their investments.

A leading economist and investment counsellor of national repute
recently said in an address on this subject, "Experience has clearly
shown that the function of purchasing bonds for bank accounts, should
be delegated to men or committees well trained in bond analysis and
willing to spend sufficient time to adequately study each security
purchased. All purchases should be reviewed at frequent intervals. Is-
sues should be avoided regarding which there is any element of doubt;
proper diversity should be continuously maintained in respect to all
holdings; bonds of small local corporations, many real estate bonds,
foreign bonds, second grade utility, industrial and rail bonds generally
suffer market-wise during times of depression; caution in respect to
bond purchases should be exerted in times of prosperity."

* * * * * * * * *

Bond accounts of banks that successfully weathered the storm re-
veals the following characteristics:

1. Quality was the primary requirement in any bond that was pur-
chased.

2. Only marketable issues were included in the portfolios.

3. Diversification as to type of security was well balanced among
the various groups having a relatively favorable outlook.

4. Proportions of long and short maturities have been well ad-
justed to money market conditions.

5. Diversification was carried out geographically in all types of
bonds held with largest investment in the more stable communities.

6. Careful check had been maintained on the earnings of each
borrowing corporation and on the market price of the bonds. Bonds had
been disposed of whenever weakness appeared in any situation.

7. Over a period of years investments had been shifted from one
type of security to another as each group in turn had been subject to
influences that presented a relatively favorable outlook.

Banks today must look to service charges and to reduction of
interest rates paid on time and savings accounts, to offset the small
return on bonds at present prices and at current rates of discount on
loans.

* * * * * * * * * *
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Address by L. E. Birdzell, General Counsel,
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Convention of Michigan Bankers Asso., June 22, 1934.
(Michigan Investor, July 7, 1934)

* * * * * * * * * *

In the face of the record since the insurance fund came into effect,
which I have already given you, there should be no occasion to arEue its
need. However, there are still some who say that it is but a substitute
for a sound banking system, and that our efforts should be directed
toward establishing better management for banks rather than insuring
banks against losses. The proponents of this argument usually give the
Canadian banking system as an illustration.

The argument for better banks is well taken. We concur fully in
what its proponents say, but we feel that better banking can best be
achieved with the aid of our corporation. In the United States there
is a division of authority between the several states and the Federal
Government, and consequently, unlike the Dominion of Canada, the
character of our banking varies according to the location of the bank
and the character of supervision given it. Through the aid of our
corporation we believe that there can be a better co—ordination through—
out the country to the end that a uniform high standard of banking may •
be maintained.

* * * * * * * * * *
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Address by Dr. Edwin Walter Kemmerer

38th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., May 1934.
(The Hoosier Banker, June 1934)

* * * * * * * *

Kemmerer, Walker professor of international finance, spoke on "In-
flation and Stabilization" before a joint meeting at the Claypool hotel
of Indiana Sound Money Committee and the Indiana Bankers Association.

The plank with reference to experimentation was one of eight which
he suggested as embodying the hope of avoiding breakdown of currency and
a consequent serious inflation.

Other meaaures which he advocated included the following:

A restoration of the Federal Reserve system to its normal functioning
and the discontinuance of the present policy of having it function
chiefly as a fiscal agent of the government.

Repeal of the so-called permanent plan for the guaranty of bank de-
posits.

* * * * * * * * *

4-Nr)
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"Code of Fair Competition for Bankers
and Activities of the Code Committee"

Address by A. J. Stilwell, Vice President,
Continental Illinois Nat. Bank and Trust Co.,Chicago

38th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., May 1934
(The Hoosier Banker, June 1934)

* * * * * * * * *

Bankers generally have recognized that the diminishing margin or
profit in banking operations requires the elimination of unprofitable
accounts, and what is equally important, the impartial and ecnitable
treatment of its customers.

Bankers have in some cases knowingly, more often I believe un-
wittingly, used the profits from profitable accounts to defray the ex-
nense of handlinF unprofitable accounts. Manifestly this is unfair
both to the bank and to the banking public. Service for nothing, or
service that is paid by someone else, is neither good business nor
sound economics in these times when the soundest banking practices are
being demanded everywhere. It is this line of reasoning that has
produced what is known as the measured service charge.

* * * * * * * * *

In a public appearance in 1931, Mr. John W. Pole, then Comptroller
of the Currency, discussing the public aspect of bank management, said
in t:

"We appear in this country to be fully committed to the policy of
governmental control over banking. All of our banking systems, whether
state or national, operate under specific powers granted by legislative
enactment and bank operations under these powers are supervised by a
public official charged with the duty of holding the banks strictly
within the confines of the statutes. In addition to this statutory
limitation, the supervising officers freouently are given the power
to make rules and regulations in the further application of the statutes.
In banking, as in many of our activities, we are inclined to attempt to •
cure all defective operations by new statutory enactments and new govern-
mental regulations.

"In the final analysis, however, governmental action, whether
statutory or regulatory, can only set the metes and bounds of bank
operations. They can penalize violations of the law and can exercise
a restraining influence upon banking practices within the law, but it
is well known that good management can not be produced by legislation
or governmental fiat. Good management must be a natural growth from
within the institution. 0.4/

"What constitutes good management can always be determined by the
consensus of banking opinion. The larger the bank the more important
becomes the question of management. Banks of metropolitan size bear
a great responsibility to their shareholders and to the -ublic and it
is essential that tneir banking policies and practices measure up to
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the highest existing standards. In our large cities the clearinghouses
have played an effective part in the development of local banking
standards. The type of work done by these voluntary associations should
be extended if possible to all banks. I know of no better instrumentality
through which to build up in this country banking traditions strong
enough to effectively discourage all types of bad banking.

"I realize that from the.standpoint of the banker, banking is a
private business similar to other gainful occupations and that the
fundamental business principles of freedom of action and unity of
responsibility upon boards of directors should not be subjected to what
might be called governmental interference. On the other hand, in

banking there is a large public interest at stake--an interest both of

the government and of the depositors--and so long as there is the
possibility of a repetition of certain recent outstanding examples of
bad management, whether through incompetency or through a willful dis-
regard of responsibility and honor, there is the prospect of increasi_ng

the powers of governmental supervision as a remedy."

* * * * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: THE VLHEEL JANKER - N.C. BANKERS AS&OCIATION PROCULINGS
JUNE 1.984

RE?011 OF THE VECLETALY, fatal P. Browp

Pagee C1-62 
* * * * * * * * * *

In 19FE Arkansae buffered thirty attacks by bank robbers rith
loss running between 140,000 and $50,000. In April, 193B, Mr.

ftasson, Commissioner of Banks, offered the augEestion to the banks,
Chat the beet way to stop theae robberies seems to lie in teking
the profit out of them. After several conferences rith oankers and
insurance men he iseued on August 19, 19U, the following orders to
every state benk in Arkansas:

1. Iou are not to neve on your premisee at any time cash,
including coin and currency, aggregating more than 1 per centum of
your total deposits of all classifications as reflected by the
latest statement furnish(d by you to this department.

E.Funds unexpectedly received and in excese of this maximum cash-on-
hand allowance will be dispatched by you to your reserve depository as
promptly ae poesible.

5. Exposed cash, Keening cash on counters, in cages, etc. and not
under time lock, shall at no time exceed 20 per centum of the total
allowable cash you are permitted to have on hand.

4. At such time and for the entire duration of such intervals as
your tine lock is off, all entrance doors to your premises must:

a. Be closed and mecurely fastened, or
b. Guarded by at least two employees, or guards, equipped

with loaded firearms and stationed at each such unlocked
entrance door.

At the II same time a copy of these orders was eubmitted to each of
the national banks in our State, together with a cover letter pointing
out the crisis with which we were confronted and inviting their cooperetion.

Iu the six months that elapsed following the issuance of these orders
there were but six attacks on banks in Arkansas with a total loss amount-
ing to lose than t4,000. Truly the observance of these orders "took the
profit out of bank robbery."

24,1
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SOURCE: ASSOCIATION NEWS BULLFTIN-Sevinge Banks Association of
State of New lork

OCTOBER 18-19, 19U

ADDRESS by Hon. Joseph A. Broderick

?age 1C.

Let us keep three things in mind in lookini forwurd: Etructure,
*amassment and methods. Is our present structure the proper one?
In whet way could it be improved? No we need oo many separate offi-
cial staffs to handle the sevings deposits of this state? Should
there be m development in the establishment of branch offices, not
new banks, because in all the talk in regard to branch bankinf in
this country, no true students of tne situetion ever said thtt we
needed fewer bunking offices. The hsve saia we needed fewer banks.
lour bank, commercial banks, all banks are establithed for only one
purpose: to promote the advantage end convenience of the public, not
to promote separate organizations.

Every depositor in every savings bank is entitled to good maneEe-
mint, and I am elad to say that in neerly all of our banks we have
had adequate management. But we must strenethen. We have done that
during the past four or five years through the cooperttion of you
gentlenen. Ne have reduced the nueber„ and there la room for further
reduction.

There ia a different degree of ekill in management. It is poseible
to carry things forward, bring institutione together, and get a composite
management which is better than the menagement of either. You now have
in your own organization the Savings Banks Trust Company, and in your
Savings Banks Insurance Fund, of which the Savings Banks Trust Company is
the trustee, Ruch skill. They have a vital iaterest in the conduct, in
the management end in the condition of every savinks bank in this state.
The-,y are looking to improved methods, to strengthened management, and
from time to time they make sugtestions. I am hoping, gentlemen, that
when their sugestions ere made, you will give your full consideration
and cooperation. I may say the suggestions are made in cooperation
with the Banking Deptrtment, because the whole theory of this Savings
Banks Fund is to inaure the cooperation of the sevings banke themselves.
The bevings Banks Fund is really a self-governing body, and no government
official and no governmental party ever wants to take the management out
of the hands of a well regulated industry or beeking organit,ation. Right
in your own hands you have the means of bringing about s strencthening of
your situetion.

Pages 17-le 
* * * We do not like to send out critical reports. We do not like to

mod out letters to which you will take offense. You can 000perate with
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Associetion News Bulletin - October 1954

Hon. Jos. A. Broderick
Pages 17-18 (contd.)

us by removing the objectione thet are raised, and then there will
be no ground for criticism.

No criticism has aver been made by an examiner in our department,
or by one of tiat deputies, or by the 6uperintendent himeelf which
wee not intended as constructivy criticism. We are not attempting
to fix your policy. It is our duty, however, to call your attention
to points thk,t we do not think are pro,mr in your policy. We do not
intend to tell you whtit type of securities to buy or not to buy, but
it ie our duty to point it out to you when you coneentrate your
purchases in iselvs which impextial authoritirs believe ere open to
objection.

We do not want to fix your real estate policy, but we point out
that in at least forty or fifty sztvinis banks we have had special
corps, throueh cooperation with the Savings Banks Truet Company, study
your real estate management and conditions, and make sugcestions to
you. Where there are practices or policies which we consider are not
in the best interests of your depositors or your bank, it is our duty
to take as strinfent action as may be necessary to bring about a
correction of those conditions. I am prett., sure you will agree with
us.

* * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: kith ANNUAL REPORT 01 DIVLION OF BANKS - STATE OF OHIO
December 51, 19!4

PaKe 9 

PROBLEA OF 1,ARNING6

The question of liquidity is no longer the principal problem now
engaging the attention of the banker. One vital problem velich he
perforce, must consider, is how to increase esrnings to cover operating
expenses and build up the undivided profit and surplus account. In
the earliest days of banking in the United Statea a famous financier
expressed the opinion that banks should think wholly in terms of service
ana give little heed to the matter of profits. Certainly in this
cataclysmic age such a highly altruistic polic7; would. be impracticable.No business institution could function very long without a proper
income, and banks, admittedly, must have sufficient earnings in order
to provide adequate banking service for the people.

COMPENEATION FOR SERVICE

For aany years banks have furnished more or less valuable service
gratuitously. Through carefully devised aethods and scientific analyseseach bank may now learn the percentage of losses it may sustain through thegiving of such service. To off-set such losses, or reduce them to aminimum satisfactory to bank and customer alike, a movement has beeninaugurated by the banko which is calculated to make checking accountsself-sustaining. In the presentation of the whole matter, attention
is being invited to the fact that such accounts are not only a greatconvenience, but also a saving in expense, tiae and trouble for ouvtomers.
The question of the right of reasonable compensation for service given ie
xmtk worthy of general consideration.
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SOURCE: 27th ANNUAL REPORT OF DIVISION OF BANK:, -- :)TATIL OF OHIO
December 31, 1934

Page 

SAFEGUARDING OF LOANL,

The unthinking and uninformed who criticise banks for refusing t loan
funds indiscriminately fail to consider the unwisdom of making loans not
properly secured. Woreover, they display a lbck of knowledge of safe ane
sound banking practice, and of the duties andaesponsibilities of banking of-
ficiale. The funds loened belong to the depositors and shareholders, and it
is the Bounden duty of the loaning officials to see to it that such funds are
properly safeguarded. It should be home in alnd always that banks are but
the trustees and custodians of these funde of the people. Hence the obliga-
tion devolving upon the banks to be cautious in making loans,--to be sure
the loans are backed by satisfactory aecurity, and thnt there is assurenee the
borrowers will be able to pay these loan!,..

In this connection, it is not amitit, to emphasize that prospective borrow-
ers should be willing to furnish etatements as to their financial affairs as
often as they may be deemed necessary. The banks under State supervision are
being required to have on hand at all times credit files containing borrowers
financial statements. It is vital that this rule obtpin.

No bank can be intelligently examined and its proper rating Certified un-
less the examiner has before him the statements of borrowers on unsecured
loans.

The information thus furnished will be helpful, not only to the bank
but the au; tomer as well, as in many cases the banker, wise counsel will
be able to make suggestions, which will lead to correction of an impaired
financial condition of the cuEtomer which the statement ci,closes.
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bOURCE: THY MMF,ISVIT"I BANK'? -- VAT 1934

APDPESS OF MR. CILMRR WINSTON, Chairman of the Board of the Union Planterc
National Bank of Aemphis

P4Re 11

We hear everywhere that the Governml-mt is enterink the bsnkinF

business in competition with privets banks, but I am not afraid of

this as long as business Renerally carries its oart of the burden

of' restoring buying power to the masses, and this includes the banks.

While I feel it is the duty of the hanker to do his part in the new

desl, I do not think that he is expected in any way to violate

the fundamentals of sound banking, nor do think he is expected to

waste the money of his depositors nr stockholders. There iF no doubt of

the fact that the future of this country depends on e sound business

structure, and, therefore, any liberal credit policy should be sound

and bp.sed on sound fundamentals.

•
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SOURCE: THE OHIO BANKER -- JULY 19Z4

ADDRESS OF 22E PRESIDENT - Clark Will

We have been confronted with a difficult situation. By one
agency we have been urged to lend generously; by another we have
been inetructed to be strict in our credit requirements and to
have regard for maturities. Thie seems werranted under existinc
conditions. But the banker has been between the "devil and the
deep blue sea." We want to aid recovery, we want to make loans,
but we must make loans which will be reo44. We are eharged
with the responsibility of conducting our institution n the inter-
est of our depositors and our stockholders. Theee responsibilities
cannot be evaded.

Let us hope that in the near future we may witness the establish-
ment of a sound and consistent government pone:, in regard to the
extension of bank credit and that it will be possible to bring
about the grbduel r tirement of the government from the field of
finance which normally is end should be the province of privately
owned institutions.

One of the surest waye of avoiding further governmental participa-
tion in banking is to develop the soundest possible bElsking syrten.
This has been the aim of the Ohio Bankers Association during the
phst year. Every effort of the Aesociation whether in the field of
legislation, bank malutgement, protection from robbery, trmst depart-
ment operetion, public education, etc., has had as ite goal sounder
and shfer banking in Ohio.
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SOURCE: ASSOCIATION NEWS BULLETIN -- bavings Banks Association of
State of hew York

OCTOBER 18-19, 1954

ADDRESS by Hon. Joseph A. Broderick

PaKe 16 

Az to methods, gentlemen, just a final thought: I think me

all rLalize that our appraisal methods are in need of revision.
* * *

Page 17 

I do not think we need to hesitate to sey that there are

number of instances where there is competition between savinge

banks on appraieals, that there is no general policy, there is

no clearing-house, there is no conference, there is no way of

checking th( capabiliti-s of your appraisers, and so far as our

out-of-town banks are concerned, they were not in a position to
take advantage of the records, advice and experience of local

savings bank officials in taking aut-of-town riske.

Quite a few of you here understend fully whet I have in mind.
To be quite frank, many of our out-of-town savintu beak:. hcd the

:same difficulty that many of our commercial institutions had. They

were fully familiar with their local risks, the/ were able through

the local appraisere and their own boards of trustt,ec to place a

very good and fair value upon them, but when it came to the invest-

ment of their surplus funde, they htd to go into othEr communities.

Gentlemen, is it not possible—and I have said thie before, eeverel

years ao--to take advantt4e of the facilities of the local eavinge

banks in the investment of your funds, aE we are coming to a point
where you will have funds for investment? If you are t!king

mortgage in a smaller city or town other the* your own, ien't it

possible to take it through the local bank? burely you cannot expect

under the present system or the p:-!.st system to think that 5e)u are

koing to get Abe cream of the busineee. %at many of you hete got
are the mortgage loans which the local banke did not want. Through

your Lavings Banks Trust Company, gentlemen, you have the wane of

improving the methods used in the past. They have an organization

there, they will be able to give advice, probably they will be able to

work out some scheme for improving appraisal methods, passing on

appraisal policy, purely in an advisory cap&city. I do not think it

will be the intention of the Savings Banks Trust Compalv in any way to

take over the management of your institutions. That is not their intention,

but it iE their intention to gtve you the benefit of their experience in
different sections of the etate.
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SOURCEs THE OHIO BANKER -- JULY 19t4

ADDRESS BY THEODORE H. TAMENAW

Ages9-10-11-4 
* * * * * * * *

* * *When a bank faile the iirat inclination of many people in
that community is to want to hang the bankers. 6omes have expressed
the deeire that it might be a good thing to reenaot the old Chinese
law, which an told providec: that when a bank failed all ite officere
were inaediately decapitated. Thet would siaplify the discussion,
know, but I am sure thet if &Lich a law were *masted the supervieing
officers would be inclinied in tose Who ahould be considexed ctuilty
of a cepital crime if a bank should fail.

I do not blame the public for criticising the supervising authority
lAhen a bank fails. They have always assumed that the supervieihg
authority was rea14 a kind of a managing affair, a managing function
that the state and nation attempted to perform in your banks.

Of course, you ladies and gentlemen know that neither the law con-
templatee nor is the Banking Departaent equipped to manage your banks.
If the Banking Department were to assume responsibility for the manage-
ment of your bank it would have to have at least one person in your
bunks all the tine, and that would result in a duplication of effort
if not of responsibility. There it5 a distinct field for the two.
As your president said moment ago the determining factor in the
safety or soundness of banks elweye will remain "What ie the type of
the management of that bank?"

* * * Just now there are plenty of tendenciea at Washington and in
most of our state eapitols that would seem to indicete there is an
inclination on the part of the government, state and national, to as-
sume the management of your banks.

May say a very brutal thing to you and yet with all the kindness
in the world? The reaaon that ie true is becauae you as a group bays
failed to manage your banke properly. I ea speaking of you now as a
group and that is the subject would like to touch upon.

State and national supervision have
of banks. We hope that supervision in
Supervision can be effective only when
sac ccurage to stop at its inception a

failed to prevent the failure
the future will be more effective.
it is so equipped with personnel
bad practice or a bad policy.

Let ne suggest to you that while we have reason to expect state and
national supervision to improve in efficiency there is another element
that tv,1$ to be introduced into what might properly be called the field
of supervision before you will ever have it effective.

r
vete )1C
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The Ohio Banker -- July 1934

Theodore H* Tangenan
P!‘ees 9-10-11-1Z (contel.)

The suggestion I would like to make to you in reference to
eupervision, in addition to whatever Washington or Columbus mey
supply, ie this. 14 have heti few spots in Ude stete thet luve
been exempt, fortunately. So we can telk frankly vbout these things
for the panic among bank depositors iF definitely over. Insteee of
worryinc: about where yeu will cet the Ileluidi%, you are noy werrying
where you will piece the lirlteel tuner, thht are now loeding down the
benke of the coAntry.

But I would like to make this ruignstion end ark you when you
think back to the irritation and the danger that you ell lived through
by reason of weFk benke in your own imAediete neighborhhod which so
shook the confidence of the public thnt finally thej wondered "Iv
there n sound bank left?"--heven't you also an interest in seeing to
it that there are no such weak banke in your neighborhood? As c
matter of fact most of you krow which they were. You somettmes
whispered it among yourselves, but what did you do about it? Nolr, and
then when a collapse in your iMmediate neighborhood was imminent
(imminent after perhepe year*, of rotten practices and unsommd banking)
when you were efraid thet the collapse of a neighborhood bank would
carry yours down with it, then you got together and chipped into
pot of varying rums in order to carry that bank over a short period
of tine. But whet have you done as an Aesociation or whet have you
done us e group of bankers to eliminate these unsound benke?

* * * in ten, fifteen or twenty yeare from now we will again have
a certain proportion of banks in the ::tate of Ohio and every othor
state in the Unitec States that ere managed by men who are unfit to
be in the banks, and those men will constitute a menace to you; they
are your enemy in the rear.

Public supervieion in the past has not eliminated or stopped that
type of banking. I would like to lame with you the practical 'Mos-
tion that there be regional associations, not for the purpose merely
of playing golf and having a good time, but for the purpoee of seriously
netting up--here ie what I would like to sugeest--a standard of menage-
meat, which shall be thoroughly flexible but much more specific than
anything that you can write into any law or enforce by any type of
supervision.

In order to produce a little more flexibility we devised about two
years ago what is known as an Advisory Board to the banks so that the
banks could have that direct contact with the department. The only
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The Ohio Banker -- July 1934

Theodore R. Tangeman
Nee 9-4.0-11-1  (contd.)

way you can get more flexibility is to vest supervising officers,'
with e certain amount of discretion. It is altogether unfair to
iapose upon an4 one man, no =Ater how smart or how diligent or
industrious he may be, the responsibility of determining what tiball
be done ehen he finds himself racing conditions euch ae the present
Superintendent of Banks found hit/leaf facing ec the reault of ale-
managenent that had been going an for years.

I am auggeeting tc you to set up in regions, aot over the entire
Etate because conditions are different ia the state, a group that
should deternine a standard of management, and when you find out, aa
you will, that any bank is not eilling to let the other banke of that
neighborhood, in its owa community, knew what it is doing, than it
is probably not a safe bank.

Let ue get awl- from this old idee of secrecy ead the idea of
making our banks hiding placee for people who went to avoid taxes
and all that sort of nonsense. It ie a community enterprise. Never
in any activity has it been so true az in banking that you ars "Your
brother's keeper" and you will pay the penalty for your brotherla mis-
deeds. Let the banks in that community know what the other banks are
doing, know what the management is.

It is rather amusing at timee to hove mon who are lending, financial
institutions, either banks, building and loans or insurence coapanies,
come into the Department 'with kind of an apologetic ettitude, especially
when they have some criticism of the Department. I think it is true
generally, both here at Coluabus and at Washington, that an intelligent,
constructive criticism and euggestion, coming particularly from someone
who represents a group and has carefUlly considered the matter is thor-
oughly welcomed by any supervising department.

When you have thoroughly coneidered the matter, tried to place your-
self in the positian of a eupervising officer, and come to a conclusion
that is different from the one he hes, don't be afraid to say so. They
do not claim to be any saarter than you are, in fact they sometimes
admit their own weakness, if they don't they ought to be put out of pub-
lic office in a hurry.

It seems to ise, however, through a kind of u standard or management
that can be enforced through voluntary organizations, made flexible and
yet specific, in cooperation with public supervising authorities you oan
prevent the growth of another one-third of rotten banks that will endanger
the pu'lic confidence in the good banks.
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The Ohio Banker -- July 19I54

Theodore H. Tangeman
Pekes 9-10-11-12  (contd.)

It seems to ae there is another reason why you should be inter-
ested as a group and with other organizations in the state and
netion at large, in wanting to prevent weak banks or too many banke,
because too many banke usually results in some benk being etarved
and becoming a renk one. You ehould be intererted for another
reaoon bemuse of the conetant threat that an enemy Ls in your rear,
for if these banks fail you are L,oing to help pay- the price. You
have a moot extra3rdinar direct personal interest in whet the other
man is doing in his bnk by way of souad management.

* * * * * * * * *

I believe this Iseoeiation lart year, efter the Insurance 7,4ew was
passed by Congrece and wss on the Preeident'r desk, eppealed to the
President to veto the law. Gentlemen, that was unfortunote, that
eeemed to vey to your depositors, "We don't want you insured."
Your reason for it was that you Imre thereby encouraginc unsound
banking, that you were being asked to pa:' the penalty of the unsound
bankine of your neighbors. While there is that daiver, of course,
and because of the fact that that dnnger is greater today than it ever
wasp may I once more sugcest you give serious consideration to the
thought of forming and putting into effect c self-creteted and
volunti;ry regional organization where you will establish a st,ndard of
management. The effect of that organization if properly and honestly
set up and diligently followed will be more beneficial than any laws
written upon the statute books of your state.
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SOURCE,: PROCEEDINGS OF U1SSOURI BAUM ASSOCII,TION--lay 14-15-16, 1954----d

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF TEE PRESIDENT—N. Z. Carter

Pages k4-45

Let us turn back a few yearc end briefly review banking history.
The organization of the Federal Reserve Syetem in 1914, followed by a
vast expension of credit, the wertime demand ane rieing commodity
pricee, had tbk: effect of creating tank de2oeits on e larger scele than
ever before. Taking adventage of that situetien, and e eyttem in erect
at the time wherein almost awes. wittout regard. to qualific6tione, or
the need for more 1:leaking facilities, could obtain a chnrter, nerly
organized banks, operated not by trained bankers but in many. cases by
men unacquainted with banking fundamentals as well as sone who were
autri,ht promoters, soon spreng up in such numbers thet at one time
there were more than 50,000 banks in the United States, all engaged in
a struggle for sufficient business upon which to eeiet. In many case.?
officere in cherge of sound, well established beeeks, in an effort to
retein their cuetomers, were forced to do many things theei knew to
be contrary to good benking. No wonder this unwerranted number of banks
and the attendant unwise competition led eventually to the banking
holiday of 19Z!, and afterward to the realization that most banks,
both large and small, had inetalled many unsound practices, besides
a vest amount of free eervice iJnd the payment of more intereet on
demand and time deposits than was juetified by the returns from such
funds. Those familiar with the conditione under which many benka
operated were not eurprieed et their inability to earn the neceseary
expense of operetion and at the same time ebsor6 current loesee.

The rules embodied in the Bankers Fair Trade Practice Schedule,
adopted for Niesouri under the Code of Fair Competition, are besed upon
sound principles that should have been practiced by ell banks, and which
have been practiced by many well managed banks for a number of years.
The echedules are designed not for the purpose of creating lerge profite
to those engaged in banking, at the expense of depositors, but to gut
bank& on a sound basis so that eac12 account will pay its cost either k,
the maintenance of an adequate deposit balance, the earnings from which
are sufficient.to pay for the service rendered, or by the payment of
proper charges.
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SOURCE: PROCZEDINGS OF 4ISSOURI BANKERS ASbOCIATION-NAY 14-15-16, 1954

THE FUTURE OF THE UNIT BANK—address by L. A. Andrew

,Paste 9`;.:

Let us consider a few of the attributes of a good bank: It hes
eufficient capital to take care of a proper ratio with deposits. The
shares are rather closely held, giving a few men the rbsponsibility.
Officers and directors are chosen from the outstandin4 men in the
community one from among thoee who are not steady borrowers, and does
not include those with any entanglements of prom -tion or connection
with enterprises that might require a lhrge amount of money. Officertz
are paid a salary sufficient to free them from outside domiLtion or
the necessity for other earnings. In the looming of money the usual
carcful method is followed. A 1Lrger reserve is carrird then has been
the custom in the past, this should include a secnnditr, reserve of short
maturities in government and other high class eecurities. Bankers must
always resember than demand deposits are payable on demand, and this
should always be the first consideration when loans are made from deposits
of that source. Loans must be made only on complete credit information and
only to those who know how and when the loan is to be Ay-Aid. Loens must
be made only to those who can repay from the operation of their bucinese
and at n definite time on definite transactions.

P.A2
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SOURCE: PROCEITINGE MISSOURI BAKKEFf A=CIATION--NAY 14-15-1Z, 1954

THE POTURE OF THI UNIT BANK--addres8 by L. A. Andrew

Pilaff Wig

i.4

If sevings and time deposite nre carried in v(Aume and aro
really Tins reposits, s certain percentage say be put into loans
on real estf,te which have amortizetion 7.aynent requirements. In
regcrd to time and ravings deposits, I have been of the opinion
for several years that they should be governed by lare which require
those who receive interest on their depoaits to give at least ninety
dsye notice of withdrewsl end recuire the br.nk tc demand such notice.
I know of hundreds of banks which were forced to close because they
foolishly educetrd their patrons te think thst time end sevinge
deposite were payable on dennd. Furthermore, intereet paid on
deposits must be kept well below the average interect returns SS
loaneble funds. bank aust first be conducted on a profitebie basis.
Banks mast be profitable to be safe. Of course, such a program includes
the charging for all services at a proper rate to ahow the bank s profit.
I also believe that banks should limit the amount of deposits on which
they pay interest. The aecusuletion of a large &mount of time and
savings deposits has formed many banks to aake unsafe loess and invest,
ments in order to employ the money. The ides' unit b&nk micht be one
which pays no interest of am, kine on deposits and carries st least
half of its f2snets in cash tne frly maturities of government and other
first class bonde. We found , ut during eight yeers spent as State
Euperintendent of Banking: That lwne in which officers or directors
had any interest were usually the pooreat loans in the banks. Deposits
of trust funds and those payable on dosaud should be kept that fly. A
bank io mot a charitable institution and muet nakeht profit. If the field
ia tee mmall for vrofitable bank there should be/consolidation. We will
have femme banks in the future and must have better banks.

ote-r.G.3
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF MISSOURI BANKERS ASSOCIATION-41AT 14-1S-16, 1934

THE FUTURE OF THE UNIT BANK--addrese L. A. Andrew

Pplice 91-92

The advocates of °hair banking sod group banking and also of
branch banking have had great deal of trouble during the past two
yrs, but it has not lessened their fight on the unit hank. 11he have
deplored with great gusto the ler', number of fniluree of unit banks in
the United States, but have not oared to make comparisons of emanate
involved nor to discuss at any great length the r(scue parties ebieh
have been necessary to save many of their °en situations.

In our discussion of the future of the mit bank, we wish to take up
a number of points in its favor and then prove that the American Dual Nank-
ing system is the best for the future develepeat of this country, es it

bees la the peat.

The Mit oountry bank should be first defined as &n institution
which is eased in the eommunit,, and operated for the profit of the stock-
holders end fer the benefit and development of the eonsunit in wilier. it
exists. le believe that few, if any, will dispete the statement that the
unit country beak has been respoasible in a large measure for the develop-
ment of the SOOMMMity life of this ootatry bnd far the *access of individuel
effort in business. The unit b::nk is the beert of the eceiminity and
forniShws the circulation of the life bloat of businese. 'hen properly
managed it provIdes ea ideal set-up for eoliarving the sash assets of the
oommenit, ano for looming these assets out saflay ire that the comounity
sad tbe country reeadaboat are properly developed an, the businema can have
its temporary needs for additioeal funds supplied by people who are familiPr
with the community problems. Of *puree mit hankers have made mistakes.
Theo, mistakes, however, have been in nest eases soused by a too optimistic
belief in their one immunity. The losses sustained by the unit bank were
those leash more breught about by a great esonosio change over ehish neitherthe banker nor the sustaeor had *My coatrol. It can be area new that many
of these losees could bows been avoided by mere careful namagenent, Now-
ever, the mistakes of judgment in the conatry emit bank were not nearly so
expensive in total to the depositors as were those in the larger citi

The future of the unit country bank concerns primerily the future of
American business. The question of whether the giAod borrowers in the
average American comnunity and the farmers in the eouatry nearby are to havenecessery credit for the carrying ea of their business will bc detrained by
the future development of this prOblen. The unit beak in its daily life
represeats the success of the community in which it exists. It is owned and
managed by the people of the ooaaunity and its 80000100 in thcir sue-sees sad
ite failure is their failure. The question of whether the unit benk is to
mating* as it hLes in the pe,st with the American Duel System of Banking
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Proceedints Miaoliri Mashers Association-Aay 14-15-16„ 19t4

L. A. Andrew

ANNW-jjaE (contd.)

&spends upon better masseuse, in the unit bank. Thib does net main
that a very large nulAber of unit bunks have not had good sumagsammt.
Incidentally, I aa fmmilir with a survey. made in at least two states
by the bank examining fOrcee. !hex were aiiko4 to pict out the twenty
best bankers in isallg ewe of these two states. sod you may be surprised
to know that 76 per sent in each stbte *ere benhers from the oe-oalled
country towns. 24seworo yoi.; as-benkare knew that there is room far
improvement. any loosens have been learned awing the peat ten years,
lessons that hat)e cost a great deal of money end they ahould be um.-
sidered carefully in apy future ?room for the unit balk. I hawe
maintaimed for years, amd I do not, that there is no reason why unit
banks cannot be run as safely aa .stny other form of bboting.
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The following excerpts were taken from a bulletin (Vol. IV, November,
1934) of the Emplotyment Stabilization Research Institute of the 
University of Minnesota covering "A Type Study of American Banking:
Non-metropolitan Banks in Minnesota:"

Page 10 

With poor management no banking system, no matter whether it is a
branch banking organization or a system of unit banks, can be strong.
A test of good banking is not concerned with its structure but with
its practices and operations. In the last analysis improvement in
the banking structure of America will come through more enlightened
management. An improved rural banking system would contribute much
to the stability of the entire financial structure.

Page 39 

The benefit that group banking has on the whole conferred upon the
state is to be attributed primarily to the conservative technical
management of the banks. The form of organization can hardly be con-
sidered a factor of first importance. To the extent that the group
organization was used to enable the holding companies to insist upon
conservative banking standards it has had a beneficial effect. Fun-
damentally it is the quality of management that is important and not
the institutional from. In Minnesota group banking seems to have im-
proved the standards of bank management, although elsewhere it may
have had an opposite effect. Care must be taken not to interpret the
conclusions arrived at in this section as a general commendation of
group banking. Even when it has been conducted in the interest of
depositors, as it has been in the state of Minnesota, it is far from
an ideal system.

272
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The following excerpts were taken from a bulletin (Vol. IV, November, 
1934) of the Employment Stabilization Research Institute of the 
University of Minnesota covering "A Type Study of American Banking:
Non-metropolitan Banks in Minnesotae'

Removal of Officers and Directors 
Page 152 

Because of the far-reaching effects of the auspension of a bank it
appears to be desirable that the banking department be provided with
means less abrupt and cataclysmic for the protection of the public
interest. The Glass Act provides that any officer or director of a
member institution who violates the law or who continues unsound prac-
tices in conducting the business of such an institution after being
warned by the comptroller or by the Federal Reserve agent may be called
before the Federal Reserve Board for a hearing. If found guilty he
may be removed from office by order of the board. A penalty of $5,000
and/or five years' imprisonment may be imposed for infraction of the
order. Full information concerning the charges and the text of the
order is given to the bank concerned. No facts are published unless
the order is violated. The New York superintendent of banks recommended
in 1931 that he be given legal power to remove from office directors
or officers of banking institutions who were guilty of persistent vio-
lations of the banking law or of a continuance of unsafe and unsound
policies and practices, with the provision that a board of directors
upon two-thirds vote might reinstate any officers or directors removed.
Similar powers should be authorized as an aid to bank supervision in
Minnesota.

The Investment in Bank Premises
Page 155 

A disproportionately heavy investment in bank premises is a rather
common form of mismanagement on the part of ignorant, vain, or dis-
honest directors and officers.
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The following excerpt was taken from a bulletin (Vol. IV, November, 1934)
of the Employment Stabilization Research Institute of the University 
of Minnesota covering "A Type Study of American Banking: Non-Metro-
politan Banks in Minnesotae

Bank Management and Practices 
Th,o_klection of Directors and Officers 

A pre-requisite of good bank management is the selection of capable,
experienced directors who will actually function as the law intends
they shall and of officers of tested probity and judgment as well as
of special training and banking ability. The directors should be
familiar with the essentials of the banking business and cognizant
of the dangerous pitfalls of bank management. They must know where
to look for flaws in the mechanism intrusted to their supervision.
Directors of banks accept heavy responsibilities under the common law,
in addition to the specific requirements of the statutes. The law
assumes that a director understands the obligation he takes upon him-
self. Of fundamental importance is his duty to exercise control over
the policies of the bank, and to examine periodically and in consider-
able detail its operation. Yet the fact is notorious that directors
are often lax in both respects.

/if What measures, if any, can be taken to accomplish the selection of
suitable directors and officers of banks? First, the law can more
explicitly and directly lay upon both the responsibility for the sound
conduct of the business. Our theory of government makes banking a semi-
public activity; the banker is privileged to dispose of the funds of
others. The statute should by law more sharply define this position _,/

\_gf trusteeship and more clearly fix the responsibility it involves.,
Second, a practical method must be found to reduce the number of those
intrusted with the control of banks who are ignorant of the rudiments
of sound banking. In America it is thought not ludicrous but wise to
demand an examination of men who have enjoyed even highly specialized
training before granting them permission by certificate to practice
their profession. Doctors, dentists, lawyers, teachers, all must
demonstrate their ability to the satisfaction of the state. Yet the
state requires no objective tests of the banker other than proprietor-
ship and citizenship.j Any shareholder possessed of sufficient voting
power, even though he has no knowledge of banking, may elect himself
a director or have himself appointed president of his bank, and the
state raises no objection until the depositors' money has been lost.
Could not a license system for bank directors and officers be adopted,
involving for directors an examination covering the general field of
banking practice, certain legal phases, and especially the tests of
sound banking? For officers a more searching proof of their knowledge
of sound practice and of some knowledge of theory should be required.
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In the case of officers, successful completion of such minimum tests

might well be pre-requisite to qualification for the lowest executive

position.

Important advantages of a license system on these general lines are

at once apparent. The requirement of the test would insure that direc-

tors IF,ere informed of the specific nature of the obligations to be

assumed, a most important desideratum. Furthermore, it would contribute

materially to the selective process in choosing directors. As applied

to officers, the test would first of all tend to reduce nepotism in

banks. The requirement of a searching examination before the lowliest

executive position could be legally held would induce, first, careful

preparation for the all-important test, and second, a spirit of profes-

,sional pride in thoroughness.

Under federal statutes or under the laws of Minnesota, the selection

of bank officers is in the hands of the directors without restrictions.

The National Bank Act establishes for directors of national banks three

qualifications: citizenship in the United States, residence in the

state in which the bank is situated, and ownership in his own right of

V2,500 worth of stock if the bank has a capital of more than Z50,000.

Under the new Banking Act of 1933 the minimum capital requirement is
$50,000. Minnesota law stipulates only the unpledged ownership of

five shares if the bank has over $15,000 capital, otherwise three

shares. At present, therefore, proprietorship is the essential quali-

fication of those who as directors assume control of the bank's re-

sources, which in turn consist overwhelmingly of other people's property

intrusted to the bank for brief periods only.

Elimination of Interlocking Directorates between Banks and Securities 

Companies.

In order to reduce the risk to commercial banks that arises from

speculation in securities or from loans for the purpose of speculating

in securities and in or6er to reduce the volume of speculation in

securities, Congress has not only separated member banks from their

investment affiliates but has prohibited such banks from having any

directors or officers ia common with investment companies or partner-

ships or with companies or partnerships lending upon securities as

collateral. Although companies of this character are of minor impor-

tance in this state, bainnesota should lend her influence in favor of

sound commercial banking by passing an equivalent statute.

Directors' Examination of Banks.

A further valuable provision for securing efficient management is

the legal requirement of a quarterly, or at least semi-annual, exam-

ination of the bank by the board or by a specially constituted com-

mittee of the directors, with a severe penalty for delay to insure

promptness and regularity. Such a requirement would educate the
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directors, would keep them posted on the current condition of the
business, and would make highly improbable in court a plea of ignorance
in case of serious mismanagement, by the officers. Definition of duties
and fixing of responsibilities are essential to good management of
banks as well as of other forms of business organization.
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The following excerpt was taken from a bulletin (Vol. IV, November, 1934)
of the Employment Stabilization Research Institute of the University 
of Minnesota covering "A Type Study of American Banking: Non-metro-
politan Banks in Minnesotae'

From the Summary - PaKe 162 

Finally, in the field of bank management and practices certain con-
clusions have taken form in the course of this examination of Minnesota
banking experience. Since quality of management is the most vital
factor in determin5ng the success of banking enterprise, and since bank-
ing differs from other businesses in that it furnishes the life-blood
to those others, the selectioh of the individuals who assume the manage-
ment of banks is of the highest public concern. /Poor management of a
grocery would eliminate that one enterprise. Equally poor management
of a bank might paralyze hundreds of busineosaisandwork hardship to
society in a much wider circle. Mere ownership therefore should not
confer the same right to absolute control of the policies and affairs
of a bank as in the case of other businesses. Since the public is so
profoundly concerned with the quality of management, the director or
officer who assumes control should be obliged to give satisfactory
evidence of previous training and of ability to manage a bank success-
fully. The development of some method is urged to arouse bank direc-
tors to a realization of their responsibility for the management policies
of their institutions and to instill in them a sense of their trustee-
ship for the depositors. And, finally, suggestions of a tentative
nature have been offered in the form of objective measures or guides
to good bank management which might operate more effectively in securing
sound banking in Minnesota rural banks if embodied in the statutes.

The principal hope for sound banking lies in improved management;
hence in men and not in laws. Nevertheless, as long as a system com-
posed of lhrge numbers of banks, many of them of small resources is

/retained, the regulatory authorities may greatly assist in the pro-

I cess of securing good banks through the further education and training
Lspf bankers. What is needed is a better standard of management. It is
in the hope that studies of the banking situation in Minnesota may
definitely contribute to that end that this volume has been prepared.
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Bank Training 
"Qmalified Executives", A. S. Puelicher, Vice-President Marshall and 

Ilsley Bank, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

While a general educational background is essential to the bank
executive, he must also have a specific training in the theory and
practice of bank management and this comes most effectively through
the work of the American Institue of Banking, whose educational pro-
gram embodies vast stores of experience with all banking problems and
whose extensive facilities make possible the constant revision and
up-to-dateness of its educational activities.

There are three ways in which these facilities are being used by
bankers--chapters for cities of populous areas with regular classes
requiring 42 hours for each subject; through group study, whereby
ten or more bankers may receive specialized instruction on any chosen
subject; and by correspondence. This great body of 65,000 men and
women are preparing themselves thoroughly for executive responsibili-
ties.

Bank Regulation 
Page 66 

"The events of the past three years prove that the supervision
of national banks for the protection of the public has been ineffec-
tive. I propose vastly more rigid supervision. We have witnessed
not only the unrestrained use of bank deposits in speculation to
the detriment of local credit, but we are well aware that this
speculation was encouraged by the Government itself. I propose that
such speculation be discouraged and prevented."

--Franklin D. Roosevelt

,211.
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF MISSOURI BANKERS ASSOCIATION--May 14-15-16, 1934

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT--W. E. Carter

Pages 22-23

The most pressing need of the average bank at this time is
more earnings, and one need employ only common sense to reach the
conclusion that earnings cannot be expected to increase as long as
approximately 70 per cent of all checking accounts cost more to
maintain than the possible earninEs from the deposits therein.
Neither can any net revenue from time deposits be expected while
more interest is paid for such deposits than may be realized from
sound, reasonably short-term investments. Banks, especially country
banks, cannot survive upon the present-day returns from commerciEl
paper, government securities, etc. The answer, it seems to me, is
to be found in proper charges that will stop the loss on unprofitable
accounts, and adjustment downward of interest paid on time deposits,
and a sincere effort to handle all local paper of a nature that meets
the specifications of a sound, current banking asset. By increasing
the volume of such local loans, no doubt, valuable benefits will accrue
to the community served as well as additional needed revenue for the
bank.

Pages 25-26

Those operating insured banks should keep constantly before them
the fact that this deposit insurance is somewhat comparable to life
insurance or fire insurance. The beneficiaries of deposit insurance,
who are the depositors, receive no T)enefits from such insurance until
the bank has failed, the stockholders' investment wiped out and tbe
management discredited. The mere fact that we have deposit insuranep
is no greater excuse for loose banking methods than for a man with life
insurance to commit suicide, or the creation of a fire hazard in a
valuable building which is partly insured against fire. The success of
the insurance is dependent upon the success of the banks and the uuccess
of the banks will, in my opinion, barring too much undesirable legislation
and unwise supervision, depend upon the type of individual management.

If banking is able in the future to render the type of service that
patrons of banks have a right to expect and at the same time attain the
high degree of confidence and respect to which it is entitled, bankers must
be less interested in building up private fortunes than they are in
conserving the resources of the community served.

r.
den *3
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W. F. Carter
PEkus 25-26 Ccontd.

DepoFit insurance is in effect insurance of the bank's assets,
its loans, investments, etc., and if this insurance is to prove satis-
factory and to maintain the degree of confidence expected, bankers must
employ sound business principles in the operation of their banks. Any
other method will, undoubtedly, lead to failures and if any substantial
portion of insured banks fail it will very likely endanger the future
of our present system of individual unit banking.
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Proceedings of Missouri Bankers Association --May 14,15,16-1934

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON REVISION OF MISSOURI BANKING LAW

Page 63

XII.

(a) Prohibition against a bank making any loan or the extension
of any credit to any salaried executive officer of any bank, and
defining "executive officer."

(b-1) Prohibiting the payment of interest by any bank on demand
deposits unless such payment be authorized by the Commissioner by
general order, from time to time, applicable to all banks, with certain
exemptions as to public funds, etc.

(b-2) Prohibiting the payment by any bank of interest upon any
time deposit at a rate in excess of that fixed by the Commissioner from
time to time by general order applicable to all banks, and prohibiting
the payment of time deposits before maturity. (Section 5357.)
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF MISSOURI BANKERS ASSOCIATION --MAY 14-15-16, 1934

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT--W. E. Carter

Paae 26

While no doubt a more centralized and coordinated supervisory
authority aver banking at this time is desirable, provided such
authority is not subservient to political expediency, I am not one
of those who believe that all our banking problems of the future may
be solved by a unified system, more supervision, branch and chain
banking, deposit insurance, or even government ownership, but I do
think the future of our profession depends upon the individual
initiative, sincerity of purpose, ability and judgment of the
executives in charge of the individual units of whatever system that
may develop.

e ett
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF MISSOURI BANKFIS ASSOCIATION- -May 14-15-16, 1934

THE FUTURE OF THE UNIT BANK --address by L. A. Andrew

Pag_e 98 

Tt is not necessary to have guaranty of bank deposits to make
the customers' money safe. It is necessary to have better banks,
which meam better management, and this can be brought about by a
change in the banking law and some of the fundamentals of banking
practice which have been perverted during the past generation.

One of the main causes of poor banking has been the use of the
bank's investments by officers for their own profit. This has had
many devious complications, as is well known. Another important cause
of weak banking has been the mixture of commercial and invcstment banking
in the same institution, the bidding for business by the making of un-
safe loans, the payment of too high interest, and the combination of
banks and their affiliates of different kinds to cover up the results
of speculative banking.

.4r; E449
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Missouri Bankers Association--May 14-15-16, 1934

THE BENEFITS OF DEPOSIT INSURANCE—Paper by Leo T. Crowley

Page 105

Incidentally, we hope that in the very near future copies of
all examination reports will be made available to the directors of
the subject bank. May I not point out to you the benefits to be
derived through carefully considering such an examination report?
The examiners who have been employed by the Corporation are
experienced men. They have had the opportunity of visiting many
banks and of following the progress of the institutions which they
have examined. A report of examination made by one of these men
offers en unusual opportunity for the directors of a bank to get a
perspective of the activities of their institutions which it is not
likely that they would be able to get in any other way. The bank-
ing experience of most of the directors of banks within this state
has been limited to the institutions in which they are now interested.
They have not had the opportunity, therefore, of comparing their
problems with those of other banks, which problems in many cases are
quite similar. Through the means of a report of examination, however,
the directors of banks are able to see their institutions in a unique
way. It is through the means of these examination reports that they
are able to gain the benefit of the experience of the examiner whose
business it has been to analyze many different institutions.
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Annual Report of the F. D. I. C.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1934.

(Pages 36 and 37)

Deposit Insurance and the Banking Structure 

Deposit insurance has brought changes in the operation of the
commercial banking system, the effects of which have not yet become
fully apparent. By the very fact that the Corporation offers security
to depositors, the force of local pressure for pursuing sound banking
practices tends to be diminished. Pressure of depositors upon re-
ceivers of closed bunks for a rapid and efficient liquidation hus been
removed, leaving receivers subject chiefly to the pressure of debtors
who wish to obtain maximum leniency. Losses which were formerly borne by

local interests are shifted to the entire banking system. Such changes
place responsibilities upon those administering the Federal system of
deposit insurance which differ from those placed upon other banking
authorities. The Federal Deposit Insurance Cori:oration insures deposits
in 95 percent of the commercial banks of the country, and its interest in
the sound operation of banks is more tangible than that which has hither-
to existed in any bank supervisory agency.

The benefits of deposit insurance are not limited to the depositors
of closed banks but extend also to borrov.ers, and to the entire economic
community. Confidence in the safety of bank deposits has been an important
element in the restoration of the proper functioning of the banks as loan
institutions and as custodians of the means of payment. Deposit insurance,
hozever, is not a complete remedy for the ills of the bankin,J; system, nor
for the unstable business conditions which in the past have culminated in
periodic banking crises. The soundness of the banks is intimately re-
lated to economic conditions; and the solvency of banks in the future, as
in the past, while dependent in oart upon the soundness of individual
bank management, will be controlled in large measure by general economic
conditions and monetary and credit developments.

41-P "Pr
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"Monetary Developments in the United States"
by Dr. Gaines T. Cartinhour, New York University

(Journal of the Canadian Bankers' Asso., April 1934)

* * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * Only the raising of the standards of banking practices,
wherever this may be necessary, will lead to the creation of a sound
banking system.

One risk which must be recognized under deposit insurance during
normal times is the encouragement given to the assumption of increased
banking risks for the sake of higher profits. Without the restraining
influence o-e the effect of potential losses to depositors, bank manage-
ments may be tempted by risks offering higher but more speculative profits.
This may cause greater losses than in the past. Of course, it may be
pointed out that increased supervisory powers of the F.R.S. over its mem-
bers and F.D.I.C. requirements are offsetting factors, but increased super-
vision must be exercised effectively to offset the possibilities of an un-
leashed profit motive among banks.

The structure as well as certain American banking practices are in
great need of renovation in order to be in a better position to meet
problems which will arise in the future. Abolishing the payment of
interest on demand deposits and the establishment of a maximum rate to
be paid on time deposits are desirable changes that have already been
made and should stop the transferring of funds from bank to bank resulting
from over-bidding, secret or open, for a depositor's favor. Section 29 of
the Glass-Steagall Act, among others, which provides for the eliminetion
of unsatisfactory bank officials by the Federal Reserve Board on charges
brought before it by the Comptroller of the Currency, will be valuable if
this acouired power is actually used.

In order to correct structural defects, all commercial banks should
be nationalized, and brought within the Federal Reserve System, minimum
capitalization limits should be raised, and legislation provided for a
substantial extension of branch banking within Federal Reserve Districts.
Branch banking extension is of vital importance. Literally thousands of
communities all over the United States are destitute of banking facilities.

Furthermore, h2pking should be made a profession and it would stand
a better chance of becoming professionalized if it were made up of large
branch systems. There is more reason for emphasizing the professional
aspect of banking at the present time than ever before. Not only has
banking increased in magnitude, but also in complexity.
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SOURCE: -- 325.- CONFERENCE 5-7-34 (FRAgents) -- General File

RESPONSIBILITIES ARISING EROM THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 39,OF THE BANKING
ACT OF 1933.- wr. Wood (Attached to Mr. Morrill's memo. of 5-10-34)

Page_3

Mismanagement expresses itself in many forms: One man banks; poor
credit judgment, borrowing directors; unsound competitive practices; lack
of the spirit of trusteeship, and in many other forms. It is essential
that examiners be employed who know what constitutes good bank management,
and what constitutes bad bank management.

38,2
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SOURCE:

A CONSIDERATION OF BANK INVESTMENT POLICIES--Prepared by B.H. Beckhart
for the Commission on Banking Law and Practice, Association of
Reserve City Bankers---May 29, 1934.

Page 61

In the last analysis, the problem of the quality of bank
portfolios is really one of bank administration, for which banking
law and legal devices are not and never have been an adequate substitute.
It is but axiomatic that bank portfolio policies should be formulated to
give emphasis to the qualitative aspects of bank credit and to relate the
portfolio to the character of the bank's deposit liabilities. If this
were the case, inflation in commercial bank credit and in the non-commercial
assets of banks would be the more readily avoided. This objective is
difficult to attain at the present time in vie% of the huge deficits of the
Federal government and the large increase, in consequence of the financing
policies followed, in the volume of the public debt held by member banks.

47 X-% 4-)
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Address by H. N. Stronck, Assistant to Director, F. D. I. C.
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

33rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1934

It has been said that, when a loan is made by a bank, in most in-
stances, that loan at the time of making is a good loan, and that the
reason for loans drifting into the "doubtful" and "loss" stage is because
the position of the borrower Tas not followed up in a nroper manner after
the loan was granted. Similarly, in the case of banks, all of you have
had experiences where a perfectly sound bank at a given time drifted into
an unsound institution during a relatively short interval of time. In
many instances this occurs not due to economic forces beyond the control
of the individual bank, but through bad bank management that permitted
factors to enter into the situation which eventually caused the downfall
of the institution. You have also seen many instances where an unsound
bank was placed on a sound basis through changes in management policies
and methods.

An analysis of the earning position and the dividend policy of banks
over a period of years indicated that in a substantial number of in-
stances unfavorable factors, with reference to true earnings and dividend
policies, have developed, which factors, in some instances, can be
largely controlled by the regulating authorities. In these instances
the capital position of the banks 1Nas seriously affected by the payment
of dividends substantially in excess of the total earninps over a period
of five years. The directors of some banks declared dividends which
they knew were in excess of earnings. Directors of other banks de-
clared high dividends due to a lack of knowledge as to the amount of net
profits actually available for dividends. In most instances no pro-
visions had been made for losses. This is due largely to the fact that
many banks did not make ample provisions for losses on a current basis,
but permitted these losses to aecumulate to a point where they wiped
out the entire capital structure, or created a very substantial impair-
ment. If the regulating authorities will take a firm position rith the
banks that losses should be provided for currently, and that excessive
and unwarranted dividends be discountenanced, such a position \kill be
of considerable aid in the protection of present sound capital structures.

In other instances it has been found that what miFht be termed nor-
mal net earnings of a bank were drained through the payment of excessive
salaries to some officers--salarics so far in excess of normal that it
appeared almost self-evident that the motive was not one of protecting
the depositors of the bank, but one of getting all that could be gotten
out of the bank. It is believed that the regulating authorities can and
should also take a firm position on practices of that kind.

Art /1 ir)
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Another factor which needs discouragement and which can be discouraged
by the regulating authorities, is to permit the banks to invest too large
a proportion of their capital in bank buildings. During the past fifteen
years there develored a veritable orgy of excessive expenditures in bank
buildings--buildings which rere far beyond the needs or requirements or
the financial capacity of the banks, and as a result, in spite of a great
reduction in number of banking units, there are still many instances
where the building situation strangles the earning position.

On the other side of the picture, there is a substantial number of
banks whose business volume is sufficiently great to develop from it a
satisfactory earning position, but unfortunately, this is not being done.
Usually, in such instances, it is also found that the bank management is
decidedly weak on asset administration, and even though the capital
position is restored, indications are that unless bank management policies
and practices are changed for the better, the present sound capital will
be dissipated during a relatively short interval of time. There are also
still too many banks whose management has not availed itself of the re-
sources placed at its disnosal for strengthening the capital structure,
or rho have gone only part way in the program. Many banks were reorganized
under a plan whereby substantially all of the new capital structure was
contributed by the depositors and not by the management, and practically
the same management and the same managerial policies are in the reorgani7ed
bank as were in the prior bank vthere the depositors had taken substantial
losses. In many such instances this management does not realize nor does
it seem to care, that one of the first principles of sound bank management
is the protection of depositors' interests, and unless such management
is carefully watched, the same old story may happen again.

The question arises, in just what manner may the examining and
regulatory bodies be of constructive aid in these subnormal situations?
We know from experience that some good work has been done by examiners
in their meetings with the directors of banks; that a great deal has also
been accomplished by conferences held with the bank, rs in the offices of
the regulating officials. However, due to improvement in business con-
ditions and also the fact that there has been a considerable increase in
deposits in some banks, which placed their liouidity in a comfortable
position, a tendency is developing where some bankers are taking a more
independent position, and refuse to listen to advice or even demands of
the regulating authorities in the manner in which they did when their
banks were in trouble.

The process from now on appears to be more toward an educational
campaign and salesmanship along the lines of convincing bank management
to accept sound banking policies and procedures for the resultant benefit
of active officers of the bank, the Board of Directors, and the stock-
holders. Just what form such a rrogram should take is as yet problematical,
but experience has shown that where individuals thoroughly versed in the
Problems of bank management, and with the right kind of personality, have
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had an opportunity of spending some time with the management of banks,
a great deal of good has been accomplished. The regular bank examiner,
in his examination work is limited by time and by scope of examination.
Also, many able bank examiners, from a standpoint of asset valuation, do
not have the training, experience or personality to undertake the giving
of advice on bank management problems of a general scope.

We know that there are many instances where a bank is in need of
constructive aid and that purely a reexamination of the bank from a
standpoint of re-valuating its assets is of but little benefit. It is
believed, however, that in place of making such a reexamination, if
skilled individuals in the field of bank management were sent to the
bank and could remain there rithout time limitation, much constructive
work could be accomplished. This Corporation is willinE to cooperate
with you in undertaking a work of that nature, and is willing to develop
a specialized personnel whose services can be placed at your disposal.
This personnel would make a special analysis of such banks, going
thoroughly into the management, operating, and financial problems,
develop therefrom a program of sound bank management, and attemrt to
sell the idea to the bank's directors and officers.
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TdE BANKING SITUATION IN THE UNITED STATES (19'64:)
tortiiiF4kurire'rinritt-P. --Joittr4T-8-LCI

*
National Industrial Conference Eoarr"

CHAPTER I - THE AMERICAN BANKING SYSTM

(Pages 26 and 27)

Influence of Local Clearings Associations

Locally, many independent unit banks are co-ordinated tith other banks
in tne community through clearings associations, of thich there are 256
in tae various cities of the country. Organized for the purpose of per-
forming a mechanical function, the clearing of checks, and thus facilitat-
ing the community's business payments and the circulation of bank deposits,
the clearings association has come to embrace usually mucn broader functions
of co-ordination and to contribute materially to tae systematization of
the American banking organization. It is through tne local clearings
association that community banking problems are openly discussed among
bankers and that local banking policies and management acquire some uni-
formity of standards. In frequent instances regulations are adopted
regarding discount, interest, and banking service charges, and rules laid
down regarding local loan policies. Furthermore, in a few large cities
clearings association examinations of member banks are accepted as a
necessary adjunct to the maintenance of local banking stability, which
enables clearings association members to act togetaer to avert failure
and to prevent the growth of a general local distrust of banking condi-
tions in the event of any local banking teakness.

CHAPTER II - STRUCTUHAL CHAAGES IN THE AiiiERICAN BAMING SYSTEM

(Pages 44 and 45)
Causes of Failure

The causes of bank failures are both specific and general. They
are specific in the sense that in each bank failure particular internal
causes may have had a part in bringing about insolvency. Bank failures
in individual cases may be assigned to such causes as: (l) the over-
accumulation of doubtful, slot, or past-due paper; (2) heavy vithdrawals
of aeposits compelling the default of payments to avoid liquidation of
sound assets at sacrifice terms; (6) general all-around poor management;
(4) an unexpectedly large depreciation of iecurity investments; (b) large
loans to officers and directors; (6) defalcation or embezzlement; (7)
excessive loans to businesses in which officers or directors are interested;
(8) the failure of a banking correspondent witn whom funds have been de-
posited; and (9) the failure of any otner large debtor. At least three
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of these particular causes, the first, fifth, and seventh, might be
grouped together under bad management, but the others are quite beyond
the complete control of bank management. The latter are external and merge
with a whole series of other extraneous influences operating to bring
about banking difficulties.

then bank failures occur sporadically, it is no doubt proper to
analyze them in terms of individual causes. then they occur more gener-
ally in large numbers, however, it is more likely tnat a real insignt
into the reasons for the failure may be gained from a consideration of
general factors affecting banking conditions, eveu though individual
failures are mainly precipitated by such more specific causes as are
listed above. The general factors are to be found, on tae one nand,
in tne subtle, imperceptiole cnanges in tae social ana economic struc-
ture of society, occurring, for example, as a conseJuence of tae develop-
ment of transportation facilities; in the growing concentration of in-
dustry and commerce; in innovations of widespread influence in tne
technique of production in industry and agriculture; and in the re-
organization of methods of distribution. They are to be found, on tae
otaer nand, in changes in the methods of business financing that occur
partly in response to the changes of a physical character described
above, but which may be partly coincidental witn, or in anticipation of,
tnose changes. Tne policies and practices of the banks tnemselves,
similarly in part responsive to, and in part concomitant rith or in
advance of, changes in the economic fabric of society, are also an im-
portant factor affecting banking conditions.

-

(Page 66)

The  Problem of Federal Reserve :iembersaip

It should be recognized at the outset tnat, generally speaking, it
is not necessary for the effective operation of a central banking system,
such as the Federal Reserve System, that all private banking institu-
tions be members of that system, nave access to its discount facilities,
and keep their reserves vith it. As long as tae majority of tne larger
banks, having the bulk of bank resources, are related to it and as long
as it possesses adequate open-market powers, its influence, if adminis-
tered efficiently, should ordinarily suffice to maintain sound credit
conditions, although its maximum effectiveness is to some degree diminished
by its inability to deal directly tith non-member banks. The important
thing, it would appear, is the hold tnat tne Federal Reserve System has
on its member banks; tnat is, tne extent to which tne latter, of neces-
sity or of choice, largely remain a permanent adjunct of tne System.

*

Character of Changes in Federal Reserve Membership 
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(Pages 69 and 70)

The fact that the mortality of member banks should have caused a
loss in membership of 1,106 banks is very significant. This figure
was over 10% of tne total members active at the end of 1921 and 15%
of all bank failures during the period. It snaws that access to the
resources of tne Federal Reserve System tarough membership has been
inaufficient in many cases to avert bank suspension. Doubtless, this
has been a factor in retarding any extension of membership in tne System.

Net Effects on Federal Reserve S:ystem

The net effects of recent structural changes in the banking system
of the country on the Federal Reserve System have been: first, a shift
in the composition of its membership, the proportion of compulsory members
or national banks rising from 83% in 1922 to 87% in 1960 and that of
voluntary members or state member banks declining from 17% to 15%;
second, a shift in the relative control of banking resources neld within
the System, the share managed by national banks diminishing from 65%
to 61%, and the share controlled by state member banks increasing from
55% to 59%. There nas been virtually no change in tne position of tae
Federal Reserve 6ystem in relation to tne proportion of all banks and
all bank resources encompassed by it. The shifts within the System are
suggestive. They inaicate the high degree of sensitivity of banking
institutions to tae comparative liberality of tae conflicting banking
codes, national or state, under which tney may operate. Naturally, tae
choice between national and state government charter ninges on estimated
net advantages. Competition between state and national banking codes
might conceivably go to such extremes as to bring about a relaxation of
statutory restraints extremely detrimental to the maintenance of tne
bank liquidity required to protect the interests of bank depositors and
to ensure the successful operation of tne Federal Reserve System.
Certainly the history of past developments, as the following chapter
suggest, intimates the possibility of this consequence. Furthermore,
should the national banking code prove less responsive in the competitive
race, the Feaeral Reserve Systew would be left with a national banking
membership controlling a small percentage of tne country's banking re—
sources and a vacillating membership of state banks controlling a majority
of banking resources. Tne witndrawal of the latter in numbers might easily
lead to a dangerous pyramiding of commercial banking reserves.
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GENERAL REVIa

(Pages 148 and 149)

Adjustments to Changed Conditions

According to the facts assembled in the present study, banking
today is a quite different type of business from what it is commonly
conceived to be. Its fandamental functions are no longer primarily
tae mediatorial financing of a purely local industry and trade. In
consequence of the depressed state of American agriculture and new con-
ditions of agricultural production, the altered organization and con-
centration of American industry and trade, significant changes in the
character of bank deposits, and rapid expansion of deposits because of
ample gold reserves, the functions of banks have become far more in-
timately integrated with the central money and security markets tnan
ever before. As a result, a modern banking institution assumes a larger
direct risk or carries a much narrower margin of protection and is depend-
ent on tne play of a mucn wider range of economic forces than the typical
American banking institution of even a dechde ago, with its br)ad local
interests and participation in local industry and trade. hence, the
bank of today requires a new type of management, a different type of
organization, and a more integrated type of governmental supervision.
Moreover, because of the growing interdependence of national economic
life, tae American banking system would seem to require greater geograph-
ical consolidation or unification than exists at the present time and
standards of banking practice as nearly uniform as it is possible to
attain.

This statement does not ignore the fact that many banks nave made
adjustments in their management and organization according to the re-
quirements of changing conditions in the past; the city banks, especially
the large city banks, have undoubtedly done so. Nor does it imply that
banking laws nave not been altered from time to time to meet tne needs
of changed conditions. It recognizes, however, that many banking in-
stitutions neglected to make tne adjustments required or could not make

;them readily because of size or location, in view of the restrictions
/ or limitations of the prevailing banking laws - a fact amply attested
by the unprecedented succession of bank failures not only in 1930 and
1931 but in the entire period following 1920. It is a depressing commen-
tary on the American banking system that a concentration of banking
facilities in order to render effective banking services in a changing
economic environment has had to proceed so largely through the des-
tructive process of banking failure.

Because failures were mainly confined to small banks, the lag in
banking adjustment to the needs of agriculture, industry, and trade may
be said to have been principally restricted to such banks, but Lith
grave consequences for large banks in the end. Great importance must
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tnerefore be attriouted to the existence of banking laws directed to the
preservation of the local independent unit bank as a large factor in the
inability of banking enterprise to adapt itself to all phases of changing
economic conditions. Moreover, owing to the geographical distribution
of banking fatalities and the greater mortality rate for state taan for
national banks, weight must also be given to the hanuful and often con-
tradictory multiplicity of banking lats and the competition between state
and national banking codes for bank incorporation, leading to a gradual
lowering of standards of banking for the whole banking system. The
ability of the Federal Reserve System to meet a critical banking situation
arising out of severe business depression and to contribute to recovery
is inevitably hampered by the existence of these conditions.

Future of Banking

(Pages 150 and 151)
The Problem of Control

gust not the problem be faced whetner a satisfactory banking system
can be attained with legislative and administrative control of bank
establisnment and bank operation vested not only in the National Govern-
ment but in the states as tell? Experience nas shown that the national
banking system established in 1863 and tne Feaeral iteserve System estab-
lished in 1914 have been unable to bring about a unification of the
banking system. Botn saught this end by making their provisions attrac-
tive to banks operating under state charters. If unification of legis-
lative and administrative control is to be attained, must there not be
a resort to some measure of compulsion? Those tho ansver this question
affirmatively are not deterred by the obvious objection tnat national
action to this end might be in contravention of rights reserved to the
states by the Federal Constitution. They hold that there is ample ledal
authority for the Federal Government to take over the control of all
banking institutions and make clear that, if tne Supreme Court of the
United States should not uphold this view, the tay of constitutional
amendment remains open.

The fact that tne Federal heserve Board is actively studying vays
and means of bringing all the banks of the United btates tithout excep-
tion under its jurisdiction is encouraging to those who believe such a
course to be a first step toward the attainment of satisfactory banking
conditions.

The Problem of 'Management

Viould unity in legislative and administrative control serve by
itself to establish unity of action and nigh standards of performance
for tne banks of the United States? In other tords, can uptard of
25,000 managerial units be brought into harmony of action? The unit
banking system of the United States, 1.netner controlled by national or
state law, has been extolled because it has facilitated the extension
of banking facilities throughout the country. Such a result is highly
commendable, but independent unit banks are not the only means ofDigitized for FRASER 
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attaining it. The economic demand is for banking facilities, not neces-
sarily for banks.

Has not the time come to aim for a very material reauction in the
total number of bank managements without reducing banking facilities?
Could not equally ample, more useful, ana less expensive banking accommo-
dation be offered to the American people by a relatively small number of
banks with a relatively large number of offices? Branca banking and in
a lesser degree chain or group banking would in large measure substitute
the services of professionals for those of amateurs in banking manage-
ment. hitherto tnese forms of concentration in banking have been tolerated
rataer than promoted. Should not all barriers to the development of
these banxing forms be stept atay and tneir progress facilitated? Placing
all banking unaer the jurisaiction of the Federal Government would prepare
the way for such a policy if it were deemed in the public interest.

The Problems of Regulation

A system of banks to take tne place of tne aggregate of institutions
now at best loosely knit togetner could obviously be built up only slowly.
After tne organism had been created and its scope of operation defined,
various problems of regulation would arise. In many matters of bank
administration the public would be wholly unwilling to trust to the
discretion of the bankers. It would ask itself thether means could not
be found to prevent in the future such developments as nad proved narm-
ful in the past. It would ask tnetner means could not be found to limit
loans on real estate or securities when conditions threatened unwise
ana speculative expansion. Coula the Federal Reserve Banks, by with-
holding rediscount privileges, chasten unruly and guide inexperienced
member banks? Could law or administration adopt rules that would prevent
the banks lending aid to speculation at the expense of productive enter-
prises? Should there not be a more definite segregation of aemana and
time deposits? Or snould, as the Committee on Bank Reserves of tne
Federal Reserve System recommends, tfte banks be required to hold reserves
in proportion to the activity of their deposits regardless of their class-
ification as time or demand deposits?

Innumerable questions of detail would without doubt arise in any
radical reconstruction of our banking system. The fundamental questions
remain: Have we too diverse a control of banking institutions? Have
we too many banks?
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Address by L. 4. Andrew, Iowa
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

55rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1954

* * * * * * * *

Let us consider a few of the attributes of a good unit bank: It
has sufficient eapital to take care of a proper ratio with deposits. The
shares are rather closely held, giving a few men the responsibility.
Officers and directors are chosen from the autstanding men in the com-
munity and from among those who are not steady borrowers. Those with
any entanglements of promotion or connections with enterprises that
might require a large amount of money are excluded. Officers are paid
a salary sufficient to free them from outside domination and from the
necessity for other earnings. In the loaning of money the usual care-
ful method is followed. The carrying of a larger reserve than has been
customary in the past, this should include a secondary reserve of short
maturities in government and other high class securities. Bankers must
always remember that demand deposits are payable on demand, and this
should always be the first consideration when loans are made from deposits
of that source. Loans must be made only on complete credit information
and only to those who know how and when the loan is to be paid. Loans
must be made only to those who can repay from the operation of their
business and at a definite time on definite transactions. If savings
and time deposits are carried in volume and are really Time Deposits a
certain percentage may be put into loans on real estate which have
amortization payment requirements. In regard to time and savings de-
posits, I have been of the opinion for several years that they should
be governed by laws which require those who receive interest on thar
deposits to give at least ninety days notice of withdrawal and require
the bank to demand such notice. I know of hundreds of banks which were
forced to close because they foolishly educated their patrons to think
that time and savings deposits were payable on demand. Furthermore,
interest paid on deposits must be kept well below the average interest
returns on loanable funds. A bank must first be conducted on a profitable
basis. Banks must be profitable to be safe. Of course, such a program
includes the charging for all services at a proper rate to show the bank
a profit. I also believe that banks should limit the amount of deposits
on which they pay interest. The accumulation of a large amount of time
and savings deposits has forced many banks to make unsafe loans and in-
vestments in order to employ the money. The ideal unit bank might be
one which pays no interest of any kind on deposits and carries at least
half of its assets in cash and government bonds and other first class
bonds of early maturities. During the eight years spent as Superintendent
of Banking we learned: That loans in which officers or directors were
interested were usually the poorest loans in the banks. Deposits of
trust funds and those payable on demand should be kept that way. A bank
is not a charitable institution and must make a profit. If the field
is too small for a profitable bank there should be a consolidation. We
will have fewer banks in the future and must have better banks.

* * * * * * * *
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Address by L. A. Andrew, Iowa

National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks
53rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1934

* * * * * * * * *

One of the main causes of poor banking has been the use of the
bank's investments by officers for their own profit. This has had many
devious complications, as is well known. Another important cause of
weak banking has been the mixture of commercial and investment banking
in the same institution, the bidding for business by the making of
unsafe loans, the payment of too high interest, and the combination
of banks and their affiliates of different kinds to cover up the re-
sults of speculative banking.

* * * * * * * * *

e
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Discussion following sneeches by F. D. I. C. Officials

National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks
33rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1934

* * * * * * * *

J. S. Love (Mississippi): * * * * * * *

I was very much interested in what Mr. Stronck said rega7-ding bank
manar7ement, and I am inclined to believe the f'uture of our system de-
pends upon the efficiency of bank management. I think that is the key
to the whole thing. In my state we do not in every instance have

competent bank management and the F. D. I. C. has been a little lenient
along that line, necessarily so as I see it, until conditions adjust

themselves so it will not be hurtful to the bank itself or the com-

munity in which it is located, but our greatest work is to heln in

improving the bank management. We need to go to school ourselves, as

bank commissioners and as examiners; we need to improve and have improved

by actual experience in the last five or ten years. I have been in the
department since 1915 and have gained there all the experience we spoke
of, and yet I am a student and have many, many things to learn. I am

beginning to feel I know very little about the profession. Still, when

I think of the things we have gone through and how well we have come out,

it is probably with the hand of God; but without the assistance from the
government agencies I don't know what would have become of us in our

states, and I am very glad of the assistance and cooperation which has

been fine in every respect; but I doubt that--coming back again to the

main point in this discussion, we will be able to maintain the dual

system of banking unless we prove ourselves worthy and competent bankers

and perfect our bank management. * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *
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Address by John G. Nichols, Chief, Examining Division,
Federal Deposit In:vrance Corporation

National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks
33rd Annual Convention, Baltimore, Md., October 1974

* * * * * * * * *

Appraisal of Assets

The appraisal of assets and the appraisal of management are more
or less independent operations. While it is true that the condition
in which the assets are found is one of the best indications of the
character of the management, it is also true that a3sets can only be
appraised accurately in the light of the type of management to which
they are entrusted. We all know from experience that a border-line
may be entitled to a loss classification when its fate depends upon
a weak, inefficient management; whereas the same loan in the hands of
an alert and capable management might be classified as no worse than
Slow. Many loans which would be fully or partially collectible with
proper attention are permitted by neglect to drift into the total
loss stage.

* * * * * * * * * *

ore rw
s• -
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SOURCE:  LEGISLATION ON BANKING - A  report of the Finance Depart-
ment Committee._ Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Washinctton,
D. C.. April, 1934.

Removal of Officers and Directors 

Under section 30, power is given to the Comptroller of the Currency,
in regard to a national bank or any bank in the District of Columbia,
and to the federal reserve agent of the proper district in regard to
a state member bank, to certify the facts to the Federal Reserve Board
whenever any officer or director of such bank after having been warned,
has continued to violate any law relating to the bank or to engage in
unsafe or unsound banking practices. If the Board finds, after a hear-
ing that the accused officer or director has continued such practices
after a warning to desist, it may in its discretion order the officer
or director removed from office.

The Committee does not desire to question, in any way, the im-
portance of proper management of member banks of the Federal Reserve
system. It believes, however, that any power to remove an officer
or director or to cite an officer or director to a board which has
power to compel his removal upon such general grounds as the contin-
uance of "unsafe or unsound practices" in conducting the business of
a bank, must be carefully safeguarded. The Committee feels that in
all such cases the charges under consideration should be investigated
by the board of directors of the regional Federal Reserve bank and a
report made by that body to the Federal Reserve Board. The directors
of the regional banks are charged with the responsibility of keeping
themselves informed as to conditions within their districts and are
in intimate contact with the peculiar conditions surrounding the banks
of those areas. Under another section of the Act, moreover, the direc-
tors of the regional reserve banks are required to keep themselves in-
formed with respect to the uses of credit by member banks in their dis-
tricts and to report to the Federal Reserve Board any misuse of credit.
It would seem that the same procedure should be followed in regard to
the removal of officers or directors for unsound banking practices or
the violation of banking laws, so as to centralize these extraordinary
powers and to insure uniform treatment for national and state member
banks.

The Committee recommends that:

The provision of the Act, which authorizes the removal of
bank officers and directors for continuing to violate any bank-
ing law or continuing to engage in "unsafe or unsound banking
practices," should be amended so that before the Federal Reserve
Board shall formally consider the facts of any case it shall
furnish a copy of the facts to the board of directors of the
Federal Reserve bank of the district in which the officer or
directer is lecated, with the request that the Federal Reservebank or that distridt make an independent investigation of the

r-
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facts and submit to the Federal Reserve Board a full and complete

report with recommendations based upon auch investigation. There

should also be an amendment requiring that if a bank officer or

director is accused of angaging in "unsafe or unsound banking
practices" both he and the board of directors of his bank must

be furnished with a statement of the charges.
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blames of President of State Sank Divisiem, 04pde Seedriz, ?resident
Tana. 'alley Seek, Dewier, Ala.

110 State Bank Militia has a homey program shoed shish will
afferd its membership many eppertmmitiee flor active Navvies., Amen

the mere impertaat obje.ctivmm sad the mem* for reeehlag them, it is

reeemmeededs

1. That me motleys te eight aggressively far the preservation

et tho State Seekieg System as against any fora of bureaueratic centralization.

I. That me take more steps as may be aseeseary in order to bring

*beet a further ameedmemt to the Snaking Act of MS, medifyimg it se as

to met require neemember State beaks to bosses member* of the ?Were'

%servo System le order to ematleme their deposit inserameep and, if
possible, limit assesemmets to a flood maximem within the ability of banks

POF•

11. Sat we um fat isiflesais to brims sheet the so.orlimatiau of

emanimatieme by the several supervisleg metherities„ with perhaps a revisiem

et staedards med elassifieatiems,

44 that se ematieme to aphelia. mad develop better beak menage.

meet through institutes mid seafiremeem med othersioe.

5. That urge as Putties ietegretiee sd'reasseable step-lees

mod service *bargee omd gook new parese earaimpoo la order tbat beekime
eperatiems max Obey a reasonable profit.

4. That ee oscouroge the appointment of eampeteet State supervisors,

with adeleate pay, and that we advesate that banking dmpartmemte be removed

as tar as is possible from political inflames*.

That me insist ea greater ears beteg emereised in the greeting

of mee shorten, with a slower se-eperation betimes the State supervisors amd

the iimptroller et the CerreelY Worms* thents4

S. That re seatimme ear preerma ef premetimg mere welfare State

barking lawe.

r."
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SOURCE; BANKING Oct. 1934

Page 83

-Th 1\r%) -

SUGGESTIONS FOR LOAN CLASSIFICATION

Diseurving credit at the .pecent meeting in Weshington of

Federal bunk examiners, Francis M. Law, ?resident of the American

Benkere Association, said the ?revelent complaint against examiners

by bankers was not in regard to the loab or doubtful columns but

rather the ciamsificetIon of loans admitted to be good but criticized

as slow.

"Lot us see," he continued, "if we can agree on the following:

"First: That banke generelly arc super-liquid but thet under

present conditions it is no longer necessary or advisable for them to

remain so.

"Second: That there is not enough quick commercial i'.eper to

go around.

"Third: That thie country cannot, after all, be liquidated on

a 90-day basis.

"Fourth: That every bank may properly have a re ,sonable pro-

portion of so-called slow paper.

"Fifth: That many good banke would be starving to death but

for the income received froa slow paper.

"Sixth: Thet the banks are under terrific criticism and c(nsure

because of the fact that the volume of credit continuce to shrink rather

than to expand. The volume of this critician and censure is growing daily.

Aany thoughtful benkere have expressed to me the view that it would be fortunate

indeed if the banks of thic count1%, could devise ways and means of increasing

loane within the next few days.

"The listing of slow peper is e matttr about whic there hes been

a great difference of opinion and it would seem highly deeirable if 6 fair

and broad definition of "slow paper subject to criticism' might be agreed

upon. Let us say that there ere two classes of slow paper: one which

ehould be criticized and one whici should not be mentioned in the examiner's

report. Let us then set up the elemente entering into each claas so that

each may be readily identified both by the banker and. by the examiner.

"It st nes to reason that as long as examiners believe it to be

their duty to hammer constantly on loans that are admittedly good, only

because they are slow, it will hav, the effect not only of forcing banks

to exert unnecessary pressure on such loans, but will prevent them from

making new loins cxcept those thLt are liquid and of short duration. fr". I
it
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Banking - Oct. 19t4

buggestions for Loan Classification
Page fit. (contd.)

"There are undoubtedly sloe lorne in benks, the liculd'tion of
which depends upon the sale of security and for which security there is
no ,resent merket, tnd likely of euch loans should be clessified as slow.
?hie especially applies to reel estate and mortgage lower secured by un-
certain or inadecuate valuec on property with little or no income nnd
where the debtor has no peying ability. It els° would apply in many
ChBOV to loans leered on unlieted eecuritiee for which there is no present
market, whero the debtor hee no peying ability and where the security
pledged hns no earning power.

"There are other loane which ere plainly good and collectible
over a reasonable period of time, these loane being supported by state-
ments showing mound assets. There are many sound conforming reel estete
loane running maturally over a period of year:3 secured by income-bearing
propert,i, properly mergined, and teese, it would seem, should not be
mentioned es slow in the examiner's report, if kept in current condition."

Loen, supported by unlisted securities, but whice are backed by
stetemente showing unquestionable velues, and on whiclt reasonable returns
are being epplied to liquidation of the debt, might well be elimineted from
the slow column. The benke are and should be interested in the new direct
loans to industry and in the home modernization loans; these two classes
might be called eloe beceuee they cre mede under en exteneed pe;,ment plan,
although they surely should not be criticized by the examiner when properly
set up.

"The exuminer tad the banker alike must recognize thc fundemontal
changee thet have teken piece in the 'Let few I years,"fr. Law stated.
"We muet ell try to understand the trends end objectivee of f!eoe chengere
in order to deal effectively witt. them."

Examinere should carefully appraise the management of banke, "for
management mckee the bank." The lime have been strengthened rind t'ees various
depertments havLng supervision aver banks are in a position to correct abusee.
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SOURCE: "Branch Banks versus Unit Banks" by Gaines T. Cartinho r, 

The Annals, january„ 1934. 41 i!

a-f.A 44-41

Pages 44 and 45
Professionalized Bank ManaJQment

The development of large branch systems very logically raises

the question as to whether banking should be a profession, as it

is in Canada. Obviously, it would stand a better chance of becom-

ing professionalized if it were made up of such organizations. Our
trouble has been to a large extent what Professor Berle referred
to in an interesting address presented before the New York State
Bankers Association when he said that bankers must be exclusively
bankers. The fact that England, Canada, and other countries have
done so well in branch banking can be attributed not only to the
fact that the system is good but also to the fact that their bankers
are exclusively bankers.

Banking is already regarded as a business, but it should be
more than a business. It should be a profession, just as law,
medicine, and engineering. The modern banker must have a thor-
ough knowledge of the principles of banking, and yet, as Mr.
Francis H. Sisson, former President of the American Bankers Asso-
ciation, said last spring: "Banks in some cases have been operated
by former circus acrobats, barkeepers, retired village grocery men,
and others, wholly estimable in their calling, hut hardly properly
trained to be bankers." There is more reason for emphasizing the
professional aspect of banking at the present time than ever before.
Not only has banking increased in magnitude, but also in complexity.

professionalize banking and emphasize the three qualities of tech-
The American Bankers Association and large brauch systems could

nical competahce, economic understanding, and conscientious respon- I
sibility. The activities of the Bank Management Commission and the '

American Institute of Banking (both of the AmPrican Bankers Asso-
ciation) should be developed to their full potentialities, and em-

ployees who are so inclined should be permitted to follow prescribed

and approved banking and finance aurriculums in the colleges of com-

merce of reputable universities. Successful progress in the educational
aspects of banking should be made a definite prerequisite to promotion.

Educational facilities in Canada along this line are provided by
the Canadian Bankers Association in the form of a junior and senior
course, fees for which are usually advanced by the banks, repayable
in small monthly payments without interest. To all who pass the exam-
ination the banks refund the fees in full, and in addition pay a bonus.
The Canadian Bankers Association has no facilities such as the American
Bankers Association, but has arranged for these courses as well as sup-
plementary courses to be given under the direction of Queen's University.

MCI

ll" a..4'
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Banking in Canada has grown up under the fostering care of experienced
bankers and is distinctly a profession, because general managers and man—
agers of branches have almost invariably been engaged in it since their
early youth. This training and experience makes for greater safety for
Depositors. The President of the Canadian bankers Association said
recently: "The stability of our banking system is greatly facilitated

14by the systelaatic and progressive training of bank executives."

The banker is a semipublic servant. He is charged with the heaviest.
/ of responsibilities and obligations that occur in our economic life.
i Hon. J. W. Pole, addressing the Ohio Bankers Association about three

/
years ago, said that modern banking is so highly complicated and tech—
nical that the crying need of the hour is professionalized bank manage—

/ i ment, and that unless the unit bankers took to training and rose to
meet that need, it would inevitably be ifiet by a branch—bank system

supplanting them. The present Comptroller of the Currency, J. F. T 
O'Connor, says that "bankers have not been properly trained 

it is necessary to build a banking profession." The development of
powerful branch systems could bring about a new banking era in which
only men competent to pass upon the many—sided legal and economic
questions incident to managing a sound banking institution would be
permitted to serve as bank executives.
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Source: The Bank Act (Canada) 1934

(1) Every one is guilty of an offence and liable, uaon conviction on
indictment, to two years' imprisonment, or to a fine not exceeding two
thousand five hundred dollars, or to both, and, upon summary conviction, to
imprisonment for six months, with or without hard labour, or to a fine not
exceeding one hundred dollars, or both, who

(a) being a dirPctor, general manager, manager, or other executive
officer of a bank, corruptly accepts or obtains, or agrees
to accept or attempts to obtain, from any person for hitaself
or for any other person, any gift or considerution as an
inducement or reward for doing or forbearing to do, or for
having done or forborne to do, any act relating to the bank's
business or affairs, or for showing or forbearing to show
favour or disfavour to any person with relation to the bank's
business or affairs; or

(b) corruptly gives or agrees to give or offers apy gift or con-
sideration to any director, general manager, manager, or
other executive officer of a bank as an inducement or reward
or consideration to such director, general manager, manager,
or other executive officer of the bank, for dong or fo--
bearing to do, or for having done or forborne to do, any
act relating to the bank's business or affairs, or for snow-
ing or forbearing to show favour or disfavour to any person
mith relation to the bank's business or affairs.

(2) In this section "consideration" includes valuable consideration
of any kind. R.S.,c.1225.155,am. (Page 75 Section 155)

(2) If any bank, either directly or indirectly lends money or makes
advances in excess of five per centum of its paid-up cadital to a director
of the bank or to any firm, company or corporation in which the president,
general manager or a director of the bank is a partner or shareholder, as
the case may be, without the approval of two-thirds of the oirectors present
at a regular meeting, or a meeting specially called for the pur)ose, of the
board, such bank shall incur a penalty not exceeding five thousand dollars.

(5) If any director of a bank is present or votes at a meeting of the
board during the time when loans or advances to himself or any firm, company
or corporation of which he is a partner or director are under consideration
both the bank and such director shall incur denalties not exceeding five
thousand dollars, and such director shall forthwith vacate his office of
director and shall not be eligible for election as a director of a bank with-
in a period of five years after the date of the said meeting of the board.

(4) (a) Any manager or other officer of a bank who acts as agent
for any insurance company or for any person in the placing
of insurance shall incur a penalty not exceeding five hundred
dollars;

368
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Source: The Bank Act (Canada) 1934

(b) Any bank which exercises presure upon any borrower to place

insurance for the security of such bank in any particular

insurance agency shall incur for each such offence a penalty

not exceeding five hundred dollars. (Page 81 Section 151)

(1) Every president, vice-president, director, auditor, general manager

or other officer of the bank or trustee who.jimmiiiay prepares, signs, approves

or concurs in any account, statement, return, report or document respecting

t affairs of the bank containing any false or deceptive statement, or any

rEturn which does not set forth the true financial position of the bank in-

cluding all the information reluired by section one hundred and thirteen of

this Act, shall be guilty of an indictable offense punishable, unless a

greater .)unishment is in any case by lqw prescribed therefor, by imprison-

ment for a term not exceeding five years.

(2) Every president, vice-president, director, auditor, general manager

or other officer of the bank or trustee who ne prepares, signs,

approves or concurs in apy account, statemen return, re)ort or document

respecting the affairs of the bank containing any false or deceptive state-

ment, or any return which does not set forth the true financial position of

the bank including all the information required by section one hundred and

thirteen of this Act, shall be guilty of an indictable offence punishable,

unless a greater punishment is in any case by law lrescribed therefor, by

imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years. h.S.1c.12,5.163.

(Page 84 Section 163)
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The stock, property, affairs and concerns of the bank shall be managed

by a board of directors. (Page 10 Section 19)

(1) Each director shall hold stock of the bank, of wh:ch stock he shall

be the absolute and sole owner in his individual right and not as trustee

or in the right of another, on which not less than

(a) three thousand dollars have been paid up, when the paid-up

capital stock of the bank is one million dollars or less;

(b) four thousand dollars have been paid u), when the paid-up

ca,-)itll stock of the bank is over one million dollars and

does not exceed three million dollars;

(c) five thousand dollars have been paid up, when the paid-up

capital stock of the bank exceeds three million dollars.

(2) No person shall be elected or continue to be a cirector unless he

holds stock, of whch he is the owner as aforesaid, paid up to the amount

required by this Act, or such gre,iter amount as is required by any by-law

in that behalf.

(3) A majority of the directors shall be natural born or naturalized

subjects of his Majesty and domiciled in Canada. (Page 10 Section 20)

(1) No dividend or bonus shall be declared so as to impair the paid-up

ca)ital of the bank.

(2) The directors who knowingly and wilfully cuncur in the declaration

or making payable of any dividend or bonus, whereby the paid-up ca)ital of

tne bank is implired, shall be joIntly and severally liable for the awount

of such dividend or bonus, as a debt due by them to the bank.

(3) No division of drofits, either by way of dividends or bonus, or

both combined, or in any other way, exceeding the rate of eight per centum

per annum, shall be made by the bank, qnLess, after making the same, the

bank has a rest or reserve fund, equal to at least thirty per centum of its

paid-up caoital after providing all the appropriations necessary for ascer-

tained and estimated losses.

(4) The directors who knowingly and wilfully concur in any division of

profits exceeding the rate of eight per centuin per innum, unless after making
the same the bank has a rest or reserve fund equal to at least thrty per

centum of its paid-up capital after making the appropriations necessqry to

provide for losses, shall be jointly and severally liable for the amount so

divided, as a debt due by them to the bank. (Page 31 Section 58)
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Page 43, section 75 (3)

"In no case shall a director of the bank be present
or vote at a meeting of the Board during the time when
loans or advances to himself or any firm, company or
corporation of which he is a partner or director are
under consideration; but this subsection shall not
apply to the consideration of loans or advances to
corporations controlled by the bank, the shares of which,
except for qualifying shares, are owned by the bank.

"No manager or other officer of any bank shall act as
agent for any insurance company or for any person in the
placing of insurance, nor shall any bank exercise pressure
upon any borrower to place insurance for the security of
such bank in any particular insurance agency, but nothing
herein contained shall prevent such bank from requiring
such insurance to be placed with an insurance company which
it may approve."
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SOURCE: ASSOCIATION NEVvS BULLETIN -- Savings Banks Association of

State of New 'York
OCTOBER 18-19, 1954

ADDRESS by Hon. Joseph A. Broderick

PaRe 16

There is one other point about which I should like to talk
brief],y, about a tendency which has impressed me very much. There
has been a tendency, very marked, during the past year, on the part
of the active officers of the larger savings banks, gradually to with-
draw from outside activities. I hope this will continue, because to
my mind the executive officer of a large savings bank has a full-time
job. Hisposition is a semi-public one, and he should, as far as
possible,give his whole time and attention to the affairs of his
institution, and to the savings banks system of the state. It is a
departure, but we have been much pleased to notice the tendency and
hope and pray it will continue.
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SOURCE: THE TARHEEL BANKER - N.C. BANKERS ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS

June 1934

BANK MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS - by 0. Howard Wolfe, Cashier, Phila. Nat. Bk.

Page 34
* * * * * * * * *

I have been of the opinion for some time that it is difficult, if
not impossible, to correct banking conditions unless we can first
agree upon the things that need correction. We have tried for a great
many years to produce good bankers by legislation and regulation, and
thus far without success. We have tried through all kinds of bank associa-
tion work and bank management conferences to elevate the standards of
ethics and practice to be found in daily bank operation, and from the
record of the past three or four years I conclude that we have begun
in both instances at the wrong place.

So I suspect that the biggest problem in bank management is the bank-
er himself. I cannot believe that this is the result of any inherent
weakness or flaw peculiar to bankers. I am convinced that we are as
smart la a group of business men as any other particular group. I
resent as bitterly as any one the prevailing disposition to criticize
all bankers because a few have been inefficient. I believe it is no
more fair to assume that all bankers are auspicious characters because
a few have been untrustworthy tnan it is to condemn all hospitals and
ostracize all doctors because some of them make incorrect diagnoses. I
am optimistic enough to believe that in spite of our record, when the
last chapter of banking is written, all will turn out well, as we will
all live happily ever after.

As a young man I received my early training in a bank presided over by a
gentleman who was the very soul of integrity, and whose memory still
stands out as one of the distinctive landmarks in my thirty-five years
of experience. I naturally believed that all banke.rs were beyond suspicion,
and that everything they did was right, and I retained that idea for at
least ten years. I began to suspect something was wrong somewhere in the
picture when as a young man I was elected Secretary of the Clearing
House Section of the American Bankers Association, and among other du-
ties was charged with the responsibility of persuading Clearing House
Associations to adopt the country Clearing House plan of collecting out-
of-town items. Here was a system that had been in operation in London
for several generations. It had been adopted many years before in such
places as Sedalia, Missouri, and several counties in Pennsylvania, in
Boston, Kansas City, and other places. In each place the plan was work-
ing admirably, saving both time and money to the banks using it. In

3 :42
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The Tarheel Banker - June 1934

Page 34 (contd.)

these conventions year after year the same bankers would sit and listen
to the same descriptions of the plan; they would ask questions and raise
objections, which for the most part were sheer and utter nonsense, and
then proceed to do nothing. Being unable to persuade themselves that
here was a problem in bank management which could be solved by the
bankers themselves, there resulted the check collection provisions of
the /ederal Reserve System, which might be referred to in history as a
monument to the refusal of banks to solve their own management problems.

Pages35-36 

* * * * * * * *

PASSING THE BUCK TO JEFFERSON

I think we can blame a lot of our bank management troubles on Thomas
Jefferson. A great and powerful nation has been built on the theory that
each man is theequal of his neighbor. And we have construed it to mean
that any man can run a bank. Our so-called free banking laws and tfte
National Bank Act havc as their object the theory that every one shall
be permitted to organize and operate a bank provided only he can raise
a sufficient amount of capital. And right here we run into lprimary
question in bank management, namely, how much is an adequate amount of
capital?

So I have come to the reluctant conclusion that the source of bank-
ing legislation problems, bank management problems, public relations
problems, or what problems have you, is the banker himself. I confess
I do not know the answer, or, if I think I do, I hope I am discreet
enough to keep it to myself until I am persuaded that you agree with
me as to what our real problem is. Perhaps I can restate it by referring
to advice which I have been frequently called upon to give to young men
in our employ who become impatient wit, their progress. On such occasions
Itave sometimes said: "If you have the stuff in you, you will get along
in this bank as well as in any other bank. If you have not, you won't
be a greater guccess elsewhere than you are here." In short, if banking
is to continue to be a private business, and if we are to escape more
rigid regulation than we have yet known, we must demonstrate that we
know how to manage our banks so as to inspire public confidence in us.
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The Tarheel Banker - June 1934

Pages 35-36 (contd.)

-3-

NEW DEFINITION OF INTEGRITY

Well, where are we? I think in the first place we must agree on
a new definition of integrity. Not long ago I had occasion to
interview a judge who had sentenced a bank president to eight years
in jail. This banker was a personal friend of mine, and after he had
served several years, I went to see the judge with the thought of help-
ing to secure a pardon. I referred to the fact that my friend, what-
ever might have been his dereliction, was personally honest and would
not steal from anyone. The judge thought for several moments and said:
"I quite agree with you that as a teller this man would never have
stolen one penny from the bank, nor would he ever have taken money
from anyone. As the president of the bank, however, he was not
honest in that he kept certain facts from the Board of Directors which
they should have known. He was guilty of other practices which, even
if they were legally permissible, were morally questionable, and in
the end were bound to have wrecked the institution." I believe, there-
fore, that integrity in a banker is very much more than scrupulous
honesty with respect to the handling of other people's money. One
must keep faith with himself, with his competitors, and with the
general public. We must not confuse the terms integrity and honesty.
They are not synonymous. I would say a banker is not a man of complete
integrity if he does not give his customers the benefit of the best in
the way of service and protection which can be given them. Although
I expect to be shot immediately upon leaving this room for saying so,
I am still unable to reconcile with my definition of integrity many
of the practices which grew out of the custom of charging exchange
on checks drawn upon the bank to which they were sent for payment.
After the inauguration of the Federal Reserve par collection system,
my respect for the average non-par banker would have increased tremend-
ously if he had admitted that an exchange is a source of profit solely
and only because other banks remit at par.

WHAT IS BANK MANAGEMENT

We must also agree on a new definition of bank management. We
must have the courage to operate our institutions as we know they
should be operated and not as our customers and depositors, in some
cases, think they should be managed. I can even imagine situations
in which a sound banker of sterling character and unflinching courage
would oppose his Board of Directors in matters concerning which
presumably he should be better informed than they. Particularly I
can admire a banker who does not become panic stricken when his
depositors begin to show signs of restlessness.
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The Tarheel Banker - June 1934

Pages 35-36 (contd.)

I think we will finally emerge with a new definition of a banker.
We have been rather prone to insist thEA banking is a profession,
without acce7ting all that the term implies. My guess is that whether
we like it or not, we will be taken at our word, and banking will
become a profession in fact, as well as in theory, and when that day
comes, the banker and the doctor will find themselves in the same
class--not seeking to be rich, not seeking power, but seeking only
to serve our customers according to the best traditions of our
profession. Such bankers will need no law, no supervision, and no
guaranty of deposits.

* * * * * * * * * *

Page 38

But whatever may be the answer to our banking problem, I cannot
escape the fact that the salvation of the banking business must rest
ultimately upon the integrity, the ability, and the common sense of
the banker himself, and not upon law, regulation or supervision.

* * * * * * * * * *

Page 39

I don't know mach about banking. I don't think anybody does.
(Laughter.) At these conventions I listen always to speeches which
lecture bankers, and which advise them as to what is correct banking
and the integrity bankers must always have. In fact, bankers are
always lectured, and usually the lecturing is done by bankers. Iam
not going to lecture you bankers today. I have a great deal of
confidence in bankers. I don't think any one bank has the same
problems that any other bank has. You fit into your individual
communities, you know your customs and you can determine the
personal element which enters into a loan and the personal element
is perhaps the best asset to be considered. Will this man pay back
the loan? Has his ancestors paid back what they borrowed from banks?
What sgrt of integrity has he inherited? You know that, and you know
your community, and there is not any bank examiner can tell you what
to do. You just must reach your own conclusions.
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SOURCE: REPORI ON BANKS OF DEPOSIT & DILCOUNT, ETC. - N.Y. 1934

Page 9

MANAGEMENT

In the early part of this report, some space was devoted to a
discussion of factors which have aided in the improvement in bank-
ing conditions during the past year. A factor still more impor-
tant than any which has been mentioned is the trend toward im-
provement in management. In keeping with new legislation, both
state and federal, the tendency has been toward a reduction in the
number of directors of institutions generally. With smeller
boards of directors has come a concentration of responsibility which
has made for more efficient and conscientious management. More-
over, the events of recent years appear to have reminded directors
that the proper conduct of theeffairs of a banking institution
requires more attention on their part than occasional meetings at
which the acts of officers are approved perfunctorily and without
adequate consideration.

While it is possible by legislation to define the scope of bank-
inE activities and to ereCt certain types of safeguards, it remains
for the directors and the active officers to make the decisions from
day to day which over a period of time determine thether an
institution is to succeed or fail. Government supervision likewise
must prove ineffective in the absence of proper direction by those
immediately responsible for banking policies. The success which
has been achieved in securing new capital funds and in otherwise
strengthening the banks of the State will have no lasting effect
unless the development of better management continues.

Page 12  (hecommendations for Legislation)

(7) 4eetings of directors and trustees. The law should be
amended to require directors of banks and trust companies and
trustees of savings banks to meet at least twice each month.

Page 12  (Renewed Recommendations)
* * * * * * *

(3) Loans to officers. Loans to its officers by a bank or trust
company should be prohibited and executive officers should be
required to report any indebtedness which they may have to any
person or corporation, to the chairman of the board of directors
of the institution of which they are officers.

18-1
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Report on Banks of Deposit & Discount, etc. - N.Y. 1934 (contd.)

Page lk (Renewed Recommendetions- contd.)

(4) Borrowing, directors. A director who borrows from his own
institution, should be required to keep on file therewith a state-
ment of his financial condition.

(5) Branch offices of savings banks. Within county or banking
district limits, sevings banks should be permitted to maintain
branch offices in villages or cities not served by banking facilities.

Pages13-14 (Savings banks)

* * * * * * * *

Continued attention should be given to the improvement of sav-
ings bank management. It should not be necessary to mention
that trustees are presumed not to have outside interests which may
conflict with those of their institution. Nor are they expected
to be remunerated for the services which they render except where
specific provision therefor is made by statute. While these prin-
ciples may result in hardship in isolated instances, adherence to
them is nevertheless essential if abuses are to be prevented. The
requirements affecting executive officers are even more execting.
In order for officers to discharge their duties to the depositors
and to the State, they must keep themselves informed of the prob-
lems of their bank and of conditions affecting its welfare. The
officer who seriously attempts such a task will find little time for
outside dctivities.

Management should not be content merely to adhere to past
practices which it believes to be sound. ChanEing conditionF have
given rise to new problems which cannot be solved by any formula
derived solely from past experience. At the present time there
is a need for the development of more efficient methods in the mak-
ing of mortgage loans. The financial status of borrowers as well
as the character of the security offered should be investigeted. Pos-
sibility of competition in the making of mortgage loans based upon
variations in appraisals should be eliminated. Institutions pro-
posing to make loans in communities in which other savings banks
are located should obtain from such savings banks all available
information concerning the prospective borrower and his security.
In the case of savings banks located in the same community, efforts
should be furthered to provide for uniform methods of appraisal
and for an exchange of information concerning borrowers and
property values.
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Report on Banks of Deposit & Discount, etc., - N.Y. 1934 (contd.)

Page 15 (Savings and Loan Associations)

* * * * * * * *

A development worthy of note results from an Act of the Legis-

lature passed at its last regular session requiring directors of sav-

ings and loan associations to examine the affairs of the associations
with which they are connected once in each calendar year and to
file a report thereof with the Banking Department. This require-

ment is one which has long pertained to banks, trust companies

and savings banks. Its extension to savings and loan associations
was advocated by the Department for a number of years as a means
of familiarizing directors with the conditions and .problems of their
associations.

Banking Board
PaKes 22-23 (Functions of Banking Board, In General)

It will be recalled that the Banking Board was formed by act

of the Legislature in the spring of 1932, after the depression had

already become severe. The powers then conferred upon it, while

of a permanent character, were designed largely for the purpose

of enabling the Board to deal with conditions and problems of an

emergency nature. A year later, these powers were aupplemented

by a further act, vesting in the Board what are commonly referred

to as emergency powers.(Underscoring supplied). It is only natural,

therefore, that the Board, since its inception, has been concerned

primarily with problems bearing more or less directly upon the emergency.
It should be noted, however, that the Board has served other purposes. It

has, for instance, adopted regulations designed to improve busi-

ness practices of persons and corporations subject to the Banking

Law. It has also served the Superintendent in an advisory capa-
city and has passed upon end determined many questions which
have been submitted to it for that purpose by the Superintendent.

It is fortunate that at the time the emergency became most
critical, namely in March 1933, the Legislature was in session and
thus could act immediately with respect to the situation confront-
ing the State. At that time, the Legislature chose, rather than to
deal individually with each problem presented by the emergency
to prescribe the State's policy and leave to the Banking Board the
task of carrying out such policy under extraordinary powers con-
ferred for that purpose. Under such powers, the Board has been
able to take various actions which have had the effect of conserving
the assets of institutions for the benefit of depositors and creditors,
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Report on Banks of Deposit & Discount, etc. - N.Y. 1934 (contd.)

Banking Board
Pages 22-23 (contd) - Functions of Banking Board, In General

facilitating reorganizations and recapitalizations, 8.9 a part of a
general program for strengthening of the banking system, and
otherwise protecting the public interest. In looking to the future,
it is a matter deserving of great consideration that the Court of
Appeals has upheld the constitutionality of this grant of powers
to the Banking Board and that in no case has any action been
taken to overthrow a regulation of the Board on the grounds of its
being arbitrary or unfair. It is also a matter of record that the
banking institutions of the state have cooperated fully with the
Board in the work which it has attempted to do. The question now
arises as to whether these extraordinary powers shall be permitted
to lapse or whether certain of them should be continued in order
that future Boards will be able to act promptly with respect to
emergency situations which may arise, without special considera-
tion and action by the Legislature.

Banking Board Resolutions
Pagp a 

10.

Resolved, That examinations to be made pursuant to chapter 258
of the Laws of 1934 by the directors of savings and loan asso-
ciations, for the year 1934, shall be completed as soon after July 1st
as is feasible, provided that all such examinations ahall be com-
menced not later than September 1, 1934.

Adopted June 7, 1934.

* * * * * * *

PROPOSALS FOR AMENDMENTS WHICH FAILED OF ENACTMENT

Page 71

Senate Int. 695
Senate Print 736

This bill proposed to amend the Banking Law to prohibit officers
and directors of banks and trust companies from being officers and
directors of corporations engaged in the purchase and sale of secu-
rities. It also would have required directors to file statements with
their institutions concerning their financial condition and would
have required officers to report to their institutions any indebted-
ness which they might have.
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Report on °anks of Deposit & Discount, etc. - N.Y. 1934 (contd.)

Proposals for Amendments Thich Failed of Enactment
Page 71 (contd.)

Senate Int. 699
Senate Print 740

This bill proposed to amend section 10-b of the Banking Law to
authorize the Banking Board to remave from office, officers and
directors who were responsible for continued violations of the
Banking Law or for the continuance of unsefe or unsound practices.
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Address by Merle Thorpe, Editor,
The Nation's Business

38th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., May, 1934.

(The Hoosier Banker, June, 1934)

* * * * * * * *

The nation has never before witnessed auch a general and continuous

muckraking of our business life. Thus unwittingly we have vveakened the

faith and confidence of the people in the very institutions and processes

they must use to bring back prosperous times.

We began with the banks. Bankers have borne the brunt of the

general muckraking that has been going on. There is no closed season

for the banker. He has always been fair game for the demagogue.

If the banker lends money and charges interest, he is a usurer. If

he doesn't lend money to Tom, Dick and Harry, he is a tight-wad.

The bank crisis, which led to so much criticism of bankers and our

banking machinery, ras caused primarily by an unreasoning fear on the

nart of the Public. Criticism egainst a bank's rolicy of lending is

really a criticism against the public state of mind. Banks, perhaps

more so than other businesses, are, end must be, sensitive to a state

of mind. In this, the bank is a communal institution. Its strength or

weakness at a given time may be due as much or more to the forces out-

side, in the community, as to the policies or practices inside, Tithin

the control of management.

In our effort to remedy and reform, we too often forget this. Real

improvement will come from considerPtion of banking fundamentals and

sound public -policies, rather than surface symptoms or superficialities.

Good banks are the products of properly equipped, far-seeing men of high

professional standards, with a keen sense of public interest. But good

bunks can be weakened, and even wrecked, by agencies beyond their con-

trol, such as unwise governmental credit or aarrency policies, punitive

repression of business development, slander and hysteria. Good manage-

ment and improved efficiency of bank executives cannot be supplied by

law. The banker should not be expected, any more than any other man,

to foresee the unforeseeable, or to predict the unpredictable, especial]y

where MECS thinking and mass action are concerned. The basic diffi-

culties of banking institutions hsve been created beyond the controls

of management. There are but relatively few excepticns to this. All

over the land, sound and sagacious men, placing discharge of duty before

personal profit, have enabled Ameri.can banking to weather a storm of

unprecedented proportions.

* * * * * * * * *

America hes good banks and good bankers. It is interesting, in our

present state of self-criticism, to note that very recently there were

those in both Canada and England who were advocating our banking system

for their countries. There is room for improvement, as always, but in

187
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seekinE improvement, we should avoid making restrictions, aimed at pre-
venting a repetition of recent mistakes, that would hamper the develop-
ment of banking functions so desirable in normal times. In good times
there is no criticism of banks for giving too much credit, although in
fact such a mistake is usually more productive of widespread community
injury than the other extreme of failing to meet every insistent demand.
we, the rublic, should help our bankers to resist, rather than to con-
form to, the public's need.

It is my observation at Washint,ton that many so-called reforms are
urged because of resentment againet the occasional banker, who, by
crookedness or bad judgment, has brought ruin to his institution. The
desire is to punish bankers quite as much as it is to safeguard banks.
Such a motive is scarcely conducive to sound banking legislation.
Bitter impulses never write good law.

* * * * * * * *
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BOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF MISSOURI BANKERS ASSOCIATION**May 17-18-19, 1953

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRES.-M. E. Holderness

Pages 24-25

Major A. A. Speer, a dean among Association workers, made
the development of Regional Clearing House Associations one of
the chief objectives of his administration as president. He
stoutly and persistently maintained that the necessity for County
Organization and Regional Clearing Houses was paramount. Said he,
"Our country banks as well as our city banks must have regard for fi-
nancial statements of borrowers and their proper anelysis, secondaryreserves, liquidity of assets, diversificetion of investments, costof operation, and other essentials if the present si,?tem of banking
is to survive." One almost weeps to think how many banks have
perished that might have been saved if Malor Speer's warning had beenheeded. For three years I have traveled throughout this state,
advocating the further development of county units, and this work
should be continued. At any rate, I bespeak your carefUl attentionto the report of Mr. H. H. Mohler, our Chairman of County Organizationand Regional Clearing Houses.

It is with some pride that I mention a new committee created atthe beginning of this year, the Committee on Better Banking, Mr.Frank C. Hunt, Chairman. This committee was commissioned to studyand analyze the best in banking practice to be found anywhere and
everywhere; to particularly assimilate and coordinate all the
experience our own association has been able to gather through its
several departments and committees whose work hes to do with betterbanking practice, and to translate all those things into a handbookfor the guidance of our members.
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Proceedings Missouri Bankers Association-14ay 1933

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON SERVICE CHARGEr—C. A. Wisdom, Chairman

Page 71 

Service charges cover the whole category of bank revenue,
and when we speak of service charges we do not mean merely a
charge on unprofitable accounts. We mean an adequate charge for
all services rendered by a bank. The two charges most productive
of revenue are charges on unprofitable accounts and "float"; but,
there are many, many other charges that should be made which are
too generally ignored. Proper charges on small loans 1 collections
of various kinds, cashing of checks for noncustomers, pay rolls,
exchange, buying and selling of bonds, and many other miscellaneous
items are overlooked as income producers and are handled at actual
losses to the banks. Even interest rates are frequently and un-
necessarily too low. There are many other correlated propositions
that are also too often neglected. The banker of the present and
the banker of the future will of necessity give these matters more
consideration.
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Proceedings Missouri Bankers Association—May 1953

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS--Tom K. Smith, Chairman

Page 107 

XIV
INTEREST ON DEPOSITS

The payment of high rates of interest, particularly on
savings and time deposits, has had the unfortunate consequence
of distorting the investment policies of many banks to the undue
emphasis of yield at the expense of security. The discontinuance
of interest on active commercial accounts requires serious con-
sideration. We recommend a careful study of the respective rates
of interest being paid on all classes of deposits; and, should it
be found that any of the rates being paid are exorbitant, we recom-
mend concerted action toward the reduction of such rates. We recom-
mend further that savings depositors be required to give actual
notice of withdrawals.
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'-roceedings Missouri Bankers Association—May 1933

Page 130

THE CHAIRMAN: (Topic: Loans to Stockholders, Directors, & their
* * * * * Interests)

Ley me say this in that connection. Probably the reascn
that loans to directors and their interests have come under suspicion
is the fact that--not so much in these unusual times but in the past--
when we stepped into an unusual situation--for instance 1929, 1928,
1927, 1926, 1925, or even going back to 1919--it was quite frequently
the case, and I think Mr. Gieselman, who has had examination experience,
can bear this out, the minute you found a bank was overextended you
could very quickly turn right over to see about loans to directors
and their interests and right there you would find they were entirely
out of proportion. I should say inrine cases out of ten that was the
case.

So frequently when the bank has been established those who have
built up the bank have gotten the ideait was for their benefit, as a
matter prior to the safeguarding of the deposits they are asking the
community to give. &t is an incorrect attitude of mind. It is not "value
received", as the gentleman said in his address this morning. That is
one reason loans to directors have come under a certain amount of
suspicion. It is because experience has shown that when banks fail
or When banks get in an extended condition you can immediately turn to
the bxaminer's report and find an inordinate amount of loans to direc—
tors and their interests.
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SOURCE: THE CHANGING STRUCTURE OF AMERICAN BANKING--R. W. Goldschmidt
1933

CHAPiER XI
Some Suggestions for Reform

Page 262 

* * * The story of how these banks were led, or, rather, misled,
by a lack of commercial borrowers, a rapid increase in time deposits,
and the comparatively high rates of mortgage loans to invest, 30, 40,
and sometimes even 50 per cent of their total resources in the form of
real estate loans has been told in Chapter IV. Such a development was
only possible because the American banker, at least in that territory,
had not been grounded thoroughly enough in the principles of commercial
banking, and because the principles of financing real estatedevelopments
on sound lines by long-term bonds issued by specialized institutions poolinE
the risks of many individual developments, are nearly unknown in the United
States. * * *

Page 267

* * * Taking into account the somewhat different charactEr of
savings deposits in commercial banks, the following may be suggested as
investment rules for those savings departments:

(a) Liquid assets (cash, balances with correspondent or Federal
Reserve Banks, bankers' acceptances, commercial psper): at least 10 per
cent of savings deposits.

(b) United States securities: at least 10 per cent, at most 50
per cent.

(c) Sonde: at most 50 per cent, with restrictions as to individual
issues, etc., as no% in, eg., New York SavinEs Bank law.

(d) Real estate loans: at most 25 per cent with restrictions as
outlined under 4.

(e) Short-term or medium-term (up to three years) loans to induetry:
at most 25 per cent, with restrictions as under 4. In this way some of the
problems of smaller firms, which otherwise find it very difficult to provide
for additional working capital—and will find it more difficult still in the
future on account of the provisions of the new Securities Act--might be
solved.

P-R6
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The Changing Structure of American Banking--

R. W. Goldschmidt
Page 268 (Chapter XI contd.)

To reduce
reserve against
per cent of the
present surplus

the chance of losses to depositors still further, a
savings deposits aught to be formed amounting to 5
total of deposits held and either segregated from the
of the banks or formed within five years out of profits.
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John J. Driscoll, bank analyst, in an article entitled, "Closed 

Banks--A Study of Causes", in the Junet. 1933, isaue of the American 

Bankers' Association Journal stated that an examination of the re-

cords of closed banks showed about 24 causes of failure. Incompetent 

management was Tlaced third in relative importance,_ with frozen loans

first and investment securities second. 

The following excerpt was taken from the article - Page 17:

After loans and investments the factor most frequently cited by re-

ceivers as an important cause of failure was the quality of management.

In many cases the former officials were referred to as incompetent, weak,

yielding and lacking in courage.

Il It is a fair statement to say that 85 per cent of the success of any

bank is traceable to its management and not to its size or location.

The unhealthy loan and security situation already discussed, and other

pertinent points that have influenced these banks largely reflect the

viewpoint, ability and foresight of the management.

By the same reasoning, of course, it must be remembered that the

opinion of the receivers is usually a personal opinion and the receiver

has the benefit of hindsight.

In some instances the size of the bank would hardly permit the hiring

of capable management because of the lack of earnings to pay required

salaries. However, in many of these cases high rates of interest were

paid on deposits. It would have been sounder to aurtail interest rates

and apply a portion of the sum saved to obtain more capable officers.

Occasionally, the dominance of one man who spent only part of his

time in the bank was the chief factor of weakness. His conclusions

and policies forced on the bank, were influenced by politics, and

by the possible effect on other business with which he was associated,

etc.

Lack of proper supervision by directors occasionally appears as a

reason for failure. Directors frequently do not realize that the res-

ponsibility for running a bank is theirs whether they actively accept

it ot not. Too frequently, directors accept their nomination as an

honor with very little thought of its accompanying responsibilities.

If they do not feel they have sufficient knowledge or ability to deter-

mine whether or not a bank is being properly managed then it is incum-

bent on them to secure outside disinterested advice.

Leaving all decisions to one man or a small clique often resulted

in their judgment becoming warped and opinions set. As the responsibility

finally rests with the directors, they should insist on the right of ex-

pressing their own opinions and viewpoints on decisions, thus giving the

benefit of many approaches to these problems and milking their solution

the concern of all rather than a few.

CT. 1,6 r-t
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Lack of definite policies and goals to be attained was very pre-

valent. Preconceived policies for making loans and investments,

and for their liquidation were missing. Predetermined standards

of earnings to be attained were rarely asked of the management.

If these things are not worked out in advance then the final re-

sult is placed in the hands of luck with everyone hoping for the

best.if

Dictation of policies by the public, because of fear to take a

stand, weakened many of these banks. It was considered necessary

to do whatdepositors insisted upon rather than to insist that the

depositor do what sound banking dictated.
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The following excerpts were taken from an article, "Master Bankine, 
by CradaB. Hazelewoodi_ in  the July, 1932, issue of the American 
Bankers' Association Journal:

Page 17 

If one fact stands out preeminent above all others learned from
this time of panic, it is that every banker must be equipped with a
complete knowledge. Knowledge of the banking business, knowledge of
his own bank. No longer is it possible to operate on a basis of
cruess and hunch--and we may as well admit that a good many institu-
tions entered the financial storm of the past years without adequate
equipment of knowledge such as is requirad.

Management alone can supply the answer to whether any individual
bank now in reasonably good condition will succeed. For management
alone can provde the loan and investment policies and the operating
practices that will spell the difference between success and failure.

Ascertain  Losses - Page 18 

Another place in which knowledge is essential today, as compared
with guessing, is in connection with losses. Too many bankers have
been willing to kid themselves about bad loans and investment depre-
ciations. The only course open to good banking--and may Heaven pro-
tect the man who has not learned this from the past few months!--is
to discover the losses, report them, take them.

* * *
Nothing else can take the place of good management by facts. Dur-

ing this panic we have seen it proved hundreds ,af times that examine-,
tion and supervision cannot be relied upon to produce good management.
Management is a dynamic, positive force that makes an institution out-
standing, good,fair, or poor. Examination and supervision can only
warn when the institution has taken a turn for the worse, and eventually
they can only close the doors when their warnings have been repeatedly
disregarded.

* * *
Certain sets of facts about our banks are essential to good manage-

ment. The three most necessary facts for any banker today are knowledge
of (1) Capital position, (2) Liquidity, (3) liquidity plus borrowing
ability. On these three phases we must always be definitely informed.

We must recognize that there exist no guaranteed, mechanical methods
for preventing inefficiency in management. There is no substitute for
knowledge.
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SOURCE: REPORT ON BANKS OF DEPOSIT & DISCOUNT, ETC.- N.1. 1933

Page 5 

In addition to the advantages which we have a right to expect
from uniform supervision, all institutions upon becoming members
of the Federal Reaerve System must comply with the Federal
Reserve Act. This means that practices of recent years whier were
responsible for bringing criticism upon the banking business must
cease or be kept within the bounds prescribed by the Banking Act
of 198E. Under that Act, the securities selling bueinese must be
divorced from commercial banking; large, unwieldy boards of
directors are no longer authorized; deposits are forbidden to be
invested in stocks) and officers and directors who are guilty of
persistent violations of law or of unsound practices are subject to
removal from office.

,Page k5 (Banking Board)

Other problems in the field of savings bank operations thet have
received the attention of the Banking Board have been the
following:

(a) Effecting such reductions in dividend ratios paid depositors
ae are consistent with the changed economic and financial situation
and as are necessary to eliminate unfair competition.

(b) The modification of certain competitive practices such CAL5
engaging in expensive methods of securing new business, which
do not strengthen the aggregate situation.

(c) Encouraging savings banks to make further progress in
confining deposits to those of a true thrift character.

To accomplish results, the Board has preferred to mnimize
the application of its emergency powers. Wherever practically
possible it has preferred to depend upon the cooper:tive efforts
of those upon who.a the banks themselves have vested responsibility.
Spontaneous attempts of bankers to strengthen their own situa-
tion represent& too fine a movement to be wrecked by premature
bureaucratic activity.
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"The ruture of American Banking" - Address by A. A. Berle, Jr.,
Professor of Corporation Finance at Columbia University.

40th Annual Convention, New York State Bankere Asso., June 1933.

Under the old system, we had achieved the brilliant result that the
strongest unit was lisble to attack when the weakest unit went, but the
weakest unit did not command the strength of the strongest. In ot'ser
words, we had all the .iisalvantages of a competitive duplex syste:L, but
became a single system for the purrose of mutual Pailure only. I recall
very clearly the discussions leading up to the banking holiday. Some of

you gentlemen were there. You Aay remember that they began at Mr. Ogden
Mills' house on Urch 1, and concluded, after dividing into a series or
conferences, in Une night or rather in the early '-ssrning of verch 4.
Roughly speaking, a large part of tie country lying outside the great
centers was insisting that the situfition must be handled as a unit, and
that their banks could no longer stand the strain of an entire system
slowly crashIng in. The strongest units in the large cities, aware of
their prestige, their tremendous liquidity, an the fsct that their
affairs had been put in order, were prepared to stand out and see the
situation develop itself. They proposed to let nature take its course,
believing that their independent strength was on the whole a better thing
to trust than any attempt at unified action. To a theoretioal student of
the problem, like myself, that position was impossible. In the last
analysis, when there is mass .sovement in progress, the system becomes
one in the public mInd whether you choose it or not. It ceases to be a
ssestion of the safety of this bank as against that bank. It becomes a
question or the safety of any bank at all. And as that mass ,ssvement
finally developed, it became perfectly obvious that collective action
was resuired.
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SOURCE: THE GUARANTY OF BANK DEPOSITS-- A report of The Commission on
Banking Law and Practice, Association of Res. City Bankers

Chicago, November 1933—Bulletin No. 3

Page 3

This Commission, after a thorough study of the whole subject, has
attempted to present a constructive viewpoint. We recognize fully that
the motives of the advocates of guaranty have been in the public interest.
They saw a great public wrong, and tried to right it. Furthermore, this
Commission believes that bankers should accept a full share of criticism
for not standing forth earlier and in full force to reform and strengthen
the banking structure. It should be said that there are many obstacles,
not only economic but also geographic, social and political, which stand
in the way of true banking reform, and it is doubtful if any banking
leadership could have brought about remedial action until the defects of
our banking system had been demonstrated by recent events.

There are alAays thoughtful and constructive men who are alive to
the existing defects in their respective business systems. But in times
of prosperity the average man lAants to be let alone. It is only after a
period of misfortune that public opinion is aroused to support reform
either in law or in practice. It will be recalled that the panic of 1907
led to the a)pointment of the Aldrich Commission whose efforts laid thc
groundwurk for the banking reforms of 1913. In our judgment, the time is
opportune for the appointment of a similar body, under Federal auspices,
to make a thorough and impartial study of the banking system, in the light
of present conditions, with recommendations which will lead in a gradual
way to a sound and permanent structure.

P Ei.He 

* * * * *

RECOMVENDATIONS

* * * * *

Even in recommending support of the temporary plan, the Commission
would point out that in the ver success of any guaranty plan there lurks
a fundamental danger. If we find ourselves left with the guaranty plan but
not a sound banking system, it will be a disaster. Banks may be temporarily
stimulated to the point v'here they can cjialify for the guaranty, but if
they are not basically sound and competently managed, if they cannot earr
satisfactory profits, they will fail in the end, and impose heavy burdens
on the other banks and on the entire business structure. What we are recom-
mending, therefore, is co-operation in an emergency measure of the sort that
has been deemed necessary in almost all branches of our economic life but
we are not, directly or indirectly, endorsilv, the principle of deposit ouananty.
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The Guaranty of Bank Deposits--Assn. of Res. City Bankers

kage 10 

There is no vagueness nor uncertainty as to the fundamental
elements necessary in a sound banking system. The chief problem is
to interpret these factors to the public so that the simple essentials
may be generally understood and supported by public opinion. This
involves time. It cannot be done hastily.

PaKe 25 

* * * Moreover it will take many years for even some of the
good banks to write off accumulated losses and build up the necessary
surplus for safety. A more rigid policy of writing off future losses
as they occur will probably further reduce earnings. * * *

There has been a substantial shifting from demand to time deposits
since the law went into effect, but there is no basis for estimating
the extent to which this shift may continue. With the return of more
normal conditions the large depositors doubtless will demand compensation
in some form, such as lower interest rates on loans or additional services
of some kind. There may also be a shift of funds from deposits to active
uses. Alany large depositors may invest their funds direct1y rather than
keep them on deposit at no interest. Uthers may deposit their funds
abroad where interest is paid.

* * * Above_all, the fact stands out that  a sound banking, system
cannot be developed without adequate profits with which to build reserves 
and to pay dividends. In recent years the earnings of banks as a whole
have been inadequate for the safety of the system. * * *

Page 3J

* * * In the last analysis, the firm foundation upon which safe
banking must always rest is the absolute independence of judgment whicl a
banker applies to the lending of the funds entrusted to hiF care. Any
influence which tends to weaken this independence of judgment strikes at
the root of the banking structure.
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The Guaranty of bank Deposits--Assn. of Rcs. City Bankers

Page 42--Sat. Evening Post, leading editorial, Aug. 9, 1924
* * * * * *

"Integrity, financial ability and responsibility form the very
essentials of the banking business. No insurance scheme can take
the place of these requisites, even if it be handled on the most
scientific and technically impeccable basis.”
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SOURCE: THE GUARANTY OF BANK DEPOSITS--A report of the Cpmmission on
Banking Law and Practice, Association of Res. City Bankers

Chicago, Nov. 1935----Bulletin No. 3

Page 9 
PERMANENT RECONSTRUCTION

* * * * * * * *

* * * Instead of correcting the fundamental defects of our banking
system, the Act penalizes for their success those banks which have been
able to keep themselves in a strong position in spite of an unsound
system. It is believed that officials of the government realize that
this is not the correct answer. The bankers know it is not. It is the
duty of the bankers to demonstrate to the depositors of the banks that
there is a better method. In our opiniohl the right way to solve the 
problem is not to look for someone to assume the losses, but to eliminate 
them. It must be shown that the weakness in the present system can be
eradicated, and that deposit guaranty merely covers up and even encourages
this weakness. Courageous statesmanship will seek the root of the trouble
and remove it.

* * * * * * * *

Page 18

The past record is no indication, of course, as to what future losses
may be. There is no basis for estimating future losses, and the II above
figures are given merely ta indicate what can happen ta the fund in periods
of depression under the present banking system. But in the judgment of many
persons the losses here estimated would be increased, in our present loose
banking system, under a guaranty plan, because of the tendency toward careles
and irresponsible banking which deposit guaranty induces.

_Page 40 

f * * * * * * *

COVENT ON DEPOSIT GUARANTY

Gov. Landon of Kansas, in an address made Sept. 2, 1953, to Kansas bankers. (The
guaranty of deposits was tried in Kansas. This statement is, therefore, of
special interest).

"What hope can there be that a guaranty of the deposits of the member
banks of the Federal fleserve System will be any more workable and satisfactory
to either the banks or their customers, than the guaranty systems attempted by
the different States for State banks? In my judgment, the guaranty of bank
deposits, if carried out in this country to its logical conclusion, will
completely destroy the entire banking system of the nation.

"Talk about guaranteeing bank deposits is but political salve to a wound
that needs a business caustic. The principle of guaranty is not the answer,
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The Guaranty of Bank Deposits—Assn. of Res. City Bankers.

Page 40 (contd.)
Governor Landon

because relaxing of vigilance on the part of bank officers is the
inevitable vaychological effect. The guaranty of bank deposits is the
start of a vicious circle that is ruinous to depositor and stockholder
alike."
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"The Revised Schedule of Charges" - by F. A. Buscher
Proceedings of 44th Annual Convention of

Minnesota Bankers Asso. - June 1933
(In: Commercial West, June 24, 1933)

* * * * * * * *

Cooperative Action

The idea of clearing house associations is an old one, and the
record of achievements of clearing house associations in metropolitan
centers is sufficient recommendation to warrant their consideration
in this case. We believe there is no better medium for cooperation
between banks than the clearing house association. By clearing house
association is meant an organization whose purnose shall be to effect
the maximum degree of cooperation between banks of a community. We
do not, of course, have in mind the idea of a medium for the clearing

of checks. Historically, the name of clearing house associations was
first used to designate groups of banks organized for the solution of
common problems as well as the actual clearing of checks. This latter
function has been assumed largely by other agencies, but the name of
clearing house association persists.

We have made a study of eleven city clearing house associations
now functioning in the State of Minnesota. We have found instances
where these clearing house associations have performed not only their
ordinary functions relating to service charges, clearing of checks,
hours of closing, etc., but also much larger and broader problems
such as working with the boards of county commissioners, the boards
of education, and city councils in the solution of civic problems
relating to finance. * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *
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"As Applied to Rural Bank" - by J. A. Allen

Proceedings of 44th Annual Convention of
Minnesota Bankers Asso. - June 1933

(In: Commercial West, June 24, 1935)

* * * * * * * *

* * * * I would like to give a little outline of banking and

lay the ground work of the small town conception of the necessity of

service charges at the present time.

I became injected into the banking business 26 years ago,

my former business experience had been in the mercantile field. I

started in the bank in the little town of Milaca, the community was

new, and I was new at the banking business, so we kind of grew up to-

gether, and I had the satisfaction of giving what little I could to

the development of our community. I had the idea that the banking

business was a semi-public enterprise which was meant to gather the

surplus money in our community and loan it out where it would do the

most good. At that time we were paying 4 per cent on deposits, but

competition forced us soon to pay 5 per cent, and I want to say right

here, that was the most I ever paid.

Owing to the fact that our State had no law by which new

I charters could be refused, we were blessed with an over-abundanceof banks which divided up the business to such an extent that there

was practically no profit in the banking end of it, but we had a

good business in farm mortgages and insurance, this to some extent

offset the lack of profits in the bank itself. Our exchange was

good, and owing to the fact that we had practically no losses, we

succeeded in getting along very nicely.

* * * * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: ASSOCIATION OF RESERVE CITY BANKERS—Commission on Banking Law
and Practice

Bulletin #1--July 1953

Page 3 

* * *The most comprehensive bankinE act, no matter how effectively
administered, cannot of itself solve our problems, for many elements
necessary to place banking in tdis country on a stable basis lie outside
the reach of legislative or administrative control. The much quoted
saying that good banks are built, not by good laws but by good bankers,
still holds true, and the duty, therefore, Cevolves upon the hankers
themselves to proaote 0 voluntary and general application ,T sound
principles and practices based not only on statute but also on economic
law--and on the highest possible conception of business ethics.

Nor is that all. We have a public educetional duty to perform
as well. For, as has been well said, in the last analysis peoplf c,et
the kind of banking they want. If the; ii.ant abundant and easy credit,
leadinE to i,reat 1;ealcs of over-expansion and speculnticn " (
crisis and depression, they will get it. Conservative bankers may hold
back but they cannot long stand against the tide of popular demand; the
Feople will creete new banks to conform to their wishes. The fact that
the forces of our national temperamEnt are not susceptible to alteration
overniEht renders it all the more important that we concentrate on the
task of inculcating into the public mind a firm conviction that in the
long run sound methods of banking are essential to the welfare of the
community and that the interests of the banker and the depositor are
identical.

Page 7 

16. There is no other country which can boast of banking
institutions superior to our best. Even during the darkest days of
our financial history te have always had a considerable number of strong
well-managed banks. Could the policies followed by these institutions
be made the base of a banking code?

4, rt
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SOURCE: ASSOCILTION OF RESERVE CITY BANKERS—Commission on Banking Law
and Practice

Bulleting No. 2
July 24, 1955

Page 3

1. The Banking Business and Public Opinion.

We assume that the main objective before all bankers et this time
is to bring about a sounder banking system in the United States. We
believe that the bankers se a group have been at fault in not giving
sufficient attention to broad plans of banking reform. * * *

Page 5

* * * The conclusion from this is that until the temper of our
people permits sound banking, we shall not have sound banking. The
remedy for this lies in popular education of the depositors of the
nation, in constructive proposals for a stronger banking system, and in
a courageous leadership on the part of bankers and the Government toAard
that end.

•sil
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*The Present Working of the Canadian Banking System"
by J. A. McLeod, President, The Canadian Bankers' Association

(journal of the Canadian Bankers' Asso., Oct., 1955)

* * * * * * * * * *

There has been no failure of a Canadian bank during the past ten
years; and in the depression years the banks have been fortunately free
from confidence-destroying rumours and from runs. The stability of the
Canadian banking system (which stands in sharp contrast with the large
number of bank failures in the United States during recent years) may be
regarded as principally resting upon five features. These are: -

(a) The operation of the banking system under a single legis-
lative authority;

(b) The freedom of the Canadian banker from the hampering in-
fluence of mrticulous regulations in detail;

The minimum of size and strength prescribed for Canadian
banks in The Bank Act;

(d) The systematic and progressive training of bank executives,
which is provided by promotion through the bank system; and

(e) The smooth and orderly distribution of banking funds ao-
cording to local needs, which is also made possible by the
branch system. '

* * * * * * * * * *

The Supervision and Inspection of Branches by Head Office

Furthermore, each branch is inspected annually (or more often, and
at uncertain intervals, if this is considered necessary); ead the In-
spection Report includes a list of all loans, small as well as large,
with brief comments by the bank inspector regarding the smaller loans,
and the manager's report regarding loans in excess of a stated amount.

The annual Inspection Reports, a bound volume, giving a complete
review of the business of each branch, is placed in the hands of the
Directors of the bank, as soon as it becoaes available.

Furthermore, the books maintained in Head Office are examined
annually, by auditors acting on behalf of the shareholders. The manner
of appointment of these auditors, and the procedure to be followed by
them, is prescribed in The Bank Act, Sections 5F, 54 and 55.

The shareholders' auditors also examine balance sheets from the
branches (certified by the branch manager and his accountant), and in
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addition, verify the cash at some of the larger branches. All investments
are either examined personally by the shareholders' auditors or (in cases
where this is not feasible) certificates of their existence are provided.
The onareholdere auditors tilso make careful inquiry into all e the larger
loans.

Besides the regularly prescribed examination by the shareholders'
auditors, provision is made by statute (in The Bank Act, Section 56) for
the regular inspection of the banks by the Inspector General of Banks.
This officer makes an examination annually of the books of the bank at
Head Office; and in addition makes his own investigation of the larger
loans; reporting the results of his work to the Minister of Finance, by
whom te is appointed.

* * * * * * * * * *
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*Historical Outline of Banking Legislation
in Canada° - by J. A. McLeod, President,

The Canadian Bankers' Association
0ournal of the Canadian Bankers' Asso., Oct., 1935)

* * * * * * * * * *

Chief among the features of that revision (1915) was the provision
made for a shareholders' audit. This legislation followed the lines of
similar provisions in the English Joint Stock Companies Act, and is
still in force and op(rative (see section 55 of the Bank Act).

* * * * * * * * *

Additions were made to the shareholders. audit proviaions of 191%
Under the amending legislation two auditors for each bank instead of a
possible one only are required. The bank can have only one permanent
auditor and the other auditor has to be changed every two years. An
important addition made to the duties of the auditors requires thee to
report to .:.tirectors, individually or jointly, transactions or conditions
which are not satisfactory to then (see subsection 5 of section 55 of
the Bank Act).

The form of the monthly return--a return in some form or other to
the Government has been a feature of banking legislation practically
from the beginning--was subject to some modification. Certain classes
of loans mentioned in the legislation were to be excluded under certain
conditions from the °Current Loan* column or the monthly return to the
Minister of Finance. This return is to be made to the Minister of
Finance by each bank every month, and Schedule G appended to the Bank
Act as it now exists gives particulars of the present requirement (see
section 115 subsection 5 of the Bank Act).

* * * 4 * * * * * * *

The closing of the doors of the Home Bank of Canada on the 6th of
August, 1925, resulted in the enactment of the provisions regarding
inspection which became law at the 1924 Session of Parliament. Under
the enactment of that year, authority was given to the Government on
the recommendation of the Minister of Finance to appoint an Inspector
General of Banks, who should be an officer of the Department of Finance
and be paid by the Government. At least once a year the Inspector
General is to makes or cause to be made, such examination and enquiry
into the affairs of each bank as he may deem necessary and expedient.
At the conclusion of each examination the Inspector General is to re-
port thereon to the Minister. If the Inspector General should be satis-
fied that a bank is insolvent, he is to report fully on the bank's con-
dition to the Minister mil the Minister may, without waiting for the
bank to suspend payment, requeet the association to appoint a curator
to assume control and supervise the affairs of the bank until such time
as the bank either reaumes business or a liquidator is appointed.
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Under this legislation an Inspector General of Banks hes been appointed,

and h,is since performed the duties of his office in accordance with the

requirements of the legislation (see section 56 of the Bank Act).

* * * * * * * * * * * *
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Address of W. A. Collings, Pres.,
Indiana Bankers Asso.

37th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., June 1933
(The Hoosier Banker, July 1933)

* * * * * * * * * * *

There is also one provision in our new state banking code which I
deem worthy of special emphasis, not because it is more important than
others, but because I am inclined to think its possibilities have not
been sufficiently estimated.

I refer to Section 39 of the Financial Institutions Act which per-
mits the Banking Department to assign examiners from the regular force
to regional clearing houses which may be organized.

This provision overcomes what has been heretofore one of the almost
insuperable barriers in attempting to set up such clearing houses.

You who have had experience with county credit bureaus well know
that the service to members is frecuently insufficient for your banks
situated near the county line, and extending its business area into
two or more counties. The regional clearing house removes this
difficulty and indeed by co-operation seems to provide for state-wide
observation.

It is our opinion that this opportunity for wide dissemination of
sound banking practices and closer co-operation in banking activities
should not be overlooked.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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"Banking as a Profession"
Address by The Right Honourable Sir Thomae White

before Toronto Bankers' Educational Asso., April 6, 1955

(Journal of Canadian Bankers' Asso., July, 1955)

But I tish to stress, as I said before,the professicnal aspect of

banking. Ahat is a profession? Well, a profession is a calling that is

related to some branch of knowledge or science--that has underlying it a

body of principles upon the observance of which its successful administra-

tion depends. Banking is such acalling and the ideal banker must have a

sound knowledge of the principles of banking. * * * * * A banker must

enter tne service comparatively young; ne must delve tnrough a great deal

of what some regard as drudgery, as in every profession. He must learn the

office practice, he must learn the methods of banking, he must become ac-

quainted with all the varied instruments of banking, and, above all, he

must get to know men, he must get to knot the men with wnom he deals, he

must learn a great deal about human nature. Now, on tne other side, there

is the professional aspect. I suppose I can pest illustrate what I mean

by banking as a profession by referring to some other professions, such as

architecture or engineering, tne profession of physician, or of a lawyer.

In all these professions you have a body of scientific knowledge, a body

of principles generalized from experience, so that you can say that these

are the laws which underlie these professions. There is a body of scientific

knowledge ttat a physician must have, and there is a body of organized

knowledge the lawyer must nave. In addition to that, of course, there is

the practical side; the two are not inconsistent at all, they must square

the one with the other. There ie nothing that is sound practice tnat does

not really accord with these underlying laws. A carpenter may build a simple

dwelling, but only an architect and an architect of distinction could erect

such a structure as this Royal York Hotel, because underlying the erection

of this notel there must have been an acquaintance with natural laws, with

mathematics, a knowledge of materials, their strength, strains and stresses,

a body of hignly scientific principles or natural lays underlying tne erection

of a building suct as tnis.

It is the same in law, it is Lhe same in medicine, the same in surgery;

there is a body of principles underlying them, and whoever departs from those

principles departs from them at his peril.

Not, tnat is an aspect of banking which I think has become more important
as years have gone by. In tLe older days banking was a very much simpler pro-

fession than it is today. It was a much simpler business than it is today.
Ae have some of the greatest banks in the torld in Canada, without doubt.
Those banks have thousands of branches througnout Canticle. Their aaccessful

operation is vital to the telfare of Canada. They carry on their business
abroad, in the United States in the great exchange centers of New York and

elsewhere, in Great Britain and in oDher parts of the world. So that banking
has not only greatly increased in magnitude but also in its complexity, and
a banker today must be, in addition to being a practical banker, a man well
acquainted with many things that were not nearly so essential many yeers ago.

* * * * * * * * *
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I know that some great Canadian bankers aave never had the early ad-

vantages you gentlemen have had; but they are men who have an aptitude--a

geniuF for banking. Some learn by their own experience and in addition

nave been interested in the science of banking, and have studied it deeply.

So that tney have taken their own courses of study and, being men of affairs,

they have kept abreast of the times. A banker must keep abreast of the time.

Not, what special advantege does a banker derive from the possession

of this body of knowledge I am speaking of, these basic principles of bankin6?

Well, in the first place, I think it enables him to take a detached, scien-

tific view. A banker has not only to deal with current business from day to

day, he nas to size up, so to speak, his period; he should have the power of

seeing the reality, and not to be deceived by the superficial. If he is in

a boom period, he should know he is in a boom period. The average man does

not know that he is in a boom period. The trained banker should knot the

signs; he should be tiser than business men, in the ordinary sense of the

term. A business man is 8n enterprising man, he is keen for gain, he is

able, he is energetic, but he does not see as far as the well trained banker.

He thinks he does, end it is sometimes difficult to handle him. He does not
see as far as the banker does, and does not see as far or as deep into the

period as tne banker should. The reason is that an intellectual vie* can be

taken only where there is no emotional interference. We all nave a tendency

to believe wnat we desire to believe. The business man greatly desires to

expand his business in a period, let us say, of inflation; he is very apt to
think that that period till last, because he desires it to last. The element

of emotion, of desire, enters into it; he is an interested party, and his

judgment is not and cannot be as sound as that of a banker. The banker
should be a guide to the business man. * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * *

My point is that if you are familiar with the history of economics,

if you know that certain consequences inevitably follot upon certain con-

ditions, if you knot that, you will be likely to have a safe, sound and con-

servative view of a period--more so that' the ordinary business man or "a

fortiori" the man on the street. In a period of boom you till knot that
there is an over-expansion of credit and that there must ultimately be a

collapse.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

It is a great tribute to these gentlemen at this table that our bankinc
system has tithstood so well the test of these years. I think this is due
to the fact tnat our bankers are trained men, trained in sound methods of

banking, men who thoroughly understand that there are certain fundamental

principles that should govern tne conduct of tneir banking administration.
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER--JUNE 19Z3

ADDRESS OF THE TESIDENT--J. F. Sullivan, Jr.v

Pages 185-86 
* * * * * *

Automatic Certificates of Bonds

Often have I spoken against that section of the California Bank
Act that provides for the automatic certification of certain bond
issues aslegal for investment of savings deposits. We can recall
many instances where such certification has led to serious abuses
and losses both to banks and the investing public. It is my conviction
that no bond issue should receive the certification that it is approved
for the investment of savings funds unless and until it conforms to
certain standards that through experience have proved to be fundamentally
sound. In my opinion such an issue should be seasoned by a record of
earnings over a period of at least 5 years; it should have the feature
of marketabilit3,1 which records show cannot well be obtained with an
issue of less than at least 41,000,000. In short, the old and proven
yardsticks of underlying value, of demonstrated earning capacity and of
liquidity, should be the basis for this certification and not an inflexible
statute, under which many a week bond was issued which has later gone sour
and done enormous damage to the fair name of our State, as well as the
investment portfolios of our banks.

Coneervative Banking Practices

I commend to your most serious attention thc need for wholehearted
cooperation by the banks of our State on many matters of bank operation.
Banks have experienced year by year a constant and alarming lowering of
their earnings and this has necessarily had its effect upon their reserve
strength. In the face of declining profits, however, it is a matter of
public record that the rate of dividends paid to shareholders has not
declined, and a situation has resulted where dividend disbursements have
exceeded net earnings in a number of recent years and in the aggregate aver
the last ten years. I plead for a more conservative and defensible dividend
policy and for the building up of large reserve funds, for the strenLthening
of our basic position to the point where it will be impregnable in times of
financial emergencies. What merit is there in paying dividends in excess
of earnings and then suddenly to embarrass the shareholders with a notice of
assessment on the capital? Surely a coneervation of capital funds is more
to be desired and is an infinitely safer policy.

I said that bank earnings have decreased greatly, even as our costs
of doing business have increased greatly. Most of this increased cost of
operating banks is directly due to the payment of interest on deposits to
which I have already referred. We may bring about some adjustment of

• It-
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J. F. Sullivan, Jr.
Pages 185-86 (contd.)

interest rates and the basis on which it is paid, but we shall never
reduce interest payments to the point where they were prior to 1318.
The character of our deposits has changed, largely as a result of
the competition we ourselves have allored to develop. Requirements
of customers are radically different now than formerly, and today we
service a thousand checking accounts where in former years we accepted
only a few. Vie want to accommodate thtse customers on the scale and
to the fullest extent they require, but re can only afford to do
so if we conduct the class of business on a sound basis; by which I
mean at a fair margin of profit on each individual account. That status
achieved, there need be no limitation to the amount of business done and
we shall be providing our communities with proper banking facilities.
We must balance our operating budgets and in so doing it may be necessary
to develop some new sources of income. These are the trends of the times
and we must be on the alert to keep abreast of them. It is not a question
today of courageously pioneering in these matters, for the way has been
blazed and cleared. The Committee on Banking Practices of your association
is giving these questions close and constant study and has already recom-
mended for your benefit many valuable operating schedules. It will continue
to function along these lines. We owe to the members of this committee
our sincere thanks and can best show our appreciation of their labors by
putting their recommendations into actual practice.
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The California Banker - -June 1933

REMARKS BY EDWARD RAINEY--Btate Supt. of Banks (Oalif)

Pages 189-90 

The stockholders have had a pretty fair deal out of the banks
in times gone by and I can see banks running today which would have been
closed had not the dividend policies during the last three or four years
been conservative, in some cases even to the extent of no dividends at
all, but the money accumulating and accumulating and accumulating as
it came in, so that when it was wanted, when it was needed, the resources
of that bank were so good that it had nothing to fear.
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The California Banker- -June 1933

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN BkNKING --Albert C. Agnew, Legal
Adviser, Fed. Res. Bank, San Francisco

Page 194
* * * * * * * *

Miseries Caused by Failures 

These illustrations of the mad race between the State and national
systems to bring into existence financial institutions would be amusing
if they were not so terribly pathetic. No bank, however small, closes
without leaving in its wakr a train of misery and destitution. I have
sometimes thought that some bankers were quite too prone to give first
consideration to the matter of earnings and dividends rather than to the
matter of the public trusts in their charge. If the time ever existed
when banking could be considered as other than a sacred trust to be
operated with a primary regard for the safety of the depositors' funds,
that time has passed. Either the bankers of this country will realize
that they are guardians of the moneys committed to their charge and will
conduct their business accordingly, or banking will cease as a private
enterprise and will become a purely governmental function.

Page 196 

* * * * * * * *

Safeguards on Management

A prompt realization by directors and stockholders that deferment
of dividends is brought about by charging off bad and doubtful assets
would effect an early reconstruction of management and loan policies which
the history of bank failures shows has almost invariably been postponed
until too late. It may be safely said that a large number af banks which
have found themsclves in difficulties would be operating on a strong
basis today if, instead of paying dividends, proper provision had been
made for the removal of undesirable assets.

* * * * * * * * *
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The California Banker--June 1933

ONE YEAR'S EXPERIENCE WITH THE PER ITEdi SERVICE CHARGE--by Louis H. Lopes,
Vice-Pres. and Cashier Pajaro Valle Nat. Bank,

Watsonville

Page 202 

Banking history has been made during the past few months and
never before has it been more thoroughly demonstrated that "only a
profitably operated bank is a safe bank." Also, never as during the
past few months has there been exhibited on the part of the public
a more lively and active interest in the entire ficld of banking
economics. It is true that at the end of the bank holidays, with
the reopening of banks recognized as sound, confidence has been
restored, but I believe that in the future bank depositors are going
to have more in mind the earning power of banks, realizing that the
safety of their deposits lies not only in a satisfactory position of
capital and surplus and relation to deposits and conservative and
experienced management, but in a good annual earninc capacity.

* * * * * * * *
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The California Banker --June 1953

COMPETITION, COOPERATION OR CONTROL--Paul F. Cadman, Associate Prof. of
Economics, U. of Calif.

Page 209

Another problem no less critical but not as yet frankly
discussed is the question of dividend policy. The strongest
industrial and commercial enterprises in the land have courageously
faced the necessity of reducing or passing dividends. The investing
public has slowly come to realize that such action is often an index
of strength rather than weakness. * * *

Problem to Decrease Dividends

In this regard the banks have not led the way. It is a trying
problem and one in which cooperation will be more difficult but by no
means impossible. First of all the putlic would have to be educated.
The fact that the passing of a dividend might weaken the confidence in
the solvency of the bank has probably led to the declaration of many
bank stock dividends which should never have been paid. * * *
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER--JUNF 193Z

QUALIFICATIONS OF TOMORROW'S BANKER--by E. V. Krick, Vice-Pres. and
Cashier American Trust CO., San Irancisco

Page 271
* * * * * *

The Banker of Tomorrow

The banker of tomorrow, in response to public demand, will
concern himself more with real values--character will be stressed,
and the material will be emphasized less. The opening months of
this ere indicate an increasing soundness in the heart of the
nation, and this attitude must bc reflected in all public servants,
to which group the banker belongs.

The banker of tomorrow must have a larger conception of the
purpose of his business than he has had--he will be no different,
however, than most leaders in other lines. The National Sphere in
the same editorial comment referred to stated:

"The most important thing in life is not business, or money
making, or anything of that sort. It is human behavior." In 1924
we read in Edward A. Filene's book, the "Way Out", this opinion:
"The real end of business is not to make money but to render a
service to the public." Tomorrow's banker will be found catering to
the needs of people, with a different attitude. He will be thinking
more in terms of a public servant, entrusted with real responsibilities.

In addition to these general qualifications, there are particular
ones which tomorrow's banker must have. Trained intellikence may be
listed among the first. We of the American Institute of Banking know
whe/eof we speak. * * *

The next requirement is that of an open mind. Someone has said
"Progress is always an invasion of the impossible." A new epoch is in
the making. If ever people were called upon to listen and think in an
open-minded manner it is now. Not long ago an acquaintance called on
me and asked, "Why is it so difficult to get bankers to change their
minds?" This characteristic is one that will have to be changed in tp-
morrow's oanker. ****

Still another quelification which must be stimulated is vision.
Ideals, practical ones, must be nourished to insure progress. The banker
of the future, more than ever, must be able to analyze his facts,
visualize his ideas and anticipate his results well in advance of
happeninEs. * * *

Finally, competent management will be tomorrow's dictum. Not in the

\ 

far-distant, but in the immediate tomorrow will the banker be called upon
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E. V. Krick
Page 271 (contd.)

to provide this character of management. It will be the kind of manage-
ment that reflects an understanding of the banker's responsibility to the
public, the kind that appreciates the necessity of confidence and co-
operation, and acknowledges the fallacy of uncontrolled competition. It
will mean an unselfish administration for the benefit of the public, based
on high ethical standards and real values. Disregarded sound banking
principles will be reinstatcd, and banks may again be appraised for sound-
ness on the proper basis.
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The California Banker - -June 1955

BANKING ON THE GOVERNMENT—by Lane D. Webber, Vice-Pres. First Nat. Tr.
& Svgs. Bank, San Diego

Page 265

American People Fairminded

The American people are traditionally honest and fair. They
will readily understand the justice of your position and will approve
and applaud your ci.urage and wisdom. They know that a bank to be
sound must be profitably operated and will cheerfully accept the
suspension of costly and needless free service and pay for that which
is wanted.

* * * * * * * *
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Unit or Independent Banking Committee of Minn. B. A.

Proceedings of 44th Annual Convention of
Minnesota Bankers Asso. - June 1233
(In: Commercial West, June 24, 1933)

* * * * * * * * *

The Committee has interested itself in the present form of the
Glass Bill. It has vigorously opposed the inclusion of the amendment
prohibiting officers of banks from writing any form of insurance, and
the guarantee of deposits provisions which excludes non-member state
banks. Step by step during the past fifteen or twenty years the
Government, both Federal and State, has deprived banks of legitimate
sources of income. The writing of insurance is a traditional and
logical function of a country bank, and we hope every Minnesota banker
will fight for its retention as such.

* * * * * * * * * *

Now that the pure and the purified banks are again functioning and
looking forward hopefully to a new era of stability the committee makes
bold to suggest that every unit or independent banker make a close study
of the fundamental principles of banking. That he make a set of "Golden
Rules" for the future operation of his business and follow them faith-
fully. The following are suggested as "Ten Good Commandments" of your
loaning policy:

1. Have an active loan committee that considers and unanimously
approves all new loans and renewals above Z100.

2. Have at least one-half your loans
commercial or agricultural paper.

3. Keep your loan limit to one firm,
within 10 per cent of your capital funds.

strictly self-liquidating

corporation or individual

4. Do not make a loan that cannot in the judgment of your loan
committee and the borrower be paid according to its terms and when due
insist upon payment.

5. Diversify your loans as much as your local situation will permit.

6. If your community is largely a "one industry" community place
a part of your loans elsewhere.

7. In declining an application for a loan never tell the borrower

you are "short of loanable funds" or that you are "not now making any

loans." When the demand for money exceeds the supply raise the
standard of your requirements until they balance.

8. If renewals are required to be made watch those lines with
greatest care.

07. re_
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9. Do not overlook the desirability of two name monthly payment

personal loans to small borrowers and also have the wife sign all such.

10. Make no loans to your active officers and none to directors

unless secured.

Generally speaking your committee believes that the loaning

facilities of all banks are grossly misunderstood and overworked.

Interest income on loans must in the nature of business constitute

.the bank's principal source of income. On the other hand it should

not be the sole source of revenue. Unit bankers should address them-

selves to the question of how other forms of earnings could be found

so their bank could carry a 30 per cent to 40 per cent cash reserve

and only the highest grade of loans.

It -It
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SOURCE: BANKING LEGISLATION - Committee Report for consideration 
by...the Chamber of Commerce of the United States at ,its 21st annual 
meeting (1933). Issued  March 1933. 

Pages 14 and 15 

The Chamber is committed in favor of the grant of power to fed-
eral banking authorities to remove a director or officer of a member
bank, who after suitable warning shall continue to violate banking
law or continue unsafe or unsound banking practices. It believes,
however, that no vague or uncertain statute or regulation that would
permit of arbitrary or unreasonable charges or unmerited injury to an
officer or director should be adopted. It has urged that such power
be surrounded by a number of definite safeguards it has specified.

The Chamber has taken no position specifically upon the aubjects
of loans to the officers or directors of a bank. Good banking prac-
tice and full protection of depositors would uuggest that all banks
throughout the United States should prohibit loans to their active
salaried officers or employees, even though they are also directors,
and should require specific approval by their boards of directors of
loans to any director--other than a salaried officer--as an individual
or member of a partnership. Many banks have adopted rules to that
effect. No statutes, federal or state, should be necessary upon this
matter.

The Committee recommends that:

The National Chamber suggest to all banking associations
that they support the proposal that every bank, not now
possessing auch rules, adopt as invariable practices the
prohibition of loans by it to its own active salaried
officers and the requirement that its loans to its own
directors as individuals or as members of a partnership
muat be approved by specific resolution of its board of
directors.

+11y
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O. Howard Wolfe, Pres., Pa. B. A.
Speech - AnnUal Convention, Pa..B. A., May 1933.

Source: The Financial Age May 1933

* * * * * * * * * * *

Analysis the Basis of Synthesis

I once heard a famous physician say that any fool can prescribe medicine,
real professional skill lies in the ability to diagnose disease. Should we
not therefore attempt to discover what ails us before we try to fix the blame
or to find the remedy? We need hold no brief for those bankers in high or low
places who have abused the trust placed in them. If we analyze carefully the
disclosures that have come out of New York and other large centres, I think we
can agree that the fault lies in the field of ethics rather than in inadequacy
of banking law. We have had presented to us the rather sorry picture of
bankers who very obviously were giving too much of their time in the effort to
get rich, and it makes no particular difference whether they were speculating
generally or in the stock of their own institutions. Various and several
reasons have been advanced to explain the catastrophic list of bank failures
throughout the country during the past ten years, such as too many banks, poor
management, one crop banking, inadequate capital, and other causes. These
factors have always been with us, and to a certain extent may continue. The
basic, fundamental pause of -'01;tile failures has been the business depression,
and nothing else. It is mathematically and economically impossible for any
banking system to meet the demands of its depositors 100 per cent when all
business, not just a part of it, upon which banking rests, is unable to meet
its bank obliEations when due.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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0. Howard Wolfe, Pres., Pa. B. A.
Speech - Annual Convention, Pa. B. A., May 1933

Source: The Financial Age, May 1933.

* * * * * * * * * 4 *

The problem with which we are immediately concerned, however, and which
is our own business solely, is that of management of our banks. This is a
commodity which cannot be bought or secured simply for the asking. It is
concerned primarily with human values. I will admit that what constitutes
sound bank management is open to question; at least recent events have forced
us to admit that large banks and good management are by no means synonymous
terms. A much higher degree of all around skill may be required to operate
successfully a small bank in a cross-roads village than it takes to operate
a larger institution in a great city. Unfortunately, not the least of the
factors that have tended to discredit the reputation of bankers in the eyes
of the public has been the attack on the part of so-called country bankers
against their brethren in the larger cities, and vice versa. Clearly the
answer to bank solvency is not to be found per se in unit banking, chain,
group, or branch banking systems.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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0. Howard.Wolfe, Pres., Pa. B. A.

Speech - Annual Convention, Pa. B. A., May 1933.
Source: The Financial Age, May 1933.

* * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * I need not remind bankers of the futility of any bank deposit
gunranty system. The insurance plan is little if any better, because it
intentionally amounts to the same thing; its weakness lies in the fact that it
is an insurance plan not based upon sound insurance principles. A penalty is
put upon well managed banks that the deposits of poorly managed banks may be
relatively secure. No one is so well qualified as the banker to offer the
evidence that the greatest single controlling factor in the direction of
caution and prudence in making loans and investments is the fact that he will
have to account to his depositors for their funds. Wherever deposit guaranty
has been tried it has inevitably resulted in the destruction of this restraining
influence and catastrophe has resulted. Contrary to the belief that is so
often expressed, instead of banks clamoring to go in under the insurance or
guaranty plan where it was tried, the reverse happened, and State banks in
wholesale fashion withdrew or threatened to withdraw from the State system in
order to escape the ruinous guaranty provision.

In the matter of insurance, we need go no further than to consult the
experience of the surety companies which engage in the business of guaranteeing
deposits of public funds. On the basis of figures supplied by these companies
themselves, it is shown that in 1932, admittedly a bad year, only 14 per cent of
the banks then in operation had been able to qualify for guaranty or insurance.
The losses during a twenty-two-year period, after deducting such salvage as
was received, amounted to approximately one-third of one per cent of average
daily deposits under insurance, and this rate is higher than the proposed sub-
scription which member banks shall make to the insurance fund. This loss, it
should be further observed, occurred not among all banks at random, but among
a selected list of approved banks with strong management which the surety
companies accepted. The following statement which I have read recently sums.up
the argument against deposit guaranty:

(, 

"The conception of a guaranty of bank deposits strikes at the foundation
of sound banking. It leads to unsound loans and poor banking practices which

_ hasten failures. It is a direct encouragement to reckless banking. The reck-
less banker realizes the larger profits which can accrue to that type of
banking in good times and in bad times passes the losses to the experienced,
conservative banker."

* * * * * * * * * * *
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Source: The Financial Age, May 1933.

* * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * I refer to that fact merely to lead up to what I consider
to be the most crying need today in the banking business.

Bankers Must Put Their Houses in Order

Let us admit wherein bankers have been at fault. Let us seek to correct
our own weaknesses. I have attended conventions, as you have, in this and
in other States for many years, and I have heard the warning repeated time
after time, that unless we put our houses in order, drastic regulation lies
ahead. With a false sense of security in their own strength and independence,
banks have ignored this warning to their undoing. * * * * * *

4.*
Why not cooperation of the better kin The Clearing House idea has

been definitely suggested not only by the results of present practice in other
States, but more recently by a strong recommendation contained in the annual
report of the Superintendent of Banks in New York, in which he urges the
organization of clearing house associtations for the encouragement of sound
banking practices among its members.4tIt has been proposed at Washington that
new Federal banking legislation shall contain provisions either restricting
or limiting interest to be paid against deposit accounts, both demand and
savings. Should we not hang our heads in shame that this has been thought
necessary? The Federal Reserve regulations provide that no paper shall be
rediscounted by the Reserve banks unless the bank is in possession of a state-
ment of the borrower. Here again we must admit that regulation became neces-
sary only because bankers lacked the courage to cooperate in the direction of
this sound banking practice. I cannot imagine any intelligent public opinion
refusing to commend cooperation among bankers when auch cooperation is working
in the direction of safety and conservatism. I can easily imagine a prophecy
that the time is not far distant when a prospective customer would refuse to
place his funds on deposit with an institution that either refuses to join
or had been ejected from a regional clearing house association, the rules of
which cover such matters as payment of interest, the establishment of a credit
bureau, fixing of service charges on small accounts, and similar matters which
seem simple in themselves but which experience has clearly shown make or break
our individual banking units.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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* * * * * * * * * * *

I believe, however, that a practical and sound plan of bank insurance or
guaranty can be devised and offered to a certain large group of depositors who
are not only entitled to it, but are willing to pay for it. My plan is based
primarily upon the fact that we have never heretofore recognized in legisla-
tion, or, until the past ten years, in any other way, the fact that there are
four kinds of bank deposits--savings deposits, time deposits, demand commercial
deposits, and what I shall call for want of a better term, utility deposits.
In the first place, neither savings nor time deposits in my judgment are
entitled to any protection whatever other than such protection as sound banking
can give. The depositor deliberately chooses this type of deposit in order to
secure interest, and in doing so, he must be fully aware of the fact that the
bank wust invest, at risk, his savings. There can be no logical reason why
the banking system as a whole should take all the risk of utlimate payment,
and he, the depositor, none, which would be the effect of any insurance or
guaranty plan so far proposed. With respect to commercial demand deposits,
such deposits are usually received from business men, corporations, firms, and
partnerships, the accaunt be'ng maintained primarily to secure collection
service of the vast volume of checks which are cleared through any business
house, and the account also is maintained to entitle the depositor to secure
credit accommodation. The the,extent that he does so, he contributes to the
general risk of loss, and it is scarcely fair that this type of depositor
should contribute risks in the shape of his loan from the bank and yet be
immune from the effect of such risk, as would be the case shauld he be given
a guaranty or an insurance.

The utility class of depositor is by far the largest group so far as
numbers are concerned. These depositors are those who maintain checking ac-
counts for the principal purpose of using banking facilities for paying their
debts. The accounts in themselves are small as compared with the other groups,
although the activity is usually rather large. In actual numbers such de-
positors comprise not less than 50 per cent, and in many cases 80 per cent of
the total number of accounts carried in the banks. On the other hand, the
total amount of their deposits, speaking in terms of dollars, amounts to as
low as 10 per cent of the whole, and I know of many individual banks were by
actual test balances averaging t100 or less are received from 80 per cent of
the depositors in number, but amount in total to only 3 per cent of the de-
posits. A long experience which I have had in analysis work has indicated
that by and large the deposit accounts of any bank divide themselves naturally
into the following proportions: 20 per cent are profitable to the bank; 30 per
cent break even; and 50 per cent cause the bank a loss.

It is among this letter group, or the cless which I have called the
utility depositors, that the greatest suffering is now caused by closed
institutions. The savings depositor for the most part has no definite thought
in mind other than the instinct to lay by money. Of course there are excep-
tions of those who have deposited savings for a definite purpose. The com-
mercial depositor merely secures a loan at another institution and goes on
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as before. The real hardship has fallen upon those individual depositors
whose money represents the current pay check. In other words, it must not
be construed because five billions of dollars, let us say, are "tied up" in
failed banks, that that amount of purchasing power is frozen. Actual ex-
perience has developed the fact that when this money is released through a
gradual liquidation, it is merely redeposited in another institution or is
hoarded. This, however, is not true of the third and largest group of de-
positors.

CharRini, the Depositor for Protection 

I would propose that legislation be enacted permitting any bank to re-
ceive on deposit funds that shall be designated either as service accounts,
utility deposits, or, for political reasons, perhaps, guaranteed deposits.
Any bank maintaining such accounts or department may limit the total amount
to be carried by any one depositor, but in no event more than $500. (This is
in line with present practice in large savings banks to limit the amount they
will take in any one account.) These funds may be invested to the extent of
50 per cent in United States securities or in loans collaterally secured by
such securities. A currency reserve of at least 10 per cent shall be
maintained against this type of deposits, the balance to be kept on deposit
in Federal Reserve banks only, and the Federal Reserve Act should be amended
to cover this provision.

To compensate the bank for the maintaining of this service, banks
operating such a department shall be permitted to make a charge (since the
funds are not invested to an extent to permit free service). However, in no
case shall the charge be greater than $1 per month for each account, nor
more than five cents per check collected or paid. There are several banks
in the United States now operating on this plan of not investing the money,
but exacting a charge for service rendered.

* * * * * * * * * * *

I think you will see at once that such a plan gives every depositor an
opportunity to elect whether or not he will take an account at risk or
whether he will put his funds in a bank prepared substantially to guarantee
payment. The plan has the further advantage in that the cost of operating
such insured service falls where it properly belongs, namely, upon the de-
positor.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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"The Future of American Banking" - Address by A. A. Berle, Jr.,

Professor of Corporation Finance at Columbia University
40th Annual Convention, New York State Bankers Asso., June 1933

Bankers Must be Exclusively Bankers

My last suggestion in this field is probably the most disagreeable
of all, but I make it because I think it has to be made. A banker has to

be a banker. He cannot safely or honorably be anything else at the same

time. I know in New York for instance, that it is not so long ago that a

vice presidency in a first rate bank was quoted at so much for salary and

at five times the salary as perquisites on the side. The information which

could be turned into cash, all the things that worked out and around and

alongside that particular office, were all matters on which he could make

money. That he would do so was perfectly well understood.

Now I have no individual criticism of the men who were doing that.
That was the game as it was played. Yet all those additional little
arrangements that they made were a danger to the entire system and to the
bank in which each man served. I am perfectly aware that this is an
extremely difficult thing to say. We all of us know the many bankers,
particularly the country bankers who are the most skilled in business in

their districts, it is natural that people should come to them for their

judgment. It is natural that all of the enterprises in the immediate
vicinity should want such a man as a part of the business because of the
very great contribution which he can make. And yet a banker who under-

takes to aurround himself with a series of outside interests necessarily

is steering his credit, his control of this entire credit and currency
machinery in the direction of those interests, to the ultimate detriment

of the whole fabric.

You are familiar with the kind of thing that the man who is outside

of a group says about it. Maybe he is quite wrong. But equally he may

be right, and in the aggregate he is so much more numerous than those who

can form a more intimate picture of the situation that his conception of

the picture usually dominates. I think that most of the banks and their

responsible heads--many of whom I have the privilege of knowing--agree

that ultimately there has to be a complete divorce between banking and

outside activity. Banking is a profession. The banker, like Caesar's

wife, has to be above suspicion, and in order to be above suspicion, it

is incumbent on him that he do his banking and nothing else. The clear-

sightedness whicth goes with running a bank can never be distorted by the

fact that the banker may know, may have associates in, and may himself be

interested in any collateral interest.

You know, of course, that in a good many parts of the world, a banker

is almost not allowed to make a fortune. That is true in England. A

banker who gambles on the stock exchange, who gambles in business outside

his bank, who undertakes to tie himself up with outside groups, very

rapidly finds himself out of a job. It is considered that he is paid for

what he does--rather well paid, on the whole--to the end of his life.
Success and fidelity are often rewarded with a peerage. But it is not
his place to make a fortune. * * *
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To-day the management of the banking system is the fulcrum of the
lever. We need conseauently professionalized men who have studied their
job and who know it and who decline to take any financial reward for an
outside activity just as the bank examiner who examines your bank and
renders an impartial judgment on it, has no business to have any interest
in any bank which his examination will cover.

* * * * * * * * *

* * * * As I got on horseback, he said, "God have you in his special
keeping, for you are greatly accountable."

That message I pass on to you.

* * * * * * * * *
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SOUFCEs TNT CHANGING SINOMONG 01 AMERICAN MAIN110.4116 W. Coldsehmidt
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OSAPM
aims esiggertime tor Wore

bges 141-44: 

The previous chapter* have bees devoted to abewimg, amomg
other Wogs, that the weakness of the American baking prates sem
be attribeted to six primary oausest-

1. The abloom of a sufficient safeguard agaimst excessive
expaasien of credit'

2. The emisiemee of forty-mine different beakimg systems,
leading to a smesotition in laxitr and making co-erdimation extremely
difficult.

15. The legal barriers to the deweispmemt et a system of branoh
banks, whish are a MOOMOitr atter eeememie show have node the
exclusive emistenee 0 unit Wake* memelly of vary small sine, an
imberent comma of weakesses amd instability of the bemkimg system' in
great parts of the eemmlry.

4. The exoemaive use et bemk sredit in fimameimg urban real
estate dovelepeenle4

5. The dam eemmestien seemereisl banks with the security
markets, rematieg, em the one bend, in a dangerous dependence of
the value of bask assets em stook emd bead quotations, amid, on the
other, in an equally damgereus imflmesse of inveetmemt bankers on the
administration ef esenereittl banks.

6. The diminishing role that commercial basking in the striot
sewn of the lord has some to play within tho Americas bankimg system
se whole emd eves within the activities of National Sinks, State
hake, amd Trust Oompemies.
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"The Banking Act of 1933"

Address by G. Tracy Vought of Messrs. White & Case, New York
40th Annual Convention, New York State Bankers Asso., June 1933

* * * * * * * * * *

One of the principal reasons that bank deoosits are not an insurable
risk is that the guaranty or insurance puts the good and the bad, the
efficient and the incompetent, the honest and the dishonest and the con-
servative and the speculative all on the same basis. Senator Glass, the
author of this Act, has condemned the guaranty of bank deposits in no
uncertain language. These are his words: "Strong banks should not be
assessed to pay a premium for mismanagement."

* * * * * * * * * *

* * * * Similarly state banks which are members of the System will
have to retire therefrom or assume this impossible burden. It would be
disastrous for a large number of important banks to retire from the
Federal Reserve System. Yet this is exactly what Senator Glass has
predicted will happen. In the Democratic Convention in Chicago last July,
in arguing against a guaranty of bank denosits, he said:

"If our party . . . should incorporate such a scheme in
the Federal organization we would drive the strongest member
banks from the Federal Reserve System."

There have been and are many evils in our banking system. One is
our policy of permitting banks to open and accept deposits with an
extremely limited amount of capital--whether under national or state law.
Instead of approaching the problem from this aspect, this legislation
adopts the policy of making the strong, the able and the conservative
supoort the weak, the incompetent and the speculative.

* * * * * * * * * *

What is there to do about it? Study banking problems as you have
never studied them before. Consider banking from the standpoint of
public service to a greater extent than you have before. Determine in
your minds what is necessary for a sound banking system. Then educate
your depositors and your legislators. Use your individual and organized
efforts to obtain good lcgislation and to repeal bad. Finally, remember,
most imr,ortant of all, that we will never have a sound banking system
until we can rely less on laws and more on character.

e
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"The Structure of the Banking System"

by Pierre Jay, Chairman, Fiduciary Trust Co. of N. Y.

Paper presented at the meeting of

the Academy of Political Science,
January, 1955.

(Proceedings of the Academy of Political Science, Vol. XV)

* * * * * * * *

Over every individual bank stands a supervisor, national or state,

to endeavor to enforce the law and correct abuses.

Back of the entire structure stands the Federal Reserve System, a

cooperative organization of the member banks, to provide aurrency and a

means of rediscounting paper, and autliorized to exercise certain rights

of supervision over its members.

* * * * * * * *

Causes of FailureA:om the best information obtainable concerning

the bank failures of this eleven-year period, two Fencral observations

may be ma:le:

First, the vast majority of them were due to mismanagement re-

flected principally in over-lending, in exploitation by officers and di-

rectors and in some disregard of legal restrictions. The present eco-

nomic depression, following closely on that of 1920-P1, has, of course,

had an imnortant influence, nnd the great reduction of all values Ivs

rendered banking difficult for every bank. But the oupnorters of unit

banking cannot point to the depression as an alibi, since thousands of

capably managed banks in all parts of the country have stood its strain

and remained strong and solid. Nor does depreciation in bond values

appear to have been an important element in actual failures except where

inferior securities had been purchased for their high yield, particularly

by banks paying high interest rates for savings denosits.

The second observation is that about 80 per cent of the failures

were those of very small local banks, having loans and investments of

less than $500,000 each. Banks so small as this are relatively ex-

pensive to operate. Their profits are negligible. They cannot pay for

experienced management, even if it were locally available. Moreover,

automobiles, good roads and the general tendency towards business con-

centration are addinc- to their difficulties by taking banking business

to larger places.
---

',___ 

If mismanagement was the principal cause of failures, it seems f
air

that the failure of bank oupervision to correct it should also be a
s-

signed some secondary share in the responsibility for what has occurre
d.

On the other hand, I believe, though of course it cannot be p
roved, that

the aupervisory organizations, both national and state, have never 
been

so strong as in the p-st decade. But in assigning a share of the
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; responsibility to supervision, it must be borne in mind that neither

; banking laws nor bank supervision can ever perform the positive function

assuring sound bank management. Bank supervisors do not manage banks

and, at best, they can only perform the neRative function of criticizing,

after the fact, the loans and investments which bank managers have made;

and only by extreme measures, which the laws seldom permit, can they

make their criticisms effective if bank officers and directors are not

, _ceoperative. In fairness to bank supervision as an effective element in

the banking structure, it should also be observed that under our so-

called "dual system", nartly national banks and partly state banks, there

has been a growing tendency towards competitive relaxation of legal re-

strictions on banking; and towards competitive granting of charters,

often without due regard to the experience of applicants and to existing

banking facilities; thereby creating over-banked places and unsound

banking competition. In addition, the ease with which a national bank,

if criticized too severely, can convert itself into a state bank, or

vice versa--a process which every supervisor naturally likes to avoid--

has further tended towards less strict supervision.

-116Ye 'broadly, however, recent banking failures have emohasized two

inherent weaknesses of the unit local bank. First, that it is too much

affected by local prosperity or adversity, particularly in places where

there is a single interest, agricultural or industrial. Adequate

diversification of portfolio is lacking; there are too many eggs in one

basket. Second, that the smaller the place, the less bank officers are

likely to apply the perspective of general credit conditions to their

local credit problems or to realive the necessity of a substantial

element of liquidity in the portfolios. That soTrie city bank officers

have also been equally short-sighted does not alter the case.

Remedies. The various remedies which have been suggested for this

situation center about two proposals: (1) greater unification; (2)

widespread branch banking.

(1) Greater Unification. The most authoritative proposal for

greater unification in the banking structure is that which the Fede
ral

Reserve Board unanimously made,to the banking committees of Congress

)Dia March 29, 1932, as follows:\ "It should be recognized that 
effective

/supervision of banking in this country has been seriously h
ampered by

c\ 
the competition between member and non-member banks and th

at the

establishment of a unified system of banking under national 
supervision

is essential to fundamental banking reform."

There can be no doubt that the nroposal of the Federal Res
erve

Board, if it could be brought about, would be an important st
ep in

advance. There are today abaut 6,085 national banks and 11,520 
state

banks (other than mutual savings banks). All state banks with suf-

ficient capits1 have had the option for many years of eith
er converting

into national banks or of joining the Federal Reserve System.
 It is

obvious, therefore, that unification of a banking structure w
hose

roots go far back into our history could be brought about onl
y by

force. We have already twice exerted such force--first when the

National Bank Act was passed: and second, when the Federal Re
serve

System was created. Each accomplished its immediate objective, but

neither has prevented bank failures.
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It should also be observed that unification within the framework
of the National Bank Act would not reach the great mass of small state
banks which now have insufficient ca.Atal to qualify as national banks.
Their number would be further increased if the minimum capital of

national banks were increased from $25,000 to $50,000 as the banking
bill now before Congress proposes. Yet these very small state banks,
as already indicated, are the source of most of our bank failures.

Clearly, there would be advantages in unification under national

supervision. It would remove present competition between national and

state authorities resulting in lowered legal restrictions, less strict

supervision and lower standards in granting new charters. Nevertheless

it appears to me not to go really to the root of the trouble. For, as

already indicated, supervision is largely negative and exerted after the

fact. Even the pronosal of the banking bill to permit the Federal Re-

serve Board to remove officers and directors of banks which engage in

unsafe or unsound practices does not provide safe and sound officers or

directors to take their place. What is really needed is something

positive, namely better bank management. The small banks, I am con-

vinced, can neither find nor afford better management except through

a change in tie bankinc. structure which will permit them to be operated

as branches of a larger bank.

(2) Widespread Branch Banking. This leads directly to the second

proposed remedy for the recent flood of bank failures, namely wide-

spread branch banking. This in itself would doubtless bring about,

not by force but by evolution, an important measure of unification. A

large bank with branches could hardly afford not to be a member of the

Federal Reserve System. Moreover, the unification would probably occur

largely within the framework of the national banking systelq, since

only the National Bank Act is capable of permitting branches freely to

cross state lines unless, indeed, such Federal branch legislation

should stimulate some of the states to offer reciprocal branch bank

courtesies among themselves.

Advantages of_Widespread Branch Banking: (1) It would offer to

small communities,as well as large ones, the banking services of in-

stitutions sufficiently large to be able to hire competent and ex-

perienced management.

(2) The portfolios in which the deposits of small communities would

be invested would be diversified instead of mainly local; and under any

reasonably conservative management they should also have a substantial

element of liquidity.

(3) In addition to present outside supervision, the branches would

be subject to continuous internal supervision. This would be really

authoritative supervision because it would have power instantly to change

local management wherever it was proving unsatisfactory. Head-office

control over the larger loans should tend to check over-extensions of

local credit, which have proved to be as ruinous for local borrowers as

for local banks. And head-office purchase of securities should be more

expert and conservative.
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(4) Branches could be opened tentatively in small places and later
withdrawn If they proved unprofitable., Under unit banking, such small
local banks, once established, seldom withdraw except by failure.

Objections to Widespread Branch Banking: (1) The traditional
American prejudice--one may almost say fetish--in favor of the adminis-
tration by local bankers of local deposits and credits, and against
allowing a distant banker to say when and how much a local man may
borrow.

(2) The fear that local deposits may be drained away and loaned in
larger cities.

These I believe are the objections usually advanced, and they are
closely allied. In theory there is much to be said for both of them.
In actual experience, however, theylargely disappear. * * * * * * * * *
In the main, however, banks with branches, like unit banks, are in
business to make money; rates for local credits are nearly always
higher than money market rates; and the fastest way a branch can grow
and become profitable is by making all the good local loans it can.
Moreover, backed by a larger canital, the branch can extend larger
individual credits than the local bank, and it can draw on the head
office for additional funds when local credit requirements exceed local

deposits.

(3) There is this further objection--that if a bank with say one
hundred branches were to fail, every one of its offices would close,
whereas if each of its offices were a local bank, probably a fewer
number of them would fail. This, to my mind, is the one fundamental

objection to branch banking over a wide area. There is, of course, no

way of assuring sound management for all banks having widespread

braaches. But to shrink from branch banking because of this risk is

to yield to -I counsel of despair. Both Great Britain and Canada, where,

as with us, denosit banking prevails, have had failures of banks with

branches. But the percentage of their resources involved has been so

much less than in our unit bank failures that the answer to tliis

objection is reasonably satisfactory. * * * * * * *

Experience shows that the lending and supervisory organizations

which banks doing extensive branch banking have to maintain and can

afford to maintain contribute poTerfully in themselves towards careful

management, while the wide area covered brings diversification of risk.

* * * * * * * * Many groups and chains have been formed awaiting

the necessary authority to convert into branches; the course of events

has greatly weakened the opposition of the smaller unit banks; and the

banking committees of Congress have introduced a bill providing that a

national bank may establish branches within its own state and fifty

miles beyond its borders. Thus, as a remedy for the obvious weaknesses

of unit banking, we appear likely soon to embark upon branch banking

side by side with unit banking. If and when we take this fundamental

step towards a far-reaching change in our banking structure, it seems

important that we should take the step not tentatively or half-heartedly

but fully convinced of its desirability as a national policy designed

to afford better protection to deposits.
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Conditions of Success. Like many other supporters of unit banking,
I have been forced by recent events to change my views, and I now re-
gard branch banking as the only fundamental remedy for the demonstrated

weaknesses of unit banking, particularly in the smaller places. But to
become an effective instrument of national policy branch banking should
be permitted to develop under conditions most favorable to its success.
These conditions involve questions of: (1) area; (2) supervision; (3)
competition with unit banks.

(1) Area. Under the banking bill, a national bank may establish

branches anywhere within the limits of its own state and within con-

tiguous territory fifty miles outside. This provision, while a

tremendous step in advance, still savors of half-heartedness. If we are

willing to go this far, we might better recognize at the outset that

state lines are usually political rather than economic; and that we shall

soon have to amend the law to permit branches over more natural trade

areas, as ex-Comptroller Pole recently recommended. To shut our branch

banking up in forty-eight separate compartments as if it were something

we feared, is to ignore the experience of all the other countries of

the world where, as far as I know, there is no territorial restriction.

This does not mean that I would contemplate for the United States, even

for the distant future, branch banking which covered the entire country.

Distance and sectional feelings are against it; proper diversification

does not require it; and obviously there must be some limits. But

surely all will agree that a state--plus fifty miles--will in many cases

prove a limitation that has elements of unsafeness. In states over-

whelmingly agricultural, for example, state lines will render it diffi-

cult to attain that fundamental requisite of branch banking--a diversified

portfolio. The limits, it seeas to me, should be sufficiently wide, and

more than this, sufficiently elastic, to permit of sound diversification.

The twelve Federal Reserve Districts approximate natural trade areas, in

spite of some arbitrariness, and they appear to me to be the most

practicable limits within which to work. But the Federal Reserve Board,

which under the proposed bill is to authorize all branches, should, it

seems to me, be empowered to allow branches to overstep district lines

when necessary to cover trade areas or to assure diversification. * * * *

(2) Supervision. Widespread branch banking introduces into the

structure the possibility not of more bank failures, but of larger and

more serious failures. The banking bill 1%isely provides that the

establishment of every branch shall be subject to the approval of the

Federal Reserve Board. This places both properly and squarely upon the

Board and the Federal Reserve Banks the primary responsibility for the

sound development of branch banking. It seems important that they

should also have authority to prevent weak state institutions with

branches from becoming members of the Reserve System by conversion int
o

or consolidation with national banks. Whether the branch banking in-

stitutions which are permitted to develop shall be strong and sound or

shall merely represent a cross section of existing unit bank management

depends, in the main, upon the standards which the Federal Reserve Board

sets up as a guide for its action, end the rigidity and ruthlessness

with which it declines to authorize branches for any bank whose past

record and policies have not been sound and safe. There should be no

place in branch banking for officers or directors who seek to operate

banks in their own selfish interest. And there is no question that the
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public is in a mood to give full support to ruthlessness exerted in the
public interest.

The supervision of these larger institutions will bring heavier
responsibilities to their supervisors. But on the other hand, with
fewer units to supervise, more concentrated attention can be given; and
the ability of these larger institutions, both to find and to pay for
good managers, should remove one of the present difficulties in the
aupervision of small local banks.

A second element in the development of branch banking is the speed
with which it proceeds; and it is possible that here again the Federal
Reserve Board may be able to exercise a restraining influence. ProPer
organizations to manage branch banking systems cannot be develoted
overnight. Some unsatisfactory situations would be likely to occur if
a comnetitive scramble for branches, such as has recently taken place
in certain areas, should be repeated over the country as a whole.
Fortunately the present difficult period favors moderation in the
speed of establishing branches.

A third factor, with which no national or state supervisor has
yet been able to cope, but with which it is to be hoped the Federal
Reservc Board may find a way to deal, is the competitive paying of
high rates of interest on deposits, particularly savings deposits.
Where not controlled by clearing house or other arrangements, these
rates have auite generally led directly to the purchase of inferior
bonds with high coupons, among which, on the law of averages, the
mortality is high.

(3) Comnetition with Local Unit Banks. The initial establishment
of branches will doubtless proceed along the lines of least resistance
by absorbing local unit banks. Many strong loeal banks, however, may

decline to become branches and the question will then arise whether a

larger institution should be permitted to put a branch in such places.
the size of the place rill have a bearing on the decision, I

should like to express a purely personal view that as sentiment in

small places rill naturally favor the local bank, the willingness of a

strong rell-managed bank to maintain a branch alongside the local bank

should at least be an important presumption in favor of granting the

application. * * * * * * * * Provided a bank has good management, it

should, in general, be allowed to bring its services and advantages to

those places where its managers think they can profitably operate.

This closing thought serves to emphasize my belief that changes

in the banking structure should be approached primarily from the stand-

point of safety of deposits rather than from the standpoint of amount

of credit to be extended locally. Too often in the past the latter

has appeared tote the primary objective of banking legislation. With

full recognition of the fact that loans create deposits, we shal] be

on safe ground, neverthe]ess, if we paraphrase the familiar English

adage, and say, "Let us take care of the deposits and the loans will

take care of themselves."
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'Primary Steps for Banking Reform*
by ?hems W. Lamest, of J. P. Morgan & CO.

Paper presented at the meeting of
the Academy of Political Science,

J,J1nary„ 1933.
(Proceedings of the Academy of Political Science, Vol. XV)

* * * * * Today in the Federal Reserve ipotesi we have a thoroughly
scientific and eaund foundation. But the aretesos scope is not yet broad
ememik, ead the ills which the community has maffered in the last three
yeses Ohre clearly enough how much still remains to be remedied.

* * * * * Yet what our averege citisem eery naturally fails to under-
stand is why, if the Feleral Reserve bas smith manifest virtues, it is
usable to prevent the terrific crop of braking failures ehich the country
has witnessed in the last decade—and espeeially in the last two years.
* * • *

Figures of Bank Failures

In that period (1921-1931) there have been total bank failures
aggregating 9,285, with deposits thus tied up or in part dissipated of
$4,276,000,000. Of this total only 1,690 banks were members of the
Federal Reserve and almost four and a half times aa many, namely 7,587
banks, were outside the mrstem. In the years 1930-1931 alone the bank
failures totaled 3,643, and here again the prorortion of non-member to
member banks was almeet as four and a half to one. It ehould be added
that the meet of these failures were of small banks, with extrenely
limited capital. Therefore, ome should not be misled by these figures,
bad as they aro, iato thinkine thi.lt more them a small percentage of the
country's banking remources was ever tied up is failure.

* * * * * The supervision which the Federal Reserve Banks are able
te exercise over meMbse banks is of course limited. But over nom-member
beaks the Federal *Nerve has no control whatsoever, These semomsaber
banks are without emmeption state institutions, enbject to greatly vurr.
ing degrees and kinds of legislative requirements and of administrative
supervisiom. So that it is no wonder that objective students of our
banking system are bewildered amd dealer. it—despite the exietence of
the Federal Reserve—to be no system at all.

* * * * * It is a noteworthy fact that, in number, ninety per cent
of the banks which failed in the decade of 1921-1930 were located in
rural esammnities„ subject to all the vicissitudes of crop failuree, or
or the expeasion and deflation of business *booms;" withaut any of the
proteetien afforded or a parent institution fortified with aaple capital
and mameiged by experienced men.

2:12
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* * * * * * * •

Almost all the failures early this year of small ambarbas tasks aromd
Chicago, end almost all the resultant threets to the general basklag attn.,
lie*, could have been avoided if it had not beea for the fact 'hat the
Illinois statutes permit no brmatsb-banklag of mg, kind within the limits
of the *tate. It las (mite imrossible 'NW the law for the large Chios.
beaks to attempt to serve, through breeches, the important suburbs arommi
the eity. The lessons of such a situation mmet be glaringly obvious to
the whole eemmtry. Despite the development of sucoeseful chain-banking
in a few mattered instances, there is no rresent effective method unIfyr
tl.te law by which stremg institutions in aur leading financial centres can
extend the benefit of tbeir ample reaerves, their experience and ordinarily
careful mantgement to the weaker banks in the ont4img districts.

• * * * * * * *

Forty-nine Different Sets se Lawe

Our chief difficulty, then, as must be sees, has clearly boot met
lack of .lore extended state control, but rather failure of organisation
and noorftnstion. I have already spoken of the oomitssion relating from
our varying Federal and state banking laws. In teskimg, oar simetry has
forty-nine different sovereigss. Aside as many persons long ago pointed
out, a constant state of oempetities Mists between the Ommptrollor of
the Currency at Washington amd tbe terty-eight Banking elperintenients
of our forty-eight states, Mich ose of 'Mee forty-nimo officials is
desirous of having as easy lestitatiome es possible registered under his
jurisdiction. Tbe oonsequesee is that, below of tbis eempetition,
laxity creeps in.

The competitiom as among the various system, bee sot been such as
to make banking requirements more conserv6tive bat te sake them more
liberal. A rromotion not of better banking but of poorer basking bay
beam the inevitable result. This competition bas met only foaled eip-
Avestan in liberalisation of the respeettve legislative legeiremeata
swarming the various banking systems, but it ham also remelted, as I
sw, in administrative laxity in granting charters and Is proviiing
adeolmate 'supervision of the conduct of banks.

Thousands of leeks Lack Proper Saftspirde

As to methods of oaring esr treiblea, Compass oan speed Modred.
of thousands of dollars in nem bearings end pmbllek volumes of tootinsur.
But it seed have no hope of wer easing to the root oe the evil until
it realises that no banking prates sae function adequately *bee it
emmprehends within it only a limited portion of the busking esemaity•
ltday sixty por cent in number of the eountryts banks are outside the
strong Federal Reserve System, and this sixty per cent comprieee a
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tetal in banking resources of over $11,000,000,000. These lesser banking
institutions—whoa. aggregate resources are nevertheless eo considerable--
are unhble or unwillIng to come unler the rules of the Federal Reserve
System. Thus they lack its restrictioes and its safeguards. And the
almost unbridled license which these small banks ia seise otates apparently
hi,ve outside the Federal.' Reserve System tempts them freqaently, ks the
sbJ reeerd has proved, to folly and lisaater.

The feet is that, &wit* the selemaholy amber of eliminatieem that
hi,ve taken pleat, the emmetry has today far too many banks. Our hulking
unite abould on the average be far larger thrin they are toriay. The mall,
ill-caritalised institutions Should be merged so as to gain the Normal
stability, diversity, economy and memegemest of the larger 00310411114

i One reason for the weakeess of the smell interior bank is thnt itsf
overhead =pease* are proportionatelr teo heavy. The bank is tempted te
pey tee hi* rates of interest in order to attrtict deposits. ?hese little
leoal banks have, because of the rapid geowth of business units, of com-
munisations sad of motor treasport, been left in a backwater where the
better business passim than bir. These up-country institutions have no
opportunity te diversify mad average their risks, It Seesral coalitions
affect their "sweetmeats unfaverabln the same maditime are likely to
involve them in serious lamas from their legalised lomme aed at the_

i lose time disastrous depseit withdrawals. Nereever, for tee many of
these weak aad unsheltered, interior banks hLve bema memeged by ism*
perimeed persons desiring the satisfaction of beeemiag eheskar0.

Two Vital Changes Necessary

I repeat what may ethers have already imitated mt. memely, that
me thoreugh-going banking reforms ean be hroulht sheut mtll twe vital
ohmage& have bees solcompliehed. The first is to trim all the commercial
beaks of the caeletry, small as well es large, unler the single Altis of
the faders' Amery* System. The seised is to estabilth ssasible nro-
vision for regimes& bresesh-hsekingo the geographical limits for each
mica to be care/1111y worked sat end regulated. Then we Should have
something worth talking about. 114h reforms, brought about gradually,
ought to begin to yield to the ormatry sem umesore of banking stability.

?here are maay cheese of the bogging situation that of worse I
imvel not attempted to tom* 'per. From even this brief review, believer,
it must be apparent that the derolopmeat of bAinking in Amerisa has hese
• gradual proms* of evolution lei* has by no a-ana reached its smoll•
Utah of the balking crises to *MA I have alluded has taught the sem-
mmaity eons oae lesson, bet saah mew disaster has revealed a fresh eeih.
mess te be remedied. Indeed, balking development la this country has
teem a slow amd painful growth. No pilgries progress could have hese
sore arduous or begot with greater pitfalls.

The ?rest that is Impeeed in the Present System

?he prorositien to bring all the commn.cial Ilanks of the sonatry
iate the Federal Reserve Orates has sometimes been opposed on the

1
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ellegmtion that the System kad elm,* proved itself to be a, Illoaey Trust*,
amid that its aathority Should be curtailed rather than ortemded. As te
seek criticise it nay be fair to point out that, if the System bad astmalls
preved Itself to be amythiag ia the nature of maser trust. it was seri-
lately a beaevelant sad 000perative one; fee the reeerd *hi& I teas anted
Mews that depositors in the beaks amd Wert eempadee that were andmin
of the System were otormouslybooseltod by saCk monhanhipi mad that
withta the apetoer.-with its ears sad safeguariemdftmp eamparative
iimemmit, from difficulty $1s compared with depositors In the lembing mite
wbiab bad felled to take advantage of its stooge.

The object of haehles logielatiea is not to give advantage* les or
te tepee, paaalties gasp take or beakars. It is to provide the public
vitb safe mew aid *edit, amd safe depositaries of thetr fends. In the
modern world beik choke dream airiest teak dwosits tirculate as mossy,
sod the geld reserves of the 74deral Swerve *auks are the base apes
which rest not only the rederril Immo natal issued by the Vadeval le-
serve Banta. but the 3cosite or the 1141001. MOW end of eimomeiber balks
as vell, also the shocks that circulate spies! 'hese deposits, After
the Civil 'aro state bask metes, Whieb bad bed osah a deplorable record
of repudiation, were tamed out of exists's* sad national beak metes sub..
stituted in oar serreney systomm The refire vas imeemplote, besmear it
dealt saly with see side or the bankis fraction, the meite-laseim, peer.
It did est deal with the other side of the bankiag picture, the power to
reeeive deposits lkish armlets la ths fors o^ Meeks and 'bleb, 46 I
say, are sapperted epos the same Loll base held by the redepal Deserve
Sinks. Ws east sone te regard a tasking charter not as a privilege eeno.
tarred upon a obese' few or epos am ameleeted zany, in order that they
say sake sow with efts: peeTaa0e mown tat as a public trim% and la
that seam, amd in that same oily. as a money trust. It is tbe plaim
duty et the esommity to see to it that the interest of the American
people la Ihe sminty of' their depovite, mad ef the whole couatry in the
saffietom and seendmeas of gar tambieg Obeeld be put before
the opestal Satanist sr (my busk or bomber, great er small.

lbe Seen of the Pedsral Reserve Spites

?be hispe ter preipreis towards reel orderlineas stabilitr liee,
as it sleeps dees ia these matters, in an aromas* and intelligent public
opinioa, amd Sm oesetmat sty* by the oxperts etemihrds te etreagthea
the Federal Reserve SYstem. Se person ef intelligens*, stedying the
.staal workings of this, *etas, eAn failed to be impressed with the
immeasurable beseflte *high it hae brought to American isinstry mad coo.
INVIN4 it is bard, toe. to sse hew the Government could ever have
serried en its war and pest/Aar finessing without the sew 101$1111.
eat it, laflatios en an almost disastrous Beale (witness the emiamples
ef the %repeal nastrios) miiht well have been iresmild to. 1a the
midst of the distress through Adel portions of the bankieg sommemitf
have teem ponies in theme /est few pears, the eemetraltive onemplisimp
ments of our Todesel Swerve Minks nor balm been earsalkot lost stiht et,
Yet wither* the resempeee sad the pendent, faretilKed bastritai of these
institutions our plight 'mold have been insalemlabky worse them it bee
hem. All twelve of them bore been like tiles of safety, batters of
refnge in the nidet of a. storm,.
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Let me point eat eme resent 4evelepsent of the rederal Reserve System
that hes already' proved of immense importance. Up to February of 19I2,
the liftell still lashed, um3er the leir, sertain powers that it seeded to
render its siege 0' operation more elastic sod precticab1e. alNik pewee
the 'entre' banks or other countries have always possessed. Three. the
previsions of the Glasssolltesgall law, passed early is 1913P, somewhat
similar posers sere provided for the Federal Reserve gystea. Wer these
the System mew has the authority to buttress the credit sitaatien *ere
there is the greatest need. Already these extended powers have enabled
the System te lighten immeasurably the burdens ef the hwenssity.

Ailed by the provisions ef this Act tits rodent lissom Banks have
for the last six months been pareming with vision and viler a se.ealled
epos market policy, Shish las already proved itself to be a great faster
la arresting the headlong deflation of credit and privets Shish vas bo-
oming as diamatrams.

• • • * • * * * •
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SOURCE: THE MIbLi6bIPPI bANKi-,R,-JUNY 1953

FRESIUNTIS ANNUAL AITREEE, Beforc the Rist,issippi Benkers Convent!on
May Lt, 197, at Jsckson, Misrissi7pi, G. M. McWilliams, Pres.

FO4J1 b

While we need in both Statc aue Federal banking lisms sow,
re-vie-Ion and changes to furt:..mr saregunrd the depositor Pn0 stock-
holner, WA ,re convinced that the vrertest security to tt:e bankimg
resources of the nction is stricter supervision and better, stronver
4,nc %ore intellivent aanagement b.:7 trained and experi-nced ofticers
and directors.
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1 "The Regional Clearinghouse Movement"
Address by William K. Payne, Chairman,
National Bank of Auburn, New York

40th Aanusl Convention, New York State Bankers Asso., June 1953

At the beginning of this century the banking neede of the country were
cared for by about 8,40C) banks. By 1920 the number had increased to nearly
thirty thoumand. During the last 12 years, half of these beaks have
cloeed their doors, causing tremendous losses of accumulated wealth, un-
told yuffering and privations and a loss of confidence which has been a
large factor in the impairment of our business aorals. The cut-throat
competition of too many banks, and too prevalent a class of incompetent
bank managers engendered extravagance, speculetion and unwise practices
even aaong bankers inherently sound and experienced. The public, through
its Government, insists that this condition shall cease. / believe that
every real banker is of the seme mind.

It is primarily the laalker's task to see to it tl7ait there shall he
maintained in America a system of banking in which each indivtl.usl bank
will be a safe place for the deposit of the accumulated f'unds of the com-
munity, where the funds so gathered may be wisely and safely loaned to the
best adventage of all concerned, and where the profits of operstton will
be such as to insure sound protection to the bank's customers, and
sufficient return to the shareholders to attract adeauate capital into
the banking business. A good banking law alone cannot accomplish this.
The mere creation of a corporate organization, Whatever its powers and
its safeguards, will create neither brains nor character. Nor do I think
that a bank can be successfully run by a supervisory official or examiner,
however wise he may be. He neither knows the needs of the community and
its problems, nor has he a sense of responsibility to those who have in-
vested their money in the enterprise. I can conceive of no other method
for the successful operation of a baaking system elite+ can take the place
of the cooperative judgment of the bankers chosen by the shareholl,rs of
the individual banks.

May emphasise that I am speaking of the successful operation of a
banking system, and I am pleading for the cooperative action of the
individual banks.

We have now, and have always had, a lerge number of successfully
managed individual banks. They need neither Rreater regulation, nor re-
form from within. But if it is to be brought about that only saund, well-
managed banks are to share the hanking business or the country, I cannot
avoid the conclusion that such a result cen be obtained only by all the
banks in the system joining in a cooperative movement of self-regulation
in regional clearinghouse groups, whose policies will be largely controlled
by the best banking sinds in the territory embraced in the organization.

Bankers' associntions, both nation-wide end in the States and in
smaller subdivisions, have a record of wonderful accomrlishments, in ma
ways. I believe the bankers' associations have more real accomplishment
to their credit thnn nearly any of the others of thP vast number of tr
organizations rhich exist in nParly every branch of American business.
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But the reakness of this sort of organIzaticn is that it has had relatively
less influence for Food on thotie bankers who most need. it, and has no
power to compel such bankers either to join the association, or to followl•its precepts after they become members. i'
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0. Howard Wolfe, Pres., Pa. B. A.
Speech - Annual Convention, Pa. B. A., May 1933

Source: The Financial Age, May 1953.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Conguer Fear of Competitors and Depositors

In 1931, when scared depositors were flocking into our institutions and
way from banks whose service was characterized by over-liberal policies, I
have on more than one occasion pointed aut, as they have asked for interest
on small balances, or demanded that re deliver payrolls, or asked concerning
many other practices all too common under a regime of ruinous cooperation in
unsound competition, that in any banking institution the depositor can have
any one of three things, but no two of them--he can have safety; he can have
special service; or he can have interest. Unfortunately, the policies that
have been followed by too large a group of our banks have educated people into
the belief that all three of these things are possible in any financial in-
stitution, regardless of the size of the balance carried or the going rate of
sound investments.

We must conquer our fear of competitOrs and depositors. We should not
be ashamed to hold up our heads in the face of unfair abuse and criticism.
But, if after the disastrous events of the past three years, bankers will
still persist in isolation and independence of action and policy, then in my
judgment we will deserve whatever may befall us.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

2-12
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SOURCE: ANNUAL REPORT ON BANKS OF DEPOSIT & DISCOUNT,ETC.*-N.Y. 1933

Page 9
GENEFAL COMMENT

In reviewing legisletion of the past year and the plans of recon-
struction which are under way, there can be no question but that
progress is being made in strengthening and rebuilding the banking
system. However, as we move forward tmard better times, bankers
must recognize the responsibilities which rest upon them. It is not
enough that they should keep within the limits of the law. They
must strive of their own volition to improve the quality of bank
management and to raise the standards of ethics and practices of
the ban)cing_ Qovernment supervision _is. no__ sub ,s titute
for these considerations. Either they must be supplied by the
bankers tbrough the medium of voluntary associations and the
development of the principle of the Bankers' Code of Fair Com-
petition, or the Government will be obliged to assume even greater
control of the banks than it has today.

Banking institutions are organized primarily for the promotion
of "the public convenience and advantage", and in their reletions
with the communities they serve, this purpose should be strictly
observed. In the future there will be no place in the banking busi-
ness for selfish practices and unfair and unbridled competition.

10§1.E.e 11 (Recommendations for Amending the Banking Lew)

8. Loans to Officers

Loans to its officers by a bank or trust company should be pro-
hibited and executive officers should be required to report any
indebtedness which they may have to any person or corporation,
to the chairman of the board of directors of the institution of which
they are officers.

Pagp 14 (Savings Banks)

The progress of Savings Banks Trust Company in the develop-
ment of its deposit and rediscount functions and in its preparation
to offer to savings banks the general facilities of E correspondent
bank, has been satisfactory. Consideration might well be given to
the development of en investment Edvisory service. The trust com-
pany, through its trust department, is also adapted to represent
savings banks with respect to reorganizations involving defaulted
securities held by the banks and in the servicing of mortgages and
innumerable other matters where services of a fiduciery nature are
required.
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Annual report on Banks of Deposit & Discount, etc. (contd.)
(N.Y.-1933)

Page 24 (Banking Board)

Savings Banks

One of the especial needs of this type of banking during a perio6
of credit apprehension is to find a stable end aFsured market for
corporate bonds and reel estate mortgages which, because of their
charecter BS media of investment, must depend upon shiftability,
as distinguished from maturity, to guarantee liquidity. With this
thfought in mind, the Banking Board hay consistently encouraged
mutual undertakings by the savings institutions to strengthen the
market for such holdings. * * *

Page 28 (Other Problems)

It therefore behooves bankers, either individually or through
instrumentalities of their own creation, to foster practices which
will tend to strengthen their position in future periods of strain.
Directors should be fully informed at all times of loan policies;
reckless bidding for deposits, merely for the purpose perhaps of
increasing size, must be minimized; greater attention must be paid
to the quality of deposits; extra precautions must be taken against
expensive methods of securing new business; in general, practices
must be restrained which are not in the intereFt of the whole
credit situation. The only alternative to spontaneous efforts of
bankers to improve practices is further statutory end adminis-
trative regulation. But this latter type of control can never be
completely satisfactory, in and of itself.
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SOURCE: 26th ANNUAL REPORT OF DIVISION OF BANKS - STATE' OFCEIO
December El, 1933

Page 11

SOUND BANKING PRINCIPLES

Banking, an honorable profession, calls for a high code of ethics.
None but well-trained persons of intelligence, ability and undoubted
integrity should engage in its practice. Courtesy to the public, capable
and prudent management, fidelity to every trust, whole-hearted regard
for legal requirements are prime prerequisites for successful banking.
The banker who makes these principles his guide will not fail to win the
lasting confidence of the community.
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SOURCE: THE TARHEEL BANKER - N.C. BANKERS ASSOCIATION PROCEEDINGS
OCTOBER 1933

YOUR CUSTOMERS AND YOUR BANK - by Dr. Harold Stonier

Pages 34-35
* * * * * * * * *

The time has clearly come when wishbone must be supplemented by
backbone on the part of management, for many of thOtanks of this
country which have gotten into difficulty have not clone so because
of ignorance. They have gotten into difficulty because people
who had propositions Nhich were not bankable and which they knew
were not bankable,have by virtue of their political influence either
within the board of directors or outside the board of directors
forced through the banks things that later involve the banks in
difficulties from which they could not possibly extricate them-
selves.

Bank management--in relationship to that customer who knows
but who feels that he has the gull and the influence to put a
thing over--in a new day, has come to confront that person with
more stamina, more backbone, more fight, and more effectiveness.

* * * * * * * * *

RECENT BANKING LEGISLATION - by Hon. Henry B. Steagall

Liquidity

Page 68

Banks now have available billions of resources for extending
loans but the plain fact is that for more than three years bankers
have given little thought to anything except to keep their banks
in liquid condition, and after ell, who can blame them! A banker's
first duty is to his depositors. Common honesty as well as every
dictate of self interest suggests that he give first thought to
them. No banker rants to spend a sleepless night in anticipation
of a mob at his bank's doors the next morning. The fear that grips
the minds and hearts of bankers keeping ever before them the nightmare
of bank runs, makes it impossible for them, in justice to their
depositors, to make loans and extend the credit that ere indispensable
to trade and commerce and the economic welfare of the people. The
same fear felt by depositors seizes every investor and business man,
great and small, and leaves him without the courage to borrow from
banks or to invest for increasing employment and enlarging the buyiag
power of the public.

2;9d-1p
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The larhei Banker - Oct. 1933

Recent Banking Legislation - by Hon. Henry_B. Steagall

Page 68 (contd.)

It is said that insurance of bank deposits will place a premium
on bad banking. Of course, there can be no basis fDr such a contention.
My reply is that the records abundantly prove that a banking system
without deposits insurance has put a premium on unsafe banking--
disastrous both to depositors and bankers. Protection of the inter-
ests of the public is the true criterion by which to measure the
merits of any legislation.

I want to say a word for bankers, thousands of whom have gone
down in the wreckage of recent years, with their fortunes swept away,
many of them men of ability and of highest integrity, who, in spite
of observance of rules of business, tested and accepted as wise during
the experience of half a century, have seen institutions representing
the pride and ambition of a life-time wiped out over night; and worst
of all, the love and confidence of their neighbors and friends turned
into distrust and censure.

A bank failure stigmatizes those responsible for the conduct of the
institution. The officers of such an institution are branded by public
opinion as criminals, or as reckless incompetents who have brought un-
told injury and suffering to innocent people.

* * * * * * * * *
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Adolph S. Ochs of the New York Times
Address- 40th Annual Convention
New York State Bankers Asso., June 1933

This is an unexpected honor and pleasure. I live here in the summer
and I came over to hear the very excellent address by Mr. Berle that you
have listened to. I find myself in accord with him almost on every point
that he made.

What particularly, more than anything else, impresses me is the
responsibility that is attached to banking. It is a trust that is imposed
on you, and it should be regarded as a very sacred one. Mr. Berle suggests
that other interests are promoted through the fact of being a controlling
owner in a bank, and that this should be strictly avoided. There is no
gainsaying the fact that while we have gone through a very serious dis-
turbance in business, no small contribution was made to that disturbance
by our ignoring the fundamental principles of sound banking.

I was brought up in a very small town, Chattanooga, Tennessee, where
the president of the bank at that time was looked upon as the oracle of
the town. He was our guide, our philosopher, our friend. If you went to
the institution with an enterprise that you wanted to promote, you could
be quite sure you would hear all of the objections that were possible in
connection with that enterprise. He was ultra-conservative. He was a
safeguard to the community. You could be sure that if you got his endorse-
ment—that is, his aid and assistance--you were pretty sound in what you
were undertaking.

That principle should prevail in all instances. It mas wholly de-
parted from and notably so in the great banking institutions in New York
City. They were no longer institutions for the deposit of money and for
the safeguarding of it, but they were promoting and encouraging all kinds
of enterprise. It seems nothing was too fantastic to appeal to them.

A man came to me and said that I was making a great mistake in the
conduct of my business, having all my eggs in one basket. "Why," he said,
"I can take your business and capitalize it and make money. I can leave you
a very great interest, even ownership control."

Now that caine from a man of standing in the financial world, and it
was along those lines that the banks were encouraging all kinds of profitable
enterprises--capitalizing them at a very lan_;e figure. There was only one
inevitable result. It could not last. It was impossible. It was strange
that so many of our wise men were dragged into it. They just simply could
not avoid it. It is my judgment that that was caused by that fantastic plan
of financing that was encouraged by the bankers. Not only did they encourage
it in the enterprises of others, but, having exhausted the possibilities
that those enterprises offered, they began speculating in their own enter-
prises. And there was that great speculation in bank stocks with the
disastrous result that you are all too familiar with.
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You will have to get back to the fundamental principle, and that is
that a banking institution is a trust, an obligation resting on the manage-
ment of it. It is also clothed with a public responsibility and a public
interest, and therefore the Government has a right to have a great voice
in the management.

With reference to the methods which may be adopted, the remedies which
may be undertaken—they may not all be safe and sound, but I am quite in
sympathy with the idea that we had better try something rather than let
things drift as they have been doing in the past. The outlook seems to be
a little bit encouraging, but don't be too sanguine. We have a lot of
hurdles to take, and I believe among them, and foremost, is the banking
business. We have to get rid of rotten banking, of dishonest bankinr, of
speculative banking. We must have our banking inFtitutions of such a
character that when the depositor puts his money in the bank he will feel
that there is assurance of safety. He also wants to feel that when a

charter is granted to a bank, the state and nation has taken proper pre-
caution to see that it is in safe hands, and, furthermore, that they will
see that the examination of the bank is made more rigorous, that the public
is informed of the condition of the bank, and that the condition of the
bank is also the responsibility of the bank which you do business with.

Take the Bank of the United States in New York, vith its disastrous
failure. The banks in New York, the Clearinghouse, the Federal Reserve
Bank have to share a large part of that responsibility. They were doing
an unsafe and unsound business and it was known to all the banks. But
still they continued to do business with it and allowed it to continue.

It could have been stopped long before it got as far as it did.

* * 1E- * * * *
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"The Future of American Banking" - Address by A. A. Berle, Jr.,
Professor of Corporation Finance at Coltunbia University

40th Annual Convention, New York State Bankers Asso., June 1933

Banking is a Public Function

You are also aware—this, I think, is to me the most excitinz phase--
that the banks as a whole are in a position which is almost anomalous in
this day and age. As you know, the money of the country is to all intents
and purposes a combination of the actual cash that you have in your pocket
plus the aggregate of bank deposits corrected for the velocity of its turn-
over. Bank deposits are largely made by credit. Hence it comes about
that the banking structure as a whole for all practical purposes has a
private franchise (in this country many thousand private franchises) to
manufacture the money which the country needs through the medium of loans,

credit, and creation of bank deposits.

You are also familiar with the very simple economic fact that the
level of prices, the level of economic activity, which in turn means
employment, and much of what we call prosperity, has a very close relation

to the aggregate volume of currency and credit. The Feder,,x1 Reserve Bank

of New York has been preaching that doctrine for years. Every economics
student, of course, has made it a part of his own calculations for a long
time past. The banks, therefore, form a private group which without any

correlation among its members, really dominates a large part of the
economic life of the country.

Extremely serious consequences flow from this. For example, in times
of depression, when credit ought to expand, a private group must get into
action to determine a policy, and we have no structure by which that can
be done. As individuals, whenever there is difficulty, all of you have
only one instinct, which is a sound one. The instinct is to be as liquid
as you can, to be prepared to meet any depositor who comes along, to give
him his money and pay him out. That is sound competitive banking, but
it is not sound economics, for the economics of the situation would

probably spell the exact opposite of the practice. It would spell a

standstill agreement and the extension of credit for a period. An under-

standing between all banks that no bank would undertake to collect its

debts at the expense of the pool could be a real means to stabilize the

entire situation under many circumstances.

If that sounds like dreaming to you, I may merely point out that in

a country like Australia which was fundamentally even harder hit than we,

the situation was swung by the banks on some such basis as that. But
they did not have the difficulties of many, many thousands of individual

institutions, to each of wftich the interests of the bank itself and of

its depositors must be paramount in any given situation. On the other
hand, we have a structural arrangement by which the individual interests

of each set of stockholders of each bank and of each set of depositors

become primary, and combined action becomes almost impossible--this at a

time when combined action may be the only salvation at any given moment.
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"The Future of American Banking" - Address by A. A. Berle, Jr.,

Professor of Corporation Finance at Columbia'. University
40th Annual Convention, New York State Bankers Asso., June 1933

Banking is a Public Function

You are also aware--this, I think, is to me the most excitinz phase--
that the banks as a whole are in a position which is almost anomalous in
this day and age. As you know, the money of the country is to all intents
and purposes a combination of the actnAl cash that you have in your pocket
plus the aggregate of bank deposits corrected for the velocity of its turn-
over. Bank deposits are largely made by credit. Hence it comes about
that the banking structure as a whole for all practical purposes has a
private franchise (in this country many thousand private franchises) to
manufacture the money which the country needs through the medium of loans,
credit, and creation of bank deposits.

You are also familiar with the very simple economic fact that the
level of prices, the level of economic activity, which in turn means
employment, and much of what we cmll prosperity, has a very close relation
to the aggregate volume of currency and credit. The Federal Reserve Bank
of New York has been preaching that doctrine for years. Every economics
student, of course, has made it a part of his own calculations for a long
time past. The banks, therefore, form a private group which without any
correlation among its members, really dominates a large part of the
economic life of the country.

Extremely serious consequences flow from this. For example, in times
of depression, when credit ought to expand, a private group must get into
action to determine a policy, and we have no structure by which that can
be done. As individuals, whenever there is difficulty, all of you have
only one instinct, which is a sound one. The instinct is to be as liquid
as you can, to be prepared to meet any depositor who comes along, to give
him his money and pay him out. That is sound competitive banking, but
it is not sound economics, for the economics of the situation would
probably spell the exact opposite of the practice. It would spell a
standstill agreement and the extension of credit for a period. An under-
standing between all banks that no bank would undertake to collect its
debts at the expense of the pool could be a real means to stabilize the
entire situation under many circumstances.

If that sounds like dreaming to you, I may merely point out that in
a country like Australia which was fundamentally even harder hit than we,
the situation was swung by the banks on some guch basis as that. But
they did not have the difficulties of many, many thousands of individual
institutions, to each of wftich the interests of the bank itself and of
its depositors must be paramount in any given situation. On the other
hand, we have a structural arrangement by which the individual interests
of each set of stockholders of each bank and of each set of depositors
become primary, and combined action becomes almost impossible--this at a
time when combined action may be the only salvation at any given moment.
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* * * * * * Behind the powerful agitation for bank guaranties was the
realization by a tremendous part of the country that its bank deposits lay
at the mercy of a conflict of forces, the outcome of which no one could
foresee. Having already seen large def.osits wiped out and having dimly--
not accurately I think, but dimly--seen the crushing effect on the com-
munities which they serve, there came this tremendous wave from the banks
in several parts of the country, notably from the Northwest, the Middle
West and the Southwest, demanding some security. They thought of it in
terms of security of bank deposits, but if you were able to analyze the
meaning back of the demand, it would be for a secure banking system. It
is a just demand. Whatever you may think of deposit guaranty, you cannot
merely ignore that demand and leave it unrecognized.
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Proceedings of 32nd Annual Convention
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

Chicago, September 1933

* * * * * * * * * *

H. W. Koeneke (Kansas):

All you gentlemen know, and I don't have to repeat it, that a sound
bank is the one that is managed properly. Show me a bank that has
failed and I can show yau where the management has been lax; even though
some banks have closed on account of frozen loans, nine times out of
ten the management has been lax somewhere along the line. It may be
partly due to lack of supervision in both national and state banks.
We know in Kansas during the holiday--we are no different that any other
state, we put many banks on a restricted basis and closed quite a few
state and national. We are primarily an agricultural state and have
343 banks in Kansas with a capital of less than $25,000. I made an
analysis of the capital structure in Kansas banks, taking into con-
sideration depreciation on bonds, real estate, buildings, etc., and
found it takes better than '10,000,000 for the state banks to be able
to qualify for Federal Reserve membership. The total capital structure
is only about 00,000,000.

* * * * * * * * *

413
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF MISLOURI BANKERE ASEOCIATION—May 17-18-19, LW

REPORT OF TW. COTAITTEE ON BETTER BANKING—F. C. Bunt, Chairman

Peke 105
* * * * * * * *

A nation-wide survey was made to ascertain if the drop in
deposits wae caused by the reduction in interest paid on ticltnces.
The observations and conments from th- repli-s received lead us to
believe that very few deposits were lost when interest rat(s were
cut.

The following comments are very interesting:

Experience has demonstrated that regulated maximum rates arc
proper and work to the advantage of properly aantged institutions.

That public reaction generally was ver;" favorable—the desire
being for safety rather than for profit.

Decrease in deposita can be attributed largely to Postal Savings
and Federcl Govrnment financing.

A great number of our friends think that the National Government
should step out of the bankink business as a comvetitor to the
existing bank.

We are paying too much on public funds. Our competition through
United States Postal Savings is draining the country banks. We could
lower savings and certificate interest if it were not for Postal Savings.
This ehould be stopped by reduction of rutes paid by the Government.

PaKe 104 

We think that all banks have been paying entirely too much
interest on accounts. A nation-wide move now to regulate end restrict
indiscriminate paying of interest would be a wonderfUl move. The
cesire for mere size of deposits has made many bunks overbid thenselves.
To our thinking a smaller bank, leas loaded with overhead exponses,
is preferable.

The reduction of interest rates has caused but little shifting,
as depositors now noon to be more concerned EtS tO safety than as to
yibld.

Required minimum balances helped get rid of most of the un-
profitable accounts.
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F. C. Hunt
Page 104 (contd.)

The majority of the banks report that their large drop in
deposits ie traced directly to Postal bavings, and they advise
that is their worst menace and a constant drain.
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF MISSOURI BANKLRS ASSOCIATION-MAY 17-18-19, 195!

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON SERVICE CHARA--C. A. Wisdom, Chairman

Pages 7Z-74 

The euelysis of closed banks in Miseouri for 193's as to the
app4rent stability and aafet of service &larke banks as compared
ts nonusere, again bears out our f ndinge of 193,., end 19F1 that
aervice cherge banks are more stable and aafer than banks wnich do
not use tne c..e.ro.s. In 135k there were 10Z. banks closed in Aissouri.
Eighty-two were nonueers, 16 were aervice charge banhs, 7 were
service cherioa banks elimineted by merger wit% otLer service Man
cherge banks. Disregarding the service charge banks merked with other
eervice ciurk,e banks, the ratio of stability was better than 5 to 1 in
favor of service charge banks. This ie the third year that we have
made the oomparis-n aetween uners enn nonneers. Our first, figures
were made rethcr heeitatingly, because no analysis of this ntture had
ever been made and we did not know just how the findings would run in
future yeara. In 1230 we hsd nothing on which to predicate future
possibilitis as ts ratios, except the type of bankr that were uaing
the service charges. However, since making the analysis for three
years we feel that we can very confidently and with coneiderable
certainty assert that service chtrge banks are better, more stable
and safer banks than noneervice charge banks as a class. We believe
that this fact should be Eiven proper consideration by both bunkers and
bank ,atrons.

Conditimes have changed; banking practices are definitely changing;
banks will be operated on more scientific, more profitable lines; the
experiences of the peat three or four ,eurs have impressed on bankers
the a visability of chalking, end tney will of necessity be forced to
change th,ir Aetnode of conduct ana operation. The banker of the
future will knov that he can no longer operate without profit and will
conduct hie bank on the basis of service well rendered, with safet, and
require n fair compensation for ruch services.

'
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Proceedings Missouri Bankers Acsociation—glay 1955

REPORT OF THE COMAITTEZ ON BETTIE BANKING—F. C. Hunt, Chairman

Fake 105
* * *

This Committee ir the baby member of our Associr,tion, hence
in the experimental stage. Questionnaires were mailed to our
entire membership with an idea tc eneble ur to detf-xm ne *het type
of loan is the best for the interior or country banker. In analyzing
the returns, we find thet collateral cnd livestock lonns rank far
ahead of any other type of loan. Prior to 1950, the licuidation
experience with personal loLns wvs very good. :Arm% 1950, this
type of loan hes a bad record.

Since 1950, farm nortg4ge loans havt, the worst record, and
reel estAe lons—other than farm mortgage loans—hnve caused
nearly AS much tr'Aible.

t:urveying the questionnaires to find out what type of loan
hve been sstisfactory, bankers replied as follcms:

50 nentioned collateral loans.
42 mentioned personal loans.
40 mentioned livestock loans.
16 mentioned chattel and crop loans.
10 mentioned real estete
10 mentioned farm mortgage loans.
.5 mentioned capital loane.

Asked which cleve of loans caused Us stmt. trouble, bankers
replied in this manner:

aentioned farm mortgl4e loans.
57 mentioned real estate loans.
El mentioned personal loans.
23 mentioned capital loems.
lk nentioned chattel and crop loans.
6 mentioned livestock loans.
5 mentioned collateral loLne.
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bOURCE: BANKING—Journal of the ABA—August 19'n

Page V.

Bankine Cevetition

EDITORIALS

ONE of the mein objectivea of the kederal Cievernment in its
recovery prograa, is the elimination of knock-down, drag-out competition
in in6uptry.

President Roosevelt end his edvieers are ecting on the eesum2tion
that producers must be assured a profit before prosperity can be restoree
on anything like e firm baeis.

benking field, more then eny other, requires zuch ection, beceuae
B strong banking system is essential to healthy industrial growth. Fortunate-
ly the machinery for ceoperetion 6.21044. beak, alreedy Exists in the vpriouz
clewinghouee associetions, the steete bunkine eesociations and in the American
Bankers Aesocietion.

Lon before it became the Anted policy of the Goveramont et ktehington /
to discourage frentic, desperate competition between producers of selable
goods, the American Bgeakere Associetion VFC urging tha organiFet:on of
clearinghouse associations for the purpose of preventing harmful competitive
prectices.

PUBT,IC BENEFITS

IA ever;, locelite, where benke hvve succeeded in overcoming obstacles
and have agreed on a fair code, the public 'es been the chief beneficiary.

There are two excellent rehsone whit banks enould act without deley
to organize clearinghouee eprocir,tione wherc auch orgenieetione are not al-
ready in existence. In the firEt place such action fits the spirit of
the National Recovery program and ic essentiel to the opeeetion of the new
bank act; and, secondly, bankers have learned the lesson of non-cooperetion
from bitter experience.

There is no other way—no better way., at least-- to eusure a soune,
profiteble benking eystem than by united action.

atir ;11
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OUIRCE: BANKING,-Journal of the ABA—October 1933

.F...Niet
THE AMERICAN BANKING tYE,TEA

(lb/

The demand for stricter regulatien of the bankinc business is bused
upon la premiee that ie wholly falset—namely, that the cure for too much
politicP1 supervieion is more politicF1 supervision. The belief exists,
even aziong men of balanced views, that the banking system of the United
States felled. This is not true. It wus the political authority over
banking that failed; and the view that bankers *should have done something
about it" ic hel(1 only by persons rho c;ire not in a, 2osition to knot Thz,t they
are talking about.

Bankers havebeen criticized for refusini frankly to accept blame
for the sh.urtcomtnu of the b_nking systee. The truth is th t most be,nkers
blame themselves too much. The "banking system" of the country did not
grant charterr to thousenef af unnecessary bank. Moreover, it seoule bt

evident to anyone that if bankers had been given an effective voice in the
natter, the roul not have chosen to increase competition to the point
where there was no longer any reasonable profit in the business.

It is by ne means true that ell the banks which failed since the war
belonged in the cotegory of unnecessery institntions. hien of tLes rert
well managed by officers of unquestioned integrity end ability. But there
were more banks thnn bankinf business. Frilures in .Nznkin.f; bcget failures
and auch is the character of the business that a sound bank can be dragged
aown b. the wrong kind of competition.

422
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'SOURCE: Tfik GUARANTY OF 3ANK LEPOHTS--A reiort of the Comaission on
Banking Law and Practice, Association of Res. City Bankers

Chicago, Nov. 19!..!---bulletin No. 3

Pue 

The most unfortunate uspoct of the pernancnt cusrLnty legivistion
is that it cc,mpletly ignores ttv C01,36.eb of bank fA.lures %t time
when the emergency offers a golden opportunity to eliminate those causes
once for all. If the gueranty is continued as r permanent measure it
will postpone true hzinking reform indefinitely. It would be one of the
grestest tmgedies in our financial history if the leenons rf heve leerned
in thu present eiepression should leLd only tc tinkering. tns! to petchwork,

and not to a soune and permanent rebuilding of thr trikinf rtructure. We
stand alon: among the great nations of the world in not htring established
a banking system that will safeguard the savings of cur people. The bankingsystem's of other nations have edhieved safety without deposit guaranty.

k
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eAs Applied to Rural Bank* - by J. A. Allen
Preeeediage of 44th Annual Convention of

Minneoota Bankers AS30. - June 1935
(Ins Co3imercial West, June 24, 1950

* * * * * * * *

* * * * I would like to give a little outline of banking and
lay the ground work of the small town conception of the necessity of
service charges at the present time.

I became injected into the banking business 26 years ago,
my form4,,r business experience had been in the mercantile field. I
started in the bank in the little town of kilaca, the community WM
new, and I was new A the banking business, so we kind of grew up to-
gether, and I had the setisfaction of giving what little I could to
the development of our community. I had the idea that the banking
business WAS a semi-vublic enterprise which ras meant to gather the
surplus money la our community and loan it out where it woul':. do the
viost good. At that time we were paying 4 per cent on deposits, but
competition forced us soon to pay 5 per cent, and I -Ant to say right
here, that was the most I ever paid.

°wink, to the fact that our State had se law by which new
charters could be refused, we were blessed with an over-abundance
of banks which divided up the busiaess to such an extent thet there
was practically no profit in the banking end of it, but we had a
good business in fern mortgages and insurance, this to some exteat
offset the lack of profits in the bank itself. Our exchange vex
good, and oriag to the frat that we had practically no losses, wis
succeeded in getting along very nicely.

* * * * * * * * * *

jri
m /-7v
\ '

4 2,6
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SOME: ASSOCIATION OF RESERVE CITT BANKERS—Coumission an Banking Lay
and Practice

Bulletin ile-July 1933

FUNDAIEITTAL 1111,W

In a speech ae ?resident of the Anariaam Bankers Assoolation
at Atlantic City am May 19th, our fellow member, Francis H. Sisson,
summed up the fundamental requirements of banking reform as follows:

"Fewer banks, more adeeuetely capitalized, bettor supervised
and better managed, standardization of laws end methods, greater
and more intelligent cooperation between government and banking,
better understanding by the public of its joint responsibility in
maintaining banking solvency and efficiency—those are the pri-
mary needs of benking reform which should be giver first eon-
sideration and be the foundation of our banking system of the
future.*

In the legislation reoemt4 enacted most of these problems re-
maned untouched, as is freely admitted by the framers of the so-celled
Glass Bill who, in their report to the Senate (No. 77, Calendar No. 79)
used the following languages:

"The Committee eurried on an extensive correspondence end re-
ceived numerous suggostions, recommendations and other presen-
tations of argument or wvidence. * * * It found, however, that
public opinion wee in en indeterminate condition on the whole
subject, and felt that immediate emergencies were great that it
rav wise to defer the preparation of b complets4 compreheneive
mttsure for the reconstruction of our banking system, such as had
been urged by some responsible men."

4 28
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER—JUNE 1935

REMARKS BY EDWARD RAINET--tate rapt. of Banks

Page 189

We have gotten rid of some banks that never should have existed.
Charters have been given a little bit too freely in yeers gone
in California. I think my record is just one better than ay dear friend,
Will Wood's, over here,because he gave very few cherters find I have
given none at all since I have been on the job. (Laut hter.) Will set
the pace and I have followed. Banks wen chartered because they
thought communitiea needed them. Communities do need banks terribly,
tmt the object of banking is not to develop communities; the principnl
object of banking is to establish an institution where people can put
their money and get it back when they want it and where stockholders
can contribute capitel and make money on its operation. The bc,nk that
went just too far in thinking that its purpose WI18 to develop its
community, to get apartment houses and hotels and theaters and all that
sort of thing built, to make more land, bring more land under cultivation,
to produce sore crops and to produce morc cattic, to bring aore into the
economic basket of the country--tn.oee banks should watch their step. I
had in mind to say just what your PrE,sident has said this aornine, because
I have in my possession a circular to all national banks, sent out by the
Comptroller of the Currency, that this ie the tiae to watch your dividend
policy wiVI an eagle eye. The bank that builds up its reserve, the bank
that &ays, "Our undivided profit account is the t'inf tnat we arc going
to watch now so that we havu greater resources should further trouble come,
is the bank that is going to do the wiee thine.
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The (;alifornia Banker—June 19U

COMPETITION, COOPERATION OR CONTROL—Paul F. Cadmn, Associate Pr f.

of Economics, U. of Cal.

Pate LO9
* * * * * * * *

**** However fiercely the battle may wage in terme of incidental

services, the big drain Lvpears in the competitive interest rate on

pseudo-time deposits, many of which should bear no interest at all.

The ialurer iE 4grovement as to interest rates, which agreement

will no longer be unlawful in the face of the growing public sentiment

aoinst wasteful competition. Once. the public realizes that it will

receive thc same treatment from ell bsnke, it will cease to expect

high rates on time deposits and will eventuallv reco6nize the wisdom

of foregoing thio return In the interest of solvency anC Aability in

its banking institutionc. Once this lajor leak is stopped, thc other

follia of unjustifiablt, grttuitous eervice will easily' be controlled.

* * * * * * * * *
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ALDRE OF THF PFFSIUENT—J. F. Lullivan, Jr.

Page l& * * * * *

Classes of Deposits

Let us consider the .latter of classes of deposits. Why should
it be demanded of sound banks that they aake one type of deposits
preferred ov,T another? And further, that these deposits shall have
the protection of certain stipulate° aeseta set apart for that Bole
purpose? Why should trip rate of interest to be laid on public
deposits establisned by the law, instead of being coverned, es
are other rates, by prevailing economic conditions and the current
ouotations for money? We are told: "You must pay ttlis rate and you
must post certain assets as a protection, or provide. en acceptable
bond." Such a stute of affairs is a reflection on our banks mnd
brings about a condition of injustice to other depositors, who should
have equal rUhte and equal protection. Do we say—dare we say, to
a regular commercial depositor when accepting his money on trust:
"tdr, we are compelled by law to consider you a Class Thr(e depositor,
for we are not pereittee by lew to put you on thc basis of a Class One
aepositor, who is protected, or & Class Iwo aeuositor, who iE preferred
by statute, thus enc EO. No, in the ev&nt of liouiretion your citim
would come in after tni& are this, and thie protected deposit has been
paia off." I siy to you, gentl- men, thRt we are put in a falee position
before our customers by this forced classification and preferment of
certain deposits. I protest thst it is an injustice that should not be
imposed upon banks and their commercial depositors.

The only remedy lies in our own hands. It is drastic measurr
anc, sbould be employed only as a lest resorts tnat is for all banks
to decline to accept any deoocite mf a preferred or 2rivileged class.
This would be a distinct step toward more conservaUve banking.

4 38
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER,—JUNE 1933

CAUSES Oi THE RECENT RANKIN() CRI5IS Anr SILGESTION5 FOR THEIR AVOIDANCE
IN THF FUTURE—by Alden Anderson, Pres., Capital Nat. Bank, Sacramento

PaKe 159

In the phst, when the question of guaranty of deposits was broached,
good bankers were unanimously opposed, he the principlE of its application
was wrong, that is, of having good banks guarantee tile deposits of poor
banks without any liaitation as to the intereat rates that the weaker,
leas experienced and lese capable bankers could pay to attract deposite,
In the several 5tates where ouch laws were enacted, the better bankers
went out of the State system end the result was that when the poorly
managed banks failed they could not zaise the funds necessary under their
proposed plan to pay the deposits and all such laws went off the statute
booke, and propfrly so.

The idea now is different. It is one of having the Government,
through the earnings of the Federal Reserve Bank, participate in raising
thc funds to gumfmntee depositors of closed banks, and if such a sun is
not sufficient there will be levied a small tux on the deposit, of all
banks to increase the fund to an estimated proper a.aount. I can see no
impropriety whatsoever in this idea. * * *

I place the present proposed guaranty or ineurance of deposits in
the same category. It will work out to the benefit of thebanke as well
as to the depositors in the banks, and as lout as it affects everybody
alike, and e limit it; placed upon the amount of interest tnat ean be paid
to attract deposits, that it will be economically sound.

zi
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SOURCK: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER—JUNE 12!3

BAUM ON THE GOVERNMENT—address by 10111WIL Slobber, Vice-Pres.,
First Nat. Trust & &wigs. Bank, Lan Diego

PaTe .Je3
* * * * * * * *

If antiquated laws require payment of excessive interest on
public deposits and the immedikAte cashing of cl:ecka taken in payment
of ,taxes, make known their apparent injustice and dommud their repeal
or modification. Determine for yourself: Mother or net it is rftlly
beet that there be unificd banking, through enforce* membership in
the Federal Reserve System or through outlived:v*1y national commercial
banking; whether there shemld be a deeentralisation of all banking
functions or a more segreption of commereial and savincs banking;
whether banks should have my relation whatever to the sale of securiths,
the underwriting of bond issues or investment banking; whether branch
banking should be permitted and extended throughout the nation, or within
the boundaries of States or economic areas; then voice your decision.If foolivh competition has led to the pnyment of exorbitamt rates of
interest on savings or commercial accounts, admit kt and stop it. The
new Gless Bill grohibits payment of any interest on dem.:„nd deposits and
authorizes the Federal heserve Board to regulate intereet on all other
accounts. Discover and concede the harmful anc improper practices whieh
prevail and set about their eliminetion.

* * * * * * * *

442
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER—JUNE 1955

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT--J. F. Sullivan, Jr.

Pattie 184 

Loam4ng Aoinst Bank .,,:tocks 

One of the primary lbws in Sound banking practice is that loansmust be based on good credit judgment enc not dictated by bank directorsor officers for their personal benefit. Recent disclosures of a sen-sational nature hrme focused the spotlight cf public °ensure upon flagrantabuses of this custom, and this circunstance has Liven birth to a recom-mendation that there should be enacted federal legislation more strictlyto regulate bank loans. Laws, however detailed and strin4,ent, can neverconpletely control every banking praetieepand it is still possible to runa good bank with a degree of latitude left to good management. Laws cannever be a substitute for sound judgment and approved procedure. I wouldpersonally go much further thsn this recommendation and urge that banksshould not make loans againat unlisted bank stocks. Banking capitalsupposedly is supplied by stcckbolders oat of their own funcle, and not fur-nished indirectly by bank deposits loaned against collateral of that cleso.Aais may be regarded as an extremely radical viewpoint, but in my opinionit is in the interests of conservative banking and T subs:it it for yourmore deliberate consideration.
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The California Banker--June 19B1

LOME THOUGHTS OM THI FUTURE OF AAERICAM MAMKING--by Albert C. Agnew,
Legal Adviser, Fed. Res. Bk., kranciseo

Pare 195 

* * *The only question is, will the bankers take the leadership

in this reform, providint it with the necessax7 checks and safeguards which

Weir experiencE. would auggeet, or will thE housecloaning be left to those

whose Inspiration arises froa bitternesE, for whLt has passed and whose

chief qualificzAion a determimtion for something radically different.
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The California Banktr--June 19325

COAPETITION, COOPFRATION OR CONTROL--address by Paul F. Cadman,
Associate Prof. of Economica, U. of Calif.

races 2109 -210

TihY Not Bankers' Exchankes?

In some reepects it is unfontunate that there are not bankers'
exchangea wnose memoers would suomit voluntarily to tae control and
regulation of the group. 6uch control from within the pinfeesion would
be far better than a political control from without. It is immediately
argued that the business is too intimate, personal, and competitive
to submit to exchange regulationa. Such has not been th,, case with
stock brokers. Theirs is perhapE the most competitive business in thE
financial field, but exchange members nevertheless submit to investigation
and enalysis which no other businese in the country would endure. What
has been the result? The smallest percentalc of failure in this present
depression which any butiness hLs suffered. In the New York Etock Exchange,
with thirteen hundred members, less than tea failures; in the Fan Francisco
Stock Exchange, witla over seventy membcrs, aaly two failures. To press this
analogy further: the relations between stsek brokers and clients are as
intimate as those between banker and client, yet the Ethics and Bueiness
Conduct committees of the major exchange* examine- such relations in detail,
criticize, restrict and, if neceasary, penalize. ftrthermore, one of the
most rigid regulations of the stock exchance iv the uniform commission rule.
In only thu rarest of instances may a commission be split with e nonmember
and under no circumstances con e member ever cut a commission for a client.
The languai;e of the commission rule is so inclusive and exact that no
violation is possible. If stockbrokers were to compete by rate cuWng as
banks no;, compete by interest-rate inducemente, the majority of brokerage
houses would be bankrupt in less than a decade.

Perhaps a bankers' exchange is too mdical an idea. Banking is an
exceedingly conservative profeasion and in BOW respects a very pelf-
satisfied one. It will not take many years of operation in the red, how-
ever, to shake this complacency. Clearing houses could Easily function as
exchanges and could, under member consent, extend tht control which they
already exercise. But if this too advanced a proposal, then consideration
should be given to other existing agencics. Local, Etate, and national
banking associktions are well established. Few trade aseociations have such
excellent orpAnization. The committees and secretaries of the State and
national associations haw' done excellent work in research and have eerved
admirably in an advisory capacity. Publications have been, particularly
in recent years, informatory and etimulating. Conventions have bEen nuaerous,
well planned, entertaining, and &s far as it is possible for any American con-
vocation to be serious, they aeve devoted a goodly numberof their sesaions
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to real businese f r the good of the profession. The eccompliehments of
the A. I. B. are so noteworthy as place that organizetion at the head
of all institutions of its kind.

but the association& are lacking in legielative and executive authority.
No doubt there is good reaeon why they have not hhd these powers; perhaps
they never will hove them. There is, however, in these establisiied groups
an invaluable basis for t cooperative effort. The mechinery exists; only
the vision to recognize thc need ane the will to ple-n are lucking. but as
the yeurz of epathy and indifference pass, thE trend linEs are writing their
impereonal wernings; risint costs had falling income. These two deetroyers
have too often taken their toll and have headed many major industries into
the secular decline which ende in elimination.

Thie le the moment eupreme for e cooperative effort: Controlling
legisletion is b0 yet only in draft form. The Federal Government would
gledly be relieved of the necessity of administering the netion's banking
activities. Once a epecitic bank program crystallises in legislation it
will bind like a vise. bueinees is stagncte and funds are ebundant, hence
the impetus to unfair competitive practices is slight, although many persist
under th( shfer force of cuetom--thc hubit of getting deposits by any and
all methods. The red ink haa begun to appemm in bank balance sheete. The
public is inured to changes in traditional behevior. The Administration
tws officially announced ite intention to recognize reasonable trade agree-
ments. All of the sins are in conjunction.

The banking business cannot afford to Invite hampering. and restrictint
control. Our Canadian neiEhbors have shown us that a good systen can run
efficiently with almost no reguletion--fer less then we now have or anticipate.* *
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The Celifornia Banker--June 197.3

CAMS OF THL hECENT BA;KING GEIS'S ANL SUGUSTIOK. FOR THEIR AVOIrANCE
IN THI FUTURE—ALDRFL! by Alden Anderson, Pres., CePital

Nat. Bank, Sacramento

Puke 'KU 

re hed to lean over beckwards for feel. of doing somethine that
might injuriously effict them. re ere juet az interested—every bank
is--in having every other bank sound bS we ere in our own inutitution
functionini properly.

Thie is e time when ws must look forvard ano work together.
Profeesor Cadman could have told you very atm., more whet was in his mind
than he publicly eedreesed. If tef bankers don't do these thino,
soAebody elee is going to do it, because we aust have aafc and sound
banks for th transaction of bueiness.

U. Bankini, in the Past

Why have we lagged behine in our general banking situation? First:
We haw independent banking laws in each of thf forty—eieht States. If all
&tatee had az good lewe and enforcement as Californie it would not be so
bad, but California is one of the very best and some States have but
little more than the name of benk law ane reguletion. Thit diversity of
banking laws and practice we have always had with us. Then our people have
been led to believe, mostly from the political angle, that concentreted
power with money was dangerous to the riEhts and libertie of the people.
The first United 6tatee Bank was legislated out of existence on, after a
few years the second United 6tatc-s Bank was denied a renewal of ite chertfr.
Bietory Dhows that commercially thoee benke functioned well for thoee times,
but the management was supposed to have been too much intereetcd in politics.
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The California Banker—June 193t

BAUM ON THE GOVEMMENT—address by Lane D. Webber, Vice Pres.,
First Nat. Trust & Svgs. Bank, San Dicgo

?age 26k 

By the guLranteeik; or insuring of bank deposits the public
understands and intends that the Federal Government shall assure
the depositors of all banks that their moneys shall be continuously.
available on demand, ane obligute itself to that end. bueh an
obligation is, of course, beyond the financial ability of our glvern-
ment. The sum involved iv so stupendous ELB to defy the strength of
any government.
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The California Banker—June 1935

QUALIFICAIIONS OF TOMORROW'S BANKER--address by E. V. Krick, Vice-Pres.
and CALshier American. Trust Co., Liam Francisco

Pakes 270-71 

* * *Uncontrollec coapetitioh will cive piaci, to practicalcooperation. Tne undesirable traits that nave been broucht to thefore will, we hopt., diaiappeur unt.:, perhaps etiAin ma:i see bankersaE u class reinstated in public esteca.

Tomorrow's banker includes bank officials, directors au allothers connected witn banks who are in awy way rerpionsiblc for tnefunds entrusted to tnem by the public. The attituce of the publicin revard to this responeibilit has reached sucn a etngP that
perhaps in tne not-far dist&nt future bankers will be licensed oraccredited ne are coctors, ltorycr;;, engineers and other professionalpeople. This should be welcomed by bankers, and it i3 a wiestion1 whether the time has not come when they themselves should provide\for this, ano erect such barriers us will prevent undesirablet fromiont ring or remaining in the. profecUon.
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANVI.--JUNI. 1935

SOME THOUGHTS ON THY FUTURE OF AMERICAN BANKING--Albert C. Agnew, Legal
Adviser, Fed. les. Bank, San Francisco

Peke 193 

Mh. ACNE*: May I colote to you two paregru,:hs from an article
entitled "Why the Banke Collapsed', written by Dr. Bersherd Ostrolenk
and .ubliened in the May issue of Current Hietory? They will serve
fairly fte beckgroune for What I hew. to say*

"The exciting events of these weekr (during the recent crisis)
brought to a culmination forces lorv present in the American banking
system, Speculation, the first and greatest of theee forces, tile
and again in the history of the United lAetes, bee lured bankers to
their ruin. Ameriean bankere have never bees able to distinguish
between comzercial, investment an. seeculative loans. Although it is
a principle of spline benkinis in countrite like Lntland, Scotlend and
Canada tnat demand deposits in commerciel bankl, should be loaned
exclusively for self-lic.uideting commercial transactions, comeorciel
bankerm in the United 6tates have always failEd to confine their
activitits within thet fiela."

Dr. Ostrolenk, eater reviewing pe_roxysme throwh which our
finencial structure paueed during Mirch ane, April, 19n, ane the
extraordinary measures tike. to save it from complete collepee, concludes
hie erticle with this significant statement:

'While the government sought speedily tc repair the damage done
by the bankers, the problem of permanent benkimg reform remained. . . .
The emission of credit, to be conetent end souud, must be supervised from
the et ndpoint of the public welfare rather than of privaLe profit.°

PALK6 19C-197 

* * * * * * * *

lore Effectivs_LLOWALIAL

Examiners chould be required, under beatify penalties, to set forth
in eeaminLtion reports a full description of all violations of the law, and
all assets and liabiliti s subject to their criticism. Within a limited
time after a report of examination hes been submitted to the board of direc-
tors, each director should be required to certify that the report hts been
reed and the secretary of the bank to certify thet e full statement of all
motets criticized hes been spread upon the minutes. Publiehed reports

of the bank submitted ninet; oaye following the reoort of examination should
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be fres of assets listed ss bad and doubtful by the exemincr. To
avoid subjecting a bank ts errors in claseification of louns by
eyaminers, there snould be created a board of appsl, to which the
bank could submit for final determination items criticised as bed
and doubtful, over which controversy had arisen between the examiner
and the bank's officers and directors. It should be said in paasing
thst investigations of banks which have failed clesrly indicate that
in mask), instances ultimate auspension was brought about by a failure
to eliminhte, years before suspension, assete which had been constantly
criticized by examiners.

* * * * * * *

Relation of aze to liszerd

Nearly 80 per cent of the beaks suspendin4i during the eleven years
from 19211 to 141 had loans and investments of less than t5,j0,00. Of
the benks having loans and investments of $150,000 and under, 55 out of
each 1,)0 failed. ihe rate of failures declines Gs the size increases.
It hes been demonstrated, speaking generelly, that the small bank—under
t50,000—cannot earn a living rate of return, cannot commend competent
management, and during times of stress provider a menace for the entire
bankin6 structure. The minimum capital for commercial banks should be
raised to t100,000 or more for country communities, with proportionately
higher minima for cities. All existing institutions should be required
to bring their paid-,up capital to the rec.uired minimum within a reasonable
time in the future, upon penelty of the forfeiture of their chtrters.

A bank, perhaps more than any other type of institution, must fortify
itself in periods of prosperity against periods of depression, and the
management is properly expected to strengthen its position in good yeers
in order to be prepared for the probleme of lean years. 'et it has been
found that in the avalanche of failures reeently occurring, in the great
majority of csses the trouble has been eammed by the following: loans made
without adequate security anc credit information or without proper regard
to moral risk; concentration of too large s proportion of loans in the same
induetry or group of interests; large loans to officers and directors;
loaning of commercial deposits, payable upon demand, in nonli:uid and capital
commitments; omd losses on bond accounts.

Need for Better Banki4E

Theee conditions arise, of course, from a number of causes, but in
my opinion the &lief cause is incompetent management. I have seen too many
instances of two banks operating in the same community, with the 51-01C type
of investments available to each, with the same field of operations, one
able to withstood the pressure of recent months and emerge succeasfully,
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and the other going down under the first pressure, to believe that there
is any primary cause other than lack of business judgment behind the
counter. No banker, be he honest, wilfully renders himself incapable
of realizing on besets to meet depositor cienvInd, but many a banker has
so placed his institution thr9sgh sheer ignorance of ttv primary
requisites of sound bankingIt hes &hays been a watery to me why we
should require a certificate of qualification from our doctor, our lawyer,
our minister, yes, even our underteker, but entrust our worldly oods to
the cart, of ane whose immediate prior occupation may have been ttuA, of
sheering sheep and whose only qualification consists in an ability, rith
others, to raise the small capital required to buy a bp.nk chArter. What
I have said leads to the. suu;estion thei the ler should provide thlvt no
bank charter be granted until the examining authority, after ,careful and
personal investigation, is satisfied that the proposed managenmt is
thoroughly experienced in the business of banking, of good and successful
past record and unimpeachable integrity.

/'
* * * * * * * *
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Fred Berger, V. P., Norristown-Penn Trust Co., Pa.
Speech - Pa. B. A.

Source: The Financial Age - May 1933.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Let us then briefly consider jult a fer of the major mistakes which have
been made by the managements of a great many of aur banks.

Loan and Investment Policies

The managements of many banks have continued to assume increasing deposit
liabilities and those same managements have failed to analyze those liabilities

in order that correct loan and investment policies can be established.

The same bankers, however, in many instances, have made no provision for

their own to analyze their deposit liability so that they do not know whether
a large proportion of their deposits is subject to the decision of withdrawal
by a comparatively few individuals, or whether their liabilities are widely

distributed insofar as individual average amounts are concerned and that, there-

fore, their investpent policies could not possibly have been correctly organized

unless they happened to be fortunate.

Once having established the type of policy which should be adopted, then

consideration should be given to proper loaning and investment methods.

Secondary Reserves 

Loan Policies: All too often the tendency of directors seems to be to see

how many loans can be made locally because those directors seem to think that

people in the locality should be taken care of to the fullest extent and that

if any funds remain, other investments should be made. It is, of course, true

that our depositors should have the first right as borrowers, but it is just

as true and probably even more so th9t our depositors require a great deal

more protection than do our borrowers reauire their service.

Naturally, therefore, a bank should give very careful consideration not

only to the amount of its primary reserves over and above legal minimum re-

serves, but also to a substantial amaunt in secondary reserves, that amount,

of course, depending greatly on the type and charactr of the deposit liability.

Installment Mortgage Payments 

The use of installment payments on mortgage loans has been successfully

effected by some of our larger insurance companies with most satisfactory re-

sults. While admittedly it is a little more difficult of administration, there

seems to be no reason why similar policies could not and should not be adopted

by banks, and insofar as commercial banks are concerned, a minimum of such

mortgage lo.ns should be in their portfolios at any rate. If such mortgage

loans are made, not only should the appraisal of the property be considered, but

also the ability of the mortgagor to continue the -payment of carrying charges shot,

receive most careful consider.ltion. * * * * *

4-1-
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Investment Policies: There seems to have been a tendency on the part of

too %any boards of directors to consider investments from an income point of
view without thinking of the safety of principal, and, of course, such an in-

come consideration has been more or less forced because we have been paying

too high a rate of interest on deposits. Where investments have been purchased

for high yields unfortunately both the high yields and a greater proportion of
the capital have disappeared with results which many of us know all too well.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Dividend Payments 

In many territories all over the country during the period from 1925 to

1929 banks not conservatively managed believed that they should distribute a
greater proportion of their earnings in dividends to stockholders. In fact
and, unfortunately, the policy became so widespread that the amount of dividend

payments came to be considered as a factor in the standing of a bank in the
community. Thus a good many banks which would have continued a conservative
policy were forced to increase those dividends in order to "keep up with the
Jones'," with the result that in this country millions of dollars have been paid
in dividends which should have been added to reserves, and had they been added
to reserves, our banking structure today would be much stronger.

It is to be hoped that in the future when dividends are to be increased
such increases at first will be paid, where a bank already has established a
minimum dividend, as extra dividends so that they can be withdrawn should the
average of earnings not be realized in a future period. As the average of
earnings gradually increases, the dividend rate may be conservatively increased,
but a consistent and sizable reserves for losses should be a policy established
by all banks. * * * * *

Bank Buildings 

During the same pPriod mentioned before, 1924-29, there was also a
tendency on the pert of directors all over the country to feel that new bank
buildings were necessary merely because in many instances some other bank also
built a bank building. Little thought was given as to whether the bank which
built the first new building in the territory could afford to do so, and even
if it could, whetaler the other banks in following were financially in a
position to afford the luxury. * * * * *

* * * * * * If a bank is paying high rentals, then the amount of those
rentals plus an estimated advantage in the new business value of a new bank
building should be offset against the loss of income from earning assets trans-
formed into a building plus the carrying charges of that building. If present
costs plus the possible advantage of a new building in created confidence, etc.,
offset the loss in earning assets and carrying charges, then a building is
justified.

On the other hand, many banks have invested their capital and portions of
their surplus and even, in some instances, a portion of depositors' funds in a
bank building. Such an action is obviously the result of mismanagement.
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Cooperative Effort

For some reason or other, bankers seem to find it difficult to cooperate
on problems which are mutual. There apparently seems to be a lack of con-
fidence by bankers in each other, and one of the big questions which has
always been in my mind is how those same bankers who cannot trust one another,
can justify their attempt to have their depositors have faith in them.

* * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * there is no doubt that the real solution of mutual banking
problems lies in the smaller unit of the county bankers associations, regional
clearing houses and local clearing houses.

Concerted Action on Mutual Problems 

Because cooperation in the future will undoubtedly be one of the most
important vehicles for the return of banking to its former position in the
confidence of the public, it would seem that some consideration should here
be given to activities which a county bankers association, a regional clearing
house, or a local clearing house may properly undertake in order to bring
about concerted action on mutual banking problems and gradually build up the
faith of given communities in their banks.

The following are some of the activities which regional clearing houses
and similar associations have successfully adopted to the mutual benefit of
all of the members of their group:

Service Charges 

1. Undoubtedly the banks of the country are themselves responsible for
the large volume of small checking accounts which they now are carrying, but,
nevertheless, it still follows that gach checking accounts are carried at a
heavy cost to banking--a cost which banking at present and, for that matter,
at any time, cannot afford. The public has been educated to expect such
service and, therefore, education in the opposite direction is necessary. The
association or clearing house as such is in a position to effectively educate
the public in the territory which its members serve as to the value of checking
account services and by simplified methods show that a checking account below
a certain minimum cannot be eperated at a profit and that, therefore, banks
must make a charge where proper balances are not carried. * * * * * *

Bank Charters 

2. It is through the regional clearing houses that the first move can be
made toward obtaining protective action against the indiscriminate granting
of bank charters. Each territory served by the members of such clearing houses
is properly represented in Congress and in the State Legislature and the
influence of the banks in those territories, if properly used, can undoubtedly
eliminate the granting of charters where additional banking services are not
needed.
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Legislative Matters 

3. Joint action by regional clearing houses can be made much more effective

by a regional clearing house or a county association because here again the

larger territory will have more effect on its legislative representative and

is in a position to present a concerted opinion on all matters of proposed

banking law which might adversely affect the business of banking.

Check Collections 

4. By action of the regional clearing houses or county associations and,

in many instances, in cooperation with the Federal Reserve banks, direct

exchange of checks may be effected, thereby shortening by days the time needed

for the presentation and collection of checks. The net result is a benefit to

all depositors and an elimination of what is, in many territories, a serious

problem--check kiting.

Interest Rates

5. The cooperative consideration of the amount of interest paid on de-

posits and the regulation of such interest rates, as well as the methods of

computation, are possible with resultant benefits not only to the member

banks of the association but to depositors, for if banks pay more in interest

than they should, losses are bound to result which will affect all banking in

any given territory.

Cooperative Bank Advertising

6. There is no reason why the individual members of a regional clearing

house or county association should not advertise individually, and if they

are giving better services than their competitors, there is no reason why they

should not be more successful, but when it comes to a matter of education and

of the general reestablishment of good-will and public confidence in banking,

then individual action by banks is of little value. Cooperative effort through

the regional clearing house or county association has brought and will bring

the best results.

* 4 * * * * * * * * *

Credit Bureaus 

7. The establishment of credit bureaus for the exchange of credit informa-

tion and the elimination of duplicate and multiple borrowing have been proven

successful in many sections of the country. There seems to be no reason why

the banks in a given community or territory should not be able to protect

themselves, by cooperation with one another, against indiscriminate and un-

scrupulous use of their borrowing facilities. The success of these credit

bureaus in many communities most certainly justifies their adoption by asso-

ciation effort throughout the country to the betterment of all banking.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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Fred Berger, V. 13:: Norristown-Penn Trust Co., Pa.
Speech - Pa. B. A.

Source: The Financial Age - May 1953.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Trust Activities 

8. Our trust departments in many sections of the country are vieing with
one another for a volume of trust business and in that competition are taking
business at such ridiculous rates that undoubtedly as this business matures
they will find themselves in just the same position with regard to their trust
department activities as we now are with regard to our small balance checking
accounts. The hue and cry which will be raised at that time could be entirely
eliminated by cooperative effort at the present time to establish minimum
rates below which no trust department would take trust business.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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Fred Berger, V. Norristown-Penn Trust Co., Pa.
* Speech - Pa. B. A:

Source: The Financial Age - May 1933.

* * * .-X- *

Examinations 

9. No matter how efficiently the State Banking Departments and the
national bank examiners make their examl_nations, there is always lacking in
any given territory a complete picture of the condition of the banks in that
locality. Clearing house examinations have proven most effective in pro-
viding a means whereby all of the members of an association may be assured
that as long as the clearing house examiner is making efficient examinations
and is not reporting to a clearing house committee any danger spots, all of
the members of the association are properly managed and are in a sound
financial condition.

* * * * * * * * 4'; * * *
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* * * * * ' - *

Let us realize also that no matter how carefully we legislate, either
nationally or within our State, or 1-iow carefully we organize locally, one
factor cannot be regulated or organized and that is the human element in our
profession--good bankers. The auccessful bankers of the future must have a
thorough-going knowledge not only of banking laws utof bank management

, theory and practice. That knowledge is availab nd is being imparted to
thousands of the future bankers of the count any members of our profession
who now have to do with the operation of bank must also provide themselves
with improved bank management knowledge, but in addition we can look forward
with confidence to the future, for there is a greater realization of the need
for education in bank management and thousands of our junior bankers are
obtaining it through the classes of the American Institute of Banking.

1
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Address by E. G. Bennett, Pres.,
First Security Corporation, Ogden, Utah

49th Annual Convention, Michigan Bankers Asso., June 1935
(Michigan Investor, July 13, 1935)

Mr. Chairman, members and guests of the convention: It has been
very refreshing to me to hear Mr. Carlton's discourse this morning. Leader-
ship must come from the rank and file, and not from politicians.

It is the easiest thing in the world to theorize, and to figure out
how a thing should be. You can't argue with a socialist. But those
things are impractical. The only thing that can operate in a satisfactory
manner is experience, and we have too much in the government today of

theorists and experimenters.

I felt quite at home because it just seemed to me like a good, old-

fashioned Republican rally. I enjoyed the singing this morning very much.
I am glad to know that there are a few bankers who can still sing. There

is only one tune that I missed, and that was "Title 2, Blues." Your

leader evidently overlooked that one. But I think if the bankers of the

country would start singing, and the administration would let us alone,

we might get some place.

* * * * * * * * * *

But this permanent fund, as it is now upon the books, completely

socializes the banking system. There is mudh favor iq the House of
Representatives to that plan.

* * * iE * * * *

'
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SOURCE: ASSOCIATION NEWS BULLETIN -- Savings Banks Association of
State of N.Y.

October 16-17, 1933

ADDRESS OF HENRY R. KINSEY

Page 2

But we must be at the same time vigorous in our opposition
to any change which will affect adversely the interests of our
depositors. We are mutual institutions. Our only concern is for
the depositor and as long as we remember that and apply intelligently
the principles we have spent our lives learning there is little that
can be written into the statutes which can enhance our depositors'
welfare. It is up to us to protect him from bad laws, but equally
it is our responsibility to assist in the preparation and adoption
of every legal safeguard through which he may benefit.

4-68
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Address by Robert Batton, Chairman,
Indiana Commission for Financial Institutions

37th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., June 1933

(The Hoosier Banker, July 1933)

* * * * * * * *

At the outset, let it be said that one of the chief defects in our

banking system has found its source in the prew3lent idea among many

bankers that banks should be operated primarily for the profit of the

stockholders and officers. Most of the evils which have grown up and

made themselves manifest in the past in this business have been due to

this misconception of the true function of a bank.

The new Department of Financial Institutions, I am sure, feels that

the first duty of a bank is to furnish a safe place ror the deposit of

money. The second, a free flow of credit facilities in the community
served by the bank made available by the reservoir of funds so deposited.

Any profit accruing from the rendition of these services is merely in-

cidental. In other words, so far as the depositors are concerned, we
feel that there exists a definite trust relationship between them and

the bank, the guarding and enforcement of which, within the provisions
of the act, will be of primary concern to the department. Let there be
no slightest doubt on this score'. To any banker who is not in entire
sympathy with this idea, we would suggest that now is the accepted

time for you to get out of the banking business, a continuance therein
with any different idea as the mainspring of your banking activities
will only serve to bring swift disaster to you and to your institution.

As incidental to this principle and policy let me say that the
department will in the future look with favor upon the selection by the
shareholders of these institutions of directors and officers who not
only have a substantial financial investment in the institution, but
also who have a substantial financial responsibility in addition. We
will certainly frown upon the choice of directors and officers who
have neither, and whose principal concern is the mere livelihood

furnished by a job in the bank: We regard such an interest RS enything

but conducive of that sense of trust responsibility which we intend to

foster and develop in the future relations between such institutions and

their depositors. Do not expect in the future to organize or to con-

tinue the operation of a bank merely for the purflose of furnishing a

blacksmith or a barber or whet not with a soft job. Such a policy only

serves to spoil a good blacksmith or a good barber and it will not be

permitted:

Also, as incidental to this basic principle, I want to say some-
thing about the payment of excessive interest rates on deposits. One

of the principal rpasons why many banks in the recent crisis found

themselves without any (-ushion of reserves to take care of depreciation

in their bond accounts Ind in their mortgage loans, was to be found in

the fact that for years they had been paying excessive rates of interest

' 7,7[1; 1
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on deposits: There is some indication that Federal legislation will to
some measure take care of this situation. But, whether it does or not,
you may be mire that the department will regulate this matter in the
future so as to fully protect conservative banking from this form of
cut-throat competition! * * * * * * * The intangibles tax of i of one
per cent., the current demand for licuidity, the difficulty of finding
acceptable liquid investments carrying anything more than very meager
interest rates, and many other factors all conspire to create this
situation. * * * * * * * Even without Federal legislation, we have
some reason to believe that the National banking authorities will co-
operate with us in the effort to keep these interest rates within
reasonable limits.

The department will regard the second function just outlined, as a
duty to promote and foster the freest possible flow of credit in the
community served by the institution. Only thus can this great state
continue to develop and thus fulfill its destiny: Only thus can there
be any hope or expectation of a profitable operation of the institution!

* * * * * * * * *
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H. H. Griswold, Pres., New York State Bankers Asso.
Address - 40th Annual Convention, N. Y. S. B. A., June 1933

Character in a bank, like that of an individual, is inherent within

itself. While we all recognize the necessity of establishing proper rules

for the regulation of our business, we do not believe that any rules will

make an unsound bank sound. It has been said that the cure for unemploy-

ment is employment. Also the cure for bad banking is good banking. A

banking structure shoul be created that puts the highest premium on

sound principles but it should not relieve the banker of a keen sense of

his obligations thraugh the feeling that a large part of his responsibilities

have been taken over by the government.

It has been said that if banking laws have not be satisfactory, it is

because the bankers themselves have not cokte forward with a comprehensive

plan upon which they are agreed. If this be true, then it is a severe

indictment of the bankers of our state. There is no group of men better

equipped by experience and intelligence to solve our banking problems

than the bankers themselves. Until we shall subotdinate our desires for

competitive advantage to the thought that whatever else shall happen, the

New York State banking structure shall be one hundred per cent sound, we

shall always face the possibility of laws being enacted which are not for

the best interests either of the banks or of our state.

fir, gN
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Report cf'the Committee on Federal Legislation

40th Annual Convention, New York State Bankers Asso., June 1933

"June 14th, 1933.

"My dear Mr. President:

wWe desire to reiterate the statement made in our telegram sent to

you on May 23rd, pointing out the danger involved in any permanent form

of bank deposit insurance on the ground that it is unsound in principle

in that it places an unfair burden on strong well-managed banks to pay

the losses of those which may be weak or incompetently managed, thus

weakening all banks.

"Insurance of deposits has been tried in eight states and has failed

in each case. It does not go to the root of the weaknesses of our banking

system and is essentially a superficial remedy which we believe will prove

unworkable in the long run."

"We call you attention to a statement which Senator Glass is reported

to have made at the last Democratic National Convention: 'A guarantee

plank in our platform would create anxiety, would cause disturbance within

our ranks and would raise up opposition to our party in November, which I

regard as entirely unnecessary. The guarantee of bank deposits has been

tried in a number of states and resulted invariably in confusion and

disaster to the financial structure of those states and if our party, when

returned to power, should incorporate such a scheme in the Federal organiza-

tion, we would drive the strongest member banks from the Federal Reserve

System. These strong banks should not be assessed to pay a premium for

mismanagement.'"

"Respectfully yours,

(signed) William S. Irish, Chairman,

Committee on Federal Legislation."

* * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Address of Willis H. Sargent, Chairman,
Committee on Banks of the Assembly of New York State

40th Annual Convention, New York State Bankers Asso., June 1933

* * * * * * * *

The Removal Bill was the result of a long weeding out process whereby
original propositions were cut down and were changed until the present bill,
which was passed by the Assembly and did not pass the Senate, represents
what most of us think is not only a fair compromise, but a workable bill.
That provides that wherever in the opinion of the Superintendent there are
violations in a certain bank by certain officers, directors or employees,
the Superintendent may prefer charges against such individual, and those
charges shall be heard by the Banking Board. If the Banking Board finds
that there is no violation, which, of course, would be very unlikely, that
puts an end to the matter. Of course, a hearing is provided for.

If the Banking Board finds that the charges are true to the extent

that there has been a violation, but that the violation is so immaterial
as not to warrant removal, that ends the matter. If, however, the Banking

Board finds that, first, there has been a violation, and second, that the

violation is sufficiently serious so that two-thirds of the Banking Board
believe that it warrants removal, then the Superintendent, on such a
finding, may remove.

Now, gentlemen, I thought that your opposition was somewhat question-
able and I am frank to say that I am gratified and pleased that it more or
less disappeared, and at the last part of the session, as I recall,
practically evr.i.y one in your ranks had withdrawn his opposition or had

expressed his opinion as being in favor of that bill.

It was a process of evolution, but certainly no fair-minded person
who has due regard for the banking institutions and for the upholding of

the banking law can really object to such a provision as that. It passed

by a very overwhelming vote in the Assembly, and I take it that the Senate

will also pass the measure next year.

* * * * * * * * * *

NI;;?
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George V. McLaughlin, President,
Brooklyn Trust Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

40th Annual Convention, New York State Bankers Asso., June 1933.

* * * * * * * * *

And third, we, as bank officers, tried to make too much money, not
alone for the banks but also for ourselves, although as far as individuals
were concerned, only a small minority would have to plead guilty. However,
re, like any great organization, must pay for the sins of the minority. *
* * * * *

* * * * * * * * *

As you probably know, I do not believe good banking can be created
by legislation. The source of good banking is the management of banks,
and if you ask for the principal element of good bank management, I will
have to answer as I think Dr. Anderson stated it last night--character.

The fact that bankers were so discredited as a group made it
imlossible for us to go to the legislative hearings at Washington and have
respect paid to our opinions. But, as I have said, that feeling is clearing
up, and there is little doubt that if we present a united front we will
succeed in getting an amendment to the Glass—Steagall Act along the lines
of our resolution.

* * * * * * * * * *
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LaJECE: Report of Banks of Deposit & Liscount, etc., N.Y. 1952

Pages5 & 6 

LegiFlation may define the scope of activities of banking institu-
tions and it may provide for certain restricticns as to loans End
investments, but it cannot supply the credit sense, experience and
spirit of fair dealing so necessary for good management end
sound banking. To a large extent, reforms in banking must come
from the bankers themselves, but before we can expect any worth-
while progress in this direction, some of our bankers must come
to realize more fully that their duty is to the depositors, the com-
munity and other banks, as well es to their shareholders. Experi-
ence hae shown, too, that the closing of any one bank has an adverse
effect on other banks; therefore, the greatest gocd can be accom-
plished only through thorough cooperation of ell banking inFtitu-
tions in a community.

Page 8 

9. That the Superintendent of Banks, with the approval of the
Banking Board upon a two-thirde vote, be permitted tu remeve
from office, officers, directors, trustees ur employees of bank-
ing institutions rho have been guilty of persistent violaticns
of the banking law, cr of continuance of unsafe end unsound
policies and practices; provided, hcwever, that any such offi-
cer, director, trustee or employee shall be entitled to hearing
before the Banking Board before an order of removal is
directed.

Page 48

Senate Int. 112.
.c;enate Print 115.

Proposed to amend Section 56 of the Banking 1,aw to permit
the Luperintendent to effect the removal of officers or directors of
banking institutions for viclations of the Banking ;Jaw or the con-
tinuance of unsafe practices.

Senate Int. 113.
6enate erint 116.

Propcsed to amend bections 139 and 2:2 of the Banking Lqw to
require directors of banking institutions when financially obligated
without security to file annual financial statements.
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SOURCE: 25th ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF BANKS - STATE OF OHIO
DEPARTMFNT OF COMMERCE, DIV. OF BANKS

December 31, 1952

Pages 8-9

CONSERVATIVE BANKING PAYS

One of the most salutary lessons learned from the universal
banking troubles of the past three years ie the necessity of
adhering closely to conservative banking principles and practices.
Throughout the land, where banks have suffered the severest, there
has been evidence of a lack of proper regard for laws designed to
make banking safe for both stockholders and depositors. Banking
institutions which have best weathered the trying ordeals of the
times are those which have endeavored conscientiously to keep within
legal safety requirements--which have carefully refrained from
resorting to technicalities or other questionable procedure to
circumvent good banking practice. The wholesome effect of
reconstructive banking legislation is lost if there is not an
honest effort on the part of bankers to wholeheartedly observe its
purpose.
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SOUCE: NEW YORK STATE BANKERS ASSOCIATION - 19&

EXTENSION OF THE CLEARING HOUSE PRINCIPLE - Address by W. A.
McDonnell, Executive Vice Pres., Bankers Tr. Co., Little Rock,
Ark.

Pages 140-41
*

Let us suppose that each local group were a member of a larger
group, say, a state group, and that each state group was tied into
a sectional group and the whole bound up in a national clearing
house or association of banks. Let us suppose, further, that the
practices of each bank were checked by regional examiners, that
it became impossible for a bank to retain its membership if it
continued to indulge in unsound banking practices. Let us
suppose that membership would not be granted to a newly organized
bank unless it were needed in its community and unless it were
adequately capitalized and those who proposed to run the bank
were capable and had proven their capacity by passing certain
tests or examinations prescribed by the association.

22'7
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Statement of A. L. M. Wiggins, Hartsville, S. C., Pres., South Carolina
Bankers Association 

Mr. Wiggins. I would like to make briefly just one or two other points.
The fact that all banks would be equally safe, assuming that a guaranty
fund provided safety, there would, of course, be no discrimination between
banks, which in turn would encourage what I would term "wild-cat?' management,
taking the chances to make a profit and if they made a profit it belonged
to the stockholders; if they busted the bank, the guaranty fund would pay
the depositors, which I think would increase materially the number of failures
that we might expect, once the bank guaranty fund began to operate.

The Chairman. You do not think it would be possible to improve the
aupervision and superintendence?

Mr. Wiggins. I think it would; but no degree of supervision or super-
intendence will replace honest and sound management.

The Chairman. Well, it would be very easy to replace a bad business
official with a good one if we put the power there, would it not?

Mr. Wiggins. You could remove the official, yes; but even under any
reasonable banking supervision, laws supervising banks, there wauld be
plenty of opportunity for a banker to take chances and if he made money he
would get by.

The Chairman. Have you anything further?

Mr. Wiggins. It will also remove the local responsibility of stock-
holders and directors to depositors. There are many banks to-day that are
in a sound condition because the directors and stockholders have taken out
of the bank assets that proved unsound or worthless, and it is my opinion that
the bank is essentially a local institution and it will best serve the
function for which a bank is designed if there is that local responsibility
by stockholders and directors to depositors. Of course, it is apparent to
all of us that it will practically put out of business all banks not in the
guaranty fund, except such banks as are outstandingly strong and independent.
A great many nonmember banks are not in a position to-day to become member
banks; they would not be acceptable as member banks because on a liquidation
basis of the assets of some banks to-day they could not qualify for Federal
reserve membership, which would mean that these banks necessarily would pass
out of the picture through the failure route. * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * *
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Statement of William S.  Elliott& Vice Pres., o) the Bank of Canton, Canto% Ga.
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Now, Mr. Ransom has adverted to another proposition in regard to pri-
vate banks. A man can establish a private bank in Georgia. I do not know
how many other States give that privilege. But a man can establish a pri-
vate bank in Georgia and in certain communities where there have been
failures, Fome of them national banks, a man of outstanding character and

importancein a community has established a private bank that has readily
talfen over all the banking operations in that particular community. I have
in mind one particular community where that has been done. There is another
thing: Originally the banking business was established upon character and

capacity of the men who organized the bank and who operated it. That is

the first great test for the success of any banking institution, and not
only a banking institution but any kind of business enterprise is the
character and capacity of the men who are managers of it, and I do not
believe that any system of guaranty of deposits can take the place of
character and capacity in the making of a successful banking institution;
and Mr. Chairman, in my opinion the tendency will be --

The Chairman (interposing). Of course, Mr. Elliott, nobody desires

to aubstitute anything for character and capacity, but the desire is to add

to all the safeguards we may find valuable for the protection of the public.

* * * * * * * *

So far as the double liability is concerned, I feel that the double
liability is all right. Something was said a while ago about the shifting
the losses from the depositors to the stockholders; and I want to say to you

that there is a great loss that accrues to the managers and directors and

stockholders of any bank that fails; and I want to tell you, in the great

majority of bank failures, the officers and directors and stockholders use

every effort to keep the bank from failing, and they will go to any limit,

as far as they possibly could go, under any system, to keep a bank from

failing.

As a matter of fact, I believe that this system would stimulate a

laxity, rather than trying to keep good management in banks. Mr. Ransom has

spoken of the nation-ride campaign that is being conducted by various State

bankers' associations all over the United States to increase the safeguards

of good management, and also the work of State banking superintendents. So

far as our oTn State is concerned, I happen to know that they are making an

effort to hold down the chartering of new banks, except where it is proved

that it is absolutely necessary and it is safe and sound banking and business

proposition, to begin with, to gut in one in any particular community; and I

believe, in that connection, that under the double liability we will find

that banking conditions will improve.

The great trouble has been that people have singled out the banking busi-

ness as one line of business in the country, and have talked about it more,

because it affected more individual people; but the financial failures of

other institutions have been very large, and as Mr. Ransom mentioned a moment
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Statement of William S. Elliott, (Cont'd)

ago, $6,500,000,000 of real-estate bonds, out of $10,000,000,000 total out-
standing, are in default at the present time, according to the figures that
have been furnished, and that is a very big indictment of the real-estate
bond business, yet widows and orphans and people with small means --

The Chairman. You would not be content with a banking system that
left the deposits of the public with no better protection than they have in
the average business investment, would you?

Mr. Elliott. I certainly would not. But I say, if you guarantee the
bank deposits, at the next session of Congress there will be bills intro-
duced to guarantee other people, and I tell you, the Government is taking
over under its wing a good many different business proceedings and, if you
will pardon me, competing in so many ways with legitimate enterprise, and
taking aver the doing of so much for the people, that the Government is
going to be top-heavy and it may topple over.

* * * * * * * * * *
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Statement of Gordon L. Groover, Vice P es., Citizens Southern National Bank,
Savannah, Ga., and Past Pres. Georgia Bankers' Association.

Mr. Groover. Well, the holding company banks would be affiliate banks,
you know.

Mr. Chairman, others have discussed this thing so fully this morning
that there is very little left for me to say. I believe that I appreciate
fully just exactly what you gentlemen are trying to do.

It ought to be the supreme thing in a banker's mind to protect his de-
positors. I think that responsibility comes ahead of everything else; and
there is nothing that hurts a community worse than a bank failure. So, we
are absolutely a unit on that.

I am sorry that you gentlemen did not start out and try to fix some
law whereby we could run banks so there would not be failures, rather than
to try to pay the depositors after a failure has taken place.

Mr. Stevenson. If you will permit, we have been trying that ever since
1863, when the national banking law was passed.

Mr. Groover. I realize that, sir.

Mr. Stevenson. I think you will admit there has been a powerful effort
in that direction, but there is a hole in the fence.

Mr. Groover. Yes, sir; I wish those holes were stopped up.

Mr. Stevenson. You can not eliminate human nature, and human nature
is weak, and it breaks every now and then; and that is really the explana-
tion of that.

Mr. Groover. I do not believe that the guaranteeing of bank deposits is
going to bring about the proper results. * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * *

r%
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Statement of Gordon L. Groover, Vice Pres., Citizens Sauthern National Bank,
Savannah, Ga., and Past Pres., Georgia Bankers' Association. - (Contld)

Mr. Groover. Down in Georgia, the trouble with banks down there is
the men who are running them made loans that they ought not to have made;
but why did they make them? They loaned it to people who were trying to
develop their communities. These banks that failed, I do notthink the stock
market busted them; they just loaned to Tom, Dick, and Harry in their
neighborhoods, and when things went crosswise a little bit they cauld not
collect it in. Those people put it in cottonseed-oil mills and all sorts of
things, and they cauld not collect; in other words, the money was loaned to
people that probably could not, or at any rate would not, pay it back when
they promised to pay it back.

* * * * * * ' * * *

Mr. Ransom. Mr. Chairman, I would like to express this thought, because
I know all three of us have it, and we have discussed it among ourselves: We
honestly believe that the passage of this bill would have the effect of
greatly increasing bank failures, and therefore impose a heavier burden than
you gentlemen ever contemplated when you made it up.

Mr. Groover. I think the record shows that wherever guarantees, particu-
larly of bank deposits, have been tried, and it has been tried a long, long
time ago--you remember your old friend, John D. Walker, was very much in
favor of it--

Mr. Brand. He is an old man, but he is not a very good friend of mine.

Mr. Groover. They believed in guaranteeing the bank deposits then, and
I think that every State that has ever tried it has been unfortunate--

The Chairman. Regardless of whether it is a success or failure in these
States, where a few bankers in one State, dependent upon one prop, attempted
to carry that burden--you wauld not insist, of course, that that wauld
determine the question of the ability of the Federal reserve system to
maintain a guarantee plan, would you?

Mr. Groover. I think, sir, it would tend to wild-cat banking, because
I think it would make men careless; and another thing, I do not believe that
you can make business fundamentally safe, except by providing some means, a
Government bank or otherwise, to save the losses that they have. If you are
going to have a fundamentally sound business, it has got to be run on funda-
mentally sound principles.

The Chairman. Well, of course, you, I suppose, agree that the present
system has proved unsuccessful and disastrous, would you not?

Mr. Groover. During the past two years, but we have --

The Chairman. Let me ask you this question --
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Statement of Gordon L. Groover, Vice Pres., Citizens Southern National Bank,
Savannah, Ga., and Past Pres., Georgia Bankers' Association. - (Cont'd)

Mr. Groover. We have passed through a period that no human being had
ever been through before. There is not a man but what has taken a pretty
severe licking as to what he is worth, and I do not much care what it is
invested in, either.

The Chairman. Let me ask you this, in that connection: Are you in
favor of leaving the banking system of the country where it is, accepting
it as the best we can do; and if not, have yau any changes that you would

recommend?

Mr. Groover. I have no change to recommend. I think that we might
tighten it up some. I think that is what is needed.

The Chairman. In what way?

Mr. Groover. Wait a minute. I have not studied it enough to say a
particular thing, but that is what you gentlemen, who hdve put long hours
in studying the pr000sition--that is what I would like to see you work out.
Make it tight, and let us have business solvent, rather than make the good

fellows put up something to pay the losses.

* * * * * * * * *

Mr. Groover. I do not mind telling you that I am in favor of branch
banking, under certain restrictions. I think it ought to be worked out very
carefully, however. I am in favor of branch banking, under certain restric-
tions, but what I want them to do is to tighten up, and give us a law that
will make the principle of banking sound, rather than give us a law that
will tax the good bankers to pay the losses which are the result of unsound
banking.

Mr. Stevenson.

* * * * * * * * * *

When you come and ask us to do it, what more can we do?
We have got a heavy penalty for any
law for the inspection and checking
is going wrong, if he overdraws his
draws his account, and does not put
will indict him.

Mr. Groover. I know that.

violations; we have got the most rigid
up and examination, and the fellow who
account--if an officer of a bank over-
the check on the books at once, they

Mr. Stevenson. They sent a young fellow to the penitentiary from my
district who overdrew his account and held it out three days, until he got a

settlement which was coming to him --

Mr. Groover. He is a bad fellow, is he not?

Mr. Stevenson. No, sir; this was a man, a teller,
the penitentiary.

and they put him in
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Statement of Gordon L. Groover, Vice Pres., Citizens Southern National Bank,
• Savannah, Ga., and Past Pres„ Georgia Bankers' Association. - (Cont'd)

Mr. Groover. He is not living up to the banking law, however.

Mr. Stevenson. They put him in the penitentiary, and the judge
apologized to him for sentencing him, and told him that he did not feel
that he was guilty of anything wrong, but it was in violation of the law.
That is a sample of how rigid the banking law is; yet we had a couple of
national bankers in my town that got away with the capital stock and
surplus and nearly all of the deposits of a national bank.

Mr. Groover. And you want me to pay for that.

Mr. Stevenson. No; I do not want you to pay for that; but I say that
you can not take the weakness out of human nature, but we can make a regu-
lation to-day, and to-morrow they will find some way to get around it. You
just want us to do something about tightening the thing up. I have been on
this committee 16 years, and I would like to have a concrete example as to
what particular way we can tighten it up.

* * * * * * * * *

Mr. Groover. I have been in it all of my life, and going to stay in it.
I believe that the guarantee of bank deposits will have exactly the opposite
effect of what you people hope it will have. I believe that, honestly. I
have felt that anything on earth that we could do to install into the bankers
of America a higher ideal of banking, and if we can do that, I am heartily in
favor of it, but I believe that you are just going to tear down the work
that has been accomplished probably better to-day than ever, and a lot of
these banks that are failing, are failing because of conditions in general.
There is one in Palmersville that closed up a few days ago, and that bank
was officered by as high a type man as there is in the INorld, but he had
his loads of stuff that he could not realize on, and his deposits were payable
on demand.

* * * * * * * * *
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Letter to Harry Haas,  First Nat. Bk.) Philadelphia from D. F. Guinan, Pres.,
Merchants Bankinz Trust Co., Mahanoy City, Pa., April 4t 1932.

* * * * * But I have seen no good come from State or national organiza-
tion, and I see only the failure to assert leadership in financial matters.
They seem to lack initiative, and in very few lines of activity have I seen
merit in their line of action. Their gatherings are primarily pleasure, with
occasional incidental fault finding.

I recall offering a resolution to the State convention held in May,
1929, to urge legislation against "selling short" and also a resolution to
increase tax excemption on corporation3to $15,000 for the purpose of
encouraging small corporations and diverting the burden of taxation to chains,
mergers, consolidations, and big business. Tax reduction was in the air
then. The secretary wrote me after the convention adjourned that the resolu-
tions were browht before the resolution committee and were favorably con-
sidered, but it was the judgment of the committee to avoid controversial sub-
jects. The resolutions were not brought before the convention. The inference
would be that food for thought was out of place at bankers' gatherings, such
gatherings should be in the nature of outings and feed the banking men with
golf, vaudeville, smokers, dancing, banquets, and such subjects that did not
necessitate thought. I have not been at a State or national convention since.

I recall the waste of time at conventions in criticizing and opposing
the Federal reserve because of collections at par, loss of exchange, loss of
interest on deposits, and trifles, losing sight of reciprocal advantages and
benefits nation-wide, resulting from the Federal reserve system.

* * * * * * * * * * *

411:7
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Hearings before the Subcommittee of the Committee
on Banking and Currency of the House on H.R. (10241) 11362

March and April 1932

Statement of Ronald Ransom, President of the Georgia Bankers Asso., Atlanta 

* * * * * * * * * *

Mr. Ransom. * * * * *

When we were up here three weeks ago, Judge Brand suggested that we
study the pending bills on this subject. I think there are some 14 or 16
of them. He asked us to take them when we went home and go over them and
see if we could suggest any one plan out of the lot that would be satis-
f9.ctory to us. They all involve the same fundamental principle which we
are opposed to, so we were unable to comply with Judge Brand's suggestion.
The particular si_tuation presented to us by H.R. 10241 seems to me to be
leading us into a rather vicious circle -

The Chairman. What is the principle upon which you predicate your
opposition?

Mr. Ransom. The fundamental principle is that it penalizes the sound,
well-managed bank for the less sound, less well-managed institution; and it
seems to me that is necessarily true--

The Chairman. That is true with all insurance, is it not?

Mr. Pansom. No. There is this exception, with insurance, it is possible
to ascertain by actuarial calculations what is the exact rate any risk should
carry, ani the rate is fixed on that basis. Every building does not have the
same rate of insurance. Besides, insurance is voluntary. Under these bills
which I have read it is proposed to fix a flat penalty, as we see it, and in
your particular bill the provision is there that we shall be assessed in ac-
cordance with our earnings. That seems to me to be gutting an additional
penalty on well-managed--

The Chairman. (Interposing). You do not like the proposition that the
well-managed banks should be assessed to bear a part of the burden of pro-
tkecItion of deposits in banks that are less efficiently managed, do you?

Mr. Ransom. There are 'nstances of misfortune that overtake banks; but
a great many of them are due to bad management.

* * * * * * * * * * *

The Chairman. We have just found that the public deposits--or, I will
say that it has been demonstrated that they have not exercised such judgment
and such voice in legislation in the control and management of banks as
necessary to protect their interests. Do you think when deposit losses are
transferred from the bank depositors to the banks themselves that the bankers
are less competent and less likely to initiate and bring about safeguards in
the management of banks than are the depositors?

48
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Statement of Ronald Ransom (Cont'd)

Mr. Ransom. Do you mean if this bill were passed?

The Chairman. I am not talking about the bill, but as matters stand
the depositors have faund themselves forgotten, so to speak, in the trans-
action, and have come out with enormous losses due to various faults in the
conduct of banks. That is true, is it not? Do you think that would be made
worse if deposit losses were to be placed on the banks themselves instead of
on the public?

Mr. Ransom. It seems to me your question implies that all de-osits
in suspended institutions are, as a whole, lost. Is it not after all a
relatively small percentage of deposits that have been a total loss in
closed institutions?

The Chairman. Yes, sir; that is true.

Mr. Ransom. Have not the great majority of the banks demonstrated
their ability to carry one?

The Chairman. I think this undoubtedly would happen: If the bankers of
the country were to be made responsible for deposits in banks, the natural
result would be constructive efforts to tighten up and bring about more
efficient banking, would it not?

Mr. Ransom. Oh, yes; I see what you mean. Mr. Steagall, my response
to that would be that I think it has been pretty difficult for the average
banker to run his own bank well under existing conditions for the past few
years, and if we were called upon to see that our competitor runs his bank
as well as we run ours, we would have an added burden put upon us that I do
not think is fair.

The Chairman. I am not speaking of the actual operation of the banks,
but I am speaking of the safeguards thrown about the banking system by
legislation and by up-to-date methods to safeguard the operation of banks.

Mr. Ransom. You gentlemen may not be familiar with what banking asso-
ciations are trying to do along that line. Every bank that I know anything
about is trying to preach safe banking management. We are trying to tighten
it up, and we have tightened it up; and that we have accomplished something
is proved by the fact that after all it is a small percentage of banks that
have closed during the unprecedented conditions thrDugh which we have just
been passing. If we are able to do that under the present system, we do not
think we ought to have imposed on us the added burden of being financially
responsible for the faults of the other institutions. I have taken more time
than I had intended to take.

* * * * * * * * * *
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Referendum Ho. 65 on the Report of
the Special Committee on Banking, Part II
Chamber of GeMmerce of the U. S. A.

Defember 9, 193P

Arguments in the Negative

* * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * It it nor proposed, however, that the larger national banks
in each and every state may operate branches throughout their several states,
upon obtaining permission from the Federal Reserve Board. That the people
of the state had by letislation declared they wanted no branch banking of any
kind within their borders could not make any difference; branch banks could
be thrust upon them regardless of their wtahes.

* * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * On October 4, 1952, the State Bralk Division of the American
Bankers Association adopted revolutions expressing determined opposition to
the provisions of the Glass Bill *which would give state-wide branch bankimg
'lowers to national banks in all states rPgardless of restrictions as to brim*
banking on state banks by state laws.' The reeolution added: *This is a
deliberate attempt to overthrow the sovereignty of aur states; it is contrry
to the policy which has built up this republic and would lead to n system of
nation-wide branch bankinir.*

Smaller National Baaky 

National banks themselves, particulsrly the smallPr ones and those aut-
side large centers, would be exposed to competition of a destructive kind
againet which they are now fairly well protected, if the provisions of the
antis Bill were enseted; for a branch of a large national bank of another
city might be opened next door. The Committee suggests certain restrictions
but, if adopted, these restrictions could not prevent a new form of competi-
tion for national banks in smaller cities, with the branches that are set up
possibly takinw away business from long-established and sound bhnks.

It is to be remembered that there are diversities in :managerial abilities
a:nong large national banks as well as in other fields of endeavor, and there
is no assurance, and in the nature of things can be no assurance, that the
only large national banks to or.,r,,te branches will be t}-ose ttnt are con-
servatively and soundly managed. * * * * * *

Min9ritv of Senate C9mmit4e

On opposing the part of the Glass Bill relating to branch banking, the
minority members of the Senate Committee on Banking Pad Currency said:

*All things considered, the American system has held up
wonderfully well. . . . There is a movement on foot to control the
banking industry of the United States by centralisation. . . . Of
late years this movement has been becoming more evident. . . . Our
dual system of banking has been one of the greatest motivating
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factors in making the United States the outstanding country that it
le today. Our country is too large, too widely diversifie4, to ex-
pect one banking system to be so versatile as to deal with so comrlex
a situation efficiently. The Americem peorle are individualistic and
so should be our banking structure. . . The placing of our banking
structure with the now aver-hurdened bureaucracy in wilehington is in
direct viol%tion of the principle of state rights.'

Local Branches n!stinuished

It is evident that up to the paswe of the McFadden Aet there never hadbeen any iisposition to alter the original conception of the national bank
system as a unit system. Even the provisions of the McFadden Act alloyed
only 'atm-city branches in such states as permit branch banking under theirown laws. The operation of additional offices within the limits or the cityin which the parent bcnk is located is not to be looked upon strictly an
branch basking. It is a loos1 issue and contains no elements of danger le
the banking pretest of the country. The hone-city branch is simply a mereor furnisibimg a convenient service to customern and gives to national balitea means of competing in custom.r accommodation with other banks within US
city.

State-Wide fteanches

It is in the broader application of the principle of branch banking to
state-wide areas that gre-,e dangers arise. A single bank operating a number
of branches in zany rarts of a state is in a position to control the banking
facilities of entire communities and bring ruinous eompetition to the smaller
independent banks.

* * * * * * * *

CopcentrWon of Control

Pronosed measures for tile extension of branch-banking privileges to
national and state ember banks will have the effect of materially under-
mining the unit systems of control and consequently the individualism in
operation which is fun1amentally adapted to diversified conditions in the
United States. Branch balking is monopolistic in tendency. It nurnishes
the means of concentrating the resources of a number of localities in the
hands of a few individuals, who have in their control the retardation or
the development, as their intereFts dictate, of individual communities or
business enterprises. It introduces ebsentee operation, free from local
pride or responsibility, and an opportunity for the banking business to be
conducted entirely in the interests of profits to outside concerns.

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * But it is in this larger asd sore desirhie business that
the eompetition of branch banking system eons* into con'lict with the
iadepeedent banker. These demAnds the bras& hanklTr c.n grant more readily
and nor. directly. The result is that the independent banker would be forced
gradually to rely on the smaller and less lesirable business or ultimately to
KU CIFIAlr ET.A...1.,muccuN.v.•
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* * * * * * * *

Ihe membership of the federal reserve system is co posed predomimently of
a large number of individual banking unite under eepr,i.te management, situated
in all sections of the country. The strength and utility of the system for meetini
a wide range of diversified conditions depends on the maintemanse of a broad
membership anii the coordination of widespread individual interests. Any sub-
stlntial reluction of the number of separate national banks anl state banks in
the system, through.consolijation and oonversion into branches, would evidently
produce limitations on diversified representation and the voting power in each
district. The resort to state-vide branch banking vould conceivably have the
result of throwing the effective control of the entire systea into the han6s of
a rell,.tively few interests. * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

Gr_2210...Najag

Molding conpanies do not mist feder'.1 statutes, er do the national
bemks and the federal reserve basks. Holding companies exist under state law.
Under their charter powers as granted by the states they may own capital stock,
not only in banks, national amd state, bat Also in other corporations. Group
banking occurs when a holding company proceeds to acquire the stock of a aeries
of banks, subjecting them to a general central direction, much as a holding
saapany in the public utility field negnires the stocks o-P operating companies
mad suhje.cte thpm to a common direction.

A question at one, arises if, ebatever the purroees with which existing
holding companies operating balks may bare been organized, and whatever the
immediate benefits they may have brourht is some areas, ownership end control
of bank members of the federal reserve system In compatible with the basis of
the system--a series of independent baaks so owned and managed that personR1
responsibility can be enforced.

* * * * * * * * *

Difficultles of RezulYtion

The provisions of the Glass Bill suggest that there .re the sane difficulties
in regulating the holding companies in the bankiag field as were encumbered
with sun* companiee in other fields. The Interstate Commerce Commission kaa
advocated legislation which will aake amenable to it holAng oempamiee scsimg
stocks in railroads. In the field of public utilities there are eatsteadtmg
problems of regulfition by the state commissions. Snaking is like enterprises
in the field of railroad transportation and in the public utility rield, in
that it is rroperly subjected to regulation by Maio authority. &v.& regula-
tion is necessarily premised upon responsible anmagamsat and ownership that
can be remdily identified and reached. The intervention of a corporate device,
obscuring both ownership anti zanagement, is in principle inconsistent with
adee,nate ind proper regulations.

* * * * * * * * * *
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Inadvisability of Temislat/on

The differences, which appear rven in these brief autlines of four eroaps
bring out the circumstance that e.lch has been moulded to meet the conditions
in its areas For instance, the group in the northwestern states Shows an
effort to gnarl It-ainst the effects of "Averse conditions in one or more of
the states, through inclusion of such a number of states that it is obviously
hoped tkat adverse conditions will not exist in all at the same tiae. In
each case, the eonception Is of a strong central organiration, ably manned
with seasoned experience of the highest type afforded in the area, this
central organization providing not only advice and expert assistance, bat
also finandlal aid. Such a development may well be in its initial stages,
and until there are untoward incidents, smch SW in fact do not seen yet to
have happened, lesielation should not hamper the benefits which may be brou,:ht
to am area where banking stability is, under current conditions, meat highly
desirable. In otber words, the alterntAives would seem to be either an
effort to prevent am, holJing companies in the banking fiell, for smich reason
as firs been suggested above, or freedom for the development of group banking
in way that may greatly benefit agricultural and industrial areas vhich have
had tronbles of a disastrous kind with wholly independent bmnks.
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SOURCE& THE NORTE AMERICAN REVIEW-1951 JOLT—DEC. 6- (c(7)',

ARE BAIMERt: INaLLIcsage
by

George E. Anderson

The 09urse of tas dearwiets„a4k44, it a_verY Dcrtiaent Quertion

Pages 345-346 

There seem to be no cluestimi of the changed status of the
average banker. Not slimy years ogo ho was, disregarding sem in
netaphors, the queen bee in the comommity hive. aoont him revolved
all sorts of community activitie fres church sohiables to the
building of the new plow factory. On his gool6 will and a4;:..LA,Ince
depended all new enterprises. To him come all the seczetc of the
:Local business world. Ne coatrolieu the destinies of thc danrch,
the local chamber oi commerce, Kiwamis, kotbry, the countr; club
end all the What-nots of his name teen. Througd sucil amd atenj othcr
influence& he enjoyed an enviable social pesiti4n. H; las a power in
politics because, trout knowledge tame flamed, he knew mach string:. to
usll and how to pull them to shape the olottinies of his city, count,,' and

State. Re bossed the city through load bmobseas essimeedions. He
bossed the country tnrouth faro loans mod rural business connections.
The attraction of btate government deposits often led hiz to dip heavily
into tne larger affairs of the osomemMesith with no ma= SWICOSS. In
him, accordinc to the prevailing opinion of his contemporaries, lay all
the business) widson of the ages. At all events he controlled the purse
strings.

It would be goinz toe far to say that all this has alamiget. Many
beakers still enjoy the peeers and privileges enumerated. Perhaps in a large
majority of communities tho bomber is still the king pin ia the local works.
Many bmakers, like many banks, have passed through the thawing fOrtunes
of the past few years and have emerged greater, stramger, sere authoritative
than ever. Oa ea averege, however, things have changed considerably. There
is no longer the same prestige in the banker's position; hip authority is
not quite so obvious. Importances of the peat three years have demeastrated
that fimancial idols in metropolitan mossy centres have feet of clay. They
have made mistakes which have cost themselves end the country mesh. The
local booker, teo, has made nistakesm.ghistly, oalamitoms. Some of them
have been such as to paralyse whole ammommities, emberressimg, ohm the,
hmve sot mime, thousands of people at me fell swoop. The aggregate
remelts of these mistakes are overwhelming. There are certaimlar MmlAY
rooms why the average beaker hes lost his power and his prestige in his
sememaity—emay realms and all good.

It is emmeeessary, of soars*, to rub salt in the beaker's weeeds.
For the sake of argemeet, Weever, it is neceesary to remind hia med our-
selves that in the pest ten years eme-third of the nation's banking
institutions have closed their doors involuntarily. lbat in itself has
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Are Bankers intelligenti--George Ai Anderson

good points. There were too many busks, especially too mmmy small,
weak osee. A large amber of then should never have been born. %-
fort:mutely theee beib mmeponsiame have involved something more than
the banke Lac the bombers. They have tied up billies* of dollars in
deposit$, have elberreeeed literally millions of depositors am& thousands
of communities, working ruin on the busisees memo the sage earner, the
widow, the orphan end, of course, upon the beaker himself in a preeminent
degree. ibeememds of bankers have lost eveeiibing thoy had in the world,
including enly too often that honor which men prise abovs rubies.

It would seen to a wow of ordinary intelligence that in view
of such a state of thins the banker would be the first to do sonethimg
about it. That preemmptisa is erroneous. The banker has met only dame
nothing about it bet he halo provosts& emy oat else doing anything about
it. Every one familiar with the eUbjeet resograisee the difficulty of
bank reform. Changing the form er substance of the banking eystem of a
nation of a hundred and twenty milling people, resting wpm a complicated
body of laws built up not oily in the mation itself but also in each of
forty-eight putative sovereign States, is not easy. Neverthelesep after
years of observation ad experience, the authorities in ilehimgten have
evolved certain ideas of progressive reform to which they have somght to
give reality. Among these may be mewed branch banking, whist' would enable
strong bank* to supplant leak local beaks in rural eemmmaitiee; increased
powers of supervision for the Oemptroller af the Currently; a higher limit
for minimum capital in small banks; memberMhip of all banks in the Federal
Reeerve wystem sad more strict ceatrol of member banks within that notes;
so& the separation of savings es& eemmercial banks where the two are
meMbined in one institution as le so generally the case at present. Above
all is the matter of the eontrol of credit and the elimination of all weak
and troublesome small Etate beaks sod the establishment of a unified system
for the whole country ender some fern of national supervision and control.

1

It may be admitted that no one of these reforms would afford immediate
relief from the present acute sitnation; apy one or all of thee would require
time for bemeficent results; probably all of then would not result in a
perfect wets's; but any one of then would have indicated some progress to-
ward betterment.

Mem the beaker advocated any of theee reforms? He has not. Branch
booking has been oppoeed by practically every small bank in the country--
emd Emmy large ones. Increased supervisory power for the Comptroller has
been bitter/y resented by nearly every national bank as au invasion of its
prerogatives although under the preempt law the Comptroller cen not even
enforee =Jetta( statutes against remelcitrant bankers short of moving for
the forfeiture of their char's... Mien banks refuse to increase their
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Are Banker*, Intelligent? --Geires E. Anderson

capital althoug admittedly their very existence from day to day is
often endeavored by the inodeqemmy of their working funds. Instead
of increasiag meMbership in the Federal Reserve the number of member
banks is deeressimee Seal banks claim that they can not afford to put
more money into their business or become memberv of the kederal Reserve._

too poor to do business safely but quite willing to play with other
people's Jamey at other people's riek. Commereiel banks refuse to part
with their savings departments lest they lose deposits, although they
recognise that they ere a constant threat to their liquidity. In short,
not a single measure of bank reform has been proposed by dominant banking
interests; not a single measure of such reform proposed by others have they

accepted.

‘‘Althosgh the SOmpftsUer of the Carrency, the Federal Reserve Board,
the Semite iimmittoe en SOMAlas end Currency and at leest a large minority
of the Rouse filmattee as the sees subject are agreed that no adequate
control of aredit and no mefi helskimg system can exist in this country
except under a misitiod system of banking under national control, probably
ninotronine ommoissmdredths of the twelve thousand Stete banks now doing
business are reel, to faint with horror at the idea. Hawing certain
advantages in the possession of State cherters--mostly in the my of

low oantrol and the privilege of unsafe banking practice—they do not

propose to give them up, cos4am nig34 and then some.

Oh Marein, indeed, is the milk in the commeamts short-sighted mad inor-

dinate selfishness on the part of the dominant 'lament in American banking.

First ef ell there iv the desire of the overage small town banker, doing

business umder a State charter, to re :j. ea emfair--end unsafe--advantaee

over a rival, usually a national bank/Ate national bank rival insists upon

the right to moot competition by 3, . coo actually gear and unsafe. ln

this rivalry sash is equally ready to defy the law, if any, which would

prevent moms* booking. Under this rivalry each insists upon the right

to control his balk notwithstanding law, public policy, or the geed et the

general public. Admitting that many of their practises are umsemmd--and

results donomotrate that they are unsound whether it is admitted or not--

they hope some way or other to get by in so doing--drifting, drifting,

drifting in leaky boat in a boisterous man with a rocky shore ahead of

tLe4 strewn with the wreckage of ten thousamd banks destroyed in tea years.

Then there is the setter of jobs—just plain, everyday jobs. If all

hearts were open, all desires known and ne secrete hid, how many banker,
would be found opposing branch banking, for example, for feer that brim*
banking or bank mergers would swallow up their own positions? How May

bank officers haNe unwillingly followed unsafe banking practices at the
behest of interests which control jobs in the bank? Hew many bankers have

lest their property, their poeitiona in their oommunities„ their honor,

their all and the ell of many of their depositors in a 'OM effort merely

to hold their jobs? How many big frogs in little puddles Wm risked ever,-
thing for themselves elad their clients for fear of becomimg smell frogs it
big puddles?
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Are Bankers Intelligent7--George F. Andoreon

Consider the narrowiwminded, parochial outlook of the great
majority of smell town bankers which only toe espy of their large
town oulleagnes are by way of shi4ring if mot esseedisg. How many of
the average run of bankers operate their tastitutioas as ports of the

great national credit and financial system which they undoubtedly
are whether so recognized or not? How Remy of then hove the vision to

see, beyond the limits of their own little bailiwieks, the larger
movements in trade, finance and industry which in reality aark the
moseeos or failure of their own operation.?

Of oollee too much must not be expected of bankers any mere thus
from ani other class of citizenry. Bankers are quite human; most of
004 in fact, rather ordinarily human. In evaluating replies to snob
gaenlions Wei the above, due regard must be hcx1 for the weaknesses ssill
foibles of Omen nature in every walk of life, in every country and in
ever, *ge. lore most of us in honkers' shoes, it in quite probable that
we would be found doing exactly whet the banker is now doing. Pleading
the foibles wed weaknesses of human nature, believer, is no justification
fOr a continuation of a state of things which awestens the well-being of
a nation; nor can aay aaount of explanation as to 4100,Aaqings are as they
ere furnish a satisfactory excues for their,?eing ee. listoseer, if
bankers were actually profiting by a continuance of present conditions,
the explanation might be more convincing. On the whole it is probable

that no class of people suffers more frost the present *tate of American

banking than American hankers themselves.

Me fact is that a continuation of present banking methods ender the
existing anoAalous iysten or lack of system ia of advaatage to a* eme ia
the long run. Everybody, in th7leng run, would be better off under a

safe. national systen.euoh being the came one is led to inquire
how and why things are allowed go on as they have been going. Caa

hankers etas what i$ to their own beat interest? To pat the question
bluntly, are beakers intelligent? The long coarse of banking disasters in

the pest tem years, the vast majority of which haw had ao amnesties what-

ever with business depression, renders the question leas iapertineat than

might at first appear. On the whole, perhape, we may conclude that the

banker is intelligent, but this conclusion is predicated upon the eoaditidn

that he change his views of things and his way of thinkint 6°4 be riEht
quick about it. There can no longer be any queetion that there is something

radically wrong with the American banking system which, judging by the en-

perience of other countries, intelligence can locate and correct.

It would seem to be the part of intelligence on the part of the

average honker to see to it, for his own peace of mind, for the sake of
his own investments, his own reputation, his own job, not to mention his
dety to the public, that present evils are corrected; and to sacrifice, if
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ikte Ilseamis intelligentt—George E. Anderson

need be, smell prosiest interests for larger and more permemmat interests.
Freesia reluctessee on the part of the bashers of the United States to accept
beak reform not only threatens the soundness of American finances and the
well-being of every aan, woman and child in the eountry but also stands
as a monumental exesplifiestion of a crass lack at appreciation of their
ems position. Bank reform will come proaptly rhea bankers agree to it.
The beet measure of bank intelligens* at the presort time is an intelligent
appreciation of the fact that the regime of irresponsible pimps* banking
most be dome any with if the basking fraternity is not to gaffer the
cemsequenoes ef the wrath of a long sufferings outraged and as lower
patilma immiple•
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Referendum Ms. SIS on the Report of
the Speci,!:1 Committee on Banking, Part I

Chamber of Commerce of the U. S. A.
December 0, 19!"

Comnittee Report

* 4 * *

Me regrettable reoord of the pest ton years (September 1, 192;', to
August 31, 123P, inclusive) of the suspenSion of 9,553 beaks in the United
States, 4,882 of these suspensions having occurred sines the beginning of
the acute depression, clearly indicates the persistent,* of the need of
providtag better protection for deTveitorst funds. The gravity of this
problem is reflected in nuivrous 'aye. The actual losees to depositors
and ethers, the disturbing distrunt of banks and the resultant contraction
of credit have prodneed far-reaChing injuries. Strong depositaries are mg
inporative need. This necessity has been foremost in ths Committee's eon-
nidorations.

No selfish interest of stockholder or bank officer, no narrow view of
what sonstitutes the credit reouirements of business, and no popultx preju-
dice must be permitted to delay such adjustments in our banking structure
mad metlAvis as will protect the si3vings and other deposits of our people.
Effective means must be found of fostering the ,:,eneral development of more
Strong institutions under the supervision of ram of proved integrity and
ability.

Bankin fUndamentals and not earfece symptoms or superficialities are
the true key to improvement. Neither law nor public supervision can be de-
..ended ul'on to correct all abuses in boOking, prevent bank failurea, or save
the sommunity from personal or business mishaps. Good banks are mainly the
products or properly equipped, far-seeiag men of high professional etandards
with a keen sense of rublic interest.

Tbe human element in banking is a principal factor. Capacity for good
..9anagement and Improved efficiency of bank executives oannot be supplied iv
law. Indeed, rigid prescription of statutes that would seek to impure
eutomatic safeguards presents the danger that sone bankers may be encouraged
to.feel that practices not definitely prohibited are to be defended solely
because they are leplly r,rmissible. The adoption of any Tublic controls
or braking, that are devised upon an %ssumption thtxt the lorest standards of
practice will prevail, can cause injuriee as surely as failure to dis-
oonntenance practicea admittedly bad.

The buoiness banking is far too iik,ortant to be subjected to partisan
strife or lon4er to be an open field of Aventure for the poorly equipped.
The development of eound management of banks is more a cluarge upon business
and professional associatioos, end upon oonservative banking and business
leaders, than it is upon legislative or hdministrative agencies.

1
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* * * * * * Similf,rly„ past mistakes in banking are aot a true measure
of poesible future excesses. lestrictioas *timed narrowly preventing a
repetition ef resent mistakes must avoid hampering the development or banking
ranctians whieh ere legitimate and desirable in themeelves when undertakenwith good lu'ptent and wide experience.

There is no disposition to discharge bankers of such blame as is rroperlytheirs for .nermitting credit to find unsound uses. It must be realised,
nevertheless, that an indivilual bank, or banks as a business group, may notbe able to avoid the impairment of the general quality of bank lcmns and in-
vestments and other maladjustments of balk credit which may result, for
instants., free an excessive total supply of credit proceeding from much
factors as the operPtions or the reserve banks or fres heavy influxes, of gold.When banks are not in a position to escape an excessive supply of cre.lit„ it
is almost impossible for them com?etitive institutions to prevent this
credit from working out in channels which may prove to be unnevightble. Itwould be a mistake to assumr that, in order to avoid future investmont abases,for inf,tance, Tre need only to lny down a number or rulos or to enact statutesrettrietin!„ the tire or quantity of security orerntions in which banks may
engt,ge.

?he reserve tanks make the actual credit contacts tith the member banks,involving such hmewledge of their preetical operations ss cAnnot be poseeesedby the award in Washington. °redder eentrslisation of rower in the FederalReserve Board in the sestrol of relationships between the reserve banks and
the member banks presents obviomit &lagers of weakening district autonomy andof subjecting member banks to umneoessary interferences by a small, far re-3.oved, politisally appointed group of men Oho are not possessed of first-
hand knowledge of district situntions and of the conditions and oper4tions
of the member banks.

We recognite there is a belief that reserve autheritiee have not been
aufficiently rigorous at times in denying accommodation to some member banks,especially those which made louns that were used in speeulative transactions

the banks themselves Imre borrowing free the reserve beaks.

In asking its recommendation the Committee is conscious that there
4,ight be auger that the general eredit situation, which would lead to the
emereise lor a reserve bank of sea power of direct action, would not be the
emasequence of mistaken or improper uses of credit by individual brAnks.
bcperiesse hns shown that reserve officialo through their control or open
market or rediscount activities any be largely, if not mainly, responsiblefor an unwieldy or unnecessary iraneral volume of credit.

/heir aetian in the direct control of reserve bank operation, beyond
the practised determination of member banks, might be inconsistemt with the',maintenance of sound credit eonditions.* Such an unwieldy or umnseeseary
general volume of credit inevitably would affect the quality A. well as the
volume of *ember banks loans. Reserve authorities, therefore, after being
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granted the additional poiver proposed, should be seams te *void the un-
fortunate condition that rouli result if they are not *area in repaid to
their obligation to avoid an excessive volume of reserve eredit. A. somber
bank, or all the member banks, should not be ontOoted to unnerous ummeeeesem,
regulations, restrictions and arbitrary influences designed to serreet ewe-
dition far which it or they cannot be held primarily responsible.

* * • • • * *

it mould be unfortunate to reduce the attractiveness of memberehip in
the system for way large institutions, which, because of the practical im-
portant* of state laws governing trust operations or savings banking. prefer
or feel impelled to oondnet mak businesses under state charter. Wembership
in the system for an institution engaged almost entirely in savings or trust
businos:3, er both in oombination, would have no great practical 'else for it
or for the Aystem itself. /n fact the expense and limitations would preclude
the membership of many desirable banks.

Our position is in direet opposition to a resent proposal (sections 5
and 16 of Glass bill) that after a period of three years a stock certificate
or a member bhnk should not be permitted to repreeent stock of any othpr
corporation except a member bank and the ownership, sale or transfer of smolt
certifleate should not be oonditioned upon tbe transfer of stock in any other
oerporetion exeert a member beak. We perceive no mb'ic bemefit or other
merit in thts proposal $18 it affects the affilihtion of noleposember banks with
mosher banks.

We believe that the Makin relationships beteens a member bank and ite
affiliated nonmember book should be subject to regulti.tione of federal banking
entborities, including' *ere necessary, their right to require conenrrent
emmnination of both banks. While accepUnce by federal authorities of the
stete emanation of the mensomber bank should be peratted, there Mould be
agreement required that the affiliate shell be subject to federal seessimation
Melees the state emanation is maie conourrently with federn1 examination
of the member beak*

The Committee recommends that:

Subject to the regulation of federql b$:nking authorities, a
mcaber Nu* of the reserve system should be peraitted to maintain
corporate affiliation with a com-any organited to timeliest the
business of originating, buying and selling conservative invest-
ment securities.

Public regulation of a security affiliate of a member bank
tlhould prohibit web affiliate from offering to the public in its
Gun wile Shares of its stoek or the $1tonk of any affiliated in-
stitution sad Should provide precise limitation! upon the amoant
and character of soy loans or credit ailMBOSO mode by the member
bank to mach affiliate.
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It is reessmised that some 4huses have attemded the establishment and
operation of selmerity affiliates. The Committee believes, hoeever, that this
situation is easeeptible of correction without the atelition of tbe affiliates*

* * * * * * * Under proprx examination and regulation the security at-
filiate of a bank can be preventei from visiting uncles MAE or injury upem
the capital funds or deposits of a bank. With sueb segregation or A* the
business of trading in conservative securities can be a source of stremetb
to a hank and eon be conducted tn the raiblic interest more favorably than
unler unregulated corporations or partnerships.

AO suggested, the Committee, in opposing the L.bolition of the seenrity
affiliates of member banks of the federal reserve gysten, favors complete
and rigorous emmmin .tions of such affilitetes, limitations mom their epees.
tione mod restristions upon the credit dealings between them sad the %mho
with which they ars affiliated,'

The Committee recommends that*

The right et national banks and state member banks to con-
duct transactiems in conservative investment securities on their
own account and for the account of others should be maintained*

Your Committee holds that V20 exclusion of the Seeretery of the Treasury
from the Board is desirable because the prearmee of at official who raaks so
high in party councils tends to overshador the Board, with the conseouence
that membership ou the BeArd is made 1Pse attractive than it would otherwise
be. rurthermore, it aust be remembered thst the Treaeury is a fre.ment
borrower and is oonsequently inclined to attach major importance, in the de-
cisions of this body, to the maintenance of easy conditions in the money
market ea as te facilitate the plhcement of government loans at minimum
rates* There may be times ekes a reserve. policy fAvorable to the maintenance
of low interest charges in government borrowings nay be of far lose importance
than a polimy which mild induce a mare conservative use of cvOit 4, the
business commmeity*

The Committee recommends that:

A carefhlly restricted grult of power should be gives to
federT1 banking authorities to remove for cause an officer or
director or a member bulk found responsible, after suitable
hearings, for coati:weed unsafe or unsound banking pmetices* (
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While it is recognized twit banking security is not fandamentally a
*atter of sits, and that there ,.re stron; small banks, as yell as strong
lstrge banks, a study of tho solvi-ncy records of iifferent classes of banks
supporta the opinion that there is a direct relationship between the sise
of a beak, its earnings, and the safety of its deposits*

If there is to be lotgal recognition and public eupervision of group
bqnking ls well as more liberal granta of power ta the establishment of
')esnch banks, it becomes aessesary to segaire a larger sApital strseture
,!'or banks* As hos been stated, the presest need is not fOr mere beaks bat

ytronger banks with ability to oerve wider areas then vas possible for
mlny or the banks that have gone aut of business with detriment to their

derositore, and shareholdere.

It is especially important that the bv.nks that are subject to the
seperwisioa of federal authorities, namely, the national banks and the
state member banks or the reserve system should have adequate sapital
istsmetsree. The federal goveramAnt should sot a standard in the case of
these banks that would recognise the 3-labile desire for the maintenance of
mielimate capital $.nd of good managelnent* * * * *
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Defersobaslio. WS ea the Deport of
the lOssial Osenittee en Beiniding, Part
amber of Osseeree of the U. S. A,

DONAMAMS. 16 1957

Argeseats la this Segative

Its dienitteees report end reseseesdatisse appear te proemial up* the
theory that ter medasseeee thliek have appeared in the MOW arstilalotevent* the individeal basks of the ososatry have been prisaril,y reepeasible
essiks thirster,. the rem* is te give te the federal reserve %Who and the
lesisstel Deeerve Ilsord enlarged pews of sentrel over national and state
basike 'het are seekers of the federal mem erten*

=UMW

la some quarters this point of vise is developed to swab as extent the%
there is advochay of federal legislation *slob mould leangerabo agars for
aso-ealled *unified banking,' Alia mould de away mith state seneereial books
supervised by state entherities end muse ell esenereill bunks in the eemetry
te be in a national wets% eemtrolled by the federal reserve beaks sod the
Federal Reserve Deere. Ihe Governor of the lissom board. infleentlal neebere
of the Senate Oasseittee Si Banking and eurreeen end seine promised tusinese
WM barn expressed thessolves as la Never of seek legislates., A basiesee*be is estemst ter mie public service said, is IOUs

limmimalkUladba
sit z war. spooking is terse ef *sew • • • I weld say that

all commereial deposit beeldag in the Waited *tate' sheuld be
earriod on under one Verm4hat insednatien et beaks end their ow
trols should be seder ale authority. Their mem. eheeld be
*shill sal in the federal 1110111Mre wawa. Thus is *sold develop
ft* the esuntry as a stole a sesad banking gypteso sad definitely fix
weepeeenility. That sualA sews Vast all beaks of deposit, as
dialagnished free savings, Amid be salami banks,

tolle it is nee, bank. are 'bartered both tryi the matioual severe".
east OW fil sash of the fortipedght states. They are in esopetition,
*Lek eidOrrnatiag to softer the nest attreetive charters and the meet
liberal lees, te say **thing of the liberality of administrative
officials in interprotine the laws. ?be natiosal busking est hae
to compete mot only with the soot liberal ones. leasequestly, there
hoe hese a sea/tent tendency to liberalise bookies lamp and te
veshee their adeinistration. sesis eases the argementle always
evade that it is desirebte to liberalise the lee ee te seable the
busks te he of greater beryls. te borrowers.

'the fira speatess always regarding beaks doing a dosen&deesselt
badness shead be She safety of tho depeeite tnd the abili* or thebosh to rotors that* depositors instmtly won re-sesto velum thew
be time deposits,' So thousitt of service to borrowers shield be perk.
sitted to impair the safety and seeurity of depositors. awake of de.
posit are, after all, primarily sostodiams of liquid NAJD, Only sea

4:13
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Iwo of ench funds shes14 IN) persitted as say be *moistest with the
Intorosts of the deposiists*

Ankwer of ISTIPME

th• •arly years of our gewerneent, our basisees was largely dem
bY =meg swim fro* brat te haod4 It lees felt at tho time, end
properly se that we *odd iiirte a oatiosal sad =Afore surreney* Con-
aognently, *as gives power to eels mew and regulate th• indult
thersof* This power vae sad* effective as to paper wow" the National.
bolt Aet* Uses" tastmess is carried on mostly by trossfore of book
depoolts, sorrow farming slay a small part of our sew traosfors*
seetral or Olir alarriatly were seesssary in the begimatai tor the federal
gomsosat, sortrel of our beak dsposits by it use would sewn desirable*
14 have tressforred either affirmatively or by, askeieeesses, saw powers
te the federal geromesent *Mk ought *et to be there, I sa bitterly
opposed to the inpaireest of the riehts of the states ta their appropriate
field* /t dors seem strong., beerier, that in 0o false sodt grawite.
ties toward fsderal authority' ie &sold haw retaingod divided rather than
unified poser emir our deposit banking system*

ilisept ter the current, in our pockets, our basks of dspesit bold
tho liquid eapital of tho peep/. of tho Visited States* The Waster of
this capital fres me ens to another, preoptly sad safely, should be
faellitated. That seess, however, that sorry boat of deposit is truly
megemed in a national WO11000104 Its seundesso rod safety is of cowers
te IMP people overywhers* Ger business of deposit banks is set local in
sheraster; it is, sod shed, be, astiosal* Therefore, is up! judgment, it
should be gereammotte the national law*

lemedialp Stm,

Mow, I reeli-e thot of tho P4,000 basks of deposit doing Waimea*
in the kited States saly abeut 1,000 or thee are natiosal banks sed
17,000 are state banks* leder these oireenstasoes, we probably sonnet
hope, insediately at least, for tho sorsonder by tho states of their
right to grant beetiog chartors. SST eau we expest reincorporation
reOdly of Oats be:6U under Rational *arts's* Tho prootleal question'
is, thorefore, *hat, if sopthing, out we we shoild dew& rthuk
it would b• highly deeirablo that all banks of deposit holding thews
eaves out te the pablio to de a eatiesel or intonational busioesa
abseld ho required to be usobers of the fid.ral reform. system, as
netienal bake sow *re* This would at oboe *obeli*. all of ear hankies
reserves into saw oentrtl systes, shish is as it Amid be* • 41 *

II have *paten only of balks of deposit, as distiesoinhed from
banks for savings* believe that banks for savinve and far the ad..
siaistraties of trusts or other special time fortis should be state
basks. sad that theee powers sboull mot be included in national beating
darters, * • • • • • • it

• • • • * • • *
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The demaittee itself does not disease or advocate 'unified benkings, nor

does it make the essential dietineties, emphasised in the gestation set set

above. betimes deposit banking and other kinds of bookie& amd ~vie. offered

114, bat adoption of the Oommitteefs vessamemdatims would neeeesarlar
lead is direetloa sr *unified bamhimg0 sloes both the 40mmitteess

assiotless amd proposals for amilled beetle& rest upon imereseed seetvel

federal rimerve leihe old the Padova leserve lewd, or ether federal beeking

authorities over the teak/ of the eenstm• ?his eattld be justified oily if

it were doluMWMOhnt that tbo imematryis unAirtomate experience in busk failures

me primarily An to siammmuipmmmit se tho part of the leeks themselves sed thA

the soiree perused by the federal reser', banks mad the Padsral Sseervii Sword

had beam sash as to warred greater depeadommoupssiammh

Am amalysis ef the fists, it vim be fairly oonteeded, diseases* that

basks were tweed into emmiltUmml net le their sem males smd that the

;elides of the federal reserve balks and the tedssal %servo Seerd were

Primari4 vespemsible for these "seditious* It mild seem te fellow that se

enlarged peelers shemld naelre essforred upset the reserve bents mid the lassras
Nord, • • • • * •

• • * • * • * *

by early February, 191,ti the "fedora loserialleerd was sans& extreme

statimeats te banks, la Which it 'as talking sheet 'heir sspipsolativ, loans,*

This was tantamount te am attempt to truster the primary respemsdbllity for

'hat bad heppirmed, sad what was to emir, from these with atm Is feet it ley,

Is the boas. As for this responsibility, the member et the Toisral Reserve

Seat emoted above said'

61 de *et think anything that the federal voierve system mould

hove demo* either w emirates er ememislima la 1,111, scold have
sisided a oriels of mime sort evoitmalle* lhe eeseee of the present

oriels sad depreevies ge far deeper then ths stalk earketi. lhe
etoellussellt era& imptosatis of vaptsres cad dislooatiees
vaunts& all these. the rimanoial and esuesele strnotnre ef the
world, 'high simmer or later would hove smarted their effects. But

if there bid beim greWbor ausremess of What las involved is the

oismemis disarsmaisatiae loft after the Great taro the federal re-

iperve system eenld ham pwrommi mere imigeeste polities, with the

result that. ghat the arisis "see, it would have bees far leee

tease, asoarep deeestatims sod the remelting depreoWWailses

evershelodms end posiummed.'

anillitLegaitildia2101.1

is the events Oda have hese outlined above, there vas departure of a

femdasemtal kind froe the porpoise ef the redmval Seserm Att. Itt was imtemdsd

that there should be no astral bents for the Vetted States and that the twelve

segiosal reserve Winks &mid be institution' for redlimosto oith their "per.-

items, sod their airreacy, rising sad fallimg with the seeds of *sinew*
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2istoads they were operated ao one institution sad for pmrposes for,Rign to the
Moral Reserve Let es it stands, with disastrous eassequasses• In the final
amalysis, there vas interference en a great seale sod is most essential ways
with the booking bamboos of the country and ail or these whoa it affeets.
Instead of being responsive to the needs of the basks ad of bssisees--the objeet
for ehioh the, reserve system ea areated—federal reserve aothorities unAlertook
to use power, not pivots te thew for each a purpeatio to create assditiess di-
rest); Orating basking and %sines.« is ether words, it was am attempt at
severmast mosagemeat. Lesisally, the emporia.* whisk followed, meld seem to
afford no reams for aosferring added power* moos the reserve basks sad the
Tedoral Reserve Board.

That tire depress:tea is the Un tool States has boo ammo% Wil memetary
res'ors, sad has teen paisased that. deflatiesser psoessess that sold be
oheeked sad arrested, has been ramatly declaimed 14, atiolases airessem
eummatet. • * * * • • • •

110110molim tf 

yew deftatiee as tetredesed Wr the savage against sto411.
emehamie spealaties Alia the falsest reserve wet's, in the
dirlanes of all verelesei teak tip from the spring of 1928. ?his
appaiea instals*" redwisttem of eredits, whiek headieepped
padeotivit, etmetsl the fall is semelity priees WU& wee
afterwards te beam* so dlesstras. Bet the met rowel...Meg
semseessmes of this easel. vas that it set puhlie °Adorn le
the direstim of deflation,. * • • A fall ef prises esmesd
seestary footers thus sive, riso to pressed eistembameme in the
sessaie ts view of these 4isturbeseoso people in
hewriee adesomed ta restore equilibrium pressimg dews other
prises to a level 'Ilk thee* wide& had alreelr fallen farthest*
People were blind to tbs ramt that this method said sever restore
equiliheium at all, bit amid ealy result le the sestimmation of
the searal prams er deratta. • * *

41111111MUINUIlligailli

ailhe beak lesisletiem et the Ileited States in aembestime
with the view IS the asestry or private Mahe ta rele,
ties to federal reserve teaks had set the whole ammeter
iimeelepmeet in time direetiessr dmilntios, Attontioa hod MO.
viand*, bees ee shombed in solvating amy poseible telletiem INNIS
the door had bees left wide epee for deflatiat without sqr
sosplelem at the dumper that MOW thumb'. • • so Seamy
stricture sfAikelMaitsdi States, bookies orates estailed ths auto-
matic asesestellee of the deflating with asemelatimi strewth.

'Me neutrons aoremout could hese aesedisifted say wir
debesedited penny er esti-deflation on the pert of tam federal
mom basks, end by their esti?. interviotisa with a vies to
the *steal= of the *frostily supply of mew of payment. • * ••

• IF * • •
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it meld net seem to follow that ~mat smaditioma, including oompvti
tion

between setlesal beaks amd state talks, mho useessary ability of na
tional

badka to buir0 teak affillatos oaCh as saciaga beaks, organised under sta
te law.

Zs tveltatinma OhIch aro printed ohms, there Is 
liannsaion of provisions chtah

meld esoblie mational tombs to combine a soviags tuslmass vith their
 oommorsial

tastneas without the disadvantagoa which sirs mostimos cited as 'sam
e* far a

separate parlay Institution*

In fast, omOhasis WO% asimil far a national bank to have affiliate* of

say kind turas attention la the wrong direction...the direstisa of ad
ditisa of

varies* kimds of business ostswpstas, ammeniug More kmd mere remote 
from sem.

mereial talking. en the gramma ihatimmtioaal tasks must roost's op
portunities

for magetitisa with state benks as lho latter are hy state legislat
iaa givea

inersomingly liberal pavers. Paitimmlarly atom federal logislatiou moor

seasidarstioa. attmatima absold disostad in the oppsmits Mavens's...tour&

tviammiag the national bolo sod all tombs admitted to mostorship ha the

Wm' reserve syvtam oselvitivaly te tees dommorstal MOW sod to memegros

ihigh will permit somuovial tasking to soon. the valimo sad the aoti
vitt

monntry groatly moods au* vill make esumersial Makin *gala a smess
amful fors

of matsrprias, cud to resisrailen of the Moral ronsrvo tombs te 
their proper

footing as great imotitotioma of rodisssumt for samorsiat tmak
s. vith Chilo

sorrow tits, supply far the ssmatry flooded dirootly wpm the somme
rsial

astivit, se the asontry.

* • * * * •

The real question is 'bather ow set investment baakiag should be allowed

te b* aa adjunct of beaks that are usuhers of the redomal reserve system
,

stink vms intended, and should to asullismodt, to provide facilities for the

assomrse et the csnotry. lanesimemt balkIng has a vary different functies.
..

gee flastion of providing tha aapItml requirements of industry ta 
all of its

farms. Oesoiderltisas taco tem mantiorse above assordiagly aeon to

require thot invostasat tesidag shoold net be related ta amy way to samm
ornial

tasking,.

* • * * • * * *

It mihtleasiftd, as another sirgumeat against sosurity affiliates, 
that

almost Inevitsb4 sash affiliates are la a pasitism at special opportumity to

*ell saeuritios te th* smaller banks that are sorrempsaissts of the 
parent

banks Se long as the presamt system ecatimmeemismad it has am important plow

in our tanking systam..Oharstr largo banks ta impauteat suitors 
hsve great

umbers ist serrea-poadost beets la smaller plass., the rotations 
Mould be

'holly of a boakiag stature mad tho teak in ths largo emater shonld 
mot have

a speolal Utmost, ewes indirectly, in selling pertlealar securit
ies to its

serreepeadent bobs.

• * • • * • • •

lbws is tte farther objection %tat there somas to bo am ss
musption that

mom tratmod to sasmorcial baskiag sre ipso fames* asmpatont to engag
e in in-

sluttisust banking* Za fiat, the famettans ta 1he
 three tyros of belikime aro

se diffarmat, and the bases for sessessfal judgment and &wisdom moo o
ftom se

Amoral that the assumption is Imensm06 Ittpssisses is roost years gess to

imdisate that invmotment bankimg sem best lo lento those 160 devote 
all of

their time argattentfio4 to it.
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figinetitel2111111.1111.bad

Thor* ore esumd business reasons for cestimaiag the membership of MO
Secretary of the bosom' es the rodsiat lessywo Board. lass ihscrese osestedi
the redosel 111110.1191410 Act molded opoolftsally for ox-offiSli.nosberebip es
the Soot ths asswelory of the Treesory as as expression el Its doer. thwt
those be a. oleos seepeeoldoi beteess the tressery lad the fotarel wooer,* bank-
los oithorittess

ilmiLtuides

leder the Act, the liserstawy of the Trawsoiragruoi the reserve limito 040
the givviessatis fiseal sgsmte. 'kis permission hes %sem utilised sines the
begisniag et 1916. It is sm4, assessor, to reformer to the services of the
reserve books ta the ear fissesimg. Ihma the extent of the government's present
timmasial sperattsus *re ocasidered, the =toot and vales 0 the services pie-
farmed by the reserve hanks, wittiest cost to the goverment. 470 ~AIM*

It is thersteme sgorspriate, sod is asap:dams, with good Waimea practise,
that the Tremeary shoal hove represuntatisa in the dirsotien of the Mora].
rseerve systems It lo to be remembered, tee, that there ie public advantage
is having the fiscal ermatiose of the govermsont handled hy the mem bombs
amd that. if the 3serstary of the Trams" asesed to be a mmeher of Os irsisiel
areerivs %aid, he nubs retaii soutime this arresgemmite Thor, is firths,
miasma tho arsonists** that the motes issmed by the reserve beaks are
obligation, ef the %Ito& Obits* preeriamsti• With six aprotnedi meabore sad
say too soseffialto—the Soorotary et the Treasury sot the Isoptvellor of the
Ilsrrosep.4he Send is essotaisly la position to home Ito dreialstes spot
eissittorstles of the gesseet peals laterost. norther reasoll of vital
bpsibmse, is that the beets of the esastry Immo a very Aro* interest Is
ths gsvorseastel floaselet petioles" mod sesherobip of" the Sesitetasy of the
Treeing ea the bard soy afford moss for expressly& sod dteessides of *et
intorests

11110SUICAMAISMISIZAILAIIIIMINI

It* psoposel to give to reserve beaks or to the rolorat Seeseee Beard
paver to resew* *Mesas Old disseters ef books that ere usabove or the ro-
omy* system nevoly dos there for be c disegrassont as to policy is
oast of a took. or about tho somsdisess at a lees bx itself perfectly
et NM twelves a vielatiss of prima*, *ad oostase so nesercsoe or benefit
for aume. * * * * *

IlLtatsuiLliglimisalaslit

It mit 4111,10 IND romelberad that beskiag is • private bestows sahisebili
to pohlio regalsettun, The eapital of * busk is coatributod vy private steamy.
holders mad Wows to them, Ito, *loot diresters and the direstors ia tem
*lost the *Mears, at the some time., In seatemplation of lae, reselaiski
close tem& with the sosegesest et the bah. aegalatery legioln*Im* esuld
prowl" preparibs uso qualifications required in diresters and is effIsers,
bat Om is a departs's. Pros this prinsiples of regulation ehea there is
proposal that, instead of assomatibility of officers being to diresters mad
seessatability of direstors being to steehholders, both sitmuld bo aeosestable
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to agencies created by the federal gsveammett. This weld be tantamount te

public entherity tAking seer epee of the meet essential banctions of manage.

went. Parenthetically, it nay bs added that, as is weal 'has public

authorities propose to take over functions of memegement, they do not bere

contemplate that they will assume any of the responsibilities ef memegmmemte

* * * * * * * * *

pgAlmosp Ipter-relations

The federel reserve btInks bear much the same relation to member beaks as

member beaks do to their own customers. These are *minims relatiemehips.

Aside frost the purely basiness matters of discounting, shock collection, row.

lations as to reserves, the isms and redemption of notes, and r!ttrtain rights

as to periodic emaniestians, the 'federal Deserve Act is silent on the powers,

exercised by reserve boas ever their members* This business relationship is

analogous to that Shia exists ordinarily betimes oommercial ergenisations.

The introduction of coercive forces other them weeld arise saterelly through

hasinses Interactions meld be eatirtly ineemsistemt with the spirit of this

relatiemihip. It has been foamd that persuesive peelers or the reserve banks

is asessraglag conservative probation on the part et esaber tanks bas bees

effective, mod it is evident that in the exercise of this ?amities the reserve

banks hove gime as far as it is vise in predeetini themeelves into the menage-

meet of individeal beaks.

Ia the privilege of periodic examinations, to determine loan A-maetioes and

gmeeral spersamms, sad the right to iiee reassmAle sad *mimeos-like disereties

in the greatini of credit aessamsdatism, the reserve books have a real Awes

of control end sae that does no4 partake ilednly of natellialial4

The Yeiters1 Reserve Nord is its pasties AU the basking systems acts

through the twelve federal reserve banks. Bemuse of the wide admimistrative

nature of its duties there is erdimerily no direct costae, with member banks.

Its general duties are the giving et broad ftmescial euivice and the develop-

memt of large financial policies *hitt are *wrist out through the last's
,

aestality or the federal reserve beaks. To intredise into this deliberative

boy the added lutiee of hearing awl demi-zing epos ease& of malpractice of

member 1.4ialcs reported to it is unfair as well as immemsistent with its &tie*.

rt weal involve the some interference tn local memegemeut as would be the
ease if such powers sere gives to this federal reserve basks.

nee

The views of the loomemic Polio, Commission of the American 'Bankers

Association an the proposal with respect to removal of officers and direc
tor2

were earlier this year aatpreimse se fellows:

Illmmking, being e seml.public basimess, muret necessarily be con-

trolled bit strict laws governing its eparotions. Nevertheless,

b:Anking in its actual oper, time eemeot be conducted by statute, nor

is it feasible to substitute rigid rules enforced by public officl&ls

for inditidual initiativs and responsibility.

* * * * * * * *
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* * • 40 * * lk It seems not Ithaly, however, that the neve tresses.

fer of the reSpossibility from one salt of boos beings, thst is, the

officers of hesibis, to smother set of Woo beings, that is, the

officials in lashingiss, prove a pommies fer our financial ills

or be a guarantee egatest a repetition of the some errors of human

jutigsont to the futurt4

"Admittedly the fedora referee authorities should bay. bsOmi

powers of supervision over the moral fisomeial policies of tole

sm4 to some =tent over their prostissl eperatiems6 Mut it is

ortresoel7 deubtral that the esastmemt of sea a Ism es nee pompom
*

*Leh lorgoV sestralises ootrol over detailed aerating fimettems

of banks in the hoods of government officials in teat:metes 'sold

improve the sitmatiem.

0After all it nwit be remembered that net a few ef our business

leaders and bashers have heretofore eneremomi the view that mush of

Up blase for the nudge speculation sm4 esmosimest later sellapse of

1.00 gauche* to the seamy siom74 polio' of Os roderal Isserve Board

them in *fries* It matters met *ether we agree with that eritici,e;

It is mistimed aelo17 to emphasis* the foot that *Meta. i
n

leshingten are me lees sublest to errors of juignent then are tankers

itee York or elseebere, and eemosimomtli a further toormaos of the

paw et wormmost *Metals over the booking *truster, to met

neesseerily gmarontes for better benhimi.9

* * * * * * * • •
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Address of Wilber M. Brucker, Governor of Michigan
46th Annual Convention, Michigan Bankers Asso., July, 1932

(Michigan Investor, July 23, 1932)

Let me just, in conclusion, suggest one other thought, and I am
through. 7,hen tnis is over, and I mean the economic readjustment, the
people of America are going to look to your profession, that of banking,
and the allied interests, for leadership in the direction of sound
1.egislation. These are days when all sorts of hare-brained suggestions
are being made. I would not discourage, of course, suggestions, be-
cause out of them may grow great and good things. But, when the day
has gone when we are in the midst of the twenty-four hour worry, and
we look for the long-time success of America, let me sketch what I think
the public is going to be thinking about:

They are going to be thinking that somehow or other confidence, as
great as it has been in days gone by, in the home torn banker, and in
the home town bank, has got to be builded in larger units than that.
It has got to be done, not by the government, because the government
can ill-afford to get into private business ever. The government must
never compete beyond the necessities of either the time or the cir-
cumstance with private initiative, but in that twilight zone between
the government actmlly operating or owning, and the government staying
clearly aloof, in that zone, there must come a field of development
pointing to an altogether better end, and you must in that direction
lead toward the old-fashioned, old time banking, which was not only
sound, but looked forward somewhat, not to speculation, or to the
encouragement of it, but to the encouragement of character and con-
fidence.

Government must remove itself, if it is in, and stay far out
from the standpoint of its actual ownership or operation, but there
must be more of that business of government discharging to the average
man its relationship by the loaning of its name, national and state.
How that is going to come about I am not qualified to say.
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SOURCE: NEW YORK STATEBANKERS ASSOCIATION - 1932

PageF 31-52-55 (President's address)

The relationship betteen the Banking Departments of the
State and Federal Governments and the banks and trust com-
panies is quite misunderstood by people generally. They
apparently have believed that governmental supervision
of an institution insured its good management, integrity

and solvency. Having come to realize that this is not a
fact, they are not going to be satisfied with the present ar-
rangement. It, therefore, seems to me that we must face
two possibilities, either the public will demand a banking
department which not only supervises but to a large extent
controls and directs, so that it can feel secure in deal-
ing with any institution that is subject to such a depart-
ment, or else the banks themselves will take steps to control
and direct each other, so that unsound and unsafe practices
will not be tolerated among them End the public will have
confidence in their ability to maintain a stEndard to which
all must adhere. The Banking Departments then would become
merely examining agencies and places in which certain reports
would be filed. The State Legislature indicated its sympathy
with some such idea as this when it passed a law permitting
the Banking Department to take under certain conditions the
examination by a Clearing Houee Association in place of
one of its own. The first possibility contemplates the
establishment of 8 tremendous department which would be
able to investigate all the details in connection with
each bank's affairs and would either affirmE.tively or
negatively give approval to almost every action which it
might take, This undoubtedly would be followed with a
demand that the State or National Government, as the caFe
might be, be responsible for money placed in institutions
under their control, with the disastrous effects which
are all too familiar to you. It is then only a step to
government ownership of banks with all the inefficiency
and the stifling of initiative which is sure to follow.
It is well to remember in these times of stress that it
has been due in a large measure to the courage and the
local interest of our banks that this great country has
been developed in such a remarkable way during the last
decades. I am sure you will all agree with me that the
first possibility does not make an attractice picture
and so I urge you gentlemen to throw your support and
influence with the men in the various parts of the State
who are really attempting to do something constructive in

4-44i
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N.Y. State Bankers Association - 1952

Pages 31-32-33 (contd.)

building up regional organizations of the Clearing House

type from which by united effort there should evolve a

banking system which would inspire confidence in the

minds of the people and would be a model for the whole

country. Self-discipline develops character.

REPORT CF THE COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL LEGISLATION

Page 80 (Concentration of power in the Federal Reserve Board)

Your Committee opposed the provisions of the bill which

tend to concentrate power in the hands of the Federal

Reserve Board, composed of the Comptroller of the Currency

and six members appointed by the Presicent and approved

by the Senate, a politically appointed body upon which

the Member Banks have no representation. The original

conception of the Federal Reserve System contemplated a

group of twelve decentralized autonomous regional banks,

each familiar with the conditions of its own district and each

therfore qualified to supply the credit needs of the members.

The Federal Reserve Board was designated as a coordinating

and supervisor body, and should remain as such.

EXTENEION OF THE CLEARING HOUSE PRINCIPLE, Address by W. A. McDonnell,

Executive Vice Pres.-Bankers Trust Co., Little Rock, Ark.

Page 147 

If we are to escape federal control on the one hand or

deposit guarantee laws on the other, we must devise an adequate

substitute, a substitute which achieves the end which is being

demanded, that is, safety for depositors as absolute as human

minds can make it.

page 148 

I submit to you that an extension of the clearing house principle

is the answer. instead of paying the deposit losses of closed banks,

we shall by greater co-operation prevent the causes which lead to such

losses. We shall evolve a system which is founded upon the principle
that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
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Address of Richard Plaister,
Investment Counsellor for banks of Moody's Investor Service, Chicago

46th Annual Convention, Michigan Bankers Asso., July 1952
(Michigan Investor, July 1932)

* * * * * * * *

The bond account of a bank is a means to an end and not an end in
itself. Primarily every bank is in the banking business and the bond
account should be administered in a way that contributes to the position
of the institution as a bank. Too many bond accounts have been viewed
as an end in themselves irrespective of any construetive contribution to
the condition of the bank other than earnings. This emphasis on earnings
has inevitably led to the assumption of undue risks which ultimately
result in losses. Therefore the only sound approach to the bond account
is through the bank's detailed statement of condition to determine what
the nature of the banking business being done calls for in the way of a
bond account. This fundamental approach, if followed, would probably
reveal the fact that the bond accounts of many banks are but remotely
related to present operating problems and are not making much if any
contribution to their solution.

* * * * * * * *

The point which I wish to make is that the weakness of an issue may
not be in the issue itself but in the purpose for which it is being pur-
chased. You may say "Why, all bcnds are purchased for income and pay-
ment at maturity." That is not so because many bonds now in your
portfolios will not mature there because the demands of your business
may force their disposal for any one of several reasons.

* * * * * * * *

Appraise a bond with the same deliberate good judgment that is used
in making a local loan. In striking contrast to the good judgment used
by bankers throughout the country in making local loans stands the
rather careless superficial way in which they purchase bonds. Funda-
mentally a bond purchase constitutes a loan and should be subjected to
the same careful consideration. With very little new buying going on at
present the chief interest of banks at the moment is in making exchanEes.
No exchange is good unless it offers 8n obvious advantage to you as the
owner of the bonds to be changed. It is to be observed that much damage
is being done in bank bond accounts by trading. Much of it is being
done on a price basis without sufficient evidence that the bonds being
acouired afford definite improvement either in quality or future prospects.
So much of this injudicious trading is being done that regulatory authori-
ties have had to issue statements of caution regarding it.

No investment was ever good enough to be put away and forgotten. It
is a striking thing that we expect and look for change in science and
business processes but we seem to believe that investments mu,t be made
static and unchanging. The fact of the matter is that the two cannot be
separated for the changes that come in science and business create changes
in investments that must be carefully watched for. Industries dealing

446
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with other than basic commodities change rapidly, managements change,
styles change and thus the essential elements in the stability of invest-
ments are threatened with change. Therefore no investment should be
permitted to rest long without reexamination. This should cover not
only the status of the issue itself but the prevailing conditions and
outlook for that industry as a whole. Many fine profitable businesses
have been undermined by industry changes of a very subtle nature.

•
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SOURCE: THE TARHEEL BANKEH--June 1932--(Proceedings N.C. Bankers
Association)

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRES.-Robert M. Hanes, Pres., Wachovia Bank gr
Trust Company, Winston-Salem

Pages 29-30-31

From all the trials we have been through, unless we have learned
very thoroughly a great many lessons, we shall certainly have
suffered in vain.

It seems to me one of the very first lessons we should learn
from this is that no banker can safely loan all of his deposits
locally. The banker who starts out to build up his community by
loaning all of his funds to local enterprises and iadividuals, is
certainly goinE to encounter serious difficulties at some point in
his career, and these difficulties may prove insurmeuntable, as many
have, resulting in the closing of his institution. Every banker
shauld carry a large per cent of his deposits in cash, Government
bonds, State bonds, high grade Municipal bonds, commercial paper and
bankers' acceptances, or some other type of readily convertible invest-
ment which can be lie_uidbted without affecting his local community.
The very best individuals and business concerns in times of depression
get where they cannot quickly repay their obligations, and for a
banker to have to make all his collections from his local community
simply augments end intensifies the already critical local condition.
By having a reasonable part of his deposits.invested in assets that
can be licuidated without in any way affecting his community, he is
enabled to be of maximum assistance to his customers at a time when
they need it most, and he is always in position to protect his
institution from any hysterical action on the part of depositors.

Goor FELLOWS AND OLD FRIENDS

We should have learned also that the amount of funds we do loan
locally has to he loaned very much more carefully than has been the
practice of bankers in the past. Because John Jones is a good fellovv,
or William Doe an old friend, both sorely pressed and needing money,
is no reason for the banker to lend to either unless a full financial
statement, properly appraised and thoroughly analyzed by the banker,
shows that assets are had of unquestionable value, which, in a rea-
sonable time, will liquidate the indebtedness. No banker should make
a loan of above 4500 without having a full and complete financial
statement to guide him. I mean "full and complete". An item of real
estate of $250,000 in a financial statement does not mean anything
unless accompanying it is an itemized list of the various pieces of
property making up this item, showing exactly in whom the title rests,

4-56
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THE TARHEEL BANKER * June 1932

Robert M. hanes
Pages 29-30-31 (contd.)

what value is placed on the property by the maker of the statement,
what the property cost when acauired, whether or not there is a
mortgage on it, in what amount and how payable, what the tax value
is, and what amount, if any, of insurance is carried. An item of
stocks and bonds of (,500000 means absolutely nothing unless a
detailed list of the stocks and bonds is given, so that a thorough
check can be made by the banker of their true value. A statement
of accounts receivable or notes receivable means nothing unless the
age of them is known and what is the percentage of turn-over in thum.
Just so, every liability on the statement should be thoroughly ex-
plained so that the banker will know just how long outstanding
obligations can be carried and on what basis they muFt be paid. In
addition to all this, if a line of credit of any size is being
contemplated, the banker should cell for a certified public accountant's
statement, and not depend upon the appraisal of the assets by the
borrower. Regardless of his honesty, he is bound to be biased in
the valuation of his own assets. Unless a banker does safeguard his
loans by fortifying himself with all the knowledge possible, and then
raEkes a thorough and intelligent use of this information, he is taking
unjustifiable risks with his depositors' funds.

BANKS MUST BE PROFITABLE

I believe we have learned that any bank, to be sound, must be
profitable. As nearly as possible. the profit should be guaranteed by
setting up a definite budget at the beginning of the year for both
expense and income. Every expense item should be gone into carefully
and minutely to see that nothing iF being spent by the bank that can
possibly be avoided, and anything that can be eliminated without
seriously affecting the operations of the bank should be done away with.
In like manner, every item of income should be carefully analyzed to
see where the possibilities are of increasing these items, or of
adjusting upward some that have fallen off in amount. Without an
intelligent budget of both expense and income, and a rigid adherence
to this, no banker can intelligently know where the year is going to
lead him. Vvithout reasonable service charges no bank can be contin-
uously profitable. * *

STRICTER EXAMINATIONS

Eternal vigilance is the price a banker must pay for success. It
is only by constant study of the bank's investments, constant shifting
of these investments as danger signals appear, constent striving for
the proper percentage of liquidity that a well-managed bank must maintain,
and the courage to take a position which the banker knows is right and to
stand it in the face of disagreeable criticism, thnt continued success
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THE RELATION OF SERVICE CHARGES Tu DEPOSITS AND PROFITS—by Junius G. Adams
Pres., First National Bank & Tr. Co., Asheville

Page 4b

In keeping with the spirit of the times and trend of things
generally, banks spent good money (which should have gone into
their reserves) advertising for accounts--just any kind of accounts,
regardless of the cost in the getting or in the keeoing; and from
the cradle to the grave, the people were urged to pay by check. The
effort was successful, and we found ourselves with thousands of
new accounts and hundreds of thousands of new checks--and everything
was rosy, except the net and final result. We found it difficult to
provide standing room for the new clerks, and the stationery sales-
men did not stay at the hotel any longer--he took a house. Upon
inquiring into the matter, we found that while the new business was
adding to our glory and crowding our lobbies (pleasantly in the
old days, when El crowded lobby did not give us the jitters and a sink-
ing sensation in the pits of our stomachs), it did not seem to be pro-
ducing the proper reflex in our earnings accounts.

PaRe 49

We have heard much of late about the stability of Canadian banks
ts compared wita those of the United States, and the question is often
asked, "Why the difference?" I had never known the real straight-
forward answer until it was given me recently by Arthur Page, of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company. lie says it is very simple,
that the Canadian banks are "put-in banks and ours are "take-out". I
am strongly impressed with the superiority of the Canadian system.

Page 52

(PRESIDENT HANES)
I should like to give you an illustration of how unfair to the bank

the plain one dollar service charge is.

Vve have a colored branch in hinston-L-Alles and we have advertised, es
other banks have, "Pay your bills by check." V.e had one negro woman there
who took this thing so seriously that she was writing five hundred checks
a month. She vas even buying postage stamps, one at a time, and paying
for them by check. The one dollar charge didn't begin to remunerate us
for the service we were giving her. She should have been paying fifteen
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Address by Junius G. Adams
Page 52 (contd.)--remarks by Pres. Hanes

dollars a month instead of one dollar. We put a heavier charge on her and
now she is writing eight, ten or fifteen checks a month.

HON. GURNEY P. HOOD: Mr. eresident, I am thinking seriously of taking
up with the Advisory Commission to the Comrlissioner of Banks the issuance
of an order requiring the banks in North Carolina to put in service
charges universally, that is, the state banks. (Applause.)
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BANK MANAGEMENT--by V,ord H. Wood, Pres., American Trust Co., Charlotte

Pages 74-75-76 

Based upon my observation, it seems to me that one of the
outstanding weaknesses of bankers, which a?plies also to other
classes of business men, is thLA they lack courage and allow
themselves under stress of competition to adopt unsound policies
in reference to loans, as well as to deposits. wany of us have
been guilty of paying too high rates of interests for the goods
we buy--which are our deposits--and on account of this, find it
necessary to make too many slow and unsound loans in order to
show what we think, or hope, is a satisfactory profit.

Anothcr thing many of us have been guilty of, which is also a
lack of courage, is to allov our decision on loens to be influenced
by the fact that some party may control eume of our deposits and
we are afrai6 to decline the loan for fear the deposit will be with-
drawn. Every time a banker makes lotn through any fear or timidity,
it is apt to be an unsound loan, end is just one step in the direction
of final failure. I do not believe any banker loses in the long run
if he courageously stands for sound business practices, both in
reference to loans and deposits. People who have money to deposit
will respect you if they find you are a safe banker, End will want
to deposit their money in your bank--and they are much smarter about de-
tecting this difference in bankers than many of us reali7e.

Many bankers make what they might term "policy loans" which ought
never to be made. These are loans that are made to some party in the
community, that a banker thinks has influence and can brine- deposits
to the bank. I do not believe in tnis, and think it is unsound and
fallacious, and rarely ever works out to any benefit to a banker. It
makes no difference who the man is, or what business he controls, a
banker should decline any loan that in his judgment is not absolutely
f,afe.

,SAIETY OF DEPOKTORIS MONEY

My first thought mostly in the past in the bankinp business, has
been safety for thepeople's money on deposit, and secondly, which
naturally follows, the safety of our stockholders' money; but I tent
to make a confession today that I have not been as good a banker es
I hope to be in the future, due to a lot I have learned in the last
two or three years, which I should have learned many years before.
Every demand deposit in your bank is accompanied by a checkbook, and
your customers can drew their deposits out instantly, but you cannot
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check your loans beck instantly to pay these deposits, unless your
loans to a large extent are high grade, safe, liquid loans, either
eliLible for rediscount with the Federal Reserve, or with your corres-
pondent banks. During the last few years I have had a few of my
customers to criticize me on account of my attitude toward certain
loans submitted, and I have reminded these friends that all the AUX
money on depoFit in our bank is subject to withdrawal instantly,
and that we cannot pay these deposits when called for, unless the
quality of our assets, loans and investments is of such character
thtt we can get large sums of money on our assets by rediscounting
with the Federal heserve or borrowing on high grade securities through
other sources.

MINIMUM OF LIQUIDITI

I have_ never felt that we could run a bank without at lEast 25
per cent of our deposits represented by cash on hLnd and items in
transit, and H secondary reserve of at least 50 per cent to 40 per
cent represented by eligible high grade paper and other liolAd loans,
or Government or &tete bonds. That to my mind is the minimum of
licuidity any bank should have, and this has been demonstreted in
many cases throughout the United States during the 13st two years,
for many of the banks have lost as much ES 50 per cent of their
deposit& during the past two years. It is a dangerous prectice
for any bank, no matter how small or where situated, to rely on
borrowing regularly, or even part of the year regularly. Ay tnought
is that in times of prosperity bankers should realize that we ere
sure to have times of adversity and loss of confidence, end that they
should maintain the quality of their assets in such shape that when
tim(s of adversity come with declining values and consequent declining
deposits, they woulc be in position to meet such a situation. Fear or
lack of courage in my opinion are the most important factors contributiLg
to bank failures. wany bankers are even afraid of their borrowers.

Last November we had a thorough audit of our bank by certified public
accountants, and among the many interesting things that were developed
by the auditors, was the fact that only 10 per cent of our deposits
were represented by people who were borrowing from us. I related this
to several bankers after that, and I remember one prominent banker told
me that he had an analysis made in his bank on this very point, with
about the same results. * * *

Another fallacy that has existed in the banking business in many
cases, is the idea that a benk should promote enterprises in its
community or Fection by lending money to cori,orations, indivicuals, or
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firms where the capital invested is not sufficient to justify a
bank loan. In other words, many of us have made too many capital
stock loans, on the hope and chance that the enterprise would be
able to make money and the bank would finally be paid. This is
speculation, and no banker has the right to use trust funds of the
public, placed on deposit with him, to furnish permanent capital
for enterprises started in his section. That is not the function
of banking. Money on deposit in a bank iE as sacred es any trust
fund, and more dangerous, because all of it i5 subject to withdrawal
immediately. In fact, bankers are the most dangerous and largest
borrowers in the country, because all the money they have on deposit
is subject to withdrawal immediately, and every banker every day of
his life should keep this thought constantly in his mind, and remember
that the day may come, Ls it has many times in the past, when his
deposits will vanish through lack of confidence and falling values,
and he will have to pay a large part of them promptly.

* * * * * * * * *

Page_ 81

PRESIDENT HANES: Does anyone else have anything to contribute
here now?

Mr. Wood said to me in one of the numerous conversations we have
had together during the past two years we hsve been rorking together,
more or less, one thing that has always seemed to me, since he said it,
tremendously significant. He said that in analyzinE his depositors and
borrowing customers he found that only ten ;xer cent of his depositors
were borrowers, and that if other banks would analyze their borrowing and
depositing accounts they woulc find they would run somewhat in the same.
ratio; and that bankers over the past few years have been trying to plifte
the ten per cent of borroters and not giving proper attention to the
ninety per cent of depositors who were asking nothing of the bank except
that they take their funds, administer them wisely, and be prepsred to
pay them back at any time they might call for them.

And it seems to me if all of us would take that one thing home with
us, that our priwe duty is to look after the ninety per cent who have
entrusted their funds with us, and who don't ask anything from us except
that we keep those funds inviolate so that we can return them at any time
they miEht call for them, and do the ver,,, best te cen by the ten per cent
who are always after us for funds to use for various purposes, many of
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(conLd.)

which are unbusinesslike and unworthy. If we would all bear that
in mind, it would help banking tremendously. One of the most
important things we should learn in banking today, to my mind, is
that our prime duty is to look after the ninety per cent of our
depositors who don't borrow from us, and do the best thing we can,
consiFtent with good business, for the ten per cent who are always
wanting us to lend them money.
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TROUBLES AND REMEDIES—John M. Miller, Jr., Pres., First & Merchants
"ational Bank, Richmond

Page 92

The time should and will come when bankers will be requireC to
pass an examination and to secure a license before they may become
executive officers of banks. When that tiwe comes maybe we shall
be oble to call our business a "profession."

In Virginia, and doubtless in North Carolina, a man, ir order to
practice on a hog, a dog, or any other animal, must be allprofessional"
man. has studied. He has taken an examination and secured a
license. But they turn us bankers loose to practice on the widows
and orphans end defenseless without requirinF, an examination or a license.

And what has been the result? It has been distressing, and the
sitnetion should be corrected. Some day we shall have a higher standard
for bank officers, brought about by requirement of examination,
license, etc.
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"Recent Federal Banking Legislation"

Address by Col. James L. Walsh,
Ex. Vice Pres., Guardian Detroit Union Group, Inc.

46th Annual Convention, Michigan Bankers Asso., July, 1932
(Michigan Investor, July 23, 1932)

* * * * * * * *

The encouragement to unsafe banking methods arises from the fact
that depositors, under the implied protection of the guaranty fund,
would be tempted to entrust their funds to banks largely on the basis
of interest payment offered. Thus, banks which promise the highest
returns would secure more than their share of the deposits in a given
community, and would then have to take dangerous chances in making
loans and investments in order to earn the higher return necessary to
permit payment of higher rates of interest to their denositors. Ex-
perience demonstrates that competition along these lines can be so
severe as to threaten the standards of even those institutions, which
are directed by the most prudent and conservative of bankers. The
proposed system of guaranty of bank deposits cannot fail to place a
premium upon unsound banking methoJs, and, in the end, destroy both
sound and unsound banks, without distinction. As such, it should be
opposed by every intelligent banker--if only in his own selfish
interest.

* * * * * * * *
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PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL ADDRESS--J. W- Slaughter, Pres. 1951-1952

Page? 

* * * It is essential that a bank be revenue-producing, and we
owe nobody an apology for insisting that shareholders are entitled
to a fair return on their investment. If they are persistently
ignored, adequate banking capital and necessary banking facilities
will become difficult to obtain. I am sure that a fair-minded
public will not be hostile to this fundamental right of the share-
holders.

Men of means are not averse to depositing in a bank which is
known to exact a fair toll for its services. This is not done to
make a profit, but only to save the bank from actual loss in
handling small transactions; and while the loss in each instance
may be very small, the total of many such instances in a year may
be a substantial sum which the bank cannot fairly be expected to
lose. However, to avoid such drains, complete unity of action
among banks is necessary. There is no room for disagreement as
to this phase of banking.

The bank which fixes its loan limit by the statutory limit is
headed for trouble. I think this is especially true in an
agricultural country where of necessity loans may extend over a
period somewhat longer than in highly commercialized or in-
dustrialized communities where much money is more often loaned on
short time, virtually "on call", and on liquid collateral. Loans
fixed by the statutory limit, and payable probably a year after date,
will sooner or later put a bank in a difficult situation. They should
be avoided, not only in the interest of the bank, but in the public
interest. At no stage in the banking business can the public interest and
the public mind be safely disregarded. "They-say" is the world's mightiest
police force; let us respect it.

Full cooperation of directors is essential to good banking, and
complete information is conducive to this end. If they do not give
the managing officers the benefit of their knowledge and experience,
they may at last disappoint the public expectation. In a bank those
responsible for its management must pull all together. As a rule
quite general in its application, the director who is the largest
borrower, does not have thebest attendance record at director'. meet-
ings.
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State of N.Y.

September 22 and 23, 1932

BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE -- by Hon. Jos. A. Broderick

Page 4

We are not blind to the fact that there are defects in our present
system. You gentlemen have realized during the past two or three
years that there is vast room for improvement. We need better invest-
ment methods, better loaning methods, better appraisal methods, and
to be quite frank, to repeat what I stated last year and with which
I think every fair-minded man will agree, better balanced boards of
trustees and better balanced managements. Laany of these things may
be brought about. It takes time, and you know me well enough to
know that I am not easily discouraged.

Legislation, however, cannot correct everything. Legislation
provides the machinery and defines the scope of activities, but no
legislation can supply experience, initiative, sound judgment, nor
can any legislation eliminate greed and 2ersonal interest which, I
am glad to say, is seldom found in savings banks. Nor can any
legislation establish a proper code of ethics, and we all know
there is room for improvement in our code of ethics in almost every
line of business, including the banking business.

An agency such as a clearing house or a central bank will bring
about an improvement which, think, will cause such agencies to
justify themselves.
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WE MUST REBUILD THE BANKING BUSINESS BUT WE MUST HAVE A NEW PLAN -- by Craig

B. Hazlewood, Vice Pres. of First National Bank of ChicaEo, and

Past Presieent of the A.B.A.

Pape 25
A * * * * * * *

There was a notable instance of this in my home city recently, the

third of similar character. A neighborhood bank--we have no branch banks

in Illinois--decided to discontinue business, notifying its customers

to INithdraw their deposits. These amount to less than twenty per cent

of the more than million dollars that this bank had on deposit in 1929.

The announcement contained the significant statement: "A bank cannot be

run without depositors and deposits. It is not fair to stockholders to

allow them to keep their money invested when there is no possible chance

to provide a fair return for their investment." These two sentences

epitomize banking and it will be well for all of us, bankers and the

public, when their truth gains full acceptance.

* * * In the wisdom of our experience we will advise our successors

against the excesses which led up to these present-day conditions, which

advice they will probably ignore in another decade or two. In the mean-

time, there iE a very positive need for every one of us to know as nearly

as possible, the exact situation of our own banks. We should be definitely

informed on several phases of our situation.

First--Our capital position. All of us have capital, surplus, and profit

items on our books, as well as special reserves, in addition to the reserves

for actual expenses such as taxes, interest, etc. * * *

The next most important calculation we should make, relates to our

licuidity position. We should make a computation at least once a week of

the percentage of our total deposits represented by quickly convertible assets;

that is, assets that we can turn into cash in a day or two, to use, if neces-

sary, at the paying teller's wicket. * * *

The third table that we should make up is our liquidity position plus

our borrowing ability, to show our capacity to take care of a run, if one of

those dreaded experiences should occur. * * *

* * * * * * * * *

Page 26 

If you can meet the test called for by these three tables, then you

can feel absolutely and entirely confident regarding your position. * * *

I have another suggestion to make which I think is worth your considera-

tion. If you have a considerable volume of slow loans in your institution,

I recommend that you organize for their special handling, placing one of 4-71.
4
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of your best men in charge of their collection with this as his special

duty. I promise you this action will produce very satisfactory results.

There is no better way of making money than by salvaging assets. * * *

The Only course open to good banking--and may Heaven protect the man

who has not learned this fact from hiE experience during the past months--

is to discover the losses, report them, and take them.

Many bankers adhere to the old tradition that directors should be

informed about the favorable circumstances only. This, needless to say,

is utterly fallacious. Unless a director can be of some assistance in

times of stress, he had better be replaced with one who can be relied

upon. And the banker who shields his directors from the less rosy facts

of the business is taking upon himself a great deal of responsibility that

he should distribute among his associates. Moreover, the director who

has been shielded in this way has ever-zi right to resent the withholding

of essential information, and to complain severely against what is in

effect deception. The directors are entitled to full information about

the affairs of their bank. They have the ultimate responsibility; they

must be expected to assume it. The board which is kept informed on all

important developments, whether favorable or unfavorable, soon shows

that it recognizes its obligations. The Board which told of unfavorable

developments only when the situation has become serious cannot take the

effective steps that it almost surely would have taken had it been in-

formed in time to prevent this very situation arising.

For a long while, a good many bankers and directors acted on the

assumption that examination and supervision could be relied upon to

produce good banking. During this panic, we have seen that idea exploded

so thoroughly that it can never return to acceptance in the present

generation. Examination and supervision cannot be a complete substitute
for management. Management is a dynamic, positive force that makes an

institution outstanding, good, fair, or poor. Examination ana supervision

can only warn when the institution has taken a turn in the wrong direc-

tion, and eventually can only close the doors when its warnings have been

repeatedly disrek_arded.

* * * * * * * *

Page 27

Suppose we, es bankers, survive the present period of stress and storm,
and retain our banks, our position, and our sense of humor. What kind of

institution are we likely to manage in another five years? * * *

There are two principles, however, which are certain to gain the support
of every thinking banker--one of these is that the collectibility of assets
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and the turnover of loans will receive more attention. I suspect that there
will be fewer accommodation loans, capital loans, and loans to favored

interests, and less emphasis on loens for the upbuilding of the community.

Perhaps this will bring some complaint--banks will not be doing so much

for the community as they used to do, and perhaps as a matter of fEct the

growth of the community and of the wealth of certein individuals, will

not be so rapid as in the old days. The result will be much better, how-

ever. * * *

The second principle to which vie will agree is that all phases of

banking will be operated for the purpose of making a profit.

May I offer a rather sweeping generelization and indictment of the
banking business. As it has been conducted in this country, the banking
business has not been managed scientifically from a profit and loss or
operating standpoint. We have been utterly foolish in our concept that
we must serve the community as a semi-public institution to the extent
that we handle at a loss the accounts of half our customers; that we
must give them the immediate use, without charge, of funds represented
by checks on other banks, not yet collected, and therefore, not in our
hands; that Ae must give them safe deposit facilities et less than cost;
that we must give them free checks, free legal advice, free investment
service, and almost free trust service, and that we will determine the
type and returns on our invested funds in accordance with the rate of
interest we pay on deposits, rether than determining what the interest
rates on deposits should be after we find out at what rates we can

invest our money with entire safety and quick availability. There has
been great progress fortunately, the lnst few years in our thinking
about adequate compensation for our services, but I believe there is

still room for greater improvement.

tage 28 

There is another phase of this profit and loss operation regarding
which we have learned a greet deal, and that is that a seemingly
profitable rete on certain local loans and investments does not always
ultimately produce the best rate. Losses enter into the picture in a very

substantial way, and I could give you figures of individual banks that
would prove to you beyond a doubt, that local loans at high rates of

interest, or high-rate bonds, actually produced less net profit than
corresponding investmenty in more conservetive loans and securites Et a

lower rate of initial return.
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There is a fundamental reason, of course, in favor of substantial
net profits beyond the selfish desires of the stockholders, and that
is the beneficial effect to the safety of the bank. Some losses are
inevitable--chargeoffs are necessary. * * *

I hold some views with regard to the ideal banks of the future, which
are regarded as heresy in some quarters. For instance, for a good many
years I have believed that banks holding commerclel demand depoeits and
savings deposits, which in practice are paid on demand, should not
invest in long-time bonds. I believe that the investment portfolio
should include securities of not more than five years maturity with an
average of two or three years and then only for a limited percentage
of the total deposits. I know that the security affiliates of many
large banks, as well as the regular bond houses of the country arc continual-
ly urging the sale to banks of long-time securities, many of them of
prime, unquestioned credit. I happen to know that in the case of at least
one of these banks with a security affiliate, the bank itself has no bonds
in its own investment portfolio of more than three years' maturity. The
reasons for my theory are principally:

First--that the possible marketwise loss in securities due within a
year or two, if they are going to be peid at all, are likely to be close
to par, is less than in securities due in ten to forty years.

Secondly--a portfolio of short-time securities gets paid out faster
and oftener thar one of long-time securities; money is turned over--
perhaps re-invested or possibly used for current requirements. A re-
volving fund of prime short-time issues can very well be the backlog for
time deposits.

Page 29

What about mortgages? If properly made, they bre unquestionably, as
sound and safe b security as can be obtained. In limited amounts they may
properly be placed in the bank's investments. I strongly commend the
practice of reouiring frequent prepayments. Mims been found that of the
mortgages now being offered for collateral at the Reconstruction Corporation,
those are the best, generally speaking, on which regular monthly payments
are required. If monthly payments are considered too much trouble, six
months' payments are highly desirable. Again you have the principle of
having money come back to the bank Et frequent and short intervals. Any
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kind of asset may be safe for a bank, whether it is paid in whole
or in part, but those assets which produce some actual payments,
partial or complete, are much healthier and increase the liquidity
of the bank.

But whatever else we may advocate, let us never swerve from a
steadfast advocacy of better bank managtAient--in the basic meaning
of intelligent administration and operation of our institutions ac-
cording to knowledge of the facts rather than by guess and hunch.

Management alone will supply the answer to whether any individual
bank now in reasonably good condition will succeed. For management
alone can provide the loan and investment policies end the operating
practices that will spell the difference between success and failure.

If this be true, then a double conclusion is forced upon us. First,
in relation to our own institution we must study our problems thoroughly,
intimately, with the very best thinking at our command, aided by the
best advice and judgment we can obtain from our directors, and borrowing
from the knowledge and experience of others who have learned the lessons
of wise policies and, as well, the lessons of mistakes. The other con-
clusion is that we must farce the attention of our neighbors and
competitors to these same problems, having learned that the fate of
other institutions affects ourselves. We must break the isolation or
self-sufficincy of the bank 'who thinks he has nothing to gain by
conference and cooperatiope must continue our cooperative study of
bank management. I have strongly recommended to the American Bankers
Association that they encourage the holding of and actually institute
bank management conferences in groups of counties in each state, probably
working through and with state bankers' as3ociations. This is the reel
tub of the County Clearing House idea, which has been advocated for several
years, and in my judgment the conference part of the program is more
important than the clearing of checks end is possibly more workable than
the idea of local and private examination. I commend this idea for
development by your Ohio Bankers Association.
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APPENDIX

Draft of A. B. A. Model Bill for Licensing of BfInkers.

A BILL for Licensing of Executive Officers i)f Banks and Regulating
tle Granting of Bank Charters.

(Note: Title of B,tnk Commissioner mmt, of c(Airse, be
changed to conform to the correct title in each
paxticulrir State.)

.4.c 1,, enacted, etc.

Section 1. TOTINITIONE. (a) Am "executive officer" Is one who holds
a position in a bank calling for the exercise of executive duties, as
more specifically defined in rcrul-:tions of the :1t.- Ite Banting Board.

(b) Bank. The term "bank' shall include 14y institution f!nimga banking business under authority of the law of the State, whether a com-mercial bank, trust company (mutual savings hank or private bank).

SACtiOn 9. LICENSF RJW.T1IRED. No person shall hereafter be appcinted or
elected an executive officer of a bank unless licensed ns hereinafter
provided.; except a nerson now an executive officer or r). nersnn nor hold-
ing similar office in a national bank doing business in this State.

Section 3. STATE BANKING BOARD. There is hereby created a State BankingBoard hereinafter termed Bnarvi which shall consist of five merbers W-,o shallbe either (a) licensed executive officers of banks or (b) 7ersons Who at
the time of the passage of this Act have been for mom than five yeArs Re-
tive bank executives. The aembers of such Board shall be appointed by
the President of the Bankers Association subject to the apnrovalof the Executive Cormittee of that Association and the names of such ap-
oointees shall be certified by the Secretary of the Aarociation to the
Bank Commissioner. For the purpose of making, approving and certifying
such appointments such Association officers and Executive Committee are
hereby vested with a governmental function and such Board shall be MR
adjunct of the State Bank Department. Mo two of Ruch appointeee shall be
from the same town or city. The terns of such appointed nenbers shall
be for five yearr from the first day of January next succeeding the late
of their appointment and until appointment and qualification of their
successors, except that the members first appointed shall servo from the
date of their appointment for terms of one, two, three, four tnd five
years from the ensuimg first day of January and one member shall be nip-
pointed annually thereafter. Members of the Board shall be eligible for
reappointment and vacancies shall be filled for the unexpired term in the
same mower as origin-a appointments. In lefault of appointaent of a
nelber or members of the Board as above provided, the appointment shall
be mods by the Bank Commissioner moon a strictly nonpartisan basis. The
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Board shall elect one of its members as Chairman and another as Secretary.
The Board may meet at any time 3nd place in the State, upon *all of the
Chairman ar aey three eambera. Each member of the Boare shall be entitled
to compensation at the rate of $ for each day of actuel attendance at
mA.etinac af the Board am! reimbursement af %is actual ani necessnry expenses
to be pail out of the appropriation for the State Banking Department.

Section 4. APPLICATION FOR LICENSE. All applications for license shall
he addressed tc the Bank Commissioner accompaniel by a fee of 4! which
shall be paid to the Treasurer of the State and aided to the appropriation
for the Banking Department. It aust be lccompanied by prraf thrt the
applicant is over twenty-one years of age and of good moral character and
such ather infarmation is may be relvice3 by the rales and regulati:na
of the Board. Applications for license when received by the Bank Comp-
alaaioner shall be turned lver to the 3oa_ad for investigatian and report.

Section 5. 30ARr ASCERTAINC QUALIFICATI1N. It shall be n function af
the Board to determine the qualification and fitnens of applicants for
lice/lee." nnl f)r thia purpose it shall f!x its awn staniarla aP education,
ability, experience and character and sake such investigations and pro-
vide far such examinatians ns it may leen necessary.

Section REGULATIONS OF BOARD. The Board shall make and may amend
from time to time, all rules and regulations needed to carTy into effect
the purpose of tnis Act including regulations prescribing the standard
of qualification, the conduct, scope and character of examinations, the
tine and place of aeetings, tne f3rm aml contents of notices, certi-
ficates, documents and papers necessary to its oleretion and nethods of
proceaure. The necessary eIpense for printed matter ahall be chnrgenble
to the appropriation for the Banking Department.

Section 7. REJECTION OF APPLICATION. If upon due investigation and
examination, the 3oard slall decide that an applicant is nat qualified
to receive a license as an executive afficer, it shall report even de-
cision to the Bank Commissioner. No license shall be issued by the Bank
Commissioner in the absence of a certificate of -ualifisation by the
Board. An applicant for licenae anaae aaplication has been rejected,
may renew such anplication after six months fron the time of slich rejec-
tion.

-ection a. ILSTa i.ICL.,jE. Upon .lecision of the Board after due
investigation and examination that mn applicant for license is duly
competent and qualified 16 4n executive officer, the latter Enall return
such application to the Bank Commissioner accompanied by a certificate
of qualification daly attested oy the secretary of the Board, whereupon
the Bank Commissioner shall issue R license in such fora as may be pre-
scribed by the Board, entitling such applicant to accept employment ns
an executive officer in any bank in the State.
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Section 9. SDE.PENSION OF LICENSE. Whenever it anpears to the Bank Com-
missioner that any licensee hes violated nny lnw of the Stete or has per-
formed the duties of his offlce in In unsafe, nnentherined, negligent or
dishonest manner or hRs refused to obey any lawful oreer of the Benk
Commissioner, the latter with the reoneovel of 'Any tee eeeh-Rrs or the
Boerd mAy suspend the licenseeand during the period of suspension the
licensee shell not be emoloyed by any benk.

Section 10. RESTORATION OR REVOCATION or LICENS1t. At eny time ',with-
in thirty days Rfter suspension, a licensee may appeal to the Hoare for
a heering and a restoration of his license in ehich cose the Bank ceemis-
stoner shall prefer written charges egninst the suspended licensee and
submit the seee to the Board. Snch chargas shell be heard -u0 tietermined
by the Boerd as eoon no precticeble and in no event longer than three
months from dete of enneel. The time and niece nr such heering shell
be fixed. by the Board snd notice thereof with n copy of the charges
shall be served by registered mail the suspended licensee et lenst
ten days before the date fixed for the henrings. At such heering the
suspended licensee shall have the right to annenr 7Nersonelly or by noun-
sel, to cross-examine witnesses against him Rnd to onbmit evidence in his
own behalf. After such hearing the Bonrd may restore or revoke Pilch
licenee as the facts seq warrant. Failure of the licensee to eoneal to
the Board within thirty rl.Rys after susoeneion nf license shall onerste
as a revocation thereof. Nothing herein shall deprive a court of compe-
tent jurisdiction in a proper proceeding of oower to review n decision
of the Bonrd. revoking license snd to srsnt such relief tn the licensee
as the facts nay warrant. The Bank Commissioner, upon epprovel of the
Board, nay re-issue license which hne been revoked after one yeer from
the time of such revocetion upon reasone deemed satisfactery sufficient.

Section 11. BANK CHARTERS. From nnd Rfter the passege and soorovel of
tUs ket, ell applicetions for benk charters made to the Bank Commissioner
elan he referred to the Board for approve'. It shR11 be tIle r5uty of
the Goar6 to investigate the need for a new benk in ths community, the
charecter and capacity of its organizers, and adequacy of capital snd
all netters and things' pertinent to R decision whether the granting of
8 chmrter would be will* and desinable. No cherter shR11 be hereafter
granted by the Bei* Comniesioner except upon approval of the Board duly
certified by it to the Bank Commissioner. Nothing herein shall deprive
a court of competent :furisdiction in a proper oroceeding of power to
review an adverse decision of the Board end to grnnt such relief to the
organizers of a proposed benk .s the facts may werrant.

Section 1?. PfflALTT FOR 7IOLAT17)N. Any person or corroration who viola-
tes Section 2 of this Act by appointing or accepting eppointment and acting
35 an executive ,Ifficer ,f beuk contrery to the provisions nf thRt sec-
tion, shall be guilty of (insert nature of crime end punishment).
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Patterson, in Canedian linnkire: in 13!:-, stated:

"Cunadien benie are now subjected to probebly the
most comprehensive me efficient aystem of inepectioas
of any banking syetem in the world. These consiet of
both internal and external inspections and sudite.

"The external inspections are two in number, one
wide bv the shereholderro nueitors sir? the other by
the Inspector-General of Beaks, the letter a Governmemt
officer.

"Benk tete arior to the 191!; rerieion wef! no
reierence to or provision for any form of inspection
exceot of note circulation, elthlugh for some
time the necessity for external supervicion war the
sbbject of discussion. As fel- es the lerger banke
sere cmcerned the interwl eudit hed been ectiefEctory,
due to the feet thst th chief inepecters of these bGnks
rere invariably men of hieh steneing, generrlly on s per
in age and experience with their general managers and
preperta t all times to live up to their reputetion as
sound bankers."

The lack of necessity for externel supervision was eccounted for

largely he follows:

"A daily check by the maneger and accountant of all
of thE transections ant; activities of their breach,
the taking ov(r under joint control of all securities ane
surplus cesh in the dayse transsctiom %net the counting
of the teller's' cash at irreguler intervals.

"A comprehensive series of reports, daily, weekly and
monthl) according to their nature, submitted b) each
branch which enablE the Heed Office to maintain a running
eudit of the operations. In addition, all loans in excess
of the manager's discretionary limite must be submitted to
the Head Office for approval.

"The audit end inspection of etch branch at irregular
intervals and at leas once a yesr, . • •e

In considering the question of external supervision,"The idea of

GovErnment supervision was advocated by thoee who were edmirers of the

systems of national and stete bunk examinations obtaining in the U.S."

°It is obvious, however, thEt even if there examina-
tions were effective in tbe United States (which is very
much open to question), _sic7 the plan itaelf would not
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be fe4„sible in Cansda on account of the branch
rystem. PurtherTere, there is no doubt that the
government inFp.ction of t• bank ic taken by the
public more in a way as a guarantee of solvency.
• • •

"With such supervieion, therefore. would go a
grert derl nf res2qneibility for E br,nk failure,
and this responaibilit the LovernmLnt naturaly
reluctnnt to nernme.

"Another /-,Jectic.n to covcrnetent superILion
the ftct that the appointment of exLminert: would run
thr rirk of br,ing c)ccarlorrlly ham:6 en vicliti.ckll
expediency, rether than on expert knowledce ane fitness
fnr the reritionr. Th frilure of ceverument
of netional and stete banks (evidently meaning in the ILL.)
in preventing brnk mortalities no eoubt contributed to
this opposition.

"The Canadian Beakers AE:ociaticn was also adverse
to asFuming the responsibilit. of in2pection, as such
action would be considered tantamount to a guarantee
by tht associsted benkr of tht solvency of th, individual
banks. . • •

"A compromiae, however, was arrived at in the
revision of the Bank Actin 1911, whereby provision wse
mede for the appointment of ILhareholdersl Luditorst . . .
The revision of the Bank. Act in July, 1D11, made certain
important chank;es in this section, but the suspension of
the Bose Bank the month following was the immediate cause
of un amendment assented t.) on July 1j, 1)1'.4, which provided
for th rypointment by the government of Inspector-Cenertl
of Banks with plenary powers.

"The Inspector is required to examine each bank et
16ast ance in eacn calendi:.r yeur end report his fincinga
to the Minister of Finance. He may take ch,,rie of the
bank when, in his opinion, such action is necessary to
protect creditors tnh shLreholdere. . . . He receives
copi,,s of all reports wide by a benkis k,uditore to its
general itanager or directors. . .

"The amendment iv intended to provide for governmental
inspection of the banke and the quicker ).nd the more
effective action by the Minister of Finance in the.- care
of a bank that is on the road to failure.'

The Bank Act provides that 'The shareholders of a brench shall, at

each annual meeting, e??oint two luditors, not membere ef thc firm,

1
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whose nemes are on the eligible Het.' The les provides that institutee

or associations of accountents incorporated in Bone pro\-inces of

Canada submit to the ainister sf Finence and the Canedien Bankers

Aveociation lists of their members who have practiced accountancy in

Canede for st Teset els yenrs ,nd fres' such lit. lee .112s:sister asv velect

the sersons eligib/e for ay:/ointment, or 11.. fails to zelc,A. tell are

eligible.

The euditere are oeid ! best:, determines' between them ene the

shareholders. The two Reditore must repreeent different firms. The

two auditore apperently deter-wine the nueber entl r;sealtficeticne of their

aasistents. An euettor is not eligible for lore than two years in

succeesien. The ler specifts thet certein mattere be covered in the

auditore report!) and presupposes heevy responsibilities upon the ausitors

for presenting ell pertinent matters of importance.

In addition to the daily check by the men ger end the eccountent

of all of the trenractions and sctivitiee of their breach, etc., end ths

comprehensive series of reporte,flitt irregular intervale and at least once

a year ever branch visited by an inspector and his essietant from

Heed Office end a thorough audit (evicently mLening laepection) of the

books and the avsets of the office made."

"An inspection consists of two kinds of examinations,
namely, verificetion and valuation. The first is celled
the aucit or routine inspection, and consists of an audit
of ell the books end e verification of the physical
exietence of the sesets of the branch, t.6 tell b.E the
correctness of the liabilitis. All routine 'Batten; ere
carefully checked to see if Heed Qffice inetructione are
being conformed with.

"The first part of the inspection is mede by a routine
inspector or, es he Jr som,times called, audit officer,
who either accompanys or precedee the senior inspectur,
with one or more essistants, according to the size of
the branch.

1
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"The teconc ph se or inspection proper is made
by a senior inspector, and consists of thorough
arialysia and veluation of the loans and other ussetv
yf the branc:. The senior inspector's particular
duty is to discuss with the suawEer the inspf-ction
liability return. with a view to obtLining a valutation,
as correct as po3sible, of Ghe lo&as 6114 securities
hcid by 1.41F .,z11. w

"The iaspeet.--tr t1-2, officer a, sio,xa aa
the inspection report on liabilititts is completed,
Uhaugh in thg, if :2-14. vh3,-;1; 1,A,L
few loent, the liabilities can be discussed by the

arri,-;LI al by cacl
an insi)ectc,r, therefore, is not necessary."
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6OURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF MISSOURI BANKERS ASSOCIATION—May 16-17-18, 1952

ANNUAL ADDRESE OF THY PRESIDENT—Charles B. Mudd

,Page 19 

In tiaes of such economic distress, financizra issues become
paramount. It therefore has been but natural that financial
institutions Lhould be gut to the test. The fact thht aany of them
have failed to weather the storm should not brin€ down upon the
ht,ads of all bankers such violent criticism as has been voiced in
gamy quarters, any more than the failure of other types of business
should call for a condemnation of all our theorics and ?ractices.

I rise in defense of our banking structure as e whole and our
bankers in Eeneral. While our failures appear large in numbers, they
have not vitally affected the banking resources of the nation, being
only about 2 per cent of tilt. total. Should we striae condemned because
we have been forced by the very laws of self-preservation to sacrifice
credit on tht altar of liquidity? Critics have &urged our bankers
with narrow-mindedness in loan policies, but do the. know th:,t truly
desirable and safe loans have been scarce? Would the nave lab take
undue risks, further complicating the credit structure? If:, the banker
to be blamed for calling loans or throwing securities into a depressed
market when that was his anly recourse to prepere for withdrawalE of
a fear-stricken public?

'?:79.13
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SOURCE: THE TARHEEL BANKER -- JUNE 1952 (Proceedings N.C. Bankers
Association)

eROUBLEE AND REMiDIEE--by John 1. Miller, Jr., Pres., First & Merchants
Natione Bunk, hichmond

Pasee 91 ejl

There is one thing that haa not been referred to in am' of our
discussions for the last yerx or two on bank management. Ye have
advocated liquid banks. We have talked about the distribution of
assets, securities, etc., but we have failed to refer to the
deeirability of a ProPer dietribetion of liahilitice. Perhaps this
is going to shock some of you but many banka have experiencee trouble
froia thie CLUE,C, nemely, big de:Amite in P few eccounte, oulic Fecounte 
in )erticular.

Hanks have etriven for large deposits from the state, counties, and
cities. The; han to eccure them b-,y surety bonds or other colleterel.
The colIatercll frequently way bought on n high market. The losseF on
the colleteral frequently have beea heevy. In mem. casep thP suret
compenics have canceled those bonds. Those large deposits, too often
loenec', on slow paper, neer should have been loanee tIlet way; rather
shouls:: tne'; have been loenie on short-time, lie;uid areets, et low reltes
if aecessar. Keeil this thought well in mind and avoic embarrassment
In the future.

Another thing is thet memr of UB overcrop ourselvee on slow borrowers
and eeldom have eesy money for highLrade new eccount. :':ome of ur know
thet, having leerned it from experience, and others are working hard to
correct it.

Still another thing we should do is to insiet upon improved bank
supervision. Whet Mr. Tood has eaid ebout Mr. Gurney Hood, your Benk
Commissioner, is right--you do have a aplendid Commissioner--but improve-
melte can be made. The Comptrollerts examinetions are excellent but can
and should be improved. We suet be required to operate better banks.

But wh[t are we going to do a'Aout the management? Thet is wNere the
main trouble lies "There is no substitute for gond meneeement."

Bankers occasionci4 talk about banking as a profession. Holy lioseat
If there is anything that is not a profeseion it is banking. (Laughter.)
What does it require? Any Study? No. Anyone can be an officer of P
bank if he is 2opular enougt1 to get himself elected. roes it require en
examination? No. Does it require a license? No.

If you want to practice law you are required to take a -our-year iaw
coarse, after a college or university education You must pass en
examinatim. You must be licensed before you are turned looee on the
public. ?hey turn looee some who ere not worthy but at least the
authorities go through the formal requiremente. (Laughter.)

owy
40
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SOURCEs THE OHIO BANKER - JULY 1932

WE MaT FIBUILD THE BANKING BUSINESS BUT WE AUST HAVE A NEW PLAN -- by Craig
B. Haslewood, Tice Pres. of Firet National Bank of Chicago, and
Past President of the A.B.A.

Page 2_5
* * * * * * * * * *

Banks have been wrecked by bad management, and in rare instances
by fraud within their organiu,tions, yet the great majority of bank
suspensions durint the last two years were due to external causes,
with nese of which even the best of bank management was unable to

contend.

* * * * * * * * * *

Page 20 

bankers are coming soon to the time, I believe, when they will
diecriminete fairly in the interest rete between short-time and long-
tine deposits. Many banks have been paying too hig2-1 a rate on de-
mand deposits and three-months' and six-months' certificatk,s of
deposit, a rete which has forced them to invest the proceeds in
long-time high-rate bonds and eimilar securities. The coneequence
has been that when the holders of these certificates unanimously
decide to take their money, banke are forced to liquidate lang-tera
inveetments at the most unfavorable moment. You know, and I know,
banks which have closed primarily because of this difficulty with
certificates of deposit. If the rat,s for this short-time none; hed
been commensurately low, the money would have been invested in short-
time maturities and this part of the trouble would have been avoided.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: NIX YORK STATE BANKERS ASLOCIATION 19BE

EXTENUON OF THE CLEARING HOULE PRINCIPLE - Address by W. A. NCLonnell,
Executive Vice Pres., Bankers Tr. Co., Little kiock, Ark.

Page 15,2-57 

The extension of thst priaciple ("Clearing House Principle")
involves the organization and operation of regional

clearing houses. If a principle is sound, it should be extended.
If it tils tended to bring aLout better banking practices and
fewer b':nk tenures in citiec, then it should be made avail/11)1e
to banks in rural dietricts and small torns.

That the principle is sound and that it has brought about
better banking, I do not think tht anyone will deny. It is
needless to recite the evidence. I need siAply point mt to
you that durinE the past eleven years, out of 8E51 bank failures
in this country, 91 per cent ol them were in small towns or
rural districts. Of oourse the fact that ies than ten per cent
were in towns with population of 25,000 or more was due to
some exteat, possibly a large extent, to the fact thLt banks in
thoee cities were larger, were more adequately. capitalized and
had larger reserves to take up the losses of depressions.

I thin', however, that it was not due wholly to that. I
think it was due to some extent at lcest to the feet that banks
in cities were banded together in clearir4 house associations.
* * *

Page 1?..[)

I personally know so many clearinE houses, so mak' regional
clearing houses whose members have conten4ed themselves with the
adoption of a schedule of service charges and an agreement on
rate:3 of interest to be ptid on interest bearing deposits. Others
have added the credit bureau which Mr. Seaver mentioned a while ago,
a most valuable function, to eliminate duplicate borrowing and to
stimulate the building up of proper credit files.

Of course you people in trie East probal- ly for many years have
had proper credit files. It would surprise you to know how
haphazard the average country bank out there in that greet basin
which lies between the Alleghenies and the Bookies is in going
about lending ita money and trying to get it back.
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New Tork Uate Bankers Aseocietion - 1M

Address by A. A. McDonnell (contd.)

Phia 3.4 -37

4

'Sq*It01 Will obviet*
leme gvtriThe other regional eleering houses have perforno,ff tneSer-

functione and heve gone mai4 stepe further. The regiowil
exbulirie, bunk budgeting, co-operetive advertising, thE hand-
ling of local tax matters, bidding on public funds, these and
leh4 oLher inctiom. ere 'veing performed today by regional

houees of tide eouetry juct they lie within the
ccopt. tale °IV elteinc houLee.

In my etete leet yeer we divided it up into twelve dirtricts,
aad it cr,ch of thet we orgenit!ee e regional cleering house.
The benke in the citiee joined in wit, the banke of the rurbl
cietricts in eacll regional district. Then the Good Menegement
Committee of aur Association drew up a code, which I coneider
one of the beet that I have ever seen, a co(le of sound banking
practices. It wee not e code of high-flown phrases and blue-
bird otories. It wee a code of sound benking practices, and it
wee adopted by practically every benk in the state, at leest
by ay blitoimcomposint, the regional clearine houses.

..,,augitry, be they awkAgoal %-oh * * * * * iJON4M4paltiOA$
istipar Wm %We Amos of mall. rogukatAas and peorerms4mAA

* * *klf course I do not think that the city clearing house or
the regional cleering house in their present form constitute
the ultimate anawer to the banking problems of the netion. I
do think they constitute the starting point in the evolution
of a system which will be better than our preeent system.

* * *
THE WAX OUT - Address by Henry I. Harriman, Pree., Chamber of
Commerce of the U.S., Washington, D.C.

Trade Apsociationp
Pages k.38-39

I look forward to & greet increase in the power end authority
of Trade Associations and, through trade conference agreements,
to the eatabliehment of fair conditione under Aich compet tive
bueinese can be carried on. Trade associetiome should adopt their
own rulee and regulations for just trade conditions subject only
to some governmental board acting as en umpire to see that the
regulations are fair not only to the memberc, of the trede but to the
public.
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Address 14, B. L. Cantley, Missouri Commissioner of Finance
36th Aammal Convention, Indiana Bankers Aseo., May, 1932

(The Hoosier Banker, June, 193t)

* * * * * * * *

I take it to be coneedei that banks, both state mad national, the
business barometers, the mediums through ehich comers, must clear and
the lighthouses for many an adveaturer upea the sea of finance. have
failed in part to measure up to the confidenoe imposed in them. There
are many contributing causes, but in my judgment, impractical and in-
efficient laws, purporting to regulate the business of banking, are the
principal source of weakness. Very few states had laws sufficient
within themselveo to permit of proper oontrol. Most states made it
compulsory on state banking departments to grant oharters to all who
applied, regardless of the need for a bank or the fitness of the ap-
plicants for the management of a bank. The uncontrolled and praetioal4
umlisited licensing of banks. both state and national, therefore, be-
came tbe said upon whisk we beaded. This provided positions for
inoompetent bankers and set up thousands of job, spite, church, school,
borrower and every conceivable type of banks organised for selfish
reasons, destructive in their ineeption and failures when chartered.
They came at a most propitious time to accomplish their work of de-
struction rather than building for and perpetuatimi an orderly and
stable development. re began building roads and snianebiles which, ta
turn, unfolded panoramic illusions to millions of peeple who judged
by appearance rather than hy substames. Others had male fortunes in
new ventures through speculatiem so thy Shouldn't they, bat they
needed credit. Flashed with apparent prOpperity as were the wildcat
banks of by-gone days, our bankers ungmardedly loaned too liberally.
The World War came along at exactly the right time to complete the
ruin, ilnd, while very larely responsible, A'ffers the most plausible
excuse for the results of what had already begun. Inflation is the
most fertile *oil for tranaitory and superficial growth and we had it
beyond the Biblical sixty or a hundred-fold.

Deflation followed; 'ale values, never real, declined precipitously;
the waters subsided; the ignis fatmus of the quagmire no longer shone and
the smaller, 'esker and inexperieseed were exposed, in fact, left to die.
Proper management would have done mach to save us firms destruction, but
under such ooaditions, was impossible. Supervision might have more
generally controlled but it lacked power. Supervising officials could
criticise and reassumed but about the only actual power they had was to
close bank' awl that is destructtve rather than eonstructive. Criticisms
innumerable were made, reeommeadatioss as numerous were offered but, in
many oases, they were like the owed swat little of which fell upon good
ground and bore fruit. * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *

1114 must have a foun*.tion upin which to build and tbat foutriation
is law. We have entirely too \Inch law but not the right kind. There
is too much law in bustness but not enough businfIss In just as
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there is too much polities in govermment and not enough gseermmemt in
politics. The doctrine of individual liberty, or the right to de about
what one pleaSse *ad when and Where regardless of the rights of others,
is someti es deagsrously exaggerated is a iemocreay madh as oure. I ea,
therefore, mindre of the fact that what I am about to eay may be so
radical as to arouse a storm of opposition, but even that may be worth-
while. The legal restrictions which I will suggest are based entirely
upon my experienoe et nine yeere with the ',making deptfrtment of Missouri
and some of tbem are in effect in yaur State so I am now told.

1. I would have double liability on stockholders of all banks,
with the additional par value liability paid up et the time of organise-
tion and invested in United States Government bonds as a reserve, the
earnings of which up to seventy-five per cent. to be paid to the ems-
tributing stockholder and the remaining twenty-five per wont. to tie
used to pay expenses mid to go into the general earnings of the bonito
At the present time and witb present banks I would advise cutting deft
or eliminating entirely divides.* such tine as investments in
Tenerel become more profitable* fteakholders should be pleased to Mae
present capital investments preserved aad be willing to waive dividemd16
?his is fundamental to a general business recovery and is vital to beak,
in particular.

2. / would require a minimum capital of $25,000.00 with the pro-
vision that so dividends be paid by way existing bank with less eapitals
until such time as the capital assets equal the 'animus eapital required
and them pass the *trainee to a permanent increase of chpital stock*

B. I believe beaks should b. planed in toe loll defined but distinct
elasses, namely, commercial banks and savings bombe, but making it possible
ror one beak to operate eomeercial departmemt and eaviags department,
entirely distinct and separate in every detail. This latter prevision is
to take care of mmall communitiee which oannot afford more them ore bank.

4. I believe comeercial bunks or the commercial Aspertment of a
dial bunk should receive only demand deposits upon which they would not
be permitted to pay interest or prefer depositors by- a pledge of assets.
If public funds under control of publics officials, as custodians of such
funds, were carried in this department and collateral was required, have
them net up as a special deposit and so shows ea all published statements.
?hemp funds aboull be inveeted in restricted eeeurities approved at the
time of acceptance by the letting officials. ?he published statement
should show this fact and also of what these securities consist. Such
deposit* ehould be predicated entirely upon the investments so made and
should in no wise jeoperdise the interests of general creditors of the
bank.

5. I would heve the savings banks, or savings department of a dual
beak, aseept only time end savings accounts upon which liberal time
limits for withdraval are to be imposed. The eavtegs mid time depefits
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are not to be loaned but are to be invested in United States Government
bonds and in aunicipal bonls of the highest type, United perhaps to state,
city and school bonds of municipalities in A-1 standing and, in &ny event,
to direct obligations based upon general advaloree taxes for redemption.
I would positively forbid investiag the fund* of any bank, savings or
commercial, in any other type of bonds. Let individuals and institutie**
absorb the floatation of all other types of securities and bury their lessee
eilb themselves so that they will have no one else to blame, Vont of these
seearitiee are not now sad eager were proper investments for hanks of dem
posit. They doped asserally upon earnings and that is speculative.

S. I would either divorce entirely investment affiliates fron banks
or subject them to the supervision of state and national banking depart-
ments.

T. / would seriously consider having savings banks and savings de.
parteents pay dividemd* rather than interest, pro-rated from earnings ea
mach prescribed investments on a fifty-fifty gross basis, the :3epositer
getting half of the gress earnings and the beak the remainder. This,
ceder presomt oonditions, would operate to the advantage of the greater
umber ef beaks sines they do not now retain half of the gross for them.
selves, bosoms* of unprofitable rates paid on deposits.

S. I would substitute for the present annual examtnation by a cos-
xittee of stooldoolders aa annual audit by apnrowed accountants who are,
in addition, practical bankers.

9. I would give to banks fiduciary powers but the proceeds of
estate or bemeficiary of any kind to he properly and safely regulated tia
to investmemts and entirely segregated as a gmeeral liability of the
bank.

For Commercial Banks, Mr. Cantley prowled the followingt

1. A Minillan loan limit of tea per °eat. of capital and earplug
to aey individual, firm or eorporation, direct mod indireet, should be
imposed. (Indiana now has approximately this legal protestion.)

2. Present legal reserve ratios should be maintained and an
additional equivalent if not a greater sum invested in United States
Government bonds, State or City, under the same restrictions governing
the isvestments of savings banks, for a secondary reserve.

S. Thee* restrictions es bank levesimeat 'would provide an outlet
certain for the higher type of oecuritief emd tend to stabilise Lrioes
thus minimistag losses ts banks by reason of possible fore** sale.

4. Restrist the 10211.11 amount of any one type of loans that may
be oarrled snob as real estate loans, commercial raper, call loans,
chatteled loans, etc.
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5. Either rafts. entirely loans to officers amd/or directors of
balks or so restrict them as to protect the bank beyond a doubt. In
sem years in the business of supervising bank activities, covering a
period of the greitest bank mortality and the meet destructive de-
pression we have ever experienced, I have knows of very few failures
*ere the officers sad directors were not borrowing, directly or in-
directly, from the beak. In nearly every failure inside lines were
heavy and this, in a large sense, disqualifies an officer from intelli-
gently passing upon other credits*

6. There should be far more rigid requirements to qualify as a
task director and much more drnstic regulation of their (hitless Too
mmmy directors enl even officers bave loss moors figureheads in bank
illailipmaNit, They en fusee the wallas at the banks s assets and it is
*sir moral and legal. duty to know.

7. Have uniform type of report of officers to directors at
?solar meetings as to minisum of tuformation to be conveyed. Nake
them really something worthwhile.

6* Require discount committees and recluire them to be tgetive.

9. Limit the amount of dividend to be paid to the maximum legal
interest rate in the State. All other net earnin2a to be 11,1d in re-
serve, unless and until distribution of such earnings 'mere authorised
by 3tite or Federal sup,,rvising authoritiee.

10. Nabs some form of clearing house or credit bureaus compulsory
in defined territories. I have never changed my mind a particle about
the value or organised co-operation In banking* It is the chief argn-
Meat for branch banking and is even more 'minable to the unit banker.

11. In the case of real estate loans, limit to first vortgage
lotins of not over forty per °eat., based upon conservative and dis-
interested appraisal, a written report of which, signed by the ap-
praisers, bearing date and supporting data for the noires approved,
together with a new and like appraisal tor each time renewed, to be
filed, and make compulsory the Mtn of an abstract of title shades
merchantable title claim? all conditions. Permit the Government to
OmLarge upon the activities of rederel Form Loan Sank* and finance
firm mortgage loans largely.

1P. Place a persontage limit os public funds accepted for deposit
under any coaditiomi illes present method of placing public fun .4, on tbe
auction bleak is wrote amd should be prohibited.

15* 241110,0 unlisted bank stocks from a fixed dividend to a.
dividend earned basis. Trying to plug or maintain markets tor unlisted
stocks on a fixed or ,irtificial )-v.ists„ in my judgment, is fundamentally
unsound.

14. Sank, should im ose service sAd activity charges as nearly
uniform as possible. A consideTv,ble part of the earnings should come
from these and other by-products.
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So much for banks. What about banking departments?

1. Take the department out of politics entirely an'i give it
tutherity to enforce neeled regulations. At present it can only recom-
mend tbat corrections be made, Besking is a quasi-public business, so
closely akia to public utilities that I as not altogether convineed
bat whst it might be so classed and so regulated, but ta any event, it
even more directly affecty the Tublic welfare.

2. Liquidate closed benks through the department altogether. It
would be far less expensive, especially as to legal fees, and would
make for greater efficiency in bank liquidation.

* * * * * * * Guaranty laws are funlamentally unsound snd for that
reason have proven a failure wherever tried, and insuring deposits,
through the medium of pledging of assets or by ntrety bonils„ is neither
feasible nor practical. It, therefore, resolves itself into good
banking and, La view of past experiences, the bc,st cnn he expected
only through the medium of greater legal restrictions sad greater
individual aad administrative responsibility. These thincs eamnot and
should not come in a day. To attempt them hastily and injudiciously
would 'poll disuster. Coneitions will not permit.

* * * * * * * *
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER—JUNI 197k

OUR BANKING EYSTEJ ON TRIAL—by Frank P. Bennett, Jr., Editor U.E. Investor,
Boston

?eke 294 
* * * * * *

Appraisal of ,:.-afeguards

How then are we to preserve for American banking the desirable

features of popular selection of banks asui at the sank time ;large our

system of such brutal possibilitias 6E the.re failures from 1K1 to

ran show it clearly to include? This power of the depositors to take

deposits away from banks less skillfully conducted and to reward thv

more capably managed banks 'with steady additions to rasources is the

most effective influence for sound banking that has thus far 'Np.en dis-

covered.* * * The practical objection to branch banking a& the way

out for the America's' banking system, nog under indictment before the

bar of public opinion for its shortcomingE, is that public opinion itself

seees not to be resdy for branch banking, on that nation-wide scale that

probably must be adopted, if the record of the EuropeaR and Csnndian

banking systems for freedom fro% failures is to be duplicated in our

own system. The suggestion, also from distinguished sources, that

our bankint system can be purged of its brutal possibilitis, by lifting

bank mcnatemtnt to a higher planP, seems a more -xectical alternative.
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SOURCE: THE CALDORNIA BANKEE--JUBE 19Z2

RECOMSTRUCTION--addreze by Y. J. Belcher, Jr., Pres. First Mat. Tr. &
Svgs. Bk., San Diego

Pai,e 298 

The an of Poor 3ank Management

And while we are confessing our faults, it may be moll to
consider another criticism to which in my opinion the bankers are
subject, and of which the public knows little. That criticism is
poor bank management. We have been followini another false god.
Under the spur of keen competition, bankers,curing the last twenty
years, have been vying with ec.ch other in attempting to furnish the
public with almost every conceivable form of banking service, with
little or no consideration of the coftt. The height of our ambition
seems to have been aot to have the soundest, most conservative bank
comaensurate with tne best banking service, but to have the biggest
bank owesured in terms of the amount of mone we owe to our de?ositors.

We have erected palatial banking houses, with which to impress
end serve the ;Yublic. Through personal contact, intensive advertising,
often by means of elaborately planned drives, we kwve solicited every
form of bank account without regard to size, or activity.

Fairy Godmothers in Public Lervics 

We furnish the public vitt', its principal circulating medium in
the form of bank checks, we keep their books for them, handle escrows
and collections for them, we often provide their, with aLfekeeping
facilities for securitits, to ski nothing of numerous minor services
which we have devised. All at no cost to the customer, but at great
expense to the bank.

In the average bank, I venture the assertion, at least fifty per
cent of all commercial Gccounts are carri,d at a loos. Le are penalizing
the good bank customers Lnd making them carry the load.

During thctsame time the costs of doini business have greatly in-
creased, salaries have increased, cost of materials hae increased, and
the cost of our merchandise, in the way of interest paid on bank deposits,
hes increased.

;‘,-.7g1
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER—JUNE 195E

OUR BANKING SYSTFA ON TRIAL--by Frank P. Bennett, Jr., Editor U.S.
Inveator, Boeton

itfris 13.0,.1411t4,4 'addrusitz.A. Th-t1 v-
Peg,es En-294 

GuarsentY of boosits /1.41.t the Solution

But guaranty of depositt is not the correct method of
relieving my client from the indictment which hes dragged our
bankin system once more before the bar of public opinion. Let
that be the sentence meted out to our benking syetem, and the system
must inevitably be haled again before this same bar a few years
hence, for having once more deelt unfairly with the American people.
The woes thht will occur under guaranty of deposits are fairly to
be compared with the woes that have occurred under existing conditions.
I ahall not use much of tht time of thit audience in expoaing the
evil possibilitier of deposit guaranty plans. The idea underlying
them is plausiVle enough. So long as guaranty plans are exposed only
to the tests of the inventor's laboratory, they indicate only their
alluring features. It iv only when they meet the tests of reel life
that they reveel their weaknesses. Eight states, beginning with
Oklahoma in 1907, and including your own state for a season, have
given the guaranty idet, as fair e trial as even its own earneet
advocates could expect. Not one of these states has been setisfied
with the results. How could they be, when the plan is in r,ality an
eff,rt to apply the insurance idea without including the moat fundemental
of insurance principles, the intelligent selection of risks? Only in
Utopia can inftrance succeed if it turns itE back squarely upon the most
fundementel lesaon which insurance companies have learned from their
hundreds of years of actual experience. Guaranty plans asaume the
existence of a millennium, when the whole despairing world unites in
testifying thtt the millennium is still far awey.

le object to legislation that undertakes the guaranty of bank
deposits for several vital reesons. Firet of all, we are certain that
any Federal guaranty plan will break down as surely as each of the eight
state plans broke down in ite turn. No have not yet devised tne method
by which unworthy men can be prevented from obtaining bank charters.
Certainly the mere reeuirement of a $50,000 minimum for ca?ital offers
no difficult hurdle to the unworthy ap„,licant. AB a matter of fact, the
glittering opportunities for private profit which depoeit guaranty plans
dangle before the eyes of the unworthy banker will cause him to move heavnn
and eerth to get a charter. The experience in Oklahoma provey thht he cam
ueually get a charter without enlisting any of the heevenly forces or very
much of eerth's best in his behalf.
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Frank P. Bennett, Jr.
Pages k95-L94 (contd.)

Guaranty Plan G Tool of UnworthY 

We have likewise failed thus far to evolve any scneme for bank
supervieion which can be counted on to ouvt unworthy men from control
of existing banks as soon es their unworthiner iE discovered. Gain
the confidence of Comptroller of the Currency or of any State Bank
Superintendent, and hear hiL intimate confeusion of his inability to
purge thiv bank or that of certain men whose incompetence or cupidity
seems to forecast unpleasent consequencev for the bank sooner or later.
The national or state superviibr ht4E power to remove auct men only
then they have engaged in actually criminal conduct, and that rarely
happena until ruin of the bank is inevitable. Unable to keep the
unworthy man out of banking, unable to ouet him untll he has brought
the bank clove to ruin, we art equally unable to prevent him from capi-
talizing the guaranty plau for hia own pereonal advantage. The guaranty
plan in its very nature authorisee depositore to throw caution to tle
winda. They no longer need exercise any care in thc selection of their
bunk. They need never incluire whether their bank is manned with honest
and capable executives or i8 eneged in furtseringthe privete ventures
of an unecrupuloue group of aen. They can laugh at rumors that their
bank ie suffering from heavy losses, since they know that such losses
can never lay buroene on their own shoulders. So, they no longer
exercise ouch knowledLe av they do heve in the selection of banke that
are well managed and deserve to succeed but carry their funds instead
to banks whose location is convenient, whose quarters are ettractive,
rhose clerks are agreeable, whore advertising ie entertaining and al-
luring, Lnd whore interest rate offere the highest reward.

are
Brutal am/some of thc results of our present rule of Caveat Emptor,

that rule doee divert tl.ie main stream of bank deposits into institutions
most warthy of hendling them. The unworth banker can rarely build up
large resources for his institution. But under the guaranty plen, the un-
worthy banker has emery proapect of gaining quite as large a volume of
business as the most capable Winker can obtain. The only possible outcome
for u plan that pute a premium on unwortdnese, as the guaranty plan does,
is disailter. The discontent of the tight states with their venture into
guaranty of bank deposits indicates clearly enou& what will be thp
experience of our Federal government if it shall force e similar plan upon
our banking syetem.

Bank ilittnaFe*ellt lierarat

I ea firmly of the opinion, however, that the program for lifting
bank management to the higher plane must be far more virile than any program
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?ages 295-1:94 (contd.)

thus far sugested. Here is a syatem of 21,000 separate banks, each

manned by ite own executivee snd directors. Each is in the main a

aelf-eoverning unit, owinf Fiale. fealty to laws and to etete or federal

regulation, but each she;.lint °en conduct for the most part in the

light of its own exiDerience and ite own aelf-interest. To expect these

22,000 groups of aen to take fire free the eldeuence of an occeeional

speaker at bankeret conventione, or even from fora letters end pampIlleta,

however skillfully composed, thet drift into the 11,000 Leaks like flotsam

and jeteua on the incoming tide of mail, ia too sublime a bit of faith

for a world oo eatter-of-fact ae our own. * * * The elternative acceptable

to the public must be more virile than a plan seeking by mere argument

to overcome the inertie of UrD00 self-governing corporationt bad to

iuduce then to adopf, new methods thet to the coantry bankerse eye seem

expensive and otherwise burdensome. Probably the correct response of

the American banking eystee, to the indictment now brought by the grand

jury of public opinion ut,ainst it, is for bankers to unite in lifting our

bank examinationo to e mucil higher level of efficiency.

Weakaeooes in Our Exeminliti09 3erstem

11 The great parade of 9285 bank failuree in thc- eleven yeers recently /

ended is just aa much of an indictment of our present echeme of bank

exaainetions as of our bankinE system itself. Soaething is laceing in thisl

method we have for aearching out the weaknesaea of our banks and of re-

etoring them to complete soundness once more. Almoat aeybody suggest

oau fault or more in the prevent sohewits failure to produce the ritht

sort of benk comaissioners or to keep tie right aort when ouch are obtminee;

the pitifully small pa.' for exeminere which cads in driving the best men

back after a brief tiae to private eaploynent oace more; the interference

of political factors in the naming of the exananing staff; the application

of political or other pressure to prevent drastic steps by the examining

force to strengthen ailing banks, the unreedineas of other beaks at timee

to joie with the colmissioner in conetructive plans for the relief of

troubled situetions.1 The length of thie arra3 of just criticisma of our

bank supervision, as at present constituted, indicates clearle„ enough that

the time has come for bank men generally t, undertake tne reform of bank

supervision as a major reaponsibility. Unless they do provide the American

people with examinations of a higher order, capable of discovering weaknesses

within banks wore promptly and then of applying adequate measures for te,

restoration of ailing banks to sound health, the political representatives

of the American people are likelj to take the proolee of better banking

  into their own lese skillful hands. ;ounded in pride ane pocket alike, by

Pege 'e'95 the 9285 bank failures and the huge losses which these failures heve in 
the

aggregate produced, our people are not likel, to remain inactive if they
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Frank P. Dennett, Jr.
Page 1.95 (contd.)

find bankers indisposed to seek out and find the chanvs that our
benkini; eystem requires.

ikt* Task is to Applx Correctiv,s 

There is good &rouau :Cur 1Jelitoi.i.u6 that to lift our bank super-

viaion to a higher level of efficiency is going to call for a meaeure

of aelf-sacrifice on the pert of bunk mee themeolves. The really
effective mire for present evils involves eomething more then better
pay and more secure tenure of office for bank commiezionere end their
steffe. The weaknese of present eupervisioa is not an inability to
discover the 'wrong kinU of men in hank wanagement or the trend toward
bad benkiag, or the actual presence of undeairable peper. iNhere super-

vision Calle is in dealing wite theae conaitions eZter it discovere
them. The course edopted by the etate comaieeioeer seeetimee lacks.
courage and vision, aometimes lacks judgment. Even the exceptionally
good commissioner, whiel a few of our states sometimes have, cannot
drive unworthy Aen out of banking or ceapel them to mend theit waye,
except he discovers positively minima ecte or uulees he finds the
capita of the beak actuelly impaired. In the earlier stages his
recommendations have little more force with banke heeded in the wrong
direction than just ao much grendmotherly advice. The prestige of his
office is not eufficient to bring erriag beake tato correct ways, par-
ticularly wnen hie advice rune counter to the selfish interest of the
offending bankers or wounua the pride of honest but untrained directors
by appearing to euettion their jutigment. krom aome eource or (Weer we
must inject into bank examinations a better aet od for following up the
oiscoveriee of examiners eno for purging banke of unworthy and in-
competent men end of policies and investments that ere making these
hanks weak. That eource 115 the banking profession, and the method
we must inject into bank °laminations ie one involving public-spirited
service on the part of representative bank meu themselves.

(
buch repreeentaLives, including in their turn the moat capable

heads of different banks, can supply the traincd .iudgment for dealing
effectively with whst examinere discover and their prestige will be
sufficient to enforce their decisions quite without addition to our penal
statutes relaLive to banking. how long do you taink an unworthy bank
management will pereist in its errors if a board of representative bank
een call upon it to mend its vays? how much headway do you *ink
politicul pressure in behalf of the erring bank would make with suce
board? Under such supervision, weaknesses within banke weuld be effective-
ly dealt with in their eerly etagea an0 would rarely reach the serious
state that cen eno only in tenure. In those rare ceses when failure
did become laminent„ what group of men would be more likely than this to
work out constructive plans for having the weak bank abeorbed by another

end the losses to the public by actual failure thue prevented?
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A Plan 012 ReedL at Hand

There is nothing chihaerical abotit thie idea. It is at the
heart of the new law of New York creating a bank board of eight,
half of them nomineted by the banke themselvee, with broad powers
over bank e24aminatione end epplicetione for aew chartere. It io
the essence of the new lewe of iaseachusette creating central
boarde fo- cavinEs baake end for building ene loan associttione, all
of the member& chosen by the benks Vlesselveo. Bot. &tate& have
recognieed the need for conecripting repreeeatative bank nen into
the public nervice, if better beak supervision i& to bc obtined. The
clearing houre eyazinetione thief, hey° uccompliehed so much in our large
citiee are exeaples of the sale idee.

They realize that we have epplied the old mercantile principle
of CEveEt Emptor too unfeelingly to thE, depositor in our banking
inatitutions. Let hie care for himeolf? Why, hoe can he cure for
himself? ROW can the average 'artisan or clerk or housewife or small
shop keeper know enough about the inEide of a beak te choose his savings
depository with proger care? How under ordinary circumetances can even
the mez of larger affairs know that hia bunk is ell teat it should be?
The perfectly potent fact ia laid bare by these inquiries thet eomebodY
must assume a larger mt,eeure of guardianship over Americun bank
depositor than is at pre&,nt exercised.
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SOURCE: PROCEEDINGS OF MISSOURI BANKEES ASSOCIATION --May 16-17-18-1932

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT--Charles B. Mudd

Pages 21-22

Under bank management, we have stressed the need of sounder
policies and have bided many banks to install the service charge.
When we realize that neLrly three-fourths of the accounts in the
average bank are handled at a loss, leaving the other one-fourtb
to make up such losses and pay whatever dividends are to be had,
we can see the justification for the banker imposing a fair charge
for services performed. Customers are beginning to see that service
charges not only place each customer on a basis of equality but
provide the means for insuring a safer and a stronger bank--and these
are the qualities which count these days.
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Proceedings of Missouri Bankers Association—May 16-17-18, 1952

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ANALYSIS AND SERVICE CHARqE

PaKe 58

We have certainly had ample demonstration in the past year
as to what fear and lack of confidence will do. Let us ask ourselves
in all seriousness what we can expect from the banking public when
we fear one another and fear our depositors. Fear of Competitors and /
Fear of Depositors are the dhief barriers to profitable banking. Co- /
operation will remove both of these fears.

The present undesirable banking situation has brought the question
of banking practices very forcefully to the attent.lon of the banking
public and people are giving more thought and attention to banking
matters than they have ever before. We feel very sure that there is
not a banker present who has not been asked more questions about bank-
ing practice and procedure in the past year than he was ever asked.
The public is talking banks, thinking banks and studying banke. Patrons
of banks are of themselves coming to know that the sound bank is the
conservatively and profitably operated bank. They are seeking sound
banks; they are not looking for charity; the:- are willing and glad to
pay for service rendered, and realize that the banks should be
compensated for those services. They are looking for and demanding a
safe depository for their funds. Therefore, in banking, as in other
lines, able management requires a comprehensive analysis of the items
in the profit and loss account, followed by the assessment of these
costs, plus a reasonable profit, upon those who benefit.

The community is not particularly concerned about the few dollars
in service charees, comparatively speaking, that a bank collects in the
proper conduct of its business, but the community is vitally concerned
in not having its heart paralyzed through a bank failure. It is infinitely
more profitable to the community to pay for a bank service than to pay for
a bank failure. Let us forget any shortsighted views we may have of how
the public is going to take service charges, remembering that it is much
better for the community to have strong banking institutions in its midst
capable of meeting all demands made upon them than to be the recipient of a
free service. The only way that banks can be made strong is through
profits.

_Page 59

In the words of Commissioner of Finance Cantley we wish to conclude:
"We must continue to go forward, and let us stand shoulder to shoulder

through this great business revolution which has overtaken 112. Let us save
ourselves and our communities from still greater disaster. Let us, there-
fore, introduce every helpful and strengthening policy and practice, co-
operate, consolidate, impose service charges, eliminate sentiment and
charity as the governing factors in our business and, in so doing, build in
strength and confidence for the future."
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A Review of the Proceedings of the Williamstown
Institute of Politics; 1932 Sessions

(Journal of Canadian Bankers' A8900, Oat*, 1932)

* * * * * * * * *

American Banki4g

It was not only in its international field of action that American
finance vas weighed in the balance and found wanting. Both American and
foreign speakers repeatedly referred to the !nadequate banking system with
which the Malted States is burdened. Professor Gregory outlined some pos-
sible measures of reform. Although the security-issuing subsidiaries of
the big American banks might have fulfilled a very valuable function, if
they hal been managed differently, nevertheless =pertains. had convinced
him that these subsidiaries aught to be abolished. Re also hoped that, in
the future, the bankers would regard themselves as professional men rather
than highly oeppetitive busimess 20140 Regarding the structure of American
banking, the tee most necessary changes appeared to Professor Gregory to be,
first, the unification of the system Illy means of the States revising their
banking legielation in line with the National Bank legislation of the
rederal Government. A first step in this direction would be the unification
of the various systems of inspection, since it is the more rigid inspection
requirements imposed upon the nationally dhartered banks and members of the
%dere' Reserve System which keep many banks with State dharters from joiniag
the system. The second general line of reform whit* was recommended was the
extension of branch banking. This type of banking not only spreads risks but
also attracts a better type of man into the field than cares to Ulm part in
0unit banking° ventures whose capital may be only a few thousand dollars and

whose loess may all be tied up in a one-horse town. Unrortunately these
improvements depend upon legislation by the forty-eight states. It is not
likely, therefore, that they will be 'ntroduced with a rush. In the mean-
while the American banking system will remain as unco-ordinated and as
difficult to regulate as it stands today.

* * * * * * * * * *

31
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"Where Banks Do Not Fail" - by Horace F. Pomeroy, New York
(Journal of the Canadian Bankers' Asso., July 1952)

* * * * * * * * *

A most distinctive feature of the Canadian banking practice is that in
the case of insolvency the notes of the bank are the first lien on its
assets, and further secured by the Bank Circulation Redemption Ftnd to which
all banks subscribe on the basis of 5% of their average circulation not
covered by gold or Dominion notes deposited in the central gold reserves
established in 1913. This is forward looking bank legislation, and illumi-
nates the fact of Canada's almost total lack of bank failures.

Up to 1923, following the failure of the Home Bank, banks' balance
sheets were audited and certified only by public chartered accountants.
Investigations after the failure of the Home Bank clearly indicated that
the chartered accountant who certified their balance sheet was incompetent
and apparently had been chosen on this account. The failure produced such
widespread repercussions that the Government obligated itself to pay a
certain proportion of the deposits. To lessen the likelihood of such a
situation as was found in the Home Bank arising again, the Government by
legislation made provision for the appointment of an Inspector-General of
Banks.

Through co-operation and supervision by the Dominion Government,
through the medium of periodic returns and the regulation of note issues
and reserves, a progressive move toward efficiency and a high degree of
safety is secured. * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * *

How vital, then, becomes the efficiency of a banking system and the
integrity of a bank's personnel; the degree of seriousness with which a
member of a bank's boerd of directors regards his trust: In Canada the
qualifications of a director are defined and records of attendance at
board meetings kept and brought to the attention of the hankts share-
holders.

* * * * * * * * * *

But the secret of Canada's banking soundness lies not only in the
branch bank idea, but more in the method of training its men for
positions in them so that as they progress and the time comes for execu-
tive decisions, they may have the experience necessary to decide wisely
and promptly.

When a young man gets a job in a Canadian bank he starts at the
bottom, a clerk. If intelligence, faithfulness and general ability are
manifest, he is moved up step by step. He is then sent from the home
office to the branch, say in Edmonton. From there, after a few years,

/
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he may be transferred to Vancouver; from there maybe to St. John; from

there back again to Calgary, and so on. He acquires an intimate knowledge

of Canada, and finally reaches the home office again as an executive, say

assistant manager, then manager, general- manager, vice president, presi-

dent. This procedure is not practised by a few banks. It is true of all

of them.

How valuable this man now becomes: In some Canadian locality, the

question of a loan comes up. The executive knows the conditions of that

locality through first hand intimate knowledge; he probably knows

personally the heads of the business seeking the loan. If it be granted

it is a good bet that the borrower was justified in seeking it and it

will be paid.

In stressing some of the advantages of the branch banking system,

a Canadian bank accountant recently said:

Concentration of the surplus funds of Canada through the system of

branch banking makes for the equitable distribution of the loanable funds

of the nation, with the result that money is taken from the communities

where business does not require its use, and it is loaned where needed

through the efficient local bank managers, under the skilled guidance of

the mature aad tried judgment of the head office officials, who at all

times are watching the pulse of the nation's business. These things have

helped to an ineotimable degree the development of Canada, where the

people of the new communities can borrow at the same interest rates as

those of relative financial standing in the business centres.

As practised in Canada branch banking means distribution of the

loaning and earning risks not only to all parts of the nation, but to

foreign countries of good possibilities, which 11.-s resulted not only

in that highly prized diversification, but in the expansion of the

nation's export trade as well.

The co-operation, good management, and safety of depositors which

are mentioned as highly desirable, are all attained in Canada, through

the branch banking system and through The Canadian Bankers' Association.

)Their effects are patent in the solidity f our banking institutions in

this time of worldwide economic stressi
.--

* * * * * * * * * *

Canadian bank stocks are regarded in Canada as prime investments,

and are widely held by people of both large and small means for income

return. This is evidenced by the fact that in the past fifteen years

more than 60 per cent. of the total issues of Canadian banks have been

sold within Canada. Due to the character of investment buying in Canadian

bank stocks, and the fact that practically all shares are owned outright,

their market is usually velystable.
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During the past few years the desirability of Canadian bank stocks
as an investment has become more fully appreciated by United States in-
vestors, and the large number of American shareholders is constantly in-
creasing.

Canadian securities represent one of the soundest forms of invest-
ment. They have back of them not only one of the soundest banking systems
of the world, but they have back of them as well a people of marked
integrity, notably free from pretense and notably industrious and saving.
Whether this state of affairs is inspired and fostered by the confidence
and mental security with which Canadians regard their banks is not claimed
here, but it might well be so.

* * * * * * * * * *
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SOURCE; MINUTES OF FED. RES. AGENTS' CONFERENCE-Wash. Nov. 1932 (Confidential)

eage 11 (?)---Pages not numbered

CURRENT PROBLEMS IN RELATION TO MEMBER BANKS

(31)
Topic 4-E. Granting of trust powers, particularly to small

banks in small communities. - Mr. Stevens.

Mr. Stevens called attention to the fact that the administration of a
trust department is a specialized underteking, requiring legal and investment
knowledge and experience frequently not possessed by bankers who are competent
to manage the affairs of a commercial bank. He expressed the opinion that the
institution which is given trust powers should have a sufficient demand for
that kind of business to warrant the expense of having highly trained men to
give it their attention. He stated that this is obviously impossible in the
average small bank in the small community, and that in such cases the trut
business should find lodgment in some other institution which provides proper
experience and facilities.

In the discussion of the subject, Mr. DeCamp mentioned that a similar
topic had been suggested by the Federai heserve Board and considered at the
Federal Reserve Agents' Conference in November, 1926, at which it was suggested
that "the conference would prefer to defer a definite recommendation as to
whether the Board should require a higher capital requirement than $25,000 of

banks applying for trust powers until correction of existing violations of law
and regulations have proceeded further and until some knowledge can be gained

of the character of investments in tht. fiduciary departments of banks of
various sizes; tht.t from information at hand there is no reason to believe that

banks with very small capital are not conCucting their trust departments as
satisfactorily as banks with larger capital." Mr. McClure expressed the opinion

that if the small national bank is denied trust powers, no doubt the trust
business would be handled by the local banker in an individual capacity or by

local lawyers end business men. Some might be without much financiel respon-

sibility or experience, and doubtless they would deposit the funds in the
very bank which was denied the powers. Moreover, if small national banks are
refused trust powers, it would place them at more of a disadvantage with State

institutions that have them and would be another incentive for their conversim.

In this connection, attention was called to the Federal Reserve Board's
letter of April 12, 1931, X-6870, stating that thereafter besides detailed

information regarding the condition of the applicant bank and the need of the
community for trust powers, it desires information as to the qualifications
experience of the person or persons selected to discharge the duties of trust

officer. At the request of the conference, Mr. Chester Morrill, Secretary of

the hoard, entered the room and discussed the present practice in passing on

applications for fiduciary powers, etc. It was suggested to him that if the

furnishing of application blanks to the banks were left entirely to the kedertini
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minutes of Fed. hes. Agents' Conference--Nov. 1952

Mr. 6tevens
l'age II (contd.) 

Reserve Agents, it would save some of the banks the embarrassment and
trouble of passing the resolution and having the application later de-
clined.

Upon motion duly made and seconded, a standing committee on fiduciary
powers, consisting of kessrs. Stevens (Chairman), Case, DeCamp and McClure,
was appointed to study this matter in cooperation with the Federal Reserve
Board.
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"Banking Examinations - June, 1932"

Editorial Comment in
Journal of the Canadian Bankers Asso., July 1932

During the v.eek June 6 - June 11, Queen's University held the
eighteenth annual examinations in Courses in Banking which were established
in 1914 for The Canadian Bankers' Association. Examinations were held last
month in nearly 500 centres in Canada, England, Newfoundland, U. S. A., the

West Indian Islands, and Central and South America. Applications were re-
ceived from 1358 candidates for a total of 3430 examinations. Candidates
in the course leading to the diploma of Associate of The Canadian Bankers'
Association, (in which tuition is given by the Shaw Schools, Limited, and
by the School of HighPr Commercial Studies), and those in the course
leading to the diploma of Fellow of The Canadian Bankers' Associction, (in
which tuition is given by Queen's University and by the School of Higher
Commercial Studies), and in the Supplementary Courses in Spanish and Ad-
vanced Foreign Exchange, (in which tuition is given by Queen's University),
wrote on these examinations.

* * * * * * * * *

01-71.1m•
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SOURCE: THE CALIFORNIA BANKER--JUNE 19U

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT--Herbert H. Smock

Page 219 
* * * * * * * *

The second element of our existing banking problem relates
to the function of management. From one point of view this is a most
intangible factor and good management is most difficult to achieve and
preserve. From another aspect it is a very concrete function and good
management may be achieved through the installation and operation of
sound and efficient methods and procedures.

Good bank management will exist wherever good bank managers are
in charge. This is, therefore, a personnel problem, involving personal
and intangible factors impossible to obtain through any mechanical
device. Management involves factors of honesty, courage, vision and,
above all, discrimination and judgment. There is no substitute for
these qualities, but they cannot be tested adequately by any form of
examination. Among the many suggestions which are now being put forward
are those relating to a reorganization of banking personnel so as to
insure a better professional qualit, in the management of banks. A
prominent authority who has given the matter considerable study has
recently stated that the Wisconsin idea of licensing bankers in the
same manner as doctors, lawyers, accountants, etc., has much to commend
it. But he Ivis evidently failed to sense the strong distinction which
exists between these professions and the business of banking. Banking
does require considerable technical experience but it is essentially a
business rather than a profession. It involves day-to-day decisions
based upon common sense rather than established knowledge. A man may
be well versed in banking law and he may know the technique of banking
and yet be a poor banker because he lacks those qualities of common sense,
broad judgment and leadership which go to make up good banking management.
Examination of these intangible qualities is an impossibility, and yet
they are the very essence of the problem. It is most difficult to find a
solution. Certainly, some sort of selectivity should be provided. We must
keep out of the banking business those promotensand others lacking in
integrity who may enter banking to its detriment and that of the community.
I must express my personal conviction that the opportunity for achieving
good bank management rests to a large extent in the concentration of
banking into a smaller number of more powerful units than now exist in this
country.

COST ACCOUNTING FOR BANKS

In regard to the other phase of bank management to which I have
alluded there can be little controversy. It is not so difficult to
determine what the proper methods of procedure are in regard to any

341_
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Herbert H. Smock
Page 219 ccontd.) 

particular phase of banking operation. Careful study may be required,
but after it has been completed, the only thing remaining is to secure
general adoption of the processes recommended as a result of such study.
There are types of business which are profitable and types of business
which are unprofitable; there are metnods of analysis to determine whether
accounts are carried at a loss; there are certain forms and systems which
are efficient and others which are not--all of these are open to dis-
covery and application. In particular, the criticism should no longer
apply that banking is behind other forms of business in finding and adopting
a system of cost accounting. I am happy to say that the California Bankers
Associatinn is making steady progress in the direction of recommending to
our constituent bankers forms and methods which will enable them to place
their internal affairs upon a more efficient basis. It remains for them,
as capable bank executives, to adopt, so far as possible, these recommenda-
tions and bring about such improvement as to raise the banking business as
a whole to the highest possible plane of scientific operation.
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The California Banker--June 1932

Page 298 

RECONSTRUCTION
address by F.J.Belcher, Jr.

Pres., First Nat. Tr. & Svgs. Bk., San Diego

RESPONSIBILITY OF BANKERS AS A CLASS

As bankers we are entrusted with the monetary wealth of our
communities. As such we are supposed to be safe in our loaning
policies, sound in our judgment of values, and to bc sufficiently
conservative to counteract the radical tendencies of business. It
is to us that the public look for well-considered counsel and advice,
and helpful guidance in the matter of the investment of their wealth.(

There can be little question but that as a class we bankers have
fallen far short of those ideals, and it is my opinion that by however
much we have permitted ourselves to be swept off our feet, and drawn
into the wild inflation of prices that characterized the business
activity of the last decade, by however much we were tempted by the lure
of easy profits to recoamend securities for investment, without our-
selves being first convinced of the absolute soundness of those securities,
by just that much are we subject to the proper censure of a misguided
public.

* * * * *

THE LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS

In the last ten years interest-bearing accounts in all of the banks
of the country have increased by aver one hundred per cent, while the
volume of commercial deposits has had practically no increase whatsoever.
The sale price of our merchandise, on the other hand, in the rate of
interest received on loans, has decreased.

In consequence, bank profits have greatly decreased, and we are
facing the law of diminishing returns. If we are to continue as successful
banking institutions, we will have to give more consideration to the profit
account. This depression, regardless of how soon it is over, will make
no improvement in that account. Not all of our loans will be paid one hundred
cents on the dollar, not all of our unrealized bond depreciation will be re-
gained, not all of the real estate that we are accumulating will be sold for
its cost to us. There will be additional losses to absorb. The old order
is changing,Good management demands that the cause of losses in operation,
when discovered, should be eliminated.
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F. J. Belcher, Jr.
Page 298 (contd.)

LET'S LAY OUR CASE BEFORE THF PUBLIC

The public mind is already disabused of the infallibility of
the bankers; let's go onc step further, take them into our confidence,
confess where else we have been wrong, eliminate this volume of free
banking service, which is adding to our burdens, and show our clients
how to have, what every self-respecting bank customer wants to have,
an account which is profitable to his bank.

* * * * * * * * * *
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The California Banker—June 1932

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE REPORT

PaRe 303

9--Bank Deposit Guarantee

Because of its record of invariable failure, because of its
fundamental economic unsoundness, because of its impracticability of
execution, and because of its positive invitation to lower standards of
banking, we are definitely opposed to any forn of governmental guarantee
of bank deposits. The Secretary of this Association is directed to sdnd

copy of this resolution to each member in Congress from this State.
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THE COMIERCIAL & FINANCIAL CHRONICLE--ABA Convention--Oct. 22, 1g2

State Banks and Their Important Field of Service--by L.A. Andrew, VP.,
First Bank & Trust Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.

Page 52

It has been finally determined in this country that it is
impossible to legislate brains and management into industry or
banking. Better bank management has been one of the chief objectives
of the State Bank Division for several years. It is by all means the
most important part of good banking. Good management is helped by
favorable laws and favorable conditions. * * *
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SOURCE: CANADIAN BANKING---by E. L. Stewart Patterson (1932)

Chapter V--Branch Banking bystem
Page 64 

One of the most valuable assets of a bank is the personnel of

its staff, who are men trained from their youth up tr.) their profession.

In their early years, moving from branch to branch, they become thoroughly

versed in local customs and environments, and in winy cases gain experience

in branches abroad. As accountants and managers of large city branches

they obtain a bnoad knowledge of national trade and finance until, as

general managers or superintendents, they are found directing the

administration of their numerous branches.
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CA=DIAS BANKING—by L. L. 6terart Pattcrsaa (10U)

Chapter III---Legal framework

Page 34 

Dividends (Sections 57-59)

These sections deal with divicenas and the method of their ?ay-
went. The director:: are periaittec: to declare oaarttrly or 1.w.lf-yearly
divic.kmu::, but no diricena or Lanus shall bt declareu which wili impair
the paid-up capitai of the bc.nk, or clich exceeda. 4 r.te or s per cent.,
unless afttxr ,41ying fittikeJ k,nd providini for all bac. axle douLtful
aebts the bttnx rtar.A. or reserve runt', e(4naA. to at lt. sty 30 cent.
o: its paid-up cardtal.

Previous to the peyaent of 0..nce dividt-nu or bouua the directork,
muLt give public noLice for lea:3t four wteks prLor te) Ur.: date fixed
for payaent.

A
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SOURCE: CANADIAN BANKING- by E. L. Stewart Patterson (19F.L)

Chajyter I-Aistorical and Econimic Background

Page 7 

* * * True, trying times and heavy losser were met time andagain, Wut, with the exception of the authorized ouspension in18!,7, which yes very reluctantly taken advanGage of, the banksnot only riomained solvent, but maintained the redemption of theiroblii:ationm in specie. .9uch satisfactory results, however, cannotbe ascribed to tne 4uality of the tam banking 1.4iws, so much ae tothe common sense and judgment of the Canadian people themselves.
The majority of the banks wert unCcx tne control, it mat
mannfement, of Ee.lemen, wno hed a keen appreciation of the meritsof the banking system oi their native lr.nd, iout no op,.ortunityof perpetubtint. and extending 'Tor tIle farmer and merchant the benefitsand stimuluu of a 'system the worth of which Scotland's protTeritsycould abundantly prove.° These men, with their keen arid analyticelminds, no doubt proiited by the :Itudy of t:lo det history of bankingCenadn and the Onited States. To such men the sound principle ofbanking ano finidice acivocutod by sUexamler =Lit )1ave appevled withgreat f. .ce, though he wes e century in advance of his times.
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SOURCE: "Canadian Bankine by E. L. Stewart Patterson_. Late Superin-
tendent Eastern Townships Branches, Canadian Bank of Commerce. 
(Ze Queen's Business Studies - 19521 Bank Administration (Ch. VIII) 

a„,
Divided into three classes:

Advisory and control - President and Directors

Executive: General Manager and head office staff

Operation: The managers and staff of the branches.

Head office transacts no direct business with public, it has no

cash and grants no loans except on the application and recommendation

of a branch manager. Contact with customers is confined to branches.

1/4Janadian system recruits its staff with lads fresh from school and

trains them to the highest position in the service. Every officer of

a bank from general manager down, started his career as a junior. Pro-

motion goes by merit and not by seniority. Educational facilities are

provided by the Canadian Bankers' Association in form of junior and

senior courses, fees for which are usually advanced by the bank, repay-

able in small monthly payments without interest. To those who pass the

examination the banks refund the fees and pay a bonus.

Duties of the various officers are described.
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Address of T. A. Collings,
Pres., Indiana Bankers Asso.,

36th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., May, 1932
(The Hoosier Banker, June 1932)

* * * * * * * * * *

The question most actively and prominently before the bankers of
our State today is that pertaining to the deposits of public funds. It
is important not only to banks, but equally so to those public officers
who are charged with the custody of public funds pending their use or
disposal.

* * * * * * * * * *

This then raises the whole question of handling public funds for
the reason that many banks feel that it is inadvisable, even at present
prices, to divert so considerable a portion of their cash into the pur-
chnse of securities to cover so variable a balance as the average public
deposit balance.

But the problem is one which must be solved in some manner. We
must not be entirely selfish in the matter. The solution must be one
that is satisfactory both to the depositor and to the banks.

There is a wide diversity of opinion among the bankers on this
question. Many insist that public funds are no more entitled to pro-
tection than private funds. The ansINer to this, if there is an answer,
ic that since public funds affect so many more individuals and in-
terests, and since the governmental units must function, it is necessary
that they be handled in some such way that they will always be accessible
with a minimum of delay. Our investigation leads us to believe that this
is the thought of the majority of bankers of the State.

We find further that there are three well defined methods of
handling this problem now being considered.

One group is of the opinion that the solution lies in increasing
the lines of paper which shall be qualified under the law for this
purpose, including any good paner which the banks may tender inclusive
of mortgage notes. * * * * * * *

Another method suggested is that all public funds, by enactment of
law, be made preferred or trust funds, so that at any time they are
available for the public use in preference to any other creditors of the
bank. * * * * * * *

There is a third plan which has been suggested which it seems to
us avoids the objection just made, but yet meets the situation. This
plan is based on the pror.osition that public business should be handled
in somewhat the same way that sound private business is handled.

* * * * * * * You consider that it is necessary to set up reserves
to cover losses which are bound to occur. * * * * * * *
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It is the thought of many that the public business should be handled
in the same way and that out of its income the State and its political
aubdivisions should provide in some way for such protection to their own

funds.

This faith must be justified by sound management, and sound manage-
ment demands that we must know our costs of doing business. We know of
no dispute with the contention that a bank to continue solvent must make
a fair profit, but unless we know our costs how can we determine or
allocate aur charges?

In all our getting, therefore, let us get understanding, ever
remembering that sound management must come from the exercise of sound

business judgment.
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Resolutions Committee Report
36th Annual Convention, Indiana Bankers Asso., May 1932

(The Hoosier Banker, June 1232)

* * * * * * * * *

Operating Policies

WHEREAS, Bank earnings at the best are continuing at low ebb with

no immediate prospect of an upward trend; and,

WHEREAS, The preservation of a sound rosition for our banks makes

it imperative that we have a sufficient margin of net earnincrs to pro-

tect the increased credit hazards which are inevitable in times auch as

these;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That we reaffirm the stand already

taken by our Association that the maximum rate to be paid on time de-

posits should not be in excess of three per cent;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That we urge upon our membership the

importance of an accurate knowledge of their operating costs and the

establishment of reasonable charges for services rendered.

* * * * * * * * *

Guarantee of Bank Deposits

=PEAS, Periods of upset economic conditions such as that through

which we are now passing make the problem of the debtor-creditor relation-

ship more acute, thus involving a limited number of banks in the neces-

sity of having to suspend current payments to derositors: and,

WHEREAS, There always springs up at such times a pouular demand for

guarantee of bank deposits; and

WHEREAS, A number of States have enacted laws to this end; and the

aubsequent experience in these States has been without exception disastrous;

and,

WHEREAS, In the very nature of the case it -cuts bad banking at a

premium and good banking at a discount; and,

WHEREAS, In the last analysis, barring unforeseeable catastrophies,

the success or failure of banking operations lies in the management

factor, and the management can not be legislated into banking institutions;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That it be the sense of this Associa-

tion that we are opposed to the principle involved in the guarantee of

bank deposits in any form;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That in our judgment the only sound legis-

lative approach to our banking problem is:
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(a) To provide auch restrictive legislation as will enable our super-

vising authorities to curb unwise banking policies and to eliminate dis-

honest banking practices,

(b) To provide adequate funds and adeauate personnel to insure

intelligent supervision by our banking authorities, and,

(c) To recuire a high degree of discrimination in the issuance of

bank charters, thus avoiding overbanked conditions on the one hand and

insuring sufficient patronage on the other, to justify a safe and con-

servative operating policy.

WHEREAS, The Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act and the Glass-

Steagall Act, which were enacted as emergency measures to reinforce

the financial structure of our cauntry during a period of temporary

stress have already demonstrated their efficacy; and,

THEREAS, In our opinion the success of these two acts render

further temporary banking legislation superfluaus; and,

WHEREAS, Any banking legislation intended to be permanent in

character should be approached with a degree of deliberation, impossible

before the adjournment of the present Congress;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That this Association favors the

postponement of any further Federal banking legislation until a later

session of Congress;
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Address of Harry J. Haas, President, A. B. A.
31st Annual Convention of

National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks
Philadelphia, July 1932

* * * * * * * * * * *

Bank Education

I have been considering the advisability and feasibility of
promoting some kind of qualifications which a man should possess before
he is permitted to engage in the banking business. A man may go to
college for four years and study law, after receiving his degree of
A. B., but he cannot practice law without being registered for two
years (in Pennsylvania) and must first be admitted to the Bar; a man
may not practice medicine without being duly qualified and a man may
not become a certified public accountant without passing the necessary
examinations, but in the banking business a man may head a bank without
being properly prepared for such a responsible position. If you men in
your judgment deem it advisable may I guggest that you give the matter
careful consideration.

* * * * * * * * *
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Address by J. S. Love, Superintendent of Banks, Miss.
51st Annual Convention of

National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks
Philadelphia, July 1932

* * * * * * * *

Our convention has gone on record from time to time in deploring
the large number of bank suspensions. We have emphasized the fact that

• .to a great extent the large number of bank closings is due to the fact
that too many banks have been chartered by both National and State
authorities; and it is due to the further fact that too many banks have
been operated by men who are not bankers; who are not conversant with
the banking businese. And we have emphasized from time to time the

Prabsolute necessity of better bank management and better and closer auper-
, vision, and we can't get away from the fact that banks cannot be operated
\ by remote control and properly promote local Interest.

* * * * * * * *
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Proceedings of 31st Annual Convention
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

Philadelphia, July 1932

* * * * * * * *

Frank W, Simmonds (Deputy Manager, American Bankers Asso.):

* * * * * * * *

* * * * Well, banks live on wise management, sound practice, and
a fair field of oper-ition, and die when these elements are missing or

neglected.

* * * * * * * *

Joseph A. Broderick (New York):

The question you have been discussing is interesting. I am interested

in sound banking--I am interested in the type of institution that can best

serve the community, I don't care whether it is National, State, or a

trust company, or the Chain group or unit banking. If you have good

management you can rest assured the title means nothing at all. There is

room for the dual system, there is room for the branch system, giving a

parallel. Personally, I have sympathy with the unit bank; I have sympathy
with the type of man called the "old-fashioned banker." He may have been
wrong on banking for twenty years--something has happened, but we still

have types of the old-fashioned banker left, here and elsewhere in the
country--the man who gives his entire time and attention to certain
interests of his community, a man who isn't interested in outside specula-

tions, a man who has not one standard in making loans to a customer and

another in making loans to officers and directors, a type of man who is
not looking at the stock-ticker all the time and not an officer of an
affiliated corporation; a type of man giving proper example to the
employees in the institution so that they may be directed in the right
path, and the type of man who is not borrowing or swapping loans with

other banks.

All you gentlemen know what has been wrong for the past five years
and all you gentlemen know these things will be righted, but our
difficulty now, gentlemen, is replacing by the going generation the type

of banker that built up this country--and it was the small individual

banker, and he will come back.

* * * * * * * * *
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Address-by Harry B. McDowell, Vice Pres.,
McDowell National Bank, Sharon, Pa.

51st Annual Convention of
National Asso. of Supervisors of State Banks

Philadelphia, July 1932

* * * * * * * *

As for the super-banker, let us see where we are to find this type.
Since nation-wide branch banking is not with us yet, we will again search
in another field--for instance, railroads.

I read the other day that two of the railroad executives receive
each $135,000 a year. Of course such minor things as bonuses were not
mentioned. The average salary of railroad executives was stated at about
$30,000 a year. I do not know how much it takes to hire the services of
either an expert or professional railroad executive. Let us assume that
these men are professionals. Let us assume that the Interstate Commerce
Commission is a professional body. Let us also assume that the large
city banks and the large groups and chains of banks are managed by pro-
fessionals. This is the set-up proposed by Senator Glass in his instruc-
tions to Eugene Meyer, head of the Federal Reserve Board, viz.: A strong
central authority over banks corresponding to the Interstate Commerce
Commission; the unified system of banks corresponding to the unified
system of railroads; and the professional management supplied by existing
large banks, or groups or chains.

Turn now to any bank with a sizeable list of Railroad bonds and what
have you? We take for granted that bonds sanctioned in the first in-
stance by the expert railroad executive; approved by the expert Inter-
state Commerce Commission; and sold by the expert banker, were offered
in good faith. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that these men did not
guess right, and that their combined mistakes of judgment have turned
out to be very costly for this country. Why should it and how should it
be any different from the railroad situation, were we to substitute
banks for railroads in the set-up?

* * * * * * * *

fiCt
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SOUPCE: ECONOMIC CONLITIONS, COVEZIMENTAI, FINANCE, U.S. SECURITIES
(The Nat. City Bank of N.Y.)

Page 155--(Oct. 1931)

BANKING POLICIES IN DEPRESSION

One of the striking aspects of the present situation is that while
people on one hand demonstrate a lack of confidence in banks by with-
drawing deposits &lac: hoarding currency, on the other they frequently
allege that lack or' courage or excess of caution on the part of bankers
in making loans is oae of the reasons why business is slow to climb out of
depression. Nearly everyone seems to have a favorite story of a supposedly
worthy borrower who is unable to obtain a loan for a desirable purpose, and
the projefts which it is said bankers ought to undertake range from loans
of a fee. hundred dollars for individuals up to hundred3of millions for
financing schemes to revive world trade.

If there is caution in the situation, where does the root of it lie?
The answer is, of course, that what hc,s caused bankers to consider liquidity
the first essaatial in their poaition, and to govern their affairs according-
ly, has been the rising feara of the people themeelves. Banks' money is not
their own, and the paramount duty of any banker is to be able to repay his
depositors on their demand. In order to do thie he ie required by law to keep
primary reserves, and by prudence to keep secondary reserv-s, which are made
up of securiti,s arid bills that are salable or can be borrowed impon in oase of
need, and of loans repayable on demand. Vith rerpect to his tine loans,
prudence further requires that a certain proportion of them cone rithin the
secondary reserve, by fulfilling the requirements which make the paper eligible
for rediscount by the Federal Reserve Banks.

Of course the amount and character of the secondary reserve necessary for
a sone position vary according as times and eonfidence are normal, o- strained.
In normal timea,a banker can count upon a merely normal denani for repayment of
deposits. In abnormal times, with sound banks experiencing runs and the people
readily swayed by ranora of untoward events, he ma count upon nothing, and mist
be prepared for thf worst. To be assured of his ability to meet any possible
demands he must hate a larger percentage of his loans of such quality that he
can borrow upon the paper. More or them must be self-liquidating loans covering
specific industrial or oommercial traasactions; ani eollateral loans must be
not only good, but liquido in that the collateral can be sold readily in an open
market.

Despite the loose talk dpon the subject, there ill no evidence whatever that
loans of unquestioned liquidity are hard to obtalc. On the contrary, it is
borrowers who can meet the specifications who are scarce, since trade, which
creates demand for such credits, is at a low ebb. It is doubtless true that the
yardstick which hankers apply to applications for commercial loans is now a more
rigid one than in times of less uncertainty and more generally profitable business.
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Page 155 (contd.)
Oet. 1931

But the propriety of this does not seem open to question. Moreover„ the
standards applied to collateral loans must vary with the degree of confidence
felt by the people in the business situation and in their investments. The
past two m. nths have been trying ones in the ueaurity markets, and values at
tinPs have receded rapidly. Demands by depo5itors he.ve compelled banks to
sell bonds, and alarmed individuals have sold their own holdings. This has
depressed market prices in many cases without reference to intrinsic values,
and has reduced the current worth of investaents of all bhnks, this being a
prime c,luse of the conservatisia in making loans that is complained of.

Shaald the people, as borrowers, feel aggrieved at what they term the
lack (Nr courage of bankers under such conditions? Or should t#ey, as depositors,
feel satisfaction thAt banker6 are guarding their ability to repay thei.-
deposits when they want them? atever others may think abiut it, bankers can
have no choice, their obligations being determined by thri law. The situation
is not an agreeable one. IL is unfortunately one of the rays in which the
FIP)licts lacK of confidence in butts and in investments reacts upon itself.

1
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SOUIZE: ECONOMIC CONDITI4K, GOVEBTIENTAL FINANCE, U.S. SECURITISS
(The Mat. City Bank of N.Y.)

-rage 5,--(Jan. 1951)

* * * * *
THF EITUATION IN TH: CITIES

The situation has not been so serious in the important cities,
far ane reason t)ecause the b6nks of these cities hnve a grenter
diversity of business than is the case of banks in the farming
coamunities; moreover, in larger institutions the management usually
ir In the hands of individuals of larger banking experience. Under
our loose banking laws, however, banks are likely to spring up in
response to popular wants, and if loose bankinf is wanted somebody ir
willing to supply it in boom times, for liberal_ commissions will sttrtet
persons into the banking bossiness who will do it. Hence in moot cities
in recent years there hus been a development of new banks, beginning
small and growing rapidly on a class of business which the old estab-
lished banks would not touch.

Neither of the two banks thtt have failed recently in New York City,
and whose troubles have occupied columns in the newtpaimrs rrild contributed
to the pessimism of the time, were members of the New York Clehring House
Association.

* * *
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SOURCIt tGOSOMIG CONDITIONS, GOVERNMENTAL FINANCE, U.S. SECURITIES
(The Nat. City ziank of W.I.)

4--(Jan. 1951)

The rise of coranodity priceb and of wageE resulted directly fraM
the war, ank', put the country upon a ner basis of va ues, which es people
bece.ae accustomed to it seemed to be reel and permanent. Wheat went above;0.400 per bushel in Chicago In the early part of 1920, corn above t2.00
per bushel, *Jet: atimuluted a dem!nd for and caused en active
turnover at riving prices. These farm transfers were finenced largely
on creeit, and the °ecru. reportv show that in maw States the aggregateof farm mortgage indebtedness doubled in the ten piers from 1910 to 1020.
This increase, of course, its not significant of distrees at the time butof confides** and eagerness to uve credit. It mats dne to a misinterpretationof conditions, aad ultimately produced the conditions with which the rural
banks have been struggling ever eince.

For a period of fifty yeare land Values hod been generally rising, and
public opinion was inclined to accept the war ripe as merrly a wore
pronouneed development of a natural tendency. e rnr.,1 banks becttae in-
volved in loans which directiy or indirectly were based on these land value's.It lus since develop-A thAt while the war gave a temporary stimulus tcAfarm
production, with the reault that ftrm products h,re back nor to pre-war prices,leaving tht. new indebtedness without ado:mete support. This ia a plain
statement of the grave situation with which the benks whocie business ie largelywith farmers have had to contend. Another fctor war the matiplication of
banks during this period of false prosp(rIty, when bank deposits were
growing in volume rapidly, and many parsons were bc,eomilli bankers withouttraining for the business, to say nothing of experience with such c.:)nditionsab were then prevallimg. Ihe country became aver-banked, and the hanks over-expanded on thE, basis of inflated prices.

the prices of farm products, it gave a permanent stimulus to
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GRAFT IS bUSIMESS

JObit T. nria
t -e- .JP , /

Chapter Eleven - BAMMIG RAM=

* * *

(Pages kbb to 1'59)

As a matter of fact the autrageous performances of tde Bunk of

United Statea were not the criminal acte for which tae banes officers

were prosecuted but a group of acts waich did not figure in the trial

at ali - a group of acts which are not against tne lam - a collection

of acts which can be duplicated in numerous other banks. To put

tae matter more seriously, tae acta shicd sere responsible for tr.e

destruction of that iastitution are those Tinier' not characterize

the tendency in bank management.

The crime of the officials of the Bank of United States con-

sists in having failed, in not having been intelligent enough beakers

.to manage the mechanism they set up without a crash;) Taeir fadlt

La this respect sae uccentuated by the bad times into which me moved.

There is good reason to believe that if tne business depression aad

not overtaken us tne Bank of United States sould not have faiLed

and all tne acts committed by the officers tould not aave become

knosn and they tould not be operating tue bank at full speed.

Tne various devices watch they set up in Liat bank and which other
. banks have aim set up to circumvent tne banking lats and get around

good banking pructice ould still be well known to bankers but taat

would make no difference. k

All the things, or many of tam, wnicn tne
bankls officers were charged wita having done are acts made possible
by the financial structure of tne bank. Ln otaer ords waen the

collection of corporations wnich constituted that institution *as

formed it could have been done *itn no other purpose taan to permit
the doing of Lae very taings enich sere later done. It mica devices
:re found in otner banks, taut ure so to conclude is tine rwason for

their presence 'Leers?

Let us no* examine tais banking structure and see now artfully

it was framed for the purposes to which it *us later put.

The Bank of United States was a state bank. It was empowered

to engage in tne blIsiness of banking and nothing else. The bankint
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lays of Mew York State, as of most stater for tuat matter, are quite
severe. Taey have been developed over a course of years and out of
many painful experiences. They have been designed to3 protect the
depositors directly and indirectly the community because of the neces-
sity of having the funds, vaich are the life blood of business, care-
fully guarded against tae cupidity of aen. * *

But there are many such eho nave felt that
our banking laws Ihere a little bit old-fas4ioned; oho thought our
banks :mould be a little more like tae banks of other countries,
Germany for instance, where the banks get into all sorts of business
and control it. Anu so they gradue/ly invested a form of baakiag
affiliates which aas how enabled them to do the very things which
half a century of ban4ing le, development was needed to prevent.
Ths officers of the Bank of United States did not invent this. They
aerely used a aevice which had already been invented. Now here is
what they did:

(Pages 266 to ZSJ)

,
The inportant fact now is not ,alowswemberilivasshr

bad looms here and there, but that tney started off with this earefully
set up manipulation of the bankte posers with the intention of exploit-
ing the baskts funds.

Is ell this honest? Apparently bankers think it is. It was all
-- twildbmbw.t4e-law. It was a scheme deliberately cooked to deprive the

bankts stocsholders of a large part of tLie profits accruiug froa the
management of their funds. The point I an laboring to make is tt,at tqe
failure of the bank was a mere incident. Even if the beak had not
failed, and. ali those affiliates had pursued their appointed oourses„
the profits arising from bal the varietv of transactions of the Bankas
Corporation and tae City and Municipal corporatione 'mould have been
cleverly detoured fro* Lae banes stockholders to tue pockets of the

Lofficials. With these three corporations, unrestricted by lay and
outside of all official scrutiny, the bankers proceeded to organize
some fifty-seven other corporations engaged in all sorts of business.
It was through these three initial affiliates Lhat they were enabled
to carry out their schemes. Is this sound banking? Is there any
reason Thy it shoula be permitted to exist? One of the eaief flaws
in permitting it is that it invites into bankiac the kind of men who
run to racketeering in business. It must not be sapposed, however,

1 that the men who formed the directorate of the Bank of United States
\were not reputable business men. That ie the most serious phase of

I
the affair. Taat bank had a large board of directors practically
all of thee widely knorn as business men. Yet most of taem approved
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the taings that were dome, all of e:;em eere Lloroughly aware of tae
intricate web of affiliates organized end wee of taee aad full know-

, ledge of everytaing tmat want on. The disturoing taint, is taat an
organisation, carefully devised, rigged from tLe outset to perform
secret services for the gentlemen wao run the bank, invested for no
other purpoue taan grefting in oenk credit, enonld aave among its
directors a group of well-knoen ousiness meni° Tne menagere of the
bank nave trutnfully said that tae crash of the bank wae due to the
stock market crash and the wide earinkege im security values. There
is no doubt about tnat. It *as the market collepse whica uiped out
the bank's security values and caused the failure and in tarn made
possible the revelation of what uas geing om beelind the secrecy of its
cagee and doors. If the market aed not collapsed there iu very good
reason to believe that the bank logic have gone ahead and, of course,
the managers would nave continued to ply their grafting activities
unmolested and with tne approval of the board. But they uould nave
been none the less grafterm.

2

• •

CPages k78 and 279)
but tais system of group banking, in thich

widely scattered banking interests are held together by means of tae
holding company and ere tied up with the extensive end promotional
schemes, including security affiliatea, insurance coapanies and finan-
cial enterprises of every character - tLis k.etem lends iteelf admir-
ably to the ambition& aad designs of unscruguiour or at least of
adventurous men. It aas Dean the perent of racketeering is the bank-
ing bueiness. The profits which finencial adventurers make by means
of thebe banking devices are hiaden, carefully held away from the
public e:ie, eoncealed eves froe the scrutiny of tae bank examiner.
No bank examiner can poeeibly tolloe thee. Even if bank examination
were to be extended to bank aolding companies and to baneing affi-
liates, it eoald eot be posaible for exaaining departments to follow
the intricate details of promotion eUch are possible under tuts
system. Ny ovn view is tnet the holding company as applied to banks
saould be forbidden by law. But this would not be aufficient. Secu-
rity affiliates should also be rigorously detached from the bank and
the truet company. I see no objection to the investment affiliete
of a trust company. But to unite oota tae security affiliate, rhich
ie. a seller of securities, and the levestment affiliate, waica is a
buyer of stocks and bonds, to shut our eyes to tae experience of
ell time, which tells UE tnat no man toula be oeraitted to be on
both sides of a bargain.
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The following excerpts were taken from an editorial, "The Way

to Keep Banks Sound", appearing in the May, 1931, issue of American

Bankers Association Journal: (/

Recommendations designed to aid in the prevention of bank failures,

together with some of the work that is being done toward this end by

the American Bankers Association were contained in the report of the

Economic Policy Commission of the Association to the Executive Council

at Augusta, Ga., and approved by that body. Discussion of the question

started with three premises:

(1) That improvable bank management in its broad aspects was an

important cause in the bank failure situation in 19'60;

(2) That sound and fundamental corrections must come mainly,

therefore, from within the business of banking itself, end only in

limited measure through legislative measures arising from without; and

(5) That it is the duty and is within the powers a organized banking

as represented by the American Bankers Association and the state bankers

associations to bTing about sound remedial action and conditions both by

s'timulating improvements in manageriel technique wherever calleo for and

also by exerting a greater degree of constructive leadership in guiding

both state and national laws regarding banking toward higher standards

for promoting good banking practices and giving greater protection to

the public.

Institute Should  be Supported

We repeat that we believe there is no greater preventive of bank
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Excerpts from "The Way to Keep Banks Sound," - (2)

failure than good bank management, whetner general conditions are

good or bad. We cannot change those economic or other special external

conditions, which doubtless destroyed some particular banks in ways that

were beyond the power of any type of management to prevent. But after

all the vast majority of bunks survived under the same identical economic

conditions in which the great minority failed. This ie true in respect

to the drought-stricken agricultural districts as well as in the less

hard-hit areas. Does this not imply that in general the banks that sur-

vived were, by better management, able to fortify themselves and cope

successfully with conditions that were common to virtually all banks?

This clearly indicates that good bank management is a source of strength

even against such economic adversity as the nation has passed through

the past year and a half and that therefore the propagation of good bank

management by every practical means offers organized banking its greatest

opportunity of service both to the business of banking and the welfare

//

of the nation.
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The folloDing excerpts were taken from an address by

John W. Pole, Comptroller of the Currency, entitled "Public

Aspect of Bank Management", appearing in the Proceedings of

the Second Central Atlantic States Bank Management Confer-

ence held in Washington, D. C., February 26-27, 1931: (fr4g)
"In banking as in many of our activities

we are inclined to attempt to cure all defec-
tive operations by new statutory enactments
and new governmental regulations.

"In the final analysis however govern-
mental action, whether statutory or regula-
tory, can only set the metes and bounds of
bank operations. They can penalize viola-
tions of the law and can exercise a re-
straining influence upon banking practices
within the law but it is well known that
good management cannot be procured by
legislation or governmental fiat. Good
management must be a natural growth from
within the institution."

N A

"In our large cities the clearing-
houses have played an effective part in the
development of local banking standards. The
type of work done by these voluntary asso-
ciations should be extended if possible to
all banks. I know of no better instrumen-
tality through which to build up in this
country banking traditions strong enough to
effectively discaurage all types of bad bank-
ing."

"If the bankers themselves fail by con-
certed action upon their own initiative to
cast aut from their midst those who would
convert banking to their own private and sel-
fish gain, to the detriment of the institu-
tion, there will certainly be new legislation
perhaps both state and national for the re-
moval of unsound management by governmental
action."

rt,
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"I realize that from the standpoint
of the banker, banking is a private busi-
ness similar to other gainfUl occupations
and that the fUndamental business prin-
ciples of freedom of action and unity of
responsibility upon boards of directors
should not be subjected to what might be
called governmental interference. On the
other hand in banking there is a large
public interest at stake - an interest
both of the government and of the deposi-
tors - and so long as there is the possi-
bility of a repitition of certain recent
outstanding examples of bad management,
whether through incompetency or through
a wilful disregard of responsibility and
honor, there is the prospect of increas-
ing the powers of governmental supervi-
sion as a remedy."
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The following excerpt is taken from an address by

John J. Driscoll, Jr., C.P.A., Analysist in Bank Manage-

ment, entitled, "Analysis - Essential to Profitable Bank-

ing", appearing in the Proceedings of the Second Central

Atlantic States Bank Management Conference held in Washing-

ton, D. C., February 26-27, 1951:

"Let us remember this, that the manage-
ment in a bank exists so that the bank may re-
main sound, may gra; may earn money and fill
its designated place in its community life.
Accordingly, the management of any bank must
be graded and judged by the results it attains
in accomplishing these points. Management is
hired and paid to accomplish, and its accom-
plishment must be measured by results attained.

"The day when banks might to some extent
run themselves, when it was not necessary to
constantly know facts concerning every phase
of the bank, when it was not necessary to
operate to earn a definite profit, has passed
and if bank management, particularly among
unit banks, is going to sarvive and progress,
it must know why it does a thing, how to do
it and what it will accomplish by doing it.
Therefore, I think it mgy be sincerely said
that the title of this paper is not amiss -
"ANALYSIS - ESSENTIAL TO PROFITABLE BANKING."
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The following excerpt is taken from an address by

Levi H. Morris, President of the Newton Trust Company,

Newton, New Jersey, entitled, "Payment of Interest on De-

posits", appearing in the Proceedings of the Second Cen-

tral Atlantic States Bank Management Conference held in

Washington, D. C., February 26-27, 1931:(

"Too many banks have been chartered.
Banks have been established in villages
where the business is not sufficient to
maintain a bank in a healthy strong posi-
tion and in many towns a second bank has
been chartered where one was well able to
meet the banking requirements, thusweaken-
ing the banking conditions of the community
rather than strengthening them, permitting
the establishing of banks for the reaping
of anticipated profits and speculative pur-
poses rather than service, creating sharp
competition which is not conducive to good,
sound, conservative banking."

2'79
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The following summary of remarks on an address,

"Answering Administrative Problems", made by Doctor Harold

r
Stonier, Educational Director, A.I.B., were taken from the

Proceedings of the Second Central Atlantic States Bank Man-

agement Conference held in Washington, D. C., February 26-

27, 1931:

"The banker's function is to artftlly
apply the knowledge of law and the science
of accounting to the administration of prob-
lems as they are reflected through the human
relations entering into that picture.

"There is no short cut to banking suc-
cess. Banking is a career and not a job, it
requires a professional outlook and not sim-
ply a job outlook to master it. It means
evolving a science through long years of ex-
perience that will bring about an artftl in-
terpretation of the problems and contribu-
tions of science and law to the end that
banking might be still better wirdnistrated.

"The knowledge of banking technique
which bankers of previous generations have
had to dig out for themselves is today made
available to bankers through state and na-
tional bankers associations, through clear-
inghouses, through the American Institute
of Banking.

"'Unfounded rumor today in American bank-
ing is greater than ever before, often caus-
ing embarrassment 4.,o very solvent institutions.
Banking to the rank and file is a great mys-
tery, and back of that mystery is a force
bringing forth unfounded rumors that sweep
into hysteria. This problem rust be solved
by interpreting to that rank and file the
'mystery' of banking.n
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The following summary of remarks on an address,

"Credit Bureaus in County and Regional Clearinghouse As-

sociations", made by George D. Snyder, Manager, Reading
0-4.0

and Berks County Credit Bureau, Reading, Pennsylvania, 4rever

taken from the Proceedings of the Second Central Atlantic

States Bank Management Conference held in Washington, D.C.,

February 26-27, 1931:

"The object of a credit bureau is to
prevent an over-extension of credit to any
borrower through a duplication of his loans
by his borrowing from two or more banks.
The bureau aims to fUrnish a maximum of in-
formation with a minimum of work and cost,
end to divulge a mimimum of confidential in-
formation.

"MUltiple borrowers are found wherever
banks are located. Practically fifty per
cent of all borrowers are multiple borrowers.
Every banking community needs a credit bur-
eau, and the larger the banking area the
greater is the need for a bureau.

"The great value of a credit bureau lies
in its elasticity. It can be adapted to cope
with any situation in any size community. The
cost of conducting it is definite and limited
while the cost of not having one is indefinite
and limitless. An amazingly small amount of
time is required to operate it, and the cost
is negligible."
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Committee on Banking
Chamber of Commerce of the United States
Preliminary Material - Meeting in Chicago

October 31, 1231

auegation of Assets - There is no requirement in the National Bank Act
for the segregation of assets, except as regards trust assets. In some
states, however, so-called departmental banking, with segregation of assets,
has found favor. The general question of segregation is now under review.
It can hardly be said, however, that it is a major trend in modern banking.

A number of abuses connected with security affiliates have been identi-
fied. These include injudicious loans by the banks to security companies,
injudicious offerings of stocks and bonds to the detriment not alone of the
security affiliate but of the bank, manipulation of accounts to disguise the
bank's true condition, an injudicious use of security affiliates to acquire
control of other banks.

:7111_
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SOURCE: 73d ANNUAL REPORT-COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY--1935

Page 1
* * * * * *

ACTIVITIES OF THE BUREAU

Receivership liquidation

The banking history of this Nation has not been particularly happy.
A contemplation of the number of bank failures, with their attendant
losses and heartaches, should make us resolve that such conditions
will never recur. High banking standards must be insisted upon, and
our banks must have trained officers and employees who are thoroughly
conversant with sound banking principles.

"N. 7 •
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The following excerpts were taken from an article entitled

"Well-Managed Unit Banks Can Stand Alone," by Mr. Craig B. Hazlewood,

Vice President, First National Bank, Chicago, appearing in American

Bankers Association Journal, October, 1950.

* * * * *

Based on Unit Banks 

0
A free initiative has built the American banking system. In con-

trast to many other countries, where branch banking and a central govern-

ment bank have been the traditional and accepted trend, our banxing

development has been characterized by detached and independent units.

The contrast between the American banking system and that of certain

foreign countries is as sharp as the contrast between the American form

of government and foreign monarchical forms. And just as each has its

advantages and disadvantages - just as some people believe in absolute

instead of popular rule - so are some bankers inclined to discount the

advantages of popular initiative in banking and look enviously upon the
I I

advantages of a stronger centralized system.

Examine briefly the broad picture of this country's development

and the growth of its unit banks. In the pioneer period, a bank was started

soon after the general store had become the center of a small community.

The banker was never far behind the covered wagon. A second bank was

openea when the prosperity of the first became apparent. In large cities,

banks started on transfer corners as the city extended its limits. In

many cases, banks were founded for the purpose of aiding real estate specu-

lation.
or" PIN 41
01.,: I el
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Excerpts from "Well-Managed Unit Banks Can Stand Alone" - (2)

Strangers to Bankinz

The officers frequently had no previous experience in banking.

* * * As in most businesses, those who were reasonably efficient

were reasonably successful; those who %ere better than average made

outstanding successes; those who were inefficient failed. Banking was

essentially a community activity. Eacilbank was a unit. Tnere was

little talk of branch banking.

Off With the Old 

Obviously, the development of our banking system has had in it

elements of disorder and waste. But the whole development of this country

has been characterized by disorder, waste, and a readiness always to

discard the new for the newer. And the net result of all this waste,

or whatever it may be called, has, after all, been the achievement of

more progress in a hundred years than has ever been made by any other

country in any length of time.

I have sketched the course of banking in America, because it is

and should remain so characteristically American, so characteristically

free: and because with this perspective, one feels new courage and en-

thusiasm in meeting problems today that may seem without precedent.

In the period of prosperity following the war many a bank threw

management principles to the rinds and engaged in unsound practices.

A great competitive spirit developed, with each bank striving to do more

for the customer than the bank across the street. Volume became the
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Excerpts from "Well-Managed Unit Banks Can Stand Alone" - (5)

foremost consideration, while profits were only incidentally considered.

However, the example of 5000 bank failures in one decade and the

constantly diminishing rate of banking profit for two decades could not

be ignored. A period of severe introspection was inevitable. Bankers

began to study the causes of failure and poor profits. Unobserved and

neglected principles of sound bank management were re-emphasized. The

policies of those banks which had gone far along the road of scientific

management were carefully studied. The searchlight of research and

creative thinking were turned on those phases of banking where weaknesses

were clearly evident and where bankers had groped in the dark.

Reasons for Failure 

In the great majority of cases where failure and inadequate profits

were found, there also were found bankers without the proper experience

or with an astonishing lack of familiarity with the tecnnique of banking.

* * The record of the American unit banking system not only

proves that a poorly managed unit bank fails, but it also proves - fact

we have too frequently forgotten - that a soundly managed unit bank succeeds.

Five Truths

\\
* * * It is not the system, but the management that needs

attention. Sound banking depends upon sound bankers far more than it

does upon any particulEr system. It was primarily bad management that

caused 5000 failures in the past decade, approximately 90 per cent of

which occurred in cities of 100000 or less and in banks with a capital of
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Excerpts from "Well-Managed Unit Barks Can Stand Alone" - (4)

of less than 4400,000. * * * One may examine every kind of banking

system in operation anywhere in the world, and it will be found that there

is only one factor which in the last analysis determines whether a par-

ticular system will be successful. That factor is management. Give me

the measure of a banker's management ability, and I can describe the

limits of his bank's success.

* * * Banking evils are not to be cured by any revolutionary

procedure which completely changes banking systems. They are rather to be

eliminated by the evolution of management ability through management

education. * * *

* * * * *

What Must be Done

Whether w e operate unit banks, branches, or groups, we must improve

our management. * * *
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SOURCE: THE ECONOMICS OF BRANCH BANKING--Bernhard Ostrolenk (1930)

CHAPTER IX
BRANCH BANKING IN CANADA1

Pagp 149

At the third regular revision of the Bank Act, in 1901, the
Csnadian Bankers' Association was given authority to appoint an
inspector to supervise the bank note circulation and see that no
bank issued circulation in excess of its paid-up capital. The re-
vision also permitted one bank to sell its assets to another; also,
more detailed monthly returns were required.

Page 150

The fifth revision, of 1923, resulted in numerous important
changes. The qualifications of provisional directors were redefined,
while provision was made for keeping records of attendance at directors'
meetings and bringing them to the notice of shareholders. Annual and
special statements were given further attention and more complete
returns were required from the banks, particularly in cases where opera-
tions other than banking were carried on. Detailed provisions were added
regarding a shareholders' audit of the affairs of the banks, while the
personal liability of directors in case of distribution of profits in
excess of legal limits was fixed. Regulations regarding loans were
amended and annual returns to the Minister regarding real and immovable
property were required. Registration of security for loans was provided
for; monthly and special returns were to be made when called for by the
Minister; certain loans were prohibited; and the punishment of directors
and other bank officials making false statements was provided for.

Pag,e 153 

During the period 1K0-1928 but one bank failed in Canada, the
Home Bank, and this primarily due to inefficient management. This is
in marked contrast with the large number of failures in the United States
during the same period. The failure of the Home Bank, with a capital of
it1,960,591 and liabilities of 24,889,049, contrasts with 4,51F bank
failures in the United States with a total capital of $196,000,000 and
deposits of t1,350,603,000. The bank failures in the United States
occurred mostly in agricultural regions, while the agricultural regions
of Canada remained immune from the bank failure epidemic of the Northwest.

1This chapter was written by Henry Hansen, Editor of
the Canadian Section of The Annalist.
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Page 153 (contd.) 

Several banks in Canada, other than the Home Bank, did feel
the pinch of hard times from 1920 to 1924. Such as apprached a
condition of insolvency took refuge in amalgamation with a more
powerful institution. In Camda the branch bank system offered
attractions to powerful Eastern banks who were looking for outlets
in the agricultural West and the locality or business assets
compensated for the non-liquidity of the bank. Thus in many cases
the amalgamation worked to the benefit of the public and to the
benefit of the absorbing bank.

PaRes 157-58 

In the branches of Ganadisn banks the till money on hand
amounts to but a few hundred dollars. A unit bank in the United
States could not operate one hour on such a small amount. But this
is possible in Canada because of the principle of note issue. The
notes of banks are not considered money until they are paid out by
the teller and there is no losF of interest on till money, which in
the United States amounts to a considerable sum.

This provision has been of great benefit to the entire system
and has enabled it to supply banking services to regions where a
unit bank could not possibly opertte. Many growing regions have not
reached the point where financial stabilization is in sight, yet a
powerfUl branch bank can afford to operate with small loss for some
years in order to establish itself and grow with the region. The Hud-
son Bay is such a region. It is developing and may in time become a
center of activity but no unit bank could possibly operate there at
a profit, yet the Royal Bank of Canada has opened a branch in Churchill.
It will probably take a small loss for some time but in the meantime it
is firmly establishing itself and giving the community the benefit of
banking facilities.

Supplying adequate banking facilities to agriculture was one
important reason for the establishment of the branch system in Canada.
Under similar conditions in the United States such regions have been
hampered and retarded by the lack of proper banking facilities. The
unit system cannot supply to agricultural regions the credit they need
and the danger of failure is always more imminent.

AL
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Pages 159-60-61-162

The fluid movement of funds in Canada, as well as the elasticity

of currency, has been a great advantage to the country as a Ahole,

especially to the agricultural regions. The movement of funds from

East to West is of extreme importance especially when the crops are

to be exported or moved to selling centers. C anada has been fortunate

in that through its great branch system credit is available at all times,

funds move readily from surplus to deficient regions and that its

currency is one of the most delicate systems of its kind. The elesticity

of currency in the United States cannot and does not measure up to the

Canadian system, credit is not so available and the movement of funds,

although facilitated through the Federal Reserve System and corres-

pondent banks, does not work smoothly enough and often causes delays.

There have been cases of complaint on the part of certain groups

in Canada that they do not receive an adequate supply of capital or at

reasonable rates. Rather than indicating a defect of the system, this

exhibits one of the benefits to the country. The Maritime Provinces

have had to compete with others ma with more favorable industrial

opportunities and business has declined, and while a local unit bank

would buoy this up for some time the end would be disastrous. The more

favorably situated provinces are able to take advantage of the easier

credit while credit for less favorable regions becomes tighter. It is

not a fault of the system but works as an automr.tic regulator of credit

and prevents overexpansion in territories not suited for some particular

industry. The industries of the Ataritime Provinces must compete with

industries of the other provinces on an equal basis and credit will

flow to such centers where the demand is greatest and accompanied with

sound industrial prospects.

Not only have Canadian farmers been able to obtain easier credit

but rates have been lower than in corresponding regions of tne United

States. While rates vary and no definite rate which Canadian farmers

have to pay can be quoted, the range is approximetely from 7 to 10 per cent,

while the rate to farmers near the Canadian border in the United States is

several per cent higher.

The reason for these lower rates is inherent in the system. It is

due to the rapid shifting of funds from the East to the West and back again

when not needed. The larg-e number of branches facilitates this movement,

and various industries in need of credit at different times are paired off

against each other. Again, the great savings in the overhead of a branch in

lanitoba compared with a unit bank in Dakota makes for lower operating costs

in Canada. If this savings in overhead did not exist many of the branches

of Canadian banks could not operate profitably.

Diversifieation, a word that at present has been assuming more and

more significance in the United States, hes been carried out in practice

in the Ganadian branch banking system. Banks will not tie their assets in
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Pages 159-60-61-62 (contd.) 

any one industry nor one locality. The unit bank in the United States

has little choice. It cannot diversify its assets to the extent that a

large branch bank can and is compelled to associate its fortune with

the industry in its particular locality. If it is in an agricultural

region witn farmers who are land poor and making no profits, the bank,

unless managed with more than average skill, frequently will find its

assets frozen. * * *

In the past some banks in Canada have frequently had their

branches in one region. In the case of the Union Bank this was true,

but among the present chartered banks this tendency has practically

disappeared. In the case of the Farmers Bank, which had all its assets

tied up in a mining venture, the Keeley mine, the failure was reported

to be due more to inefficient and dishonest management than to a de-

fect of the system. Such tendencies are more prone to exist in the unit

system because a large branch system can attract a higher type of executive.

Especially is this true of positions in the head office, where mismanage-

ment is likely to be of greatest damage. The tendency to gamble away assets

of a bank has been corrected through the decennial revision of the Bank Act.

In the revision of 1913 a stockholders' audit was authorized to reduce the

risk of speculation on the part of the management.

Pages 163-64

One criticism of the branch banking system, that is often advanced,

is that not enough interest is taken in the industries of a small com-

munity. The proponents of the unit system point to the fact that in small

communities the local industry is financed by the local bank. Viewed from

the standpoint of the individual, the communal interest of a local bank has

many advantages. However, viewed from the general economic interests of

the country, it will be granted that bank after bank finances its local

industry without any regard to the demands or needs of the nation or the

position of the industry from a standpoint other than local. Canadian

banks take a wider viewpoint. The manager of a local unit bank has not

the facilities at hand or is not so situated as to be in touch with all the

factors of a certain industry or view the industry as a whole.

A case in the United States where this local viewpoint was carried

to an extreme has been called to the writer's attention. Within a radius

of eight miles three towns imitated each other in the establishment of a

hosiery mill. The bank of each town financed its own local mill with no

regard to the needs of the market or to the demand for this commodity.

The consequence was that as soon as a depression hit the industry, two
of the factories went bankrupt and theanks found these loans, which
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Pages 163-64 (contd.) 

amounted to a considerable sum, frozen. Although there are no definite

assurances that this would not happen under a branch banking system,

the probabilities are that the loan along such line by any branch would

promptly receive the scrutiny and review of the head office, which would

be in a position to judge the need of the country for any particular

commodity.

It is interesting to note that in Canada the bankers are in close

touch with their public and with the state of each particular industry.

In part this is because of the small numbers of customers and in part

because it is not the custom of any depositor to have more than one

account. * * *

Personal knowledge of its financial public is an important feature

of banking in Canada and partly disproves the allegations that the head

office of a bank has no knowledge or interest in a particular community.
* * *

Page 165

Another point in the Canadian system that has been severely

criticized is the decline In the ratio of capital and surplus to total

liabilities. Table XVIII shows the extent to which tais decline has

taken place (9)

TABLE XVIII

RATIO OF CAPITAL AND SURPLUS TO TOTAL LIABILITIES

1885 57.35 1916 14.16 1923 10.56

1890 46.82 1917 12.06 1924 10.09

1895 38.76 1918 . 10.98 1925 9.55

1900 27.36 1919 9.46 1926 9.29

1905 22.48 1920 9.06 1927 9.13

1910 17.53 1921 10.?9 1928 8.43

1915 16.76 1922 . 10.78

Pages 166-67 

Another criticism that has been directed against the Canadian
branch banking system is that it creates a money trust and reduces healthy

competition. That competition exists between the various banks in Canada

is difficult to prove statistically except by the fact that one will find

in a small community several branches of various banks. Banks are partic-

(9) Canada Year Book, 1929, source for capital and liabilities.Digitized for FRASER 
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Pages 166-67 (contd.) 

ularly eager to obtain the accounts of new industries establishing

themselves in Canada, and this is where the greatest competition

arises between banks. It is, however, a practice not to persuade

customers to switch their accounts.

A further criticism of the system is that the local branch

managers fail to take the interest in the communit:, that is said

to be characteristic of the manager of a unit bank. The complaint

has been made that they are shifted just when they have become

acquainted with the needs of the community and that they are not

given sufficient authority but must refer too many matters to the head

office. This criticism is not so true at present as it was when many

new branches were opening. It was more difficult for a bank to choose

the proper man when it was expanding so rapidly- Naturally some inef-

ficient men were appointed but these have been removed and it is to the

interest of the bank that its local man display interest in his com-

munity. The bank realizes this and when a manager has proved his

ability he is given more liberty in the making of loans. Once a

certain line of credit has been given a customer it remains operative

with the local branch without reference to the head office, unless an

amount greater than this is needed. * * *
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SOURCE: THE ECONOMICS OF BRANCH BANKING--Bernhard Ostrolenk (1930)

CHAP1tR VIII
BRANCH BANKING IN THE UNITED STATES

Page 155

The situation at that time was not far different from the
present banking situation in the United States. Today the English
banking system is in the hands of large companies; operating with
expert knowledge of the business interests of the Empire; working
along lin, s of well-tried practice which are noted for soundness
and conservativeness; and establishing branch banks in adequate,
if not excessive, numbers in all parte of the land. There has not
been an important bank failure since 1890, notwithstanding that the
banking system was called on, in 1914, to withstand a trial of un-
usual severity. * * *

We have already pointed out the large number of recent bank
mergers in metropolitan cities of the United States that accompanied
industrial centralization in production and distribution. The amnl-
gamations that took place in England during the past hundred years
were of precisely the same nature and were accelerated in the early
years of the World War when the banka realized that only larger insti-
tutions would be able to continue the financial supremacy of the
English money market. The consolidations differed from the recent
American consolidationa in that the English banks when merging took
over large numbers of private banks and converted them into branch
banks or bank offices and when merging with the larger banks already
in possession of branch banks these new banks were added to tLe system
and consolidated with it.

Pagp 154 In the United States, on the other hand, the mergera made for
larger metropolitan institutions and left the large number of unit
banks throughout the country untouched. In fact, the consolidations
were made necessary because business was shifting from the smaller
banks to the metropolitan centers necessitating larger banks there.
The unit banks lost business which went to the larger cities, which
in turn strengthened their poaition by consolidation, but they were
prevented, because of the legal restrictions on branch banking, from
coming to the assistance of the country banks.

341,L1
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Pages135 -136

* * * Incidentally, it may be pertinent to point out what
will be discussed more fully later, that it now seems probable
that further bank amalgamation in England will be checked, not by
law, but by the uneconomic nature of additional amalgametions; that,
in fact, the banks have now grown so unwieldy that earnings have
been reduced as the number of branch banks increased. It is, therefore,
not improbable to expect that in the United States there will be
economic and administrative limits to the number of branch banks
within a system even if the law should not limit them.

PaRes 141-42-43-44-45 

* * * But it must be reemphasized that the system of branch
banking in England primarily developed as a consequence of consolida-
tion of independent private banks and only partially by opening of
new banks; hence, overlapping banking services were frequently the
aftermath of the planless growth of private banks.

In view of the argument advanced that the development of strong
central banking systems with wide-flung branch banks would seriously
affect the Federal System, it may not be amiss to investigate the
effect of the amalgamation of English private banks upon the Bank of
England.

It is readily granted at the outset that the situation is not
analogous and that the Federal System is in many respects a widely
different institution from the Bank of England, yet it iE worthy of
notice that one of the arguments brought forward against Fnglish bank
amalgamation was that it would utterly destroy the fiduciary agent of
the United Kingdom, the Bank of England. As a matter of fact, as these
joint stock banks increased in power and in extent, the Bank of England
has increasingly withdrawn from the open banking field until today it
has become a bankers' bank exclusively and occupies the hub of the banking
system of England. Issuing of notes, once the prerogative of scores of
banks throughout England, has gradually been confined to the Bank of
England itself. In 1844, 207 private banks and 72 joint stock banks
issued a total of L8,631,647. At that time the Bank of England issued
L14,000,000. Between then and 1921 the note issue of the private banks
has totally disappeared and the Bank of England has increased its note
issue to L19,750,000, thereby replacing the 8.6 million pounds sterling
issue of the private banks by L5,750,000 issue of the Bank of England.

* * * From a cursory examination of the branch banking development
it would seem obvious, therefore, that its influence on the Bank of
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England has been salutary and that it hasstrengthened and solidified
the influence of the central bank as an agent and clearing house for
the banking system of the United Kingdom.

Some further attention should he given to the increased safety
of the banks in England in consequence of the amelgamation and the
development of branch banking. Private bankers who operate in local
spheres uninfluenced by national conditions, unable to appreciate
the need for heavy reserves, operated on a totally different bank
policy from the centralized joint stock banks which maintained ade-
quate and accurate public accounting, aggressive competition for
deposits, disinterestedness in lending policies, sedulously seeking
for safety and with facilities to supply services to a variEd industry
and a widely distributed public. The war demonstrated that a small
number of large banks can pool their resources more readily than can
a large number of small banks and that the nation's finances can be
better mobilized through the branch bank system.

It is entirely conceivable that fundamentally also the private
banks in England in their day suffered from the same malady which to
a great extent affects the unit banks in the United States, and that
is the selection by the banks of investments that are unsound. It is
not improbable that the many failures in the early history of England
were the consequence of large amounts of frozen assets and unsound
banking systems, a condition that today weighs heavily upon the banking
system in the United States.

One more point needs to be examined, and that is the relation of
profitF to brunch banking. An examination of the banking system in
England over a period of years reveals a curious situation. As
amalgamations decreased the number of banks and increased the number
of branch banks, gross expenses continued to mount and net profits
steadily declined although gross profits continued to grow.(3) The
same condition existed with branch banks scattered over the country
and with branch banks in the large metropolitan centers. It had been
hoped originally that banks which absorbed others would show increased
earning powers as years went on. This has not been the case. The law
of diminishing return has, therefore, set the limits for bank growth and
amalgamations.

The following explanations have been suggested. First, the small
banks were uccustomed to keep a small percentage of liquid assets and
after amalgamation they were forced to increase these assets in accordance
with their new rankings, the increase in liquid assets necessarily
reducing earning power. Second, bad and doubtful debts may have been
taken over with amalgamations and necessitated their being written off.

(5) Cf. The Ltatist, May 12, 1928, p. 832.Digitized for FRASER 
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Third, rates allowed on deposits have been growing and deposits
bearing no interest have been diminishing. Fourth, continued
depression of investments had eaten into profits. Fifth, there
are banks working on much finer rates; therefore, the benefits of
large amalgamation or amalgamation which creates large banks revert
to the public.

Summarized, the English banking system has paralleled the
American banking system only during a brief period when private banks
to some extent were as localized as are the American unit banks, and that
branch banking in England developed concurrently with bank amalgamations.
The process of amalgamation centralized the financial resources of the
country into a few strong banks, but did not stifle competition. In
fact, competition was intensified as these banks sought deposits in
all parts of the United Kingdom and in all types of business enterprises.
The evidence clearly indicates that the developing branch bank system
and amalgamation continued to place before the country larger and
larger numbers of bank offices and banking services. Deposits increased
steadily and reserves relative to deposits and capital also increased.
The banks of the United Kingdom, the Joint Stock Banks, few in number
with widely distributed branch banks, have had no failure for almost a
quarter of a century and during that period the World War placed upon
the banks unparalleled financial stress. In fact, the war period
demonstrated not only the stability of the English banks, but their
ability, because of their size and their effective power for organization,
to mobilize their resources in the interests of the nation. Two adverse
developments in the process of amalgamation may be noted here. First the
tendency of undercapitalizing, subsequently remedied by legislation, and
secondly, the decreased net earning power of banks as amalgamations
increased.
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SOURCE: Summa Of The Re orts. Prepared for the information of the 
Federal Reserve System by the Federal Reserve Committee on Branch, 
Group, and Chain Banking.

Criticisms of Bank Personnel. 
Pages 41 and 42. 

In 135 out of 225 suspended banks evidence of disregard of banking
law or regulations on the part of officers or emplqyes was reported by
the examiners. In some cases, the offenses were of the most serious
nature, as in the case of 28 defalcations, 5 conversions of funds, 8
forgeries, and 27 false statements.

Exceeding the legal limitation on loans to one interest, failure
to keep up legal reserves, payment of dividends not aurrently earned,
and excessive investment in banking house were often alluded to by
bank examiners. In 101 of the 225 suspended banks, bank directors
were criticized because of their lack of attention to the affairs of
the banks. Managing officers or influential directors of a number of
the failed banks included in this study used their positions to secure
favors from the bank, and at times to finance speculative or fraudulent
transactions of their own. Attention was often called to the payment
of excessive salaries to bank officials.

In 71 out of 225 banks, examiners/ criticisms frequently referred
to weak management. 4eak loan, Investment, and collection policies
referred to in previous paragraphs are addition'. indications of inef-
fective management.

Every bank must be prepared to go through periods of declining
deposits. Withdrawals may be the result of reduced business activity
generally, or the flow of funds away from a region or community for
economic reasons, or the loss of confidence on the part of depositors.
vvhen deposits begin to decline, a bank may be forced to dispose of
some of its assets or use them as a basis for borrowing. So long as
the assets are high-grade and liquid these withdrawals can be met. If
the process continues until the bank has left only an inferior grade
of assets, however, and cannot realize on them as rapidly as deposits
are withdrawn, then it must close its doors. Many banks with a con-
siderable proportion of their funds in long-term commitments, no matter
of what origin, and having a large proportion of their liabilities pay-
able on demand, have failed when they were subjected to withdrawals of
deposits because they could not realize on their assets. The value of
long-term commitments changes in response to cyclical movements and
long-time trends; these assets may be stable or increase in price for
long periods, but when a slu,dp comes they are subject to heavy and
widespread shrinkage.
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Criticisms of Bank Personnel CCont'd1

The depreciation in investment securities and the difficulties
of the banks generally during the depression have been greatly aggra-
vated hy the cumulative effects of large numbers of suspensions of
weak banks over a period of years. This has been gradually wearing
down public confidence, thus givinE impetus to the hoarding movement
and causinE the contraction of credit by stronger institutions. The

result has been an increase in the volume of securities thrown on the

market, with the consequent spreading of the ill effects of liquida-

tion throughout the credit structure.
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SOURCE: Branch Bankiv, in Canada. Material prepared for the information 

of the Federal Reserve Pystem by the Federal Reserve Committee on Branch, 

Group, and Chain Baril_clug. , / • • ,P /?.)0).

LtIg_e_li  and 36. 
Management 

The degree of safety to depositors of any banking system depends
very largely upon the quality of its management. Consequently the actual
safety record of the Canadian banks reflects in some measure the quaJity
of their management. A banking system which has developed gradually
over a long period of years without revolutionary changes, as in Canada,
has been able to build up time-tested and well established traditions
of sound banking practice. By the very nature of their structure and
their methods of personnel administration, the Canadian banks have for
generations played an important role as training schools for bankers.

Under the laws of the Dominion, Canadian banks must be at least
ten times as large in terms of paid-up capital stock as the minimum

for national banks in the United Szates, and modern economic tendencies
have resulted in institutions a great deal larger than the legal mini_

mum.

Function

The kind of business in which the Canadian banks engage is deter-
mined partly by law, as in the case of the prohibition of loans secured
by real estate, but in greater measure by the judgment exercised by
the management. It is a noteworthy fact that the commercial banks do
not operate security affiliates in Canada and do not engage in general
investment banking activities. It is commonly asserted in authoritative
circles in Canada, moreover that the banks are conducted as strictly
commercial institutions, avoiding not only real estate loans but all
loans the proceeds of which are intended for capital investment. As
pointed out in the preceding chapter, a larger proportion of their total
deposit liabilities are time or "savings" deposits; but in practice
these are paid on demand and loaned out or invested exactly as if they
were demand deposits. Practically all loans are made, originally at

least, as short-term advances, and most investments are eligible as
collateral for advances by the Dominion Treasury under the Finance Act.
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SOURCE: Branch Banking in England. Material prepared for the in-
formation of the Federal Reserve ,57stem lqy the Federal Reserve 
Committee on Branch, Group, and Chain Banking.

Page 37
Responsibility of Directors

In the banking tradition and standards which have developed in
England, the responsibility of directors has been emphasized and the
interest which those accepting bank directorships have taken in their
institutions has no doubt had its influence upon the solvency record
of English banks. The Companies Act of 1908 held that the directors
are liable for loss due to wilful neglect or default or actual dis-
honesty: (2)

. . if they (the directors) appear to the court not to
have acted as men with any ordinary degree of prudence would
have acted on their own behalf, they have been guilty of
auch negligence and misconduct as to make them liable to the
company."

In 1929 this was made still stronger. (3)

"Subject as hereinafter provided, (4) apy provision,
whether contained in the articles of a company or in any
contract with a company or otherwise, for exempting any
director, manager or officer of the company, or any person
(whether an officer of the company or not) employed by the
company as auditor from, or indemnifying him against, any
liability which by virtue of any rule of law would otherwise
attach to him in respect of any negligence, default, breach
of duty or breach of trust of which he may be guilty in rela-
tion to the company shall be void."

4-1001:13-1
It fiQ
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Report of Committee on State Licensing of Bankers, State Secre-

taries Section, A. B. A., October 1929:

" * * * The Committee was instructed to include in its
scope of investigation the following:

1. What States, if any, have or are considering
the licensing of men and women to engage in
banking?

2. How far should the licensing of bankers extend?

3. If adopted as a policy of the State, how should
the State proceed to license bankers?

4. In what way may State Bankers' Associations
properly co-operate with the State in the ad-
ministration of such a system?

5. How much of sentiment exists among the people
of the States and among the bankers themselves,
favorable to a system of licensing bankers?

6. Could the work of the American Institute of
Banking and the co-operation of State BankPre--

„mrssociations, with State universities, be related
effectively to the administration of a State
licensing system?

" * * * The Committee finds that there are no States in
the Union having or considering the licensing of bankers, save
only that which obtains in a limited way in the State of
Nebraska, where it appears bank executives, charged with the
responsibility of making loans, are required to secure from
the State a license. It is difficult to see how Much a system
measures up to any proper conception of the licensing of
bankers. If a system of licensing of bankers is to be estab-
lishpd at all, it should fairly compass the entire scope of
the bank; for incompetency, inferiority, infidelity and all
else that contributes to the infirmity, and finally to the in-
solvency of banks, have origin quite as frequently in the ac-
counting department, at the receiving teller's station, in
safety deposit administration, as in the discount portfolio."

* * * * * * * *

"No sensible person will doubt the wisdom of raising the
standards of qualifications of all those who now or may in the
future hold official positions in banks. He who gives a
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moment to the serious consideration of this far reaching move-
ment will not fail to be impressed with the magnitude of the
problem. It cannot be accomplished by legal fiat, nor by
rituals prescribed by an administrative board. The most that
can be done by either is to merely permit men to engage in the
banking business, it cannot qualify them. It must be clear
to every thinking person that the law can do little or nothing
to qualify men to be good bankers. All the law can do is to
create a system of banks, provide for their Government, impose
limitations of capital, prescribe the number of directors,
establish a department of supervision, clothe official boards
with authority to grant or refuse charters, impose stockholders
liabilities, clothe the Banking Department with a large measure
of authority in all cases of infractions of the law, and with
power in case of insolvency to take charge of the institutions
and close out its affairs. The law has to do with bank organi-
zation and with supervision over bank management, but it can-
not qualify the bank manager. Boards of directors, chosen by
the body of the shareholders, make deliberate choice of those
whom they will call to manage the bank's affairs.

"The immediate question now presents itself: shall there
be established in every State a board of examiners, before
whom each applicant aspiring to engage in the banking business
must first present himself and pass examination before being
permitted to engage in the business of banking? If so, and if
left to the initiative of the individual States, there would
be 48 varieties of standards and possibly in some States no
standards at all. Moreover, it could not apply to the 26,000
banks now existing in which themare probably 200,000 officers
and employees, who for years to cume will be continuing in the
service of their institutions--unlicensed, unhonored and un-
gang. From the beginning this agitation for the licensing of
bankers has pointed for justification to the fact that licenses
are required of physicians and of lawyers. "Why not license
bankers like we license doctors?" is the cry. The answer is
'Amen, and Amen, and Amen.'"

* * * * * * * * *

"Furthermore, Federal and State laws do not contain ample
authority for the control of banking and do not empower Bank
Commissioners and Banking Boards with authority for looking
into the qualifications of bank officers, and of removing them,
for dishonesty, incompetency, or insubordination to lawful
authority."

* * * * * * * * *

"The weakness of this proposal is that it assays to do
great things and accomplishes nothing. It promises what it
cannot perform. It is a specious thing and easily invites
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applause when every thinking banker knows that it is a mere
formula, a mere ceremony, and adds nothing to the integrity,

intelligence and ability of the bank officer."

* * * * * * * * * *

" * * * If degrees of proficiency are to be demanded in

financial economies, let the student understand that he can
win the prize only through years of patient toil. Sound,

profound judgment, so essential to good banking, becomes

seasoned only through continuing years of experience, while

integrity, that other matchless prerequisite to good banking,

without which the mightiest financial structure will fall, is
a gift coming down only from above. Bankers are made, like

the oak, from long years of experience and endurance.

"Bankers should not wait to be prompted by public opinion.

They should, by their own resolution, elevate the standard of

banking. Associations of bankers can and should hold aloft

the highest standards of banking and beckon all who would win

to follow its lead. * * * * * It would be unfortunate if the

law of the State would require that none could be bankers but

graduates of schools of finance. Banking must ever remain to
be a matter largely of integrity and good judgment. Technical

knowledge of practical banking is simple and easy to obtain,

in fact every day banking is the best -chool in banking.

"Then too, any rigid system of licensing bankers would

clash with the native propensities of men. Good men differ.

The best of two men, 'oerhaps the best among ten men, and the

best qualified by far, it may be, to successfully manage a

bank in all that by which good qualities for bank management

are measured, might and often would fare ill in an academic

examination, compared with a bright youngster, accustomed to

the atmosphere of the class room.

"Finally, the impracticability of the proposed scheme to

license bankers must be apparent. While there are common

standards for honesty and sound judgment, it would manifestly

be impractical, if not impossible, to establish uniform

standards of qualification in all classes and sizes of banking

institutions. All these adaptations can be much more satis-

factorily and efficiently taken care of within and among the

banks themselves than by the fiat of the legislature; nor is

any public board so capable of determining who are qualified

to hold positions in country banks as the individual banks

themselves. The appointment of a public examining board with

the requirement that all who enter banking shall appear before
them, and pay a license fee, is but an added piece of useless
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machinery, adding nothing to efficiency. Good bankers become
better bankers, not by being branded by some public board,
but when diligently and patiently they have received training
in banking and when by higher tokens the grace of God rules
in their hearts, and the fear of the Lord is ever before their
eyes." (1)

(1) A. B. A. Convention Section, Commercial & Financial Chronicle,October 19, 1929, pp. 136-137.
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The following excerpts were taken from the article "Slipshod

Bank Direction," by j. S. Love (former) Superintendent of Banks, State

of Mississippi, in the May, 1928, issue of American Bankers Association

Journal:
i)

An Inevitable Plight

My observation as a bank examiner and bank commissioner, covering

a period of more than ten years, convinces me that fully 75 per cent of

the bank failures in this country are due primarily to the fact that the

directors are not fully conversant with their bank's condition or with

the details of its operation, and that the majority of aach failures

could have been averted or would never even nave threatened had the

k board of directors functioned as the law contemplates.
11.••••••••••,.....,

The Way to Success 

When a bank functions under the direct supervision and carefUl

management of its directors, 8 sound, solvent, institution is the result,

serving its clientele as a bank should, deserving the confidence reposed

in it - a financial success. And, on the other hand, when a bank becomes

embarrassed, and it is necessary to call for assistance either from

neighboring banks or from the banking department, it usually develops

that the board has not functioned, and the directors have allowed some

one man to assume the authority that they should exercise as a body.

In other words, it is as a rale the one-man bank, whether large

or small, that finally gets into trouble that drifts upon the rocks,
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Excerpts from "Slipshod Bank Direction" - (2)

and it is the responsibility of the bank commissioner, when he observes

such a tendency, to take the necessary steps - drastic though they may

occasionally be to correct it. Often the watcnful commissioner detects the

tendency in time to save the bank, but sometimes it is too late.

No more painful scene can be imagined than waen a bank commissioner

is called in after such a condition has gone too far and the directors

realize that their bank is carrying notes frozen and uncollectible,

representing admitted losses - notes in the making of wnich they had no

part, yet for which they are responsible, and that for the protection

of the bank it is necessary for them to use their individual wealth,

frequently the savings of a lifetime, which would otherwise have been

used for the benefit of their homes and families.

The problem of getting the directors of a bank interested in their

own institution is not only being given serious thought by the leading

bankers and bank commissioners of the country today, but by the latmaking

bodies of the various states. They realize that a bank, in order to

function as it should, must be carefully supervised and controlled by

its directors, and they are trying to devise some means by which directors

may be aroused to such keen interest that they will keep themselves fami-

i liar with the detailed management of their otn banks.
t--

Legislation on this important matter is helpful to a certain extent,

and in some states statutes have been enacted making it unlawful for a

loan of any consequence to be made by the active officer of a bank tith-

out first getting the approval of a majority of the board of directors,

or of a loan committee appointed by the board. But it is obviously
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Excerpts from "Slipshod Bank Direction" - (5)

impossible through legislation to make competent bankers. This must be

accomplished by education rather than by compulsion, and such an edu-

cational program can best be carried out through the cooperation of the

active officer of the bank with the bank commissioner. These two officials,

working harmoniously, will in most cases be able to find a satisfactory

solution of the problem of the indifferent and uninterested director.
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ANNUAL REPORTS 

COMMITTEES OF THE ILLINOIS BANKERS ASSOCIATION
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REPORT OF THL COMIETTEE ON AGRICULTURE 

To the Members of the
Council of Administration:

Your Committee on Agriculture submits the following report of the
activities for the past year.

The Committee met on December 19, 1933, at the New Agriculture
Building of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Urbana. The
meeting ras called at the invitation of Dean Mumford, of the College of
Agriculture, for the purpose of deciding on a plan of endeavor which could
be best carried out in the interest of agriculture.

Mr. Dan H. Otis, Director of the Agricultural Commission of the
American Bankers Association was present and also Professor R. R. Hudelson
and Professor J. C. Spitler, both of the Extension Eervice Department.

After discussinE the various problems of agriculture, it was
agreed that the committee could accomplish the greatest good by cooperat-
ing rith the Extension Service Department of the College of Agriculture in
carrying out the Administration's agricultural program.

It v.as the opinion of the committee that an effort should be made
to bring to the attention ofthe bankers the different features of the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Program, and suggesting that the banker should get in
touch with the County Agent and Farm Adviser offering his cooperation in the
program.

At the Urbana meeting it vas learned that a series of community
meetings would be held over the State 'in connection with the Corn and Hog
Program, and on January 8, 1934, the Committee on Agriculture mailed a
letter to each bank in the State, through the Association office, urging
that the bankers attend the community meetings as they would be expected to
play an important part in the carrying on of this program.

It is the opinion of the Committee on Agriculture that the bank-
ers should make a greater effort to furnish the Association office with in-
formation concerning the activities along agricultural lines. With thi&
in mind the Committee on Agriculture mailed a questionnaire to each bank
requesting that the bank furnish information pertaining to their agricultur-
al activities, this information to be used in determining the rating for
Illinois in the American Bankers Association National Agricultural contest.
The response to this questionnaire was very gratifying and it resulted in
the Illinois Bankers Association being listed seventh with a rating of
755.2.

This committee wishes to recommend to the nev committee that the
mailing of this questionnaire be repeated next year in order to get a more
complete report of agricultural activities throughout the Stati.
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The committee also recommends that greater cooperation can be obtained
betv.een the banks and agriculture by close cooperation with the local Farm
Advisers and suggest that the Farm Advisers be consulted before the local
bankers agricultural committees are appointed in an effort to obtain a
committee that will be active in farm problems.

Your committee also suggests that the new committee maintain contacts
with the Agricultural Commission of the American Bankers Association and with
the College of Agriculture.

The Committee wishes to express its appreciation to Dean Mumford for
his suggestions and cooperation during the past year.

Respectfully submitted,

R. F. McCormick, Chairman

G. L. Holm J. A. Clark
C. E. Brinkman L. W. Sturgis
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hEPORT OF ThE COMITTL!!, ON BANK aANAGEMENT 

To the Members of the
Council of Administration:

Early in the Association yoar the committee planned its activities.
Shortly thereafter the question of the Bankers Code came into prominence and
inasmuch as it then appeared tha glei ma4Thobpctives of the committee would
be included in the provisions o hetSde, it°was thought best to postpone
any special efforts of this committee in order that there should be no con-
fusion 1:ith the special committee appointed to develop the provisions of the
several Codes for the banks in Illinois.

Unfortunately delays prevented the application of the policies
which it vas anticipated would be included in the Bankers Code of Fair Compet-
ition but it is this committee's hope and belief that these matters should
shortly be adjusted and many of the recommendations of this committee will be-
come universally applied under the terms of the Code by our banks.

Two matters of considerable importance are of immediate concern in
the realm of bank management, both of which reflect directly upon the operat-
ing revenue and net profit.

The first is the matter of investment policy. Vdth the unusual pos-
ition of liquidity that most banks are experiencing at the present time, and
a corresponding lack in a normal investment market bankers today are giving
considerable thought and study to their bond accountSas to safety as Tell as
yield. recommend that this matter be given consideration by the committee
which succeeds us in the hope that some practical benefit be derived by our
member banks.

The second is the subject of interest on deposits. Because of the
conditions just mentioned, it is becoming more apparent every day that interest
paid on deposits must be further reduced. The tendency generally is in that
direction. During the past two years a number of banks individually have come
down to 2 per cent on time accounts of all kinds. Recently the Chicago Clearing
House Association adopted a rule putting the 2 per cent rate into effect as of
July 1, 1934. We recommend to the banks throughout the State that similar
action be taken either through local organizations, the several Groups or in-
dividually.

Respectfully submitted,

John J. Anton, Chairman

W. C. Pfender
Lester T. Boe
G. 1. Corlis

G. L. Luthy
J. H. Sieckmann
J. Stanley Weis
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON CRIME PREVENTION AND INSURANCE 

To the Members of the
Council of Administration:

The preliminary meeting of your committee was held at the Associa-
tion's office in Chicago July 12, 1933, at which time the matter of mapping
our program for the year was given careful consideration. Vie were informed
that due to the greatly reduced income of the Association, a material reduc-
tion in the appropriation of funds allotted to this committee had been
found necessary, which must be taken into consic:eration in formulating our
plans for the ensuing year. This fact was fully recognized by the entire
committee, and has reaulted in the practice of further saving and economy
through various ways. There have been no other meetings of the committee,
all matters of importance having been carried on through correspondence.

In the fixing of rewards to be paid, the plan of selecting the
member of the committee nearest the place where the hearing was held, to-
gether with the local Federation Chairman, under the leadership of a repre-
sentative of the Association's office, has greatly reduced the item of travel
expense.

The committee at its meeting, after a general discussion of the
matters on the subject of Crime Prevention and Insurance, adopted a program
along the following lines for recommendation to our membership:

To endeavor to impress upon the banks that it is up to each
institution to take such steps as are necessary to protect itself;
that by protecting itself it is also helping to protect the
interests of all banks of the state; to recommend the installation
of approved tear gas systems, bullet proof glass and delayed time
locks, suggesting that the banks confer with the Association's
Counselor on Protective Equipment who will give expert advice as
to the type most desirable to be installed in each instance. (The
Association put the banks in touch with manufacturers that will
allow discounts on such equipment, due to special arrangements
with the Association.) Further, that a committee be appointed to con-
tact the Governor and endeavor to prevail upon him to permit the
State Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation to appoint
three men upon its staff to make investigations of major crimes in
the State including bank robberies; also to endeavor to secure more
effective cooperation from the Statc Police in the investigation of
criminal cases, the idea being to have representatives from other
State vide organizations join in making these requests.

The new provisions of the insurance companies which became effective
on July 15, 1933, limiting the coverage on robbery policies not under time
lock to 15 per cent was also brought to the attention of the committee.

In January 1934 our committee circulated a questionnaire relative
to the types of insurance carried and the losses sustained by the member banks
during the oast five years. This survey was made v.ith the hope that some
plan might be developed through concerted action thereby the membership would
be given the benefit of reduced insurance costs. The response clearly
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indicated the membership in a receptive mood to such a plan. Following the
compilation of the reports, the membership was informed in March 1934 that
information might be obtained through the Association office relative to
the securing of insurance protection, giving recognition to protective mea-
sures in effect, under a broad form of blanket coverage.

The record for the year isfhvorable. There has been an improve-
ment. The detailed report of the Secretary will verify this statement.
Much credit for this condition must be given to the-bankers themselves in
finally realizing that the matter of crime is a constant menace and must be
constantly guarded against. It is unfair to ourselves as well as to our
fellow bankers if do not provide ourselves with at least reasonable pro-
tection and safeguards. We feel that our membership is more and more coming
to an appreciation of this fact, and that our cooperative efforts will be re-
warded by a further decline in the number of crimes as well as the amount
of the losses, and be the direct result of a return to normal rates for our
insurance coverage.

The membership receives much informative and valuable information
through the Crime Prevention Bulletins from the Association office. We urge
the entire personnel of every bank to give them careful study.

Acknowledgment is also made of appreciation to law enforcement
officers as well as civilians, there having been several outstanding instances
of real service being rendt3red in the capture of criminals during the year.

';:e believe that we might safely recommend a continuance of these
policies basing our recommendations on the experience of the past year.

Respectfully submitted,

E. A. Fresen, Chairman

C. A. Elsner
J. G. Bartloszewski
S. E. Gorman

J. B. Lee
E. T. Loehr
D. S. McGaughey
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REPORT OF THE  COMITTEE ON EDUCATION

To the Members of the
Council of Administration:

Your Committee on Education held one meeting during the year, on
July 13, 1933. At that meeting the Association's work was reviewed in con-
nection with the promotion of the organization of chapters and group study
classes of the American Institute of Banking, covering a period of four years
from 1930 to 1933 inclusive, and the best method of procedure for the current
year was discussed.

It was decided to follow the general plan of the previous year to
promote the organization of the group study classes and American Institute of
Banking chapters, having the subject presented at the September meetings of the
federations and group meetings, all prospects to be followed up by the Associa-
tion office.

This plan was carried out and the subject of the A.I.B. work was
covered at all the group meetings by either Mr. F. R. Curda, a member of the
Committee and 9inmpbsreigethe Executive Council of the A.I.B., or Mr. E. L.
Johnson, also/ meder of' the Executive Council of the A.I.B. However, due
to the unusual conditions existing in the financial and business world, it was
imposdble to interest many bankers in the importance of this educational work
and there were only four classes organized with a total enrollment of seventy-
six, as follows:

Group No. Enrolled Subject 

Carbondale 13 Commercial Law
La Salle 10 Money and Banking
Macon County 29 Money and Banking
Peoria County 24 Economics

In addition, the chapter at Quincy was revived.

In our peak year in this work (1930-51) thirty classes were organized
with an enrollment of 604 and in 1932-33 there were nine classes with an enroll-
ment of 166 and the chapter at Quincy. The committee is convinced that the poor
showing of last year was due entirely to the general situation and should in Do
sense deter future committees from concentrating on the formation of group study
classes.

With the movement for the making of banking a legalized profession and
the constant raising of the standard of efficiency demanded in the banking field,
a technical banking education is going to be an absolute necussity for the bankers
of the future. To a very considerable extent the future of banking is going to
depend upon the training of the young people in the banks--the embryo bankers who
will take up the reins of power in the years to come.
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We would urge the incoming committee to devote its best efforts tobringing to the bank executives a realization of this fact and endeavoring togain their interest and cooperation in the promotion of the A.I.B. work.

Two aims of the committee which it was impossible to accomplish thisyear and which we would like to pass on as recommended projects for the newcommittee are--

(1) The organization of an A.I.B. chapter in each of the fifteenAssociation groups.

(2) That in consideration of the possibility that in future yearsall banks may be under federal control, the federal governmentshould take an active interest in the proper education of theyoung people who will be the bankers of the future and that ifthe Federal Reserve Board could be induced to bring to the at-tention of the banks the desirability of having their youngpeople prepare themselves for the future by taking advantageof the educational courses offered by the A.I.B., it wouldforcibly bring the matter to the attention of many seniorofficers who are now indifferent to the importance of the
movement.

Respectfully submitted,

F. Guy Hitt, Chairman

P. L. McPheeters
S. J. Bradfield
F. R. Curda
E. M. Hoffman
J. H. Snider
C. T. Ireland
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION

To the Members of the
Council of Administration:

State legislative activities during the current Association year devel-

oped an unexpected impetus with the convening of the third special session of

the General Assembly. Two other special sessions have been called but nothing,

either directly or indirectly affecting banks, was considered in them but the cola

for the third session included so many subjects that it was necessary to be ac-

tively alert in Springfield during the sessions.

There developed, on account of the Supreme Court decision in the West

Englewood Bank case, the need for reviewing the question of surety bonds for cus-

todians of public funds. Bills were introduced to alter the statutory form of

bond to relieve the sureties of any liability under their contracts for loss due

to the closing of banks in which deposits of public treasurers were held. At

the same time, resulting from the decision of the United States Supreme Court in

the Herrin case, political interests in Cook County sought to provide statutory

authority for the securing of deposits of public funds by demanding collateral

from the banks. The combination of these matters brought the banks very prom-

inently into the legislative picture and our efforts have been directed to pre-

venting any legislation providing for the securing of such deposits and at the

same time advancing the interests of the treasurers' and sureties' protection

through the bills providing for the change in the statutory form of surety bond.

These efforts have been successful.

In addition to these matters, the call included providing, through the

passage of suitable legislation, for a legalized moratorium on mortgages. This

agitation was given support by the United States Supreme Court upholding the val-

idity of the Minnesota moratorium law. In spite of panicky activity on the part

of many of the opponents to a moratorium in Illinois, we have managed to keep

control of the situation and through our efforts have prevented the bills, which

had been introduced for this purpose, from coming before either the House or the

Senate.

Our support and interest were solicited by the Production Credit Cor-

poration, one of the federal agencies for financial relief to farmers, to aid in

bringing about changes in the chattel mortgage laws of the State to permit such

mortgages to be filed inasmuch as the recording fee was considered extortionate.

We were able to be of some assistance to the sponsors of this measure and helped

in bringing about an understanding between them and the opponents who were repre-

sented by the Association of Recorders and Circuit Clerks.

Early in the Association year the Committee on Legislation directed that

the Association should be prepared with a banking bill for presentation in the

event that subject would be included in any subsequent call for a special ses-

sion. It was determined that Senate Bill 778, which had been introduced in the

last General Assembly, with certain changes should be tho basis of any new bill

which might be prepared.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Association representa-

tives of the office of the Auditor of Public Accounts were present to discuss the

question of whether or not it would be desirable to have any amendments to the

State Banking Act considered at a special session of the State Legislature. It

was tho consensus of all present that any consideration of such legislation be

avoided if it was possible and a committee was appointed to call upon the Gov-

ernor, with representatives from the Auditor's office, to discuss this matter

further with him.Digitized for FRASER 
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Thereupon, on November 2, 1933, representatives of this committee, con-
sisting of Chairman Carter, Frank C. Rathje, Vice Chairman, and M. A. Graettinger,
Executive Vice President, and representatives of the Auditor's office--Messrs.
John Stelle and A. A. Mueller--had a conference with the Governor. It was agreed
that there would not be included in any call for a subsequent special session
of the General Assembly any reference to banking legislation, except in the event
that Congress should pass legislation which would require amendment to our State
Act.

Subsequently, on Thursday, April 26, 1934, at the request of the State
Auditor, representatives of the Association met with that gentleman in his Chi-
cago office. Present in behalf of the Association were: President J. E. Mit-
chell, Vice President Harry Brinkman, Chairman Carter and Vice Chairman Rathje,
at which time the Auditor expressed a desire to have a special session of theGeneral Assembly convened to consider certain amendments to the State Banking
Act.' In the meantime, information was received from the Attorney General of the
State that he had rendered an opinion to Hon. L. E. Birdzell, General Counsel
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, on March 22, 1934 in which he stated, "I
cannot conceive that any added legislation is required in Illinois to secure a
more effective operation of the insurance provisions of the Banking Act of 1933."

In this connectipn, your committee recommends that the policy of the
committee as previously mentioned be adopted, namely: that the bill prepared for
introduction in the last General Assembly, with any necessary changes, be sub-
mitted to the Governor and to the State Auditor for their approval and coopera-
tion in passage. This bill provides the fundamental changes so long desired by
the Bankers Association and if any legislation is to be considered at all, it
might just as well be a complete new Banking Act as just administrative changes
in the present law.

The first special session of the Federal Congress adjourned early in
this Association year, having accomplished its work prior to the present Com-
mittee on Legislation assuming its activities.

The regular session convened early in January and has had under consid-
eration a number of bills having to do with the general banking problems. As
in the state legislation, our activities have been centered on those which would
be particularly helpful, especially in behalf of any bill which eould extend the
temporary features of the F.D.I.C. and remove the requirement of state bank mem-
bership in the Federal Reserve System as necessary to participation in the F.D.I.C.

Communication was had eonstantly with influential members of Congress
concerning the interest of both our state and national banks in bills pending
for consideration.

In discussing legislative activities some mention should be made of the
machinery set up in the Association office to provide information necessary for
the proper consideration of measures and to provide methods for direct action
in support of or in opposition to measures. This information is gathered from
many sources. Several services arc employed, newspapers and other publications
received, perused, marked and clipped for the files. Copies of the bills intro-
duced, in which we have interest, are procured, card-indexed and changes in their
status made from day-to-day as the information is received. Contacts are made
with the Senators and Representatives from the State, as well as with the Chair-
men of the several committees in the House and in the Senate, and other influen-
tial members of Congress. As a result, the members of Congress are kept advised
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of the interest that the banks in Illinois may have in any measures and are re-
quested to support or oppose them as the cr.se may be. The amount of work to
maintain this office machinery is considerable. The responsibility is also quite
great. It is gratifying to know that, in spite of the numerous matters which are
involved, we have been able so far to keep up-to-the-minute on most of the sub-
jects and never more than 48 hours behind any. The results speak for themselves.

As the occasions require, legislative bulletins are sent to the member-
ship keeping the member banks informed of matters pending both in the General
Assembly and in Congress and urging them to use special efforts where needed.
In addition to this, there have been selected key bankers in the several senator-
ial and congressional districts to whom telegrams are sent or telephone calls
made for special emergency actions.

Respectfully submitted,

A. M. Carter, Chairman

Frank C. Rathje E. A. Smith
F. M. Condit J. J. Ward
C. R. Torrence Charles M. Nelson
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP 

To the Members of the
Council of Administration:

On June 1, 1933 the membership of the Association consisted of 719

active and 34 associate members, a total of 753. As of May 1, 1934 the member-

ship is as follows:

National bank members 246
State bank members 546
Associate members 27

819

During the year there have been 110 additions to the active member-

ship and two additions to the associate membership. Of the 110 active members

mentioned, 81 come as a result of reinstatement of banks previously members,

the opening of which was slightly delayed after the moratorium.

The total deductions for the yer were 37 of which 20 were due to

closing, consolidations and liquidations, 7 were resignations and 10 were
dropped because of non-payment of dues. In the associate membership there were

9 deductions of which 1 was due to closing, 4 to resignation and 4 because of

non-payment of dues.

There are being carried on the suspended list 18 former member banks
and 3 non-member banks which have not reopened since the moratorium. All these

are national banks.

On May 1 there were 86 operating bankS in the State which were not

members of the Association. Cn a percentage bazis this means that we had as
members 90.2% of the total number of banks in the State and this percentage

has held at about this figure throughout the year. This fine showing is due

to a considerable extent to the cooperation received from the various Group

Organizations most of whom have had special membership committees which gave

valuable assistance to the State Committee.

At the suggestion of the State Committee, President Mitchell has ap-

pointed a special committee to investigate the question of membership dues

and this committee is expected to make its report at the Springfield conven-

tion.

Respectfully submitted,

H. A. Brinkman, Chairman

C. H. Coll
A. C. Booz
Henry Eversman

F. A. Gerding
A. W. Moore
T. W. Hall
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC RELATIONS

To the Members of the
Council of Administration:

Your Committee on Public Relations held its first meeting at the office
of the Association on July 12, 1953. At that time the discussion was mainly on the

carrying on of the confidence rebuilding campaign initiated by the Committee on

Public Relations in 1931, and carried on during 1932. It was generally conceded

that while the campaign had been very effective, present conditions were not favor-

able to a similar program during the balance of the year 1933; that while banking

needs publicity and advertising, the approach would have to be from a different

angle.

It was the sense of this meeting that ways and means should be found to

contact other trade associations and labor organizations with the idea of develop-

ing helpful cooperation along publicity lines and a sub-committee, consisting of

H. A. Brinkman, Chairman, John Grier and A. C. Gauen, was appointed to develop such

contacts.

Mr. Bauder of Bauder - Baker Company, gave a review of last year's con-

fidence rebuilding campaign and offered suggestions for the handling of any future

campaign of this nature. It was Mr. Bauder's suggestion that the education of bank

employees be an important feature and should be considered in any future educational

plan undertaken by the Committee.

It was recommended that the "Great Lakes Banker" be continued as it

should be the official medium to contact its membership.

In conformity with Mr. Bauder's suggestion, the Committee recommends that

the book entitled "Constructive Customer Relations For The Banker Who Meets The

Public" be placed in the hands of each and every employee, who in any manner comes

in contact with the public, and that bile association contact each bank with this

idea in mind. The cost of this book being nominal, we feel that every bank can well

afford to furnish such a book.

It is the feeling of the Committee that a direct confidence rebuilding

program in which the public feel that the Bankers are sponsoring would not be as

effect4.ve as one which the subject is treated indirectly.

We suggest thst the plan offered by Editorial Committee of Financial Ad-

vertisers Association be adopted. Such a proposal is one which visualizes the

possibility of cooperation on a definitely defined basis between bank publicity men

and each State Bankers Association, looking to the creation of better understanding

of banks and banking, both with the press and in the minds of the general public,

which seems to be a great and pressing need at this time.

The plan would deal primarily with informative news as we feel that the

best defensive is a strong offensive.

The mind of the public has been so filled with the subjects of reform

and antagonism that it has been an easy matter forpoliticians and others to make
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attacks on banks, but with the informative news which will indirectly resell the
bank and its usefulness to its own customers, the desired program will be accom-
plished.

Respectfully submitted,

H. E. Douglas, Chairman

A. C. Gauen
B. J. Ghiglieri
J. H. Grier
Hal Metcalf
Henry Quernheim
Wm. L. Graening
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Office CorrespOndence
To Mr. Goodmon

From _

/0/

C. E. Cagle

Subject:

Ehtte June 17, 1936

G P 0 I _

On page 57 of the Proceedings of the 193:: A.B.A.

Convention, reference is made by A. G. Kahn, president,

Union Trust Company, Little Rock, Arkansas, to a code

of sound bank operating practices, made up of 12 articles.

Apparently this code was adopted in 1931. Please see if

the 1931 or 1932 Proceedings of the Arkansas Convention

contain a reprint of the code, inasmuch as it seems to

offer something of considerable importance in connection

with #11 and possibly #10.

- I q AA)-,LiLeteik

eet>( -tiL-7

„el

'--cAr @.,4,6L
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..-merican Bankers Association Journal  — 20 

"The Risks of Figurehead Directors" By Thomas B.

Paton, Jr. — Aug. 1927. Based on Geneva National

Bank case. Verdicts awarded stockholders suing in—

dividual directors for negligence, etc. — P-78 —

August 1927. Statement from bench concerning legal

duties of bank directors — P. 122 — August 1927.

Directors'Failure — P.35 — July 1927

Directors' Liability — P.614 — November 1927

A. P. Uannini — Management — P.445 — Dec. 1927

Irresponsible Directors by Frank J. Webb —
P.600 — February, 1928

Slipshod Bank Direction — By J. S. Love, Super—

intendent of Banks, State of Mississippi — P.869,
May, 1928.

saving the Independent Bank by A. J. Viegel,
Commissioner of Banks of State of Minnesota —

P.951 — June, 1928

References:

"The Causes of Bank Failures and Some Suggested
hemedies"

Report of Economic Policy Commission — P.304, Nov. 1927
Contains very good statements re Failure, Mgt., etc.

r•24
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Proceedings - Mississippi Valley Conference on

Commericial Bank Management - Chicago, March 28, 29,

1929.

Clearing house Section - American Bankers Association

"ghat are the Essentials of a Sound Commercial
Bank" by H. N. Stronck, Consultant in Bank
Administration - P.15.

"Clearing House Benefits" By W. L. Brooks - P. 65

°Bank Management From the Public Viewpoint"
by J. Donald, Managing Director, American
Management Association, New York.

("lb
"
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Proceedings - Second Central Atlantic States - Bank

Management Conference, Washington, D. C., February

26 and 27, 1931.

terhe Duties and Responsibilities of Bank Directors"
F. G. Await - P. 94

"Public Aspect of Bank Management" by John 'a. Pole,
Comptroller of the Currency - P. 8

"Answering Administrative Problems" by Dr. Harold
Stonier, Educational Director, American Institute
of Banking - P. 75

bY

"Credit Bureaus in County and Regional Clearing house
Associations" by George D. Snyder, Manager, Reading
and Berks County Credit Bureau, Reading, Pa.
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American BankerSAssociation - Bank Management

Commission Proceedings Mid-Western Bank Manage-
/

ment Conference, Kansas City, Missouri, March

19-20, 1931.

"Conservation of Bank Resources and Profits" by H. N.

Stronck - re: management, etc. P. 16, 17 & 38

"Bank anagement and Responsibility of Directors"

by A. G. Kahn, President, Union Trust Co., Little

/V
Rock, Arkansas. I '

Directors' responsibility, A Model Banking Code

(Arkansas), etc.

Discussion by C. D. Ganz, Cashier, Farmers Mer-

chants Bank, Alvo, Nebraska

cc
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•
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Commercial Bank Management Studies - Second Volume

American Bankers' Association 

Booklet XVI - 1935

"Educational Policies in the Training of Bank Employees"

A. I. B. Schools, Trade Periodicals, Studies of Bank

Management Commission, Regional Bank Management

Conferences.

References -

"Bank Management" by John F. Ebersole, 1931

Proceedings Bank Management Conferences, A.B.A. 1932

"Bank Management Handbook for Officers" A.B.A. 1933
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MEMORANDUM

From the standpoint of training and retaining banking

personnel in Canada as compared with the United States, there is

one distinct advantage which the banks of Canada have over the

banks of the United States; namely, Canadian banks do not take in

sons of millionaires for the purpose of giving them an intensive

training course in banking with a view to making the youngsters

vice presidents in large bunks because of the influence or money

of their fathers. In the second place, youngsters are not taken

on who desire to go through a period of intensive training with

the idea that if they are not given,in a short time,very important

and well-paying jobs, they will organize their own banks, as is

frequently done in the United States, because of the difficultkc-

elk obtaining a charter for a new bank in Canada, one of which

lies in the fact that a large amount of capital is required.

Thus, it is expected, as generally stated, that Canadian

bank officers are trained from the ground up over a long period

of time and as a result Canadian banks are not burdened with a

large number of superbrilliant youngsters who are jumping in or

out of the banking profession when policy matters or other things

are not handled in accordance with their peculiar whims.

C.E.C.
8-6-36
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Commercial Bank Management Studies 
By Bank Management Commission, American Bankers Association 

Salary costs and efficiency -B2 P-9

Management based on facts B5 P-19

Rules for Profitable Management E5 P-20

Duties and Qualifications of Executive Bank Officers
B VI P-314,7,8

Regional Clearing House Associations P3-10
Statement by E. C. Robertson, President East

Arkansas Regional Clearing House Ass'n. p-10

Statement of Dan V. Stephens, President Stephens
National Bank, Fremont, Nebraska - P-36

City Wearing se Associations P-3-36 incl.
See ONAZirty,.,e,,;. Pole, Comptroller of the Currency P-13
OtherAitWa\ff-19

References:

The Bank and Its Directors, by Hazlewood

Bank Administration by H. N. Stronck
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#11 - Bank Management

Provisions in effect under State or Federal laws for .

t

improvement of bank management; removal of bank
officers, etc.

Practices and degree of success attained in this connec-
tion.

Study of the possibility of improving bank management
through systematic reports on personnel and manage-
ment and requiring bank examiners to make definite
recommendations with respect thereto.

Other suggestions, such as licensing of bank officers.

Training and development of bank officers in group and
branch banking systems as compared with small unit
banks.
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The report of the Committee on State Licensing

of Bankers, presented by Chairman W. W. Bowman, Secretary,

Kansas Bankers Association, Topeka, Kansas, covered at

page 156 of the 1929 Proceedings of A. B. A., presents

an interesting discuesion of the question of licensing

of bank officere and should be reviewed in connection

with No. 11.

-4? 0-',4r)11
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(A)
( B )
c)

(D)

(G)

'At
(BC)

B

Itlel.APTS FROA "THE ANALUI3 ar NATIONAL BANK FAILURES 1865-1932"

(Mr. Tetett's Ph.D. degree thesis)

Table 5. - The Number of National Banks Failing
Classified by Apparent Causes of Failure*

Gatlite 

Incompetent management
Dishonesty
Local financial depression from unforeseen agri-

onitural or industrial disaster
Temporary suspension
Receiver appointed to levy mad collect stoOk assess-
ment covering deficialay in value of aesets sold

Receiver appointed to complete unfinished liquida-
tion

Combination
Combine tics
financial

Combine flan
sign from

Combination
and local

Formerly in

Number of
Hank! 

617
82

of tseempetent menagemeat and dishonesty
of insempetent management and local
deprossies from unforeseen disaster
of diasmesty and loom& financial depres-
unforeseen disaster
of inoompetent management, dishonesty,
depreeMisn from unforeeeen disaster
volusingy liquidation

559
105**

55**

56

292

23

2
14

*Apparent emmess are reported for the first 1,766 failures only.
Causes are mot reported in the 1932 report.

**The number of failures resulting in temporary suspensions totalled 107.
In the ease of two banks, however, the reporting of this cause was
evidently in error, as in both cases a receiver was appointed to levy

and collect stook assessments to cover the deficiencies in the value
of the assets sold. For this reason these two banks Lave been included
under mese (11 above. The tee banks are numbers 1129 and 1557, the
numbers reorring to the failure number as given them b7 the Comptroller.

Sources ammajimemjaa, Tables 46 and 45.
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POSSIBLE USES OF umpTs

I. To be quoted in summary or text becauae of

(a) its outstanding author--prominent man or
ispartial camisoles,

(b) clarity of wording er eemprelbseeivesees of
subj ect,

(c) etc.

Zis 10 be eepied in appendix, clarigiSi mod eiremeed in

loEical 001/OMMOO to tie in thought! devaopd in summary.

III. To be reed for thought-provoking characteristics or ideas to

be devoloped favorably or unftivorably, hS an aid in preparing

the outline and building up material for the summery,

T-f0-156
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"Banking" Journal of American Bankers Association - July, 1935

"The Political Virus in Central Banks" by George

E. Anderson -- Describes various types of central

banks, etc.

"Three Banks in a Town" by Fred W. Ellsworth, V. P.

Hibernia National Bank, New Orleans, Louistna.

Advantages of clearing house associations.

"Standardized Examinations" - Call Report Recom-

mendations.

Ca -"qt.,
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Draft of Suggested Law Governing Operation and Manage-

ment of Mutual Savings Banks Prepared by National

Association of Mutual Savings Banks, New York, for

the primary purpose of making available to interested

groups in non-mutual savings bank states material which

might be used as a basis for such a law.

Management 

Comments from annual report of New York Superintendent

of Banks for 1875 -- P.73

Historical notes - P.73

Restrictions upon trustees and officers - P's 84,
85, 86, 87

tal WI/

f-112,6
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Bankers' Magazine — Junej 1955 —

"New Concepts of Bank Supervision and
Operation" py A. W. Woods

"We must agree that in the past
incompetent examiners, poor management,
illogical restrictions, unnecessary and
inadequate laws, were all contributing
factors to the recent breakup of many
of our banks."

• e
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"Present Day Banking" - Published by American Bankers' Association,

Fleming - Regional Conference Plan should be continued

1936.

- P. 2
- Bankers must explain our banking system - P. 4

Gephart - Bankers must share blame for regulations - P. 18- 19
- Lack of differentiation in types of banking - P. 21
- More consideration should be given to qualifi-

cation of officers - P. 22
- Must increase cooperation among bankers - P. 23

Neal - Need for public confidence, understanding,
and respect - P. 49

Wiggins - Take public into confidence and explain banking - P. 79
Ellsworth - Too many banks and untrained bankers cause trouble - P. 107
Brockman - Four facts for the public - P. 118-119
Selecman Existence of bank depends upon public understanding - P. 126
Williams - Duty of board of directors and officers to plot

course to be followed - P. 155
Brunkhorst - Remove the causes of defalcation - P. 161
Brett - Management plays leading part - P. 213

- Care should be given to selection of directors - P. 215
Wells - Too many banks chartered with inexperienced bankers - P. 218

Tendency to relax vigilance (deposit ins.) - P. 222
Hanes - Certain sound principles must be adhered to - P. 237

- Should obtain services of established accounting firm - P. 238
- Select personnel of ability - P. 240
- Eliminate senseless competition - P. 245
- Should be chief aim to make banks strong - P. 256

Barry - Commercial credit companies change conditions - P. 297
Thomas - Personal loans offers new advantages - P. 299-302

/1

• ki 41:1
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"The Bank and Its Directors" - A book by Craig B. Hazlewood (1929).

P. 4 - Directors are responsible.
P. 7 - Law holds bank director must exercise diligence, etc.

P. - Director should inform himself upon policies, etc.
P. 23 - Selection of bank directors.
P. 35 - Inattention of directors.
P. 41 - Some form of mismanagement found in 95% of failures.
P. 43 - Causes of failure - negligence of directors obvious.
P. 47 " - listed.
P. 49 - Two ways of removing causes of failure.
P. 52 - Inaction due to incompetency, etc.
P. 55 - List of actions within power of directors.
P. Z5- 58 - What state bank authorities say about negligence, etc.
P. 59 - Stockholders charge directors with (list of items).
P. 79 - Foundation stones of well-managed bank.
P. 22 - Professional management of the future (Pole).
P. 95 - Directors' responsibility for bad loans - also P. 117.
P. 147 - Directors should have understanding of profit items.
P. 155 - Supervision by directors - investments, etc.
P. 158 - trust department.
P. 179 - Directors' activities summarized.
P. le4-190 - Some qualities of a good employee.
P. 220 - Summary of principles of common law (Paton).
P. 224 - Supervision of officers (Paton).
P. 236 - Degree of supervision required (Paton).
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?Wank Administration" — A book by H. V. Stronck

High earning power is dependent upon the

managerial ability of the bank's organization (Ell)

To insure sound management, policies must be (1) sound;

(2) definite; (3) understood; (4) applied. (P.44)

Factors for effective management (P.129):

1. Sound policies

2. Effective organization to carry out these
policies

A
3./Control which measures the degree with which

this organization applies these policies.
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Pant 96 

( A)
( B )
( c )

( D)
(F)

(G)

EXCERPTS FROM *THE ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL BANK FAILURES 1865-1952"

(Mr. ?OEM's Ph.D. degree thesis)

Table 5. - The Number of National Hanks Failing
Classified by Apparent Causes of Failure*

Cause 
Number of

Banks

Incompetent management 617

Dishonesty 82

Local financial depression from unforeseen ajri-

cultural or industrial disaster 559

Temporary suspension 105**

Reoeiver appointed to levy aad collect stock asses.-

sent oovering deficieucy in value of a2sets sold 55**

Receiver appointed to complete unfinished liquida-

tion

---(AB) Combination
(AC) Combination

financial
---(BC) Combination

sion from
(ABC) Coabination

and local

(E) Fornerl/

of inooppostat management and dishonesty 66

of insmipAnnt management and loon'
depressiut from unforeseen disaster
of dishonststy and local financial depress-

unforeemen disaster 25

of inoompetent management, dishonesty,

depression from unforeseen disaster 2
voluntary liquidation 14

282

*Apparent causes are reported for the first 1,786 failures only.

Causes are not reported in the 1952 report.

**The number of failures resulting in tenporary suspensions totalled 107.

In the case of two banks, however, the reporting of this cause was

evidently in error, as in both cases a receiver was appointed to levy
and eollect stook assessments to oover the deficiencies in the value
of the assets sold. For this mamma these two banks have been included

under cause (F) The two balks are numbers 1129 and 1557, the
numbers referring tit the failure nember as given them by the Comptroller.

Sources Cqmp. Rept. 1951, Tables 46 and 43.
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MEMORANDUM

In reading speeches made at Bankers' conventions, particular-

ly in New York and New Jersey, references are frequently noted

to the establishment of clearing house associations and credit

bureaus, partially as a result of the activities in connection

with the rules which were promulgated by the Bpnking Code

Committee (NRA). The matters of manageoent and supervision are

emphasized, and approaching these matters through the establish-

ment of clearing house associations should be considered in the

formula.

5-20-36
C.E.C.

6112
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EMOR AN DU M 

SUBJECT: Study #11_Conference,
October 9, 1936, Uth
Mr. Van Fossen re con-
fidential memorandum
dated September 14, 1936.

Mr. Van Eossen stated that he had no criticism to make of the

memorandum and that he desired to discuss only briefly the matters uf

licensing of baaker and directors' audits.

In discussing the licensing of bankers, Mr. Van Fossen agreed that

tne matter seems wholly impracticable at this time and said that at

best about all that could be done toward licensing bankers would be to

rermire the establishment of certain standards with respect to educa-

tion, training, etc. He raised the question as to what consideration

should be given to the F.D.I.C. as possibly being the logical agency

to handle the licensing of bankers because of its very great interest

in the management of banks as a result of the guaranteeing of bank

aeposits by the Corporation. (Mr. Smead in a notation on page II

of thf: letter to the staff said he could not agree to the proposed

plan that the licensing of bankers be handled through the American

Bankers' Associetion).

U.-th respect to examinations by directors (page 63), Mr. Van

Fossen stated that he did not believe directors as a general rule

were qualified to make proper examinations and that if examinations

were made for directors by independent public accountants, he doubted

if the uirectors in many cases would be capable of appraising the

assets of the bank and assigning actual or true values to them. He

said also that he felt it would be highly 4.esirable for bank examiners
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to discuss the contents of their examination reports with the directors

in order to be sure that all of the directors are acquainted with the

bank's condition.

Mr. Van Fossen had no suggestions to make as to the style or

len,,th of the memorandum and said that insofar as he knevv, outside

circulation was not contemplated. He suggested that any material

presented for outsice circulation should be condensed and very general

in nature.

;_/."
L. E. Skees.
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SUBJECT: Study No. 11 - Conference October 8, 1936 with Mr. Morrill re
confidential memorandum dated September 14, 1936.

Mr. Morrill's comments and suggestions with respect to the confidential

memorandum on Study No. 11 had to do almost entirely with the section relat-

ing to licensing of bankers and the providing for their removal from office

for mismanagement or violation of banking laws.

Mr. Morrill stated that he is of the opinion that the licensing of

bankers is not practical at the present time largely because of the lack of

and the difficulty in setting up proper machinery for such purpose. If some

form of licensing should be established, however, he said he feels that the

work of issuing licenses to bankers should not be left to the A.B.A. because

of the strife and jealousies within the organization, internal politics, the

fact that a great many banks are not members, and for other reasons. He said

he feels that licensing of bankers should be handled by a disinterested body

and mentioned (1) the Federal authority having supervision over banking, and

(2) the Civil Service Commission. He indicated that there might be con-

siderable objection on the part of bankers to the Civil Service Commission,

but he said he believed that body was best qualified for the work by reason

of its long experience in examining and classifying individuals and its ap-

parent impartiality in sueh work. He felt that the relative merits of the

different bodies which is thought might handle the licensing of bankers might

well be pointed out in the memorandum.

Mr. Morrill further stated that he thought the present Federal law

(Section 50) with respect to the removal of officers and directors was in-

adequate. He said that one of the principal defects in Section 30 is that

officers and directors of banks are allowed to violate the laws or be guilty
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Study No. 11 - (2)

of unsafe or unsound banking practices twice before being subject to removal.

He suggested that the law should be changed so as to make it possible to re-

move officers and directors for cause without further ado. He said he thought

that the Federal statute should be changed to provide for immediate removal

in certain specified cases and for removal after warning in certain other

specified cases.

Mr. Morrill said he had no definite suggestions to make regarding the

style of the memorandum or its length. He mentioned that Mr. Wilkes, in his

letter to the staff, had summed up the weaknesses in the memorandum prepared

by him and he suggested that that might also be done in the letter or synopsis

accompanying the memorandum on Study No. 11.

L. E. Skees
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Survey on the Handling of Public Funds By T. P. CRAMER, JR.
Secretary, Oregon Bankers Association

WYOMING

Yes

U S., state, mu.
nicipal or surety
bonds.

_ 

SURVEY ON PUBLIC FUNDS ALABAMA ARIZONA ARKANSAS CALIFORNIA COLORADO CONNECTICUT DELAWARE FLORIDA GEORGIA IDAHO ILLINOIS INDIANA IOWA KANSAS KENTUCKY LOUISIANA MAINE MARYLAND MASSACHUSETTS MICHIGAN 
'

MINNESOTA MISSOURI MISSISSIPPI MONTANA NEBRASKA NEVADA NEW HAMPSHIRE NEW JERSEY NEW MEXICO NEW YORK NO. CAROLINA NORTH DAKOTA OHIO OKLAHOMA OREGON PENNSYLVANIA RHODE ISLAND SO. CAROLINA SOUTH DAKOTA TENNESSEE TEXAS UTAH VERMONT VIRGINIA WASHINGTON WEST VIRGINIA WISCONSIN

1. Do statutes regulate all Public funds? State Yes Yes Yes State, County,
City

Yes Incomplete
Information

State and County Yes Yes State, Cook County
and certain cities.

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes State Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes State only County Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes State and School Yes State only Yes State, County, City Practically all Yes Reply for state only Reply for sta te only Yes State and County Yes

---

2. What collateral required to be pledged?
State Funds 

County Funds 

School Funds 

City Funds 

Other Public Funds 

State:
Sta.te bonds.

Others:
Determined by
depositing
treasurer.

Fullcoverage. Gov-
ernment, state or
municipal bonds.

None, so long as
public funds do not
exceed 25% of gen-
eral deposits of
bank. Above that,
government bonds.

Inactive:
Government,
State or munici-
pal obligations of
110% of deposit.

Active:
Same as above,
plus surety bonds
under certain con-
ditions.

Surety bonds

Pledge of collateral

Pledge of collateral
in Denver.
Pledge of collateral

Surety bonds

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

State:
Satisfactory secu-
rities or surety
bond.

Others:
If any, same as
above.

State, County and
School:
U. S., state or mu-
nicipal or surety
bond above F. D.
I. C. limit.

Others:
As agreed.

Bonds not in de-
fault designated
by statute and ap-
proved by com-
missioner of fi-
nance.

State:
U. S. government
and approved mu-
nicipals.

County:
Guaranteed issues.

Others:
Depository bond.

None None

State:
U. S., state, mu-
nicipal bonds up
to 70% of deposit,
less F. D. I. C., or
real estate mort-
gages.

Others:
Sa.me as above,
plus corporate or
personal surety
bond.

State:
U. S., state obliga-
tions with 10%
margin.

Others:
Good and suffi-
cient bond or sat-
isfactory collat-
eral.

-

All:
Obligations of U.
S., Louisiana, mu-
nicipalities or notes
of depositing body.

U. S., state or mu-
nicipal. (State
funds.)

None

None

None

Deposits over 60%
of bank capital
and surplus must
be secured.

Under discretion of
governing body of
depositing board
or municipality.

F. D. I. C. insur-
ance and accept-
able collateral.

U. S., state or mu-
nicipal bonds, plus
surety bond in
school and county.
City.
Wide variation.

Others.
Generally surety.

U. S., state, county
and other munici-
pal bonds.

State:
U. S., state or mu-
nicipal bonds.

Others:
Same, plus corpo-
rate bonds on New
York Stock Ex-
change at 90% of
market.

Surety bonds. Pledge
of 110% in assets.
Deduct first $5000
for F. D. I. C. in-
surance.

State:
U. S., state or mu-
nicipal bonds.

None
State:
Regulated by gov-
ernor and council.
County.

None

Localregulationson
school, city and
other public funds.

None

State:
State treasurer
may require.

County, School,
City:
None.

Others:
Bonds or surety.

U. S., s t a t e a nd
municipal. Gen-
eral obligation
bonds.

State and County:
U. S., state and
municipal bonds
or surety bond.

School:
None.

City:
Depend on city
charter.

Others:
Special statutes.

State:
U. S., state bonds.

Others:
Same, plus mu-
nicipal bonds.

State:
None. All in Bank
of North Dakota.

Others:
Surety or personal
bonds.

State, County,
School: U. S.,
State and munici-
pal bonds or sur-
ety bond.

Others:
Same, plus mort-
gage bonds.

U. S.,. state and
municipal bonds
and warrants or
surety bonds.

U. S., state or mu-
nicipal bonds or
securities eligible
for postal savings.

State:
Surety bonds or
120% in govern-
ment or munici-
pals.

School:
Same as above
plus approved se-
curities.

None

None

None

None

None

State:
U. S., state or po-
1 i tic al p u b 1 i c
bonds.

U. S., any state or
South Dakotamu-
nicipal bonds or
real estate mort-
gages.

State:
Personal or surety
bond or collateral.

County:
"Good and suffi-
cient bond."

City:
Surety or colla-
teral 110%.

Surety bond, twice
deposit.

Securities 120% of
deposit.

Surety or personal
bond.
Governm't, State
or m u n i c i p a 1
bonds.

Same as above
with minor varia-
tions.
Regulated by de-
positing body.

None None

U. S., state, munici-
pal, or surety.

U. S., state, mu-
nicipal bonds and
bonds on New
York stock ex-
change.
Municipalwarrants
or surety bonds.
School funds with
county treasurer.

State and County:
Any assets of bank

School:
Not regulated.

Others:
Governed by city
officials.

None

Banks prohibited
from pledgingany.

-

Depositing officer

•3. With whom is collateral pledged? State treasurer Depositing officer Depositing treas-
urer

Depositing treas-
urer or in trust.

Any state or na-
tional bank.

Depositing officer Depositing officer State Commission
or county auditor.

Governing body of
unit.

State treasurer.
County, fiscal
court. City, in es-
crow.

Depositing author-
ity or in escrow
with another bank.

None State treasurer Held in trust Treasurer of de-
positing body.

Depositing author-
ity.

Depositing author-
ity.

Depositing treas-
urer or held in
trust.

Usuallyheldin trust. State treasurer Maybeheld in trust. Depositing body
or treasurer

Depositing officer Another bank Depositing official Depositing treasurer Depositing officer State treasurer Depositing officer Depositing officer State treasurer Depositing officer Depositing officer

No

4. Is pledging bank protected by Surety Bond? A 1 1 t r e a s u r e r s
bonded

Bank may hold col-
lateral.

Under individual
bond of deposit-
ing officer.

Not by law No No No No No No No No No No No No No Treasurer's bond No Only official bonds Yes Official surety bond Yes Official bond No No No No No No

Yes

5. Is payment of interest required by law? No Yes No
State, inactive only.
Other, on active
and inactive.

Yes No No On state and
county

State and city offi-
cers may contract
for best rate.

Yes State only Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

-..

No No State only State only Yes State only Yes No Yes County funds to
highest bid.

State, yes

Others, optional
Yes Yes, on all deposits

over $1,000.
Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

6. Is rate prescribed by law?  Yes Yes Yes No No Accepting of 1% See above Formula only No No No Minimum only County only, mini-
mum 2%.

Yes No No No No Yes Generally no; some,
yes.

Yes Yes No Yes No
State: Not over 2%

Others: Optional
No Generally no No Maximum only No No

State, yes

Others, no
No No No No State, yes No Minimum only Minimum onlY No Within limits No

No

Not less than 1%
nor more than
2%% on time.
Active, none.

7. Does rate vary with different funds?
State Funds 

County Funds 

School Funds 

City Funds 

Other Public Funds 

lf any, determined
by depositing
treasurer.

No

i% Inactive
% Active

Same as
State

Depositing treas-
urer must obtain
"best" rate which
may mean none.

Yes

State., inactive 1%,
minimum. Active,
determined by
governor, treas-
urer and comp-
troller.

All others, Active
% minimum.

Inactive 1% min-
imum.

Yes

Not fixed

1%

1%

Not fixed

Not fixed

Ye,'

2% of 1% maximum

Yes

See above

See above

See above

See above

See above

No

Average of Port-
land and Salt
Lake Clearing
House rates on
time deposits, and
set every six
months.

Yes

- of 1% on
demand; maxi-
mum of 2% on
time.

No

Fixed each six
months by Board
for Depositories.
Now 1 %.

No

Adjusted periodi-
cally by state
treasurer and ex-
ecutive council
headed by gov-
ernor.

Yes

State:
Bid; minimum ac-
tive %; inac-
tive iy,%.

Others:
Rate to be agreed
upon.

Yes

Range from practi-
cally none to 2%.

Yes

State:
Maximum 3 c,-,,
minimum 1%.

Others:
2% on daily bal-
ance.

•

No

Pay none

Prior to 1933 Bank
Act, rate set by
sta.te treasurer and
moved up and
down with money
rates.

Yes

None now

None now

None now

None now

None now

Yes
State:
1% now.

Others:
Discretionary with
governing body.

State:
Inactive: 1% min-
imum, 3% maxi-
mum. Active: %
minimum, 2%
maximum.

Others:
None.

No prescribed rate.
County and School:
If no bid, county
court may award.
Minimum 1 %.

Others:
No fixed rate.

1%

None

None

None

None

Yes

State:
Not less than 1%.

Others:
Not over 1X%.

Paying 1/10 of 1%.

None paid

State:
2% on 6% of daily
average balance.

None

None

None

None

Time, X%

None now being
paid on others.

State:
1% inactive,
% active.

Others:
None, active.
2%,-2 % inactive

Fixed by state board
of finance annu-
ally. Minimum Y.,
of 1%. Maximum
2%. Now X, of
1%.

State:
of 1%.

Others:
Best rate obtain-
able by depositing
officer.

Rate on funds fixed
by council of state.

Either deposited in
banks on bids ev-
ery two years or in
Bank of North
Dakota.

Yes

State:
1/10 of 1% to 2
6/10%.

Others:
Various, fixed lo-
cally.

No

At present of 1%

At present of 1%

At present %of 1%

At present % of 1%

At present of 1%

Yes

State:
Minimum 2%, in
active 3%.

Others:
Determined by
agreement.

State and School
1% time, .7o Etc-
tive

X of 1%

X of 1%

Yi of 1%

X of 1%

X of 1%

Best rate obtain-
able. Now 1%.

State:
Fixed by state
board.

County:
Fixed by county
commissioners.

Others:
By agreement
with officials.

State:
1 % less than
F. R. rediscount
rate. 3% mai-
mum, 1 y% min-
imum.

County:
Best bid.

Yes

Determined by
State Depository
Board.

Set by bid.

If any set by bid.
Interest not man-
datory.
Set by bid.

Not mandatory. If
any, set by bid.

No

Now 1% on all

Demand, none
Time, 2 %

State:
13/4% time; 1X%
semi-active; %
active.

Others:
No reply.

Yes

State:
% active, 2%

time.

Others:
Varies as above,
subject to agree-
ment with depos-
iting officer.

State and County:
1% active, 1 %
time.

School:
None.

Others:
Governed locally.

Yes

Active and special
deposits rate fixed
by Board of De-
posits. Inactive
accounts at same
rates as other
funds.

-
8. If rate by how determined? Above Actual rate set by

Governing body

State board fixes
every 6 months.
Demand:maximum State Board

not set statute, Above Agreement Agreement Set by bank Above Above 13id Above Above Above Bid Depositing official Above state executive
council.

Bid Above By state treasurer By state board of
finance

Depends on pre-
vailing rates.

Above Maximum 2% daily
balance. 4% time.

Bid Each six months by
Board of Finance. Agreement Best rate obtain-

able
Above

State by Deposi-
tory Board.

Others by bid.

of
depositing body. 2X %, rninimum

1%. Time: 3%
and 1%%.

of
Deposits

__

No

9. Has your State considered fluctuating rate? No, law should be
flexible, however.

Yes No Yes Yes, now used No Yes, now used Now used Now used No No Yes Yes Now in existence No No No No No Now used Now used Practically now in
effect.

Now used No No Yes No No No Now used Now used for State. Yes No Now permissible Now used

Yes

Reduced required
interest

10. Is present rate fixed as to minimum and maximum? • • • • Minimum only Minimum No No No No
Yes, % mini-
mum, 2% maxi-
mum.

1% minimum, 2%
maximum, on 90%
of daily average

1;1 cdi t:ecnbt laa.ainti
Only on state funds No Above No Flat rate Yes No Yes State, not over 2% Yes No No No

Rate may be changed
not over % of 1%
every 6 months.

Minimum No No No No Yes No Minimum only Minimum only No Yes No

11. What legislation affecting Public funds passed in 1935?. . None None All of present stat-
ute.

F. D. I. C. recog-
nized. Rates and
collateral changed.

Made collateral or
surety optional on
city deposit.

None F. D. I. C. recog-
nized

F. D. I. C. recog-
nized

None Entirely new De-
pository Act.

neAicr nno tau oicnwe g. _

rate.

Recognized F. D.
I. C. Enlarged eli-
gible securities.
Limit to one bank
of $300 thou-
sand. Pledge up
to 70%.

None Liberalized collat-
eral

None

Provisions re col-
lateral suspended
until August 1,
1937.

None

F. D. I. C. recog-
nized. Minimum
on state funds re-
duced from 2X%
to 1%.

Recognized F. D.
I. C. and elimi-
nated all interest.

None None None Type of collateral
broadened

None

Recognized F. D.
I. C. Abolished
minimum interest
rates.

Recognized F. D.
I. C. on all but
state funds.

None None None None None
Recognized F. D.
I. C. Enlarged ac
ceptable collateral.

- Recognized
F. D. I. C.

Recognized F. D.
I. C. Created gov.
erning body in
counties and cities
like state had.

None

[2. Comment Treasurers all
bonded.

1934 legislature
changed rate.

Public funds may
be deposited up to
30% of capital
and surplus.

All state funds de-
posited in State
Bank, of which
57% of capital
owned by Dela-
ware.

Pledge of choicest
assets; unfair dis-
crimination to
other depositors.

Believe in pledge of
collateral.

Should have disin-
terested holder of
collateral.

Believe pledge of
collateral enough
without interest.

Expect to exempt
collateral up to
$5,000.

Present rate: active
X of 1% on all
balances above
82,500.
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. AOMAPRIVEARC4

A*Iree:' bY 4';4, Sloan Colt, Preeteent of Bankers Trust Company,
New 'lark City, before the taw4is .tnd lisrouri Baners

Agtociations in LAMOSO City, Way 6, 19660,

The problems confronting the b,pkers of this *country may be elessified

isto three categories. The first of thee* rf!lstes to individual bentg___Aement.

'Me chlls for the bectt !stallion°. end Imagment that recia one of Uf 0-41 give in

the operations er our own institutions. the *Mond ie the question of the type

3f controls to be exercised by the eupervieary authorities within the fmuerfork

of existing legisittion. The generql ch4racter of our whole bava4 ,.sten may

he greatly affected by the way in which these controls ot,%erlte. Finally* there

is the queetion of the braad_policies to be adopted ty our government effecting

not only our domostic monetary problems but also the whole intrn4tional monetary

and tinanoinl :licture. It is to the arst of thef.te categories, Viet is, the

question of bank svnagnuent, thA I shall give primary consirieration in this t.cak,

although th.1 other phase, of the problem ars of slecial importonce at thi; time

amid are of vital concern to every banker in tne country.

?or the past ff:w years sembra of the humking fraternity hews had to

face many serious problems arising out of - business recession of anproc4ented

magnitude and severity. The situation has now saterially chftnemd4 The period

of general liquidation has paesed. Thousands ef vnaker banks have bees placed in

liquidation* many bed *vets have been written 1ff tad Capital structures have

been strengthened. With the increase in security vIelues recoveries have increesed,

and in some *sass earnings have imnroved. Deposit insurance, while in ao sense a

solution af our banking problem*, has contributed to 4 feeling ef security on the

pArt of depositors. The recovery in industrial activity in.! the chariot in putlic

sentiment from one of desponlency to one of hope ttnti elimn of optimism in some

quarters has been reflected in the point of view of many banters. i Tbe more pressing
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wrre In ediate l!iroblems tre * our mind', aa le can now turn our attentton to

some of the longer-rose, iseue,,*

Before the rlisquietingt but important. /essone lf diff'cult ern

pass too qut of mind. however, I think we my with ororit pause fo t moment

f97 to take inventlry* The preeent is * oropitious time tn te“el Aock of' our position.

to recall thf if.,:,nnal of the poet. to analysis current trends, to identify and

ovsluAte tha forces mNizing few change. end to p1.441 f'or the flture in the light of

thee* ffsetits

pnsolved Booking Problems 

I think we will all agree thA there are pone mkjor erotlese in our

commercial banking system which have not yet been salved* Maly of the laws

vt.,ieh have been enacted affect the general regulation and supervision of baulking

:Lalicy but lenve untouched some of the fundhmontale of L'4,1king structure and

blnting operntions• Deposit insurance on a nntional *vac, is A ne/ ex,)erinent

-Alki while it my h-va its effect in -4.eventinr the slreld *f vith.iraw7As in ties

of trautle. it cin in no way be accepted ta n eubstitute for gnod

vis.ion can limit the scope of bank onerstions, but thn ultiaAe lecision ? to

the quality of useets to be held in thic, portfolior of the banks roete wit% the

beakers themeolves,

We my expect m recurrence in the future or business bOOMS de?ree.

@ions or more or loss severity* In spite of #111 the regul,stions which in,y be

a7plied to banking and to bustness. let shall doubtleas again experience portals

of decreNaing businese activity. uneelllyient, and inclining security ve1ass* The

vise t.anker, therefore. will hlways con,luct his qper,.tione with this contingency

in mind*

Ine of the moot importukt questions vhich Anketrft fkee ir tides Are we

going to hire a banking aystem vhieh will stend up in future eftrode of dezireesion.
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or ehull me have A ayetem thst will accentuAre the difficull,ies and ,lond itself to

excessive liquidAion in eriods of stress? While thin la a proLlas for bnngerea

ite lution dose not (;oncern banxers imything ehleh eccentuftten thq

depression is e threat not only to the lonking otructure, tut to the whole

economic order and the choit4listio system4

Vnters tmd th(:, Putlio 

7be public rinds it difficult o understand fully the pown.s and func-

tions of bonks. The banking businenn sees, to them shrouded in vetery, and their

ideas of the powers *f bankers for guad or evil mngs Almost as broadly to the

iwagination itself. This lack of comprehension on the -,;urt of the ';rat,lic is not

surprioing. Our history has sown that the people are not only jealous of finals.

cial power bet fearfUl 6f It es well: I v4ander if ve b=-.,nkere ourselves fully

realise the asture omr own w*erd 4n4 landerstand the Cal consequonces of our

own activities. nt;re are rem oubjects in the whole realm If econoalc activity

that ere more coorlax i.nd more difficult to un,lerstInd thAn bank *relit. Xet

beaviuse the b*nker senufacturen and dispenses credit, he has the responsibility

for wisely administering this function in the interests *f the pUbligle

Banks :deal with the lifeblood af buoinecu, namely, credit., If they

extond credit trio dnd upon the wrong type of assets, they awl' feed the

flame* of credit expansion and speculfttion until these culnimAe in 4 crisie and

liquidation. More than une student hoe stated that Irtnktie, through tho extension

of unwise and exmossive credito, contributed Notarially to the speculqtive excesses

of the late 'twenties. On the other hani, if banker* sre nigardly In their

lending oolicies end restrict credit too sevorely, they st";1 hinier the normal,

healthy growth or business and of their communities. To ex!Avet bonkers to be

all-wiee in their ,ycoliclors or ta be totAlly un4ffected ty thti temper *r the times

in which they live, it to expect the imeo2sible. But one thilv is Aunt; the
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reaponsibility for exam:ring this pomter is tlo broad *ad too much involved -vith

thq public welfoire to be considered from the viewtkoint of narrow or selfish

intererta.

Perhaps the individual be.nker tf)es not roalise the rull force and effect

of his activities 61006VS. he frequth-..ly looks upon hie institution as havng a

local interest only', cad not A, a part or thik bnn-A.rig spites as a whole. Re have

lenrnod from the lef sons of recent years/ however, the necessity of frosiliariting

ourselveg *ith th br()ader probleme of the b,‘skimi system as a wholes 'Jne instito.

tion nit be u significant fuctor viewed kts tin isolated unit, but ,.hen thou-

sands or b ,nkr pur/ue the tame or a siall=.1,r course of otion the *Met,. are fsr-

re -xhiftg•

Credit svnufactured anywhere from Maims to CAlifornia goes Into the

country's whole lool lf credit and can be used anywhere taco. )ncel 4* create it

we oannot control Its uses It follows that creelit wisely nr unoisoly °rented in

New fork 5tate may influence condi-U*0m in Texas. Florida or Minnwtotl, as well as

in our nen State mid loeslitys

Our osm tnavidnal hctivitios will judged in the lonc run 1..1 the

iresalts of the activities of the Aysten mg a whole. Each banzer, therefore, is

Lyitally conerneti vith the Osnd of banking done in every other institution. A

learned ,trid reep,:cted member of the Feder,:l judiciAry, in a recent utterance before

a meeting of bankers, made thia pertinent observations 'Gentlemen, your acts

over the next tea years will deteraine whether ban'izing shall continue to be con-

ducted py privt,te interests, 3r become a function of the National Government.*

This is the considered opinion of * man of side experience in pu'Aic sffai-s, and

with n strcvne prejudice in fsvor of the c,pithlistic system.

0:)t only are tne bankers responsible in lorge r,-rt for the sounness of

our credit structure, but they have also bosoms in the f!aurpce of time an important
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ehaanol through which the public invests its savings* The bao.c.or hls become *

trustee for the public and has &soused responsibility for the investment of its

fln:!:;* This is a service waich the small &neetic investor hue dea&nded -Lnd 4hich

the htnks have madortekem to perform in lArger And larger deer***

The responsibility ar;ueed in this connection is a real ono* Theete

investors czn ill stford to lose their savings* They MN, the hr.rdworkings thrifty

clseiles of our jeoplr, *to 4iLre the bAckbone of our country* The security of thUr

depooitr iu all.importunt. not only to them as inlividuales but also to the safety

of our whole economic orier, Give this clues of teal' sAvere security t3nd protec—

tion in food ti4411 and bads and you will estAblish a public confidence -3nd support

of t:le bknicin, system tlgainst which the demagogues will be r)owerleso* Let the

losses to these people be silbstentigl ftne. tho seeds of political and ccoarmic

discord will Vali into fertile ground*

At the oasis tines tho deptuitor oust be led to 47promlIts mature of

hie d000sit risk4 which any investment .3f fund nticoati4rIly Involve*,

whether the investment la wide: tLrectly by the saver or indlrectly through tho

banks

ctimina Dassatia Condittiow 

To perform well those fqnctions for tho palate is not a simple routine

matter, tomer, because in a dyn-,m1 society ntiv problems are arising continuously*

Se living in * rapidly ereing.ing age* Economics politicl 4nd social chAtges

Immo been doing on with 41moot rapi4lty, espaci$11y during the past

tin deMadets These chutges constantly create new problems for bankers, problgims

aelich require Ajustmonts to met the changing ardor of things, If bankers are to

rutin properly their function of serving in4untry, cmmerce And agriculture* re

clAaot prevont these chemises seem if 3411 would* :e lust 14:,00pt them and meet them

or commercial bdakiug 0111 be displaced by sone other for, of credit organisation.

which in the long runs I am satisfied, would not bo in thv: Interest of the publics
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/his continuoue °hang* makes it impossible for us to *Ave our banxIng

problems with such finality that they will need no further ,ttentIon. Continuous.

careful. thoughtful stuAy and research is ths c)rice of banking progre8a just as

truly at it is the price of achievement in industry, medicine, architecture ,ind

engineering.

Concentration of industry, mass production. nem methods of distribution.

good roAs, new methods of tr•Lneortation *ni communication, '1111 nerg methods of

business financing, ore some of the chances mhich have created nem problem* for *

banking structure that devsuloiled under simpler econosic Ms credit

problems of a bunk are ditferent tod,q from those af tmenty-five or fifty peirs

ago. Ths forces which affnct the b,nking businsti5 toduy are often broad in scope

and the result of many complex factors. It ix not an easy a%tter to appraise

these forest properly. TLe problem of diversification has homes. more amd more

difficult, The local outlet for funds in many eases has bosoms smaller end

smaller and th,- bmiker is freuently !barred into a type of assets about mbloh him

knows little nnd for which hie facilities for study *re extremely limitod. Now

will our banking scistem meet this chnnging economic 1rder?

jtitertvitimva 141041UOIL4PrIts_tInd Ucme tory P oli cies 

ftnd economic disturbances in the rest of the world constitute

a mocond set of forces whic bring new probl(4mis to confront thw. bnkere. As

result of the 11Nr and its ,41,1,1th, th4 xorld hno been sorely troubled by

economic msladjlstaents. One of these is the monetary trouble mtich culminated

in the dismirdIng, at least temporarily, of the gold strrd by ninny nz,tioni*

C1,osely Alled tn this monetary trouble is the rapid shifting of cac.ital from

country to country, a levelopment which has had violent repercussions upon inter-

national credit otructurese This country hra N.ccumul%tbd a large pr:vortlon of

the morldis monetary gold. This Influx of gold, together mith 
our monetmry ooliAes.
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hes built up huge volume of excess reserves And has created abnoravaly cheap

crelit slonditions. These reserves have a tiray of dist:Ibuting ttezselves throughout

the t.vit. pr,Ictle:Aly every institution feels the prez,aure*

Their csfect la no meitns limited to tbe laror Institutions of the cities,*

A simil-r set If forces in the 1920's VA$ responsible. in part at letst,

for the rapid expansion o. bonk credit during that rIeriod and r3r the accumnli!ltion

In many institutions of assets of Inferior quality. rith the i.4.1e funds ale! the

prc.sure for expansion then existing, *my institutions, If they coull not get

high-grade essets, Wok what wee aamilable. re need only remind ourselves that

ear monetary gold stock and our excess reserves are non flx tbove their maximum

at any previous tine in our histo-ya

The rederal heservis and other supervisory authorities have been given

extensive powers to check or orevfilt unsound credit ectivities and exceo4ive

credit ioxpansion4 Sommer effective these controls nay be, it is my opinion that

they can never take the place of sound bs,mk memagenont. The responsibility for

maintaining high quality assets of tt6 right charIctor must rest upon the mAnage.

sent& or the inavidual institutions*

This very methods of control and the tieing ./f thr) control by the central

authorities are, of course. spatters of interest to as ,.111. On the basis of

reserves es they exist todey tbc member banks of the country could expund their

deposits by more than twenty billions of &Alas's* Thus far there has been no tub.

stomata' expansion of credit excerA tbrou4;h the purchase of gwernmont securities

by the haw.s, and there is divided opinion as to thu preseut nt?ed for reducing ex-

cess reserves in the exercise of credit cantrol. The basio flr eycessive expv.nsion

is there, however. #teld we met face the poseibility tht, swath day controls any

be necersary. It is essential to ksea t'q.s in mind in our individual policies.

The situation is ouch that ordinary measures ot eIntroI such ftt onen market opera.
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tions and discount rate ch-nefts wy not be sufficnt, .1nd in time it m:;), be

noesissary, therefore, to raise reserve requirenents. At least that Is a future

oort=ibility which we must keep in mind in or'er to estts4to accurately and prepare

for thn effect* of ouch a change on our individusa positions.

Zanar-LuSa=,'-te 4.111
ptudr of 4-n%ine in by Zork Fttte....A third major ievelopment Ihich ha,

crested importAit banking problem is the chnge which hne ,ccurred in the cl-,:t.racter

of c)Tomero1;11 ben:UN'. As an illustrktion of the situntion previls in one

:€401n *f the mintry Tlermit me to give you some or thn results of our aturi *f

blnking develoonente In 1ow Tort FtAti. ge have a great *f conditions tnd

industries in See Yorks including !I,Justrif.A1 center., varied agricultural interests,

reAl estate develogments, v.iowolion resorts, etc. In P.M80 ree.7.cts, therelre, the

figures for our St4to isfy he ta4ten $1! fairly re,,,reeentItIve *f lArge potrt of

c..1”Itry.

?tom record of tht 1., nte in our StAq during th 1,erlod Jr the depreAsion

ialicAtod th4-tt wlny of then were poorly faulved to vithStand the trislo of edveroe

economic conditionR, although perhf,ps our difficulties have not been te grw-t 48 in

some other sections or the country. Ca?ital losses in our commercial tanks in $ew

York State outside New York City since 12:1, htive tatttlied between $250 1.nd $300

millions To put it another Imy, all the earnings added to surplus since 1925, all

the nom capitr,1 raised from 1423 through 1930, and all the asnessnents on stocti.

tuldlers and the contributi:ms by stocYlolders, directors und others since 1929,

hove been wiped ou' by tte losses and ,frite-orfs during the delrloPsion. One.exth

of t.nt tanks which eers in existence in our Vt;te at the close of 1929 have failed

or have been rf?organised or taken over with waivers of 4epesite•

It Wai this record of losses and failures which led the Res, York St4te

Ban'xers Association te undertake t survmy of banking developments and problem* in
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the /Atte in order to determine if po sible the eioelit,,g )i wee,4oeos and the *mese

of the difficultiefa A Commission for PAudy of the Banking Strucure WAS uppeinted

in 1934, and the research work hes been going on for nerly two yeare. Th-v study

ewe based upon the experiencee of more thn TOO commercial Walks in gee Tork State

outside Greater New lork, and '1,ars extended bAck to 19a in order to 7c1t. a decade of

hankies experience. The f-,,TiKe surveyed bed total resources between 42 &nd 45 bil-

lion, And constitute a siseable vADIe of the commereial b6ak essets of the country

outside the larger cities. Last December the ConmAsslon seued a report covering

its work to date,

;tontine Clurcter or.4enk Age,taweTh study first directed attention to

thc ch,ages which htive been occurring in the 0,:ilr7'.cter of the ft*sets held by tome

mercial hanks. The evidence i$ thut qe have been getting further and further eeny

fres commorciel btlaklmg. The proportion of b4nt assets conftleting of investments,

real estate lease mad ealleter,1 loans, which for ;Turpooes of convenience and

brevity we refer to as *capital spinets,* has been increesine stesdily, while the

proportion eltvistIng of unsecured lo4no her bieal grotying rmAler Ind *pollen, We

found, for example' thA *all other* lorine, the roup wash le deramenly euoposed to

eontain most of the ehort-term eoeerell edvances, deorensed from 29 per cent of

totA resources in to 23 per cent in 19,11 end to 13 eer cent in 1934.

Tho present shortAge of loarw of A commercial eberecter. while Isere pro-

nounced thln ever before est the reAult of lecresed borrowing during the dee:version.

is not sudden develowent. The iimericen b$nking eystem over neries of year.

hes come to rely letqt and less upoe short-term loans to bneinees, and more sad more

loam investments, real T,,-Rt.,te 1.0;41,7 &al collatorll loans. These changes are

definitely related to the Ortneing economic structure. pointed out elm's°. and to the

consequently Rltered rclAtionehips bet4e,?n bur-Immo and benking. na not prepared

to say thAt we hhve no increase in short-tern loans of a. commercild ch,,,r•eter
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*ben business's nhown further improvement/ but memy of the rectors which ceused the

decline in assetr of thip tyne ere still operating*

While this significlnt change in eseets hes been going on with reaarkable

consistency/ there ha* been no modification of the contract with depositors wIling

in fere or In fact for payment of funds on deland. Mere is little indicetioe of

say perwevent change le the practice of building up reserves or capital funds for

the protection of depositor** nether ldjustsents must be made --long tease lines or

is en entirely different direction is one of the 2.uertions ehich we face. At least

one conclusion from recent developments eeemm inevitable/ hewevers With the cro4ing

volume pf long-term !,?,iets the element of .-4uality is of supreme importance* As

long as prices are riving and businefts is growing/ banks cza corry an with: **seta of

secondary quality and perhaps make largo prorits, but the dty of reckoning alevs

comes when the ecouomic trend chenges. Mese periodic reverses must be expected/

end the blqik tht fails recognise this in the selection of its se-;sets done not

eeather the *term*

marke4 ti,:roeth In time deposits occurred

simultaneously with this trend &ally free coqmercill ben4ing sad toward baulos based

on capital assets. In 1:i23 time deposits were only 47 eor cent of total deposits

of bents in New York State, outside Grester New Yer,./ while in 15.3 they had

increased. to about GO per cent of the toUl

70 All kno-e thet many ty,nke, not only in New York State bet eleelhere in

the eountry as well/ bid actively for time deposite in the 'twenties snii early

'thirties. As a result/ the rttee paid on time der,osits two frequently sa high as

or higher thAn the yields on highest-grAe investments/ 4nd the banks attrected

savings which would othervise hove been iaveeted through other egencies. ConsectuentlY

many banks aequired lisete on the besit4 of yield rather then quality* In our study

we also found that, on the everige, the beniA wAch out the lergest .:,ereentage
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of their groee earnings in the fors of interest were usukAlly the blAnks which hnd

thc highest ratio of de742sIts to ct4tal funds. Only by doing a large business on

each dollar of capital funds could they eArn the 641110 profit on their capita as

other banks which mere les liberal in thcir interest psyments.

In effect the predominant business of the 8o-cliled commercial banks has

epee to he thtt of bringing together the investor, in the gniee of the depositor,

and the long-tern borrocr, rAher tt.mn that of rapplying short-term butiness

credits, for which there h'_17 been little denond. In other 4ords, commercial hnnke

beve tslcen on many of the charucteristics of investment trusts, a;xent that me

change has been made in the nkture or the liability which thc,y towurd their

depositors. In fact and in prhctice these tins depoeits aro little different from

&Wand deposits. narticulnrly in tine of strere. Thus vs have s picture of

cemmercial banks relying to an incret.sing degree up,,n long-tors aesete, on Ulf?. nue

hand. and assuming short-tern 114aaities on the other. Banks are not only guar4n-

teeing the depositor against lose (to the extent ot" th,? k;tnkci cii.pital). but. in

addition, are including in that guarantee an ofligetion to convert these investments

into each practically on depaand, and to p,ky da;looitars thoir claim at par regard-

leo,* of the price realised upon the sale of the assets.

These developments in aaae4,s :J11 cle3slts bsiva btftn so ra7id, at * tine

when ether problems! mere preeting, that no adeluate etudy or ,nalysis of the pre.

blew arising out of this change in the character of banking hit.=, been aade. The

implieations of such a development heivo probably not boon fully 4 1,2%?ciuted and

banters generally have not been able to test nnd ;terfect new rules mod nee standards

of practice.

I mention there matters here lergely to emphasise the urgent necessity

tor hrinkers to find 314110 solution to the tine derwmit oroblem and the unhalunced

relationship between the charucter of bask satiety tIn. the character of depoeite.
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we cannot expi,At our ispositors to have a full underotaading af thet? luestIonts.

hewever, until we ,›urtielves heve 4mAlysed then and c.J.Ase at leAot to some tentxtive

clnclusion in our ovn minds Ai tO what udjustvents mety be necessary*

cutua Funds 4nd tht Protection of reossiOrswim4nother problem tvusing

bankers same concern tt the present time is how to provide 5n gdeluate equity of

private wipital funds for the protection of deositors and at the same time to

earn a reason:N.1)1e return on that equity•

It is obviously a difficult utter to Aistermine what ratio or 040itza to

depositta miibt be considered atl affording adequtte 7Totection defNoritors,

especially eine* conditions vary so widely in difforlmt institutions, localities

and periods. I an not ruggesting any required enigma ratio of capitsi ftinde to

deposits or to loan, end investment*, but it chanot be denied thit every encourAge-

sent should be given to the building up in banks of substantial stookholleret

equities, including reservoes Conservative diviAend :tel interest policies are a

Prorequinito to the realisation or this ends Purthermore, ar government crpdit

expands, bank deposits incrivise., thus accentwAing tho problem of building up

adequate capital funds. The proces of rebuilding private espit-%/ and retiring

the preferred stock and debentures held by the governmcnt is proving to be very

slow mid difficult for imay institutions bee:Jure of the continued decline in

operating earnings*

Bank rarniairos.The decline in 1 ,:ink earnings bar been the cause of much

comern among bankers, it Naverol vary i.mporUnt implications. The low

earnings, of ban-its iacrivie the bur4en or preferred capital, yet at the same tine

diacourage the sale of coemon stock with which to rebuild capital funds• It is

to be hoped that 111.41241 of awAing this, situation mfty be found other than tbst of

searching fer high-yield !', ,,FCLS, If our Investigation shove nny one thing it
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indicates beyond luestion of doubt that bunkers should al,14 give, primary considera—

tion to the luqlity of their e,rnIng tseftee

One p000lble setbod of sleeting the gltuhtion of lecreased earnings is to

increase ?ervi,ce charges, ,Thich hFkve already hem adopted b;,- a large number of

haw.. The question is whether further efforte in this direction nay not be

neeilesary to conpensnte for services which are nor Wag furnished at a loss. It

would be such sounder banking and much better pone both for the depooitors and

the banks to reduce interest payments an deposits and impose or increase ,,ervice

charges, than for the TroAnks to accUUM104, assets of the typo which led to so !twiny

difficulties in the past.

In thie c,insidoration of ?ow c.y,.rnings me should beer in milrl that

intarest payments have been thk largest single iten of expense in our bunks,. For

a group of banks nearly identieel mith Federal Reserve nombership in Mee York !Mate

(outside New York City), interest on do!,osits took about $40 each $100 or gross

earnings from' 1923 through 1231, and in l',-"!.34 took about t.54 out of etch WO af

gross earnings, even with interest on denane de 'osits largely elininoted and Interest

au tine deposits greatly reduced. For 1935 this figure was down to about $29 and

as the result (3: the stuOies which we have been suAng in Hem York State I think it

is fair to sty that the sanhgenent of the banks of our Stoito 4re paying very care—

ful attention to the total amount of grosb ehrnings -:sld out in the form of interest

to depositore.

lw - npprIA.Tbis le a brief outline of u few of the results of

our investigation io *ow Iork State which beer Jost lezediately upon sone or the

p*oblens which confront bunkers at the 'resent tine. We have a picture of a banking

system which his pesos* Wm, a decade of rspid expansion and violent contractions
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whose operation has been charIcterised by a struggle for oast), competition for

deposits, large intere;:t pAyments, investment to an increasing degret- -n non-

comeercial assets, * levelling down of the quality of these assets, climaxed by

the failur of many banks -nd tremendous loeses or edlitsil In other**

500d for ;;tuly 1r Dank-tug 

I have attempted to give you a brief et:At/lent of three types of econowie

changes which hwre created several major problems for bankers. These chsnges are:

(1) changing economic conditions at homes (1 world uolitieal and economic disturb-

ances resulting in extraordim,ry cApital novanonts, gold flow Into the United

States and ;An exceedingly large accumulAtion of excess reservess (5) the

changing character of banking in thie country both in assets and tn dt13;,,osits.

I do not suggest this te.:; 1 complete list of the economic developments

*bleb attest banks but mention thous merlay to illustrate tha dynamic nature of our

economic and social order and to enlhasixe the urgent necesity for constsmt study

and invostigntion by bankers. of theme broader problemm. The future calm, or banks.

ing in this country is going to le?end very largely upon hew well we as individual

bunkers understand these larger problems and how sound the measures are which we

te0:e t,) solve them'. This I's not a talk which can be accomplished in a r,oment, but

one which will require continuous research And study:

It eust be clear by now that lasting improvenent in the bunking system

lean sold** be obtained by legislation. The futility of trying to substitute

Arbitrary rules and laws for sound business judgment has been amply dimonstrated•

Ihat is why project wherein the men actmlly 1.perting banks undertake to make a

~eta an4lysis of t?le banking problems Is so Important an4 soy bring productive

results. le bowe triad legislation for 4 hundred years; lot up now try research

and an-Aisle. t
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The Cemmission for Study of the Paning Structure in Now York !:tiAte was

crented at fact-finding body* Cousw.luently, we made no reemumeudntion in our

report. 40 did, bowimer, present a number of itiestiesui and problems based upon our

findinga. Ne are following those questions and proars with a reries of question...

n3ires sent to our webers. le hope that those qw.etionnnires stimulate

our members to give carefUl th'iught to the ilprovement of our tAnking structure, And

thfA they lofty alRo sorve at the haeds tor discwsion tit our Cr7unty, Qroup rind

Clearing Eouse Assoc-J.04os meetings*

In clnclusion, I should like to present to you t.go or thrte Interesting

otservations about research in Industry r=de by Mr. Charles F. 'i:ettering, Vice

President in Charge of Research of thz Gencml Motors Corporction. Thee* obaerva-

tionr were made in an addreco before the Sett !ark Ilttite Brmke.ro Aesociation, aad

)apply just as truly to the b4niciag field as to the automobile Industry* *One of

the simplest says te start a research department," said me, :.attering, "is not to

build a buildIng and to boy lot ef technical eluOment, but to write do,,,n soils

place about ten thingp th!4t you think *re wrong witb your business* If tbere

aren't tea thingp wrong .1.1th your business, write down as loony oas there are. If

ther(ii are only one or two or three, write then down. DIn't try to s.Ilve them in the

order in which you w ite then down, because the first thing that you write down may

not be the easiest one to *live* But out of some one of those ten, there some

T'oraibility of your tieding out something**

Resetrch, continued Mr. Kettering, is newt?' finished for each dNy br!ngm

na3n* 41lich must be aolved. In hie orls, °it is somethinE t,:at you eggnot

44 totly Awl forget tom3rrow, becau,:e you want rew,tbor thst Mee is the important

t:,ing that bring 'slang t'lese ohanges...../,m don't do this resesrch by ismulse. You

have to study what the tendeneies anl th, directions of your busbies* are and you

him, to feel them out In all different lines**
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Mr• totteritissid of his work, nte aro trying to study wht,..t the

mit/mobile businesn is going to be in five, ten, fifteen or taenty ytmrs." Lot u*

ask ourselves ghat the banking businest4 ir going to be like in 1946 or 1950. Are

we progreoclive enough to list the thingo thqt ftre wrong A.th our baAnw7e, an:. to

devote our tine and energy to the correction of these dofecte Zany baakere feel

confitiont that hkd ve atnrted such projectE tilenty ye,firs ago me night have avoided

some of our recent unfortuntAc exooriences. If this be ,true the tine to build

for the tuture todk,y. The greater the 'lodes ce short In hr,11,1,1ing our own pro-

blmis of bank magAsomont, the greater the voice we nay hopt. to 6.1/Pe. in the 1.eternina.

tam of those Itb41,r policies of national internt-tional scopet.
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306 S
Send your Order to the nearest "Y and E"

Representatives or to our Home Office

YAWMAN AND ERBE MFG.O.
Main Factories ad Executive Mcs

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Branches a:-vi .'sjris in all Principal Cities
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